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THE PUBLISHERS PREFACE TO THE READER.

We do with all Respects and Candidness, present you with the Works of one who was a true and faithful Labourer in his Day; his Pains have been bestowed, in watering and cultivating, what was sown by another Hand. And having employed his Time and Talent well, he entered into his Lord's rest; enjoying that Peace which must necessarily result from a faithful Performance of a Trust given by our great Lord.

We can give but a very short account of the Author, but hope this Publication may produce a fuller, from some of his Personal Acquaintance. As we are informed, it was one Mr. Edward Taylor an English Gentleman, the latter part of his time he lived at Dublin, in much Privacy and Retirement, where he made this his Work and Business. He died at Dublin about the Year 1684. His Manuscripts were preserved by the Care of a Friend, and brought over hither, where they have lain some time in Private; But considering how much we are beholden to our Predecessors for their great Pains taken to inform us, their Writings Published being a Testimony of their good Will to Purity: And also considering the Labour taken by this good Man for a Publick Benefit, we could not in Justice to the Author deceased, nor with the respect we owe to all Mankind as our Brethren, suffer so Good and Profitable a Work, to Perish under our Custody; without incurring the guilt of Ingratitude, if not of Inhumanity. We have hereby endeavoured to set this Light in Publick View, and that it may prove of use to direct the Course of any, in this dark and dismal Passage, towards the Haven of Rest, is what we earnestly desire and seek.

He was a Devout Christian, a Sincere Protestant, living in the Communion.
The Publishers Preface to the Reader.

union of the Church of England; and earnest he was in vindicating the Truth, abhorring a bare outside Formality, which only hath the Name and Profession, but wants the Nature, Life and Power of Religion.

He was not for making Rents and Divisions amongst Men, by setting up a new Sect, or having a People called after his Name, thereby to gain applause, or to make himself great. But made it his Business to Learn and Improve, in the Knowledge and Understanding of the Divine and Natural Mysteries.

We are very apt to regret the loss of worthy Instruments, such as have been raised up in an Extraordinary Manner, and Eminently Qualified above their Brethren, hoping that if we had enjoyed their good Converse, we might have greatly benefited and improved thereby: without doubt they have a great Happiness that enjoy such a Benefit and improve it.

But we must consider that they are but Men, and are indeed but Instruments or Vehicles; and it is very rare but that the Purity and Excellency of Truth conveyed by them, receives some Shadow or Soil from the Medium. Their chief work hath been to direct us to the Fountain of Wisdom, which is open at all times to all Persons, ready to inform all that truly seek Wisdom there: And from this Universal Fountain every one receives according to their Capacities.

And accordingly it is required, that every one should Communicate or Prophecy according to their proportion of Faith received; now Faith is every particular Man's Evidence, and not another's: Thus, although one may have a larger Measure, or more Mysterious, yet there is no disharmony, but all tends to the Benefit of the whole. And teaching all Wisdom, that every one may be perfected perfect in Christ.

Although we cannot Comprehend all Truth, let us remain humble sincere Searchers, and in due time we shall be rewarded with her Treasures; when the Captions, Disdaining, Mocking Spirits, shall reap their Reward, that is to be perfected in that Principle they have given themselves up to as Servants.

The Writings of the Divinely inspired Jacob Behmen, called the Teutonic Philosopher, have been by many received with great Satisfaction, and have contributed towards the Extricating their Minds out of those Labyrinths and Difficulties, wherein Evil Practice and Opinions (kept up by Custom) had involved them.

The greatest Objection raised against the said Writings have been their Abstruseness, and Uncouth Expressions, making them almost impossible to be understood; which now is answered and removed: Here being a Person raised up to bear Testimony to their Truth, who by delivering his Sense in more usual and familiar words, it is hoped may have rendered them clear.
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In his Considerations on the Subject, Matter and Scope of the Writings of Jacob Behmen, He doth (from the Types, Figures and Sacrifices under the Law, from things we are most converfant with through the whole Creation, from Heaven and Earth, and from Man himself) Demonstrate the Truth of his Doctrine to be well-grounded, upon the uncontrollable Maxims of Confeffed Theology and Philosophy.

The 177 Theofiphick Questions which were propounded by J. Behmen, of which he lived to Answer but 13, and part of the 15th, the rest of them lying unanswerd, till this Good Man being spirited thereto, took up the task, and hath performed it as an able Workman, Answering the Remainder, and hath given us some Meditations on part of the said Questions and Answers: All treating of the highest Mysteries, and yet what we (in Duty) ought to be most converfant about.

His Extraits of several of the Works of Jacob Behmen were intended for the use of thofe that had not, or could not procure the said Writings, and also to give a Summary Account of the whole: which may be as an Introduction, opening the Gates to us, and promote a further Communication of these great and most useful Truths.

The Apostle Paul preached to the Athenians the Knowledge of that God whom they ignorantly adored: Even fo these Writings serve or tend to teach us by plain Demonstration what we, like the Athenians, are too Ignorant of. It is written God is one, which certainly is as true as where it is said, There are three that bear Record in Heaven.

It is written, Our God is a consuming Fire. And yet said to be, Heb.12.29. Light, and Love, and in him is no Darkness at all, that he is meek, merciful, of everlasting kindness, and that fury is not in him.

It is also written, God Swear by two Immutable things, in which it Heb. 6. 18. was impossible for God to lye. And because he could Swear by no greater, he Swear by himself, That Blessing he would Bles Abra biển. And Curse him that Cursed Abraham. Here are two Principles clearly express'd, and Gen. 12. 3. both called Immutable: The one Wrath and Fury, and a consuming Fire; The other Love, Meekness and Light ineffable.

Had Man stood in his Primitive State totally resigned to the Divine Love, he had not known the Principle of Wrath, but it had remained more hidden than the bitterness of the Root is in the most pleasant Fruit. But when Man was fallen into the state of Evil and Good, the Infinite Love of God descends in order to restore him, and then sets before him Blessings on the one hand, and Cursings on the other. These great Truths are at large treated of and explained, and by them we are Taught what Use and Improvement to make thereof.

How can we tell what God's Mercy is, till we come to know him that
\[ (b) \] is
is Merciful; And what Christ's Merits are, till we know Christ in us and him Crucified? For if we content our selves with an Historical Knowledge, it is to be feared it will be attended with an Hypocritical Obedience. The Law that all true Christians ought to square their Actions by, is the New Commandment; else they are not known to be Christ's Disciples.

All those worthy Instruments that have Taught or Writ from the Holy Joining, directed their Hearers or Readers, to him that is the true Teacher, that they might receive their Knowledge from the same Root with themselves. And then unto such they wanted no Epistle of Recommendation, they being their Epistle written with the Spirit of the Living God, not in Tables of Stone, but in the fleshly Tables of the Heart, known and read of all Men.

To such the Language of the Scriptures comes to be more clear, and can discern the Correction, Instruct[ion] and Comfort held forth in them, and how they are able to furnish the Man of God to every good Work. Also why there is no Ability in them to furnish any man else, but as they Convert, and become new Men.

The great Affair of Man's Happiness depending upon the Conversion of his Will; for as the first Man by turning his Will from God into this World from the Unity and Harmony he at first was placed in (and so was truly Honourable) into Multiplicity, Selfhood, Lust and Enmity: thereby became an abominate to God's Holiness, attracting a Beffial Body, and a Mind darkened, Ignorant and Estranged from God.

It is real Resignation that brings a Death upon Self-hood, and that must continually be performed, that the Enmity being mortified, the resigned Will may become an Instrument in God's Hand, to be agitated thereby; for his Servants we are whom we yield Obedience unto.

Here ariseth the strife and warfare in Man, The Corrupt Will in Self-hood accounts it folly and madness to submit to Death, when the Pleasures and Voluptuounfnes of this World might be lived in and enjoyned. But the resigned sees, that as at first it precipitated Man from that Happy State in which he was placed; so the tendency and end thereof is to fill us with Eternal Sorrow and misery. Thus it is to become Fools that we may be made Wise, and Poor that we may be made Rich; as having Nothing, yet possessing all things,

"This is the State which Reason's splendid Schools,
    "Do nominate the Paradise of Fools.

Whatever specious Pretences to Religion may be made by any, though very fair and beautiful to shew, where this corrupt Will in Self-hood is unmortified; and the Path of Resignation not trod, that Religion is vain, deceit-
ful and destructive. As the Prophet Isaiah declared in the Name of the Lord; For as much as this people draw near me with their Mouth, and with their Lips do honour me, but have removed their Heart far from me, and their fear towards me is taught by the Precepts of Men: Therefore the Wisdom of their Wisemen shall perish, and the Understanding of their Prudent Men shall be hid. Our Saviour reciting this place of Mat. ch. 15. the Prophet saith, But in vain do they Worship me, teaching for Doctrines the Commandments of Men. The Wisdom of this World which is Foolishness with God, existing in the perverted Will of Man, which hath broken it self off from God, and stands upon its own bottom; by this Wisdom the World neither can know or worship God. The Wisdom of God in his Servants stands in an humble Resignation of themselves to the Divine Love, in order to a Regeneration of their Wills, which is not effected but by laying this opposite Will in which stands the Enmity in order to know a new Life generated; and as long as Truth and Error, Light and Darkness are in this World, so long must and will this Warfare be continued; happy is he that goes off a Conqueror, for his Garland or Crown is sure to him. And as the World by Wisdom knew not God, so hath it fared likewise in respect to the inquiries made concerning Nature. From hence it is the Apostle Paul gives a caution, To beware lest any Man should spoil them through Philosophy and vain Deceit, after the Tradition of Men, after the Ritudiments of this World, and not after Christ.

An empty and vain Philosophy hath been introduced and kept up in the World, by Men of corrupt minds estranged from God, and therefore ignorant of Nature: For it is as impossible truly to know Nature, separate and removed from God, as it is to know God in the Wisdom of this World, or truly to worship him, with a Heart removed far from him.

What hopes was left after the miserable Fall of Man, when God cursed the Earth for Man's sake, but only the Descent of God, or the Incarnation of Jesus Christ, that unspoken Word of Life, in order to a happy Restoration and Renewation? For as all things were made by this Eternal Word, so all things are upheld by it: This is the Healer of our Wounds, and Repairer of our Breaches. This Word is declared by Moses, and by the Apostle Paul to be near us, even in our Hearts and in our Mouths; that we need not say, Who shall ascend into Heaven, or descend into the Deep to fetch it? This was the Rock in the Wilderness. This is the Stone of Fire in Ezekiel. The Stone with seven Eyes upon it in Zechariah. The White Stone with the New Name, in the Revelation. This is the Salt which we ought to have in our selves. This is the Water and Spirit whereof we must be born again.

King Solomon was inducted with great Wisdom, and may properly be said...
to have been an Eminent Philosopher; take his Description of Wisdom, and where it is to be found.

Wisd. ch. 7. She is the Breath of the Power of God, and a pure influence flowing from the Glory of the Almighty; Therefore can no defiled thing fall into her. And being but one she can do all things: And remaining in her self she maketh all things new: And in all Ages entring into holy Souls, she maketh them Friends of God and Prophets. All good things together came to me with her, and innumerable Riches in her hands. And a greater than Solomon faith, Seek ye first the Kingdom of God, and his Righteousness, and all these things shall be added to you.

This Certainly is not only our Duty, but the great Affair most worthy our Enquiry and Industry. That Work which Man alone is capacitated for, by reason of his noble Extract, and that which is alone a suitable reward to render him truly happy.

It is this Work and Wisdom, that the Writings of Jacob Behmen, and these following, are conversant about; laying the Foundation deep, firm and solid; and thereupon raising a regular and noble Building.

Here is described at large our Malady and Remedy, both with respect to Time and Eternity; for the Instruction and Teaching of those he calls his School-fellows, and to the perusal of the said Writings, we recommend the Candid Reader. And shall conclude with a Testimony concerning the Writings of Jacob Behmen from an Ingenious and Learned Hand. "Whatsoever the thrice great Hermes delivered as Oracles from his Prophetical Tripos; or Pythagoras spake by Authority; or Socrates debated; or Aristotle affirmed; yea whatever Divine Plato Proposed, or Plotinus proved; this and all this, or a far higher and profounder Philosophy is not contained in the Teutonicks Writings. And if there be any friendly Medium which can possibly reconcile those Ancient Differences between the Nobler Wisdom, which hath fixt her Palace in Holy Writ, and her stubborn Handmaid, Natural Reason, this happy Marriage of the Spirit and the Soul, this wonderful concert of Discords in one Harmony we owe in great measure to Teutonicks his Skill.

"Only let not the Non or Misunderstanding of the most rational Reader (if not a little sublimed above the Sphere of common Reason) be imputed as a fault to this Elevated Philosopher, no more than 'twas to the Divine Plotine, whose highest Notions many, even of his own School, after much Study were not able to reach.

The way to profit in reading these Writings is to be possesst with patience, our Minds standing in singleness and simplicity, and in this frame of Mind, to seek diligently, pray earnestly, and to resign up our Will entirely to the
Guidance and Conduct of the Divine Love. Importunity and Industry often prevails to the obtaining the desired End, when Sloth and Negligence meets with Disappointments and Shame. Let us humble our selves under the sense of our Misery, and submit to the mortifying our corrupt Wills, and proceed on to Experience a Separation or cleansing from all filthiness of the Flesh, and more secret defilements of the Spirit, through the Power and Energy of the Heavenly Fire, the Divine Life, the Breath or Word of God: That knowing a Death unto Sin, we may also know a Life unto Righteousness, which in the true Heavenly Process being offered up to God as an acceptable Sacrifice, a permanent, fixed and immortal State may be manifest, where there shall be no more going forth for ever. If these following Sheets contribute in some measure towards the directing and assisting of any, especially the honest Industrious Searcher, it will greatly rejoice the Persons concerned; it being their end and design in the present Publication.

Farewel.
Some Words used by Jacob Behmen explained near to his deep Sense.

A Byfs, is an Infinity peculiar only to each of the Three Principles. Amaśi, is a Spirit or Will bringing it self into Subsistance, compaction or manifestation.

Anguish, is the third Form of the seven Properties of the Eternal Nature, made of the two first Forms, and making the Sulphurous Spirit.

Centrum or Centre, is the Flash standing in every Will to make an opening. Three Principles, ch. 14. v. 67.

Christ, by the word Christ is meant the inward new Man in the Spirit of Christ, understood inwardly.

Element, call'd the one or holy Element, is of or according to the second Principle generated Eternally out of the Eternal Nature or great Mystery, which are according to the first, but where-ever they generate the holy Element there is Paradise.

Ens, the proper or peculiar Being or Essence, (Good, or be it Evil) of a thing.

Eternal Nature, is of the first Principle, and is that in which standeth two Kingdoms; one, the pure Virgin Wisdom of God, the one holy Element, the caule of the four Elements and Stars; The other, the sever fierce wrath: According to which God calleth himself a consuming Fire. It is therefore the great Mystery.

Expressed word comprizeth all Creatures Vizible and Invizible.

Fist, the Eternal speaking Word or Creating Power proceeding from the Free-will of the Abyss. Also the desire of the Soul taking the power of the holy Love Tincture, and makes it Essential.

Flagrat, or sudden fright, terror, shriek, flash, the severing the two Principles of Light and Darkness; resembling that in Thunder and Lightnings, Gunpowder, ytc. The pregnant Eccho of the bound of Eternity, speaking (by Magical Fire-breath) Love or Anger; Life, in the Light; Death, in the Darknes. Which is called the Saltnatral Flagrat.

Idea, is the Ens, which with Man first is, and then known: But we wrong God unless we say, it is, because God seeth it.

Incarnation, a Divine Sparkle, captiv'd so as can only glimmer, not shine forth.

Magia, there are two Magia's, one of the Unity, the other of the Multiplicity, or Astral Powers. And two Magia in Man, the Spirit of God, and Reason, into the latter the Devil eafily infinuates.

Majesty, the Light of the Glorious Son of God, the second Principle, according to which only God is called God, for according to the first, viz. the Fathers Property, he is not called God, but a confuming Fire.

Lubet, a Longing Delight or Benedictio. In God, it is the free pregnant will to Manifestation in Nature and Creature; without which all had been an Eternal Filness. The Lubet in Man, is the moving will to Good or Evil.

Mystrium Magnum, that out of which all Vizible and Invizible Concretes proceeded, it is of the first Principle. Vide Eternal Nature.

Out-birth, the vizible, palpable, mortal part of this World call'd the Anger-fire.
Saliter, is that which in the Sulphur is awakened by the heat arising into a Flagrant out of the Brimstony, Watry and Earthy Properties, whereby the Properties are Explicated.

Saltan, is meant the Spirit of Error, and not always a Creaturely Devil, but the Property of such an Erroneous Spirit.

Saliter, (call’d) Divine Saliter; represented by the Earth, but like the pure Heaven; in it are moving, springing Powers, producing all manner of Divine Trees, Plants, &c. with Heavenly Colors, Smells, Tails, whereof this Worlds Trees, Gold, Silver, precious Stones, &c. are hard, dead, dark shadows. But this Saliter and Mercurius, (i.e.) Divine Mercurius, is the Food of Angels and Holy Souls.

Sophia, the true noble precious Image of Christ, viz. the Wisdom of God, the Tincture of the Light.

Source, the original quality or essential property to Love and Anger, Light and Darkness, both according to time and Eternity.

Ternarius, or number three in the Language of Nature the Divine Birth in the six Forms of Nature, which are the six Seals of God.

Ternary (call’d) Ternary Sanitium, holy Flesh or holy Substance, or Corporizing of Angels and holy Souls.

Tincture, is in Angels and Glorified Saints the Virgin Love-fire. In Man that which Adam's Fall caused almost wholly to disappear. In Vegetables, Animals and Minerals their Vertue, Vitality, or Life, Spirit and Power.

Turba, is taken for a fierce Wrath-fire, which destroyeth a corruptible Body: Sometimes for horrid Tempests or Hellish Blasts, general Contagions, awakened by common Sins, call'd Turba Magna. Sometimes for the Eternal Wrath-fire, which swalloweth up an Evil Spirit without a Body; and may be called Turba Maxima.

I. The seven Spirits of God, or powers of Nature, as they shew and manifest themselves in Love and Anger, both in the Heavenly and Hellish Kingdom, and also in the Kingdom of this World; not Extracted out of the Mysteriorium Magnum, but Transcribed page 22.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>punction of Sense.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Anguish or Mind.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Enmity.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Sulphur, Perceivance, Pain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Fire or Spirit.</td>
<td></td>
<td>4. Pride, Anger.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>5. Light or Love desire.</td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Love-fire, Meekness.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This was received from the Author Jacob Behmen in such a Form by Abraham Van Somerveldt.
II. The Ten Forms of Fire. Extracted out of the Answer of the First of the Forty Questions of the Soul.

Form 1: The Eternal Liberty (having, and) being in itself, the Will. Signified by Sem.
Form 2. The being Desirous. Signified by Arphaxad.
Form 3. The sharp drawing, causing the Opposite Will. Signified by Salah.
Form 4. The Flash of Lightning, cauing the Liberty, and causing the Anguish. By Eber.
Form 5. The Eternal Nature, or great Mystery, whence the two Kingdoms proceed. Signified by Peleg.
Form 6. The two Principles, of Fire and Light. Regu.
Form 7. The Magia, making its own Looking glas, as Life, is of Fire and Water. By Serug.
Form 8. The Turba, that breaketh the outward Life, Strength and Omnipotence. Nahor.
Form 10. The Entrance into the Holy * Ternary: Corporifying of Angels and Holy Souls.

*Which is the holy Earth, or holy Flesh. Signified by Abram.

III. The Three Principles are,

Principle 1. The Spring or Fountain of Darkness.
Principle 2. The Virtue [or Power] of Light.

Represented by Similitudes, viz.

1. Man's Soul, giving Reason and Thoughts, signifieth the Father.
2. The Light shewing the Power of the Soul, and how to direct it, representeth the Son.
3. The Mind resulting from this Light, and governing the Body, resembleth the Holy Ghost.

1. The Darkness in us, which longeth after the Light, is the First Principle.
2. The Virtue of the Light, whereby we see Intellectually, is the Second Principle.
3. The longing Power proceeding from the Mind, and that attracteth or impregnatest it self, whence groweth the Material Body, is the Third Principle.

There is an inclosure, knot or stop between each Principle.
See Chap. 7. of the Book call'd, The Three Principles, Verf. 21, 22, 23.
A Preface to the Book of Extracts,

AND

The following Considerations by way of Enquiry into part of the Scope of the Writings of Jacob Behmen.

THE Extracts of the Aurora was intended for the particular use of one only, without his purpose of proceeding farther in the other Books, or imparting that, as can hardly escape any one's observation.

And tho' more be done than was at first designed, yet too little is done, and with too many defects.

The proceedings in it, like as of a Traveller through a spacious Territory, hath been to comprehend and report the varieties there, according to the degree of ability, intentness and capacity of the passenger.

Or as one admitted into exquisite Gardens, deck'd with plenty of all curious flowers, &c. fills his hand with a few of those he best knows, or most admires, according to what skill he hath.

Or as one at a Royal Feast, feeds only on what his appetite most relisheth.

Where the Writer hath contracted below the sublimity of the subject, the Reader may with some ease supply that defect by recourse to, and consulting the blessed Authors Books themselves.
The Preface.

To make them truly conspicuous were the work of a divinely irradiated Expositor, not of an abridgement: And there-to to adapt the minds of (but) the Sons of Wisdom is the Prerogative of the God of Wisdom; for it would bring down Paradise as near us, as mortals could bear so sweet a neighbourhood.

Prayer might help us to power, to see (as it were) the voice of the Author J. B. or rather of God in him; for that voice leads us thro' the creatures to the creating Word, convincingly demonstrating not only that God is, but what he is, what he is not, and what of him may be seen in every creature good, bad and mixt, angelical, rational, animal, vegetative, mineral, and the dark earth. Also in all Kingdoms paradisical, astral, elementary, and the dark abyss. And how he may be found in all things good, bad and mixt, in love and wrath. Also whence man fell, what and how low his fall, and how to be restored by Jesus Christ.

And all this not a new Doctrine, but that which is substantial, orderly, firmly and naturally founded on the immovable principles, and uncontrollable maxims of confessed Theology and Philosophy, both sacred and natural.
Considerations by way of Inquiry and Search
INTO THE
Subject Matter and Scope of the Writings of the
Divinely instructed JACOB BEHMEN.

Section or Chapter I.

*Of the two Principles Darkness and Light, whence are come evil and good, fierceness and meekness, anger and love.*

1. To begin with things nearest our outward senses, Palpable bodies, as Darkness, Cold, &c. They condense, crowd, throng and substantiate; contrariwise Light and Heat rarifie, attenuate, make thin or subtle, and actuate bodies adapted thereunto.

2. Both (whilst in due proportion) equally good and amicable, but in what time or place soever, either be extremally prevalent and tyrannous, they become instantly inimicitious and destructive.

3. The consideration whereof, and consequences deducible thence, might cause F. A. Comenius to be offended with Campanella for founding all productions on the contest of two contrary Principles. Backing his disgust on Grotius’s Argument against the Manichees; that of two contraries; destruction might follow, but no augmentation.

4. But without strife, springs no production; and without contraries, is no strife.

5. The two Principles of Light and Darkness cannot be said to have beginning, but are coeternal; yet one (the Light) swalloweth up the other as the day doth the night.

6. The flagrator operation of the darkness is God’s anger; and the flagrator or manifestation of the light is his principle of Love. These two not fevered, make one triumphant Kingdom, wrestling to exalt the sublime joy of the holy, sweet, divine free will of God.

7. But after severing, become two Worlds; viz. one the dark, cold, fierce, harsh, bitter, stinging fire World. The other the delightful, loving, sweet, joyful, ravishing, holy World; yet the holy World hath the Potence of the other, as its perfectly perpetual root or fountain. As the natural heat in mans body is of such absolute necessity and use, while moderated by due proportion of cold, for That is the food of the heat; but if either heat or cold domineer, it becomes rapaciously ruinous.

*Now whereas it is said above, that Darkness and Light are without beginning and*
and coeternal. And it being true, that Angels as well as all other creatures had a beginning; it may be asked, how can it be true, and in what sense understood, that darkness should be without beginning, seeing the Holy Ghost saith, God is light, and in him is no darkness at all? Also what communion hath light with darkness?

9. This, tho' it be cleared in the following part of this discourse, yet a little to open the way as we go, that the inquirer may not be offended, nor he that seeks occasion think he finds it; it is answered by way of explanation.

10. That it is not meant a Nescience, Defect or Ignorance, much less an evil in itself.

11. But by it is understood an Adumbration, like a dark crudity. An eternal original to subsistence; Might, potent, and essence. A center or root (austere and earnest) like a hot and cold fire, which principle is understood to be the Father's property or first principle; according to which he is called a jealous or zealous God, and a confuming fire. A Power-world in its own property; secret, hidden, and by the second principle of glorious Light and gracious Love; as the night by the day, or the wick of a Candle by splendor of the light; but is manifested and awakened by severation of the second principle from it, in or upon any separate unclean spirit or creature.

12. For tho' it was from eternity, yet was in the highest harmony, and so is in God in eternity, undividable and inseparable from the most holy, spiritual Light-world and Love principle, yet in its own Abyss, and distinct property, it is as is above described.

13. This after severing from the Love-principle, is as the glowing fire, the flame whereof is extinct, in which principle the dark life burneth.

14. And must needs be called the first; because from it (as from an eternal root of living fire) the majestic splendor of glorious light is eternally generated, which is, is the second Eternal Principle.

15. Thus these two principles, in perfect unity (as in Eternity they are in God) are the One Only Highest, absolute Compleat Good; but where-ever the Light is withdrawn, there is found a wrathful, fierce, evil spirit, creature, thing or world.

16. For further explanation we may observe, That the Holy Ghost, who faith (as above) God is light, and in him is no darkness at all, faith also, a Fury is not in me. And That yet (besides in many other places of the same and other Prophets) 

b Ch. 66. 15. faith, b For behold the Lord will come forth with fire, and with his Chariots like a whirlwind, and render his anger with fury, and his rebukes with flames of fire. Again, e When I shall execute judgments in thee in anger and in fury, and in furious rebukes.

c Ezek. 5. 15.

d Micah 1. 3.

17. But God's so doing, is called His a coming forth of His Place, and His strange work.

18. Thus is found, that the Astringent and Attracting Powers, by their contrariety, produce Anguish. That Anguish, a flinging, raging, pricking sense, not by Agent and Patient, but by violence and impatience: This Raging Spirit cannot deliver it self from the strong bands of the Astringency; whence by struggling, Heat is excited, the extremity whereof is fire.

19. The food of the fire is cold, as hath been said, or for want of it the heat and fire would fall into anguish; but Infinity hath no deficiency; therefore the fire by rarefaction breaths the Sullen Cold into the Liberty called Air, That again by condensation (being imposed upon by its father, the Cold) falls to water, which again by the inkindled Element is lick up as its nutrition. Thus by an immutable Law and Chain of Causes, the Separators wisdom useth This great Machin to effect the parcels into an entire harmony.
CHAP. II. A Description of the seven Fountain Spirits.

1. But before we consider the three Worlds existing on the Foundation of the above two Principles, let the seven Fountain Spirits in the Divine Power of the Father be known; represented by the seven Lamps before the Throne. In the outward World by the seven Planets: Among us by the six days of the Creation; and One, the seventh of Rest; also by the seven simple Metals appropriated to the seven Planets; the seven Stars in the Revelation, with many more talking demonstrati ons.

2. A method to be profitably used on this weighty Subject may be, First, To name, define and describe them severally and distinctly; Secondly, To demonstrate them in some measure to the Reason of Mankind, yea to the eye and senses; thereby to give assurance that the blessed Author J. B. in his discovery of them, was not beating the Air, but building on a Rock not to be shaken.

3. Definitions of the seven Fountain Spirits in the Divine Power of God the Father.

4. The Astringent, binding, piercing, compacting, knitting Power, secret and hidden in the Divine Power of the Fathers Salteter. A sharp power like Salt, whence exsistent (in the evil and mortal part) a power locking up, as out ward earth and stones.

5. An Attraction vanishing the harsh Astringency, which is both sweet, mild, meek, and also bitter, the stirring of the desire and cause of life, whence also water originateth. Out of these two Fountain Spirits is the heart or Son of God generated, from Eternity in Eternity. Also of them (with the rest of the seven Spirits) is the Son of God the Heart, by Eternal generation to all Eternity; as faith the Lord, My Father worketh hitherto, and I work.

6. The Bitter or Anguish Fountain-Spirit (a cause of the mind, senses and thoughts, a triumphing exalting of Joy to the highest degree to trembling in its own quality, it) forms all sorts of red colours in its own quality, in the sweet quality white and blew; in the astringent, green, dusky and mixt colours. But if it be moved too much, it kindleth the sweet and astringent, and all becomes a raging, tearing, flinging, burning poison; like the torment of a plague: When enkindled in the Hellish Property, it extinguisheth the Light; perverteth the sweet quality into loathsome, the Astringent into harsh, dark, coldness, also four, rank, bitter fierceness to all Eternity; when enkindled in the Heavenly power, it is the Spirit of the jealous, zealous, unquenchable wrath of God, as is in Lucifer and his Legions.

7. Heat, the true beginner of life, and of the true spirit of life. It kindleth all the qualities, generating the Light in them; whence exist the senses and thoughts. For when the bitter spirit (with the heat) palleth throuth the astringent; and the Sweet, mildly yielding passage; the two open gates (the eyes) are made.

8. The Holy Gracious Love kindled by the heat in the Sweet Quality. Here is all pleasant, ravishing sweetness, light and glorious, the fountain of eternal free, immense brightness of love. Here all Tongues flameth, Hands shaketh, Pens blot, and Hearts flame, that Tast, See, Hear and Feel it; even so Amen.

9. The Tone or Sound of the Divine Word, whence is speech and language, also the singing of Angels, and opening the Divine Kingdom of Joy. Here all Colours, Beauty and Ornament is seen. This Tone or Mercurius, originateth in the hard
hard Astringency as the Father, and the whole Salitter is the Mother; for if the Astringency were both Father and Mother, a Stone would found.

10. The Body generated out of the six other Spirits, and in which they dwell as their Subhob, wherein all heavenly figures (joy, &c.) subsist, image and form the Spirit of Nature, wherein Heaven itself and Angels are formed, the mansion or body in which the six do rest (as the kingdom of divine Glory.)

11. Now we may see that all the Spirits together are God the Father.

12. The life generated by them all, and generating the life in them all in triumph, is the true Son of God, the second Person in the Holy Trinity.

13. And the power of the seven Spirits proceeding continually in the splendor of the life forming all things in the seventh Nature-Spirit, is the true Holy Ghost, the third Person in the Deity.

---

**CHAP. III. Demonstrations of One, or the first Spirit.**

Having described the seven fountain Spirits, now to prosecute the Method propounded in the last precedent Section, here follow the Demonstrations of the seven in order.

**Demonstrations of the first fountain Spirit. The Astringency. (Viz.)**

1. It is not to be said This or That is First or Last, being All from Eternity, and One in Another; but that the Astringency which is call’d the first, is truly what it is above defined and described to be, is what will be demonstrated.

2. The outward Senses of us all, inform themselves, that there are cold, crude, tough, impenetrable Bodies; or a power tending to impenetrability: and our Reason consenteth that there must be a Root, and This Root cannot but be called the Binding or Astringency.

1. As That which causeth Cold to condense Air to Water, and Water to Ice.

2. That purifies condensed feces of Matter (with the help of the bitter quality) to Earth or Sand, and That again onward to Stone.

3. That also compacteth fluid parts to flakes, flakes of corn, &c. the Boles skin and bark of Trees.

4. That also incloseth the tender Brains and Marrow in Skulls and concave Bones.

5. That contracteth and obdurates the subtle parts of Metals to a continuity, and restrains or confines their allotted virtues, even to Unity & Identity by continuity. By These and a thousand more doth the Astringent Spirit demonstrate itself to be One Fountain, whose outward Agent is (confess by Antient and Modern Philosophy to be) Saturn.

---

**CHAP. IV. Demonstrations of the second fountain Spirit, the Attraction.**

1. We find somthing Breaking the Bonds, else would the Astringency hold all as in a dark, dry, hard Prison, all would be Stone, Bone, or the like dead concrets; no Production, no Creation: And the stronger this Attractive Power is, the stronger the other bindeth; also the more Tough and Ponderous the Astringency, the
the more actively vigorous is This. As the more you compress Air, or Water, the greater violence hath the fo suppressed body to resile; as Wind causing Earthquakes, or Gunpowder Pent.

2. We find a contrariety of Sweetness and Bitterness, which we cannot but see comes from the cold Astringency: That Property being one, and to every one the same: But This it is That in the Good Part, being its Native Original, is a Sweetness; but in the crude undigested part a Bitterness.

3. We find inclinations put into things different from themselves; for by This, Man's eager harshness is (by due ingredients interpofing) taught and compos’d to affable Mildness; the New Temper becomes (in time) Connatural, and a Habit; like as a bitter Apple is matured to a sweet Temperature.

4. We find This gives continual opposition and interruption to the piercing Astringency by its own bitter harshness, and such fire as is in a Stone; and by the penetrating violence is excited, and so is a cause of life. The outward instrument is Mercury in conjunction with Jupiter.

CHAP. V. Demonstrations of the third fountain Spirit, the Anguish. (3.)

1. This is like (and no more but like) a dying Astringent Torment, like that of dying Creatures, which our Senses often take some forerunings of; So as the second is a cause of Life; This is a cause of Sense, feeling, perceiving, and consequently of the Mind and Senses in all Subjects; which the Separator hath fitted and exalted thereunto, as Angels and Men; and in some degree in inferior sentient Creatures.

2. We find there is something that lifteth up the mind to Great Joy, even to the excesses of gladness; This cannot be the first, for That depresseth; nor the second, for That only enliveneth, it is therefore This; for This is an Elevator to the highest joy and triumph, helping on to excess of Laughter.

3. We may find it, not only in its mean as above, but in its extremity; for in every body wherein it is too much enkindled it is a Raging Poison, resulting as well from its own Nature as from the Extremities of the two first Fountains, introducing desperation and hellish rage in the Creatures like to the Gall in the body, very good in causing and exalting life, also a very evil incendiary in disordering the whole frame of Nature. The outward instrument of this fountain Spirit is Mars conjunct with Mercury.

CHAP. VI. Demonstrations of the Spirit producing Heat. (4.)

The whole Creation is acted by this Spirit as the great Engine of Omnipotence.

1. Hence is it that the Celestial fire emitteth its beams to the joy of the Universe: So that every leaf and pile of grass hath a tongue to tell it us.

2. The Subterranean fire, which (like the heart in the body of Animals) doth officiate in the Work-house of This Ball is applied by the Separator (the Father of Nature) to generate Metals, medicinal Earths, efflux of Fountains, hot and fanative Baths, &c.

3. Lastly, It is demonstrated by every Man and other living Creature from Youth to giving up the Ghost, as also by Vegetables, Minerals, &c. from their dwelling.
dwellings in the Sperm or Seed, to their maturity and declining: who all by the
due temper, violent extremity or fading of this Spirit, have the proportion of
increase or declination to  Nullity; for this as a Weather glass or index, shews
their degrees of vigour or languishing.

4. But let it suffice no longer to hold a Candle to the Sun, which in conjunc-
tion with Mars, is in the out-birth the great instrument which doth abundantly
demonstrate and figure this 4th Spirit, and on the 4th day was the Sun created
or enkindled.

The 4 first Spirits thus distinctly known, open us among many others, the
Scriptures following.

**John 2. 12.**

5. This is the **Condemnation, that light, &c. and men love darkness, &c. because their**
deeds are evil; that is, they are comprised in the first four forms, refusing to be
enkindled by the light of the 5th form, but remain by the *Astringency* imme-
urable covetous, by the attraction uncontrollably proud, by the property of
the anguils, repeat and swoon with envy, and by (That of the fire) have fierce
furious anger.

**Psalm 49. 12.**

— Our lufts warring in our Members, the cause of Wars, which remain such till
the light of God or second Principle enkindles it, and so compose peace.

— Man is become like the Beast that perisheth; Like the Wolf and Swan by the
astringent covetousness. The Lion, Horse, Cock by the proud elevating, attracting
will. Like the Toad, Torpedo, &c. by the anguils. Like Dogs, Tigers, &c. by
the furious fiery property.

Thus the Soul like the Traveller fell among Thieves, where he perisheth till
the good Samaritan takes pity.

6. In these 4 Adam was dead till God inspoke the Word promising life; the
way of reviving is by enkindling light, and in the light the Divine Love clearly
typified by the Law of Sacrifices; for as the Sacrifice gave it self up in a flame (as
of love) to ascend, leaving only its ashes, which were *Hk* (till then) Impedi-
ments, so is this.

**Romans 2. 8.**

Indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish on every Soul of Man that doth Evil;
These are the 4 murthering Spirits. But glory, honour and peace to every one that work-
eth righteousness, &c. Here are the three last Spirits of the seven, viz. The 5th, the
Light or Love-fire, signified by Glory. The 6th the found or Spirit enabling to hea-
venly Songs of Praise, signified by honour. And the 7th the Body or Sabbath in
which all the other fix Spirits being by the 5th and 6th brought into harmony, do
inhabit, rest and dwell, signified by Peace.

---

(5.)

**CHAP. VII. Demonstrations of the Spirit producing Light and the Love fire.**

1. This demonstrates itself in every thing more or less on this side the hellish
Principle, but the first four (excluding Addition) are in, and (in a sort) com-
pose, comprehend and include the dark World, and that is the hard Astring-
ency, strong Attraction, raging Anguish, and hungry Fire. These limit the first
or hellish Principle which can never comprehend the Light; for that never pro-
ceeds to enkindle it, for it wants oil and must ever want it; because their perpe-
tual Enmity doth ever more dry it up.

2. Now that which composeth Peace is, where the fire proceedeth to the blowing
up of Light, the Meekness whereof suffieth the hungry Fire, and becomes
food for the other three Spirits, who before (like Milstones without Corn) grind
and impetuously rub and grate each other.

3. This
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3. This did Lucifer and his Legions till the gracious Jehovah not being pleas'd that to great a space of the Sal utter as that now included by the Stars, should remain under the Darkness which then cover'd that Deep, call'd for Light, which was this 5th Spirit, and its appearing caus'd each of the other four to kiss and sweetly strengthen the other, and draw all one way, and not prey one on another.

4. The Scripture faith, Perfect love casts out fear, for fear hath torment, which it doth by taking away the enmity, and harmonizing the first four forms of the discordant Spirits. Love is the fulfilling of the Law; for it doth all, suffers all, and that always; but until the 4th Spirit (the Fire) attains the Light and Love Spirit, the first four neither do, nor can fulfil the Law, but undo all by their Difsonance.

The three first years the fruits in Canaan were to be accompted as uncircumcised. The 4th year to be of Praise to the Lord, but not to be eaten till the 5th year. The three first years signify the three first Forms of the eternal Nature, viz. Binding, Attractive and Anguish, which (before enkindling of the other four Forms) are enemicitious and the foundation of the hellish Principle. But the 4th year was the fruit to be of Praise to the Lord more nearly than the other; because out of it is enkindled the light and love-flame. Yet the Tribes of God were not to eat it till the 5th year; for then it became good nourishment by the enkindled Light and principle of Love, and not before.

The sweet Perfume was only of four Heterogeneous Ingredients, viz. Stafte or Stachis, a bitter tall'd Arabian flower, and Onyca a sweet spice, of each alike quantity, signifying the two first Forms, which are both alike strong, or alike weak every where. The third is Galbanum very stinking, signifying the third Form, the Anguish. The fourth is pure Frankincense, a Gum of sweet Odour to feed the Fire, which Fire is the fourth Form.

Obj. Will any say, How are we concern'd to penetrate into the distinct Forms and Properties of Nature call'd fountain Spirits? Is not this the tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil which Adam fell by searching, founding and feeling after, with neglect of the tree of Life?

Answ. It is true, he should not have known this experimentally; for his knowing the third Principle separated from the second, was as fatal (had not infinite Mercy interpos'd) as the knowledge of this (which is the first Principle) had been to Lucifer and his Angels.

But Man being fallen, it is as highly profitable to him to have the distinct understanding of this, as it was hurtful to our first Parents; for as the Phyfician and Chirurgeon ought to find the spring of disorders in the Sick, or the depth of the Wound, even so here, our knowing this is as the spreading the flame in the fight of a Bird.

Thus appears it that the Lord is the All in all things, with the froward he will shew himself froward &c.

These four Fountains are the indissoluble bond, the root of all things visible and invisible, the immediate cause and strong might of all eternal things, and (with the interposition of second causes may be truly said to be) the cause of transitory Beings; for these are the root of their roots, the cause of their causes, the instrumental first Mover of their Motion, and Parent of their immediate Parents.

Daniel's vision of four Monarchies figureth the four first Forms, all which (excluding the 5th, viz. the enkindling the Light) are called four great Beasts.

1. The first like a Lion, (viz.) the Astringent, Binding, mighty Power, the lofty Bibalon.

2. The second like a Bear, (viz.) the strong, cruel Attraction, the inflexible, unalterable, inexorable Empire of the Medes and Persians.
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v. 6. 3. The third like a Leopard; for anguish is compos'd of several ingredients, like as are the colours of the spotted Leopard, as is also the belly of a Toad. And the Greek Empire is said to have consist'd of about a Hundred and forty forts of People or Nations.

v. 7. 4. The fourth Beast was dreadful and terrible, not likened to any Beast, but (being as fire) is said to devour and break in pieces; such were the Romans. But one like the Son of Man came, and to him was given dominion and glory, an everlasting kingdom: here is the 5th form, viz. the enkindling of the light signified.

v. 13. Thus Lazarus having lain in the Grave four days the true light railed him.

v. 14. They are figur'd by four Chariots, but Horses in three of them of differing colours one from the other; but the 4th was of Horses of differing colours among themselves, (viz.) Grizzled and Bay expounded by the Angel to be four Spirits of the Heavens, which go forth from standing before the God of the whole Earth.

2 Kings 13. 19. Will any think it is without a mystery, that Elisha was wroth with Josiah King of Israel, for imitating on the Ground but three times, saying, Thou shouldst have smote five or six times, then hadst thou smote the Syrians till thou hadst consumed them; for the Prophet hath promised he should consume them.

v. 17. But Josiah being held by his wickedness in the first four forms smote but thrice; for had he (as the Prophet faith) smote five times, he had enkindled the Light of the Liberty in his forms, & as an addition, had he smote six times, he had brought the illustrated forms into Harmony of Love, whereby his Enemies, the oppressing Assyrian (viz.) the Enmity had been consumed.

Amos 1: 3, 6. Will any think it was without a Mystery, that the Prophet Amos eight times recited, For three Transgressions of Damascus, of Gaza, Tirzah, Edom, Amon, Moab, Judah, Israel, and for four, I will not turn away the Punishment thereof. For this apparent, that the three or four first forms comprize all Sin.

But if the vigorous true Light be enkindled, it flameth to a Love of God, and is Death to Sin by discovering it, awakening it and working it out, cleansing the Conscience, destroying the Enmity of the first four forms, and so creating Peace to them that were far off, making them nigh.

But it may be granted, there is an Ingredient of Light admitted into, and retained by the first four Forms; but it is as that the Apostle Paul faith, Science falsly so call'd: Such is this, it is an infinuation of a faint, false, delusory Light, comprehending the Craft, Subtlety, Sophistry, Serpentine wisdom to abuse the Senses, and mix-employ the out-born Natural Powers to jugling Deceits, uniting Earthliness and Sensuality to devilish Designs. Of this Wildom the Lord faith, If the Light that is in thee be Darkness, how great is that Darkness?

Exod. 30. 23, 24, 25. Very apt and pertinent to this Discourse is it to consider, That though the Perfume ascending from us, was compounded of very unlike Parts, some of them also very Unpleasent, yet the Holy Oyl decending on us was compounded of five Kinds, all excellent Good, Delightful and Pleasent; for we understand that the 5th form enkindles the Light, which makes the four first from the Discords to be a Harmony and a rich Concord: Such are all God's approaches to us, as Joseph's Law in Egypt was, That four Parts should be the Peoples, and but the 5th Part to be Pharaoh's, figuring this 5th form's being taken as the Lord's Part only, who is meant by Pharaoh.

Gen. 41. 34. Divine Love hath its Root in the Centre of the Essence of the first four Spirits; but most immediately in the Light, and that from the Fire. And the Activity of the four first Spirits, as a perpetual Rotation, causeth that Love can never Cool. Thus it is strong as Death; for Love is that Name which the God of Life is known to us by; whom thus to know, is Life Eternal. The Instrument in the Out-birth of this Spirit is Venus.

CHAP.
CHAP. VIII. Demonstration, being of the Sound, Tone, Noise or Voice.

SHall there be need to demonstrate this, which Heaven and Earth Ring of? And Hell (after its capacity) hath also some impressions of? It may suffice briefly to shew this to be a distinct Fountain; for that it is the Result only of the United Operation of the five precedent Spirits meeting in the seventh. is no Argument, why this also should not be one; for any one could not be without every one.

The Altringency had not what to bind, but that the matter is produced by the other properties; and so of the rest.

1. As the light is the opening of the darkness thro' the fourth Fountain the fire, so is the voice of the first four Fountains thro' the opening of the light revealing the Kingdom of Joy with its Beauty, Colours and Ornament wherever it is treatur'd.

2. As we see fire sleeping in a Flint awakened by a Stroke; so doth the tone or sound start up and disperse it self so far as its vigour conquereth the resistence of contrary motions or solids, and then expireth.

3. As the life lies in a wound in vegetables till revived by the return of the Spring, or as odours lie couched in dead earth till midwif'd by the Sun thro' the stalks of flowers: So the varieties of Infinity remain secret and dumb as in the mystery till this Oratory publisheth, till this Herald proclaim it, who by its continual motion speaks all and shews all. The Representer of this sixth Fountain Spirit is in the out-birth Mercurius.

CHAP. IX. Demonstration of the Body generated out of the other six Fountains.

1. If a mighty Prince should in regulating a world of laborious Subjects directed by a Council of men experienced in exquisite Art, wanting neither time or other requisite to accomplish some stupendious structure, or vast piece of magnificence, should after all be able to accomplish only trifles, were strange. Or rather what could not mens highest prudence, served with the confluence of abundance of willing agents, sufficient helps, and competent time, achieve, acquire, and bring to effect.

2. And see we not what the six overflowing Fountain Spirits (ranged by omnipotence, conducted by infinite Wisdom, exercising from eternity their irrefifiable Powers) have conceived, travell'd with, brought forth and improved, as the Holy One hath willed.

3. And can any doubt they who have served to found and lay the Top-stone of infinite numbers of Fabricks in the Astral, Elementary and Terrestrial Worlds, should be unfurnished with a Royal Palace for themselves.

4. This seventh Fountain Spirit is their Body, Mansion and Sabbath, the eternal Rest eternally generated. In This they work their hallowed wonders, in this they planted a feed or sperm, wherein the Holy Ghost brooded, and in six days hatcht the generation of the Heavens and Earth, with their Hosts, Thrones and Royalties: Hence were founded the Ant and Elephant, the Insects as well as Leviathan: And but for this, God would have been wholly an unsearchable God, nor could any Creature, Angel or other have been made.

5. We
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5. We say in things of our little Horoscope, the end of Motion is Rest; and shall the Originals, whence all things exist want a Rest, for themselves? Must our six days toil end in one of rest; and shall these supreme Agents reach no Sabbath wherein to triumph in, with, and for the delight of the Lord of the Sabbath?

This seventh Spirit is therefore the quiet receptacle of them all.

6. Out of which, according to the harmony of the Divine Unity, they never for one moment can possibly depart. And over the Threshold of which, according to the separate Property, whereby they are rent from the glorious Unity, they never put a foot, or can for ever enter.

7. Will therefore the Human Offspring, whose departure is as written by the Sun Beams, reunite and do its first works, those whereunto he was created, and the pure works of the second Adam whereunto he was regenerated.

8. Be it said, forasmuch as by his departure he is so far degenerated, that his Soul by a willing captivity is under the rage of the first four Spirits, from whom the light is withdrawn. His Spirit that was a meek divine Ruler, hath lost its dominion to so great a degree of fierceness, that the Astral rule all. His Body which was formed out of the one pure Element, out of which Element came also the four, and to have been a perpetual figure of the holy third Principle, as his Soul and Spirit were of the first and second. And which body of his should have eaten Paradisical food, is now a captive under the four Elements in so great rigour and vileness, that Nature shames at its Beastiality, till thus it travels thro' sorrow, pain and shame to the dust.

But the Soul and Spirit may here be baptized and regenerated.

9. And because the fruit cannot be brought back to the Tree, but the Apple must first perish, and the seed in it first die as doth the grain of Corn before it increaseth; therefore the Soul and Spirit must also die the mystical death (that is) to its strange will, to secure them against the second death, or before they are capable of the first Resurrection.

10. From the same ground is it that the Body also must die and lose its new gotten beastial Image, before it can put on immortality, and the Image of the heavenly, whereunto Jesus came to conduct it.

11. But we may know these things are not the work of faint wishes, but call for striving watching praying, fighting, contending, running, working, searching, knocking, that fruit may be produced by patience; for Heaven may not be ascended by earthly wings, therefore let the Earth beware of refristing when Heaven stoops descends and enters it.

12. To subject mad Mankind to this its only good, the gracious Jehovah on Adams departure, left his Soul should be a Devil, his Body a Beast, and the Woman generate a Race of Monsters in the out-birth, and of totally proud hellish spirits in the inward; reimplanted the Word of Eternal Life as a seed, or as a light shining in a dark place, to which they (only) do well, who take heed so as to obey, such shall by the Divine Guide lose their All, and be as a Fool or Child as to self-wisdom, but proceeding that way under the Cross possess all things.

13. For as there is no salvation in any other; so is there no other way of entering there into.

Deut. 27. 12. The six names of the Tribes on Mount Gerizim to bless, represent the six active Fountain Spirits according to the second principle, and Gerizim the seventh or heavenly body where they rest.

And the other six on Mount Gebal to curse, exhibit the same six Fountains according to the first principle or dark world.
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The seven Pillars on which Wisdom built her house, points out the seven Foundation Spirits.

The fix Steps to Solomon's Throne hath the same signification, and the Throne it self the seventh, whither they led and ascended, was the Sabbath or Rest.

So the seven Seals, seven Trumpets, and seven Vials, signify the same seven Fountains, yet all hidden and according to the Darkness, where neither can the Book be read, till first the Seals be gradually opened; the mind and voice of the Trumpets be distinguished, till they be orderly founded; nor the things contained in the Vials discerned, till severally effused by the Lamb and his successive Angels.

But the seven Golden Candlesticks are the seven according to the second Principle or Light-World, seen all manifestly at once. The same also are the seven Stars at once giving their splendor. Again, we read there were seven Lamps of fire burning before the Throne, which the Text faith are the seven Spirits of God.

We find, and 'tis observable, the Revelation gives the Vision treble to each; (vix.) To the dark impression, by Seals, Trumpets and Vials.

To the Light impression, by Candlesticks, Stars and Lamps.

So the seven lean Kine and blasted Ears, signifies what we have, the seven Properties: The seven fat and good, what God made the seven Properties to be.

CHAP. X. Of the Three Principles of the Divine Essence.

1. By a Principle is meant a chief beginning power, a self-subsisting Life, an original root, foundation, or in some sense a mystery or genus, whence other Spirits, Bodies, Species or things originate, as from a Supream Power.

And thus is God the only one Principle.

2. And this one Principle is also three Eternal Births or Principles, ever without ceasing, begetting, being begotten, and proceeding by, in and from each other, of which all Worlds are conjunctly or severally an Image, but very different according to the inscription, stamp, figure and degrees they attain, or are capable of.

3. And tho' the three Principles are by an indissoluble band ever inseparably one in God, yet are they distinguishable.

4. But in the Creatures in the separate Properties are terribly manifest, which tho' Adam was not to have known in himself, yet is it what we ought to know.

5. God said, Let us make Man in our Image, after our likeness, but faith not so of the other Creatures; Man in his first make being most perfectly his figure and offspring.

6. Yet every of the other Creatures, the Astral, Elementary, Vegetative, Sensitive and the Dark World, do all in their various kinds (more or less perfectly) represent him; for the invisible things of him from the Creation of the World are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, his eternal Power and Godhead.

And as there are the united three bearing record in Heaven; so are here an agreeing three, bearing record on Earth; (vix.) Spirit, Water and Blood.

CHAP.
CHAP. XI. Concerning the first Principle, in four Demonstrations.

1. The Abyss of the Father distinct from the second and third, is understood to be an eternal indissoluble band and Original to Potence, a center or root of substance; an earnest longing to the birth of the majestic Light or Luftre; an austere vigour like an eternal infinite hot and cold fire.

That this is so, and (in some measure) what it is, may be shewed to the very Senses.

2. Demonstration. The insensitive Creatures witness it. The Rock where grows the Diamond, the Oar whence proceeds the Gold, the shell in which is fed the Pearl, the Earth whence issue forth the plants, do all figure their root, the darkness or first Principle their substantial root, center, basis, or immovable foundation.

3. Again, the Elements have the cold and heat to be founded on, representing this Principle called the Eternal Darkness; for from the degrees of cold and hot fire, proceed not the Earth and Stones only, but Air and Water.

4. Lastly, The Astral World, whence spring the Elemental figures the same darkness, as is most evidently seen in some of the Royal Stars called Planets, Saturns condensing, strong binding contraction impreffeth in Lead, Stone &c., a dry, hard and hardly to be penetrated weight; so both Mars confer on Iron, &c., both are substantial figures of the same Eternal Principle.

5 Demonstration of the first Principle, is in the Sensitive Creatures both evil and good. The evil, whose hurtful properties of venom, stings, poisonous, fierce and cruel qualities shew they originate from the dark Principle, and some of them especially love darkness, some of them also are outwardly dark, as that dangerous reptile called in some parts the Blind-worm, &c.

6. It is seen also in good Sensitive Creatures, either as they partake of the hurtful property by being soon moved to choler, and then mischievous and vindictive, or else as the dark Principle takes hold of them, clogging them with sluggish inactivity, and depressed limbs, dark bodies, rough hides, &c.

3 Demonstration. It is evident in Intelligent Creatures; for into this Principle of Might and Potence the Pride of the Devils cast them, in which their light being extinct, they are shut up for ever.

4 Demonstration. It is evident in Rational Creatures; viz. Man, whose fall brought his human Soul which originated out of this Eternal Principle, yet illustrated by the second to so great a degree into this, that such men as shall continue Rebels to the Light of the Son of God (which on Man’s fall was in/spoken again) do remain a plain and terrible figure of this first Principle in the dark impression on their Souls; for they being hardened and fixed in disobedience, are as sealed up in utter enmity against the Divine Kingdom of Love and Purity.

9. And such mens bodies are the drudges of their darker minds, being as truly a figure of the Eternal Darkness, as are those bodies of the hurtful Animals.

10. But (which is also to be bewailed) the Children of the day have in the unmortified part of their Souls, too lively Characters of this first Principle;
and their Bodies are made like those of the Elementary Creatures, subject to vanity, travelling in pain and distemper, till (as the effect of all) comes the anguish of death; for they are fallen under the Regimen of the Astral evil influences till their mortal shall put on immortality, by the grace of the second Principle, the free mercy of God in Jesus Christ.

As for the disobedient that climb up into the first Principle, or fall into the third Principle, shutting their Eyes against the second, they must ever bear the Image they here confirmed their minds to, and grow up in; for man having his root in the Power that is without beginning can find no end.

Oh therefore that we were wise, that we understood this, that we would consider our Deu. 31. 29. Latter end.

The out-birth into which Adams fall hath cast our mortal bodies is signified by the Earthen Vessels, which having touch of some legally unclean thing, could not be made clean and purified, but must be broken; such is the mortal body of all the Children of Adam.

But those Vessels which were of Brasses or other metal, being washed, or... were become clean; for Metals are one step higher, more noble. deriving from the Astral Powers more immediately, and with a purer tincture, more simple, less volatile than our fleshly Tabernacles.

CHAP. XII. Of the Second Principle, in four Demonstrations.

The Divine Wisdom, and that of this World, are on terms of hostility; hence was it that when the Lord himself in the flesh preached Salvation, his Divine Wisdom explicated by the most familiar Parables, highest Evidence, and more than Angelical Skill, was derided and blasphemed by many, not of the lower ruder sort only, but by the Rabbies, men skill'd in the Law of God according to the letter, men of parts, zealous and outwardly holy, the Guides of the multitude, men according to the Law blameless. But the Doctrine of the Lord Jesus was understood very well by all such (tho' otherwise weak) in whom the love of it wrought obedience to it, and who by the Spirit of Holiness were taught to refuse the pleasures of sin: To them no Yoke was easy as Christ's, nor any Load so unsupportable as that of sin: These knew what it was to be born again, without, and not of the will of the flesh: And Christ's Life and Doctrine was plain, and so is still, to such, and none but such.

If any such shall peruse these Lines (their inward senses being unlockt) they, if they press after this Principle with earnestness, may find it informing, enlightning and assifting them.

But to the full these are fulcom and offensive; to the wise they are folly; for this Principle divests them of their own self-will, before it induces them into the universal holy will. And if Divine Discourses lead not to cleanse the heart, it cumbereth the head, and cloys the appetite; and so Men do with Truths as Children with Birds, either they crush them, or let them fly away.

But tho' the glory of the second Principle be so much above fallen Man's reach, yet such efficacy hath it on the whole Creation as is demonstrable to any rational Creature; for God hath not left himself without witness by giving Rain, &c.

To discourse this where may we not begin? for it is everywhere infinite. It is the glory in the Infinite Abyss of the Father. It gave Glory, Purity, and the Virtue of the Angelical World. It also gave the third Principle in this out-birth, all
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all the Excellency and Beauty it hath in it; only the hellish Principle hath shut it self up from it, and is dead to it.

6 Demonstration. That tho' no Language can express it, yet every one that is regenerated, doth in such measure as he hath attained the Regeneration, know this, for he liveth in it. The more or less such are sick of Sacred Love; so more or less feel they this. And the more we die to our immoderate Lusts after the Dominion of the whole third Principle; the more doth this Principle evidence it self in us. And in such proportion as we enlighten our first Principle, or Souls Original standing in the first four forms of Nature proceeding by Divine Power to enkindle the true Light in the, in the same measure is our Root transplanted to grow in this Paradisical Field or Principle.

7 Demonstration. But we are to know by way of Explanation, This to be a passing into Death, and thro' Death into Life, of which the Holy Scripture is plentiful.

Nor may even Plato's description of Love be counted discordant to this, who defines Love to be one's dying to his own Body, and living to the Body beloved.

8. For the living to the Divine Light and Love of the second Principle, (which is the property of the Son of God) is a dying to us and ours; that is, to our whole depraved Image, much like as the Day is the Death of the Night.

9 Demonstration. The second Principle is shewed by the Sacrifices which were consumed by the Holy Fire, whereby they died to their first Form, and lived to a new one; that is, were transmuted into the holy Flame.

10. And as what part of the Sacrifice would not enkindle into the holy Flame figuring This Principle, fell to Ashes as into the perishing third Principle: Even to see we much of the Regenerate Man stay below, and be uncapable of the New Image, but be as Ashes.

11. Now we see that Ashes may be heated, but Flame not: Such is the Earthy Man and Sensual part; yet we see after the procedure of a second work, Men do tranmute common Ashes into a Lucid and Transparent Body.

12. So may our vile Bodies by the procedure of the second work, (the Resurrection) be translated into a clarified Chriftalline Temple, for our immense glorified Souls, and they both be the Hallowed Habitation of our resigned, humble, divinely irritated Spirits.

13. And our illustred Ashes, glorified Souls, and meek human Spirits (being first clothed with the Robe of Christ's Righteousness, and heavenly Humanity, the Virgin of God's Wisdom,) will be both suitable guests for the New Jerusalem, as a Bride adorned for her Husband, and also be Eternal Temples for the Holy Ghost.

14. Thus hath been given a glimpse what the second Principle is in itself, and what its Operations are in us as to our first Principle. It now rests to search what it is in the third Principle in us, and in the whole Creation.

15. In us it is our Principle of Divine Understanding, directing to know our Creator, the End of our Creation; and wherein lies our true good. The Eye thus enlightened, informs the Affections, that from the Reason offered, they should,

16. On the Principles of Justice pay the Debt we owe for our Being, and the Means wrought for our Restauration to Well-being, and of ingenuity willingly and thankfully to adore him as the only Fountain of Good, and to esteem every thing in that degree as they partake of that Fulness to figure and resemble him.

17. And
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17. And on the Principles of Self interest, to prevent eternal loss, or be eternal gainers, as our choice or rejecting shall render us capable or otherwise.

18. These Notions and Beams of Light, when the Understanding receiveth from the second Principle, it offereth to the Judgment to consider of.

19. The Judgment hath the "reigns to confult, who are grown so dim-sighted, having from their youth been habituated to the Good or Evil of the third Principle, that they cannot see beyond it, but judge as the Beasts do of Pleasure or Pain; nor can they see the least caufe to deny themselves of any one thing they lust after, whereof (if denied) they alarum the Passions which have their Root in the first Principle.

20. The Passions are as furious, violent, impetuous Storms, which often obscure and impole on the Eye of the Mind, and sometimes immerse the Ship of the whole Man, setting on fire and extremity the whole frame of Nature, so that the Judgment wants power to get the Will right.

21. Here the New Man, as Child of the holy second Principle, hath need enough to pray always fervently; to knock, wait, use much abstinence, with highest diligence to watch, to stand on its guard, to use much violence and severity, and that often, to fight the faithful Combate till he kill the Murthurers; to die from day to day, thereby to be pluckt as a brand out of the fire. He shall find great necessity of help from Heaven to bind the Strong Man.

22. But most especially in some persons, whole originals having been strongly rooted in the first four Forms of the first Principle conveyed by Generation, and perhaps also reinforced by their Constellation, so that they have much of the Serpent in them. In such Souls the work of Resignation to the Divine Conduct goes very hardly, slowly, sadly on, with many recoils, notable reluctance and reluctance, that they resemle the Child possessed with that kind that goeth not out but by prayer and fasting.

23. Others having to deep Root, their Wills being lapsed and wedded to the third Principle, either having to great possessions, as seem rather to be possessed with them, than to possess them; or having long enjoyment, their Evils plead Prescription and Custom. Some by their Constitution incline to delicacy, or by their Constellation and Complexion to airiness; many such find the Crows too heavy; do look back; the Pearl in their Account is too dear.

24. Others Good Intentions are covered with so much rubbish, that they will not be at the pains of removing it; for indulgence to their ease, and perhaps enframing reputation with men, foils and pinions them.

Many of the above strive to enter, but are never able; therefore withdraw from the Yoke; their Goodness is only as the morning dew.

25. But the Judgment rightly informed sees all things as they are, things present as if past, things to come as if present; it sees the Out-birth brave with a borrowed Goodness only entrustd to it, to shadow the Grace and Glory of the true Fountain of Goodness. It sees the World on fire, the Heavens rolled up, the Lord sitting on his Judgment-Throne; sees the triumphs of the humble, and tremblings of the proud.

26. As for things visible, the Glory of the visible Heavens figuring that of the true Heavens, the Earth that of the Divine Salter. 'Tis true, in this dead Earth the surviving relics of Good strive to produce perfect Bodies of several kinds, but the Curle hindereth. It would have Paradice bud and bear fruit, holy and pure productions every where, but it cannot, for Death is entred at the door opened by the first Adam.

27. Had indeed Life been received as offered by the second Adam, Paradice might well have blossomed in the Out-birth, and his Kingdom have come with power
power in every place as it did at his Transfiguration. His Kingdom might have

come on Earth as it is in Heaven, where Paradise might have flourished.

4. Demonstration, is Natures labour after Perfection, and the tincture in it,

shewing some faint impulses, and producing precious Stones, Gold and other

Metals, Medicinal Earths, Spices, excellent Fruits, &c. and in the Seas, Pearl,

Amber, &c. all which are but shadows and reflected figures, wherewith the third

Principle representeth the Glories of the second.

29. Therefore the enlightened Judgment guides the Will not to regard these

things for themselves, but for the infinite Excellency of that represented by them.

30. If it be true that I love not the part I see or touch of my worthy honoured

Friend, but for that part of him which I see not, nor touch outwardly; for that

is indeed the Excellency and the True Man, much less then do I regard his meer

shadow.

CHAP. XII. Of the Third Principle, in four Demonstrations.

1. If the Greek Christians think the Holy Ghost proceeds only from the Father,

and not from the Son, they must probably have some other meaning than

is known to some of us; for the Holy Ghost proceedeth from the Father and

the Son.

2. The four Anguishe of the first Principle generate the Light of the second,

and from the infinite Might and Strength of the first, and the infinite Lustre of

the second, is generated the infinite Glory and Love of the third, which third

Principle is the Property of the Third Person in the Trinity.

3. Hence is it, that the third Principle is not only the growing Vertue of Par-

adise, but also of the Out-birth the Astral, Elementary and Visible Material

World also.

I. Demonstration. For as the Air is produced by Fire and Light, yet being pro-

duced, is not only a Self-substituting body, but the food of the Fire, and confe-

quently of the Light; so is the third Person to the first and second.

4. The Out-birth is not the first; for it cannot be a Root, but a Fruit; not a

Foundation, but a Superstructure; not a Creator, but a Creation; composed of

Darks or substantial matter, like a Chaos arising from the first, and the Light

arising from the second.

5. Neither is it the second, as is apparent; being a distinct Life in a sort inge-

nate without underfanding an Image of the inward spiritual World in the

various Figures and Properties thereof, representing all as in a Mirror. As we

see the outward glorious Sun figures the infinite inward second Principle, but is

not a being, but a seen Light or Power.

6. What then if it be neither the first nor second, can it be but the third? And

tho' the third it only be, yet it hath in every part of it the vigour of the first Prin-

ciple, and vertue of the second in some measure or other; for if in any part

were nothing of the first, there could be no Being but a Nullity; and if in any

part were nothing of the second, there were only Death and Hell manifest.

7. Now so far as in some places and things the first swalloweth up the

second, the Wrath and Curse seems only to be there, and in other parts or things

the second or sweet Property of the Life is prevalent, there rifieth a Life, for his

Light is the Life of Men.
8 Demonstration. But in some also the Love in the Light swallowed up the first Principle: And there is a twofold Birth, an Inward and an Outward. The Inward is Divine, Heavenly, Holy in an Eternal Excellency, as in the new Birth or Regeneration; but it extendeth not to Tincture the Outward Man, because the Curie subjected it to Wrath and Corruption.

9. The Lord Jesus Christ brake the Bands; for it was not possible he should be holden of them, though the weight of the whole World lay on him.

10. Because his Heavenly Humanity did not only unite it self to the Mortal Flesh of the Virgin Mary, which Heavenly Humanity, was the Holy Thing begotten by the Holy Ghost, the pure Virgin Image of Modeness, Virgin Sophia, the First-born of every Creature, the Heir of all Things, the Lamb slain from the Foundation of the World, the Word that was made Flesh. But the same Divine Man, which both came from Heaven into, or in the Virgin's Womb; but also then was, and is in Heaven, this very same Word united it self to the second Person, the Almighty Son of the Almighty God. Thus was it that this Saviour and Mediator our Immanuel, is the Mighty One on whom Help was laid; for in Him the Three Principles shew themselves in their several Incomprehensible Fountains.

11 Demonstration. The Love in the Light can also Tincture the Outward Man in the third Principle; and the Outward Man may, by the presenting of the Inward into, and through it with Power, put off its Old Garment of Sicknes and Infirmity, and be clothed with the New Robe. A glimpse whereof is seen in the Faces of Moses and Stephen, and more fully in the Translation of Enoch and Elias; but above all in the Lord's Transfiguration, and Converse after his Resurrection. But it is a very hard great Work; because the Third whole Principle in us is estranged and dead to it, by the very heavy Fall.

12 Demonstration. It may also be observed, that the Love in the Light hath its outward Figures, and impresseth it self in this Third Principle to the outward Sense.

  1. As in the Astral Kingdom, principally in the Sun, Jupiter and Venus. (2.) In the Air in the Concord of the Elements, giving delightful sweet Weather. (3.) In the Sensitive Creatures, as Doves, Lambs, &c. (4.) In Harmony of Musical Sounds and Voices of Birds. 5. In Vegetables by most Sanative, odoriferous, excellent Fruits, Roots and Seeds. 6. In curious Colours of Flowers, in the Shadows of degrees of Light in Clouds. 7. In Minerals, as in Gold, Silver, Copper, and by the Tincture giving lustre and vertue to Precious Stones and Gems. 8. In the Seas, in Pearl, Amber, Coral, &c. So if the outward Heaven shew the Glory of the Lord, the Earth shews his Handy-work.

CHAP. XIV. How the Sacrifices shew the Three Principles.

1. The three grand Sacrifices were. 1. The Burnt-offering. 2. The Peace-offering. 3. The Trespass-offering or Sin-offering, unfolding the Threefold Mystery.

2. The first grand Order of Sacrifices was the Burnt Sacrifices, which consisted of four Kinds. Either, 1. Of the Herd. 2. Of the Flock. 3. Of Fowls. 4. Of the Meat-offering: Even so doth the first Principle shew it self in four, and but four forms. But aseen, the Burnt-offering differed from the other two Sacrifices in three things. 1. That these must be only a Male, the other might as well be...
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be a Female. 2. That it must be all cut in Pieces, whereas the other must be only divided, not cut in Pieces, and the Fat of the Inwards offered to the Lord. 3. The Burnt-Offering was after only washing wholly offered, no Part with-held shewing two Figures.

1. The first Principle or Fathers Property as one entire Essence, without dividing the Tinctures of Female from the Male, which, though cut in pieces (whence all Multiplicity exists) yet is still one not to be divided from it self, as was the Burnt Sacrifice, the only whole Offering without reserver.

2. It figureth the Man before he had trod any steps towards his Fall; for he was of the entire one, though consisting of many Parts, yet able wholly to go up to the Lord, as the whole Burnt-offering did.

2. The second grand Sacrifice was the Peace-offering, which differed from the Burnt, as was noted: 1. In being as well of Female. 2. Restrained only to the Herd and Flock; whereas both Burnt and Sin-offerings might be also of Fowl and Meat-offering. 3. It differed from the other two, in that its Fat and Inward part was the Lords, and the rest the Priests; but not to be eaten by any legally unclean Perfon. The Peace-offering had also a double Figure.

1. It represented the second Person of the Glorious Trinity. 1. In that in him the two Natures were united. 2. In whom the two Tinctures, Male and Female, were resumed into one Person; which we see in that the Sacrifices were of two, and only of two Kinds. Agen, They were severer into two parts; the Fat of the Inwards from the rest that was the Lords, the rest the Priests; but was Holy, and not to be eaten by any legally unclean Person.

2. The Peace-offering was the Figure of the New Man, in whom, the disappeared Image which the first Adam loft is revived; by which re-union, the fallen Man is become new; which renewed Man is sanctified to be the Priests part, but the other, viz. The renewing Image is Gods part; So in the Revelation it's said, And hath made us Kings and Priests, (viz.) according to these two Images. 1. The Image of God, or renewing Power. 2. The renewed part the Comfort, Associate, and Servant, ever resigning it self to the Will of that Image of God, or Renower: So that the Servant becomes also Holy, and may not be toucht by any un-clean Person, Will or Spirit.

3. The third grand Sacrifice was the Sin or Trespass-offering, which differed from the two former: 1. In the General, It was to be only a Bullock. 2. In Particular, to the several sorts of Sinners and Occasions, were appropriated several sorts of Sacrifices. 3. In the Place where it was to be Sacrificed, (viz.) The Fat at the Altar for Burnt-offerings, but the Carcass, Hide, and Dung in a clean place without the Camp. This figureth the third Principle, as it comprehends the fallen Apostatized Man. The Bullock figures the fallen Humanity, the Fat the Heavenly Humanity, or Restoring Tincture which was only the Lords and it alone worthy to be offered at the Altar. But the Carcass, Hide and Dung, the senfual, impure, sinful Man was carried out of the Camp; yet it must be to a clean place; where it must be burnt, not said to be offered, for it was too vile. But the Burnt-offering is call'd the continual Burnt-offering.

8. A Monk of the fame Monastery and time with Luther, having compleated the time enjoy'd them for Prayer: added, asking, Whether he had not now done what was fully sufficient? Had an audible Answr in these words (viz.) Redde mihi medium Lunam, solem et contra iram; Give me the Half Moon, the Sun, and the Anger of the Dog.

9. The words import to my understanding as follows, by the Three Things required, his whole three Principles or whole Man, his Soul, Spirit and Body; for by the Anger of the Dog, the first Principle is characterized, which excluding the
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Light, is comprised in the first four Forms, extendeth no higher than to fiery Rage, and is the state or place called in the Revelations without, where are Dogs.

2. The Sun, which was required to be given, evidently signifieth the second Principle, which the outward Sun representeth.

3. The Half-Moon meaneth his third Principle, which corporifeth the Elementary Concretes, and influenceth their Mutations by her own Regular Laws in Conceptions, Progressions, Maturations, and Transmutations, Relolvings and Declensions of Terreithals, and in the fluxes of the Tides.

10. But if to another Man my Constructions square not, be it left as that on which is hanged no stress, but a great probability.

The three Principles of Sal, Sulphur and Mercury, compose every thing that hath a created Being, from the top of Heaven to the bottom of Hell (as I may phrase it) in the Dark, light and mixt Worlds or Out-birth.

---

CHAP. XV. Of Jehovah, and the Creation.

1. Let us now, after a View of the Three Principles, come to a summary disquisition (how brief soever) yet that may some way assist the willing Mind, how, through the Creatures to discover some glimpse of the Omnipotent Majesty, whole Offspring we are; or rather, whole Offspring we were; really retaining in our depravity only some faint Reflections, and nigh worn out Impressions of that dear beauteous Image we had.

2. A glance of the Most High in the Face of his only Son is (without Comparison) (infinitely preferrable to all the most sublime Speculation and Wisdom of Man; for it is That we lost by the Fall, and the knowledge of That, is That we are taught to hope for in our Restoration by Jesus Christ.

3. And though it be hard, yet possible, to all in whom the Light hath so enkindled Love, as they search for it as for hidden Treasure.

And because we are as one Purblind, not able to see afar off, we are to seek by things within our Ken; and thence is it the Apostle saith, The invisible things of him Rom. i. 20, from the Creation of the World, are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made his Eternal Power and Godhead.

4. By his Eternal Power, is understood according to the first Principle, the indiffoluble Band, the Father's Property, according to which he is a consuming Fire, and that Work call'd his Strange Work, and his coming forth to that, his coming out of his place.

5. But by his Godhead is understood, according to the second Principle or Son's Property, in which he is Jehovah, Gracious and Merciful, long-suffering, and abundant in Mercy and Truth; Mercy it self, forgiving Iniquity, Transgression and Sin.

6. Now to know God really and truly in any measure, is to know the Son of God, who is the Regenerator, by the Co-operation of the Holy Ghost, in some measure cleaning the Heart of every thing that may be call'd Self, and subjecting it to the Obedience of the Holy Universal Will; making it run with Delight and Joy in that Way which to the unmortified part is grievous.

7. For his first four Forms, having by the Grace of God generated the fifth, the Love in the Light, the Soul thus divinely irradiated falls very sick of Love, and nothing can give Ease and Content longer, than while he is following his Beloved, either by patient waiting for him, or doing or suffering what he willeth him to obey and suffer.

8. Now
8. Now we are to know that from Eternity is the first, second, and third Principles according to the Fathers, Sons, and Holy Ghofts Properties, the One living in the Other, having all One holy free Omnipotent Will. And that the Infinite Abys, wherein Eternally dwell the seven Spirits, and in every the least imaginable Circle whereof dwells the whole Holy Trinity, Abys or immeasurable heighth, depth, length and breadth, which Men and Angels can reach no number of, nor conceive its immensity, is as the Holy Body of God, who is its Sovereign Creator, Owner, and as a Soul and Spirit to it.

9. But this pure Abys is Holy, and as one Holy Element the Seventh (the Laboratory of the other six) hath in it all Powers and Vertues, out of which Heaven, Angels, and all Inferior Productions come; for in it is the Divine Sallet and all Qualities in indissoluble Amity and perfect Harmony, due Equality most dearly embracing each other; being the Mystery of all the various Powers.

10. And from the two first Principles therein by the Exit of the Holy Ghost, were Throne Angels created, according to the several Properties of the seven Fountains Spirits, with their Ghofts respectively, having the great Might of the first Principle, Glorified with the Majestic light of the second, the Son of God.

11. But Lucifer and his Angels extinguished in themselves the glorious Sweetness of the second, by giving up their Will into the first four Forms, which without the second, are at Eternal Eternity.

12. Also out of the Holy Element were created the two active Elements of Fire after the Property of the Father, and Air (wherein is Light) after the Property of the Son. Out of which two, after dividing of the Properties in the Dark Deep (the effect of the Fall of the Angels) came the Mortal Water and Dead Earth, in both which, by the prevalence of the Astringency, came Rocks and Stones.

13. To cease that immoderate Coagulation the Word commanded Light, expelling Lucifer, at which the Holy Angels rejoiced; Whereas thou when the Morning Stars sang together, and all the Sons of God shouted for joy; for then was the Out-birth or third Principle founded by the Exit of the Holy Ghost.

14. Then also out of the Holy Element, and the divided Properties, which Lucifer had brought into a confounded Chaos or Dark Deep, the Word spake the Astral Heavens, the Seven Planets after the Properties of the Seven Fountains, and all the other Stars and the Terrestrial Ball, after the infinite variety of the Properties.

15. Also out of the Holy Element and the Astral Birth, came the four Elements, and out of the Elements the Tranitory Creatures: Some bare the Figure of the first four Forms separated from the Light as venomous Creatures, Toads, Torpedo’s, &c. from the Anguith: Scorpions, Spiders, Bafilisks, &c. from the Fire; for every Property would be Creaturly. Some also figur’d the second Principle in Innocency, Meekness, and Love; as Lambs, Doves, &c.

16. Then in the Throne of excluded Lucifer and his Angels, the Word spake Man, such an Image of God, as might not only be the second Race of Intellectuals; but a compleat Image of all the three Principles. That is, his Soul out of the first Principle or Dark Power-World; his Spirit out of the second, the Holy Light World; his Body out of the one Holy Element, the Root of the four Elements; so that he might by his Divine Holy Principle of Love and Meekness, illustrate, and sweetly use his first, as the fallen Angels should have done: He was also furnished with the third Principle, which the Angels were not; and in that respect a compleat Image of God than they: over which third Principle he might also bear Rule by the Power of the Divine second Principle.

17. And by his third (in Subordination to the second) might Rule over the Astral Birth and Elementary, not only as He was the Natural Lord in that Provi-
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...ciple, but ennobled also with the Light or Angelical Principle, and therefore able and adapted to Rule over the Creation knowing what they were, whence they sprung, and whither they tended; for all Properties were open in him; therefore Adam could name them knowing their Parentage and Use.

Thus the manifold Wisdom of God appeareth in every thing, and summarily to be observed in these following.

18. First from the first Principle glorified with the second, according to the seven Fountains, were created the Throne Angels, Arch-Angels and their Hosts.

19. The Creatures that derive immediately from the one Holy Element as the Paradisical Body of Adam, that was more pure than seven times refined Gold, and to have remained eternally.

20. The Astral Birth of the Visible Heavens, and their Invisible Powers: Of Alliance, Dependence and Affinity, with which is Man's Astral Spirit called his Prophetick Evefter; which ordinarily predicts by Dreams, a kind of Intuitive Impulses of approaching Good or Evil; small also important natural Events, &c.

21. Out of the Astral seem to be born Those Mortal (yet to the outward Eye mostly invisible) Creatures, in all the four Elements called Aerial Spirits, prodigious Predictors of Wars by Armies in the Clouds: Others also of the Fire: Some Aquaftirph, and Those of our Horoscope Terrestrial and Subterranean, that are about Minerals, of which This Discourse is not follicitous.

22. Out of the Holy Element proceeded the two Elements; and consequently the four; more Pure and Paradisical than after the Curse.

23. Hence by the Reddy Conduct of the Separator or Father of Nature (substituted by the Great Creators word) and by the Spirit of the Tincture, have sprung the Animal, Vegetative and Mineral Kingdoms, to the composition of every of which Naturalists find the Principles of Salt, Sulphur and Mercury, more or less pure, according to the Body which it composeth, and the Tincture with which it is more or less sublimed and ennobled.

24. But Lucifer by his renting from the total Unity, thereby making the Properties separate, proflane and unclean, there proceeded out of the first four Forms hellish, immortal, fierce, horrible, poisonous Creatures, to whom Death and Darkens (the fierceness of the Properties) is no woe or torment; for it is their Life. But Hell is therefore an intolerable Hell to Angels and Men, because they were created to another State, in another Principle, for another End.

25. From all the three Principles, with the Potence of the first, Love fire of the second, and moving Life of the third, was Man created. And as such with the Light of God, which is not quite extinguished in him; for when once awakened by Divine stirring and his hungry desire, let none think it impossible he should see into the several Principles that are truly in him; for the Child knoweth his Parents better and better as himself groweth to be a Man. A breath of Air is like the whole Element, a drop like the whole Ocean, a spark like the whole Origin, a clod like the whole Ball.

---

CHAP. XVI. Man's Estate before his Fall.

1. MAN being ranged a little lower than the Angels, yet with one Principle more, hath a Spirit penetrating as theirs; if brought into an earnest hunger to search and knock. Let none forbid so doing; for God delighteth to be fought and known; by such can he be most loved and admired that most discover of him.

2. And
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2. And those his Children who know most clearly what they fell from, will strive most to be recovered; and those that penetrate deepest into that dismal plight whereinto they have plunged themselves, must needs be most profoundly Humbled; and those that find the prosecuting of their own Wills to be a Fighting against God their Reforer; will be eafeft prevailed with to lay down their Arms; Die to their Wills; Resign themselves to His Conduct; Repair to His School; Bear His Yoke: at any price Buy the Pearl; Fight the Battle of Faith; that they may lay hold of Eternal Life. Wisdom calls; They only are the Sons of Wisdom who will hear.

I come now to the following most Important Points and Enquiries.

1. What Man was before his Fall.

2. By what degrees he fell.

3. What Fallen Man’s Estate was, and is.

4. What may be his Recovery.

1. Concerning Man’s Estate before his Fall.

3. God made Man, in, or after His Image (as hath been shewn) how he was God’s Image; viz. an Extract out of all the Three Principles: The Ignorance whereof befel Auleus, in the fourth Century after the Incarnation; who said God had Hands and Feet.

4. But God’s Image was to express in Adam, that He had in Harmony His whole First Principle, and all things subordinate to It; so that the four Forms did mightily establish him; and This Harmony stood by the Love-Fire and Holy Light of the Second Principle; by which also he could Rule over his Third Principle.

5. He was so perfectly God’s Image, as that he was capable of Eternity, without any necessity in his own constitution to make him obnoxious to Mortality. Else how is his Death denounced the Penalty of his Disobedience?

6. Nor could he be clogg’d before he fell, with a Dark Body, stuft with the Elements, and built upon Bones to bear it up, as may appear by four Evidences.

Evidence 1. The Elemental Fruits are Mortal; therefore are proper Food to support the Transitory Creatures that feed on them.

Evidence 2. Bones proceed as Stones also do, from the too hard coagulation of the Astringency, producing (in the Saline Element) the Principle of Mortal Sals.

Evidence 3. The food from the four Elements requires a gross Elementary Carcass to digest and drained to evacuate their Earthy Part; both inconfident with the Purity and Eternity of Paradise.

Evidence 4. The Elements themselves pass into their Ethers, and cease as to their present Existance, when the Mystery shall be fulfilled, and the End hath found the Beginning.

7. Adam was a Virgin of Purity, with both Masculine and Feminine Tinctures, as is evident; for his said (when Adam only was made) Male and Female created he them, to compleat was He as able to Increase and Multiply, and Blessed thereunto, v. 28. By both Tinctures; not by two Persons; for Eve’s being made, is not recorded till Gen. 2. 21.

Obj. 8. Will any say Adam and Eve were made at once? Gen. 1. 27. Gen. 2. 28. but only the Order more at large given.

Answ. 9. It is answered by the Holy Ghost; where, the Apostle convinceth by One Argument the reasonableness of the Woman’s Subjection; because of the Priority of Man’s Creation.

10. This must also be noted, the Woman was not given him, as were the Females to other Creatures.

Also that before her being made, God said all was Very Good; Rested from his Creating work; Blessed a Sabbath; Planted Eden, Watered it; caused it to Grow; and
and the Sacred Records name the Rivers, and several quarters whitherward their Effluxes directed themselves; what Lands they wash'd, &c.  
11. But farther, that the Propagation of Adam's Race should have been by Adam alone, is demonstrable (among many other produceable) by the following Arguments.  
12. There was no Rending of the body to have been; for Rending is inconsistent with the Happy, Perfect Eternal State of Union; dividing the Properties caus'd Enmity, as in Heat, Cold, &c.  
13. The hanging on him the Beatial Genitals is, That whereof Nature it self (as depraved as now it is) is Ashamed of, and布什eth at: The Soul hideth it self all it can from This Monstrous filthy Brthith Deformity, which it would not do, had it been it self of no higher Extracition. This the very Fallen Man well sees, to be a New Strange Hateful Image, whereto therefore It would not be subjected by the Creation.  
14. The Law of Circumcision on That Member, shews God's displeasure at That NeW-gotten way, like the Beatial Propagation.  
15. The Lord Jefus His preferring the Chast Virgin Life, tho' (of pity to our Impotence and Infirmity) restraining them, only to it, to whom power is extended thereunto, signifieth (as himself laid in another cale not very forreign to this) that in the beginning it was not so.  
16. The sad and astonifhing Effect as the first fruit of Copulation after dividing of the Tinctures was; when Eve brought forth Cain, she said, I have got a Man from the Lord, more truly rendred, I have got a Man The Lord; intimating that she thought That Son was the Seed promis'd should break the Serpent's Head. But he provid'd (as the Seed of the Serpent) the Murtherer of him who bare the Image of the promis'd Seed which was fo great a confomation,that the conceived no more till after 70 years.  
17. The disregard God sheweth towards That Divided Image, * who also in the Transgregifion shewed a disregard towards the Inhibition of the Moft High God; which disregard for Humbling That Sex, appears,  
1. By enjonying Their Subjeftion, and the to have power on her Head, because of the Angels (that is to say) Thofe flaming glorious Virgins in whom the Tinctures are in ineffable Union, are God's immediate Vicegerents, and would not that the separate Tincture should forget its Declension, and forgo or surmount its Station; but be Modeft, Submissive and Humble.  
2. By not admitting them any Token of Relfumption into the Covenant under the Law, whereas the Males had That of Circumcision.  
3. By admiffing and enjonying only the Males to Worship at Jerusalem thrice every year; and when the Women came, they came only into a Court at the Lord's Houfe more remotely ficuate than the place for the Males.  
4. By the little mention of the bringing forth any Woman before the Flod, and without Record of the Age of any Woman in the whole Old and New Testament, Sarah only excepted.  
18. The Law of Uncleanness after Child-bearing shews how impure This way of Propagation is; for the Woman having brought forth a Man-child, was unclean seven days, and to continue without touching any hallowed thing, or approaching the Sanctuary 33 days. But if she had a Maid child, her Legal Uncleanness was for fourteen days, and not to be purified till fifty six days.  
Whereas seven days sufficed for cleaning a Leper, or one who had an Iffue; Thofe on the eighth day might come into the Tabernacle of the Congregation as before.  
19. All which evincent the Human Birth by the Woman to have much more
in it than bodily Pollution, since separating the Tinctures. For the Teprosie was a bodily Pollution in a high degree; but the cleansing the Woman being near Five times as much for a Man-child, and near Ten times as much for a Maid-
child, is a too pregnant Testimony that the Impurity of This Propagation is exceeding great, which moved David's Confession; I was Born in Iniquity, and in Sin did my Mother Conceive me.

20. Man's Propagation after Separating the Tinctures is defiled with much Immodefy and Lust; so that it derives Filth, Sin and Shame (as by a Torrent down a Precipice) from one Dark Soul to another: For abating the Impetuoufness of which, Isaac the Son of the Promise was not only of Abraham, when Old, but of Aged Sarah, with whom it was ceased to be after the manner of Women; and Lust was withered, and the eminent Joseph, Samuel, and other choice Servants of God were of great Modefty, and obtained by Prayer.

21. But at once fully to convince us of our Impure Descent from Adam and Eve, the Lord Jesus was of the Virgin.

CHAP. XVII. Of a Virgin-Propagation.

Q. 1 Will any ask, Could a Virgin-Propagation possibly have been?
A. The Lord speaketh nothing in vain, and He it was that said, God is able of these Scenes to raise Children unto Abraham. But,

2. It is answered, That no the above Arguments may challenge the force of Demonstration to enlightened Reason; yet because the Senses often make Mutinous Resistance to solid Reason, the Senses shall be (by what follows) gratified, as far as the Sublimity of the Subject may expose it lest to the view and touch.

Demonstrations to the Senses of a Virgin-Propagation.

Demonf. 1.
3. Light (with little loss) penetrateth Glass, so plentifully, as can improve Generation by contraction of its Central and Original Property thro' Burning glasses, by which also it can destroy; as tis said Archimedes did the Roman Navy at Syracuse; and we see Light not only walking thro' Chriffal, but Multiplying by the Motion.

4. And can any think Adam's Pure Body (whilst capable of Eternity) had not Leis in it obftructive to his Magical Will, for Divine Employment; or rather More Asfifting Power, than Condemned Ponderous Glasses of Chriffal have of opposition or furtherance of the Solar Raies?

Demonf. 2.
5. See we not the subtle Atoms of Fire, inanimate thro' the Flares of Great Iron Pots, to the evaporating of Liquor, with the alluring Breath whereof, the subtle fiery Atoms cloath themselves, and take wing, till only Drug uncapable of Light be captiv'd in the Pot, and finally the Iron become Lufreous, as if it also willed no longer to be Iron, but Fire and Light.

See we not Fiery Atoms, as can only enter the finer Pores of Silver Vessels and with like facility make Passage through the most exquisite Pores of Golden Vessels.

6. And should not That Glorious Creature's Body (a gimple whereof was Moses Shining, Face and Wondrous Works) have been more Potent to work His Creator's Will, in His Own Principle, than these Dead Instances?

Consider we also the Healing Emanations from the Bodies of the Disciples; as the Power of Raising the Dead, &c.
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7. See we not the due affection of the Blood, drawn out of the Veins, with that Demont. 3. remaining in the Veins? And if That which issu'd out at one Crifice be kindly treated abroad, how it dispatched quick Messengers to impart the Virtue thereof, not only to that Wound whence it issu'd, but to as many other as the Body hath suffered by.

8. And shall we abridge the Magical-Child, of the kind Affecting Intercourse of Its natural parent, of what the abject Man, and Cold Blood is privileged with.

9. A Woman, Great with Child, doth often express Magically on the Fruit of her Womb Cherries, Strawberries, &c. things She Longed Earnestly for, as well as other tokens of all. Created by her Passions of Fear; others Mortally Wound by their Anguish, Defpair. &c. Others Exalt to expressions of Joy, by the raised Serenity of the Mother's Spirit; as the Babe, in the Womb of Elizabeth, leapt at the Salutation of the Virgin Mary.

10. If therefore such Vigour remain as the Relic of Languishing Magick-Power, in so great a degree Dead, and almost forgotten; and that in the weaker Sex of the divided Tincture of Mortal Man, when Rowled; shall any doubt be That sufficient Virtue and Majestly Sate enthroned in Adam, whilst perfectly Enriched and Ennobled with both the Tinctures? Who was a Spark of God's Omnipotence, Divinely to effect what His Creator blessed him to (viz.) to Multiply the New Race, bearing God's compleat Image, instead of the Apostate Angels, who by extinguishing the Kingdom of Love (implanted in their Creation) had let loose, awakened, and introduced into themselves, the Wrath of the first Principle, and so perverted God's Holy Work, by the Wrath of the first four Spirits.

11. We see an Ability of Propagation in the Universal Sperm flowing at the Conduc Pipes of the three Principles. The Eye observes it in Shell-fish, Trees, Flowers, Herbs, having their various Kinds in their respective Seeds with their Tinctures of Male and Female united, or Fire and Light in one. And though these last, the Vegetative Tribe be more remote than the Sensitive; yet every one gives Pregnant Testimony to illustrate and lead to the most Noble.

12. And shall any think, Man, whose Original exempted him (had he perverted) and fixt and set him on high, far above the reach of any the least approach of Mortality; as Sorrow, Wearines, Sickness, Sleep, could admit the Defect of any thing that might tend to impeach his Perfection? Should not he be fully able to perform all the Parts of what might concern the perpetuating his Race, by communicating his Heat and Light as the Sun doth his, in pure Modesty, and highest humble Love, that his Divine Offspring might have allisted in that holy Paradisical Employment.

13. It seemed needful to be thus Large, to be a High and Powerful Incitement to all the Sons of Wisdom, to fix their Soul's on noble Divine Objects, by the Example of the Sons of Princes, who level at Kingdoms.

14. Let therefore the Sons of God pity and pray for, and never envy gods of clay, who covet Crowns of glittering Earth, fluff with Thorns, wafht with Tears and Blood of oppressed Innocents, often supported by Fraud, and not seldom blown off by the breath of Curles justly caus'd.

15. At last the centre of Cares, surrounded by ravenous hungry Vultures.

I say, Let not the Children of the Day cast their Eyes on thee, nor suffer themselves to be encircled and enchanted with such Mockeries; but let their whole Hearts on the Everlasting Inheritance foresight by Adam and Eve, but redeemed by the Promised Seed, the Humble Son of the Eternal Virginity, the Glorious Lord Jesus.

16. This hath also been the larger insisted on to keep us in constant Self-abasement, that every of us hath so prodigally wasted our Heavenly Portion, and fed among
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Confiderations on the Scope of Jacob Behmen: among Swine; Abandoned our dear pretious Virgin Image of Purity and Modefty; and become Shamelefs and Filthy with the Detormity of the Luftful Beasts that have no Law.

Also to facilitate, explicate and introduce what follows; which is to Enquire according to the Method proposed.

2. CHAP. XVIII. Of some Steps by which Adam declined towards his heavy Fall.

1. That Man having both Tinctures was perfect Male and Female, and so was very good, hath been thewed from Scripture, and proved to the enlightened Reason, and demonstrated to the very Senses, though now they are so dull.

2. Also, That Man should have have Exerted his Holy Ability of Will, and United it to his Excellent Power, is plain: But he did not, is as plain; by neglect whereof, it was said, It is not good that Man should be alone, but a Meet help should be made him. Then God call Adam into a deep sleep, took from him a Rib, of That made a Woman. What a strange change see we, so vast, so sudden an Alteration!

3. Was Adam good, perfectly so, to walk with God like a God, in a Heavenly or Paradisical state for evry? Wants he a Help, by Subtraction to receive Addition?

4. Will any one penetrate into this, to them, or him be it said. Seeing Adam would not stir both the Tinctures, which in great Might were United in him, but would in this also be an Angel, to remain barren as they. Whereas he as a Centre or Fountain, should have streamed out a new Race; therefore the Gracious Creator let him sleep as one in a Swound, then divided from him the Female Tincture and the lesser part of his Essence or Strength, signified by a Rib, which is part of the out-guard of the Internal Organs of Life, and therewith built a She-Man.

5. Both were Holy, but Danger of Tranfiguration was near; hence came the severe Penal Law, That they should not Eat of the Forbidden Fruit, (vte, That of the third Principle, wherein were the Properties of Good and Evil, both of the Astral and Elementary World. And the knowledge of both the Properties was in the Fruit; for he was to Rule over, and not receive into himself the third Principle; the Properties in it were divided by reason of the disorder caused by the Fall of Lucifer; and therefore heat only for the Tranfiguration Creatures.

Now come we to the Degrees by which Man declined.

6. Step, must be his not Exerting, Executing and Exercising the Power his gracious Creator infused him with.

7. Step, was his Sleep. Sleep or Swouning is Death's Elder Brother, a Debility to the Motion of Sensitive Creatures; an Inability in a great measure to Action, every Inclination to it is Hostility against an Eternal perfect state; Noah's sleep shewed the Figure of Adam's Shameful Sleep: And Lot's Sleep signified somewhat worfe than Shame, as the Consequence of Adam's Sleep; yet both effected by their declining in the third Principle, in opposition to which, Daniel calls the Angels Watchers.

8. Step, was his being divided. Dividing by dissection or discontinuance of Parts is Diminution, and so Diametrically oppoite to entireness, warring against Union. For, if the least divisible Part be severed or cut off from any Body, wanting the least
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Least degree of Infinity, that whence it is distempered, how immense soever, is made less, till the Section do as really and locally re-unite, as before it separat ed.

9. But Eve being taken from Adam, made her a Numerical Self, was a Local severing, as truly distinct as the Female from the Male of other Creatures: nor could the Tinctures re-unite to be as before in pure Virgin Modesty, but she became no Restorer, but a Help to prevent a World state; but how a Help may be demonstrated thus.

10. The struggling of the three first Forms generateth the fourth, as the contest of the two first begets the third; so the discord of the fourth doth wrestle till it produce the fifth; and so of the rest. This while they were in Sweet Harmony in one only individual Adam, he might, like the Sun, irresistibly have diffused and shed his potent Influence; but after one rending, must follow a farther rending of the Body. But a bare incision to divide without Separation (or any part) of discontinuance of Parts, may be only such as may stir up to Action, though not without thwarting, reluctance or regret, which may farther appear.

11. A Tree partly by its secure situation, from shaking, jogging, stormy pulses or rugged touches may have its Mercurial Virtue slumbering, as Fire in Ashes, the Sulphur in it be num'd, and the whole in a Lethargy: when by cleaving the Root with a wooden Wedge, that part is awakened, and the contrary qualities of its Composition, mutation, and gradually excite and call one another, till like a Clock-work they conspire and join Hands to bring to their great End. But if the Plant voluntarily consent wholly to give up its Will to breathing out its Odour and Fruit, what need concussion, or slashing, or any cleaving or dividing at all.

12. And though this dividing of Adam was as the Lancet of a merciful Chirurgeon; yet every Wound of a Friend supposeth Necessity, and consequently incon gruous with the perfection of entire Peace and Union.

Though also these Demonstrations speak plainest after Eve Transgression; yet may we scrutinize by the Effect into what occasioneth it.

13. Step, was Adam's Lusting after Eve; for when he took her in his Lust, where was then his Modesty, Divine Virginity and Purity? The heavenly Virgin withdraws from every the least appearance of Unchastity or Inconstancy.

14. Step, was the Tree of Temptation; Adam having a little declined from his Primary Perfection, which brought the Necessity of dividing him; yet reigning as a Mighty Powerful Son of the Almighty God in all the three Principles and being subject only to God, what wonder was the sprouting of that Plant in Obedience of his Royal Magical desire which was so Potent in all the three Principles, as to any thing in them irrevocable? What could hinder, seeing he had divided himself from himself; but that a Plant with divided Properties of Good and Evil should put forth its Fruit in the third Principle, and offer it self to the touch and taste of him, who was immediate Lord both in Right and Possession, in and over the same third Principle.

15. Step, was Eve, who being less than the half of the new Enthroned Prince, and curiously Eying the fair Form, and charmed by the Serpent's subtle Retorrick Took and Eat of it, as also then did Adam, seeing that the fell not instantly Dead, which introduced such an Ample Fall, as at which the Heavens blush, the Earth quakes, the Dark World domineers.

16. For Adam's first Principle consisting of the four first Forms, by the Departure of the Luster of the second Principle of Love and Meekness, Peace and Joy; became Dreadful, and full of Anguish. And his third Principle became Dark and Opake; his Strength became Bones, his Tincture in part extinguish'd, the rest of it became Beastial, Mortal, and the Properties of it became Enemicitious, then must
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must he have Guts, and a Draught to ejed the Putrifying Elemental Food. The Astral World also drew and inclined him, as their various wrestling got predo-

17. The Tree and Fruit, was no better nor worse than what we have, but alike unsuitable to him, as Hot or Cold Poison is to us: Their Fallen State as sadly alter'd, as if a Man who should Rule over the Beasts, should (as Nebuchadnezzar) have a Beast's Heart and Organs given him; for they regarded not, that from Tasting of it, God's severe earnest Command had inhibited and forewarned them.

18. For the Food ordained for them had the Properties in Perfect Harmony; no Curse, Mortality, Sickness, Sorrow, Care, Pain, not the least appearance of Evil, but of the One Holy Element purely Paradisaical, and whereof They might be able to live eternally. It was the Quintessence and Divine Word Subluniated, such as feeds the Blessed in the Resurrection.

They were not to have known Evil and Good in the Root of them, divided as hath been said. Yet tho' the Experimental Knowing it were destructive to them, it is destructive to us to be ignorant of it.

19. As a Traveller, observing the Duffer of another (who contemplating warn-
ing) lost his way and himself, unwarily inducted and strayed with him, is Now highly concerned to know the Aberrations, which his Ill Leader should not have known, that he may extricate and difentangle himself, retrieve the Miscarriage, and shun the Precipices and Perils so fatal to his forerunner.

3. 

CHAP. XIX. What Fallen Man's Estate was by the Fall.

1. The second Principle being the Majestic, Sweet, Divine Love Meek Light; and the Chast Virgin of God's Wisdom, was withdrawn, and he left dead as to it.

1. His Soul, tho' it had lost the Divine Life of Pure Angelical Modest Love, yet being out of the Fountain Spirits, was incapable of Dissolution, but must ever remain its own singing Fire, and its own Anguish, without possibility of enkindling the Light.

2. For Now had he the Introduced Enmity there, and the four Original Fountains of Binding, Attracting, Anguish and Fire, whereof his Soul (as to its first Principle) was originated and made, flood in irreconcilable Enmity as to any Power remaining in Adam to compose them; These Contrarieties (like Murtherers) might well be Tho've of whom Cain was after afraid.

2. His Body (like That of the other Creatures in the third Principle of which it was) became subjected to the Astral Evil Influences, and to the Divided Properties of the Elements, which had power to impole the Necessity of Pain, Sickness, Want, continual Danger, transitory Mutations, Mortality and Putrification, till Man should return to the Dust which he was come to be: And that every part, the Astral and Elementary, were fallen back or receded, and Those parts returned into its own several Ethers, Principle or Receptacle, like other Beasts.

3. And while he was Toiling under his Evil Influences, loads of Sin and the Curse, he might (like the tame Beasts) feed on the Food they did eat, of Roots, Herbs and Fruits, wherein were the Evil and Good Properties; and he might (like the wild Destroying and Ravenous Beasts, Fowls and Fishes of Prey) kill and feed on the tame, and live in Fear and hostile Enmity with his fellow destroyers, who bear the Image of the Dark World.

4. He might also (till his Astral Revolution, or other Evil had given extream...
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Date and Period, to his Accursed Dying Life) have, (like other Beasts) generated his Children, having Now the Members (Monuments of Sin and Shame) hung on him for Propagation. And Tho' his Off-spring should inwardly have been Devils, and outwardly Beasts, according to the third Principle. Yea and what could have hinder'd but Their Bodies should have been conformed to the Image of the several Beasts here, whereof Their Minds had the Nature, Affections and Qualities. as of Dogs, Goats, Foxes, Swine, Bears, Wolves, Tygers Vipers, Serpents, Toads, Lions, &c. And to have had no other Resurrection than those mischievous odious Animals, by Their monstrous Idea's to bear the Image of the Dark World's Properties.

6. Whither Fallen Man was hurrying, may farther appear, by some notorious Consequences of our Defection.

1. The Americans, in many parts (like Beasts of Prey) devour Raw Flesh; some yet worse, eat the Flesh of Serpents, and other unclean Creatures; some elsewhere said to be Cannibals.

2. It is by Geographers observed the Tartars to be so far Dogs and Cats, that They are born blind, and till five days cannot see plainly.

3. The Dark World, or first Principle, hath arrested the Africans, conforming their very out-side by a black hue to their Evil Natures.

7. So did the Astringency ratifying the Covetous Will of Lot's Wife, prevail to a terrible extremity, so as to fix her a Pillar of Salt.

As did the same Principle of Bitterness, Anguish and Fire consume Sodom.

8. It is observed by uncontrollable Authors, That the Devil, (tho' too crude and unsuitable, direful a Companion) hath (by Infernal Sophistry) used some unhappy Elementary Compounds, wherewith he hath diurnally and fatally cohabited with lufeful, beastly, filthy People of both Sexes, whose Senuality coupled to their Sinful Desires, had deformed into his Image; so that he hath carnally cooperated to the fateing their obscene decrepit Lusts.

9. Not only Thus as above, but we had a concurrence to Generate a Race of Human Forms, Incarnate Devils. Children They are said to be (no doubt) of Darknes, and literally of Their Father the Devil.

10. Such was That Call'd a Succubi Wife to a Gentleman in Germany, concerning whom John Frederick (then Prince Elector of Saxony) defined Luther's Opinion, who judged it a Devil; dehiring the Prince to note heedfully what That Off-spring would demonstrate themselves.

11. Perhaps the Old Enemy (who once used the Serpent) might in the above Story, (to prevent the horror of his own Approach, and effect his uncouth Machinations) impoy some Terrestrial, Aerial or Aquatic Creature, wherein to unite himself to one whole Sins had depraved and subjected to so base, perillus and prodigious a Comfortship.

12. There were in Luther's time some Abject Productions in Saxony call'd Kil- crows or Suppositi (with us Changelings) One of Them Luther saw at Dijon; it did eat as much as two Thrushes; another stuck six Nurses dry; if any thing ill happened in the house, would laugh and be joyful, but while all went well would cry and be very sad.

13. Such was the Transformation of Nebuchadnezzar, that his Hairs were as Birds Feathers, and his Nails as Claws.

14. Such a Subject on hath our Elementary Structure lapsed into by the Fall, that it may as really be Transformed as an unburnt Earthen Vessel may: And that tho' usually by content of the Will, as in Witches.

15. Yet may it also be sometime without content, and by the Arch Enemy be imposed on, as was the Woman at Jericho, who in a Conflict of fifteen or sixteen hours
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hours was Transformed into That of a Calf, her Hands and Feet bent, and like Horns or Hooies; her Tongue rough and dry; her Body cold and Swoln, yet her Soul found to be safe, and her Body by Prayer Restored to its Human Form.

16. Man became vain in his Imagination, and his foolish Heart was darkened. They were Worshippers of Angels, of the Host of Heaven, of Devils, of brute Creatures, of Garlick as in Egypt, of Stocks, Things almost incredible to us: That Rational Creatures should make Their Hope and Confidence to be in Irrational, till we reflect on all Nations in This Age, pretending Improved Skill and Knowledge, yet still do place Their Confidence in Money.

4. CHAP. XX. Of Mans Recovery; how he was helped again by Christ; and by what wonderful way and method Redemption was & is wrought.

1. WHO is sufficient to tell This, what Vessel may carry This Treasure? It was studied by the Holy Angels, is the Ornament of Heaven, will be the Song in Eternity. It is the sum of what the Spirit of God hath been dictating to the Prophets, pointing at by the Law and Ceremonies proclaiming by the Apostles and Saints in His Word in the Mouth of all His Servants through all Generations.

2. Now, tho' none can say how high the eighth Sphere is, much less the Infinity beyond or without it; yet every one can measure his own height, being really part of it. So, as far as can be reached by so vile a Nothing, some particle of the Abyss of Grace may in Childish Simplicity be hammer'd out, and haply some Assistance given to Such Inquirer, whose Inward Senses shall be opened in any degree of aprons to the Sublimity of the Matter, and whose Spirit shall be Humbled and held back to the lowly manner of exhibiting the same.

3. All Knowledge not leading us Humbly towards Jesus Christ is Ignorance, and compared with the Light set up in us by Him, is Blackness; with the Virtue of it, is Dung; with the Holiness and Purity of it, is Filthiness; with the Order of it, is Confusion and Amulement of Spirit; with the Utility of it, is mere Lofs of precious Time.

4. We have in the precedent Discourse beheld the direful Shameful State Adam declined into by the Lots of the Divine Virgin of God's Wisdom, with whom he should always have lived in Purity, Modesty, and Perfection of Love: Who whilst he flood: his Soul was of the Might of Eternity, his Spirit of the Pure Majestick Divine Light, his Body out of the One Holy Element more Noble than seven times Refined Gold, as the Shining Sun, and capable to endure in Eternity.

5. But Sin marr'd all, his Holy Body degenerated as from Celestial Chriftal to Putrifying Carrion, which must know Dissolution, and for any Power remaining in him, must have returned to the Divided Elements, without hope of Recollection and Resurrection. Which might cause some of the Antients, who (better knew what the body is come to be, and what Principles and Elements compounded of, than what at first it was, much less what the Merciful Creator was about for Reforing his Lost Image: It might strongly (way some Wise Men in several Ages) to laugh at the Novelty of the Resurrection, as did the Athenians.

6. The Gracious and Merciful Creator pitying His Undone Creature of Love, to His Own Precious disappeared Virgin Image, having no motive from any want in Him of His Creature, nor any worth in the Creature, nor any ability remaining in his Creature to help Himself, but of His Own Only Meer, Free Grace and Goodness, His Tender Bowels of Infinite Love wherewith His Companions were enkindled, did set Infinite Power and Wisdom on work to supplant the Serpent
in Man, by reimplanting again the Dear Bride of Purity and Modesty to whom *Adam* was at first Married, but had adulterously, causuely and foolishly left, having treacherously abandoned himself, and betaken to the Divided Properties.

7. God in-spake again the Ingrafted Word, saying, *The Seed of the Woman shall break the Serpents Head*; which Word so reimplanted was like a spark of Fire falling into Tinder; or like Seed sown; or like Leaven hid in three meafures of Meal; for it was a Living Power, a Speaking Witness. It was call'd the Lamb flain from the Foundation of the World, the Powerful Love of Jefus Chrift the second Person of the Trinity, who by That Power of Love filleth all places in the Heavens and Earth in His Own Holy Principle, and This Love is Jefus Chrift Himself.

8. The second *Adam* and Holy Seed did not only come in the Fulnefs of Time into, or in the Womb of the Virgin *Mary* when He took Flesh, but then at the in-fant of *Adam's* Fall at the Father's in-spaking did implant himself to overthrow the work of the Devil.

9. And flood at the Door of *Adam* and *Eve*, and alwaies standeth at the Door of every Child of Theirs ever since, none excepted in the Light of Their Life, Preaching Salvation, and with the Mighty Power of the Holy Ghost reproveth Sin, convinceth of Righteousnefs, judgeth Disobedience, and warneth all, more or lefs, of the Judgment to come.

10. This Living Word, or Word of Life, hath call'd it Self by several names for all names are in it. It is the Refiners Fire, a Light shining in a Dark place: *Emmanuel*, The Saviour, The Hope of Israel, The Rock of Ages, The Redeemer, Love, Wisdom, Righteousnefs, The Holy Thing. Life Eternal, where-ever, and in whomsoever Obedience is yielded. It is of invincible Strength, will any lay hold on it? brings irresistible Arguments, will any lay them up in their Hearts; uninterrupted Peace, will any find it under its Counfels? His Weapons can neither be warded nor blunted; His Defenfives are impenetrable.

11. The Word replanted in *Adam* and *Eve* after Their Disobedience, is call'd an Ingrafted Word, tho' it was carried downward chiefly, or most visibly in the direct Line thro' *Seth* to *Enoch*, who was in the Sabbath as the Seventh Day, of whom came *Methuselah*, who (as the longest Liver recorded) figured Eternity, yet was the fame in Them as a Priesthood to be Leaders and Stars to Their Brethren; The fame Principle being (with lefs Brightnefs) in others also; for neither is the Sun visible, but to Them who have a Receiving Power: So nor were the rest of Mankind wholly Blind, but had Their Talents entrusted to Them. And this Line of the Holy Seed were as the Lord's Candlesticks and Lamps, whereat others were to enkindle their weaker Lights.

12. It may be noted that the Heathen have all of Them the Gospel more or lefs obfurely Preached in them. For as they without the Written Law do the things contained in the Law; fo do they without the Written Gospel partake of the Mercy published by the Gospel.

13. That is, being conscious to themselves of their Faults, yet find (by the Smiles of the Heavens in the Fruitful Seasons, and in the suitable Productions of the Earth) that they receive Good for Evil, which is the Virtue of the Second Principle or Gospel written on the whole Creation. Notwithstanding all which, if they harden their Hearts they become Sinners again? Law and Gospel, the Law written in their Hearts, and the Gospel shining in the Light of their Understanding, so confluently, that tho' some of Them Laughed at the news of the Resurrection, we hear Them fervous at the tryings of the Judgment to come, having every one of Them a Self condemning Judge in his bosom.

14. Love is strong as Death, but This Love is much stronger, only Sin and finally Impenitent Men, Hell and Devils judge themselves unworthy of it. But
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This hath knockt at the Door of every Sinners Heart, and cryes, How long, ye simple.

1. Abel and Seth had the Hearing Ear; in that Line it most eminently descended by a continued Succession thro' all Generations, yet sometimes thro' very dirty Channels; for tho' all were such till This Seed took Root in some, and bare Paradisical Fruit, and made them fit for the Masters Table; yet some were much more foul than others.

2. He enters into Foul Hearts, tho' himself be so High-born, and Purity it self, that passing into Foul places cannot be defiled, but as a Refiners Fire not comprehended by the Drofs, which yet it purgeth away. A work only possible to Omnipotence.

A few Considerations of that which shall be the Wonder of Eternity follow.

CHAP. XXI. Of the Incarnation of the Lord Jesus Christ.

1. It ought Attentively to be pondered, that when the Fulsness of Time, or Limit of the Covenant was come, Jesus took Man's whole Nature of the Virgin Mary; but inasmuch as she was the Daughter of Joachim, and Anna, and of Eve, she could not be totally a Virgin of Purity: Who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean? not one.

2. That Jesus Christ neither came into a Clean Vessell, nor took a Pure Nature on Him, but made the Vessell Clean, and the Polluted Nature to become Pure. The misunderstanding of which caused the Colliридiani to render to the Virgin Mary Divine Worship.

3. We must know, that when our Redeemer took our Nature on him, He took it out of all the Virgin Mary's Effences; as well those of her Soul given her out of the first Principle, and those of her Spirit given her out of the second, as those of her Body out of the third Principle. All which, Soul Body and Spirit, were propagated by her immediate Parents, Joachim and Anna.

4. We are to know, the Lord destroyed not Those Effences; for He came not to destroy, but took them as they were. And by the Divine New Man which He brought with Him, and which Himself was, Refined and Sanctified them, in them to work Their and Our Eternal Salvation.

5. We cannot say there was no Evil in the Root of the Effences He took from the Virgin Mary, as was mentioned above. But his Divine Conception Exempting Him from any the least Impression, Stain or Spot did illustrate and clarify them. As Fire doth Iron, the Tinature doth Metals, or the Sun Transmutes the Harsh, Sour, and Ill Properties of Fruits.

6. We are not to doubt whether the Lord took a Human Soul from the Virgin or no, about which many have erred; for how else had the Effences of Our poor Captivated souls been rescued; had not the second Adam as truly assumed a Human Soul, as that whereof the first Adam confessed? It was Our Selves that had Sin and Death, and were to be Redeemed; so Our Gracious Lord made His Soul, which was also a True Human Soul, the Offering for Sin.

7. Nor need we fear that the Lord took not Our Mortal Flesh and Blood on Him, but brought Heavenly Flesh in His Conception, and only Heavenly Flesh; for He took also Our True Body of Flesh and Blood on Him from the Virgin Mary; He took our Weak Infirm Body subjected to Passions of Hunger, Sleep, &c. wherein lay Wrath and the Curse, all which He bare with the Sufferings incident thereunto, as Temptations, Scourgings, Reproaches, Piercings, Crucifying, Anguish, Death,
Death, Burial. And raised the Self-same Body which gives us assurance of our Resurrection, and opens a Door for the Body (though now Mortal) to partake with the Soul, Eternal Life.

8. We are to know, that our new Bodies, will be the same very true real Bodies we now have, and not other Bodies; though not consisting of Accidents, not palpable, yet substantial, as is manifest by what follows

9. The Mutations in Nature are no destruction of Bodies; as a Grain of Wheat being sown, passes several Mutations, yet is still the same. For whereas at first it dies, it is only by the Separator received into the divers Kinds of its own Composition, that it may be capable of Commixture, and Unite assimilated Bodies to it, and so Collect encreas of Matter, which it admits in no greater Proportion than to be the Father and Mother of all it left, and augment and multiply itself by; yet still is Wheat, though hath the increase of Quantity of many Grains of Wheat; as an Oak is but an Acorn improved.

10. Nature in orderly Motion goes forward, and will not return into its Mystery by the Steps it went out, till it hath completed its Circulation. You may as well return the Sun Eastward over us, as make a Fruit become a Tree; but in its orderly Motion; first into a Fruit and Seed, then is the new one the old renewed, rather than another. So is the new Body (though Glorious) not exsistent, but by the dying of the old.

11. As Adam's Fall made him not another Man, but was still the Self same, in another, a Monstrous Image, as we also are deformed by that direful Fall: So the Lord Jesus raising up his own Dead Body, and cloathing it with Glory and Immortality, and thereby giving us a Resurrection to be like him, doth not make us to be other Men than now we are, with lots of our Monstrosity and Accels, and recovery of the Glory we were created in, and is by Him graciously purchased for us.

12. We are to know, That the Lord Jesus Christ when he assumed Flesh and Blood in the Virgin's Womb, was then not only there, but also late and reigned in the whole infinite Absurd of the Father.

13. We are also to know, That after the Divine Nature of Infinite Godhead of Jesus Christ had assumed the Humane Nature, He remained the self-same unmixed Glorious second Person as before. And yet that by taking the Humanity from the Virgin Mary, He really became what he was not before; (viz.) a real Son of Man, with a true Humane Soul, Body and Spirit, as we are, and capable to Suffer and Die.

14. We are to know, the Humane Nature or Creature in the Assentation and Glorification, was not swallowed up by the Divine Nature, as a flame of a Candle is by the Sun extinguished; But the Humane Nature now Glorified, remains for ever a Glorified Body being the same true individual Humane Nature or Man, which was crucified, Dead, Buried, and raised up by his Almighty Power, as the first Fruit, Original, and Author of the General Resurrection.

15. That the Lord Jesus Christ, who in the Womb of the Virgin, became as truly a Man as we are, who have our Souls, Spirits and Bodies propagated by our immediate Parents. Yet that besides the infinite Dignity of his Almightyness, as the second Person and Son of God by Eternal Generation, which united Himself to his created Humane Soul, Spirit and Body. I say, besides all this, He was the true created Son of God, and so was a true Heavenly Man, and a Virgin of Holi- nesses, Purity and Modesty; And so begotten by the Holy Ghost.

16. In which respect He was no Son of Man (even as neither was the first Adam) but as truly the son of God by Creation, as with respect to his Godhead, He was by Eternal Generation. And though the words, Thou art my Son, this day I have begotten

Ps. 2. 7.
Heb. 1. 5.
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begotten thee, may be understood of the Eternal Generation; for the Father ceaseth not to beget His Eternal Son from Eternity and in Eternity; yet the words may well be applicable to this Heavenly Humanity, whereof both David and Paul speak:

17. But because this 15th Note last asserted, is hard to be understood since Man’s Fall; partly, because it is so Noble Extraction, and seeming to be of so rare mention in the Holy Scriptures, so remote from Sense, and Man’s dull Apprehension, of so excellent Nature, and so highly profitable and advantageous to be known. Also that the penetrating into the Knowledge of it, requires Divine Wisdom, enlightened Understanding, it calleth for highest Attention, as that plainly teacheth the Way God took and still taketh for recovery of lost Mankind. It is farther clear’d by what follows; more especially by the following Pag. 32. in Chap. 22.

18. We ought to know that the Divine Substance which United to it the Essences of the Humane Soul in Mary, came not thither descending from the highest Heaven, or great Local Distance. But the Word which God inpsake again in Paradise, imaging it Self in the Light of Man’s Life, and waiting in all the Holy Men, being the Word of Divine Wisdom, out of the Tincture of the Holy Element, which is everywhere, and pure before God; that Word, took to it for an Eternal Propriety the Essences of Man’s Soul, in and of Maria Virgin Matrix. Not entering in, but unlocking, ingenerating and unshutting what Adam had bolted up in Death.

19. That though this Word were not the Almighty, second Person of the Trinity; yet was it the Word of Wisdom which Adam turned from, and in disobeying it, he and we all, rebel against God more immediately than if we should stubbornly reject the Command of an Angel of God. This Word of Divine Wisdom is a Virgin of Purity, and here became the Bride to the Humane Soul; for as the Soul had the Tincture of the Fire, This brought the Tincture of the Light, and the Uniting of the Heavenly Image of Purity, to the Image that was Impure, did Tincture the Fire-Soul, and both became one Self-substituting Eternal Man.

20. We are also to know, That forasmuch as the two Tinctures were (at the instant of the Virgin Maria’s saying, Be it unto me, &c) United, and were become One Man the Image the first Man did bear; yet seeing the Fire-Soul did once treacherously choose an Earthly Lust, instead of Divine Love;

21. To the end it might be now powerfully Tinctured no more to recede, and that the whole Humane Nature might be led through Death into Eternal Life; therefore did the Lord (mighty to save) take the whole Man, by being Bridegroom to the Virgin Sophia, and for that the Man (or Creature) flood in the Holy Element, which is pure, and everywhere, yet is the same Element, Inferior to Omnipotence; it was needful Grace and Love should Unite the Creature to the Deity, which raised it above all it lost in the first Adam.

22. For the Lord became as a Servant, to advance and secure his Servant, both the Image once had, and add to it more: which will be the stupendious Contemplation of Eternity; but all this by the Lord’s Incarnation was brought to pass.

23. So that here was One, and that One consisted of the true Almighty Son of God, and the Holy Virgin of Wisdom the Tincture of the Light, (viz.) His Heavenly Flesh and Blood; Also of the Essences of Man’s Eternal Soul, the Temporary Astral Soul and Elementary Body. So that not only the Eternal Fire-Soul is meekened, nourished and fed to live Eternally, but the outward Soul and Elementary Body are secured of a Resurrection, by the raising of the Holy Astral and Elementary Body of the Lord Jesus Christ, the first Fruits of them that slept, leaving nothing unraised, but the Linnen Cloaths in the Sepulchre.
CHAP. XXII. Of the Heavenly New Man, or Divine Humanity of Jesus Christ; what it is, where it is, and how to be participated of by us.

It is written, That ye put off, &c. the Old Man, v. 23. and be renewed, &c. and v. 24. that ye put on the New Man; which (after God) is created in Righteousness and Holiness of true Holiness.

Q. What is This New Man which we are to put on?

A. It is Jesus Christ; as it is written, put on the Lord Jesus Christ, &c. so are we said to be cloathed upon with our House which is from Heaven; call’d a Building of God.

1. So we find cloathed with Humility, cloathed with Honour, cloathed with Shame, intended not as a Covering, but as Transmutation of Us, from one contrary to another; as the Woman cloathed with the Sun, her Divine Light instead of her Darkness.

Q. What of Christ may we put on, and be cloathed with, and wherewith to be cloathed upon?

2. Not His Almighty’s; for that His Omnipotence is, what no Creature can behold and reach; 10 is the Brightness of his Father’s Glory, upholding all things by the Word of his Power.

Nor the Body, Soul, and Spirit, He received from the Virgin Mary; That was Earthy, a Soul, Body and Spirit descanding from Eve; That being born of the flesh was flesh. As such (which he humbled himself to take) he was the Son of Man, and our Brother; 20 also we put him not on. As such he remains; for That Humanity of Christ which he had from the Virgin, remains a Creature, not to mixt, as to be confounded and swallowed up by the Deity.

3. The two Men in White, testified he should so Descend as they had seen him Ascend; as is also asserted in the 11th Particular of the Incarnation.

4. But the New Man, is the Heavenly New Man, or Heavenly Humanity of Jesus Christ, being the humble pure Virgin of Wisdom which Adam left, and as it were Affirmatively died to him, disappeared, retiring into its own Ether.

The first Adam had (as it were) repudiates This Chaft Holy Image; This is by the second Adam (the Lord from Heaven) restored and married to His, and in His to our) Earthy Humanity. It was His, at the infant, when the Holy Ghost overshadowed the Virgin Mary. It is Ours, when, by the Holy Ghost we are begotten again, and That Divine Image is awakened and stirr’d up in us.

5. Of This, let none marvel that my weak hand, begs Strength, and delights to Speak; for This is That dear precious Image of Virginity, Purity and Modesty; whose Eternal, Perfect Sweet Love, was (by Apostate Adam) exchanged for the Lust of a Woman, which soon sway’d him to Mortality.

6. This (as the Sun to the outward World) would have been Man’s Guide, being her self out of the Abyss of Infinite Wisdom. The (the Promised Seed bringing with him) still sweetly and convincingly woo’s at the Door of every Man’s Heart.

7. But in regard she is Heavenly, she can have no acquaintance with one that is resolved to be Earthy, she will be Married only to That Soul, that It regenerate-theth, which Nicodemus understood not at first, and none ever can, who like not to be divorced from the Old Man, and die daily.
To others, these Writings are Sounds, not Substances; for This Tree of Life may not be toucht by them who love That of Good and Evil.

8. This Heavenly Humanity (that diappear'd, when Adam fell) yields the Water of Life, which becomes a Well, springing up to Eternal Life. This is the Children's Bread; it fills Paradise; feeds the Angels, and all the Blessed for ever.

9. This is the Quinteſſence of Things; the Holy Element; whence flowed out the four Elements. It is the Life and Virtue of the Eternal Nature, or great Mystery. It is That Pearl, which whofo finds and buys, is a cheap Bargain, whatever it costs.

10. This is Christ's Heavenly Flesh and Blood, wherewith he feeds His, in the Sacramental Feast. But being come now to That, which men make occafion of Controversie, it may be profitable to discourse it.

John 6. from 47. v. to 59. v. And again, in 63. v. it is said, I am the living Bread that came down from Heaven, v. 53. Except ye eat his Flesh, and drink his Blood, ye have no Life in you.

11. The Jews understanding This (as many still do) to be meant of his outward Flesh and Blood, said, (and that rightly) How can This Man give us his Flesh to eat? for That had been (to understand) not intended by him; and Canibal-like to them.

12. But the Lord interprets himself, firft, Negatively in 63. v. not his outward Flesh (as they thought to be meant) profifeth nothing. But Affirmatively, v. 50. and 58. the Lord himself is express; that the Flesh he meant was also Bread, and that Bread was the Bread which came down from Heaven, v. 7. the Word of God. Hence arifed Two controversial Points different from each other, and both from the Truth.

13. One Party say, they eat the outward flesh, which being eaten, they swallow into their Beaulial Carcifs. This, the other Party oppofeth, saying, That flesh (though now glorified) remains a Circumfriptive Creature; therefore may not be eaten every where at once; and that it is not Many, but One; therefore may not be eaten at all.

14. The Mouth, and Eating of the Soul, are real and Subftantial, though not Palpable, yet not Imaginary.

15. It was not the outward Flesh and Blood they did eat and drink; for He lath with them when they did eat and drink.

Shewing plainly, that the Sacramental Flesh and Blood, is the Divine Flesh and Blood that came down from Heaven.

16. In This Enoch walked with God; and fed so heartily on This Food, that the Food of the third Principle would no longer down with him; This New Wine made the Bottle New; This (like the Tincture that tanneth Metals) Enflamed and Translated his whole Man; so that his very third Principle was swallowed up, by the Divine Second Principle.

By This, all the Holy Men before Christ's Incarnation were nourished in their Pilgrimage on Earth; and by This, were carried home to their Native Country.

17. This was the Rock that followed them in the Wilderness; for they did all eat the same spiritual meat, and drink the same spiritual drink; and That Rock was Christ.

18. This
18. This is the Tree of Life, which is Angels Food; and had never returned to be the Food of the Fallen Poetry of Adam, had not the second Adam opened a door in our hearts thro' which to enter, and given as a mouth to eat it, and receive Life and Vigour from it.

This First-Born of every Creature was Heir of all things.

19. But This is not the Only begotten Son; for so, He is the true Second Person of the Trinity, and Lord of all things; but This is the created Son or Word, who is the Heir of all things; This is the New Man; it is not said, This is the Omnipotent God; but That Holy Heavenly Image of God, wherein the first Adam was Created, and which (on his Disobedience) disappeared, as to him; and as to him, was Dead; and laid to be the Lamb slain.

20. This did the Only begotten Son of God bring with Him; He, who was the True Second Person of the Trinity did Reunite this in himself to the Fallen, and (to by Him) Restored Human Nature; and having made Men Priests, made them also Kings, reigning over the first and third Principles in Man; irradiating and divinely governing the first, and sacrificing the Will's-Lights, and misplaced Love to the third Principle.

21. This Holy Thing was begotten by the Holy Ghost, as the Pure Heavenly Humanity united to the Earthly or Fallen Humane Nature comprising the Essences of the Virgin Mary, as a Daughter of Eve.

22. The Lord faith, He that eateth my Flesh, and drinketh my Blood, hath Eternal Life; He faith not, He that eateth and drinketh it worthily, hath Eternal Life. but he that eateth and drinketh. For none can be said to eat That Flesh and drink That Blood, that eat and drink unworthily; they eat and drink, what is common to those that have not Eternal Life; and but eat and drink the Elements only, or (what more is at most) but Imagination, grounded on, and extended no farther than on the History: Never the more enabled to enter into the Sufferings, Dying, and New Life of Christ.

**CHAP. XXIII. Man’s mistaken way towards a supposed Happiness.**

1. The State of the Children of Adam is the same with Thofe; a Behold I will hedge up thy ways with Thorns, and wall a Wall; that she shall not find her b v. 27. paths; b and she shall follow after her Lovers, but she shall not overtake them; and she shall God’s grace: seek them, but shall not find them: Then shall she say, I will go and return to my first one method to Husband; for then it was better with me than now. And God proceeds against the recall men. Apostate Adulterers to the end of v. 13. but in v. 14. and to the end of the Chapter returns her to him, &c.

2. While men in every Generation, have sought in the Treasures of the Creation Worldly Wise, for Real Happiness and Rest: And after they have divid into the deep; ransack the dom’s vain many Mysteries obvious to Artists; collected the scattered parcels of Felicity, attempts. (dispersed in the Earth;) pierced the Bowels of Nature (as well Astral as Elementary;) Anatomised the Creatures, and sum’d up their Totals; Yet still could not overtake their Lovers, but their way was wall’d up, and some of them found theirs hedged up (perhaps with Thorns.) Mary have sought the Living among the Dead; every Creature eath told them it is not in Me. So their quest resulted in Dissatisfaction.

3. While men’s increas of Wildom, hath been the increas of Sorrow; in which The effect of they lay down in the Grave, forgetting and being forgotten their Thoughts perishing, they left sad Mementos of the Vanity of every thing.

Thofe
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Those of them only have been truly Wise, whom God hath led beyond their own, into his School of the Love of Purity and Holiness, as Job's three Friends, Hermes and others such, seem to be.

4. For since the World, by Wisdom knew not God, those only were Truly Wise, and still are, who ceasing from things Visible, are guided to things Eternal.

5. Our Lesson is, (as to the Wisdom of This World) to become Fools; and as such, to crucifie our Wills to the Lusts of the Eye, Lusts of the Flesh, and Pride of Life; and as little Children who Will nothing, but the supply of Necessities, and do (without Contract, Bargain or Regret) what the Father bids; His Will is their Principle. And as a reward of their Resigned Obedience they know no perplexing Cares; forecasting Fears; crafty Excuses; Dissimulation, Malice, &c. but have a calm Serene Face; a Peaceable contented Mind; a careful Innocent Behaviour; while awake, and when they lie down, fall sweetly asleep.

CHAP. XXIV. The Lord's way home for Man to follow.

1. BUT Man hath travelled with the Prodigal from This White State. To him straying; will he suffer one (that heartily wisheth the good of Souls) to say, Stand still and consider if a Good End be better than a Bad; a Good Way must be better than an Evil; for the Evil Way tends to a Bad End.

2. And to shew whether his way be not bad, let him look narrowly, heedfully and impartially into his own Heart and Inclination; where he shall find a Body of Self-Love, coveting to get All, which comes from the first Form (the Affringency.)

3. Next, He shall find an eager Desire to be Exalted, and Great above others; which Pride cometh from the second Form of Nature, the Attraction or Confringency.

4. Next, He shall perceive a contemning, despising and envying of others, That he thinks he exceeds in Worth, and they him in Fortune, or the like; which he freteth at. This proceeds from the third Form of Nature, the Anguish.

5. And then he shall find violent Anger, Rage and Fury, when crost or curb'd by any one which cometh of the fourth Form of Nature, the Fire.

6. And under these four Heads, Troops of sins Appendixes to these; which well consider'd may make him much rather than blessed Paul, cry out, O wretched man that I am, who shall deliver me from the Body of this Death? He may now see how Evil in themselves these Disorders and hellish Principles are, and how Evil to him, how Dangerous to erect a Government in his private particular Soul, opposite to the One entire, gracious, universal omnipotent Will, and Government.

7. When thus the Light of Jesus Christ ariseth, it both sheweth the Malady and the Cure: And this Light is not under a Bulhel, but as universal (yet not seen by the willfully Blind) as the outward Sun to all Men's outward Senses.

1. Persuasives to Life.

The voice of Wisdom calls at every Man's Heart, and where they please do teacheth.

7. To dye to the tyranny of their own Wills and to be like Children; for Men's own Wills compass them about with sparks of their own kindling, viz: Common Fire (not that of the Altar) which leads them in the Dark to lye down in Sorrow; for as far as Adam did and we still do introduce our Wills into the third Principle, we are like bad Eclipses in Hoftility against the Heavenly out-goings.

2. The true Divine Light of Jesus Christ where it is followed generateth a warm, cherishing, dear Love to the New Man growing out of the Old: as in a balance the New is lift up in that degree of Swiftness, as the Old sinketh down. It springeth out
out of the Old as a fair Flower out of the dark Earth, as it were out of the Grave of the Old.

9. This Light of Jesus Christ also, so winneth on the Soul, that it is resigned to the Guidance of true Wisdom, being that of the Universal Holy Will. For finding their own to be deceiving and deceived, they become to it as Fools for Christ’s sake; not only content, but habitually longing to know, nor do, nor be any thing but what their crucified Lord willeth in them.

10. This Light having killed the perverted Will, wrought Divine Love and Resignation, doth betroth the Soul to the Virgin of Modesty and Purity again. from whom Adam departed, whom the Lord from Heaven, the second Adam, brought with him; by him she was reespoused to the Humane Nature, no more to be Divorced. For Man having Travelled by Art into Nature by his own Wisdom (like a dark Head) heer'd his own Will to the Designs of a Corrupt Heart, and laboured all Night catching nothing; wherewith being weary, learns to Obey and be as a little Child, and then finds rest, yet in such degree and proportion, as his continuance in Child-like Obedience is more or less Universal and Steadfast.

11. Adam lost, and we loose the Heavenly Virgin of Purity and Modesty, by finding and living to the Light of the third Principle, (viz.) The seeming Wisdom guiding to obtain the mistaken factivity of Pleasure, Profit and Honour by the Elementary, palatable Transitory and Astral World.

12. When Man makes these idolatrously the object of his Love, Hope, Delight and Confidence, as the rich Man in the Gospel did, which should be used only as a Picture or Glass through which, to Contemplate (by Divine Skil) the Eternal Powers represented by them: He catcheth at a Shadow, worships the Ais on which he was to Ride.

13. It is evident he thus Living to his third Principle was his, and is our Dying to, and Loss of the second Principle, and is as clear the Dying to the Third, that is, only giving it leave to hang to us as an old loose Garment, or looking through it as through a Cloud or Medium on the Sun, or regarding it as a Letter much blotted, for the Eseem we bear to the Hand whence it came; or as a much faded imperfect Portraiture of an Abient Friend, or as a Perspectival Glass. Thus only to use it, is rightly to Live to it, which is really to Die to it; and so to Die to it, is really to Live to the second Principle, and to reunite to the Eternal, Christ, Holy, Modest, pure Virgin, which disappeared on Adam’s disobedient Lufting; for the Lufting awaketh the Knowledge of Evil and Good, which the Virgin abhorreth, and left Man should be quite frang'd.

14. Therefore, to Extricate us of this miserable Toil, came the Son of the Virgin, whose Doctrine teacheth us, That it is a greater Blefness to give than to receive; for that the Holy Light World consisting in the Light and Virtue of the second Principle, cannot be supported and receive Nourishment from the divided Properties of the third, which consists of Transitory mutable Powers; because what is of Good in those outflown Powers, is the free Gift out of the Abyss of the true and greatest Blefness, the second Principle.

15. All therefore who Die not to the Lesser, cannot Live to the Greater Blefness; if we Die not to all things but Christ, we are unworthy of Him. Whatever is divided from Him is Dead; for He only is Life, and God is called God, according to His infinite Abyss of Light, Love, Life, Goodness and second Principle; for according to the first is a consuming Fire.

16. Man living to the Cheating Pleasure of the third Principle is Dead, as the Widow is said to be, who liveth in Pleasure.

We startle at being Adulterers, Idolaters, &c. yet so we are, while we live (that is) till we Die with Christ. Till we pass through Death (that is) truly and really
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really Die to the Wrath, fierceness and Dark Anguish of the first Principle; the Root of the Soul as to the Father's Property. And until we Die to the Deceitful, Volatile, Bewitching Pomp of the third Principle, whereinto Man's outward Body (like those of the Beasts) is fallen; wherein also lodgeth the Curse: till This be, we are Dead as to God. But being indeed mortified to both these, we are in the same degree raised again to live the Life of Jesus Christ, a Life of Love, Humility, Patience, cheerful Submission and Obedience, as our Progress to the Death of both these extends and ascends or amounts unto.

17. For the Death to these two Principles as to their Prevalence, is such an emptying of our selves, as enables (without Reluctance) to Pray the Lord to exercise his whole Will in us, and on us; regarding in nothing its Greatness or Contemplibleness, its Sweetness, or Bitterness. Its Gratefulness or grating Temper; but only esteeming every thing without Reflection or Sticking, ever equally acceptable, that the Divine Will shall direct and allot us to do or submit to.

18. And this Life of Sacrifice hath a thankful Reverence in it, and is as whole as the Burnt ones were, without the least referve. This Life is no longer ours; for we are first Dead; But is the Life of Christ the meek Child-like Life, taught us by the Cross of Christ, the Footsteps of the Lord are plain and conspicuous in this good Path.

19. It is both in Word and in Power, but neither is the Word or Power ours, but they are the Holy Word and Power whence Adam departed as the fallen Angels had done before, and in which Word and Power the Blessed Angels converse and are Established: In which Adam might have lived Gloriously (without knowing the Cross, as do the Angels.)

20. But the restored Image grows not but under the Cross; Thus did Abel under the Hate of Cain: Enoch and Noah, under the Pressures of the highly wicked old World: Lot under the filthy Sodomites: And infinitely above all, thus did our Almighty Saviour: whom, if we will follow, it must be in Deepest Humility bearing his Cross, which must be also ours, divesting our selves of all Self-pleasing, and whatsoever fallen Man calls and thinks to be his; for this is the Holy Soul's weaning time; when as Heirs of the Faith of Abraham, they also keep a great Feast as he did at weaning Isaac.

21. This Feast is a real feeding on the Heavenly Flesh and Blood of Christ, a Drinking of the Water that becomes a Spring of Water in us to Eternal Life. It is a Life hid with Christ in God, a walking with God, and a putting on the Lord Jesus Christ, the Marriage Supper and Wedding Garment, a Peace passing the understanding of all, except the Children who are regenerated, and to them only known in such measure ordinarily, as they have made Progress in Mortification, and so grow in the new pure Image of God, restored us by Jesus Christ.

22. For a close, let all be warned not to contemn if they understand not some things, and so judge themselves unworthy of this Children Bread.

The Reason why so few understand the Holy Scriptures (which yet many often read) is, because few give up their Wills to Obey; and Regeneration is the Necessary Qualification to attain true Wisdom.

Hence is it that from a Corrupt Mind (though refinedly Penetrating) the Writings of the Blessed Jacob Behmen are Seal'd up, and as if Dumb; from such were the very Sermons of the Lord himself (who spake as never Man spake) hidden. And none of the wicked shall understand, but the wise shall understand.

Here endeth the Considerations, &c.

Dan. 12. v. 10.
The 177 Theosophick Questions of the blessed Jacob Behmen
divide themselves into Ten grand Distributions or Kinds,
being of so many various Aspects; (viz.)

The first four Questions are most immediately concerning God in his
Infinite Abyss.

The ten following concern Angels good and bad, from the fifth Inclusive
to the fifteenth Exclusive.

The 23 next succeeding are of the Creation in general, ranged into three
distinct Eminencies, deduced from the 3 Principles, making in all 37. viz.
1. That out of the first Principle or dark Abyss in the 15th, 16th,
and 17th Questions.
2. That out of the second Principle the Angelical holy World, in the
18th, and 19th Questions.
3. That out of the third Principle the Visible Creation and contrariety
in it, from the 20th Question inclusive to the 38 exclusive.

The one and forty subsequent Questions concern the Creation of Man,
and that whereunto Adam had relation whilst he stood, and when he fell,
from the 38 Question inclusive to the 78 exclusive.

The sixteen next Questions are of Adam's Offspring down to Moses,
from the 78 Question inclusive to the 94 Question exclusive.

The eight following are of the Figures and Sacrifices in Moses and the
Prophets, from the 94 Question inclusive to the 102 exclusive.

The forty next Questions concern Christ, his Birth, Life, Sufferings Death,
Descending, Resurrection, Appearing, Conversing with his Disciples, and
Ascension, from 102 inclusive to 142 exclusive.

The eighteen subjoined Questions concern the Disciples, their Pentecost,
the speaking with all Tongues; what that Language was; the Testaments;
what that Flesh and Blood is; the power of Remission, or the Keys, from
143 inclusive to the 160 exclusive.

The next four Questions are concerning a true Christian and Antichrist,
Babel, the Beast and the Whore, from 160 inclusive to the 165 exclusive.

The last 13 Questions concern the laying of the Beast; what is the dying
of, and what dieth in a true Christian. Also what is the dying of the
wicked call'd an Eternal dying. The Souls separation from them both; their
several different Estates, the Resurrection and final Judgment; this Worlds
Dissolution. The Eternal Habitation and Joy of the Saints, and the Eter-
nal Prison of the accursed. And whether they shall admit any alteration
from the 165 Question inclusive to the end, being the 177.

Extracts
Extracts of the Answers of the first Fourteen, and part of the Fifteenth of the 177 Theosophick Questions.

The First whereof is, Viz.

Q. 1. What God is Distinct from Nature and Creature?

A. 1. All Goodness in Nature manifesteth what God is in his Eternal Love, Joy, Mercy and Glory of Heaven. And all Contrariety, Misery, and Evil in Nature; shews his Eternal Wrath, Fury and consuming Fire of Hell, God by the Eternal Unity, perfection of Clearness and Purity: Eternally, equally alike, and at once through and through all, every where, whose immensity is Abyssal; yet his Manifestation distinghiushable; but whatever hath Limits of number and measure, is imagible.

2. And whereupon the Good moveth in his sweet Love, there is God’s flowing forth in the Idea or Object of the Eternal Desiring, where the Love findeth it self, as in Angels and Blessed Souls.

Q. 2. What is the Abyss of all Things where is no Creature, the Unsearchable Nothing?

A. 1. The Abyss of all things is an habitation of God’s Unity. The Will is the Eternal Father of the Abyss; a meer Love-longing. The finding Power of Love, the Son, generated by the Will. The out-going Power of the desirous Love, the Holy Ghost (viz.) the Spirit of Divine Life. That which is gone out from the Will, Love and Life, is the Wisdom, (viz.) Contemplation of the Unity which by Love brings itself into Powers, Colours and Vertues.

2. In the Unity rest all the six Powers, being the Eternal Sabbath: which Unity is call’d the Nothing, because it is God himself, being incomprehensible and inexpressible or ineffable.

Q. 3. What is God’s Love and Anger? How may it be only one thing?

A. 1. All things consist in Ye and Nay, be it Divine, Diabolical or Earthy. The One (viz.) the Ye, or Affirmation is meer Power, Life, Truth or God Himself. The Nay, or Negation, manifesteth the Yea by its contrary. They have two Centres, as Day and Night, Heat and Cold. The No is a reflex Image of the Ye. The Ye uncloseth, and the Nay incloseth. The Ye or Unity, is an outflowing Exit or Emanation of the Nothing, which yet is the Ground of all Beings: The Nay is an indrawing own-hood, or a something making a Abyss or Ground, whence come Forms or Properties.
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2. As, 1. Sharpness, causing Density and Cold, the Cause of Temporal and Eternal Darkness.

2. Attracation, the Cause of all Separation and Motion. 3. Perception, the Cause of finding it self like a great Anguish. 4. Fire from the Motion in the Darkness. But in the Unity of God, is a clear, soft gentleness; from these two Contraries, originate this Worlds Fire and Water.

And from the enkindling of the outflown Will, is the 5th, (vi.) The great Love-fire in the Light. For if the Unity flood not in the Fires might, it would not be Operative, but without Moving or Joy. Whereas in it, is the Holy Ghost himself.

3. Hence comes the Eternal Nature's Fire, whence are Angels and the Souls of Men; but the clear Deity becomes not creaturely: being an Eternal Unity, yet dwelleth through Nature, as Fire shineth through Iron. Here we understand the Potentiality of Angels and Souls, who by loosing the Love-fire, enter into Self-desire, and the Anger fire.

4. Out of this holieft Love fire, is flown out a beam of the perceptible Unity, the High Name Jefus, who affirming the Humanity, in the central Anger-fire, gave it self into the Soul, and by kindling again the Love-fire united it to God.

The 6th Property is the Sound or Diftinctions, in both Fires alike at once. In the Devils and Damned, who have no Understanding, but sharp Wit to try the Foundation, and abuse the Powers of Nature by Deceit and Voluptuousnefs. In this Property fland the Holy Powers and Names, and the wonder doing Word, which the Evil Spirits by Transmutation misufe.

5. Here is the whole Cabal or Magia, where the imperceptible worketh in the perceptible. Before this Door flands the Law of Mohe, Exod. 20. 2, 3, 7. not to misufe it on Pain of Eternal Punifhment. The 7th Property is Subftantiality, whence exifteth the Visible World. In which is both the central Fires, according to Love and Anger. But the Holy Fire lyeth hidden by the curfe with Sin, as is to be fhewn by the Tincture: yet if God will, there is a poftible Entrance.

6. The outflown Holy fire is the Paradise, which Man cannot find, unlefs firft it be found in himself. Thus is the perceptible Unity or Love-fire, and the Anger-fire, or Root of the Eternal Nature, which in its Centre is Eternal Darkness, and Torment, both from Eternity in Eternity; yet with two Eternal Beginnings, as is to be apprehended in the Fire and Light.

Q. 4. What was before Angels and the Creation were?

A. 1. Then was God, with the two central Fires which were one Subftance, but distingulfed as Fire and Light; in them lay the one Element, and the infinite Powers of generating Wonders, Colours and Vertues; in them lay the Idea of all inward Angelical Kingdoms, and Souls, and of all Creatures of this World, in perfect Harmony.

2. But when the central Fire, with Self-desire moved, to visible formation, and stirred the Eternal Will of God in both Fires, then the Idea to the Praife of God, became Image like.

3. In this the hellifh Foundation also brake forth, which God rejecting out of his Work, shut up in Darkness, remaining to this day, as hungry Jaws longing to be creaturely.

4. Into this Anger-fire, Lucifer lufting powerfully to dominate over the Meek Love of God, left the Throne of the central Love-fire, possifling only that, where hot and cold are in ftrife. Being a Centre of the Visible World.

Q. 5. What
Q. 5. What was it of which the Angels were made? What in the Word of God became Creaturely?

A. 1. The Substante of the Good Angels, is out of the two central Fires of Fire and Light, but their Idea, Spirit or Powers, are out of the Out-flowing, Infinite, Mighty, Holy Names of God.  
2. They are many, and every Throne Angel according to the Peculiar, of the various Names and Offices himself and his Legions are illustrated with.  
3. The Prince-Angels are as the Spirits of the Letters, and the other as the joyning of Words and Sentences. And as our Alphabet, hath our whole understanding of all Substances: So is God's Word of all things, and the Angels are his Letters, in the Divine Alphabet.  
4. And did not the Curfe, to prevent our abufe, hinder? Man having fhut up himself in the NO: So great is the Authority in what his Mouth carries, that he might triumphantly do wonders as the Angels, 

Math. 17. 20. 
5. If the Creatural Life ftood not in an own Will, in the Property to the Fire, Lucifer could not have feparated himself from the Good.  
6. The Angels are within and without this World, yet in another Principle or World (vii.) in the One Element, whereout came and fift cometh the Four Elements, and are Princes of the Constellations: But fome are of a more outward Chaos or Kind in the Four Elements, call'd Starry Spirits, (vii.) Ascendants.


A. 1. Out of the Mind come Thoughts, and from them Imaginations, whence Longing and Delight exift; and we rule all things by the distinction of words: So God (vii.) the Eternal * Mind, by His out-flowing Powers, brought out the Angelical Idea, and the Holy Angels are as God's Thoughts, revealing His Mind as his Work Instruments to manifest the Eternal Powers; they are as Strings in the great Harmony, as our articulate Words, fo are they distinct Parts of the Love-Sport.  
2. And their great Joy and Knowledge of the Eternal Wisdom humbleth them before fuch Highnes, left they lose that honour. Their feeding is an indrawing of the Unity, which is the Balfam, that their Central Fire awake not the Wrath; for the Devil's Fall is their Looking-glass.  
3. The most grofs Compaction of the Outward World, is the out-flown Inward World, in the two Central Fires. The moft Outward is the four Elements, the next Inward is the Astral; the third the Quintefence; the fourth the Tincture; the fifth the Clear God. The more inwardly we reach, the nearer God. And were we awake from Adam's Earthy Love, we might very well fee Heaven.

Q. 7. What moved Lucifer to depart from God?

A. 1. The Potence of Forming fanding in the Transmutation, (vii.) His Receiving Power; therefore the out-flown Will in the Central Fire of the Eternal Nature; made him elevate himself to defiane the Resignation, but would try the Properties of the Eternal Nature, and fo mifused the Holy Name in himself, and willed to domineer over the Thrones, and brake himself off from the Unity. Then instantly the Properties were manifest, as hard, sharp, four, bitter, ftinging, and the tormenting, cold and hot fires.

Q. 8. How
Q. 8. How could an Angel become a Devil? What is a Devil?

A. 1. He would not be under the speaking of the Unity; which was Balsam to his Fire-Life, but be his own speaking, so his Fire could conceive no glance, but the Holy Name and Central Love Fire withdrew.

2. If he would be an Angel again, his Fire Life must be killed with Love, but This the Hellish Foundation neither will nor can do, as Fire cannot endure Water.

3. Their whole Life is a Delfair, Venom, Dying, Stink, Sorrow, Shame and Torment, that he hath trifled away the Divine Express, Reflex Image, and got the Form of Poisonous, Venemous Beasts and Worms, according to their various Properties of Pride, Covetousness, Envy, &c. all contrary to Wisdom, Truth, Love, &c. Thus good men have turned evil, and fallen into Perdition.

Q. 9. Why did not the Omnipotent God prevent the Fall of Lucifer?

A. 1. Whilft Fire and Water are in a Vegetable, they lovingly embrace each other, but once hundred, do never more desire each other, but as Mortal Foes, whenever they encounter, the one dies.

2. So Love and Anger (where in Harmony) bring the first, Sweet Delight, the other Life and Strength, and are two Eternal Principles, having each an Eternal Will, Foundation and Centre of its own: Therefore if the Anger will fever, the Love doth not hinder with force: Nor could the Love work otherwise, than like it self; else God would be at odds in himself. But if the Created Image the No or Anger give its Will to the Yeal or Love, it would be chang'd into a Love-Fire.

3. And tho' the Anger be an Eternal Principle, and part of God's Omnipotence, the fault was the Creatures; for in the unimaged Power, the Love doth ever burn. And God's hardening is not sending a strange fierce Wrath into any, but it is left to its own fiercenes, on which Judgment passeth.

The Anger is Love's manifestation; and the Fallen Angels are the Looking-glass of the Good Angels.

Q. 10. What did the Devil desire for which he left God?

A. He would be an Artific; their Joy sill is in Transmutation of themselves into Forms. Subjection in Humility pleased him not, but would be a God to himself and his Legions. The Magick ground of Omnipotency pleas'd him, which made him elevate himself above the Efflux of the Unity; and prove the Properties, but knew not how it would be with him when the Light should extinguish; for then came Darkness, and the cold sharpeis of the Fiercenes, and he instantly at utter Enmity against God, and all Angelical Hosts.

Q. 11. What was the Strife between Michael and the Dragon, and what are they?

A. 1. Michael is the Figure of the Divine Power, not as a Creature, but as the opening and moving of the Eternity, which name after, in Jesus, was ordained for Man.

2. The Dragon is Hell manifested, the Will of the Anger, and the Wrath of the Properties, as Heat, Cold, Woe, the first Principle, a Hunger and Thirst, a Dying Quality. Satan is the Will to Contradiction and Lies. Belial the Lust to Uncleanliness. Belphebub a Source of Idol Gods. Almogus a Spirit of Fury and Madnes. Lucifer of Pride and Stately climbing up.
3. Their Strife was, as of the first and second Principles, as was That of Jesus in his forty days Temptation, and of Israel while Moses was in the Mount. In This Strife the Dragon is driven out of the Holy Name; in this Strife Christ brought the Will of Man through Death and Hell to subsist in God, un passive, that it may subsist in the Fire, unapprehended by the Fire; or as the Sun kindleth it self in the Elements, yet keepeth its Light to its self; or as Fire blazeth through Iron, yet is not Iron. So clear must be the Will which God’s Unity is to posses; till the Will be thus, the Dragon existeth in it.

4. Thus may Love and Anger be so un severed, as to be One only thing; as Fire and Light. The Power of the Anger caus’d the Fire Kingdom to form it self into a Den of Dragons, which God permitted that he might not further disturb the Creation.

Q. 12. How can Man possibly know the Deep Unity?

A. 1. Reason imagineth God consulted with Himself about the Predestination. But the ete-flowing Names of the Powers, is the Counsel of God. The wonder-doing Word it self, in the Figures or Reflections of the Holy Names, which Figures are calld the Idea.

2. The Eternal Nature imageth it self according to the Forms to Fire as hard, sharp, fierce, &c. in the No or Anger; yet illustrated by the Yea or Light, and they wrestle as a Love sport, which brings the Imaging into Triumph, and overcometh the Dragon.

3. In This Strife Jesus sunk himself into the Humanity, Redeeming Man, and Ruled till his Enemies be his Foorstool.

4. To shew the possibility for the Spirit to search the Depth of the Deity. Know, Man is an Image of God, according to Love and Anger.

First, The Soul is of the Eternal Central Fire, whence all Creatures come, but not out of the Pure God.

Secondly, The Spirit of the Soul out of the Central Fire, and Idea of the Light, sprung from the Power of God, is the Temple of the Holy Ghost, in which Christ feedeth the Soul with His Flesh and Blood, with Divine and Human Balsam.

5. The outward Body is out of the four Elements and A’rum which Rule the Outward Life, after which Adam lufted and broke himself from the Unity of God, and the Will was captivated, the true Spirit disappeared, and the Idea in operative, which Right Spirit Jesus in drew again, and restor’d with the Balsam of Love in the Light. In This Light, may the Soul search out all things operatevally in the Understanding, as did the Prophets of Old, tho incomprehensible to Outward Reason.

Q. 13. How and whither was the Dragon, &c. thrust, seeing God fills all things; &c.

A. 1. His Thrusting out was Effected by the name of the Holy Powers of the Throne which Lucifer had, is severed from God’s Holiness, dwelleth under the Firmament, and in all Quarters of the Earth, betwixt Time and Eternity. Also in the out-flowing fierce Wrath of the four Elements, but cannot touch the Good Power of the Elements.

2. Tho’ there are some Good Powers, in which is wholly the Fire of the Light, yet in Man is Good and Evil; the Evil being captivated by the Good, unles by Man’s Will, or by Turba Magna the Evil exceedeth the Good.

3. The Expulsed Dragon is not the Central Fire of the Eternal Nature, but an Efflux from it, resembling Smoke. The Hellish Den presents it self sometimes
in the Upper Region, where from great Heat and great Cold break Thunderbolts. Also in great Wildernesses, and in great Clefts and Concaves in the Earth, where the Highly Damned Spirits and Souls of Men are horribly terrified. But the Sun and Water hold them hidden as yet.

4. God is to Hell as a Nothing; as Light to Night; as Life to Death. The great Shame, Reproach, Anguish and Torment of the Devil is, that he is so near God, yet cannot possibly attain him.

Q. 15. Had Hell a Beginning, and may it have an End?

A. 1. God's Anger hath been from Eternity, but not as Anger; but as Fire hidden in Wood or a Stone.

2. The enkindling was in the Fall of Lucifer. And having an Eternal Foundation, it can never cease, unless the Creation totally be annihilated, and that the receptibility of the Eternal Nature should extinguish, and the Kingdom of Joy and Triumph cease.

There must be two Eternal Beginnings one in another, the one to manifest the other.

Thus far the Extracts of the Answers of Jacob Behmen given to the first Thirteenth, and part of the Fifteenth Question.

Here follow orderly the Answers of all such of the 177 Questions of Jacob Behmen which were left, as far as yet appears, unresolved by the blessed Author himself, beginning at the 14th of those Questions.

Q 14. What is Lucifer's Office in Hell with his Legions?

A. 1. a What God's working in Hell is, will be shewn in the 17 of these Answers. b as also what and where Hell is. What is the Dragon, is resolved by the from v. 3. to the end.

b What the Dominion of Good Angels is, will fall under the 19th; all which may contribute much to the present Inquiry. b From v. 16.

2. The Dark World exulteth of six of the seven separate Properties, because the seventh is the rest of the other; therefore not properly to be understood of c Answer 19.

That World, where no Rest shall be forever; for Lucifer and his Angels, as they fro m v. 16. to the end.

3. Consider we that God's working in Hell must needs be in all the seven Properties of the Dark Abyss, in the first four whereof the Apostate Angels are like ready Actives, having no other Will, or have they fitted themselves for any other work or use, but to Image the Abyss of the first Principle; some of them most strongly bear the Astringent impressed Powers, others the resilest Constringent Attraction, others the cruel Self grinding Worm of Anguish, others the Raging Hot Fire, that is severally one part under the prevailing Tyranny of the one, others of the other: Tho' the whole four unite in every one in the Eternal Band, as in some horrid Creatures here, the Anguish of Cold Venom is prevalent; yet in this Elementary Fabric there is an allay of some contrary Property in some weak proportion, else were the Creatures here, as the horrid ones there. But thus the Office of the Black Spirits is in all their Forms wholly extream, tho' in one
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one only is the Extremity in the highest degree their Natures are capable of, as is seen in Diseased Bodies, that one of the Humours is predominant.

4. From these things is discernable what Lucifer's Office is in Hell, which is to be the most copious, ample, compleat Image of the Jealousie, Zeal, Indignation, Fierce Wrath, or Devouring Fire proceeding from the Breath of the Almighty Father. And the Will and Life of This Prince (the Master piece of Honour, and stupendious Epitome of the Dark Centre) doth therein subsist, ever enkindling in his own Body, and every Member of it (being the whole Dominion of the Dark Troops) one entire supply as out of a Fountain of Fury, Rage and Fierce-ne's, as naturally as do issue Contagious Emanations from a Plague Sore, or the Mortal Fumes from the Dead Sea (affecting the Birds attempting to fly over it) as is reported.

5. And this He doth really, as the Sun doth the glorious bright Beams, or the Ocean twelleth the Veins of Springs which empty back into it; or as Fogs ascend from corrupt Lakes; and in This God's Infinite Abyss of the first Principle (is as the bottomless Deep to a fragment of a thin Superficies, or the Heat of the Sun to an Object through the Burning-glass affording an unsearchable immediate supply of the Treasure of Wrath, with an hungry desire thereunto. Thus doth the Breath of the Lord (like a River of Brimstone) enkindle that Lake where they have made themselves as Fuel fully ready dry.

6. And as a good Graft or Branch inoculated into a Crab stock produceth fruits of its own property, tho' it be fed by the four Stock, haply delightful, warm, spicy, grateful, quite other than the Crab itself; so contrariwise doth Lucifer and his Hellish Legions appropriate to themselves only That out of the Abyssal Principle wherein themselves inhabit, whereof they subsist, and whereby they are shut up and comprehended, which their depraved Bodies can only assimilate, that is the fix working Properties enraged to extremity by the withdrawing of the Divine Holy Principle.

7. And as Lucifer and his Angels did in the time of this World abuse all the Holy Names and Powers they could reach, profaning them to effect their filthy Impostures; so shall they desire ever to do; but the Afflal Influences (which like Gold and Poisonous Mercury commixed yielding matter for their fallacious Jugling being once withdrawn) then can they only in their Black Magick excessively and inflamatory hunger to repeat (as before) their Blasphemies, but remain impotent, and no more feile on it than a man can on a shadow, nor reach it, than Dogs the Moon they bark at: because all the good Intermixing Powers are for ever withdrawn into their several peculiar Ethers.

8. Also as the Evil Legions do according to their various Orders and Properties more exceed, some in one, some in another of the four Central Forms of the Dark Abyss: So Lucifer (as the Centre of them all) abounds at once in every one, in the most capacious degree of a Creature. Thus we see some first found on one Coast, Arm or Channel; some other forts on another quarter, latitude or bosom, yet in the Sea are all forts at once: So that once, Brightest of Angels, and now Blackest of the Deformed Furies is the Comprehender of the various Anguish, and all in the extreme least degree a Creature possibly may, and in that respect (according to the Dark Impression) imageth most exactly the Infinite first Principle.

9. And tho' Lucifer and his numerous Legions (who are as much his, and have a Will as fixedly dependant on, and with his as the Leaves do on the Will of the Tree) have refused, and been unworthy the Honour and Blessedness of retaining the Image, and serving the Glory of the Holy dear Principle of Love and Goodnes, but by forming themselves according to Enmity, Filthine's and
Deceit, would break their Order, stray and think to free themselves from the Bands of the Almighty, be their own Lords, exercise a peculiar Tyranny; by which Exorbitant Luft they willed to quit the Duty they owed the Universal Sovereign, and sought a Happiness beyond the limit thereof; he would be a Mock-God, assume Rule, Authority and Self-Sovereignty: Yet did as one who would put out his own Eyes that himself might be invisible.

10. Wherefore now, if he will no longer be a Child of the Day, he must be a Captive in the Darkness; if he will not serve his God in the fulness of all things, he must serve the Forms of Enmity in the want of all things; if he will shut himself up from the golden State of Purity wherein he lived for the delight of his God, he must be an Anguish Fountain, as Ru'y Iron which yet is of use among other parts of the Creation, and his own Rigour is his cog, as bitter Afirmency curbs the corrodling Anguish of Mars. The Magistrate hath Executioners for Capital Crimes, who have not a contrary Will to the Justice of their Lord, though adverse to his Clemency. The Prince hath Armed Troops, whose will is the same with his Imperial Commands to prosecute his Enemies with Fire and Sword, and whose Life like that of Beasts and Birds of Prey, is to prosper in the Destruction of others.

11. Here may the Apostles words be applied, Behold the goodness and severity of God, to them that fell severity, but to thee goodness if thou continue in his goodnes. Let it not be thought that by the Rebellion of Lucifer God hath loft the least part of his infinite Glory; for as Lucifer and his Legions are gone into a Will, Defire and Hunger opposite or adverse to the delighted or well-pleasing Will of the Goodness and loving Kindness of God in his Son the Lord Jesus Christ, the Image of whom they bare; yet are they gone no farther but to be comprehended in and made one Will. Defire and Hunger in and with the fierce Wrath and Vengeance of the Almighty Father in his first Principle, without generating his Delight his Son the Lord Jesus Christ, the least doubt whereof is derogatory to the Glory of God's Omnipotence; nor can they possibly have any other Will but that of Enmity and Wrath, being departed from that of Love; for Love is the Cement, Chain or Ligament, the want whereof renders every Property at utter Hatred and loathing of any other Property. Now though in the Holy World are all the Powers, yet without the least Dissonance, because Love fills them all.

Object. 12. But the Mind of some may Judge, that to say that Lucifer and his Angels have one Will with the Property and Wrath of the Father, seems absurd; for God having no greater fixed Enemy than the Devil, That Enemy cannot have one Will with God: And that to say there is something in God which is not God; is to say, there is something in God which is not himself: which were rather Madness than Folly, rather Blasphemy than Error; for it divides the Infinite One from the Infinite One.

A. 1. By way of Concession. 1. Lucifer and his Legions are at Enmity against God. 2. There is nothing in God, but what is God. 3. That God cannot be divided from or against Himself, for an Infinite cannot be divided against an Infinite.

13. 2. It is answered by way of Solution; 1. That though Lucifer and his Angels are at Enmity against God; yet it follows not but they may be subservient to his Omnipotence; as we see Darts and Poison used against some noxious Creatures, and some hurtful Beasts against other hurtful Beasts; also Fire many ways, how wrathful forever is of its own Nature. And shall any thing render it self to Perverse, Vain or Evil, that the Infinite God cannot Extract his own Glorious Ends out of it? Fire, Thunder, Hail stones, &c. are treasured against the day of Battel, a Lion to kill the deceived Prophet, a Bear them that reproached Elijah, he
he calls for the Sword, Pestilence, Famine, Caterpillars, Barrenness; and is there Evil in the City, and the Lord hath not done it: And as this World is the Image of the Eternal, so the Evils here are the lively Figures of those; and as many Mens Sins (like so many filthy Exhalations, generating Toads in the lower Region, as over the Isle of Jersey is laid to be done) conspire into a General Conflagration of Sweeping Plagues whereby the Transgrediens (excluding themselves the Kingdom of Purity and Love) are instruments of their own Misery; so in that Abys they act continually the Tragedy of their own desperate Horror, and yet therein do the Will of the Almighty God who comprehends the dark Abyss, and are one Will with his Wrath, devouring Fire and fierce Indignation.

14. Though there is nothing in God but what is God, it must be understood of Powers as they are in God; so his Principle of Infinite Potence and Wrath, as it is in God generating the Glorious Love delight His Son, and being Eternally undividable from His Goodness and Grace, it is God; but as God makes Himself Creaturely, that is spoke forth the Creation out of Himself, and as the Creature perverteth his own Way, misemployeth his entrusted Talent, then are the Properties which are only distinguishable as they are in God, but separate, Divided and Evil as they are in the Creatures; yet those Evil Properties have one will, bent, hunger and fierce or rapid Inclination with the Principle of the Wrath, Zeal and Jealousie of God: which is most righteous and just in God, but most cruel, ferine, inimicious, wicked and unclean in the Evil Angels and Reprobate Souls.

15. That God cannot be divided from God; for it were to be divided from Himself, as impossible as to feign two Infinites, which were brutish, weak and vile to think, and which nothing above spoken can be construed to imply; yet that all Powers come from Him, shews uncontrollably they are all distinctly in Him, but not divisibly as they are in him; for in the Infinite God all is infinitely Good: The Evil is only as the Properties are separated in the Creatures who extinguish in themselves the Vital Spirit of them, the pure Universal Life, which kept sweet Order and Harmony by the Bonds of Love, but once dissolved, Antipathy and Death dominantes in the Dark Wrath; yet God according to the first Principle gives, or is the Essence and Immortality thereof. For as in Him we live, move, and have our Being, viz. our Eternal Blessedness and Tranitory Being of Good and Evil; so by Him and in Him (according to the Property of the first Principle) hath the whole Dark World theirs: as well their Being or Existence, as their Texture. Immutability or Perpetuity.

16. And this is plainly demonstrable in the Creatures, both in the cruel, fierce wild ones, and in the gentle tame Beasts; but especially in Man. See we an impious, injurious, implacable, malicious Man (caulelessly yet solicitously hunting, pursuing ensnaring and tormenting his Neighbour, with how great Delight and Pleasure he feeds his unrighteous Projects succeed? Wherein hath a grinning kind of Satisfaction, one Property being proud of the other, which makes him insult like those that shall kill the Witnesses, Rejoyce, Feast and send Gifts one to another. For their first Principle enthroned, ruling over, is at rest in their third, but when their Defiles prove Abortive, an Evil Spirit from God troubles them, and do as Saul, want David’s Harp to blunt the Point and Edge of their Forms of Life, which now sharpen, grow fierce, grate, rub and torture one the other, turning (as in Man) the confluence of all other good into Gaul and Wormwood, because their first Principle cannot generate the second, being Strangers to the Life of God through the Ignorance that is in them, on looing the Charms of the third, do like a Mill wanting Corn, grind themselves, and the Powers do all form themselves into Hostility, immediately entering into an irreconcilable Conflict.

17. See we also an upright perfect Man, though he entirely witheth the Good of
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all Men; yet when he seeth a vile Person hatching and perpetrating his Outrages on the Lamb-like Innocents, and that also he sees the Righteous God, either by His own immediate propitious Hand, or by spiritng the oppressed, or any other to defend or avenge Him: What kind of joace and thankful frame appears in this Pious Observer? Exalting Him to a real Delight and Joy, for there being the self-fame Forms of Life, compoing the Holy Soul as the other (though not the Holiness of the Soul, for that is a Divine awakening as a Flame out of a dark Fire) the sweetness such a one shareth (by seeing the Peaceable delivered, or Vengeance taken on the fixed Enemy, whole desperate Resolutions push him on to destroy) is much more than it can be of content to the Blood-thirsty when their Plots pro- per; as it is written, Rejoice over her my People, and ye holy Apostles and Prophets.

18. Thus see we Revenge to be so sweet, that often it requires savre Sauce, our first Principle being so strong, that it is obnoxious to catch as Tinder, while it is as a burning Coal to the Hand of him that carries it; and though we sadly Expe- riment it, yet how propene are all Men as Men to rush on those Pikes, to sat our Hunger after it, which erroneously deem a real Felicity to be in it. And thus to the penetrating Mind is God obscurely, yet distinctly, imaged in bad Men, but evidently in good Men; but Lucifer is obscurely, yet distinctly shewn in good Men, expressly character'd in bad Men. See the Answer of Jacob Behmen to the 8th of thefe Questions.

Here begins the Third Grand Distribution, which compriseth the 23 next fol- lowing Questions.

Q. 15. Hath the Foundation of Hell taken a Temporary Beginning, or hath it been from Eternity? or how may it subsist Eternally, or not?

A. That part of Answer to this weighty Question, which the God of Wisdom vouchsafed to make by his Eminent Servant the Author in the four Verfes beginning the Answer, is full and clear to such of his Children who are Proficients in the rest of his Precious Writings; but for the sake of other sincere, faithful Enquirers, who are lefs conversant in them, it may be requisite to add something more.

5. Nor it is granted, That neither Men nor Angels should have known it, had not their depravity awakened it; thus it is a dear bought Knowledge, and what Men buy dear, it is fit they should have. Yet though Hell hath opened a terrible Everlasting Abys of Wrath, it is the Artifice of the Deceiver to suggest to besotted Men the Non-Entity, That there is no fuch; endeavouring to make Atheists in Judgment, that fuch may be more Obdurate and Blasphemous as well as more Blind than the Devils themselves, who both believe and tremble. And to the Atheists in Practice is suggested the Mutability of it to embolden them in Leudner's.

6. But to take away the Pillow from under both their Heads, it will be found that an Atheift in Judgment (if there be really any fuch) is both a scorn to the Evil Angels, and by putting out the Eye of his Reason (which distinguifheth him from the Beast that perisheth) is transformed thereinto, and the Atheift in Practice is his own Condemner and ftriveth in vain to put out the Eye of his own Intellect, gleaning (as it were) Stubble, &c. wherewith to burn himself; thus is it the Com- plaint My people Perish for want of Knowledge.

7. We are to know, that though Hell began when the evil Angels did put out their own Eyes; yet their so doing was a Deprivation of one Principle, not a Creation of another; but the revealing the Principle of Wrath till then hidden, as it is still hidden in God and the Heavenly Holy World. Nor is it lefs demonstrable than the Natural outward Night, for the ableness of the Sun is the presence of the
the Night, and the first Principle is figured thereby; for the invisible things of
Him from the Creation of the World are clearly seen, being understood by the
things that are made, &c. Let it be considered, that though there are no Places on
or in the Earth, where there is Day, but there successively also is Night; but there
are many Places in Caverns under the Earth, where day never approacheth. And
though beyond the acute Angle, or Cone of the shadow of our Globe in the Deep,
made by the more exceeding over proportion of the length of the Sun’s Diame-
ter to that of ours, there can be no Night; yet in the Opake Orbs of the Moon
and Stars, it must be alike demonstrable as with us.

8. And to proceed one step farther in Answer of the Question, whether the
Foundation of Hell be Temporary. It must be confessed, that as every thing hath
a Root, and that nothing can live longer than its Root; therefore, Eternal things
must proceed out of the Eternal Root; and that Hell hath a Perpetuity must be
believed by all who credit the Testimony of the Prophets, and Christ himself, and
the Darkness there be the blackness of Darkness. Where the Worm is immortal,
and the fire not extinguishable. What room then is left for the least doubt
that Hell or the Stream of Wrath is issued out of an infinite Eternal Fountain.
Also that as the scorching heat of the outward Sun not only confiseth, but naturally
Uniteith with the cheering Splendor thereof; So doth the Abyss of Wrath
consubstantiate, and is One Essence in the Almighty Trinity, with the infinite gra-

9. They who will not understand but Cavil at this, will yet acknowledge the
same in unwarrantable words; viz. Those who are for particular Reprobation
of an indefinite Number of Men who are (lay they) Decreed of God from Eternity
to be for ever the Objects of His Displeasure; in speaking so hardly of the
gracious God are yet forced to own the Principle of Zeal, Anger or Wrath to be
from Eternity in God; but to bring it into act so early as to determine an immu-
table Law for such Persons by Name and Number irreparably to be for Everlast-
ing Burnings, is much more than is here asserted; for they make the Wrath of God
divisible, even in Him before the moving to Form any Eternal Images of Himself
Humane or Angelical; for their boldness herein themselves must be account-
able; but here ’tis only said, it is in God from Eternity, yet only distinguishable,
but not divisible, and that in the Creatures, and in them only the Wrath became
separate, manifest and divisible. But more of this will fall under the Answer of
the Seventeenth Question.

Q. 16. Why hath God poured forth such fierce wrath wherein an Eternal Perdition
will be?

A. 1. To the right resolving this must be shewn, 1. What God’s Wrath is?
2. How it may remain Eternally? 3. Why hath God poured forth this Eternal
Wrath?

1 Q. For the first, we are to know that Wrath as it is in God is an unspeakable
Abyss; for as God is infinite, So is his Anger, and all else as it is in him.

3. For his Wrath may not be understood from Eternity and in Eternity to be
so awaked as wee see it in the Creatures; but is one entire Harmonious Tri-
umphant Perfection in and with himself, of which the Heat in the Light of the
outward Sun is a Shadow.

Fude 14. 15. 4. A little Similitude of which was the Zeal of Enoch, also in the Angel when
Exod. 14. 24, 25. looking through the Fire and Cloud, he troubled the Egyptians; in Moses, when
he brake the Tables and commanded the Slaughter; in Phineas, whose javelin
Exod. 30. 19, 27. staid the Plague; in Elijah, who burnt the two Captains with their Fifties, and killed
the 400 of Bala's Priests; in David, Elihu, &c.; But above all in the meek Saviour, who yet denounced many Woes like Claps of Thunder against Coraef, the Scribies the Rich, the Blind Guides, &c. in Matthew and thofe in Luke part of that Wrath of the Lamb, from which the Mighty Men invoke the Rocks to hide them.

5. Yet that Evil Angels and Evil Men fall finally, having fitted themselves for Destruction, work no Wrath to make Alteration in the Almighty God; even as we fee the outward Sun is still the fame, though by burning glasses its beams are contracted to fierceness, till it becomes intolerable to Sensitives, and destructive to combustible Opposites and Objects.

6. And if Men extinguish in themselves the Holy gracious Light and dear Love Principle, their Precipitance extendeth only to themselves, blowing up in them the dark Fire, fierce Centre, or Matrix and Anguilh of the first Principle, and the four Forms whereof it is constituted. As blow out a Candle, there remains only the dark, burning, sinking Snuff.

7. How may and must the Wrath have Eternity?

A. Though the Holy Writings which we call the Bible, often assert and inculcate this Perdition to be Everlasting; yet some (no mean Men) have otherwife understood it, as Origen, &c. hapy being replenish'd and swallow'd up with infinite Love and Grace of the Holy second Principle, they could not penetrate the extent of this, nor should Adam nor his Offspring have it done.

8. But we having kindled so much of it in us, are to know it, not to distract or diftrust us, but to warn us, as Paul faith, knowing the Terrors of the Lord, we perfwade, &c. This Wrath is of Eternal Duration; for it is of Eternal uncreated Extraction as to its Original. It is always Morning with it, bearing equal date with God's other Attributes, and so with God himself.

9. God being infinitely all that he is, is also infinitely Just, and Almighty, True and Faithful; we can no more lay his Grace and Love to have Priority, than the Light of a Candle can precede the firing the wick, or than Man's Intellect could precede the enkindling his Humane Soul, or than the Fruit can prevent the Tree, or That the Root.

10. Can we well conceive the Eternal Permanence of God's Goodness, and why not his Infinite Power and Justice, is there room to doubt that to be a part of him?

11. Muft the Fruit and Flower live, and not the Root? must the Eye see, if the Man dye? or the Candle shine, when the Wiek is cold? Then may the Principle of Sweetness, Meekness, Grace, and Love, survive the Principle of Strength, Might, Potence and Wrath.

The last Branch of the Question is, Why hath God poured forth Eternal Wrath?

12. God according to the first Principle is not called God, but a consuming Fire; nor is he called God according to the out-birth or third outward Principle; for the Devil is called the God of this World, though Divine Omnipotence guides and restrains in all Occurrences; for no place or space excludes him. For God is in it, or more properly it is in him, comprehended by him, yet God's infinite Abyss of Love and Goodness is His Heaven. That his Throne.

13. When God created Angels (the first race of Intellectuals known to us) they were made out of Himself; of his Abyss of Might and his Abyss of Goodness, or of his first and second Principles, Darkness and Light, in such Excellency as are the Angels who to continue.

14. When also God created Man (His second race of Intellectuals) it was out of the two former Principles in Conjunction with the third, yet in such sweet order as we know little of; a glimpse whereof is seen in the resigned, humble, regenerate Soul, who lives in God, and hath there His Possessions and Reversions; about that
that is employ'd His Fear, Care, Grief; also His only Delight and Satisfaction both for time, and for ever; yet all this is but a glimpse of what we were at first, and shall be at last.

15. These things being premised, give us a prospect what good, beautiful excellent Creatures, Angels and Men were, and should all have continued to be.

16. For if God had willed the one to be Devils, the other to be inwardly so, and outwardly Beasts? How is it they were all created Divine and perfectly Good?

17. But they directly against the confessed Will of the gracious Creator (who never did nor ever can will any thing sinfully Evil, but Good and only Good) both the fallen Angels and Adam formed in the nelves a Will perverted to the Sovereign Will, flutting up their whole selves from the only true Guide, and Eternal Light and Wisdom, and so became Dark, and such Fools for whose back is the rod, and being Effranged, snuffed at Reproof, grew into Scorning, Enmity and Diametrical contrariety and hatred of Holy things.

18. Their own private will became their God, for having broken the sweet Bands of Love, they made a League with Hell and Death; for the Divine Light withdrawing, or rather, they declining its Councils, the dark fierce fire became their very Essence and Life, under the domineering Power, whereof the fallen Angels, by their departure from the sweet Kingdom of Love and Peace have forever subjected themselves, into which obdinate hardened Men also throw themselves. And this is so contrary to God, that his Spirit loatheth them and withdraweth, and his so withdrawing is God's pouring out Eternal Wrath, and the way how, and cause why it is the Eternal Perdition.

Q. 17. Whereas God is and remaineth Eternally undivided, what then is his working in the Place of Hell? Is there indeed a certain Place of Hell, or not?

A. 1. Here on a Position premised, is a Question proposed, and a second Question occasionally put. It seems fit to strengthen the Concession by explaining it.

2. That, although every part of the Creation consisteth of various Heterogeneous and contrary Properties, all which is not only derived from God, but their Life, Motion and Being is in Him; yet is He from Eternity in Eternity, the same undivided One.

3. For if an Infinite were divided into Parts, the Parts must also be Infinite, and then must be more than one Infinite which were a Contradiction as equally vain, as to say, that Almighty's doth divide itself against Almighty.

4. But that the Infinite Almighty comprehendeth all Properties in perfect Supream Excellency is clear, and that Himself remaining still in Himself, can yet make Himself creaturely in Infinite Multiplicity, is as clear and visible.

5. The outward Sun, consisting of Light and Heat, can by its Beams help Generation of Infinite Productions Good and Bad, even poisonous, perilous Images of the dark World, and this principally by His Heat; but by His Light can attenuate, penetrate and change gross dark Bodies; yet Himself (as the outward Agent of Omnipoience) remain untouched, unaltered, unaffected, unsubiectected in any degree whatsoever, by his so doing to the things wrought.

6. For, alluding to the instance in the Answer to the last preceding Question, If Sin, like a Burning-pla's contract the hot Beams, it may be intolerable to the Sinner or Object opposed to it; yet is the glorious Sun still the unaltered same.

7. The Gardner Roots up, dries and burns the Weeds. The Sovereign Power guards the Peaceable, and curbs the implacable. But if the good Plant would wear out the strength of the Weed, by extracting and transfusing into it self part of its Nutri-
Nutritive Property; the good Plant may degenerate into a Wild one, or Weed
Also if a private Person shall unauthorized make himself a Judge or Publick
Arbitrator, he may fall into a Crime on the other hand; for these things are the
Gardener's Work to whom Vengeance belongeth, Mens own Vindictive Desire is
touching pitch.

8. Now to Answer directly what God's Working in Hell is? It is answered,
That his working there is only according to the first Principle, according to
which, he is not called God, but a consuming Fire.

9. God's working in Hell convinceth Atheism to be an Error. The Devils be-
lieve so as to make them tremble; Men were loth to believe God made the World
and Them, though so evident as to leave them inexcusable, this they are now
assured of, by His destroying both It and Them.

10. God's working in Hell openeth every Book of Conscience; Dives extenu-
ates not his Crimes; but roars out his Torments. That Place of Darknes affords
Light enough to read Guilt by, and thereby give Immortality to that Worm.

11. God's working there, restores the Memory; Dives had not forgotten his
former calling of Abraham Father, as if That would have Privileged him: nor had
he forgotten his Brethren, who perhaps had run Parallel with him in his Sin.

12. God's working there, confirms perpetual Existence to all there, where every
black Machination ever stands in its own Substance, not barely a Shadow, but per-
manent without Vizard or Varnish, in Horrid real Forms.

13. There God receives the Glory of His Truth in all His Threatnings. There
the Voice of the infinitely precious Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ the Eternal Son
of God, which had been trampled on, as if it had been an Unholy Thing, hath
due Audience and exact punctual Answers. Also the Cry of all the Blood and
Tears of all His murdered and oppressed Members, from Abet to the last Man,
hath ample satisfactory Answers.

14. There God receives the Debt due to His abused Patience, and due to the
Holy Ghost, who had been continually striving, and as long rejected, grieved,
scorned, and His sweet Councils, gracious and safe Motions, reproached and blas-
phemed.

15. There God reigns in all the Seven Forms of Nature, according to the Dark
Impression; for the wicked Imminent Will whereunto the very Gospel of Jesus
Christ hath been a favour of Death unto Death, this very Oblivitate Will is here a
sweet favour to the Divine (and here immutable) Justice; for the Righteous Lord
loveth Righteousnes.

16. Is there indeed a Place of Hell, or not?
That there a Hell, Atheists only deny; and what Hell is, the Children of the
Day know little of; nor should Adam or his Children have known it, for it was
not prepared for them; but as it is written, Prepared for the Devil and his
Angels.

17. Man grew up into that Principle as it were by Accident; yet are like to
have no small share of it. 'Tis true, Lucifer and his Legions were Sinners of elder
Date, and fell from a higher Seat, as it were down a greater Precipice. Put Man
hath sinned against means incomparably fit, of invaluable Price, and freely and
frequently tendered to restore him.

18. Oh that Men were wise that they knew This, that they would consider
their latter End. Consider this, you that forget God, left he tear you in pieces and
there be none to deliver. Knowing the Terrors of the Lord, we periwade Men.
Will Men employ no serious Thoughts on this, but treasure up wrath against the
day of wrath? &c.

19. Now whether Hell be a Place; It's answered, Hell is a Principle consisting
of
of fixt Enmity against God's gracious Nature, against all the Holiness, Truth, Love and Goodness; and all this as it confis of the Evil of Evils, that is to say, Sin. Hell also is a fixt Hatred against all God's out-goin's; in His Mercy and Bounty, giving Beauty and Order to all his Creation Celestial, and Out-birth, and this Hell is, as by the Evil of Deprivation. And as Hell is an Evil of Sense and Torment, it takes in all the Horrors generated in the Womb of the fierce part of the whole Seven Fountain Spirits, as far as the Bounds of the first Principle.

20. We are farther to know, that a Principle cannot want Place, but dwell's in its self, for Place cannot contain or comprehend a Principle.

21. An Explanatory Similitude or Instance is found in Man. What part of him is the Place or Receptacle of Wickedness? It's answer'd, no part of a hardened impenitent Sinner refufeth to be its Dwelling-place, his whole Soul, Spirit and Body, and it, like a Contagion, invadeth all Places and Persons, fitted to receive it, that either by Word, Work, Writing, President, Wifh, or otherwise he can extend himself unto.

22. But in a Man wherein the Divine Word is awakened and is prevalent, the Darkness or hellish Principle can encroach no farther than its own unanointed, unhallowed part. And if any Man follow the Lord fully, he is fenced (as the Cherubim doth Paradise) so that the Dark Powers are shut out of that Man.

23. Shortly then, as much of the Infinite Abyis as shall not be ennobled and enriched by the sweet Vertue, Purity and Splendor of the Holy Powers, shall be the place of the Everlasting Hell, or Lake of Fire.

Q. 18. Where is the Place of Heaven where the Angels dwell? How is the same distinguished from Hell? Is the same also a certain (circumscribed) Place? How is it to be understood?

4. 1. If I am understood by a very few, what wonder; seeing the Lord Jesus faith, Except a Man be born again, he cannot see the Kingdom of God? The Question where Heaven is, presupposeth the Knowledge of what it is; but to speak what it is, will be met with when God shall excite and instruct any one to answer the following Questions. It seems therefore fit to restrain my self here to the Limit of this Question, and observing that Boundary; It's answered,

2. Heaven being a Principle cannot be circumscribed, even as God is not comprehended, but comprehends the whole infinite Abyis. So neither is Heaven excluded out of any place, nor included in any place, but possesseth the infinite Liberty; for it both contains and is contained in all the three Principles. Yet is it in them as not to touch nor be touched by the first Principle in its fierceness; but in its Might and Potence: Nor the third in its divided Out-birth, but in its Quintessence, as it stands in the Holy Element, and that in the Wildom, and as it is purely the out-spoken Word.

3. And all this in the entire Concordance with the Majestty and Divine Omnipotence of the second Principle, which in all the Seven Fountain Spirits hath Eternal Dominion. So that where ever the Love and Goodness of God manifefth it self, there is Heaven, yet dwelling in it self, in its own Divine Principle, streaming through the activity of some or all of the Seven Fountain Spirits, as they severally move themselves, in some places or things more brightly, in others more obliquely, as is seen in the mixt World.

4. But the Illustrious Principle, whereof the Spirits of Juf Men made perfect, are capable, is most Triumphant in the uninterrupted, unveiled, paradisical Part or World; for there the Fire of the first Principle and the effluenced spoken Matter of the third are irradiated, sublimed and crowned, by the Splendor of the
second: In this place or part of the Principle, stands the Eternal weight of Glory for the General Assembly and Church of the First-born.

5. Now seeing our gracious Creator made us at first Heavenly, though we became Earthly, and Heaven being the Country whence we sprung; also that it is so near us, it being said it is not excluded out of any place: And that it was on our first Departure re-implanted or inspoken again into us. It may be demanded, how is it we are commanded to strive to enter in at the fruit Gate, &c. Also, Many shall strive to enter in, and shall not be able. Again, Work out your Salvation with fear and trembling. Again, We are Strangers to the Covenant of Promise, having no hope, and without God in the World, with many the like sad Characters of us.

6. The Reason of all which, is thus to be understood; Adam our Root, introduced Bitterness, and the Fruit hath that Relish: And tho we were engraffed into the Noble Vine, yet do we suffer our selves to degenerate into a Wild one, producing Grapes of Sodom. Adam as our Fountain, flowed out unwholesome Water, cauing Barrenness, though Christ as Elisa would have heal'd it with his Salt; we go on to Poison our selves yet more; the Man naturally Blind or Deaf, is not so extremly such as the resoldely Blind and Deaf.

7. Heaven is near us, so is it to Hell; yet at sufficient distance till the Will be turned to seek it. Heaven is in us (Thanks for ever be to God in Jesus Christ the Restorer, and Heaven Restored) yet still in its own Principle, not in our Beasfial Part, but in the Light of our Life, wherein the Candle of the Lord is put as a Tincture. Wo to that Soul who rebelliously refuseth to be guided, favour'd and tintured by it. To enter in at the straight Gate, it is required that we die to the Old perverted Man, and something more.

8. Enoch and Elias, whilst in the Body of the four Elements, were so far tintured as to be truly in Heaven; yet in regard Adam had so far divided himself, as to lose the Unity of the one pure Element: when they were again become United in the One Holy Element, they could not but disappear as to the Four Elements.

Q. 19. What are the Dominions or Thrones, and Principalities of Angels, Evil and Good in the Invisible World? How is the Spiritual World of Eternity to be understood in the Visible World? Are they also sever'd by Place and Abode? Or what is the inward Foundation?

A. 1. To make an orderly Answer hereunto must first be shewn (as an inward Foundation) the Spiritual World of Eternity with what clearness may be, and that it is in the Visible World: and thence the Inhabitants of the Spiritual World may be the more satisfactorily discovered.

2. To do which, beginning below in the Out-birth, Stone and Earth have the Commixture of the other Parts of the Creation to their Composition, though named from one prevailing Property, they have the occult fence of Sympathy and Antipathy; as the Leadstone, Bloodstone, &c. Stones have Water, Fire, Oyl, Sulphur, Mercury with the Salt, as the Artift fees.

3. And the Earth and Waters have the other two Elements in them, and (tho captiv'd by the Curfe) have the Virtue of whole Paradise founded by the second Principle exerted by the good Astral Powers, producing all Gems, Gold, Medicinal Earths, and in the Fruits all Taffs, Odours, Sanative Herbs, Nourithing and Cordial; the inward Virtues of all which, are real Heaven and Paradise, labouring to deliver themselves (under the Ashes and Curfe) from the oppressing hellish Properties.
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4. In the same, who seeth not the Spiritual Evil World manifest in Dark Properties and Figures? So that both the Spiritual Worlds are uncontroversibly in them.

5. In the Outward Heavens is Truth convinced by benign and malevolent Aspects, powerfully influencing to the conception and propagation of a Good or Evil Will, in every of the Creatures (not Man excepted) since his fall Fall.

6. But Man, whose Immortal Soul is of the first Principle of Might and Potence, his Spirit of the second Principle of Love and Meekness, his Outward Man consisting of the Mortal Soul that exerciseth the Outward Sensual Will, five Senses, &c. out of the Astral Heavens, and his fleshly part out of the Elements (wherein to it is miserably fallen) Man thus hath the most strict Alliance, most express Characters, and most Catholick Conformity to the total God, as he hath made himself creaturely in the Eternal Nature, and Eternal Spiritual Worlds of Darkness and Light, and in his Out-birth of both kinds: So that he penetrateth Hell and Heaven, into either of which he putteth the Hunger of his Will, in that he is at home.

7. If he resisteth the Holy Ghost, he is one with the Devil in his Hellish Wrath, who would be his own Law-giver, making War against God and all the Holy Angels, but by enkindling the Light of Christ, Self-will dies, a New one becomes natural, which warreth against the Evil Angels, subjecting itself to the Scepter of Christ the Captain of our Salvation, having communion with the whole Holy Spiritual World.

8. The Discording Will in the seven Properties make the Evil Spiritual World, but where they are in perfect Harmony; (viz.) having One, and but One Universal Will, united as are the three first Principles through the Infinite Abyss makes the Holy Spiritual World.

9. Now as the Out-birth, which is the Offspring of the inward, hath Fountains and Streams; and as the Natural Body hath Head and Members, the Body Politick Magnificacy and governed, and in the Outward Heavens one Star differeth from another in glory: Even so is it in the Holy Spiritual World; Michael is call’d the Arch-Angel, and that Michael and his Angels fought against the Dragon, &c.

10. Thus the Throne or Arch Angel is to his Kingdom or Legions as the Tree to the Branches, as was Adam to his Human Race, or as is the Liver to the Veins.

11. In that distinct sense the Apostle faith, Whether they be Thrones, or Dominions, or Principalities, or Powers, &c. some are Cherubims, viz. Images and Seraphims, (viz.) Flames.

12. All which the inspired Jacob Behmen rangeth under three Hiarchies each more peculiarly to one of the three distinct Principles, having the Propriety of three Worlds like Nests of Spheres. This from Stars to Stars was Lucifers, the other two without and beyond it containing such part of the Infinite Abyss as exceeds all Human number. In each of which (as the Sun to the Stars) is a Sovereign, and under each of the Angelical Kings numerous (rather innumerable, almost infinite) Hosts, and all thole severally excelling, some according to one, some more especially according to another of the seven Properties.

13. In all which the Son of God and Sacred Trinity Reigns, neither near to, nor far from every the least imaginable point, filling and comprehending all, supporting all, and delighting to behold it self in all.

14. Nor can the Angelical Worlds be excluded out of place, or included in any thing but Principles, but (as it is in the Spiritual World) may be referred to the Mind and Thoughts of Man, which is limited in the Evil Man to the Dark Principle, and in the Holy Man to the Heavenly Principle.

15. As the outward Sun is not bounded by any part of its own deep in which
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it is King, but only by the Darkness. Thus the Holy Angels are with us (as God's excellent Engines) to protect and guard us, knowing us as far as we are enriched with their Principle.

16. They have the Supream Creature Authority under the Son of God over Kingdoms, as is said, Michael your Prince, (viz. of the Jews) helped the Angel, who, coming to Daniel, had been hindered by the Kings of Persia 21 days.

17. How mighty their Strength, and transcendent their Nature, and perfect forever to behold the Most High, yet their sweet humble modest Love (notwithstanding their sublime Purity) is such, that they disdain not to serve and dandle such vile wretched Creatures as Man; such is the flaming Love they abound with to Christ, that they vouchsafe to do for us what sinful objects even scorn to do for their poor Brethren, by constant watching, care, &c. As they did for the Child loit in a Wood (for a time) in Franconia, whom (a Snow falling) they fed and guided at last homeward.

The Innocency, Chastity and Modesty of Children, is that, why Angels delight them; and no marvel, seeing the Lord of Angels gave a little Child as a Pattern of Humility to his Apostles; for Children (some more eminently) have Angelical Sparkles of Paradise in them, and before knowing Evil, have lively Figures of the Children of the Resurrection.

18. And seeing there never was, nor can be more than three Universal Principles, out of some or all of them must all things originate, immediately or mediatly.

19. Whence 'tis plain, that Angels and Man's Spirit are of one substance; even as the Fire in the luminous Globes, is the same with that which being sunk down by the Separator, is confined in the Bowels of the Earth for generating of Metals, &c.

20. The Angels are so near of kin to us, that they appear in Human Form. And tho' they are not Almighty, but depend for Eternal Subsistence and Food from God's Infinite Store, yet are they far above all Human Might and Power.

21. 1. Because they are not at all detained from action by their own Bodies.

22. 2. Because they can have no Restistance from any Elementary Bodies simple or compound, in exercise of any of their proper Powers and Offices. The Terrestrial Globe hinders not their seeing a Pin's point (were it) in the Centre of it.

23. 3. Because they dwelling in Eternity, need not time; whence it is that the other they are not in one place at once, yet can instantly be in another, not so slowly as Light or Lightening; for that needs some time to pass from East to West; for all the which it hath no detention from its own gravity, yet is subjected to some Restistance by interposing Atoms, and space or distance.

24. Their Expedition is otherwise than our Thoughts; for our Thoughts being repose, require time to dissipate obstructions, immuring them, and collect Requiurtes, having first been informed by the Affections or Senes; but these sublime Agents, being above all such inferior Laws, can instantly effect what must measure it self out to us to think.

25. Thus was it, an Angel flew in one night 18,500 of Sennacherib's Army, as before all the first-born of all the Land of Egypt, passing by all where the Blood was on the Lintel.

26. 4. Because of their Noble Transcendent Nature perfectly fixed in them. Their Saturnine Property is not their burthen, but their most strong Compation, and so of the other Properties: Yet how perfectly forever they are honoured with the Majestick Names, they admit more (as by adventitious occurrences, not unfitly call'd Improved and Acquired Experience) of the works of Infinite Grace, Mercy and Bounty of God to Apostate, Penitent Converts, at which they rejoice.

27. Angels
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27. Angels have the Senses of Seeing, Touching, Hearing. &c. yet without Organs; whence they are affected with Delight and Dislike; Earnest Desire, Joy, Grief, Pleasure and Pain.

Their Understanding is vast and perfect, for they penetrate all Creatures of their Principle. Simple or Compound, as far (at least) as their Principle is an Ingredient, which yet is bounded by the adverse Principle; for the Holy Angels are as Children to the Sinful Tricks of the impure separate World, as are the Evil ones to them. The infinite God only comprehends all Things as one, and all Time and Eternity as present.

But the Good Angels see not things above them in their own very Principle; for they desire to look or pry into the Mystery of the Incarnation; by which lost Mankind are found.

Q. 20. Out of what is the Visible World Created, seeing the Scripture faith, God made all things by his Word? how is the same to be understood?

A. 1. First, By way of Simile. A Wheat Corn is sowed, there is produced a Blade, Ear, Husk or Chaff; The Ear, Straw and Chaff as an Appurtenance to the Corn; or an Accident is likened to the Visible World, the Grain of Corn to the fixed Harmony produced into Existence by the Power of the Seven Fountain Spirits. The Spirit of the Grain to the Quintessence, and the Quintessence is the one Element, having in it the Mystery and virtue of the Four Elements, and the Power of the Holy World, and God himself, is likened to the Husbandman.

2. Thus as the Son is the Infinite Majesty, Light and Speaking Word, Express Image of the Father; and as the Holy Ghost is the Infinite Breath of Father and Son: So is the Holy Spiritual World the Image of the Father, Son and Holy Ghost in the Heavenly Powers, Vertues, Colours, and infinite Variety and Harmony of it. And as the Paradatical Principle is the Image of God's Holiness, and the dark Abyss the Image of God's Potence; so is the Out-birth the Image of the two Spiritual Worlds, in the Good and Evil Properties whereof it is Composed. And the Varieties therein Image the Varieties of the Eternal Mansions, and these Creatures all those Eternal Creatures of all Kinds.

3. Another Simile may be the enkindling of a common Fire, the hunger whereof attracts the Circumambient Air for Nourishment; yet the Fire remains an hungry fierceness still; the Air (by way of Supplement to the vacuity endeavoured by the Fire) becomes it self enkindled into a Radiant Flame, the operation whereof is various; first, at nearest distance are hot active Productions, also luminous active Productions. Secondly, At greater remove are other leis fierie and luminous, yet excellent Productions of both Kinds, (viz.) with the Temperament of Fire and Light. 3. At the most remote Extream, bounding the stream of the Fires spherical activity, are produced sluggish, dark, cold, glutinous (Paffive rather than Active) Bodies.

4. The first Production of the Fire shews us the two Spiritual Worlds of Fire and Light. The second the Angelical World, in which are the Souls and Spirits of Mankind.

5. The third the Out-birth consisting of the visible Heavens, and this poor forry Ball of Earth and Waters.

6. Over this Out-birth of the third Principle, Man should have continued Ruler, and have subfitted in his Divine Principle; but falling into it, became (much a Bruit) into the sluggish, cold, paffive Principle as to his Body, and entred into the dark Principle with his Soul and Spirit.

7. Out
7. Out of which, the infinite Grace of the Almighty Saviour, by dying Himself to the third Principle taught us to do, redeemed the Body, and by bringing in the Righteousness of Perfect Obedience, teacheth us to die to the separate Self-Will and Lust, Unites us to the Universal Will, which is call'd most truly, a New Birth, or a being Born again.

8. Thus may be seen, that the self same Word, which out of the seven Properties created the vast Imperial Spiritual World, in the first and second Principles created also the Visible World, four Elements and Stars, and the (in a great degree) dead Earth and Waters, to be the Image of the Omnipotent Trinity, having something of all Powers in it. And affording a suitable Medium to Cloath the Good and Evil Angels, when needful, for the Execution of their several contrary Offices.

Q. 21. Whereas God and his Word is only Good, whence proceeded the Evil in the Essence of this World? for there are Poisonous Worms, Beasts, Herbs or Weeds and Trees, also Venom in the Earth, and other things?

A. 1. To such as are meer Strangers to the Writings of Jacob Behmen, the Answer here intended will seem obscure and brief; but repetition of things spoken before, and the laying open of Foundations, may not be expected.

2. We know not God in His Infinite Abyls, (that is) in the Will to the Anguish; but we may know Him as He manifests Himself in the seven Properties of the Eternal Nature; wherein are four Anguish.

3. 1. Binding; to which are referr'd all Affrangent Bodies, as refitting to be moderated by penetrating Compounds. Thus the Barks of some Trees, some Fruits and some Waters, by their Excess of Compacting or Ligations are so obstinately Crude as to Petrifie some Bodies, and impose intolerable Laws on others, as the Barks of Oaks, the Aflan Gauls, &c. are Poison to Vegetation.

4. 2. Constringency or Violence of Attraction; to which Head must be referr'd in Minerals, some Vegetables, &c. Mercurial Poisons.

5. 3. Anguish, Properly so call'd; where to is referr'd all akeing, cold, tormenting Venom, as of Toads, and in many Vegetables, being a cold Fire.

6. 4. Fire; to which is referr'd all the fierce, raging Poisons in the Basilisk, Scorpions, Spiders, &c. and in many Martial Vegetables, and Corroitive Minerals.

7. Now all these Properties in the Creation not proceeding to the enkindling of the Light, and in the Light the Love, and which would produce the Harmony of found, must be compiled in the Evil Principle, shut up and sealed therein.

8. As we see all thse Sensitive Animals are either Mutes, or that they have only a murmuring, harsh, discordant, hissing, croaking, or other hideous Voice.

9. Thus is it, That though the infinitely Glorious Creator be Perfection of Superlative Goodness, from Eternity in Eternity: yet these separate pieces of the Creation, including and shutting up themselves in the Wrath of the first Principle, must needs be Unclean, Inimicitious, Evil, Venomous and Poisonous; remaining as a Caput Mortuum to the rest of the Creation.

Q. 22. Why must there be Strife or Contrariety in Nature?

A. 1. The Answer of the last foregoing Question opens this also; for the Contrariety in Nature causeth Strife, and the Strife Production of the same contended for. And this is as Natural as for a Tree to have a Root, or a Torch to have Matter whereon the fire may live to elevate the blaze.

2. And if by striving it can reach no higher than the first four Forms, there it produceth
produce bitter, stinking, harsh, four, inimicitious Properties in Transitories; and in Eternals Tormenting Woe, Anguish, sharpened Rage, Despair, &c. But if their Strife attain the Liberty; if their Contrariety proceed to the Unity, and enkindle the meek, pleasant Light, wherewith it is nourished, fed and satisfied, by which also is generated sweet delight, and dear, chaste Love, the Strife there is highly profitable. And then the greater the Strife, the more noble and exalted is the Rapture of Sublime Joy.

3. For, without contrariety (that is) contrary Properties, is no Strife, and without Strife is no production, and without Production all would be a filthiness, inactivity and unknown to itself.

4. Thus the Properties, which (when separate) are Authors of a Hellish Kingdom, are also (when they operate harmoniously) the exalters of the Divine Blessed Kingdom of Love: Whereby is apparent that the worst is in its due place as good, and as liberally contributed to the perfect harmony and happiness as the best, both in the Out birth or World, and in the Spiritual World, whereof this is a shadow and representation.

Q. 23. What is the ground of the four Elements? How is the Division effected, that out of one four are come to be?

A. 1. An Element is no Compound but one Simple Body, of the greatest extent of any in the Outward World. They are four. Fire, Air, Water, Earth.

2. The Fire preys upon the Water and Air: The Air is breathed out of the Water by the incitement of the Fire. The Water is the contraction of Air by the vicinity of the astringent cold Earth, but the Earth is one Body of no great intimacy with either of the other, only a Sediment resulting from the separating power of the other three Elements.

3. Nor yet may it be wondered that the four were once one, and proceeded from one; seeing they are still one, differing only in the degrees of Rarity and Density; for as the Earth drives up the Water, so doth the Water raise up the Air, and the Fire being violently active, surmounts all.

4. Come we now to consider how the one was separated into four; to make which plain, it was necessary when the Omnipotent God willed to make himself creaturely, that the seven Properties should every one of them form their respective Powers into so many various Existencies; And then there came out of the one pure Element (which is the Mystery of all things) an Heavenly Earth of Paradisal Salt, or Divine Spiritual Salin Spirit or Property, or Pure Holy Salter. An Humble Meek Spirit, which was the Living Water. A pure exalted Breath, bringing the unconceiveable Joy, Life, and serene Tranquillity into the Divine Spiritual World.

5. And Jaffly; An holy, cheering, active Fire, according to the Property of the second Principle, without Rage, Fiercenesse, Curfe or Wrath at all, but generating the Light and Flame of Love.

6. But when Lucifer and his Legions (not keeping the sweet Order in which the Creator had enthroned him, and gloriously inflatet them) would be Gods to themselves, found resiflance and a soveraigne check at the Bounds of the Principle, the total God had allotted them, they grew displeased, and gradually their Holy Love fire diappeared, instead of which came a Raging Dark Fire, whose fiercenesse dried up their Humble, Sweet, Meek Water, and their Smoke became a Blacknesse, suffocating the Serene Air. And their Royal Angelical Christalline Bodies became gross, contracted, crude, rough, deformed, harsh, bitter, hot, cold, poifonous, stinking, prophane, inimicitious, filthy, wrathful, dark, blasphemous Existencies.

7. And
7. And thus were the four Elements polluted, and wretchedly confounded into a dark disorderly commixture, which the Antients call’d a Chaos.

The farther proceeds from This Evil State of things will fall under the Answers of the 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37th Questions, by whemsoever they shall (by Divine Assistance) be resolved.

Q. 24. Wherefore, and to what use and benefit are the Stars created?

Anf. 1. This of the Stars includes the Sun and Moon; for they also are two of the Royal Stars. To the better discoursing, which it may be orderly, 1. To say what they are. 2. What they figure and represent. 3. What they are Instruments to do.

2. They are in the Out-birth vigorous Engines of Omnipotence, that by occult and Spiritual Powers can infensibly influence and act irresistible applications for the concreting or generating, improving & dissolving of all the various Bodies within the Sphere of their Activity or Principle, being of the Outward World or Third Principle.

3. Thus by similitude the Angels are call’d Stars: As doth the Lord of Angels humble himself to be call’d a Star several times in the Sacred Records.

4. What they represent and figure? The four Forms of Anguillae of binding attracting Anguillh and Fire, represent the first whole Principle, and do form Saturn, Jupiter, Mercury and Mars. The two Forms of Majestick Light and dear Love, figure the whole second Principle, and do form Sol and Venus. And the seventh Form of habitation, a seeming change or inconstancy, a seeming alteration of increase, and diminution of Essence, being the Scale and Method of the third Principle formeth the Moon with her Changes and Eclipses.

5. The seven Royal Stars are like vowels or spirits of Letters, and the innumerable others are like consonants forming infinite variety of syllables and words; for as words are the opening of the secret lock’d up Mind, so are the Stars the opening of the Dark Mystery or Chaos shut up in the Anguill Chambers. And as the various Properties of the several Principles are couched in, and expressed by the vowels and spirits of the Letters peculiar to them; so the seven Royal Stars are suited in, and qualified by the three Principles, and the seven Properties of the Eternal Nature.

6. Thus the Stars figure God in his Almightyness, Infinity and Eternity, according to the first Principle. In His Majestick Triumphant Kingdom of Light, according to the second, and in His Gracious Kingdom of Love, according to the third Principle. And are in the very third Principle the expressed word of what the Devils are in the Dark Abyss, and of what the Holy Angels are in the Heavenly World. In all which they are an Image of the Image of God to express, that the Throne or Angelical Kings (according to each of the seven Fountain Spirits) are imaged by the seven Kingly Stars. The Hosts and Legions of the seven Angelical Kings, by the rest of the innumerable Constellations and lesser Glories.

7. What they do instrumentally? Moses faith, they were for signs, seasons, days, months and years. Deborah makes them Warriors: The Stars in their courses fought against Sifera. The wife men found one of them a Harbinger to tell them of Christ’s Incarnation.

8. The wise Antients penetrated so far into their Properties, Virtues and Orderly Applications in Human and all Terrene Bodies, Affairs, Governments, that by true Natural Magick they could demonstrate their occult Energies by visible Influences. And the Egyptian Magi imitating Moses, may not be concluded
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meekly Impostors, tho' their Acquired Operations (how really natural soever) must humble themselves before the stupendous Fiat of the God of Nature. The Babylonian Magi (whereof Daniel and his Companions were) could interpret and divulge Secrets. And the wise men find the King of the Jews by clear Inductions and Conclusions of Natural Operations; as are found Real Caules by Natural Consequences.

9. But some Modern Pretenders to Wisdom, little more than gaze on the Stars, and take up with names and numbers; and where they see more, will entitle Satan to the honour of God's great excellent Works amongst his Creatures.

10. Having thus made way, be it known, Man hath an Astral Spirit call'd by Some an Evefer, by others otherwise, which lies hold on him at the enkindling of his Life, when his Embryo in the Conception is ennobled by a Living Soul; and that Astral Spirit sublimeth or debaseth his Intellect, decorateth or incurvateth his Mind towards Good or Evil. This (as the Separators Instrument) doth model and distinguish into Sexes, dispenceth such Peculiar Properties as their successive ascending Regiments, by prevalence or precendency, shall impress then and at the Birth, the Internal Faculties more or less capacious, &c. The whole completure of Body, the Eye, Feature, Stature, Lineaments, Voice, Seal of the Palm, Tincture of the Parts, cast of the Hair, &c.

11. The Stars are such Arbitrary Lords, since Adam's heavy Fall subjected him thereunto, that they can well proportion the Elementary Body of one, a Mind well composed, Achievements successful, his course renowned. Another they load with an incumbrance Body of Ill Symmetry, perverse Humours, and unprosperous, and finish him with a Tragical Exit.

12. The Astral Vertue is woven into all the variety of Minerals; distributing weight to one, making Lead from Saturn, to Mars harshness makes Iron, Venus Copper; those with the work of the power of Sol produceth Gold, and so of the rest.

13. Their Vertue is also as apparent in the other parts of the Creation, as in Vegetables from the Cedar to the Hyssop or pile of Grafs. In Insects, that there is infused both utmost diligence and providence, which is observed in the Ant. What is the Spur of the delicate curious Bee, the crafty industrious Spider, the profitable Contexture of the Silk-worm with its Transmigration; all proceeding from the fire of the Properties?

14. In Sensitives and Animals are there Incensions, some fitted by the first four Forms, or some of the four for prey and hostility, others by conjunction of more benevolent Aspects are mild, some very docile. So in the general Body of Nature (by some call'd the Soul of the World) are Sympathies and Antipathies, &c. In all which no cause is left to doubt, but their Vertue is expressly eminent in the several Elementary Worlds. Who sees not that all things bear their Impressions? Some according to the Darknes, and others the Light, and some after the mixt Powers, from their peeping up into Propriety till their being resumed by their several Ethers and first Principles.

15. As the Stars are over, under and incircle us; so their Energies and Powers are in us and on us; we are strong in their strength; they are not ours more properly than that they are us, even a very great part of us. They are the Pilot of the Elementary part, and the Chariot of our Eternal Soul. And (to our shame and sorrow it must be acknowledged) they are (in very many) Lords paramount, even over the High-born, Noble, Eternal Soul; very many give up their Will to their Conduct; for, never laying hold of the Grace provided for them in the true jubilee, are voluntary Ear-board'd Slaves.

16. But all those whole Immortal Souls (derived them from Human Generation)
tion) are Enlightened by Jesus Christ, he stirs up and makes to grow the seed hidden in them; shewing them how to dye to the Old Man, the Will of the four Forms or Properties, and are New Born by the blowing up of the Light, Meek, Holy Powers, all such are established in Divine willing, working, and persevering. And in all such Persons the Starry Spirits are serviceable Agents, kept under due Order and Discipline; and being kept so, are of excellent Profit and Advantage to the helping on the Soul like a Ship to her Haven.

17. The Starry Spirit is in this Man like the Waters which sometimes have cross Currents; the Elementary Body is the Ship, the Soul the Merchandize, the Word or Lord Jesus the Helms-man, the Spirit of Grace the Gale: Now though the Starry Properties are often cross Tides, opposite Streams to the hindrance of the Voyage, so violent as carry with them all untackl’d Ships, who like dead Fishes are precipitated with the Stream; yet the regenerated will find such a steady Pilot for his Guide, and such vigorous Gales from above, that the Ship (against its own Nature) wafteth the Merchandize through, over and against the thwarting Streams to its longed for Haven. By all which, we fee to what Profit the Stars were Created, the thing proposed.

Q. 25. What is the Ground of the Temporal Nature-Light, and of the Darkness; from whence doth the same arise? or out of what did they Exift?

A. 1. The Temporal Light and Darkness are the manifest Figures of the Eternal second and first Principles. As the desire of Life moves Men to Motion: So the longing after the Light agitates the Eternal Matrix of the first Principle to a constant employing the four Properties of it, that they may enter into the Light, whereby they become known; which else would be an Eternal Stumbls.

2. Thus a violent suffocating, rubbing or breaking, caueth an extending in some Bodies, an impressing in others a discontinuance of Parts in others and extracts Heat, Fire, and the vertue of Light out of cold, moist and compacted Bodies; to this is referred the vertue of the Ulinea on the Skulls of strangell Persons.

3. For the Contradict Property interrupted by the Attracting, depreffeth to Anguish, and those three sharpen themselves into a fourth (viz. Fire;) yet not one, nor all of these are known to themselves, but remain Captive in gros Darkness, till the Light be enkindled in them. As a Man having all the Properties, Proportions and Forms of other Men, is still unknown to himself, if he hath no Understanding; for wanting the Light and Knowledge, he is below the Wit, Craft, Memory and Dexterity of many Beasts, Birds, &c.

4. And yet is worst if at reft in that dark State. Whereas the noble Faculties irradiated by the Light makes Man (though naked) rule over the Beasts, whom Nature hath arm’d with defensive Hides, Scales, Hoofs; also, offensive Horns, Teeth, Tallons, &c.

5. Now whence the Temporal Light ariseth is evident to come from the Eternal Light; as the Temporal dark Matrix deriveth from the Eternal dark Matrix. Yet though in the Temporal Matrix, Mystery or Chaos was potentially all Properties, but without Ability of stirring up: fell into a flaming Lustring, till the Divine Power or first call’d up the Light, as Jesus did Lazarus; for till then, it was lock’d up as Fire in a Flint, green Sticks, or wet Hay, not touching each other.

6. Nor could the Light till sever’d from the Darkness, officiate to attenuate and form the crude Matter to be fruitful; but was as Fire under Ashes, ineffectual, inactive. Wherefore the Light was sever’d, that it might (as force United is) be most Powerful. Yet when it was sever’d and collect’d by enkindling the place of the Sun, and Orbs of the Stars, it was no otherwise withdrawn, than as a
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Conquering Prince, having added some Province to his Empire, on his retiring leaves such part of his Army as may cause continually due Execution of his Pleasure.

7. So the Sun and Stars have no other entire Separation than consisteth with the leaving a competent Portion of their Virtue every where to effect by Conjunction all needful Operations. It is left in every of the Elements as we fee, also the Elements have among themselves a mutual Commixture of each others Property, and all (as hath been laid) of them, some Proportion of the Virtue of the Light: the Elemental Part and Principle only excepted.

Q. 26. What is the Heaven created out of the midst of the Water? And what is the Separation of the Water above the Firmament from the Water underneath the Firmament?

A. To answer this, it is necessary to distinguish what is meant by the Above, the Midst, and Underneath; for a Firmament is fixt in the midst between the Waters Above, and those Underneath.

If Above, were meant above the Middle Region, or Stars; then Beneath, may be on, or in the Earth, and the Midst must be a space or local distance.

1. But, First, God is every where, Heaven is also in the World, though this World be not in Heaven; the Above and Beneath therefore must be otherwise understood than locally.

2. Where an Hour-glass is measuring of Time. Eternity is also in every Minute of it; yet is so Above, as Incomprehensible to Time.

3. The New Man is Above; yet so, with and in the Old, as to Rule and Act it, and so divided from the Old, as to be Incomprehensible to it.

4. We find a Water call'd, Living Water, which who Drinks, it shall be in him a Well of Water springing up to Eternal Life. This is also the Water of Regeneration, Except ye be born of Water, &c. These Waters (none doubts) are those Above, yet must be Drunk where the Divine Life is, being the true Eternal Life, and of such as shall be cleansed.

5. There is a Divine Love, and there is an outward Love or Lust; They are one from Above, the other Beneath, yet not sever'd by place, but by a fixt Firmament, Gulph or Principle. And if they were as like each other as true and false Light, or as Tin and Silver; yet coming of different Properties are uncomprehensible as Silver and Tin incorporate, and Swoder not.

6. Thus the Waters which are Above the Firmament are Holy, Pure, Heavenly; those Underneath are our Mortal Waters wherein is the Wrath, yet wherein also may the Holy Waters (which are Above) penetrate; as Heaven doth this World; for the outward Water cannot Subsist and Unite with it, or Comprehend it; as neither can this World be in, Unite with or Comprehend the Holy Heaven. Therefore how near forever the inward or outward Waters are one to the other, they are immoveably sundered, till the Judgment of God burn off the Curie at the time of the Separation.

8. And the Holy Heaven may as well be laid to be Created, and Creating out of those Living Waters, as the outward Heaven to have been Created out of these Waters, on whole Face dwelt the Darkness, when first the Spirit of God began to move thereon.

Q. 27. What is the Ground of the Male and Female Kind in the Essence of the World? Whence is the Conjunction and Desire arisen? Could not the same be effected in one only Ground without dividing?

A. The
A. The Question having three Branches requires a distinct Answer to each part;
1. To the first it must be said, The Male and Female Essence of this World have
their Root in the very Properties whereof the World is self confineth. And tho' the
same Tinctures be an Image of the two Spiritual Worlds, and of the Principles,
yet the dividing of the Tinctures are not in the Divine World; for though they are
there, yet are United and so are not two, but one Potent glorious Power.
2. Will any say, Why differs the Copy from the Original? It's answer'd, The
four Elements though divided, are a Figure of the inward World; yet the inward
World confineth in one undivided Element, whence the four proceeded.
3. Now this is a manifest dividing of the Tincture of the Fire from that of the
Light, which the Elementary Creatures bear in two distinct Bodies, divided each
from other; for as the four several Properties of the first Principle longed to be
Creaturally, and attained their Images in the several Transitory Creatures; so the two Tinctures longed and obtained their Images in the two distinct Sexes
of the Transitory Creatures.
4. To the second Part, whence the Conjunction and Desire is arisen? which is
for that they come from one only Root, and are there really one only Tincture;
therefore being divided, do they so exceedingly desire one the other, as is seen
among the many Kinds of Birds and Beasts: Also in the Properties of the Minerals;
for we may see how Mars naturally incorporated and digested with, and made
tough by Venus, and then brought into an Hunger, and fed by Sol; transmuteth
into the desired Metal, or Solar Body. This Desire Nature sheweth in Mulberry-
Trees, and that of the Vine and Elm, &c. And not only in Minerals, Vegetatives
and Animals,
5. But in the Sympathies of the outward Universe is this apparent; as in every
Element and part of Element; who all retire to their several Centres as soon as
they get dismist from their Obligations to other different Elements. Also in the
Union of Will between the Loadstone and Needle; more especially in Man, the
bare Instances whereof would be a Volume; one whereof may be:
6. We see how exceedingly every Man is affected with the Good or Ill Opinion
others have of him, drawing a kind of Life or Death from their Affections or Ill
Humours; shewing the Souls of all Men to have but one only Root, Body or
Fountain, and the Severals to be but Drills or Twigs.
7. To the third Part, Whether it could not have been otherwise. &c. 'Tis answer'd, The Male and Female Tinctures are originally one glorious Power-World, in
which all Properties are United; but when that one Element or Divine Eternal
Nature was moved to give out the Astral Heavens and four Elements in their divided Properties: Those Beasts, Birds and Fishes which were distingiughed into
Male and Female Sexes; and did propagate themselves by Commixture, were the
most apt Expressions of the Astral Spirit and Powers, and plainest Characters of
the inward distinct Wills; For granting that World (whereof this is an Image)
the longing Desire it had to be Image'd, it could not possibly be otherwise. For
though the Female and Male Properties are shewn obscurely in the Spawn and
Melt of Fishes, but not so conspicuous as in those greater Kinds of Fishes which
bring forth young, large full-formed Fishes: Also not so plainly in Insects, as in
more mature Sensitives, nor in Immoveables, as in Insects; yet perceptible it is
in every of them.
8. But all this relates to Temporary Creatures, Extracts of the Stars and Ele-
ments, having no Original Right, but Ulurping Dominion over Man's pure, holy
Humane Body; for that being out of the Quintessence was capable of Eternity;
therefore not out of the Stars which shall fall into their Ether; nor out of the four
Elements, which shall dissolve and be Melted by their Central Fire.

9. The
9. The dividing of the Tincture into two distinct Sexes in Man was no otherwise needful, but as a Chirurgeon impresteth an Incision to save a maimed Limb from a Gangrene. To man thus it became also of absolute necessity, because he was fallen headlong from his Magnificacy over both the Astral and Elementary Powers to be a poor Captive under their Domination.

Q. 28. What are the Principles of the Spirit of this World, of the Superior or Inferior Being?

A. 1. A Principle is a New Birth, or New Life. The Eternal Deity is the only One Principle wherein is Eternal Life, the Creation of Angels and Men are its manifestation, yet is there another Principle (rightly call'd the first) which is also Eternal, but not of Life Eternal, but of Death; where'er the Divine Principle is not manifested.

2. Into which, when Lucifer and his Legions had thrown themselves, Man was created to supply that place. And left when he should fall, he might become a Devil also, the third Principle was created to help him.

And were it not out of the Question, and that perhaps it may fall under another Question to be answered by a more enlightened hand, it should be shewn how the Man's concern in this Created World was, what adequated and privileged him ( tho' fallen ) to a possibility of being recovered, which here (not without some reluctance) I must be content to omit in this place.

3. Now (restraining my self to the limits of the Question) with all brevity, is answered, That the most or innermost Principle of this World's Spirit is the Powers of the Stars in all the Creation. The Light of the Sun and the Astral World is out of the second Principle. And were not some Wrath in the Sun shewn by the intolerable Heat, it might unite with the Light of the Eternal Spiritual World; but as it is, the Tincture in it is the most noble of all Visible, as a God in Nature, not only wholly useless to Evil Angels, but a check to many of their works; for they (like Adulterers) love the Twy-light.

4. The next Birth or Principle downward in the Spirit of this World inferior to the Astral, is the Elementary; which is not so remote from the wrathful or first Principle as is the former, but are another or second Birth, the Stars being reckoned the first. Whence it is that Man's Elementary part (since the Fall) is transitory, grofs and sluggish; like as the Bodies of Beasts, for the Spirit of this World doth in this Birth boil up the half dead Saliters, grofs Sulphur, and infected Mercury: So that the Body were a lump, did not the Sun's luftre or glance give him Eye, and it, with the other powers of the Stars in the Properties of the first Principle, enkindle the other Sense, making it thereby a poor Cottage, but badly furnished to serve the Noble Eternal Soul, and sweet penetrating intelligent Spirit.

5. But the Sun, &c. is a Principle deeper, shewn (among other ways) by their secret irrefistible Agitations, and vigorous Influences on all adapted Subjects, as also by their unaltered steadiness.

6. The last and lowest Principle in the Spirit of this World is, the wrathful, mortal, transient, mutable Birth. This is one sad consequence of Man's departure from, and prophaning of the Holy Powers, and of the Evil Angels introducing the dark fierceness of the Properties of the first Principle, into the Mystery or Chaos, out of which the Fiat by the Separator produced this whole Outward World.

For the Evil had planted it self in the deep of this Out-birth probably bounded by the Primus Mobile; and was call'd by Moses a darkness on the face of the deep.
7. And this fiercenes is part of the heavy Load, thorny Cross, severe School, and rigorous trying Fire of the Regenerate Sons of God. The same is also part of the Over-load, Plague and Torment of the Rebellious, who in their Anguish curse and look upward. And the same is also the vanity and misery the Creatures groan and travel in pain under, who shall be delivered from it.

But the Spirit of This cannot look into the Divine World; and if it endeavours to snatch the Virgin Image, it is but as a Thief.

Q. 29. What is the Sperm or Seed of the Generation of all things?

A. 1. By Sperm is meant a Seed, Root or Eus yielding matter or substance out of which Form is produced. And by all things meant in the Question is understood all the Out-world, consisting of Stars, Elements and their Concretes.

To which (thus understood) it is answered.

2. That there is an Immediate Cause of all things, that may be call'd a Root, Seed or Sperm; for to believe the Visible World to be its own Cause, were Heathenism.

3. The Answer is branch'd, 1. Negatively, That this Immediate Cause or Sperm cannot be one of the Principles; for in one Principle all Varieties and Properties are not found, but in This World is a commixture of all Varieties and Properties: Not an Herb or Flower purely a simple, but a composition made up of many Properties.

4. Nor can this Sperm be all the three Principles themselves; for so is nothing below Infinity; no, not the Divine World, but the Omnipotent is the alone Possessor of all the three Principles, in him only they all subsist.

5. Nor, infinitely less can it be God, a thought of which were derogatory to the Purity and unapproachable Light and Holiness of His Nature and Essence.

6. If therefore the Sperm be not one Principle, having but part of the Properties, nor all three united; because they are inseparably in the One God, and that all Properties owe their Fountains to them. This Sperm can but only be a product from the same Principle, according to, and after all the Properties.

It is therefore not a beginner of Existence, but a begun Existence; not a beginner of Life, but a begun Life.

7. Now for an Affirmative Answer, The Sperm of all Visible things is a Spiritual, and (to our outward Eyes) Invisible Eus, consisting of, and containing all the Powers, Properties, Vertues, Varieties, and every distinct Genus and Species potentially, which the Visible World hath in its multiform, express, divided parcels.

8. It must be confessed to be the great Mystery; great, because in its womb lie all things: A Mystery, because all is wrapped up in it, and spring from it.

9. It is also the Eternal Nature; Nature being generated by the Principle, and furnished with the Native Birth of all the Properties: Eternal, as it is the Root of the Temporary Creation, and its Centre, Retreat and Ether.

10. It may also be call'd a Quintessence; as it contains in Union all the four Elements and Astral Birth.

It is the Image and Imager, the impresser and bringer into Forms of the whole three Principles, and (even) Fountains, the Mirror of all Forms and Powers.

If it objected, God's Creating all things by His Word, is a giving Being where none was, exclusive of all Intermediate Causes, and the Out-birth was a substance from a Nullity or Vacuum?

11. It is answered; It is no derogation of Omnipotence, having out of himself spoken an excellent Image of himself, a Power-world or other Creature, that the same generated more even to Infinity. The Trees, Fowl, Fish, Man as well as
as Elements, had all fed in themselves. Thus a Carpenter makes Tools, and with them makes more.

11. The Apostle faith, That by Faith we understand that the Worlds were framed by the Word of God, so that the things that are seen were not made of things that do appear; he faith not, they were made of no pre-existent matter, but not of things that do appear.

12. And Moses recording the Generation of Heaven and Earth, faith, And the Earth was without Form, and void, and darkness was on the face of the deep. And again, The Spirit of God moved on the face of the Waters. Lo! here is something call'd Earth, something call'd Water, and something call'd deep, before so much as Light was call'd for. But how the Earth, Water and Space prove this great Mystery, Eternal Nature or Quintessence, to have priority of Existence, and what that Matter and Space import, will fall under the Questions yet behind more properly than here; whomsoever God shall enlighten to make Answers to them.

Q. 30. What is the distinction or difference of the Sperm or Seed betwixt Metals, Stones and Vegetables, viz. Herbs, Trees, and Earthy things, or Mineral Earths?

A. 1. David faith, With the pure thou wilt show thy self pure, and with the forward thou wilt show thy self forward. The Light and Heat of the Sun excite the Mercury and Sulphur to germinate in the Saline Property, and so prosper all Vegetations in quite contrary Qualities with equal vigour.

2. For as we may not multiply Principles nor Properties; so neither may we Sperms; all of which may be distinguished, rather than divided.

3. Their known number and distributions are fully sufficient to methodize innumerable Concretes, not admitting the least disorder or confusion, but yet abounding with infinite variety, and every individual duly ranged into an exact order and subjection, as of all the seven, so especially of some one who hath peculiar Superiority.

4. Hence is it that the Roots, Herbs, Fruits and Seeds fort themselves after the seven Properties, and in them the Sperm is various; either as the Spirit of the World, or Aftal Spirit impresseth the Infusing Matter or Sperm in some according to the Evil Dark Impression, and such have much malignity, some especially are mortally vitiated.

5. Others in which the Aftal Spirit impresseth on the infused Sperm a virtue according to the Light Divine Kingdom subliming those Vegetables to be cordial, fanative and restorative. All as the Spirit of the World dispenseth the general universal Sperm according to the Dark Light, or Mixt Impressions.

6. No otherwise are the Metals; their kinds are seven, Lead, Quick-silver, Tin, Iron, Copper, Gold, Silver. The Tincture of Sol and Venus is yellow and rose, or redish, and of the other five either earthy, darkish, pale or white.

Thus is the order in precious Stones, of them are alio seven distributions, besides those of Coral and Amber, which are Vegetatives and Chriftal, a figure of the pure Water, and besides those in Animals. Shell-fish, &c.

7. And of the seven Orders of precious Stones, two are of a bright burning Luttre, as the two sorts of Metals, one and the other of a yellow glory answer ing to Gold and Copper in Metals; they are, 1. Black as the Morton. 2. Red or Purple, as the Ruby and Granat, for the Onyx is more pale. 3. Green, as the Emerald. 4. Changeable, as the Jasper and Onyxphras. 5. Sky-colour, as the Sapphire and Amethyst. 6. Yellow, as the Jacinth. 7. Bright and burning, as the Carn- buncle, Chrifolite and Calcelden.
8. The Properties handed by the Astral Influences are so various, that Herbs are much exalted, others much debauched by Evil Constellations: But Metals are less casual, their Sperm being better fix'd or coagulated, precious Stones least of all (if at all) being in good measure free from the Curie.

9. Thus Vegetables are produced by their Sperm, in their Properties, thro' the Elements, according to the several Principles fixed by the differing Stars.

Metals are Vegetables transplanted, passing a second fermentation and sublimation from the Internal as well as the External Fire, whose Spirits have a new fixation.

10. Precious Stones are Metals transplanted passing a third coagulation; they attain the Love Principle in the Light, as far as Viscibles are capable, and are the Triumphs of the Starry Powers in their exalted Perfection; yet is of the same Original Sperm with the more inferior part of the Creation.

Q. 31. How is the Copulation and Conjunction of Female and Male Nature effected, whence their Seed and Growth ariseth?

A. The six first Verses of the Answer of the 17th Question, gives great Light to the first part of this; for there is shewn the Cause why the desire of Male and Female is to each other: And that not in Animals only, but in Vegetatives and Minerals; leaving only that here be signified how that is effected, whence their Seed and growth ariseth, which may be understood by what follows.

1. The Male-power consisteth in the Properties of harsh Astringency, bitter Attraction and Fire. The Female Power is of the Properties of the four part of the Harshness, the anxious part of the Bitterness and the Light Spirit. Both make up one Indissoluble Band and Immortal Worm, having one and the same only Root; therefore must incline to each other.

2. As part of a growing Tree clave off from the rest, yet fast in the same Root bent off. inclines of its own Nature up against the Trunk whence it was rent, and in the Root whereof it is a mother and lives, whereunto being reunited, concurs to bear fruit.

3. Also, as the Fiery Property longs after That of the Liquid, whereby Vegetation issueth; so longs the Male for the Female Property: And being united, have One only Will in their various Properties, contributing each the Powers by Natural Intinct which they earnestly thirst after, to obtain such increase as suits their Magick looking. To which united desire the Astral and Elementary Spirits assist, and in a sort intrude themselves, wrestling for predominancy.

4. In which strife the prevailing power denominates the Sex, and the most genuine Descendant Planets impels the Properties as supreme Agents of the Principles. The Elements also entitle themselves to be Nurtures and immediate Parents. Thus thrives the Seed, and in this order, under their Laws, and by these necessary consequences from real Causes, is growth of all the Species in every genus where is Male and Female.

5. And by content of all Powers giving into one all their Wills, the food is so concocted and digested, that (the tartarous part being separated) it becomes an assimilating Vapour, and That spirated Vapour is enriched with all the Properties, in which are generated (according to the four Elements) the four Complexions, as Blood, Melancholy, Phlegm and Choler; and of their and the other Properties, Nerves, Membranes, Griftles, Bones, also Veins, Flesh, Fat, Urine, Spittle. And from the fierce Earthy Vapour, the Gravel and Stone. In this sense also may it be said, What is your Life, it is but a Vapour? And from a second force are all the Pores bored, so numerous in the Skin, thro' which the Hairs exercise and are vaporised.
Q. 32. What is the TinHure in the Spermatick kind or species whence the Growth and Lustre arieth?

A. What the Sperm is not, and what it is, the Answer of the 29th Queftion telleth us. This Answer only addeth what the TinHure in the Spermatick Nature is, producing Growth and Lustre.

1. The TinHure is a Potent Will, the pleafant Houfe and Propriety of the Soul, very pure and subtle of its own Nature, yet flexible and mutable; for it is Divine in the Holy Principle, dark in the fierce Principle; and deceitful in the Out-birth. As the Air faith it elfe to every Creature, allo to all sorts of Pipes, yet very differently. Thus the TinHure is infinuated into all Intellectual, Rational, Animal, Vegetative, Mineral and Infernal Existencies, yet hath no Life of its own.

2. The fame is thus understood; The Elementary Efences compole a Body, the Astral Spirit adds Life to the Body, the TinHure brings Light to the Living Body, fuch Light as the Sunes move by.

3. Thus far are the meer Animals associates with Man. Then to Man is not only all That, but their TinHure exceedingly higher, to which was also a Soul out of the firm Principle, and the Virgin of Divine Wisdom having Life in it elfe, and giving Divine Understanding, in which respect Man is an associate with the Angels.

4. The TinHure is the sweet Odour, Beauty, and cheering Vertue; Taff and Vigour found in Vegetatives. The Vertue and Lustre in Minerals, as far as the Properties affift, or at leaft impede not, and tranfmute and sublimeth them: It is also the sparkling glory and tranparency in precious Stones, with the eminent various Excellencies.

5. Yet, to fhew it not to be holy in it elfe, and to have Divine Understanding, as is and hath the Virgin, it is Evil in the Evil; for the Evil Angels have a TinHure, tho' a defiled one; even as the Air of it elfe Pure, may be made Peftilential and naufeous.

6. And seeing the TinHure is fo eminently Noble, Excellent and Eternal, therefore the prophanation and perverting it, render Angels and Men obnoxious to the Eternal Vengeance of the Offended Majesty of the Almighty God.

Q. 33. Out of what are all the Creatures of the Mortal Life sprung forth and created?

A. 1. The Creatures of the Mortal Life are sprung out of the four Elements animated by the Astral Powers and Properties, all which proceeded from the one Element, and seven Fountain Spirits, concerning which the Answers of the 23, 24, and 25 Questions particularly discoursed.

2. The Mortal tranfitory Creatures have their Root in the Dark Out-birth, yet some more out of one Element and Property, and some especially out of other Elements and Properties, of which much might be faid, as also of the permanence of their Ideas or Figures, but that the Answers of the other subsequent Questions will meet with those things if God shall vouchsafe Light to say to answer them.

3. Briefly now, the tranfitory Creatures bear the Figures (and but the Figures) or shadows of every Principle, every Property; and every Element, and consequently of all Worlds. That the Lord God Almighty may be adored, admired and known in proportion, and according to the capacity of us His Creatures, by some more intimately, by others with a more remote, less perfect, and less distinct Knowledge, as the Image they are entrusted to contemplate, is more or lefs express improved, and kept bright and serene by our viewing Divinity in them.

4. They
4. They also bear all Figures, that the Lord may behold Himself in those His Wonders Imaged in, by and through all things; for all things are in Him, from Him and for Him, for whom waits all Honour, Love, Submission and Obedience for ever.

Q. 34. What was the Archon or Separator of their Kind or Species and Property which formed them, and still to this day formeth them?

A. The Answer of the last Question derives their Original from the four Elements, and this must tell what Architect contriveth their Structure. 'Tis true, the Elements and their Products are the Matter wherein they are; but what divides the Matter into Portions, and those Parts into Method and exact order with different Sexes, Colours and Qualities Good, Evil and Mixture?

1. Are they made of the Earth? Why eat they not Earth? For every Creature subjected to its own Root or Mother, but they subsist by the Astral Productions in the Elements, and must do so, or of mere Earth: The Earth, and the other outward Elements would be still Barren, were they not puffed on and moved by their immediate Causes.

2. Hence 'tis clear, the Transitory Creatures proceeded from the Aquaftrifh Womb of the Elements, which may be well call'd their Mother, or Female Matrix, and the fiery Part or Masculine Limbus is their immediate Father; but the animating Virtue of the Stars is their Quintessence or Tincture; the which Astral Spirit is their Separator, and gives them various Colours, Properties, active or sluggish Fabricks, of nimble Wings or unwieldy Bulks. As doth the same Tincture also cause those great varieties of Colours of the many Thousands of different Flowers, Herbs and Vegetables.

3. This is not barely like a Refiner's Fire which segregates Metals, and thruss and divides to each in the Crucible all its own; Gold to Gold, or Copper to Copper; for that Mechanick Skill tortures and mortifies the Matter rather than exalts or improves it.

4. But the that is enabled from above, prosperously to Transmute, Augment and Tincture Metals; must remove Obstructions of Mortal Heterogeneous Parts, and then knows how to animate, fortifie and fructifie the United Homogeneous Parts. And do all with such a Fire as that wherewith the Astral Powers generate Minerals, produce Animals, and feed and cause their so great growth; which is done by satiating and converting their constant Anguish and Hunger (which Anguish and Hunger is not radicated at all, but transmuted) into constant Joy, Love and Victory, and the Light World awakened therein.

Q. 35. What are the six Days Work of the Creation and the Sabbath?

A. The six Days Work of the Creation and the Sabbath, being severally and at large treated of in the 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16th Chapters of the Mysteriorium Magnum, may not be toucht here.

Q. 36. What is the Difference or Distinction of the Mortal Creatures? And what is their Chaos wherein each Kind liveth, and wherein are they distinct and severed one from another?

A. None can call this Question too curious; for God who made nothing in Vain, made not all Creatures but to be of high Consideration, and the Lord sending us to learn Providence and Industry of the Ant, doth much more establish his almost
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almost Infinite Number of Creatures, to be for vast Ufes, grand Speculation and Importance.

It having been shewn whence they were produced, and by what Power divided, it must now be shewn what their Differences and distinct Kinds are.

1. Moses teaching the order of the Creation, faith, Let them (meaning the Creatures of the Out-birth) course forth every one after their Kind. By which word [Kind] is understood their several Properties, and of the Properties are seven and no more, which Pratice on all Creatures: and every of the four is as clearly distinguishing in the Animals, as in Minerals, and Precious Stones.

2. And though they are all in, and of one Principle; yet in them may all the three Principles be evidently distinguished, according to the Order engraved on them, by the Sacred Hand of the Creator, in Conformity to all His other more Divine and Illustrious Works; for His Words are His Works.

1. As First, The Dark Matrix, like a Fountain, issued those of the first four Forms, viz. The Cold, Affringnt, Tenacious, greedy Animals, which are a numerous Family; some more, some less vigorous; as Wolves, Swine, &c.

2. Next, the Attractive constringent reftlefs Quality or Kind; as Foxes, Serpents, &c.

3. Another of the despairing anguishing Property; as Dogs, some Venomous Creatures, &c. Therefore is a Mad Dog so Contagious.

4. The Fourth is of a fiery, rapacious, ravenous, voracious, haughty Tribe; as Lions, Vultures, Eagles &c.

5. The Fifth Sort or Kind, are of a merry, airy Inclination; some more thus; as Birds, others more according to the Spirit of the World, as some other Birds, Apes, &c. And of the same Kind (more especially principal with Love) as far as the Out-birth is capable of it; as Lambs, Turtle Doves, some more laxe or rather luftful, as wanton Creatures.

6. The Sixth is the Property of the Sound in harmonious, sweet Singing-birds, Chirping their Musical Notes to the Praise of the glorious Creator.

7. The last are great, bulky, unweldy, huge, lumpish Beasts; and the Chaos of them is part of themselves: or that whereof their various Properties shew them to be part; for the Will of every of them will him its Property; and therefore by will they be, and would be much more so, yet knoweth not what it self is.

Q. 37. To what End, or wherefore were the Mortal Creatures created?

A. 1. The more Perfect of them are composed (together with the Internal Organs) of Fleisch, Blood, Bones, Scales, Skin, Hair, Feathers (of which I may be excused from Curiosity, not being on Natural History or Disc:tion) Thus is Man of Fleisch, &c. his Nails resembling the Scales, &c. They have alfo Craft, Wrath, Love, every of the Five Senses, Invention, Providence, Memory, &c.

2. To call them moving Plants is too low, but only that it leadeth the Mind to view the Harmony of all the Creatures; how they variously, some more clearly, others more obscurely, Image and Shadow every of the three Principles, and the seven Properties of the Eternal World.

3. Whence they sprung, appears by several Answers of the foregoing Questions; particularly in that of the 33th.

4. And now among the many Glorious Ends of their Creation, the following brief hints are some. They are, at fourth Degree, from the Principles and Properties created; 1. To Figure the Dark Abyss. 2. The Light World, though very obscurely. 3. The Out-birth or outward World of the Stars and Elements, with the almost infinitely various Tendencies, Inclinations and Impulses of them: By every
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every of which the Almighty Creator uncovereth his veiled Omnipotence, infinite Grace and Wisdom.

5. The Contemplation of them, is both a pleasant and a perplexing Laboratory, or serious Book for Man's Study, and as it were a Play-Book for the Angels; whose piercing understandings read the Effects by the Caufes, while declined Man groareth by the Information of the Serpiles at a piece-meal guels of the Caufes, from Experience of the Effects.

6. It must be confent that Adam (being as to his Body or third Principle in his first and pure State, Lord of the Mystery whence they proceeded) could more feenibly discover and Epitomize them than the Angels: as the Lord Jesus had a feeling of our Infirmitied, by His gracious humbling Himself to be as one of us. But Adam's bright Eyes were darkened by the dismal lapfe.

7. Men may fee themselves in the brute Creatures. 1. All Unregenerate Men are figured either by the greedy ones. 2. Or by the haughty proud Beasts. 3. Or by the envious Reptils, where (by the way) may be observed that Envy is found among the Poorer sort; for the venomous Creatures are rather creeping than going. 4. Or by the cruel wrathful ones. And all these are of the first Principle without proceeding to enkindle the Light of the second Principle, and are call'd by the Names of those Creatures in the Sacred Records.

8. Other Creatures there are that figure the Light World or second Principle, by their Innocence, Love, Ufefulness and Loveliness; in which they glorifie the Creator, and like a dark Shadow pourtray the fame.

9. There are other Creatures, more especially of the Out-world or World's Spirit, as tho' that have Lunar Bodies produced, improved and tranfacted by her Mutations; which extends very far alfo to the whole Creation.

10. My last Consideration (reftaining my felf to brevity) is somewhat abftracted, which is, That their Root is not to Ignoble and Vile, but their Forms and Idea's (for the fake of their Tincture) have a prospect into Perpetuity, each into their natural Æthers; as is signified by the Apostle, that the Creatures Travel in pain, groaning under forced (and as to them) caufeful Vafilage, fhall be deliver'd into the glorious Liberty of the Children of God, where the Drunkard's Horie fhall, like Balam's Ass, convince mens Madness, and cruel Excefs. The abused toil of the Laborious Ox, the innocent life of the Patient Lambs, both employed to nourish filthy Lufts; the cruel Delight of Hunting to the heart-breaking of the Deer and Hare, &c. fhall at laft be material Witnefses of Man's aggravated Guilt, perpetuated Apostacy, and lawless Irregularities.

Q 38. Whence was Man Created as to his Body? The Fourth grand Distribution.

A. 1. Not of the Earth; for the brute Animals are more nobly descended, not of the four Elements which are the Matrix of the Earth; for of that Matter are the Brutes form'd, and the Elements are Transient, and must melt or resolve into their first Principles.

Not of the Astral Out-birth, for the Stars shall fall; that is, ceafe their prefent Order, and pay the Debt of their various Properties to the Æther, whence they were separated.

2. But because Adam's Body was of Eternal Duration, had he not finned, it could not derive from a fading Root; as Eternity is not founded on Mortality; which forceth our Search to ascend a step higher.

3. It fhall therefore be to the Divine Salitter, which also hath the Water-spirit in it, from both which the Stars were breathed. And this Divine Salitter as it hath in it all the Powers of the Properties, together with the Divine Sulphur.
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Sulphur and Mercury, is call'd the great Mystery, Eternal Nature, or Quintessence.

4. Out of this was Created Adam's Holy, pure Paradistical Body, capable of Eternal Life. This Divine Saliter f. B. calls the Holy Veil and that is a Celestial Paradistical pure Earth; whence grows Heavenly holy Fruit, and near unto it no Curle ever can enter or approach; for thereunto comes only thing that defileth. Of this Dust of this Ground Moses spake, that God formed Man. But they who suppose it to be our dead Dust, wherein is the Wrath and Purgation, do not only err by means of the Veil before Moses's Face, but also by reason of the Veil on their own Hearts and Eyes.

Gen. 2. 7.

5. The Apostle faith, The first Man is of the Earth earthly; The second is the Lord from Heaven.

6. That it could not be this, nor the Elements, nor the Astral Birth is clear; but therefore that it must be the Heavenly Earth, is of forcible Consequence. The Apostle faith not what Adam was, or was extracted from; but what he is, or is come to be; but if he had so said, yet the Proportion between the second and first admits no Comparison.

7. Between a Mote in the Sun and the whole Glorious Sun, is some Proportion; for the least of Quantities taken from the greatest of Bodies below Infinity, hath Proportion to that whence it was; for it leaves the other really leaffened, but all created Worlds bear no Proportion with the Infinite Son of God; for all breathed out from an Infinite leaves still an Infinite, and the Infinite is not leaffened by it.

8. The Apostle therefore in this place, either doth not speak of Adam's first state, or doth not leaffen his Extraction, but adoreth the Glory of the second Adam, as the Work-master excelleth the Work made; for when of the Angels it is written, And hath made them all ministering Spirits: Of the Son it is said, Let all the Angels of God worship him. Also, Thy Throne, O God, is for ever and ever, &c.

Q. 39. What was the Inspiration or Breathing in, whereby Man became a living Soul?

A. 1. The Inspiration of Man's Soul was out of the first Principle the Father's Property: which consisteth of the first four Forms of Nature, of this Living Root, springing his Immortal Living Soul.

2. Yet so is it, that where ever, or in whomsoever the second Principle is shut out, that Exclusion is truly call'd the Death of the Soul; for the Living Soul by that Deprivation enters or remaineth in Death, which though improperly may be called an Immortal Death, being a Death to the Glorious second Holy Light Principle.

3. The Soul is taken sometimes for the two first Principles. I saw the Souls of them who had been slain, &c. for here the third Principle was asleep. Sometimes it's taken for the whole Man. If thou wilt make thy Soul an Offering for Sin, &c. The Lord Jesus offered up all the three Principles meant here by his Soul, and as was shadow'd by the whole burnt Sacrifice: But in this Question, Soul is restrained only to the first Principle; because other Questions particularly reach the other two.

The above brief Answer may here suffice; because Jacob Behmen so largely resolves it in the Answer of the first of the Forty Questions of the Soul.

Q. 40. What is the Immortal Life in Man, (viz.) the Soul, and what is the outward Life in him?

A. 1. The
A. 1. The Principle of Man's Immortal Life is, what the Answer of the last foregoing Question renders it; that is, a Life sprung from the wrestling of the first four Forms of the first Principle. They generate a strong, fierce, eager sting, prick; poison life, or bitter Root; which (as doth the Gall in living) Bodies strikes up or enkindles Life.

2. This being rooted in the Eternal Beginning, or from the Eternal Abyss of the Father's Property, can never find End, or limit of Race: But Either, is according to the Fountain and Essence of its own Nature, dark, raging and fierce for ever, or in the Holy Principle of Love in the Light World, happy for ever.

3. It must now be told what the outward Life of this World in Man is, and must be sadly acknowledged to be Earthy and Sensual; here is the Luft of the Eye, the Luft of the Flesh, and Pride of Life: So that it may be said, Shut the five Windows, that our House may be truly Light within.

4. The Beasts live as Man doth, having all the five Senses, as he, in some of them more sharp; also some of them extend the Thread of their time to greater Measure: are generally more exempt from Sickness, wholly Privileged from careful Perturbations; in good Measure, without fear of future Events or Sorrow, &c.

5. So that Man's outward Life, or third Principle, as now it is from first to last, renders him of all Creatures the most Miserable. And his restless striving to satiate the Lufts of this Worlds Spirit by Wealth, Greatness, &c. is an additional Sorrow and Vexation, which some of the Ancients skillfully mitigated by wise Moderation and Contentation.

6. Who sees not how much more grievous this Pilgrimage and Travel is to Man, than to any other Creature? Because his Creator made him for the Excellent, Holy, Sweet Paradisical Life: Even as Hell is most intolerable to Evil Angels and lost Men, who were created to be Inhabitants of Heaven; whereas it is no Wo to those horrible Creatures that figure the fierceness of the Properties; for that is their Life.

7. Yet it is true, the poor Brute Animals groan under the Curse Man subjected them to; for they should have been harmless Figures of the Astral and Elementary Powers.

8. To conclude the Answer of this Question, let it be seriously considered, That if Man will think to feed his Immortal Principle with Mortal Food, (viz.) his Soul, with this third Principle, he doth as a cruel Murtherer, who to fill her unhappy Nurse-Child instead of Food, amules its Eyes with Objects and its Ears with Sounds; and answers its hungry Laments with louder Noises, till the hath forced it to sleep, who so pines and destroys it.

9. But the Love of God in Jesus Christ is the true real Food of the Soul; it is true, not like Shews and Sounds which are delusive; nor real and substantial, not a Shadow, which every thing here else is, as to the Soul. This Love, as Food, generates its like in the Soul and strengthens it; This Love, as Phyick, Purgeth out all other Love, and it reigneth and remaineth forever.

Q. 41. What is the Idea, or exact express reflex Image of God in Man, wherein God worketh and dwelleth?

A. If a Volume were written to Answer this Question (as well might be, by reason of the Excellency and Importance of the Subject) yet still it would be as under Lock and Key from the fallen Adam, until he enter into the Knowledge at the right Door of that he lost by his Fall.

1. The Doctrine of the Resurrection was call'd Babbling, by the Rudeous Atheans;
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for Man is dead to the Holy Divine Image; and in all who so abide, the outward Astral Spirit and Elementary Body, is the only Bridge of Suspension and Mitigation of the hellish Image, or dark Principle.

2. But had Man no more, he were in no better state than the brute Beasts; for in the Astral and Elementary they are in common with Man; and in the dark Principle he is one with the Evil Angels.

3. Yet so exceeding Great and Adorable was God's Grace, Love and Pity, that the same Grace was like a Seed implored into him at the Fall; which in all by whom Obedience is yielded, beareth Fruit to Eternal Life; but it lies as Dead in such who bury it under the Dominion of the Astral Spirit, or that choke it under the Thorns of the Elementary Body.

4. And all Impenitent Rejecters of God's regenerating Grace, how subtle and audaciously penetrating soever, have no part nor lot in this Matter; but are absolute Strangers, guided by an unreasonable Model of Humane Reason, resulting from the Information of the Senses, twisted with the Maxims of Serpentine Wisdom.

5. Nevertheless, the Poor in Spirit that dyeth to its own Will and Lusts, hath lively Characters of the Idea of the Divine Image and Birth; for such a dying enters the Soul into the first Resurrection.

6. God's Image is not in the Earthquakes of the first Principle, nor in the Lightning and Thunders of the third Principle; but most nearly in the small still voice of the Proclaiming his Gracious, Merciful, Long-suffering Name; for that is the second Holy Principle.

7. And this Speaking Almighty Word cannot be more than stammer'd by words; no more than Omnipotence can be comprehended by Conceives. With what Eye can a Sinner behold the unexpressible loveliness of That ravishing Face, where dwells That Majesty which is the Express Image of the Father, and before whom the Angels cover their Faces?

I must say, when a drop of that Ocean of Love and Mercy blesseth my Soul, I melt, I stammer, I am astonished. Lord what is Man?

8. God's exact Image confiستh of all the three Principles; The first and third in perfect Order being thoroughly illustrated by the second. The mighty longing of the first, like a Hunger, produceth or begetteth the meek Will, and glorious Majestic Principle of Light, according to which, God is called God. And of the longing and will proceedeth the desiring, which is a Love-spirit, producing Millions and Miracles to Infinity of Variety, wherein the three behold themselves in parcels.

9. But in Man behold themselves in one entire Image; yet not in fallen Man, but in the man Christ Jesus, by whom and for whom, are all things.

10. The Idea and perfect Image of God is only in Christ, yet not as He is the Second Person of the Three; for so He is the inaccessible Light and the Original which is Imaged; but He is the perfect Image of God, as He is the Divine Humanity or Heavenly Man, the First-born of every Creature.

This Virgin-Image was in Adam before he lufted, whereby he was in Christ God's exact Image, having all the three Principles in due Harmony, being the true Character, Idea and Figure of the Glorious Trinity.

11. This is also in an obscure and less conspicuous way, in every one who is Begotten again by the Holy Ghost. The mortified, humble resigned Will, entrencheth in the way of the Cross quietly, patiently; Love makes it sweet, this is a putting on Christ; for here the Lord is Born, is Formed, alway the Righteous scepter, Transforming that Soul into the Virgin Image in some degree; but the glance of this stops my Hand, extracts a Groan, swallows me up; I flame, am almost devoured. My Lord, what is this Earthen House?
Q. 42. What was Paradise wherein God Created Man? Is the same Alterable or Changeable, and a Creature, or doth it stand in the Eternal Ground?

A. It hath been reported that a Painter would have Drawn the Lineaments of the Lord when in Flesh; which by reason of His Majestick Face, he could not perform,

The like Fond attempt were it to Survey Paradise by Humane Art or Instruments; which if it were a place cannot be found, and if it prove a State or Principle, cannot be comprehended.

1. The Answer may first be Negatively; that it is not a Place or Locality.

1. Because then as the most worthy the Garden of Eden should not have been the place named for Adam’s Seat, whence proceeded the four Rivers; but Paradise is not called the Garden, nor is the Garden called Paradise.

2. Nor is it changeable; for though it disappeared as to the first Adam; yet the second Adam granted it to the Thief.

3. Positively; Paradise is the one, holy, pure Element, having its Eternal Fountain from the second Principle, and every of the seven Properties are in it, in great Purity, and Splendor. So that had any created Angel the Task, perfectly to Epitomize it, he could do it but according to his excellent measure, yet not fully. Nor to Human Apprehension; for as Paradise is the heavenly Body of Christ, so is it the Womb of Angelical Conception, comprehending them, but cannot be fully comprehended by them; as neither can the Sun’s lusire be by us comprehended.

4. Heaven is Paradise, and the Paradical Principle is Heaven; and when they are Contemplated, their Glory swallows up all created Angels as well as Men. It is an Over-match to penetrate the Holiness, Purity, Immensity or rather Infinity, Transparency, Simplicity, Variety, Successive Formations; with all Powers, Colours, Vertues, Sounds, Odours, Substantials; the Quintessence and Elixir of the outward Quintessence and Elixir; the Harmony, Peace, Gravity and Eternity; its ample Comprehension and Redundancy to the most noble, expatiated, sublime and exalted Capacities.

5. So that proceed they never so far in this ravishing Traverse and Quest, there is still a prospect of more and other; they must say, in our Father’s House are many Mansions, at whose right hand are Pleasures for evermore; such as Eye hath not seen nor Ear heard nor hath entred into the Heart of Man to conceive.

6. A faint Similitude may be a fresh springing flowry Meadow, where stand Thousands of fragrant Flowers, some more Beautiful than other, all showing their peculiar Beauties without grudge, and how the Divine Vertue in the third Principle, is become Material: the taft whereof, caufeth the Creation to be in Anguish and Travel to be delivered from the Vanity, and Groan after freedom from their Bondage.

7. And though Paradise be not excluded this World, yet a great Gulph interpoleth between it and the World; the Mind, when inflamed with Divine Love, feels what the hammering Tongue cannot tell to others.

8. The Corporety of Paradise is not palpable, that Salter is Holy and Pure, like that of the Angels. (vit) a bright, transparent, visible Substance.

9. It’s Birth or Productions are in all things, and therefore immeasurable and innumerable; which is thus to be discovered and understood. Let the Divine Light and Vertue be likened to the Mind of Man: The Paradical Fruits to the Thoughts, each Thought hath a Centre whence other Thoughts spring; so also do those Heavenly Fruits proceed from, and in unwavering Eternal Love.
10. The Fire there, is God the Father; the Light, God the Son; the Air, God the Holy Ghost; it's Profundity and Extent are not bounded.

11. The Idea or Figure of the Creatures here are the But not their Spirit, much less their Sublance; for for that End they were Created.

12. All Holy Works stand there in their Figure, and all Words spoken by the Human Tongue from a Divine Root; as the wicked Works and Words do in Hell.

13. I compare the Arabian Odours, Oriental Gems, Palms of Asia, Wine of Pomegranates, the American Pine-Apple, and what else is most desirable, in comparison of the Paradisical Productions, to the obscure Vitality surviving in Men's Dead Bodies: generating some as it were Fibres of Gold amongst the decaying Teeth, and the Uterus on the Skulls of Persons Strangled. And all things of less Excellency in this World in comparison of Paradise, to the Excrementitious growth of Hair and Nails in their Dormitories.

14. I compare Man's outward Aflral and Elementary Life, to that in Paradise, to idle deceitful Dreams, some quiet ones, some wrathful, some frightful, some wicked and obscene; many, many ways Evil! And our Translation hence I compare to the Morning awakening time, terrifying some as Slaves to their grievous Chains and hateful Drudgery: and others as great Conquerors are usher'd in State to the Princely Triumphant Chariots.

15. Say any, fav not at all (retaining the least degree above perfect Madness) if Paradise be thus infinite! Good: what shall I receive in exchange for it? And how shall I search the Path leading to it? What Key opens the Door of it?

16. The Lord Himself tells us, Except a Man be born again, he cannot enter into the Kingdom of God; And by way of Explanation addeth, that which is born of the Spirit is Spirit. And again, Except ye eat the Flesh of the Son of Man and drink his Blood, ye have no life in you; and by way of Explanation addeth, It is the Spirit that quickeneth the Flesh profiteth nothing; my Words are Spirit, and they are Life.

17. Where we see the New Birth and Eating Christ's Flesh are the same. Also that to be spirited by the Spirit of Christ, and to feed on the Word of Christ, are the very same: Whence it is that true Spiritual Life is revived, or stirred up in us.

18. The New Man regenerated out of the Earthly Man being a Virgin may Sup with the Eternal Virgin; and as the Lord while in our Flesh had the heavenly Flesh and Blood, which swallowed up the other: So we in His Meek, pure Spirit, carry it also in our Earthy Body, and if we live in the New heavenly Flesh and Blood in the Body, Power and Virtue of Jesus Christ; that is, in the Son by the Holy Ghost to the Father: Then, when the old one falls off, we live in the New heavenly Flesh and Blood, and our Works are no longer ours, nor our Words ours, but God doth all in us.

19. To this Man, every with-drawing Thought from an entire Subjection, is his Cross; for to him Honour and Contempt, Sweer and Bitter, Penury and Plenty, Heavy and Light, are no more any of thee; for he loves not the one, nor flies from the other; but the Divine Will is his Joy and Content, the thing sought, and his full satisfaction.

Q. 43. Why did God Create in the Beginning but one Man, and not forthwith a Man and a Woman together, as He did the other Kinds of Creatures? or other Species?

A. 1. God created the other Creatures to manifest his various divided Powers, that in them he might severally Image every of them; by those wrathful fierce ones in the dark World, the loving Innocent ones of the Light World's Property, and others of the meer Elementary World; and that the seeming contrary and discording
Discarding Properties might in distinct Forms and Creatures, one excite the other to a general Harmony, whereunto they still serve.

2. But Man He created to a higher and more excellent Sphere; for he was in one only Person, to comprise as in an Epitome, the Image of the total God, having his Root in the Eternal dark World, or that of Fire: His Life, Glory, Truth, and Fruit in the Eternal Light-world or second Principle of Love and Holiness: and the third Principle being that of the purest Astral and Elementary World, was but to hang to him, over which he was to bear rule.

3. Nor could he have been God's compleat Image, had not the Tincture of the Fire, and also of the Light been incorporated in him, (that is) both the Male and Female Properties.

4. Therefore was it that he was but One Undivided, to Image God, who is distinguished into Three; yet is One, and Eternally the fame Infinite, and in Himself the Undividable One.

5. And as the One God remaining but One, diffuseth Himself into Multiplicity; so should Adam, had he remained an Undivided one, Magically have propagated a Blessed, Holy, Numerous Progeny in perfect Modesty and Purity; yet bearing in them all, every Power of the Principles and every Property in great Harmony, as are found in the Angelical World, as well as in the Astral and Elementary.

6. But when once Adam had his Eve rent from him, we see what Mifery, Distraction, Laceration and Woe soon follow'd, by disappearing of the pure Virgin Modesty.

Q. 44. Was the first Man in such a habit of Condition created to Eternal Life, or to Change and Alteration?

A. 1. When Men search the wretchedness of fallen Man's present Estate, it may seem incredible that ever he was a glorious and compleat Image of God, and of all Worlds.

2. As one seeing the Ruins of a Royal City, which Sword and Fire hath laid in Ashes, heap'd into Rubbish, Delolation, and Prejudice, and Years have cloathed the Hillocks in Green, especially if some Earthquake had razed the Situation; the Beholder of these Remains, though seriously informed, can scarce give credit that ever it deserved half, what perhaps Fame (too parringly) reported it to be.

3. Thus Men looking on their own Needle, sickly, filthy, short lived Bodies, can see little more than a Befial Image. But farther penetrating the Deformities of the Soul, at Heav'n against even God Himself, and torn by Civil War within it itself, and by means of God's withdrawing abused race, it is invaded by gross Darkness: Little more can be seen but what is devillish.

4. But Glory be to God in the highest, that Jesus took this fallen Image and led it through Death into Eternal Life. The last Prospect of what Man is, joyed with the Ignorance of what he was, raifeth the blind Conceit that he was created to Alteration.

5. But to shew how Excellent Man was by Creation, and that he was not subject to Alteration; yet that I may shun Repetition, do return my self to the Answers of the 38, 39, 40, and 41st Questions. Only let it be remembered, that God doth utter as the Wages of Disobedience, Alteration, Death and Deprivation of the Paradisical Glory.

6. And that the Alteration was Translation to a better Place, must needs be an Error springing from our Ignorance, of what Paradise is, and what that State is; I return my self to the Answer of the 42 Question.
Q. 47. What manner of Image was Adam before his Eve? In what Form and Condition was he, when he was neither Husband nor Wife, but both?

A. 1. He was so made, as to possess the Throne of expelled Lucifer; he was therefore an Image of God's Power, as well as his Holiness, which made him the Object of Lucifer's Malice.

2. And forasmuch as Lucifer affected to lift up himself in that part of God's Image entrusted to him, confining of Potence and Mightiness to such excess as eclipsed his holy, pure luftre.

Therefore to prevent it in Adam, there was added to him the third Principle; for it was Matter for some humble Contemplation: But Lucifer (not balanced therewith) Imaged in himself a desire of Rule above the End or Limit of Creature Nature.

3. Adam was also lower than Lucifer; because the Subjects of this Monarchy were only potentially or virtually existent, not actually produced. And it is found that gradual access to exercise of Authority, is less obnoxious to inordinate Practices, than instantaneous Entrance upon Soveraignty. His gracious Creator saw it safer for him to be raising of Fruit, than at once to enjoy a reaped Crop.

4. But he was Privileged above the Angelical Hierarchy that had left their Habitation, being a more compleat Image of God than they, having one Principle more intrusted to him.

5. His Fall was into that third Principle; which though the Holy World should be withdrawn from him, yet was not that Principle sinfully Evil in itself; but the first Principle (excluding the Holy World) is Evil in itself, into which the Angels fell.

6. The third Principle God annexed to Adam (for knowing he would not remain faithful in the Virgin State) that into it infinite Love and Goodness might enter to help him again, which Jehovah Christ did, by re-uniting the Eternal Divine Virginity to the Sick infected Humanity.

7. And thus Tinctured the Humanity, enkindling in it a true Heavenly spark of holy Fire, which when our Humanity in Christ yields it self up into, it is a Sacrifice turned into a Love-flame. Like as the right Tincture transmutheth Metals, and the Elixir Tinctures Mans sickly Body.

8. Now to say what was the Image, Likeness, Form and Fashion of Adam when he was neither Husband nor Wife, and yet Both.

He was, as to his first Principle or Eternal Soul, Potent and Mighty, resembling him to the Father, and to the Angels who are Mighty in Power. In his second Principle or Divine Spirit, he was as a God in Holiness, Love, Purity and Brightness; which illustrated his first Principle, joining the Dove and Lamb to the Lyon. In his third Principle, he was Prince over the Astral Heavens; a remainder whereof was in Jehovah, who flopt the Sun and Moon. And under his God, Soveraign over the Elementary Worlds, a remainder whereof is seen in Moses over the Waters, and Elias over it, and the fire.

9. His Body was as theos in the Resurrection, with this difference, that having both Tinctures, he could have been Magically fruitful; whereas they and the Angels are in that respect Barren; and was all this in great Modesty, Simplicity, Wisdom, Unity, dear Love, Holiness, and immaculate Purity.

Q. 46. Had Adam before his Eve, Masculine Members, and such Bones, Stomach, Guts, Entrails, Teeth, and also such things as we now have?

A. 1. Adam's.
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A. 1. Adam's Holy Virgin State exempted him from those impure, deformed, bestial Members for Propagation, which yet (pitying our Woe and Necessity) is borne with by Divine Patience; but the Filthiness of it, is signified by the Circumcision, and is that whereof Nature itself (as depraved as it is) blusheth and is ashamed.

2. And Bones were Strengths; for the Saturnine Composition could not petrifie to that excels till his Body, which was derived from the Astral Root (or one Element, whence they were also breathed out) became subjected to those Astral Powers, which were to have continued his Servants and Subjects.

3. The Teeth, Stomach, Gutts, evacuating Vessels, &c. which we now have, could not befall him while he remained in his Holy State; for his food was holy, pure, heavenly, such as might stand in Eternity; for such was he, not as yet confined under the Horoscope of Time.

4. He stuft not himself with the Elements, nor to speak strictly, both he for yet, no nor do the Animals; for the Elements feed the Plants, and the Animal Creatures feed on the Plants produced by the Elements, but Man on the Animal Creatures like a Wolf, and on the Plants like an Animal.

But Adam's Food was Holy, Paradisical, Angelical, Eternal, needing no evacuation; eaten only in the mouth, not tartarous; which the Law commanding the Israelites to carry out a Paddle to cover theirs without the Camp, signifies. And that other Law prohibiting and strictly nominating unclean and clean Creatures pointeth at.

Q. 47. If Adam also had been thus, as we are now, how was it possible he should in such a condition have been able to stand without suffering and corruption?

If Paracelsus thought by feeding on that whereof the Stars subsisted to extend his Thread of Life to what length he would, it was a thing might soon be purposed.

1. 'Tis true the Elixir, if duly and naturally collected, epitomising the Universe, must be granted to do much in tinturing the Vital, Natural and Animal Spirits; whereby the Astral and Elementary Man may be strongly fortified, the Natural Being restored radically, dregs obstructing the quick interieurs of the Powers separated, highly conducing to health.

And the long Lives before the Flood, as well as many since, seem to be referred to their happy Knowledge of this almost Paradisical Secret, as an immediate eminent Second Cause.

2. Yet must it not be denied, that besides the Suprem Law for abridging Man's Race, the Astral Revolutions summon us to a period, and the Volatile Nature of the Elementary Fabrick, loosen the connexions of our Outward Man, from Affinity to the fixed Inward Man, in so manifest a degree, that we bring from the Womb the Seeds of our Mortality, our Bones are fleshy, dead, and (as to themselves) dry already; our need of frequent sleep portrays death; our food is corruptible; the few that attain the Winter of Age, then fall to Ashes by their Cold Fire, others fall to Ashes by the Hot Fire, as it is written, Thy Fathers, where are they? Also like as it is said, If there had been a Law that could have given Life, verily Righteousness had come by the Law; so had there been an happy Eternity attainable out of the Reliques of Adam, we had been thence raised to Immortality, but not by dying.

3. But seeing there was no such, therefore the Second Adam breaks through death into Eternity; because Adam having subjected himself and us to the Stars and Elements, therefore that part of us under that Rule must change as they, who by wrestling vary their Powers; nor are the Stars nor Elements themselves on a furer Bais, but that the one must one day fall, the other melt.

Q. 48.
Q. 48. Should Adam's eating and drinking have been after a Paradifical manner, without care, diffrefs and sorrow, if he had stood out the Trial or Proba?

A. 1. It is written, The Kingdom of God is not Meat and Drink, but Righteousness, Peace and joy in the Holy Ghost. Yet the Lord saith, I will drink no more of the fruit of the Vine, till I drink it new in my Father's Kingdom. The Manna also by allusion is call'd Angel's food.

2. Adam's eating without care, diffrefs and sorrow, was without the want, therefore without care; without subtlety and disappointments; therefore without diffrefs; without sorrow; being ever a gainer, having supply out of the Ocean, needing only to abound in humble gratitude.

Adam's Paradifical food is sometimes signified by Bread of Life, Water of Life, a Tree of Life, Manna, New Wine, 

3. Thofe fruits are real and substantial; more Divine than to be palpable. of true Power and Vertue to nourith to Eternal Life; therefore must be incorruptible, having the forms of the fruits in this World; for this is the representation of That, tho' but as a dead dark shadow, as the husk; This hath the Curfe in it; but the fruits there have the purity, realnes or effence exifting in, and deriving from the Omnipotence and Sublime of the Second Principle.

4. The dead fruits here which (mold and perifh figure) those heavenly ones: The faded flains of things here, point at those living, bright, glorious colours, the variety of these, the infinity of those; these Trees as it were pourtray those; this very dead Earth, in a sort, figureth the Divine Splitter, our Mortal Dead Water, the Pure River of the Living Water; our Air their Air, which is of the Holy Ghost; our musical sounds hint at their ravifhing living, speaking Airs; our plucking and eating our fruits, figure their doing; the strength we receive and retain thereby, figureth the fame in them; our seeming delightful Objects, figure their transcendent glorious Objects.

5. But all in to vaft disproportion, as a dead Corps to a flourishing, lively, noble beautiful, exquisifte perfon, or as a contemptible, forthright, natural Ideot to the moft acute, accomplifh'd, profound, contemplative, experienced Philofopher, or as a leprous, deformed, loathfom Body, to the moft rare, perfect, healthy one; or as a manac'd, impotent, treacherous Slave, chained for term of Life in a flinking Dungeon, to a prosperous renowned Captain at the Head of a mighty Victorious Army.

For how much a glorious, pure, blessed State exceeds a vile, wretched, perifhing State, so much doth the Food Adam had tranfced ours; That was the quintefcence, life, and one holy Element, this is the exceffence of the four Elements travelling and clogg'd by the Curfe.

Q. 49. Should Adam in Paradife have eaten such fruit as the heavenly eating shall be after this time? or whereinto should be have eaten? where should the fame have continued, seeing all the Beings of this World are earthy and tranfitory, and he only was an Eternal Heavenly Image, and needed not the Vanity?

A. 1. Chrift in his beginning of Miracles, gave His beft Wine at laft, which is applicable to us (by way of allusion) who are strayed when at laft we return to our Native Paradifical Country.

2. This Queftion leads me not to say what Adam's food was to have been; for that falls under the 52 Queftion; therefore refraining my felf to the prefent enquiry, which is, whether his eating had been the fame which shall be; and where
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it should have been, seeing he only needed not the Vanity, and that this World hath nothing in it but what is tranitory. To which I anfwer.

3. Paradise is the fimilitude, manifeftation and revealed Image of the incomprehenfible God, and is fuch a fimilitude as is in its infinite extent, variety, purity and eternity incomprehenfible; being in all fuch places and for ever, more or lefs visible, where God is more or lefs manifeft in his Grace and Love; for it is God's opened Book to Angels and the Blessed.

So that it cannot be faid to have a Beginning, End, or Limit of Extent.

4. In this blessed state or place was Adam's whole Man, whole Third Principle as well as his Firft, fhone throughly and gloriously in the Luftre of the Divine Second Principle, yet did his Firft and Third remain really fuch, as they fhall also continue to be in the Blessed after the Refurrection.

5. Adam was in the Garden of Eden, but was alfo in Paradise, or the Heavenly State; nor needed he, nor fhould he have tafted the fruit of the Third Principle; for that was poison to him. Thus may be seen where his food lay; and that tho' he were in the Garden of Eden, he was of a higher Principle as far above it.

Q. 50. Whether did the four Elements also Rule in Adam in his Innocency, or but one only in the equality of likenefs of the four Elements? Did he also before he fell feel heat and cold?

A. 1. Adam's Body was not made of the four Elements; if he had, they had Ruled there

2. For fuch, every Concrete is subjeft to the Powers whence it originateth, but the very Beaufs derive from a more noble Ruler, (viz.) the Aftal Spirit also.

3. Becaufe, contrary Properties in Principles muft produce contrary Qualities in Bodies compounded of them, unlefs their contraries accord in a harmonious Cement; now the divided Elements remain ever in irreconcileable equal diftance.

4. Becaufe, tho' Time is in Eternity incomprehibly, and Eternity in Time incomprehibly, yet a tranitory Root may not found an Eternal Tree; thus from the tranitory Elements come Vegetatives, &c. but fuch was not Adam's Body; for it was capable of Eternity, not measurable by Time.

5. For thefe Reafons the four Elements were not Rulers in him, but one in the likenefs of the four, but that one was holy, conftrufing all Powers in the perfection of Temperature, whence were breathed the Aftal Worlds, and four Elements.

6. But the Elements divided according to the four Anguifhes of the Eternal dark Abyss or firft Principle; one into raging fierenes of Cold, another in a clogging Body another in Evaporating; and the other into florching confuming Heat, which it ftilis, and over which and the Aftal World was Adam put, as over the ref of the Lords Handy-work, far above the Extremities of the four Elements and precipitant driving of the Stars.

Q. 51. Should anything have been able to Kill or Destroy Adam?

A. 1. That which hath a Temporary Root, muft from the Necessity of its own Structure,uffer Mutation, not that any Ens may properly be faid to be annihi- lated, but the Fabrick muft separate, and the Farts be refumed into their proper AE hers. or firft Principles.

2. But fo was not Adam; therefore could not Perifih from the Ruin of his own Foundation yet leaving the Place and Order whererby he had Alfo been vested, he transform'd himfelf from the precious Image he had into fuch
such Deformity; that for the Virgin to continue his Yoke-fellow longer, was as impossible, as it is for a Living Man to put off his Body, and dwell in the Body of a Dead Man.

3. This was Adam's being kill'd; who, as the Rebel Angels by imaging in themselves the Forms and Puffance of the first Principle, withdrew them from the Meekness and Love of the second. So Adam by imaging in his Will the Vanity of the First, or third Principle, the Powers of the first became severally enraged, his second Holy Principle obscured, and his glorious Body (otherwise Eternal) became dark, grofs and befial.

4. For the Magical Soul and evil Spirit impressed on it the Image it had self been infected with. Thus the Immortal Man died, (that is) Sin transmuted him into a degenerate, deformed, impure State.

Q. 52. What should have been Adam's Condition and Estate upon Earth? What should he have done, if he had continued in Paradise?

A. 1. When Good Angels humble themselves to become visible to the outward Eye, they come as Strangers, and when Evil ones intrude, they borrow wherewith to hide their horrid Form; but Adam was by his third Principle, natural Proprietor, and at Home.

2. Yet as the Lord Jefus faith, speaking of Children, Their Angels always behold the Face of my Father which is in Heaven; so at once they behold the Face of God, and carefully Nurfe the Children committed to them. Thus also was Adam in the Garden of Eden, as a Prince and Natural Lord (by Donation) of the Creation, and then also walking with God in Paradise or Heaven, and an Image of the Almighty Three, beholding the Son of God, who is as the Delight, Heart or Face of the Father.

3. As to what Adam's Food should have been 'tis answered, 1. Negatively, Not the Earthly Meat or Mortal Water, not that of the Elements, nor Stars or Annual Spirit; for all those have their Periods and are Transitory.

4. But his Food was Bread and Water of Life, Paradisical Food, Immortal Fruits; Angelical, Pure and Eternally Substantial, wherein no Vanity could inanimate.

5. Will you say what is that? I answer, the Divine Flesh and Blood of Christ, his heavenly Body, the one holy Element, the Quintessence in the Eternal World.

6. Will you ask what is that? I answer again, What is it that feeds the Soul in the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper? What is it which transforms the Starving fallen Man into an Angelical Divine Will, enables him (till then a Stranger) to live the Life of Christ in Love, Meekness, Resignation, thankful Obedience, cheerful Suffering: having one Spirit, one Will, one Life with Christ? Is not this the Old Wine whereof who so drinketh, defiereh not the New; for he faith the Old is better.

7. This Flesh and Blood is Meat and Drink indeed: Oh my Soul, taste and see how good the Lord is. 'Tis so sweet, that this World's bitter Cup reliteth with this Tincture is Acceptable, and this World's sweetest Products to him that hath tasted this, are unpleasaunt, and in comparison of this is Vanity.

8. But more particularly, Adam's Eating must have been suitable to the several Desires he had, and those Desires are according to the several Spirits and Capacities, and those Spirits anfwer to, and are moulded by the several Principles, whereof he was founded.

9. Those Principles are Three, as to avoid tediousnefs (which I studiously shun) do refer my felf to the 8th Verfe of the Answer of the 45th Question; where the Principles are explicated, and something in fallen Man may be produced to Demonstrate this great Truth.
10. It is undeniable that in us Men are three Spirits. The Animal or Soulful Spirit, the Vital Spirit, and the Nutritive Spirit; these also are to be found (in a very obscure Figure) in the Beasts, but in Man they grow from three Eternal Roots; The Animal Spirits live in the first Principle, whence also (as a Figure) were breathed the four Forms in the Astral Spirit: The Vital Spirit is in the second Principle: The Nutritive Spirit in the third.

11. Adam's Soul did Eat of the Meek, Heavenly, Holy Flesh and Blood, or Life and Love of the Almighty Son of God, or second Principle; it could not be fed by Spirit, for it Self was Spirit. In this Divine Light and Meekness dwelt Adam's Vital Spirit as a twig on a Vine; and his Nutritive Spirit was fed by the Holy part of the third Principle.

12. In this Principle of Holy Paradisical Excellency, flourish all Eternal, pure Fruits, whose unexpressibly Exquisite and Incomprehensible Varieties, real Entities or Substances are no more but shadowed (and that darkly) under the Curfe by this World's Excellencies.

13. Tho' Divine Productions are the Quintessence Eternally fixed in the Temperature, consisting of all the seven Properties of the Eternal Nature in Triumphant Harmony, and these were the Fruits on which Adam should, and Blessed Men shall, live Eternally.

Q. 53. What was the Earth with its Fruits before the Curfe, when it was call'd Paradise?

A. What Paradise is, was shewn in the Answer of the 42 Question. And the Trees in Paradise are, will be met with in the 56 Question. And that This World's fruits were not those of Paradise is plain in the Answer of the 4 Question.

1. The thing here enquired is, what the Earth and its fruits were before the Curfe; therefore that if the fruits of the Earth before the Curfe were call'd Paradise, it was not properly, but figuratively, as representing Paradise, which it did, tho' very imperfectly in many parts.

2. For if we understand by the fruits the Plants, it must be acknowledged that seeing the Fall of the Angels stirred up disorders in the great Mystery which introduced a Darkness in the Deep; whereby the Properties being separate from the Harmony, were unclean, and every Property willed to be creaturely.

Thence came out Evil Plants, whose extremities shewed them degenerated from the Temperature, also evil Beasts, &c.

3. 'Tis true, the second Principle so influenced the whole Creation and blessed it, that the Evil part was subjected under the Good; the Evil was thus very good, to shew the various Powers of the incomprehensible World, the Earth also, and all its fruits, might then well be called good; because the Divine part had the Dominion, and from it the whole was denominated.

4. For the Good Powers were so far exempted from the Evil, that they could not be affected or impaired by them, unless they first laid off their own Good Property voluntarily; which Adam did, introducing not only Pollution into himself and posterity, but Enmity into all the contrary Qualities in the Creatures; who, tho' contrary in their Qualities and proper Constitutions, were as harmful each to other before, as the Wormwood is to the Liquorice Root, which extracting the bitter Quality, leave the other the more easie attraction of the sweet nourishment, yet was the one as really bitter as the other was sweet.

5. Yet all those contraries, tho' not in the perfect Harmony and Temperature, by the Divine Blessing, were very good, and thus was every thing before the Curfe good.
Q. 54. Should the Propagation possibly have been without Man and Wife, seeing in the Resurrection of the dead they shall not be Man nor Wife, but like the Angels of God in Heaven?

A. 1. That Propagation was to have been, is clear; because all mankind was not made at once: But that it was not to have been by Husband and Wife distinct, as are the Male and Female of other Creatures, appears; in that when the Man was made, he was expressly said to be Male and Female, after which the Creator said all was very good.

2. Then it followed that the Creation was blessed. 2. The Creatures distinguished by sundry names. 3. The situation of Eden, described. 4. The Geographical courses of the four Rivers, assigned, to which point of Heaven they inclined. 5. The Countries of their Travels and Peregrination particularized. 6. The proper Treasures of Pison, the first of them noted.

All which we may not think but the Holy Ghost apparently to signify a Mystery of intervening, thus all orderly recorded. The Jewish Rabbins can note intermission of time by an accent or little addition to an Hebrew Letter, and a prolongation by protraction of the spirits of their characters; and an abrupt cutting off by a small dash, and shall we see nothing by interpoling a Volume of six branches between Adam's Creation and that of Eve.

So that much time (why not forty years? viz. a year for a day, th'o' he was not in time, but in eternity) may be proportioned, in which was his probation, and in which all these things are stated passing after the Creation of Adam, the Male and Female Man, before the extracting and building of the Woman out of, and distinct from him.

And th'o' the time be not in plain words in Moses, yet is signified year for year by the Israelites forty years Trial in the Wilderness, in which they liv'd like Adam on Paradifical Manna; and again like him, who should have been confirmed, but missed by unstedfastness; so they who should have entered Canaan, kindled Wrath against themselves, by the Lust of the Midianitish Women.

But why it was that Man was only one, and not two, like other Beasts, is referred to the review of the Answer of the 43 Question.

Q. 55. How could it have been possible that a Man and Wife should have continued eternally? Would God change his Creature Man, seeing in the Life Eternal they shall be like the Angels? Was Adam also in the beginning created in the same Angelical Form or Imaging, or in another, than he shall arise again and live for ever?

A. 1. The Question intends an Eternal Well-being or Blessedness, which must concern those who bear the Divine Image.

What That is, and how born in them, is explained in the 41st Answer, also in the 45th and 46th; and that in the Form gotten by Man's Disobedience he could not continue without suffering and corruption, is cleared in the 47th Answer; so that the preceding Answers being heedfully digested, will make repetitions needless; for they are with great care to be avoided, if real advantage be designed, little therefore remains to be answered.

John 3. 13. Let it be considered that the Lord saith, No man hath ascended into Heaven, but he that came down from Heaven, the Son of Man which is in Heaven; the Son of Man, or Heavenly Man, or Divine Humanity.

3. The Divine Virgin was ever in Heaven, and cannot come from Heaven so far as to quit that Tenure. But when Man had exchanged that Love for the Lust of
of a Woman, it was the Almighty Son of God, and Son of the Virgin, restored the Virgin or Heavenly Man to Fallen Man.

4. The Restoring of this Virginity is the Forming of Christ; and as it grows, the Man comes to be a Man in him; thus puts he on Christ and the divided Temples of Man and Woman (gotten as to the dividing of them by the inactivity of him who had the Virgin Energy) put on him, that division must cease and terminate, and the distinct Properties unite in the Heavenly Man.

5. And thus it may be said, There is neither Male nor Female, but Christ is all in all; for neither Male nor Female is or can be such; for the Virgin Energy comprehendeth both.

6. And Christ alone hath ascended into Heaven. As when men speak of a Tree, they mean every twig and sprout; so Christ consisteth of every ingrafted Branch, and the flourishing of them is the flourishing of the Tree.

7. Thus the Lord saith, The works that I do, shilly ye do, and more also; for as the fruit shews it self by the Branches, tho' their Vertue derive from the Tree or Vine, so is it here.

Q. 56. What were the Trees in Paradise which were amiable or pleasant to behold, and good to be eaten of?

A. 1. Tho' no Language of the Fallen Man can tell us men intelligibly what they are; yet I shall branch my Answer into four parts. 1. To say what they are not. 2. What they resemble. 3. Whereunto they serve. 4. Whence they proceed.

2. What they are not. 1. They are not Figures, for the production of the Astral and Elementary Worlds and Powers, do figure, or are figures of them.

3. They are not only Spirit, but are Substance; for the Trees and Productions of the Out-birth, tho' they are Accidents, yet have an Astral and Elementary Vertue or Spirit. 3. They are not subject to vanity, but administer Eternal Food, not pleasant to view only, but of highest use.

4. Whereunto do they serve. 1. To be the Material Word of God; this is that every word that proceedeth out of the mouth of God by which Man lives, alluded to by our Lord, when he saith, And not by bread alone; for by this the unsearchable Abyss of God's Goodness is to the blessed partakers of it a sort comprehensible. 2. To be the Eternal Food of the Men made perfect, and of the Angels, who thereby eat the Paradisical Vertue in the mouth wanting no Bithial Stomach nor Guts. 3. To shew the Creatures the most glorious, to be but Creatures, not Almighty, but to have dependance on the Womb of Infinite, Incomprehensible Bounty; hinted by these words, Of all the Trees, &c. thou mayst freely eat. And in the Canticles; Eat, O Friends, yea drink abundantly, &c. for the Fountain is an Ocean. The Trees of the Lord are full of fruit.

5. Whence are they, and wherein stand they. 1. From and in the Properties of the seven Fountain-Spirits, according to the holy Impression or second Principle. 2. From and in the Ten Forms of Fire, (viz.) Love-fire; both the former and This are figured by the seven times Ten Palm Trees. 3. From and
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in the Divine, Living, Almighty speaking Word or sweet Power-world, or Divine:
third Principle.

6. Thus if Man contemplate what these Trees are exempted from, what they
resemble, what they serve to, and whence they derive, or where they stand: He
may find them to be the same with Adam's Body, which was pure, and to have
existed in Eternity, as are the new Bodies of those who are risen and ascended
with Christ.

Q. 57. What was the Tree of Life, and also the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil,
each in its Power, Essence and Property?

A. 1. We read of Cherubims (with a Sword turning every way,) placed to
keep the Way of the Tree of Life: who then can describe it, that hath not first
passed the Sword of the Cherub? And if all Mortality be as Fuel to that flaming
Sword, who in the Body (by Human Wisdom) can (without danger of being burnt)
approach the Way to that Tree?

2. The Tree of Life is said to stand in the midst of the Garden, and also the
Tree of Good and Evil. The Tree of Life is also said to be in the midst of the Street
of the New Jerusalem, and on either side of the pure River there, bearing twelve
Fruits, one every Month.

3. How can it be more clearly shewn? For the Tree of Life stands in the midst
between two Kingdoms, two Worlds, or two Principles, viz. Between the Fa-
thers, or first, fierce, wrathful, mighty Principle, and the outward or third Prin-
ciple.

4. The first as its Root, the other as its Shadow and Figure, dimly representing
both the Root and Tree; though more obscurely the latter, since the Curse.

5. And the Holy Power of God which penetrated the outmost, and swallowed
it up (as Light doth Darkness) This Holy World is the Tree of Life itself, which
in its Original should have been unknown to Adam, even as the Tree of Good and
Evil, should have been unknown to him.

6. He should have kept a Child-like resigned Mind which is attained, after the
corrupt Man (consisting of the fierceness of the first, and vanity of the third Prin-
ciple) is cut off, by the sharpness of that Sword, or become Fuel to the flame of
it. Then the New Man entreteth irresistibly by that Guard, and Eateth freely and
for ever of the Tree of Life: till then, his Food is of the Tree of Good and Evil;
and what that Tree is follows.

7. The Tree of Good and Evil was the only Tree of that sort that grew in Eden.
This Tree was Good, as partaking of the Vertue of the second Principle, though
it self grew in the third, and it was Evil as partaking of the dark Impression of the 
first Principle, whereby is Poison, as the Gali is the Exciter of Life in living Cri-
atures, and so that Death and Corruption is in this Worlds Fruits.

8. Therefore was it forbidden Adam, as being a Production of the Stars and
Elements over which he was to Rule; for though Adam was in the third Prin-
ciple, he was above it; as Eternity is in yet above time. God willed Adam to have
remained in the Happy State; therefore commanded his not touching that which
would be Contagious and Mortal, as it proved to be by opening in him the Evil
of the divided Properties.

9. It was in the midst of the Garden, (that is) in the midst between the first
and third Principles, partaking of both, as doth also the Tree of Life; but this of
Good and Evil hath not the vertue, but shadow of the second Principle.
Q. 58. Wherefore did God Create this Tree, seeing he knew well that Man would offend, or lay hold on them, and hurt himself thereby?

A. 1. The considering God’s foreknowledge (unto whom nothing can be casuall but all Events, which Time divides into past, present and future, are one instant act) should make it seem, that God’s infinite Goodness would have inclin’d his Omnipotence, to forbear the Creating the Tree of Good and Evil, or have restrained it that exquisite Garden, that it might at least have been no tempting bait to Adam or Eve’s Curiosities: Had not the Creator willed such dire Effects, as that it should be the Eternal Perdition of so great a part of Adam’s Offspring; such Reasonings Human frailty calls Wisdom.

2. But Predestination and Reprobation may not be here discussed, because it falls under the seventieth Question; (whoever shall live to answer it) wherfore it would be here Digressive.

3. The Answer of this must be restrained to the Cause of God’s creating that Tree of Good and Evil, whereby the Transgression was occasioned.

In Answer whereunto it must be understood, that when the Almighty willed to become Creaturally, or to behold Himself in Images of Himself, He moved the fiat in every of the three Principles, (viz.) according to the first and second in the Triumph of all the seven Properties, in the Eternal Nature or Temperature, the Holy Heavenly Thrones, Powers, Dominions, Princes and Hofts of Angels.

4. Also according to the Out-birth or third Principle out of the great Mystery with the seven Properties but much less sublime, was produced the Astral World in so beautiful order, yet with such adverse qualities, as they were for their excellency adored, by some Ancients as Deities, and deemed for their Contrarieties Immortal Gods at Civil Wars.

5. Who yet being but an Image of the third Principle, must by the Wreistring-wheel of Nature, be resolved into their Æther, not being allied to any Soul which can invest it, or it self in a Root of the Eternal Band, as Adam’s Body was.

6. Next out of the Astral for Matter by the infinuation of the Astral Spirit were the four Elements produced, and with them and the Astral Spirit the Transitory Creatures, and as an other Out-birth the Mineral and Vegetative Commonwealths.

7. Lastly, According to the three Principles, with the seven Properties in due Temper and Harmony; with a Soul out of the Potence of the first, a Spirit out of the Holiness and Glory of the second, and out of the out-flowing vertue of the third Principle, was Man made a complete Image of the total God; in his first and second he was an Angel; in his third lower, yet Lord of that Principle; also his glorious Body had this excellency above the outward Sun, that it was United to an Eternal Soul, and so exempt from suffering any Rest, but capable of Eternal Splendor.

8. From what hath been said, it is Evident, That the same cause why the Almighty Imaged Himself in the first and second Principles, moved Himself in the third also; part of which was the Trees of Good and Evil, as our outward Eyes witnesses to us. And the like Motive which induced Lucifer to Image in his Will the Potence and strength of the first Principle which was his Root, and whereof (by the Grace and Glory of the second) He was Lord in His glorious Body; the like Motive induced Adam to Imprint in his Will, the Luft after the fructifying Vertue of the third Principle; whereof by right of Creation he is part, and by Donation hath right of Sovereignty over it.

9. And if there yet rest so eminent a Vigor in the Reliques of Man, as appears
in Women with Child, and common Sympathies and Antipathies, what was out of Adam's reach, especially in the third Principle, over which he was Lord, being himself subject to none but God? Could not his Magical Delire raise that unhappy Plant which he should not have done nor known? Then came the severe Inhibition, That of the Tree of Good and Evil thou mayest not Eat; for in the day thou Eatest thereof, thou shalt surely Die.

10. God created Man compleat, which he could not have been (especially as His Divine Image) without the freedom of his own Faculties, which the very Brutes have; but left in that one Tree he should harm himself unwarily, or by ill exercise of his freedom, the dangerous Tree is named, it's Situation described: he is warned, he is threatened on pain of immediate Death. What can be more?

11. If his Will had been chain'd, it had been to take it away, or as to speak a Contradiction, What had that been but to Uncreate Him? What had that been but to inflict the utmost Severity on Him who was never yet a Sinner?

12. What could confine Adam's Magical Will to call up such a Tree; for Moses dividing the Sea, Jephthah's slaying the Sun, Elijah's calling down Fire, his, and Elisha's dividing Jordan, were but Fragments of Adam's perfect Piece.

Q. 59. Why did God forbid Man these Trees, What was the Cause thereof?

A. In the 57th Answer appears what this Tree is, and why said to be in the midst of the Garden. In the 53d, is shewn what this Worlds Fruits were when at best. And in the last preceding Answer, what introduced it into the midst of Adam's Garden, and where that is; to which severally, to avoid Repetitions, is this refer'd.

1. Which well pondered, little may suffice for Answer of this: For though Adam was God's total Image, by having the third Principle on him; yet he was not in it, nor of it, but Lord of it, and it, as it were hung, to him. As the Lord Jesus Christ was in the outward World, but not of it, but of and in Heaven: So was Adam in the Garden of Eden, but not of it, but of, and in Paradise.

2. Again, Adam's Body was no otherwise one with the Astral Spirit than as allied, or as Brother to it (proceeding from the same Holy Element) yet was to out-live it even for ever; because his Body was conjunct with an Eternal Soul, and Divine Spirit; whereas the Astral Spirit hath its Age, and receivs into its Ether.

3. But the Tree of Good and Evil was Corruptible, having it's Root in the Elementary World, influenced only the Astral, in which the separated Properties were so awakened, as it consist of Heterogeneous Good and Evil Parts: Even those of the Dark World radically impressed.

4. So that it was Death and Poison to the Paradisical Heavenly Man; for it generated Putrefaction, and a filthy Draught and Bestiality; wherefore the Gracious Creator did so severely or expressly and strictly warn and forbid Man that Tree.

Q. 60. Wherefore should Man rule over all the living Creatures or Beasts of the Earth? How, and to what End could that have been?

A. Negatively it is answered, That Adam while he stood, had no need; neither.

1. Of their Milk or Carcasses for Food, or Skins or Fleeces for Cloaths; because Corruption contributeth nothing to Incorruption and an Incorruptible Body: as Heaven wants not Earth.

2. Nor their Strength for Labour or Culture; for the Productions needed by him were
were Pure and Heavenly. The Effect of the Curse it was that it was said, *in the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat thy bread.*

3. Nor their Courage or Velocity for offence or speed; for no Opposition needed no Counter-force, and no Extremity needed no Speed.

4. Nor their assimilating or Antipathetick Powers for Medicine; because no Sicknes needs no Physick; no penetration of Bodies, nor impairing of Parts; no need of assimilating, or restorative Applications.

(2) 5. They wanted not him. To be Justice of the general Peace; for tho' they were of adverse qualities, yet innoxious, till ushered in by the Curse (as the effect of Sin) irritated and arm'd them against Man, and against each other. Their innocence was their defence, their Contrarieties were no more offensive to each other than contrary Colours are, or Flowers of different Kinds.

2. 6. They wanted not him to raise them a subsistence; for their Creator had provided to for them, as they should be no burthen to him, nor his Divine Offspring; he cares for the Ravens.

A. 7. Positively to shew how, and to what end his Rule should have been? It's answered, Adam and his Heavenly Offspring should have used all the Creatures as Letters standing in several Volumes, Sections, Sentences and Words in the Book of the Creation; declaring what the Creator is, what He will, and what He doth.

8. And though the Creatures are Dumb, as are Characters of Letters; yet the Divine Powers of the Spiritual Worlds are spoken in and by the Creatures more expressly than are our Minds signified by Writings, or our Passions by articual Sounds: And hath Art fram'd Accents, Aspirations, Liquids, &c. Much more hath the Infinite Powers spoken themselves, and the Holy Names of God in the several Pieces of the Creatures, shewing the Principles, Properties and Figures of the Eternal Worlds.

9. And as Adam's holy Offspring had blessedly Multiplied, and Paradise gloriously open'd it self; so the Creatures had (in their low Sphere) born a part in that Triumphant Theatre; nor had they been subject to Vanity, Pain, Impotence and Mifery, by Want, Weakness or Drudgery; for that the Curse subject them to.

10. But during their respective times, had sweety delighted themselves and Man in Echoing, and in their measure affisting, the High Prailies of the Infinite Gracious Lord, and when their Parts were act'd, have gone off the Stage with Swan-like farewels, into their first Principles and Aethers.

11. Adam gave them Names according to their Roots and Designs, wherein they shall be in their Idea's before the new Blessed Men successively produced, and as it were perpetuated by the wresting of the Properties; for neither in this fence shall Man's Disobedience frustrate the purpose of God, or give Period to the Glory of his Creation Work; for the Spiritual Worlds will obtain their Desires of imaging themselves for ever.

As faith our Apostle, Because the Creature it self shall be delivered from the Bondage of Corruption into the Glorious liberty of the Children of God.

12. Nor are the Creatures useless, but serve our God's Desigs. And his observables even Sathan uleth (if he may) the most accute Wits, while God by Men of low Parts doth confound the Wise; for lo, though Sathan used the Serpents apt Wisdom in his cheating Imposture, God honoured the Afs, the silliest of Creatures to divulge such Truth as was necessary for a Prophets Instruction and Repre-hension.

Whence we may obseve, if under their Vanity they are of such excellent uses, what would they have been, had they retained their Primitive Excellencies?
Q. 61. Why did God say, it is not good for Man to be alone, whereas yet in the Beginning he looked upon all his Works and said, They are very Good; yet of Man only he saith, 'Tis not good that this Man should be alone; Why was it not good?

A. In the 43 Anfwer, it is shewn why God created but one Man at first, and not Man and Woman together, and in the 44th Anfwer, what Form and Fashion he was when he was neither Husband nor Wife, but both. In the 46th appears Adam, had not at firft Man-like Members, Guts, &c. In the 47th, That had such been, he could not have stood in Eternity; whereas it cannot be denied he was by Creation capable.

1. All which duly weighed, evidence why it was said at firft all was very good; for then was Man a compleat Image of God in all the three Principles, Illustrated by the second, (viz.) his Soul in the Eternal Band, his Spirit in the Divine Holy Triumphant World, his Body out of the Holy Element, having both Tinctures of Fire and Light enriched and fortified by all the seven Properties. Having further the Authority over the Creation like a God, the Intellect of an Angel, and Innocency of a Dove.

2. And whereas afterward it is said, It is not good for Man to be alone; it was not from any defect in the Creator’s Work, for that (as above appears) was perfect to a high degree; but the Creature had ceased his Progress, as no other Creature had; for of none of them was it said as of Man, though not a few of them were ordain’d, and still do propagate themselves otherwise than by distinct Male and Female, as well in the Sensitive as in the Vegetative and Mineral Republick. See the 54 Anfwer, v. 1. and 43 Anfwer, v. 3, 4.

3. And the being not good, may be noted from the Consequence of dividing the Tinctures, that it succeeded as to an Army broken, or a Besieged City, one part Parling with the Enemy, without Privy of the other; concerning which, the above quoted Anfwers speak much.

4. Yet so propitious was Infinite Goodness and Wisdom at this Stand and Ebb of his Creature, as to provide so suitable an Expedient; not only that might prevent a worse State, but which might also bring forth an Incomprehensible glorious Master-piece and Miracle of astonishing Love and Condensation, the Lord Jesu Chrif; of, and for whom are all things.

5. Thus is it manifest, how at firft it was very Good; after that, how it was said it was not Good: which may lead them that lift, to penetrate that when the End shall find the Beginning, how the undivided Tinctures making the Virgin state shall be again and for ever very good; as the Lord himself speaking of the Children of the Resurrection, that they neither Marry, &c. but are (in that respect) as the Angels of God.

6. Which State is amply signified, that it should have been, by the Lord’s recommending it to all, to whom Power for it should be given; also, in that it was a Way traced out by his own Example, pursued by our Apostle and others, and Prophefed in the Revelations.

Q. 62. Why caused God, or did suffer a deep Sleep to fall upon Adam when he built a Wife out of his Rib? What doth it mean?

A. 1. Sleep is a Perquisite or Appendix to Time, a Foreigner to Eternity, the reftult of a Conflict or Strife, whereinto the vanquished retireth, as doth the Matrix or watry Element, when it is over-powred by the Fiery or Astral.

2. And though Adam had not actually taffed the Fruit afterward forbidden, yet had
had his Imagination penetrated into; and his desire drawn forth the Tree on which followed the Severe or earnest Inhibition. Then he (as one overcome) slept or swooned, which the Divine Life in the Resurrection knoweth not.

3. He slept to the Angelical World, and awakened to the outward; for Sleep is a respite, or an arrest of the exercise of the Divine and Rational Faculties: also, as Death is to the Elementary outward Life.

4. Not that it was imposed by Power without him from foreign Will and Necessity, but was a necessary Supplement with reference to Adam himself; which is the thing meant and taught us by this deep Sleep which God is said to have caused to fall on him.

Q. 63. How was the Wife or Woman made out of Adam? What doth the Rib [taken] out of his Side signify, of which God made the Wife, as Moses writeth?

A. 1. Moses faith, God took one of Adam's Ribs out of his Side and thereof made a Woman. Will any understand the Text so grossly as that his Bones were then as ours are, dry, dead, rocky, obnoxious to the penetration of Fire, dissolution of Time, &c. Such a Thought is rather applicable to Bestiality than the Eternity.

2. We are therefore to know the Rib whereof the Woman was made, signified part of Adam's Strength; for such were the Bones he then had, and not such dead petrified, weighty Substances as ours: no more than his Flesh, which was created for Eternity was like our Bestial Flesh, at the Root of which is a Worm.

3. And because Adam's Bone or Strength was a Composition of all his Essences, Principles and Properties; therefore it is rightly said, a Rib or Bone and Substant: nor is it any new Phrase to put one part for the whole, the Scripture abounding in all parts of it with that manner of speaking.

4. Also that it is said to be taken out of Adam's Side, may signify the procedure to be from the Noble and Central Part, and into the Side literally did enter Longinus Spear, when the Lord of Glory was Crucified.

5. Eve was that Child which Adam should have gloriously produced, which had he done Divinely, Powerfully. Actively, Magically (according to the excellence of his Creation-right) it might have been call'd his doing it awake; then also had that Child been as compleat as himself: but being brought forth by an assisting Power, and (as to him) passively and unknowingly may we be call'd his Sleep; therefore less vigorous and perfect than his own Structure. Thus the second Temple which was raised in an Eclipse of Times, could not reach the excellent Fabrick of the first Temple.

6. Yet, forasmuch as Eve was brought forth (though in some weakness yet) with no offence to the Modesty and Virginity of the Divine Sophia of God's Wisdom; therefore was she Holy, though by the reason of her feebleness, very near to a precipice of Danger.

Q. 64. Did Eve also receive a Soul and Spirit from Adam's Soul and Spirit, or a very strange one, peculiarly or severally given of God?

A. 1. Had nothing been taken from Adam (whereof to make Eve) but a Rib, and that been such a Bone only as ours is come to be, Eve's Production had not been from all Adam's Essences; but such she was, only Man hath most especially the Fires Tincture, and Woman most especially the Lights Tincture. The Man more of the first, or Souls Principle, the Woman more of the second or Spirits Principle.
2. Thus Eve cannot be said to have a Soul and Spirit new and peculiarly from
God; but to partake with Adam of the same Soul and Spirit, as may be proved
as follows.

Arg. 1.
3. To deny Eve part of Adam's Soul and Spirit, because for her Structure the
Text only mentions a Rib, would with like force argue that she was not of his flesh.

Arg. 2.
4. If Eve were not of one Soul and Spirit with Adam, their Posterity must either
(every of them) have new created Souls, and so be unconcerned with their first
Parents Transgression, or uninclined to their immediate Parents Good or Evil
Habits: The former of which, opposeth Religion; the latter, Sense and Experi-
ence: Or else the Children must have each two Souls and two Spirits, one from
each of their Parents, which were a Solecism, and morally a Contradiction by
making two Eternities.

Arg. 3.
5. If the Woman had another Soul and Spirit, then that with Adam it must be
out of other Principles, but other Principles whence Soul and Spirit can be, there
are none; for it were as absurd to make new Eternal Principles, as to make new
Gods.

Arg. 4.
6. If the Soul and Spirit of Eve had not been one with, and part of that of
Adam's, then the Lord Jesus, who took a Soul from the Virgin Mary, had not
taken Man's (or the Male) Soul, and so Men were not redeemed, which is con-
tradictory to Law and Gospel, Faith and Reason.

Q. 65. How was the dividing of Adam into the Wise or Woman effected?

A. 1. Had the parting been natural, genuine and according to the blessed Para-
didical state, it had been as voluntary and delightful as is the Sun's diffusing its
Radiance, or the Olive tree and Vine putting forth their Fruit.

2. But the Text calls it [calling him into a deep sleep] so as the Phrase may be
compared to the manner of Chirurgeons, about to make some deep Incisions
which the subject of their Skill would not without great Impatience, if awake,
permit.

3. And whereas Moses faith, [took out one of his Ribs] signifies a violence
and force, not only as before without the Privity; also not only without the
consent and concurrence of Adam, but implyeth some unwillingness in him, and
may be compared to the cutting the outer and inner Bark of those Trees a little
above ground, whence issueth the Rosin; and those also yielding Frankincense, or
drawing the Blood of a fruitless Vine for some singular use.

4. And the Phrase of [closing up the flesh again] signifies, there to have been
a rending, wounding, or laceration of Adam, all against the Nature of a Blessed
Eternity; which may be likened to Gardeners rending the Roots of Flowers, or
cleaving with a hard Wedge or Pin the Roots of drowsy Fruit-trees.

5. So that from the whole, 'tis apparent, that, whereas Adam was created per-
fectly with both Figures of Fire and Light, Masculine and Feminine in Virgin
Modesty, Purity and Chastity; which appears in the 45th Answer, that he was to
have propagated a Progeny and Virgin holy Race out of himself, is proved in the
54th Answer.

6. That he did not so is apparent; That therefore the Woman was separated
from him by a Holy Violence, is evident by the above Discourse; and that the
Fiat took not only part of one part of him, is proved by the last precedent An-
swer, but part of every part; and it is visible, that though the Woman is the
weaker part (which should strongly incline Man compassionately to bear with her,
affectionately to assist her, earnestly to Pray with and for her, she being and bear-
ing the weaker part of his Essences) yet hath she every of the four first Forms of
the
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the Eternal Nature also, every of the Principles and every of the Faculties, Powers, Passions, &c. were all as truly imparted to her from Adam, as was the Spirit of Mozes to the Seventy Elders, or the Spirit of Eliah to Elisba, but the manner how it was done was much otherwise; being unknowingly, as to him, violently, and with notable penetration.

Q. 66. Why did Adam presently take his Eve to him, and said she was his flesh? How could he know her?

A 1. If a rent or cut divide the flesh of a living Creature, both parts earnestly will to attract each the other, and cement; with like Reason did Adam take his Eve; for while he was whole, and married to the Divine Virgin of Modesty, the Wisdom of God, he remained as the Sun in a Cloud, not doing what he was enabled unto.

1. But changing Love for Lust, his heavenly, dear, model Love, Delight, Joy, and fixed Satisfaction, hath now a great aloy of Astral Precipitancy, Fancy, Immodesty, and deceivable seeming Satisfaction; for the Tinctures, when thus divided into two distinct persons (tho' as yet not thoroughly infected, but having only the above aloy) expected to find each in the other the Virgin of Purity and Modesty, and from that mistake the Magical Ardency, introducing and belonging to the deformed Befial Image arose and infinuated itself.

2. So when he but saw her, he faith, she is, &c. and straightway without interposing reflection on his former State (for any thing appears) he took her, where was then his Purity and Virgin Modesty, accompanying the Heavenly Man. This declension was so great, that the second Adam was conceived without the Maternal concurrence, bringing again the Purity and Modesty of the Heavenly Virgin, the first Image which Adam had caused to disappear.

4. The Man acknowledged her to be his flesh and bone, and took her, and they were Husband and Wife; and Posterity are told their duty, that the Man leaving Father and Mother, must cleave to his Wife, and they be one flesh.

5. And the Birth of Cain following in the next verse after their expulsion the Garden, yet the Conception must precede, with due gradation of interposing Time.

6. But that the knowing Eve and her Conception are spoken of after the expulsion, may have this Mystery; as being so unsuitable to the Paradisical State, as not fit to be recorded till after their being driven out of the very Garden.

7. And why might not by the Conception the Woman be the easier swayed to a libidinous tasting the forbidden fruit?

8. In sad commemoration whereof the Tyranny of Women's Lustling so much inconveniently with them, as not seldom to frustrate the Conception, other times is to destroy the formed fruit, other times to impress foreign marks on them, and sometimes the Magical Lust is so rampant and voracious, as like a Storm it blows down the Abortive Fruit, Tree, and all.

9. And for Adam's knowing what and whence she was, the cause is plain, he knew his God, and by That knowledge knew himself, in the same Light discerned her; for his Intellect was very radiant, it must be more bright than Noab's, who (tho' in an ill sleep) knew what every of his Sons had done to him, while he slept, which sleep of Noab's is a pregnant figure of His sleep of Adam's.

Q. 47. What was the Serpent on the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil which deceived or seduced Eve?

A 1.
A. 1. The lefs is requisite to answer this, because the blessed propounder in His own Answer to This 8th Question shews what the Devil is; and in His Answer to the 11th Question faith what the Dragon is, that frove with Michael. Shortly then, it little concerns us to know whether the Serpent that tempted Eve, were the Old One forming himself into That Animal's figure imitating his particularities, or whether actuating the very Creature to inflinate his design. But it greatly concerns us to know what the Tempter or Temptation was; tho' Eve should not have known it.

2. The Tempter is a Will resulting from the Central Fire of the Dark impressed Forms of the first Principle, without enkindling the Love-fire of the second, thereby becoming separate and broken from the Infinite Indeparable Unity into Self-lust.

3. It therefore imageth it self into a hunger after knowing the multiplicity; (viz.) after entering into, posfessing of, or rather being posfessed by the divided Properties of the Out-birth or third Principle, without enkindling the Love-fire of the second, thereby becoming separate and broken from the Infinite, Indeparable Unity into Self-lust.

4. It therefore imageth it self into a hunger after knowing the multiplicity; (viz.) after entering into, posfessing of, or rather being posfessed by the divided Properties of the Out-birth or third Principle. Will it be said the Tempter should have been character'd, and here is only the Temptation?

5. It's answered, we may know the Evil Tree by the corrupt fruit. Again, the Tempter is dangerous to us for the fake of the Temptation: What could the Fisher do without his Net or Bait? Again, tho' Eve were but little, and Adam lets propene to the sugar'd potion, yet we have abundant thirft, like one in an inflaming Fever defires drink.

6. Twas therefore necessary our Second Adam should be able to say the Tempter cometh, but findeth nothing in me. To prevent Ruine, we must imprison our dometick Foes to avoid their betraying us to the common Enemy.

7. Every man is tempted when he is drawn aside of his own luft, and enticed; which faith not only that our own lufts are our Temptations, but that it is what every man is obnoxious to.

8. It is of fad consideration, that many who abandon the Wit, Craft and Subtile of the Fox in great measure, may yet betray themselves to the curious Art, Contemplative Ingenuity, and Innate Wildom of the Serpent, falling also far below the Divine, especially in This.

9. That the Wildom from above is not only good-natur'd, as peaceable, gentle easy to be entreated, full of mercy and good fruits; but is also high-born, (viz.) pure, humble, self-emptying, denying, annihilating, mortifying, judging, condemning, leaving, loathing, witnessing for God against it self and all others. Adding to Faith Patience, to Experience Hope, with which Faith, Patience and Hope enduring all things, waiting in extremity with quiet resolution.

10. True it is, that much penetrating speculation, and knowledge, natural and acquired for advance of reputation, with improvement of Property and Self-pleasing, is the Serpents Dust and Meat, but the Former are bits he cannot relish, they are his bane, poison and death.

Q. 68. Why did the Serpent persuade Eve, and not Adam, to luft after the fruit? What was the fruit on which they both did eat death?

A. 1. Whether an envenomed Shaft pierce the heart through the breast, or through the side, it is equally mortal: Such was the Serpents Temptation, and Eve
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Eve might more easily be seduced, because the breach was begun in her very Structure and Constitution by the separation of the Female Tincture. Again, the Woman was as a scattered party, who are more suddenly made a prey of than the Body of any Army.

2. The Temptation might take hold of her most readily, being her self a kind of Temptation, having drawn Adam from his pure, chaste, precious, dear Virginstate; therefore the Tempter awaited her, and prevailed by a kind of assimilation.

3. Naturalists observe Assimilation affects much in motion, as in the hastening of Bodies to their several Centres, not only in rarity and density, and the version of the Needle, but in velocity and penetration; that the Arrow headed with Wood, and the Woodden Wedge shall pierce and cleave Wood by more ready, insinuation than iron.

4. And this squares most with the Apostles humbling charge on that Sex, that the Woman was first in the Transgression, &c. not barely with respect to the Serpent or Temptation itself, but her declension, inclination and propinquitie to curiosity, which still is found amongst them, preparing her to swallow the Bait.

5. But I spare them, for the above hints pondered may suffice; rather adding that men should be the more compassionate and assistent, knowing they are Man's weaker part, and of his own Offences.

6. To say farther what was the fruit on which they did both eat Death, little is enough, but refer to the 7th, 8th and 9th verses of the 57th Answer concerning the Tree of Good and Evil; which shews it to be of the third Principle, no better nor worse than That we eat of, yet mortal Poison to their Paradifical Life.

7. And (a little to digress) let it be considered, that the Lord's blessing the Meat when he did eat with his Disciples, teacheth us to know and remember the peril, left the Evil Properties in the Creation should so steal themselves into our Meat or Drink, as to associate with, heighten and strengthen the Evil Properties in us.

8. Therefore we find some character'd who make provision for the flesh, to fulfill the lusts thereof; and of the Rich Man, that fared deliciously every day; and of others feeding themselves without fear.

A sin prevailing by Assimilation with our voracious, licentious, wanton Appetites, willingly indulging our selves to forget that the Provisions for our Lord and his Disciples were a few Loaves, and a few little Fishes, and those he multiplied or augmented by Miracle, yet the Loaves were but of Barley in a Country abounding with Wheat, Milk, Honey, &c.

Q. 69. What was the sin, and how is it become a sin, that the same is an Enmity of God?

A. 1. What the Tree of Good and Evil was, and why forbidden, the 7th, 8th and 9th verses of the 57th Answer explaineth. How excellent Adam's first State was, is somewhat distinctly in the whole 52 Anwer. How he fell, and how low, is touched in the 51 Anwer; a review of all which will be eminently assistent to the searcher, and a large contribution to the Anwer of this. Yet farther 'tis answered,

2. That as Lucifer and his Angels by imaging in their Bodies the Forms of the first Principle, left the glorious holy 2d Principle, whereby their Tincture became not only impure, but separate and unclean; but falsehood and filthine's in the abstract.

3. So
3. So Adam being Ruler (by Creation-right) in the third Principle imaged in the Spirit of his Will, Mind and Soul, a hunger of the same third Principle, grasping the shadow (as painted Food) instead of the substantial Quintessence and Bread of Eternal Life, departed out of the Unity wherein he possessed all and every good perfectly at once for ever, into a few little parcels of fading good blended and interlaced with Volumes of multiform exquisit, real, sturdy, permanent Evils.

4. What the Will is, the Man is: Thus the Will of Lot's Wife's captivating her by the Accommodations of their late opulent Seat; she is by the Astringent Property fixed a Pillar of Salt. Also Nebuchadnezzar placing his chief Glory in such stuff as must be rubbi h. becomes a Beast or Fowl; for the Magical Will hath (as even in Witches appears) the over-match to the Forms of Elementary and Astral Concretes; because the Magia is the Power of the Will, or Hand of the Mind, having its Root in the Potence of the first Principle or Eternal Band.

5. Thus our first Parents, by impressing in their Originally Noble Breasts the Good and Evil Properties, could not retain the Divine Image: As the Eye looketh not at once upward and downward; therefore the pure Love, Delight, Joy, and Heavenly Mind disappeared and the Dead Form resigned. The Apostle faith, Death resigned. As Iron when the Lust of the Fire is gone, or a Lamp extinguished, so no more could he be Divine, and Sensual, Earthy and Heavenly.

6. This departure was his sin, and the impression of Luft introduced the departure. And this eager impress and departure from the second Principle deformed his Soul and Body by awakening the Properties of the Good Beasts, which at best are but partly good, and that but transitory; because their Aethers must resume them.

7. The same departure, at the same time also awakened in him the Properties of the evil, cruel, voracious, crafty, hateful, wrathful, envious, poisonous Creatures, which, tho' they are resolvably into their Aethers also, yet being ingrafted on his Everlasting Root, they were eternally his, and he theirs.

8. Thus is it an Enmity against God, and had so remained irreparably (as the anguish of Frost, and fierceness of Fire are of Enmity against the sweet harmonious Temperature) had not Infinite Grace spoken again the word of Reconciliation, which is the promised Seed and Regenerator.

Q 70. Why did not God hinder it from being effected, being he did forbid it them?

A. 1. The Answer, if full, should open the true sense and plain meaning of God's Predestination, and the Election and Reprobation, which hath so much perplexed Mens Minds, tortured their Inventions, filled so great part of their Volumes, implored so much of their Time in Oratories and Pulpits, exerted so much Ardency in their Grave Disputes, wherein hath been founded such confidence in their Censures, railed so many curious Distinctions in the Schools, so constant Agitation, different Results influencing their Lives and Demeanour; that it hath been as Sicilia to Rome, and Carthage, or the Philosophers Stone in Divinity.

2. And tho' some of each Opinion are eminent for holiness and integrity of Life, innate and acquired gravity and Wisdom, happy Education, deep Speculation, yet each party in diametrical opposition of the others Maxims fit down abundantly satisfied with their own.

3. Making Predestination and Reprobation like the Mysteries couched in the Revelations so folded up, as may stir up man's industry, exercise his utmost abilities, humble him to the dust in his highest flights, teach him not to contemn the minute parts of Divine Sparklings, exercise his faith, patience and love, and stir him up to prayer.
4. It may not be expected here should be an abridgment of the controverted Arguments suited to the depth and height of the reason, expositions and deductions they have made, or a raveling into the knotty intricacies and labyrinths, their tacit impeachments of supreme Justice, their deriving the Origin of crimes from the Fountain of purity.

5. Instead of all which is recommended to the studious and unprejudiced inquirer Jacob Behmen’s Book concerning Election and Predestination, where (if the bottom will satisfie) he may find the depth as convincingly evident, as the profundity of the Subject will permit, and the Inquirer penetrate.

6. But not daring to leave it thus; let me be as plain as a Child, and as regardless of content, and in the Lords behalf, and so hope by his guidance, must lay,

Our God is perfectly good, one entire Will, not Yea and Nay, but from Eternity and in Eternity never did nor ever can will Evil, for such a will were a breach in the entire Unity; he made man very good, had he will’d him to have been sinfully evil, impotently evil, or penally evil: Either to act evil, be unable to good, or suffer evil, would he have exempted him from the e? But contrariwise had moni’sh’d him of his danger, menaced his running thereinto, and when he fell, shew’d infinite pity by gracious power to restore him.

7. To admit a contrary thought of God is ingratitude, to plead for it borders on Blasphemy, and makes us as the Devils Advocates; for Adam’s shifting his fin on the Woman, and her loading it on the Serpent, was evil; but for any to cast it on God, is a boldness which the Serpent did not prelude on; for we find not him to say God had reproved him, and therefore he must needs be what he was.

8. Our destruction is of ourselves, our Salvation of God. It was wrought above our conception, and we contributed not to it: But our aversion, as it could not frustrate, so it did enhance the inestimable value of it: Yet our Salvation is not ours without us but wrought in us, with us, tho’ not by us.

9. The Christian must simply, plainly and readily obey as little children do; a Father calls his Children, they ask not, whether tho he calls them all, he wills that some only should come? But all, one out-running the other, according to the degrees of strength hasten to him: He bids them go this or that way, they go, call’d them out of the dirt, they come: This Food they eat and that they forbear: for he tells them this is good and that will make them sick. They play with a Bird, but fly from a Toad; for he saith this is harm’less the other hurtful. They admit not the least thought that he hath one thing, and hath a secret contrary will.

10. And certainly all Mankind are more truely God’s Offspring than a natural Child is of his immediate Parent, and are accordingly all call’d upon.

11. God’s Voice is in Mens Hearts. Ears, before their Eyes, they are surrounded and inclosed in it, and penetrated by it sometimes it stops mens career, here it whispers, anon it thunders, there it leads, by and by it draws or drives, to one it glanceth convictions, to another it gives succours, one it warneth in his sleep, another in his solitudes.

12. Thus it strives with man, wrestleth to Gain him, standeth in the door of the Soul, calling all the day long from Morning to Evening of our Life, and where it is not hearkened unto it, with’saws, and is grieved at resolute impertinence, and that ceasing to strive is call’d Gods hardning, leaving the Soul a Briar or Thorn; for where men mistake wilfulness for wisdom, and become not as a little Child, that wildom is their snare and seducer.

13. Thus we see so astonishing grace and condescension is in the Mighty God, that
that he is greatly defirous, exceedingly concern'd and solicitous to restore his dis-
appeared Image in Man. It is not therefore a cross direct force and violence to
the Scripture which faith of Christ, he tasted death for every man, to restrain it
from many, yea by far from the greater number? Do those that so restrain it
speak the thing that is right concerning God? Ought we to believe God or such
contradictions?

14. Let us consider that to have made Lucifer and Adam unalterably what at
first they were, had been to have made them more than Creatures, viz. rather
Gods; or else less than Inferior Creatures, (viz.) with Imprison'd wills. But
there is no room left to doubt that the true Interest and Highest Good whereof
any Creature is capable, is to be what the Gracious Creator designed him.

15. Let us be so plain as to make the Precepts of our Gracious Lord to be the
best comment and discovery of his own Glorious Sublime Nature. I am to be-
lieve evil must not be done that good may come, and that this Principle is de-
rived from the Holy God: May I yet believe that from the same Fountain issued
reprobation of an indefinite number of Angels and Men compelling them to be
really guilty black Criminals, abandoned wholly to hardened sinful resolutions,
adversie blasphemous will, and to be fuel for everlasting Burnings; that the good
of shewing his power and wrath might thence be extracted.

16. The will of the Father is the reason of the Child. And God commands
me to forgive, that I may be like him, do good for evil: And that I, who am less
than a drop to his Infinite Abyss and Ocean of Mercy, should yet shew so much
Mercy, as to help the Beast of my Enemy fallen under his Burthen. How can I
then think that this God of Infinite Bowels did from Eternity reprobate any of
his Intelligent or Rational Children and Creatures to be Back-broken, or design
snares and pits into which they must necessarily fall and be precipitated?

17. It is written what if God willing to shew his wrath, &c. having endured
with much long-suffering the Vessels of Wrath fitted for destruction. It saith not
that God fitted them for destruction: But it saith of God, that he had endured
them with long-suffering, but in ver. 23. It is written of the Vessels of Mercy that
he, (viz.) God had afore prepared them unto Mercy, which distinction is very
weighty and significant.

18. Again the Judge himself tells us the manner of the great irrevocable sen-
tence, (viz.) Come ye blessed of my Father, inherit the Kingdom, &c. But in ver. 41.
He saith, Depart from me, ye cursed, into Everlasting Fire, &c. But saith not, ye cursed
of my Father, as before ye blessed of my Father, signifying evidently, that men
make themselves accursed which deserves heedfully to be pondered. See the an-
swer of the fifteenth Question throughout particularly the ninth verse.

Quefl. 71. How were the Eyes of Adam and Eve opened that they saw they were na-
ked, which before they knew not?

1. It is manifest Adam and Eve were an Image of God in all the three Prin-
ciples; but they should have lived a refigned life in the second, contemplating the
Greatness and Glory of God in the first Principle, but not have entred into it, as
Lucifer had done, also should have seen how the third did Image God, and over
that Adam was to rule, but not subject himself to it by becoming an Image of it;
or receiving nourishment from it; for so doing (as in the foregoing answers
hath often been inculcated) the transitory Food having in it the divided prop-
erties, is Beastial, Mortal and Putrefactive, and Adam and all his Offspring be-
came thereby as the Beasts.

2. Therefore entering into that unsuitable state their Eyes were opened to behold the
their Nakedness; for they were appointed to a Paradisical Glorious state, else they had been furnished with Hides, Fleeces, Furrs, Feathers or Scales.

3. But falling into the principle for which they were not provided, they were as naked and unfit as we are to fly into the Air, whereto Wings are requisite, or to live in the deep, whereto Fins and other peculiarities must adapt Creatures.

4. But their Eyes were so open’d to the Out-birth, as shut them to the Divine Birth. My Hand is but a small part of me and given me for good uses, as was the third Principle given them, but with my Hand I can hide the whole Heaven from my Eyes, and to did they; for by shutting the Divine Eye, they opened the outward dark one, as on departure of the Sun we see the Houfes, Trees, &c. obscurely.

5. Had I lived in the time before Adam’s death, and had spoken with him, I might have found him groping by the strength of his memory after the things which I should have said to him for the knowledge of; all which he by the infallible Light saw distinctly, and had exquisite knowledge of before he Fell: Like one who hath a Candle in his Room, and seeth every thing plainly, but that once extinguished must by memory direct his Feet and Hands to grope out any thing he would find.

Q. 72. What was Adam’s and Eve’s Shame, that they hid themselves behind or by the Trees of Paradise? Whence came their fear and terror?

A. 1. When they had imagined into the third Principle, that is so far penetrated into it as to Luft after it; then did the Eye affect the Heart, for the strong Magical Will and Mind conforms the whole Man; especially the Body which is as the shadow of the inner Man, who is the Substance.

2. This Lufting, when it proceeded to actual Eating, awakened the Properties of the first and third Principles (that is the Hellish and Bestial) in the innermost Man, which was before irradiated with Divine Love, and true Sublime Wildom, filled with the Spirit of Holiness, Tranquillity, and Angelical Excellencies: this most inward Image of God (according to the second Principle) was invaded by the inletting of the four Forms of the first Principle, which compose the Kingdom of Wrath.

3. Their outward Man given them out of the one Element (whence proceeded also the Astral World) receiv’d by the awakened Luft the Will of all the Evil Beasts in the divided Properties; as of Goats, Cocks, Boars, Bulls, Foxes, Dogs, Wolves, Bears, Tygers, Lions, Crockodils, Vultures, Serpents, Vipers, Toads, &c.

4. Thus, Man who was the Quint-esseence and exquisite Abri^gement of the Creation as to the third Principle, in having their total Energy in pure Heavenly Harmony without Admiration into him of any of their divided Evils; now by Lufting hath taken into him every of their hateful Properties, and become a Beast of all Beasts.

5. For their imperfect Evil Properties by Transplantation into his excellent Nature are sublimed into real Wrath and Obstinacy, and Premeditated Rebellion against the Kingdom of Divine Love and Grace; defiling him with bestial Lufts; which in them is filthy, but in him finfully so.

6. And Adam and Eve’s Body which was heavenly before, hereby became dark, opaque, fluggish, bony, deadish and fragil, obnoxious to wounds, sickness, the Turba, Mortality and Dilution into Ashes.

7. No wonder then their shame, horror and fear should drive and pursue them to hide behind the Trees, from that glorious Face, whence they had
withdrawn themselves, and before whom they were no longer able to look up.

8. For their Monstrous Image was notorious, even such as made them concerned by the very brute Creatures; who withdrew the awe, fear and service from them, which they were to have paid ; they were scornd by the Devils, a shame to themselves; how much more then were they sunk in the All-observing Eye of the Infinite God.

Q. 74. How did Adam and Eve really Die in the Fall to the Kingdom of Heaven and Paradise, and yet live naturally to this World?

A. 1. To answer this, it must be told what the Life of God was in Adam and Eve, which Life consisted in an entire Union with the Universal Will; which Union is so absolute, complete and perfect, that the Holy Angels and Blessed Men may be said to have no Will at all, and their Unchangeable Happinels is their resigned Life, wherein they live themselves, and find all for ever.

2. As a Family is wholly at the guidance of the Lord of it, so are they; but on setting up an adverse Will, the makers of the breach dye to the Will and Conduct of the Father of that Family; and those making themselves their own Lords, cut themselves off from the Family.

3. Or as a Twig while it continues in the Fruit-tree hath one Will with the Tree; but when once it is rent off, and grafted into another Stock, it gets another Will and another Life to bear other, be it bitter, sour or otherwise Evil, Fruit.

4. Thus Adam and Eve impregnated themselves with the third Principle, receiving a betial Life from it, and putrefying Nourishment; their Divine Will, Appetite and Knowledge did thenceforth immediately Die and was Extinguished. Thus a well Educated Child apostatizing from his first Principles, degenerating into contrary Practices, dyeth to them, and loseth his first Love.

Q. 75. What was the Voice of God in the Word when the Day grew cool? How did God recall Adam? How is this to be understood?

A. 1. By the cool of the Day, is understood the time when Adam's Eternal Day was grown cool (that is) his Temperature was fall to Extremeties of heat and cold: also alluding to the End of a Natural Day, which though hot, closeth coldly.

2. By the Voice of God, is understood God's Anger in their Essences; for they had awakened the Turba or Wrath in themselves; Heaven they were at Enmity with, twixt it and them was a firm inclosure of a whole Principle, they might see Devils deriding them, and Fear the Fate of Lucifer, the Holy Angels had quit all intercourse with them, nor could they help them.

3. While this sad Kneel was rung them, their Fear of God's Voice was not only at that of his Wrath in them, but that of his Love and Pity, to which they were estranged, such as the Earth trembled at when the Blood of the Lord descended on it from the Crofs.

4. The Voice of the Lord moved and walked in the Gates of the Deep, in Fire and Light in the first and second Principles, and recalled them. But concerning the recalling them, the following Questions will require to Discourse of.

Q. 76. What is the Seed of the Wife or Woman, and bruising and Treading upon of the Serpent? What did God speak or breath again into them? Was the same nothing else but an outward Promise, or an Incorporation of the effectual working Grace?
A. 1. The Womans Seed is not the Fire Soul, which Randeth in the first Eternal Principle.

It is not the Astral nor Elementary Principle or Power arising thence.

It is not the Eternal Son of God the second Person or Divine second Principle, though the Lord in humbling Himself, to take our Nature, often calls Himself the Son of Man.

It is neither of these; for the first is too hot, the second too cold, the third infinitely too high.

2. But that which is properly the Seed of the Woman here intended, is the Heavenly Humanity, or true Virgin Image of God, the pure Sophia consisting of Divine Wisdom and Modesty, which was Married to Adam till his Transgression made a Divorce.

3. This is that Grace which was here again inspoken into Adam and Eve, and this is the Pearl which is to be searched after with all diligence, which was not only barely promised but brought in the Word, and ingrained into the Light of their Life.

4. This is the Lamb slain from the Foundation of the fallen World, not only intentionally but actually; for being in every of Adam's Offspring witnessing for God, was refilled and slain in its thriving with the old World and downward.

5. But where ever the bent of the Will inclines to obey and subject itself to the Divine Councils, in such was restored the joy of their Salvation, ever pointing at the Lord, who being the true Son of the Virgin, in the fulness of time bringing this Virgin by taking Marys Effences, consisting of all the principles and properties and making of two one, by that power which is able to subdue all things unto himself.

6. But so heavenly and pure is this, that one that hath it cannot shew it to one that hath it not, much less give it to such; but he that hath it can flammer and speak by parcels, and darkly by Parables, for such what he faith will seem, tho' it be not far from every one of us.

7. He can give the other some directions where to dig for it, also what it is like, and what it is not like. But Men are exceedingly perverted from it by the many Images their Astral Spirit imposeth on their Understandings: So that the Invitations of pure, simple, and self-emptying Truth can hardly get audience, more hardly obtain to be considered and penetrated, but with highest difficulty get obedience from us, and due Sovereignty over us.

8. Men use their outward Senses so much, and are so full of Objects occurring to them, that they are strangers to the very existence of the Inward Senses, forgetting what the Apostle faith, That which we have seen with our Eyes, heard with our Ears, and our Hands have handled of the Word of Truth, &c.

9. The Men guided chiefly by the outward Senses are Sensual and Brutish, and yet too much of that sticks to us all; Such Maxims will not believe a Rock to be a shadow, and Faith a substance; they consider not that Visibles are transient, and that which is not seen is Eternal, whereof Faith is the evidence.

10. Thus is the Lord from Heaven called the Son of God, Son of Man, and Seed of the Woman, and is so at once perfectly and unchangeably.

11. And fallen Man when once reunited to God by the death of the monstrous Image, and restored to this new, first, pure, Virgin Image, are by this Seed of the Woman made the Sons of God.

See more to this purpose in the 81st and 90th Answers.
Q. 76. What is the Curse of the Earth, what is thereby brought to pass?

A. 1. This Earthy Globe is very much unlike to what it was; as our Bodies are also to that Adam’s was; for as Adam’s Body was the Epitome of the whole Out-birth: So this Globe was an Image of the Astral World, and all the Properties, and the Divine Principle did penetrate it as the Sun doth the Fruits, so that the Earth was as much paradigmal as it was capable to be, but it had these bounds.

(1.) That it could not be purer than the Root whence it proceeded, (viz.) the Astral and Elementary, and of those Heavens it may be said, they are not pure in his sight.

(2.) That it could not be more permanent than its Root, and none doubts but of these it may be said, they shall pass away, and be folded up as a Scroll.

(3.) That it was a compaction of the Mafs of the Saliter, Sulphur and Mercu-rius of the deep, all of which were much darkened, corrupted and confused by the Fall of the Angels.

5. Yet was this earthy Globe in its first make before the Curse very Beautiful and Good.

6. And as in Mans Body so much of it is dead, hard Bones, foul Guts, stomach and gross Flesh, so that its first contexture seems worn out, yet it was and shall be glorious, though foul in disfavour.

7. Thus also this Globe consisting now of much raging deep, the unhabitable frozen North and South Extremes, other parts of parched Wilderneys and Deserts, also rocky useless places: and barren Heaths, sandy and Mountainous Territories: Yet is a remainder of Fertility and Excellency here, seeming to be left so, tolew something of what once it was; as Vespasian is said to have left two or three Towers undemolished tho’ delolate, to shew what Jerusalem had been.

8. The Earth before the Curse must have known no sterility, the Air no storms nor intemperature, the Seafons no unhealthines, the Brute Creatures no hostili ty nor hurtfulnes.

9. For tho’ the properties were in all, yet had the Gracious Creators blessing so ordered and bounded them, that they could not be manifest to divide and discord among themselves: for the good properties had the Dominion, and the other were serviceable in their places to the great ends of the Creation, viz. That the Divine and Spiritual World might be expressly Imaged in such exact order as the great variety of the Creatures and Creation were fitted for.

10. But Eve and Adam biting the Apple divided the properties so that the evil became prevalent and the good (disturbed thereby) could not influence as before, and Gods withdrawing the Vertue and Influence of the Spiritual World from them the transitory Creatures which were of their own Nature passive, became penetrated throughly by the evil: Thus those of hot, and others of cold quality were made such, in an intense degree, and consequently destructive Potion, and Venom also in Vegetables, thus came the destroyers in the Earth, Air and Seas.

11. Adam and his Race should (if they had stood) have been as the Angel which John saw with one Foot on the Land and the other on the Sea; so should Adam and his Race have had one Foot on this Principle, and the other on Eternity, but transgression set us adrift and sunk us, and for our sakes the whole Creation.
Q. 77. How was Adam and Eve cast out of Paradise into this World? What was the Cherub with the naked Sword before Paradise?

A. 1. Job from Opulency and Renown, walking his steps with Butter, and the Rock poured him out Oyl, falling to Nakednes, Sores and Contempt, had this vast disproportion to Adam's Fall, that his Inward Man not only retain'd flability but shone the brighter.

2. Nebuchadnezzar's degenerating and transforming into a Brute, was also exceedingly dispropportionable; because he had little to lose, wanting the Indowment, especially the Internals wherewith Adam was glorified.

3. And Men that taste of the good Word, and of the powers of the World to come, yet after that fall into final Apostasy and Darkness, which from the best a fallen Man as Man can attain, to the worst a damned Sinner falls into, hath yet a great disproportion to Adam's Exclusion had not Infinite Grace intercepted; for, as no Sinner mounts higher than feigned Happines, but Adam's was real and sublime, so no Damned Wretch finks more or comparatively but few with him, but Adam sunk a World, which must add to him a world of Woes.

Thus far I have digressed to give some glimpse of the greatness of the Fall.

4. Now to shew how they were ejected Paradise into this World, the review of the 7 above answer will be very helpful. We must farther know that it was not a precipitance from a more lofty to a more low or other local station, but a departure out of one principle into another asleep or dying a Nefcience or Oblivion of Divine Tranquillity and peaceable Fruition of Eternity, and an awakening to the Turmoil, Impotence, Discord, Pain, Care, Sorrow, Enmity and Anguish of Mortality and Confines of time in the third principle or Out-birth, and by an Inviolable connexion fixed to the Everlasting wrath of the first principal or dark Abyss.

5. To know now what the Cherub and Sword before Paradise is, it must be fore-known that Cherubims signify Images, (vix.) Gods Image particularly that of his Justice, that is Gods Righteousnes and severe Justice this hath a Sword cutting off or away whatever cannot stand in the proba, all such are as Fuel to that Flaming Sword.

6. Will any say these are Novel Allegories, not demonstrable but of uncertain found, let such consider, 1. What we fell from, our Reason faith from a pure flare, capable of Eternity. 2. What we fell into, our Sences answer to an impure Pedal Mortal one. 3. How may we re enter the reason common to all rational Creatures, tells it may not be by the Old filthy Garment we thus got, for a weight that presses us down must be put off, if we would rise again, what thus we foolishly put on, we must wisely put away.

7. The sword of Divine Justice cuts off the Monftraceity, because the Mortal Earthly cannot enter the Heavenly. Having put on Immortality it may, but that Robe is Christ's Heavenly Flesh and Blood, his Holy Heavenly Body, or Gods Body, in this we pass the Cherub.

8. But this Cherub and Sword is in us. Thus the Lord faith, No man hath ascended into Heaven, but the one that came down from Heaven, the Son of Man, (he faith not the Son of God) which is in Heaven; for the Divine principle was not only in him, but he in it, and he was it.

9. Let us know Heaven is in us (vix.) the Divine principle is in us, yet we may be far from being in it, until following the Captain of our Salvation we yield (in his strength) to have our Earthy Man Crucified; otherwise keeping our
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our Right Eye, Right Hand or Foot, we with both Eyes, Hands and Feet shall be Excluded; shutting ourselves out for ever.

This 78th Question begins the Fifth Grand Distribution.

Q. 78. Why was or did the first Man Born of a Woman become a Murderer?

A. Before Eve's Conception of Cain the following things did precede, 

1. Adam's non-exerting his power to produce a glorious Race of Intelligent Kings to succeed for ever the room of Lucifer's excluded Angels, which defect of Adam's came from his somewhat declining to the third principle, and Eclipsed his Magical Virtue and Lustre.

2. Next followed the dividing of the Tinctures, and thence forming Eve.

3. The departure of Adam and Eve from the pure Virgin Modesty, and going into the wanton Lust of the Out-birth, or Beastial principle, making a false Tincture.

4. A Self-will to Rule, for Eve would have been a Goddess; hereby making an evil Root.

5. Thus tho' they had in them the word of promise in its own principle, yet leaving the resignation they walked in their own will, strongly drawn by the four Stars of the first principle, also by the Out-birth or third principle; thereby making an evil Tree.

6. This was the Tree, now what fruit could be expected from an Evil Tree but evil. Is the Tincture spoil'd, the Root must be infected, the Tincture through the Root Influenceth the Tree, and the Tree affects the Fruit. Thus in them the Fires Tincture being strong, fuck'd it the Beastial Out-birth, their Will remained no longer in the resignation, but was a self-lord, and joyned in the four forms of the first principle, becomes a raging Murtherer.

7. To which Eve would stir him up, who her self had at first an aspiring lawless Will, allow judging her Son Cain to have been the promis'd Seed which should subdue the Serpent, she might coker him to lordly's and power, whence he might be provoked to Jealousy and Envy, left his younger Brother Abel should usurp the Sovereignty, the rather seeing Abel's Sacrifice accepted and his own rejected.

8. And the Serpent who had an open Door into Cain's Effences when his False Tincture operated in him, was no less's active to poison him, than he had been to infect and deceive Eve.

9. All which is a dismal prospect to all living in Beasty Lufts, a startling check to all Immodesty, a sad consideration to all Conjugal Irregularities, and a serious Looking-glass to all, for all that are or shall be Born of Women.

Q. 79. What was Cain and Abel's Offering? Why did they Offer Sacrifice? What did they do thereby?

A. This Question hath three parts requiring respective answers, which seems most proper to be distributed thus, the first and third together, and after to speak to the second part.

Q. 1. What was Cain's and Abel's Offering? And what did they do thereby?

A. Moses faith Cain brought of the Fruit of the Ground, Abel of the Firslings of his Flock and the Fat of them.

2. We are to understand that Mans Fall had brought him to be Earth; for his Body which was out of the Heavenly Eternal Limbus or substance became vile, elementary
mentary and bestial. Now in that Body, and in the Matter Sacrificed, was a double parity and likeness, viz. both in one Principle, and both under the Curse.

3. Again, we are to understand that the Soul tho' since transgression is as subtile and immaterial as a will: Between which since the Fall and the Angelical powers (by the Ministration of whom the Law was given) is as to the Souls original a parity, but as to the erroneous bent of the Soul a dissimilitude.

4. Now to introduce the Soul into the Universal that it may be reclothed with its disappeared Body it had of the Heavenly Image (the Image which the Son of the Virgin reftoreth, wherein the Blessed after the Resurrection shall be clothed) the Soul must have Matter as a Medium, it self being Spirit, whereby to reunite to its true rest, which Medium must be the Divine Substance.

5. Thus the Fire from Heaven (representing the Heavenly Substance) laying hold on the Unctuous Property in the Sacrifice and Fuel) representing the remainder of the Right Humanity in us) converts it into its own Magical flaming Property of Seraphick Love, figuring the Resurrection, and the destroying the gross Earthy part, separating its Form into Athes and Vapour, figureth the cutting off of the monstrous Beastial Image by the Sword of the Cherub, because That cannot enter Paradise.

6. The Smell in the Sacrifices is the Sulphur of the Body which requireth the sweet Incense of the Divine Property to perfume it; the Taint is the Saline Spirit of the Out-birth.

7. The Offering and Transmutation thereby, signifies the dying to Self-will, and uniting to and living in the Universal Holy Will; whence Man was strayed. Quite cross hereunto Cain dying to the Resignation, and living to Self-labour Will, and Agitation in his Tillage found no acceptence.

8. Whereas Abel giving himself up, or losing his own Will, was taken up into, and found all in the Universal Will; which is an Eternal Truth, not speculative, but real and practical through all Ages, here and in the World to come, the ever enduring Divine World.

9. Now for the second part of the Question. Wherefore did they offer? A. If the Answer of the other part of the Question be well pondered, this is also answered; for Man being strayed, cannot be brought home but by dying to Self-will, which the Offerings did clearly represent, as hath been shewn.

10. Yet may we not think these and others of the Antients did This without Divine Precept, tho' not recorded when or how given, till after the coming out of Egypt; for God rejects our Will, and wean us from it, as the Sacrifices evidently demonstrate; for the straying Self-will may be deemed Captain of all the Armies fighting against God.

Q. 80 Why was Cain's Murder for the Offering sake? What was the ground of it? What Type are these two Brothers?

A. 1. In the immediately preceding Answer is shewn what moved Cain to murder Abel, which the Aposthe faith was, because his works were evil, and his Brothers were good.

1. There being predominant in the Soul of Cain the four Forms or Stars of the first Principle, he did not by dying to their prevalence enkindle the Love-flame of the second Principle; because it is done only in the Resignation whereunto he would not bow his Will: So that all the discordant Properties might in him have met in a Harmony by enkindling in them a Light Joyful Lustre.

2. Therefore was it that the Spirit of his Mind remained in the wrathful Dark Fire
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Fire Principle, to satisfy, allay and quench his immoderate Lusts ready to proceed to a Heinous Anguish; he would in That Spirit suck in the third Principle by his labour and tillage, yet would hypocritically offer That to the Lord.

3. He might climb up in his claim of Primogeniture, to a Will of Prerogative over his Brother, and when he not only fail'd of Precedency, but of Equality with him; for that Abel found merciful acceptance, whilst his Offering was rejected; his Countenance fell, his Pride finding a repulse, turned him to Wrath, That to Envy, and That to Murther.

4. Thus the Parents Disobedience is visited by the wickedness of their first-born.

Now what Type these two Brothers are, is evident: They were both Sacrificers, only Cain had no more but the Form of Religion and Devotion, joyned with a hatred to him who had the Form as himself, but had the Power like his God, which makes men as distinguishable from others, as the accepted Offering was from the rejected one.

5. Cain is the figure of all who causelively hate another; for That being in the heart, is heart-murther, if it enflame the Tongue but to detraction, it hath one considerable aggravation, if it move the Brain to devise mischief, the Foot or Hand towards doing it; it is still greater, if it perpetrate the purpos'd Evil, 'tis heavier yet.

6. If it extend to many of the True Worshippers, or (if it could) to all, it is become the Blackness of Darkness; drawing on themselves all the righteous blood-shed from Abel to the day of doing or willing the Evil.

7. What need much be said, the Hunter or Persecutor is known; for tho' the Goatish Creature may undiscerned associate among the Sheep till the Judgment of the great day, yet the Wolf is notoriously distinguish from the Lord's Flock of Lambs.

8. They are the figure of the Christian and Antichristian Churches to the end of time. Also here to the considering mind it is evident, that cruel Persecutions rise not but from the strong, stern, lofty, bitter Forms of the first Principle, who are so cruel each to other in an Integument Wrath, that it is exceedingly more facile for the Sons of the Humble Life Principle, sweetly to yield up themselves a Sacrifice, than for the Evil Ones to perpetrate it, and still or quiet their own clamorous Consciences in and after the fact, but such bitter persecuting Spirit existeth not in, nor refulteth from the third Principle or due Natural Magnificacy.

Q. 81. In what Grace was the first World saved without the Law? What was their Justification?

A. 1. Tho' the 75th Answer contributes much to the solution of this Question, yet the more plain, full and direct Answer of this is, That the Lord Jesus Christ, the Eternal Almighty Son of the Father, was, and is, and is to come, the only alone Redeemer, Justifier and Saviour (by him, for him, are all things, to whom all Knees shall bow, and all Tongues confess him) by uniting the Heavenly Humanity to the Seed of the Woman.

2. In the Volume of the Book it is written of Him: He is in His own holy Principle in the Light of the Life or Heart of every Man that cometh into the World; He cannot be comprehended by space; for all Heavens are comprehended by Him; He is a Branch in the Infinite second Principle, whence is the Divine Virgin of Wisdom.

3. He was inspoken by the Father into Adam and Eve at That needful Time as a Refiners Fire, or as the Holy Fire which descended and transmuted the material Sacrifices,
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Sacrifices, or as a Tincture ennobles Metals; He is to the Soul as it is to the Body, to the Understanding as the Light of the outward World to the Eye; to the Deadnens of the Soul the Animation, Food to its Hunger, an Appealer to its Tumults, reducing her of more Grace from the Multiplicity to the Unity; such was He to the Old World; and in the fulness of Time the Divine Wisdom and Furity assumed the Woman's Seed.

4. For at the iniant of the Father's inspeaking, Christ did re-implant Himself in the Light of the Life of Adam's and Eve's Souls to dispass a the Strong Man, and through all Generations doth stand in the Door of the Heart of every Child of theirs (none excepted) reproving Sin, warning of the Judgment to come, and Preaching Salvation: This is the Light shining in a Dark place; the name of This is Infinite Love, and it is also the Word of Reconciliation: To Him give all the Prophets witnes, and also all the Holy Ones which have been since the World began.

5. Here are no Novelties, nor in any of the blessed Jacob Behmens Writings may such be found. But whereas men have dark confused notions of God, like those of Athens dedicating their Altar to the unknown God; of Him therefore whom men ignorantly worship do Jacob Behmens Writings give a clear, certain, demonstrable and distinct knowledge, and of all things and Worlds; also of all Creatures, from the moft holy. Angelical Princes of Eternity, to the moft despicable excrescence of Time.

Q. 82. Was Cain condemned for his sins? Or whether did Cain become damned in respect of his sins? What was his doubt or despair of Grace?

A. 1. The heinousness of his sin appears; 1. That Abel provoke't him not, who in truth of heart offered, but Cain only in shew; the one really did what the other only pretended to do.

Aggravation, that on fall of his Countenance, and rising of his Wrath, the Lord reprehended and warned him before his perpetrating the fact. 3. Aggravation, his falle and stubborn Answ're after he had done it, before Sentence, I know not; Am I my Brother's keeper? 4. Aggravation, his desperate Answ're after Sentence; My punishment is greater than I can bear; or, my sin is greater than can be forgiven. 5. Aggravation, that he went out from the presence of the Lord to marrying and building. So that were there no more in the Text, it had left him in a most desperate, forlorn state: His sin therefore under these Aggravations must of its own Nature, and by its own Writ condemn him.

2. But Cain is under a twofold consideration; one as to his own Person, and so he was a Sacrificer, a Priest and Worshipper of the True God: Nor may it be doubted but that the Offering in it self was well warranted, for God's approbation of Abel shews it had Divine Institution; yet was Cain a Worshipper with an Evil Heart; that is an unresigned Spirit, but a Self-will, and therefore not accepted.

3. Cain is to be considered as a Figure of the Formal Hypocritical Worshippers and of them, 1. Such who pretend to worship the True God. 2. That in the Outward Form of what they do, suit their Worship much according to the Letter.


4. That have some Outward Dignity, Priority or Authority over the humble, resigned Worshippers. As Isaac and Esau had the Primogeniture of Isaac and Esrah. 5. That they have a strong disposition and preparedness to Anger and Envy against the Faithful Worshippers, and do make all such Approaches to their hurt as they can. As did Balaam and Korah with whom Cain is ranked. 6. Such as when they can hurt or kill, have so great impenitence as hardens them against Self-acusing, and impudence to deny their Evil Facts.
Now to close the Answer, It is true, all such Churches or Persons as are figured by Cain, are, whilst they continue unregenerate, seeking to please the Self-will in a loft, desperate state under the first four Forms, and shut up in the first Principle.

But forasmuch as God did set a Mark on Cain, thereby defending him against the destroyers; all this may be without his particular personal condemnation.

Q. 83. Why did God make a Mark on Cain, and said, he, or whatsoever that slayeth Cain, his blood shall be avenged sevenfold?

A. 1. Cain said, From thy face shall I be hid; also every one that findeth me shall kill me. It could not be the Outward Man there meant, for that could not be hid from God, but the Inward might fall into Darkness, and so be as it were hid. Nor was it the Outward Man that he feared they that found him should kill him; for there was no Man besides him but Adam; but it must be the Inward Man that might be kill'd; for to That there were Enemies enough.

2. The Mark God set upon Cain must not therefore be understood to be on his skin or flesh, but on his Inward Man, to withstand the Spiritual Enemies; That Mark therefore must be an Opposite Power to that of the Evil Spirits, which must be confessed to be the Covenant of Grace, Jesus Christ, which was inspoken, imprinted and set upon him.

3. The Threatning; He that slayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken on him sevenfold; must be an Inward Vengeance, for Outward it could not be on Inward Enemies; but to be understood thus, that if any Spirit slay Cain's Inward Life, vengeance shall be taken on him sevenfold, that is, Eternally in all his seven Forms of Life.

4. Thus Grace was extended to Cain; nor may we think Cain was the Only Cause of that Murther; for his Propagation in the divided Properties was his first mover; and as Cain had Grace extended to him, he being the figure of the False Church: So is Grace extended by Christ to such of That Church as shall come out of it into the Resignation.

5. And Abel's sincere giving up of himself, as well as the Offering, enkindled the Love-fire in his Life's Forms (who by propagation was otherwise out of the divided Properties) but therein he was the Figure of Christ's Humble Church.

Q. 84. Wherefore said Lamech, Cain's Successor, to his Wives Zilla and Ada, Lamech shall be avenged seventy and seven fold; what doth this mean and signify?

A. This Mystery prophesied by Lamech calls for these Considerations:

1. What he was from Cain; viz. 1. The seventeenth. -2. Why to his Wives spake he this; viz. because by the Woman came the first Evil and Vengeance: And to his two Wives, pointing at the divided Properties.

2. The next is the thing spoken, I have slain [or would have slain] a man to my wounding, or in my wound, &c, a young man to [or in] my hurt.

3. No one is named to have been slain actually, but That and the other Reading [would have slain] signifies an Internal Slaughter. And if Cain be avenged seven-fold, truly Lamech seventy and seven-fold, shews the Vengeance was not against the person of Lamech, as it had not been against That of Cain.

4. Whence we are to know, that the Holy Ghost signifies by the Man, or young Man slain, or that he would have slain the Heavenly Man, against whom Cain was the figure of Enmity.

5. And Lamech the seventeenth from him saw the holy Power World (acted by the Mental Tongue or Language of Nature) would withdraw, and vengeance should
should be taken by the dividing of the High Tongue into seventy Languages, which was done at Babel.

6. And under This Hurt and Evil the World still groans. But where the Divine Power Rules, men speak one Language, tho' imperfectly; but they who are under subjection of the multiplicity, speak Confusion, and run into the Abyss of Disorder and Enmity: Concerning which I here lay the leis, because it will be met with if God will open in any one understanding to answer the 89th Question.

Q. 85. What was the greatest sin of the Old World? or First Terrestrial Human World?

A. 1. Their greatest sin was their leaving the Divine Substance of the second Principle, and going into the Out-birth or third Principle; which is only a shadow, figure, image, or representer of the Substance, whereby they mistook that for their chief food which is not so.

2. It is written, All that is in the World, is the Lust of the Eye, the Lust of the Flesh, and the Pride of Life; and they are charged with the Lust of the Eye, and the Lust of the Flesh: And after it follows; God saw that their wickedness was great on the Earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts of their hearts [or desires and purposes] were only evil continually.

3. The Heart is the Parent, the Thoughts the First-born. And as Water is best known by tasting at the Fountain; so is the Heart by the Thoughts, imaginations [or makings] for so signifies the word Imaginations, knowing Man's Soul to have a kind of Creating Power.

4. And if Man chufeth (as they did) the things of This World for their Chief Good, that his Choice is his God, and his Love makes him to be the Propriety of the thing chosen.

5. Such men are therefore call'd the Children of This World; for that, Man rather lives where he loves, than where he is. And what Man chufeth for his Chief Good, loves and lives in his desire unto, puts confidence in; here during all the Union of the Soul with the Body, That is the Substance his Will feeds on, and That is his, and all he hath for ever.

6. If it be God, it is heighten'd and perfected; if it be the World, it is more wretchedly deprav'd; which being a Substance fix'd in his Will, the same he shall for ever infalubrably desire, but never reach, and therefore be his Torment and Anguish in Eternity.

7. Who hath bewitched men therefore, that they chuse not and practise what their Reason cannot but dictate to them (as deprav'd as it is) to be best: And That is That Divine Love and Eternal Life, which Christ in God is more eligible than the Lust of the Eye, the Lust of the Flesh, and the Pride of Life.

8. What cure is there when men depart from God's Goodness? God is but one, and hath but one Son eternally generated of his Substance, and That Son can die but once; our resistance of his Calls, makes God by Ezekiel say, I am broken with their whorish heart, which had depir'd from me, and with their Eyes which go a whoring after their Idols: Like to what he laid to the first World; It repented the Lord that he made Man, and it grieved him at the heart, &c.

Q. 86. What is the Henochian Life? What is become of Henoch? or where hath Henoch remained; so also of Moses and Elias?

A. 1. Not without many hesitations come I to this (almost singular) Question. Many Recalls from my attempts to adventure speaking of so secret a Mystery: My heart meditateth terror to see it self groveling. But it must be said the Henochian...
Life is a Life of Faith; for the Holy Ghost faith, 
Henoch was translated that he should not see death, and was not found, &c. And tho' the Administration of the Henochian Life be so rarely found as it is, and hath been, and that the Writing on it might seem to anticipate and forerun the discovery of it, yet for the sake of the Sons of Wildom, to whom only it shall appertain, it is answered, and let such be directed.

1. To consider Christ's Life in the Wilder-nes, who after his abandoning the Food of the divided Properties in the third Principle forty days (being in the temperature) was then ministrated unto by Angels.

2. Let it be considered that this was no Life separate from the Elementary Body, but as well it, as the Essences of the Soul remained unchanged.

3. That Henoch's Time and Ministration shall be within the Circle of Time, signified by this, that he lived just so many years as are days in one year.

4. It shall be in and under the six Forms of Nature, not entering (as such) into the Sabbath as himself was, the sixth Generation only excluding Adam, who should so have generated.

5. The whole Essences of the first Principle, and the whole Elementary Body of the third Principle, (remaining really such,) shall be throughly irradiated and penetrated by the second Holy Love-Principle, yet so secretly (tho' absolutely) as shall not be reached by the outward Eye.

6. But in this Administration shall not be Henoch's Translation, much less the change or mutation spoken of by the Apostle Paul; but they, tho' being in, shall be yet unknown to the World.

7. To the second part of the Question, What is become of Henoch, so also of Moses and Elias? I readily confess to have an impulse and clearness to speak only of Henoch and Elias, and concerning them,

Do answer; they are no farther from us than the third Principle or Out-birth can be removed: I speak not of Mathematical Distance, but Metaphysically of Principles; and tho' the Out-birth or Astral World, in its divided depravity, imageth Hell and Death, blended with the Divine Powers, yet in its due place it imageth the first and second Principles in sweet Harmony, yet still is but an Image.

Henoch was not translunated or risen again, but translated, and hath the third Principle in or on him; it is not as with the Saints, raised at the period of the Sufferings of our Redeemer; for it was with them then raised, as it will be with us in the Resurrection. It is not with him, as with Christ risen and ascended, but rather as with Christ when transfigured, but not wholly so neither; but he is in the Astral Man (without the Turba) a Substantial Image of the Spiritual World in the Heavenly Harmony.

It is said of Henoch, Gen. 5. 24. he was not; which is expounded by the Holy Ghost, Heb. 11. 5. he was not found; so and no otherwise is it understood of him and Elias.

7. They are not in highest Exaltation, as those who having laid down their Astral Man, and are raised, receiving it again in the New Body, or Christ's Heavenly Fleith and Blood, in the One Holy Element the Divine Substance. Whereof the Astral World is the Spring and Image, which offspring and Image Henoch and Elias retain, tho' (haply) in the highest Glory the same Image is yet capable of.

8. Therefore was Elias Ministration expected to return, as it did once in John the Baptist; and again his and Henoch's are yet to do. For thus, what the Lord Jesus faith of himself, is in this state also a fixed Truth. John 11. 24. Except a Corn of Wheat fall into the ground and die, it remaineth alone; but if it die, it bringeth forth much fruit.
Q. 87. What doth Noah’s Flood for Sin typifie and point out?

A. 1. It points out the Judgment of the Great Day:
   1. That shall be (as the other was) inevitable.
   2. That Day, after many Warnings through all Ages, shall yet come suddenly, even as the Deluge after 150 years premonition came as a furprise.
   3. That Day shall happen and be shorten’d, even as the other was promised to be forborn 150 years, came in the one hundredth year after.
   4. There shall be as safe a Deliverance to all the Children of the Faith of Noah by the Antitype of the Ark, as was the Ark to Noah and those with him.
   5. The True Ark of the Covenant having the first, second and third Principle, composing and establishing one Eternal Power or Heavenly World, is typified by the first, second and third Stories of Noah’s Ark.

This World will be much less excusable than that was, among a multitude of Iniances producible in this; that the Judgment to come is News to few, nor hath been, as appears by this, that tho’ in the first publishing the Gospel to the Gentiles many laughed at the News of the Resurrection, yet find we none so doing at the Judgment to come. Neverthelesse how few enquire for the Ark; whereas in the first World, the Deluge could not be foreknown but by believing the one only Noah.

1. It figures Fallen Man as followeth; 1. It points out, That by Man’s departure from the Order wherein he was let, his Out-birth over-mattered him, as did those Waters overwhelm all.
2. As Waters, whereof some are sweet, others bitter, fresh, salt, flaming or poifonous, make all one Flood; so all the Properties, when separate, though various in themselves, make up one uncleannenes.
3. It figures the Univelsality of Man’s Apostacy, leaving no Man, nor any part of Man exempt from the general Confution, like that of the Flood.

Q. 88. What doth Noah’s Drunkenness signify, by reason whereof he cursed his Son Ham?

A. 1. Noah represented Adam several ways, particularly as he was the beginner of the Second World or Monarchy, as Adam was of the First. Again, Record is made of the Names of but three Sons of Adam; (viz.) Cain, Abel and Seth, whereof one (viz.) Cain only bare the Image of the Apostacy. Noah had also three Sons, whereof Ham only bare the same Curfed Image.

2. Adam Lusted after This World’s Property, thereby falling from his Divine Understanding, Creating, Gratifying, or Living in the Sensual Image, which is signified by Noah’s Drunkenness, which clouded His Holy Image, and uncovered his Shame and Brutish Image, which is so evident as needs no enlargement.

3. Ham was cursed, for he was the Figure of introduced Bestiality, whereunto the Curfe was annexed; This was That Falle Lust taking pleasure in Shameful Nakedness; therefore of Ham came the filthy, and more than beastly Sodomites, and the vile brutish Cananites whom of the Earth defree’d.

4. But Ham’s admission into the Ark shews, that the very Mocking spirited men are not of purpofe reproued, but Salvation is tendered them.

The farther Answer is referr’d to the 34th Chapter of the Mysterium Magnum, &c.

Q. 89. What is the Tower of Babel; and wherefore were the Speeches there alter’d?

A. 1. The Tower of Babel, is Fallen Man’s Confidence his Home and his Defence: Yet is a mistake having no Foundation but one continued Cheat; for whilst
   Adam
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Adam stood in the Temperature, he needed no Tower; for himself in God was a strong Tower, standing as the Image and in the Might of all the three Principles and Harmony of all the seven Properties.

2. But when Man had run into the multiplicity of the divided Properties, the Holy United Powers could no longer be imaged by him, as a Branch cut off a Tree retains a little of the worser part, but nothing of the vigour of the Tree. He became a degenerate Plant, and was like a City infested with Intensive Fatal Broils, so that it can hold no commerce abroad, or like a man distracted, who cannot advise nor be advised, being a stranger to himself as well as to common Prudence.

3. For Man having passed from the Unity into Self, became a God to himself, and so there were as many Gods as Nations, as Families, yea as Men: Then could they no more speak the One Language, than abide steddy in One Power, whereof they had deprived themselves.

4. Therefore was the One Language confounded into many, as One United Power was distracted into many feeble ones. But to shew what the One Language was, and the possibility, or impossibility, or restoring it, and way how, cannot come under the present Question, but falls of its own accord under the 145, 146, and first part of the 147 Questions, whoever God shall enable to arrive at their solution.

Q. 90. What was the Covenant of or with Abraham concerning the Blessing, and also the Circumcision? What doth that signify?

\begin{itemize}
\item * 1/4 42. 6.
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item 1. It was not a Litteral or Verbal stipulation as the Covenants amongst Men are, and as we are too apt to conceive and deem it. Yet is it the subject of many, and in some respects of all the holy words and writings imparted to us.
\item 2. It is the again inkindled holy power of the Eternal Divine World, which was ingrafted and inspoken into the darkened Souls of Adam and Eve; creating peace and order there, as the Light had done in the Chaos in order to the Creation of the Out birth or World, figured by the Tinture which transmuteth and innobles base Metals to Gold: And as the holy Fire inflamed the Sacrifices, the Inspoken Grace set on Fire Mans cold Affections; for he was given to that end \* as a Covenant to the people.
\item 3. This was the Holy Seed sowed into the Light of the Life of Adam and Eve; which was their Salvation: Yet pointing to and being the Lord Jesus Christ, who was, and is, and is to come, yesterday, to day, and for ever, but at the time of the limit of the Covenant took Fielh.
\item 4. This according to the Flesh was to descend and be in one line only from Adam to Seth, thence to Sem, Abraham, and Tribe of Judah, and took the Womans Seed in the Virgin Mary.
\item 5. But according to the Spirit and Divine Life (wherewith, and by which it was in the fulness of time begotten) it was not only in that Line, but in every of Adam's Children as an Ingraffed Word, as truely in Cain and in his Race, as in Seth and in his Race.
\item 6. This was grieved at the Heart, by the old World, vexed by the Israelites in the Wildernes, and (as Gods formed Word) is his witness in Men, judging and importurning from Age to Age. This, like the small Grain of Mustard-seed, grows up to such a Tree as whole top reacheth Heaven.
\item 7. This was the Covenant and Blessing given Abraham, and with respect to the Union thathath with the Son of God, was both the Food of Adam's Soul, and of Abraham's Faith, and the Author of his Faith and Confidence.
\end{itemize}
8. And now being come to the Circumcision, having set a Law to my self to avoid repetitions (all I can) do refer to the 8th and 9th Sections of that short Tract call'd, [Considerations on the Scope of J. Behmen] compared with the 41st Chap. of the Mysterium Magnum, is said to be Epitomized or Abridged in the Book of Extracts, in every of which it is so largely opened, that to touch it here would be Tautology and superfluous recitals.

Q. 91. What Figure is the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah? How was it effected?

A. 1. The destruction of Sodom, &c. is the Figure of the destruction of Babylon, sometimes call'd the Antichrift, sometimes the Whore, sometimes the Man of Sin; a Man for his daring Courage, a Whore for Unfaithfulness and Impudence. And these do figure Sodom, &c. 2. In their State and Grandeur. 3. In their Downfall.

1. Their State confiited, 1. In their Opulence being richly perfectly Situated, thus do Babylon, Antichrift, and the Whore covet and possess the Fat of the Earth.
2. Their State and Grandeur; Sodom, &c. were Cities, Royal Cities, having Kings and Pomp.
3. In their security by their Numbers as Cities in a well watered Land.
4. In their Downfall, sudden and unexpected, Sodom's was not in the silence and horrors of the Night Season, but when the Risen Sun had renewed their hopes of Safety. Thus it is said of Babylon, who said I fit as a Queen, &c. in one hour is she, &c. 2. That Sodom's Ruine was immediately from above. Thus the Apostle faith of Antichrift; Whom the Lord shall destroy by the Spirit of his Mouth and Brightness of his coming. Therefore shall Babylon fall irresistibly.
3. The Fall of Sodom was total, final and irrecoverable or irreparable, in every of which it figures Antichrift; for to express it it's said that a Mighty Angel took up a great Stone like a Milstone, and cast it into the Sea, laying, thus with violence shall the great City Babylon be thrown down, and shall be found no more at all.
4. In the fall of Antichrift those that will come out of her shall be received; figured by the escape of Lot and his two Daughters, as faith the Holy Ghost, Come out of her my people, that ye partake not of her sins, nor receive of her Plagues. Thus Antichrist and Babylon might well and fitly be call'd Spiritually Sodom and Egypt.

5. To the second part of the Question, (viz.) How it was effected? It's answer'd, 1. Not by the Hellish Fire, for the Fuel and Matter of that Fire must be Eternal.
2. Not by the Fire which shall sweep and reduce the Out-birth to its first principles before the last Judgment; for that would have diffably'd the Elements.
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6. But it was effected by the flagrat of the Elementary Fire, which was fully sufficient to execute Divine Vengeance on the Elementary part of Sodom, &c.

Q. 92. Wherefore did Lot's Wife become a Pillar of Salt, how is it to be understood?

A. 1. For a dreadful warning to all succeeding times, of the effect of Covetousness. We are not to be trusted with the World till we are dead to it, as Paul faith he was, then, as tho' two dead Bodies come not of their own accord one to the other, they may be brought together, but they embrace not each other, and being parted again, grieve not.

2. Man is what he wills; for the Magical power of the Will, especially if it be strengthened by the Astral Spirit, is (by far) an over-match to the Elementary, as is the Eternal Soul to the Astral, now, and especially after dying of the Body. Therefore when Adam and Eve's will were gone into the Out-birth of the third principle the Lord tells him, Duft thou art.

Luke 17. 37. 3. Lot's Wife looking back was a captivating her self again, so directly against God's goodness and Mercy, that it is said, Remember Lot's Wife: And is a figure of all Apostates; like those Israelites after the Babylonish Captivity, who returned to Egypt to their own destruction.

4. Thus those who in their simplicity are come a little way out of the Antichristian Yoak and Cheats, yet suffering themselves to be drawn back by the advantages of this World are near Lot's Wife's condition: So the Israelites long'd for the Flesh-pot: And Demas and Judas drew back to perdition.

Q. 93. Wherefore did the Daughters of Lot live with their Father, and first made him Drunk, that they might be with Child by their Father; whence arose two Potent Nations; what doth this Figure signify?

A. Such as can see no more in Noah's Drunkenness than what the Letter recorded, nor in this of Lot but the Incest, &c. would make the Holy Scripture to be only a bare Narrative like other common Histories.

1. But the figure of Lot shews how Adam (and in him we all) went out of the Paradisical order into the Bestiality of the Out-birth: whereby we were overwhelmed and as one drunk, and hath made his and our propagation so far estranged from the Divine purity in which Adam before the dividing of the Tintures should have propagated his holy Race, as may be best figur'd by inordinate, incestuous, Bestial Lust.

2. And whereas this came in his sleep, shews the sleep of Adam, and our death, neither of which should have been, had the Divine order been observed.

3. Again, as of this came two potent Nations, Moab and Ammon, we see how near of kin the fain, impure, incestuous, baird brood of fain Mankind are to the holy Seed the Lord Incarnate; for Lot was Abram's Brother Haran's Son, so they were of Confanguinity as betwixt Abraham the Man of the Covenant, and Lot the Figure of the Lords sacred ones and redeemed, of whom came these Incestuous productions.

4. For Ammon and Moab were not so foreign to Israel but that God commend'd to them the care of his people to be their covert from the spoiler in requital of Abraham's rescuing Lot from the four Kings.

5. This openeth a Door of hope to all the fain Mankind tho' in Adam sinfully conceived as David confesseth, yet the Covenant placeth it self in and near unto us, (viz.) in our Souls and the Lord himself humbled himself to become our Brother.
6. And lastly, Whereas the two Daughters of Lot did this to preserve a holy Seed of their Father, which was but an impure Baffard Seed, thereby they figured Eve, who thought her first-born had been the holy promiséd Seed, saying, I have got a Man the Lord, which was Cain the accursed Seed.

Q. 94. What doth the figure of Moses signify that he must be drawn out of the River or Lake of Water, and be preserved to such a great Office? The Sixth Grand Distribution.

A. 1. What can figure the wretchedness, misery and helpless state of all Cain Adams woful Offspring more to the Life than Moses lying in an Ark of Bulrushes amongst the Flags in the River Nilus: Where neither his Father or Mother after they had hidden him three Months could better provide for him.

2. To an Infant cast out in the Green Field was even Jerusalem compared, but this figure was something more, for the Field will support the Body, but not the Water without an Ark. The Earth also hath besides Men, several Creatures that may shew kindness to an out-cast Infant, but the Water hath none, also that River wanteth not devouring Creatures.

He was sentenced to die as soon as he was born, his very Existence was a Capital Crime.

3. The figure thus considered hath these express significations, viz. 1. Moses his so forlorn Estate, is the true circumstance of every Child of Adam. 2. Amram and Jochebed, are Adam and Eve. 3. Pharaoh, God's severe Justice. 4. Pharaoh's Daughter, the Divine Virgin Sophia. 5. Her Maid Servant the Unspoken Grace in us. and outwardly the Prophets, Apostles and Preachers of Righteousness.

6. The Ark of Bulrushes, all the conveniences our first Parents could leave us.

7. The Sifter of Moses, our dearly affectionate Guardian Angel. 8. The River, the dissolution and mortality of our Astral and Elementary Man.

9. The devouring Crocodiles the Evil Angels. 10. His being drawn out, faved, nurset and honoured, the Regeneration.

4. The figure tells us that all Persons and Nations, Jerusalem as others, are by the heavy Fall as wretchedly helpless as in absolute peril, and of themselves as ignorant of the same as was that out-cast Infant: With this grand addition, that as they grow in the wisdom of the World they wade deeper into the miry Flags, are more hazarded and sinfully hardened, till in a moment they go down into the Grave as a prey to the Destroyers.

5. Virgin Sophia lifts up the Unspoken Grace, by the Ministry (ordinarily) of the outward publishers of the Glad-tidings, whereby Man is carefully nurset, and safely preserved notwithstanding the Decree gone forth against him by the severe Justice from perishing by the River or evil Monsters; the mortality of our Astral and Elementary Man from the Devils.

6. And the sweet loving blessed Angels figured by the Sister of Moses, are concerned Spectators of our calamitous state, and willingly ready by their Ministry to help, save and retrieve us. But all such dark obdurate Men and Women who will not quit their Ark of Bulrushes, but load themselves with the slime, and be defiled with the pitch wherewith it is covered, do grow unactive and unwieldy as to Divine Works, and stick fatter and sink deeper into the slime, becoming an unavoidable prel to the Destroyers. Out of which persuade us, O Lord, to suffer our selves to be drawn.

Q. 95. Why did the Lord appear to Moses in a fiery flaming Bush when he chose him?
A. 1. It hath been often shew'd that Man's Fall was his going into the third Principle or Out-birth, therefore did God doom him to the toiling about Earth; which was by the Curse made Barren; for the first Principle meekned and glorified by the Properties of the second, doth where it enthrone the third Principle (triumphantly) make it a Paradise.

2. But the afflicted Sons of Abraham groan'd under the toil of the third Principle, which they inherited from Adam, and travel'd to be deliver'd from the Bondage of it, crying to God because of the Rigor of their Servitude; as the Poor where-ever they are oppressed may do, asuring themselves their cause is weighed.

3. In this needful time God appears to Moses, in the Fire of the first, the Flame and Lustre of the second, in the Bulh representing the third: both to shew them what they had lost, and that as the Fire could burn in the Bulh without consuming it; so could the first and second Principles have well consifted with the third, had the due order been kept.

4. For when the Harmony was preserv'd, the first with its four Properties was as a Root to the whole, the second as a Life to the Root and the whole, the third a Fruit or Vertue of and in the whole.

5. Whereas in the Severation and Disorder, the first was a fire to the whole, the second only as an incomprehensible unknown Life and Witness; and the third a Life of Vexation, Sorrow and Pain, and laden with the Curse.

6. Therefore was it the Lord appear'd in the Idea of the two first Principles, and so appearing sanctified the third, which was meant by the Command that Moses should put off his Shoes; because the place was Holy Ground.

7. By the first Principle is signified the Lord's Jealousie and Zeal, and by the second his merciful Love and Pity. Therefore is this Figure (as are many others) repeated over a thousand times (from Age to Age) on and towards the Souls of all God's ransom'd and Redeem'd ones.

Q. 96. From or out of what Power did Moses do his Works of wonder before Pharaoh?

A. 1. The Apostle faith, I can do all things through Christ that strengtheneth me. But to shew what Power enabled Moses to do his Wonders; It must be known whither go the Groans and Complaints of the oppressed? It is answered, into the Principle of God's severe Justice, such time as wicked Oppressors destroy and devour Wicked Men like themselves.

2. But when cruel Beasts grind and hunt the Lord's Flock, who are not of their Game: (though they also have the Beasts Hide them) but return Good for Evil, Praying for their Persecutors. This paffeth into the Principle of fiercenesws with respect to the Enemy, but the Holy World, the Fountain of Grace and Compassion, is strongly pretext upon, with respect to the wronged Children.

3. And unless the Oppressor enter into the Grace Principle by humble, earnest Repentance; all his Works, Words, Thoughts, and every their Aggravations go into a Substance, and are treasur'd up for God's Judgment, and then those that sow the Wind shall reap the Whirlwind.

4. And from the Holy World is it said, I have seen, I have seen the affliction, &c. I have heard, &c. and am come down. So that Moses' ability lay in the Abyss of God's Power and Holiness; that is, in both first and second Principles.

5. For whereas the Avarice, Haughtiness, Envy and Cruelty of the Driver go into the Treasure of God's Wrath, so the Patience of the Lord's Family goes into the Treasure of God's infinite Love-Principle, and Holiness; as we therefore reap Wheat or Cockles whence we sowed them, so is it here; thus Moses had Power, out of his first Principle of awakened Zeal to Muster the fierce Qualities in the third
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Principle, and bring them like a Victorious Army upon Egypt; and out of the Treasure of Divine Grace to visit, rescue and exempt God.

6. Yet God is but one; thus the Sweet Odour of fragrant Herbs, and the fumes of foetid Weeds, differently ascend from one fire wherein they are burnt.

7. Is it occasionally ask’d, whence is the Power the Magicians did their Wonders by? It’s answer’d, it proceeded out of the divided Properties and Powers of the Spoken formed Word or Out-birth, which the Ancients were skill’d in; yet was theirs impotent, when in competition with the might Moses exerted, for his was the Speaking, forming Holy Powers, whereof theirs was a Figure and Representation.

8. But our Modern Pretenders to Wisdom in Nature, are Men of Words, having neither Divine Substance, as was in Moses and the Prophets, nor true Knowledge of the figure or formed outward Powers, as had the Ancients: but pretending Divinity to Umbrage their shallownefs, do call God’s Power in the Out-birth Diabolical, and pretending Philosophy fill their Schools and Books with an empty Sound of vain words, fictitious and fabulous; neither knowing what they lay, nor whereof they affirm; first Coin feigned words, then contend about their Etymologies; thus fighting with a shadow themselves give being to, instead of seeking the Spirits of the Letters of the Holy Tongue, whence we departed by our Confusion at Babel.

Q. 97. What figure is the Departure or bringing forth of the Children of Israel out of Egypt?

A. 1. Man exchanged Paradise for the third Principle; the Substance for the figure or obscure Representation: and thereby his (till then) immortal Body became by the Contagion of the Fruit of the same like the Beast, an Accident, no longer a Substance.

Whereunto was added a Curse, that by toil and sweat he should gather his sustenance out of the barren Earth, which himself was near come to be.

2. A taft and earnest figure whereof was Israel, whose Males were either to be Drown’d as soon as Born, or Vaffals as long as they Lived, which yet was but a figure of the best Life Man hath in this World, compar’d with that we departed from, and whereof Solomon writes his black and pale Characters, that it is altogether Vanity, and Vanity of Vanities, Vexation of spirit, and sore Travel.

3. And whereas God tells Abraham his Seed should be in Bondage 400 Years, it is a figure that all Poor Mankind undergoeth the Servitude of the four Forms of the first Principle, and the four divided Elements.

4. And now the figure of their departure out of Egypt stands thus: As Man by falling into the third Principle, fall with his Astral Man in the four Elements, and his Soul in the four Forms of the first Principle, which either murdered them at first falling to them, or kept in rigorous Vassalage till laying off the Body.

5. Out of which, a series of Miracles only could deliver: So Man can no more ransom or deliver himself, than their poor oppressed ones could by their own Power call down the Ten Plagues, guide their way, and divide the Sea and Jordan.

6. And the spoiling the Egyptians by borrowing and bringing away their Jewels, shews that God’s Children shall carry out of the place of their Captivity under the first and third Principles, a Soul and Spirit wholly resigned to God, signified by the Jewels of Gold, and the Quintessence or Divine Tincture of the Humanity signified by Jewels of Silver, the Seventh or Lunar Property.

7. And that Moses the Son of Amram of the Tribe of Levi, one of their Brethren should be their Deliverer; hath this Signification, That God raiseth up in Man a Prophet

Q. 2
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Prophet of his Brethren out of the four Forms of the first Principle, blowing up his Light and Love Form, which is a fifth, as a Brother to the four, who becomes a Leader, a Deliverer as was Moses.

8. And whereas the Red Sea was no other of its own Nature but a hindrance to them, yet by Miracle became Defensive and Instrumental to their safety, by overwhelming their Enemy Pharaoh, &c. hath this meaning, that Man's frail fleeting, earthy Life shall be driven out of the way, as was the Red Sea into two Parts, signifying the parting of Man's Astral Spirit from his Elementary Body, giving open passage towards Canaan.

9. And whereas the Sea was on each side a Wall to them, and such a defence as over whelmed their Enemies, it shews that their inward and outward Enemies can follow us no farther than to the dividing of our Astral and Elementary Man, but are there stop’d and over-whelm’d.

10. Spiritually also was the Sea and Cloud a figure of the Baptism, and we (that is) our first Principle is Buried with him in Baptism, in and by the Spirit of Holiness and Love.

Q. 98. Why must Moses remain Forty Days upon Mount Sinai, when God gave him the Law?

A. 1. To signify a certain Proportion of time, wherein Adam was in the trial or Probation and the which Mount Sinai was a figure of Bondage in which Adam enthrall’d himself and us all: which was often repeated; As, (1.) By Moses remaining once and the second time forty days in the same Mount. (3.) It rained forty days, then came the Deluge. (4.) Jesus lived 40 years, then Married two Evil Women. (5.) Israel’s forty Journeys in the Wilderness. (6.) Their being forty years there. (7.) Goliath’s challenging the Host of Israel forty days, and then killed. (8.) Elias’s fasting forty days. (9.) Christ fasted forty days and was then tempted. (10.) Was forty hours in the Grave. And, (11.) Was forty days on Earth after His Resurrection.

2. This forty days stay of Moses once and again on Mount Sinai the Mount of Bondage, as the Apostle construeth, shews us that the whole time of Man’s Life is a time of Straits and Thraldom.

3. And whereas Moses was twice on that Mount, and each time forty days, and did neither Eat nor Drink, it shews that Mankind was doubly distress’d: that is, in his Soul by the four Anguishes of the first Principle, and thereby is kept as Cain said, left whosoever that meets him should kill him, (viz.) in fear of Eternal Separation from God, it’s true Life.

4. And by the second time of Moses remaining forty days on the Mount, is pointed us how all Man’s Body is imposed on, influenced by, composed of, and subjected unto the four Elements; that is, to its rigorous heat and extrem cold, oppressing and swaying it to Pain, Sorrow, Sickness, and Mortality.

5. So that hereby both Soul and Body are excluded the true Food, and detained in a place of Abstinence and Deprivation from the Paradisical Eating and Drinking, whereof Moses fasting was a Representation.

Q. 99. What is the Law in one Total Sum?

A. 1. The Lord Jesus teaching which is the First and great Commandment, faith, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, with all thy might, and with all thy strength; and that the Second was like to it. Thou shalt love thy Neighbour as thy self; and that on these two hang all the Law and the Prophets: Again reneweth it, giving the New
New Commandment, that you love one another; and that so shall all men know you are my Disciples.

2. And our Apostle faith, Love is the fulfilling of the Law. But seeing the Law Rom. 13.10 was given because of Transgression; therefore to the restoring that Love which is the fulfilling of the Law, it is necessary we know what kind of Love our Transgression did rive us of; and how, and what a ill Bargain we made, that deprived us of that Love.

3. But to avoid Repetition of things, I refer to the 45th, 46th and 47th Answers; for I should give my self liberty to wade in this sweet River, it would be a Volume, and swell more deep and high, till it issueth into the Ocean of Eternity, where dwells that Love which calls out Fear, for Fear hath Torment. My Soul, for ever blest the God of Love, who hath Pitied and Redeemed thee.

Q. 100. What were the Offerings of Mozes? How was Sin blotted out and appeased through these Offerings?

A. 1. The 79th Answer contributes largely to the Answer of this, to which this is refer d. It is further answer'd. That the legal Sacrifices were of three grand sorts, viz. (1.) The Burnt-offerings. (2.) The Peace-offerings. (3.) The Sin-offerings answering to the three Principles. The first, or Burnt offering consisted of four Kinds, viz. (1.) The Herd. (2.) The Fowl. (3.) The Meat-offerings; figuring the four Forms of the first Principle. (2.) The Peace-offering, which was only of two Kinds, viz. (1.) The Herd. (2.) The Flock; signifying the two Tires Males and Female. United by Jesus Christ interpreting the Peace of the second Principle. (3.) The Sin-offering, which was only of one Kind, viz. A Bullock signifying the third Principle, which is but one only, and that a figure of the inward Spiritual Worlds, and should only have accompanied Man as his shadow doth.

2. By these three Distributions, was the whole Man, consisting of Soul, Spirit and Body, offered up; and what had he more? It was therefore accepted, where ever heartily done. and sincerely intended; but the bare Performances had no Acceptation, as we see by Cain's offering, but a coming under the Lord's reprehension, as the vain Repetitions, and thinking to be heard for much speaking.

3. Such Offerings the Prophet compares to the cutting off a Dog's Head, and to Swine's Blood. Sincerity without meer outside Service and Hypocrifie is intimated by the inwards that were strictly charged to be offered, but the skin was the offerer's part; only in the Sin offering it was to be burnt as the World, thereby signified, shall be.

4. As for Acceptance it is plain in the Epistle to the Hebrews, That it was impossible the Blood of Bulls, &c. should do away sin. But the Acceptation, Value, and Virtue was in the Sacrifice's Faith and Hope, Expectation and Affection to the one Sacrifice, signified by the Incense and Sweet Odors offered on the golden Altar, viz. The true High Priest, offering up Himself outwardly once for all, and inwardly often to every one.

Q. 101. What is the Ground of the Prophetical Prophecies? By what Knowledge and Spirit did the Prophets in the Old Testament Prophecy?

A. 1. In the Old Testament the word Prophecy is not always restrained to future Events, nor is it in the New; for as the Prophets Exhort to present Duty, Detest from prevailing Sin, and on Obedience or Rebellion prophesie Good, or denounce Evil: So in the New Testament Prophecy, is underlood in the same sense
(1.) The first sort of False Prophets.

(2.) The second sort of False Prophets.

(3.) The first sort of True Prophets.

(4.) The second sort of True Prophets.
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(viz.) to Exhortation and Monition, as we read: one Praying or Prophesying, &c. Alto, He that prophesieth, let him prophesie according to the proportion of Faith. 2. But this question intending chiefly things to come, we must say, There are two sorts of False, and two sorts of True Prophets; viz. First, to describe the false; (1.) They are such as are Lying Wonders, and predict Events of Publick and Private Importance, going no farther than into the imaginary Word, the occult qualities of Nature and outward Causes and Consequences contrasted to wonderful Good and Evil Uses, into which Satan can easily insinuate himself.

3. (2.) Such as have a Spirit of Prophecy, but not a Spirit of Holiness; such was Balaam, and such the Lord mentions, who shall say, Lord, Lord, we have prophesied in thy Name, &c. And these have their Water out of the Fountain, but receive and keep it in foul Vessels. God is so bountiful a House-keeper, that his Wine is given running over; so that some falls into such Mens old Bottles.

4. (3.) The Children of Wisdom, the regenerated holy ones, who live in God, and have their Names written in the Book of Life, having Divine Faculties opened. These Prophesies according to their proportion of Faith; for Love and Faith begot them: They prophesie of their own Death, which comes to pass for they die daily, they are Priests and Prophets, what they want in "skill and power" they have in love to his Service. These, as Prophets and Priests shall have boldness in the day of the Lord, which they wait for, being Children of the day: and are true Prophets, yet without that Gift of Prophecy this Question ises at; and yet of these it is said, the Spirits of the Prophets are subject to the Prophets.

5. (4.) Those of the Lord's Holy ones who are gifted by the Spirit of Prophecy, force more eminently, familiarly, frequently, and as it were continually, before whom the Doors of the Spiritual World lie Night and Day wide open.

6. They as Watchmen see the contest of the Properties, and what weight of sin over-ballanceth the contra-pondering Wrestlers: for the Magical Power of their Souls uniteth with the Universal, as the Tincture of Gold doth with the Sun's Tincture, they as evidently see the Displeasure of the Almighty, as by Man's face may his delight or dislike of any extream occurrence be discerned.

7. This is so intimate, that the Lord faith he doth nothing, but what he tells or shews to his Servants the Prophets. For as there is but one God, and his Spirit is but one, and that Man is a complete Image of the whole Almighty God, and having the Work of that one Spirit begetting in him the true Divine second Principle, he can as clearly (when gifted to this distinct office) hear and see the Power whence himself and all things are, as a Glass can reflect a Face; for all lies in himself, though (like Hagar) we see not the Fountain, till God's Angel shew it, though it be (as that) in and before us.

For such a Man is as a well-tun'd Musical Instrument, the Sounds are all distinct, ready when ever the Spirit of God shall play on it. And the simile suits well, for Man's original Numbers and Measures answer exactly to the Number of the Notes in Musick, which are 3 and 7, and not one more or less; and this Harmony is signified in the Harp, Organ, &c. used in the legal Administration.

9. And as Men are affected with the elevating of the Airs to Delight, and with the solemnity into seriousness, with the harshness into regret, and with the solid composure into excess of Melancholy, so ought all to be with the Lord's Voice in his Prophets.

10. To such it is shewn many times; what time, place, manner, and other circumstances may fitly hide the Lord's redeemed ones, if the Decree be not gone forth, for they see where, when, and how the Destroyer comes; by which such may escape, who are not to witness by their Blood, and be Crown'd with Martyrdom.
11. Some have been Leaders, as Moses; Deliverers and Judges, as Samuel, &c. And as a figure of the Heavenly World’s concurrence and assistance to the Magico-Cal Vertue of the faithful Soul was the Oracle near the Mercy Seat, the Urim and Thummim, Ephod, &c.

Some have been Prophets for more private and particular Occasions; as Agabus, &c.

12. We are farther to know, he that liveth the Life of Jesus Christ, lives at the Fountain of Wisdom, having all the Principles and Properties in due Subordination to the Divine Life; whereby he knows God, the Creation, Heavenly, Hellish, the Out-world and Himself.

13. Yet all this in part; he comprehends not that wherein himself is comprehended, he feeth a part of every thing, but not the whole of any part. As a Mathematician hath a true distinct knowledge of both Globes which he can describe and measure, while yet he knoweth not fully that spot of Earth whereon his Feet tread.

14. And though the Natural Philosopher penetrateth much farther, and the Divine Philosopher depeepest of all; yet how little a part know we of him even of things existent; how much less of Eternities?

15. And if Daniel heard the Angel praying, How long wilt thou not have Compassion on Jerusalem, against whom thou hast had Indignation these three-score and ten years; and if the Lord Jesus said, of that day and hour knoweth no man, so not the Son; which I submissively understand to be meant thus, (viz.)

16. Not the Son as he is the opened Treasure of Grace and Love of the second Principle; but the Father, that is, as he is the secret Treasure of the Justice and Vengeance of the first Principle. How very little and poor, is the utmost, fallen Man’s Race can attain?

17. But hence we discern, that the Knowledge and Spirit whence the Prophets in the Old Testament did Prophecy Good, was by the Spirit in them opening those things out of the second Principle; and the Spirit and Knowledge whence the Prophets either brought Evil Denunciations, which should succeed, was out of the first wrath Principle, or by which they call’d down immediate Evil, as Elijah the Fire, was the same.

18. But that it might not as a Coal burn the hand of the Bearer, it was wrapped up in the Prophets holy Divine second Principle.

19. For as it is hard for a Captain who hath Personal Enemies in the adverse Camp to carry on his Force vigorously, and at the same time pursuing his Success, wholly lay aside the Sentiments of all Personal private Wrongs: so is it hard for a Prophet to bring the Turba on others, without his own entering into it, either before, in, or after the Swoak. How needful is it therefore that sinful men should be inhibited to revenge themselves?

Q. 102. What is Christ of whom the Prophets prophesied in the Old Testament? The Seventh grand Distribution?

A. According to the constant design of avoiding Repetitions, the Answer of this Question is refer’d to the review and perusal of the 75th, 81st, and 90th Answers which laid together, are a compleat Answer to the present Question, according to what I have attain’d.

Q. 103. What was John Baptist, Christ’s forerunner?

A. I. The Lord faith of him, That among them that are Born of Woman, there
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there hath not risen a greater Prophet than John the Baptist; that is, in the Father’s first Administration; nevertheless, he that is least in the Kingdom of God, is greater than he; that is, in the more clear day and Manifestation of Christ.

2. The Lord saith also of him, This is Elias which was for to come: as faith the Prophet, I will send you Elijah the Prophet, &c. And Isaiah saith, The Voice of him that crieth in the Wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, &c. The same faith John of himself.

Let it be said, What is the Voice that crieth, and what the Wilderness wherein he crieth? And the Question lyeth open.

3. 1. The Voice is not properly the Voice of Jesus Christ; for this was preparatory to his coming. 2. Nor was it the Voice properly of the Holy Ghost; for his Administration succeeds that of Christ’s. 3. Nor a bare Human Voice; for so much Power and Conviction was in it, that all men acknowledged him a Prophet; and his Baptism not of Men, but from Heaven.

4. The Wilderness was not of Earth, Rocks and wild Beasts; for such are not prepared for Christ: But Man stray’d out of the Garden, is the Wilderness here meant, that was cried in and unto, to repent; because of the near approach of the Kingdom of Heaven.

5. The Voice crying in the Wilderness is the Father’s drawing; as faith the Lord Jesus Christ, No man cometh to me except the Father draw him.

6. Elias in the Spirit of Zeal is John the Baptist’s Antitype, figuring (as did John the Baptist more eminently and immediately) the Father’s fiery Zeal, in the Holy first Principle; for Elias and John’s Administration was in the Father’s Property.

7. The great Confluence of all Judea, &c. to his Baptism shews the Universality of the Father’s Applications, Convictions and Drawings.

8. The reprehension of the Scribes and Pharisees, calling them Generation of Vipers, &c. Shews the Father’s drawings to Repentance to be not only general, but particularly in and to his resolved and designed Enemies. Also shews the rejection of Man’s Wildom and outward Formality, even in the true Religious Institutions.

9. Thus the Groans of Penitent Souls, and Impenitent Mens Cripes, the Mournings of the one, and the Stings and Horrors of the other, proceed from the Father’s condemning Convictions; whereof John the Baptist’s Ministry and himself is the representation.

Q. 104. What kind of Virgin was Mary (in whom God became Man) before she Conceived?

A. 10. The Virgin Mary was of low Estate and Degree Daughter of Joachim and Anna, not (as such) wholly pure, as some feign but came from fair Eve. Much less was she the Virgin Sophia; for the first Adam had repudiated himself and all his from that Heavenly Virginity and gone into Adultery, into Lust.

11. So that of Mary it may be said as Daniel of himself, This is not revealed to me for any Wildom that is in me more than in any living. Or as Peter faith of himself and John, Why look ye on us, as if by our Power and Holiness we had done this, &c.

12. But though Mary before she conceived, was in Soul and Body such as other Daughters of Eve, who by the Regeneration were in the Holy Element. Yet to say what she came to be in, and after her conceiving, will fall under the Answers of the two following Questions.

Q. 105.
Q. 105. Why must Mary be first Espoused or Betrothed to Old Joseph before she Conceived of the Holy Ghost?

A. 1. An Espousal (of the sort here signified) is a solemn mutual Contract, between two of different Sexes, exclusive of all others; such was This of the Virgin to Joseph, a thing usual with the Jews: To which allude both the Prophet, The Love of thine Espousals; and again Paul, I have Espoused you to me.

The above definition hath these parts; (viz.) 1. It must be mutual, between two. 2. Of different Sexes. 3. Exclusive of all others. 4. Solemn.

2. By this Espousal is signified; that the Virgin of Wisdom, the promised Seed, was Espoused to Man's Soul. This Virgin Sophia is the Tincture in the Holy Element in Paradise; viz. the Holy Ternary or Heavenly Earth.

3. As the Spirit, or (as some have call'd it) the Soul of the Outward World, is to This Out-world and Elements a giving Mind, Sense and Virtue to the Creatures: Such is the pure Sophia in the Eternal Glorious World. The Soul and it, were as one, but by the Apostasie became two.

4. Again, This Holy, Pure Virgin is Espoused to Man's Soul or Fiery Property, her self being of the Tincture of the Light World, and so were they of two Sexes.

5. Also This Espousal is exclusive of all others; for the Soul must cleave to her, and not joyn it self to the first or third Principles.

6. And the Solemnity is no les than that which either enters the Soul into the Life Eternal and Love Kingdom, which else is precipitated into the fierce Wrath.

7. Now that Mary's Espousal should precede her Conception by the Holy Ghost, was,

To shew what Infinite Grace did immediately on the heavy Fall: For Man even ready to be devoured by the third Principle, and to devour himself by his first, is by this Espousal (the Covenant of Grace) stayed from the Abyssal Fall, which stop or betrothing must needs be now or never.

That it was only an Espousal, and that before the actual Conception, was, to shew that Man could not be entrusted (at least not yet) with so inestimable a value.

To signifie an intermission or intervention of Time or Ages, to pause and occur before performance of what had been promised; being, as the Apostle phraffeth it, the end; viz. us upon whom the Ends of the World are come; as had said the Angel to Daniel.

To shew what a vast distance Man had removed himself, that his Restoration must be wrought by tract of time, as men creep out of Chronical Disease, so that the time of Espousal was, as laith the Apostle, My little Children, of whom I travel in birth again, till Christ be formed in you; as till an Embryo mature to a compleatness, or a Seed to be a Tree.

To attick the Genealogy of the Lord's Earthy Humanity to be of David. For, besides the express, frequent, plain and full Testimonies by the Prophets and Apostles concerning Christ's Lineage, both Genealogies in Matthew, from Abraham for satisfying the Jews; and in Luke, to Adam for comfort of the Gentiles, do pitch on Joseph, wherein Mary is included; because none married out of their own Tribe, and consequently none Espoused out of it.

The certainty of Mary's Genealogy is demonstrated only by her Espousal with Joseph, to keep humble that Sex, who being the divided Tincture, were first in the Transgression.

Q. 106. How was God; viz. the Word made Flesh? What hath he assumed from Man?
A. i. In the 71, 81, and 90 Answers, and in the 15 particulars of the 21th Chapter of the little Treatise call'd Considerations. &c. on the Scope of Jacob Behmen, much relating to the present Enquiry is opened. Yet it seems fit to say farther; (vix.) 1. That because Man's going into the third Principle, had subjected him to the Mortal Effial Fleth, in the Wrath and Curle; if the Word had not assumed and been made Fleth, the Plafier had not been as broad as the Wound. The Elementary part; (vix.) that of the four Elements, must for ever have remained Captive in Death, and paused away with the melting and dissolusion of them, into their Aether, without Recollection or Resurrection.

2. At the same instant therefore, of the Virgin Mary's Conception, the Word in or of the second Principle, was by the Vehicle or Medium of the Holy Element Conceived in the Light of her Life, taking her's, (vix.) our Eternal Human Soul and Spirit, or Light generated out of the Souls Essences, and both Soul and Spirit became as one in an Eternal Band with the Word, like as the Masculine and Feminine Tinctures unite in ordinary Conceptions.

3. In the same moment also, by the genuine Right of Nature, as the Divine Lubet of the two Principles breath out the third Principle, attracting the Powers thereof for their manifestation, and by the same immutable Law, as by which common Fire attracts Air, did This Holy Divine Conception call to it the Astral Powers and Spirit, and those (for their Associates) brought, as their house and clothing, the four Elements, being of the like necessity, as the Body of a living Creature follows the Head.

Thus the Word became Fleth, yet as incomprehensible not only to the Fleth, but also to the fallen Humane Nature as the Eternal Soul is to the Astral, or as the Astral Spirit is to the dead Earth.

4. But as truly as the Eternal Humane Soul and Spirit, the Tincture, the Astral Soul, the Animal Spirits and Sences, and the Elementary Body, Bulk compose and form one Man, so truly did the Word of the Almighty Son of God the Virgin of Gods Wifdow: the disappeared Image of the Heavenly Humanity assume and unite with Mans Humane Soul, Spirit, and Tincture, enter also into the Astral Vigor and Powers, also enter and assume the Elementary Fleth, and consecrate, circumcise and hallow them; and thus become one perfect compleat person God and Man.

5. The decay of the Lungs is hard to be restored, because applications thither are obstructed, their Porter so curiously guards the entrance, as that Air only may have admission; wherefore the Wall is sometimes broken by Infiction to send injections to the part impaired, tho' with great hazard.

But our Almighty Restorer hath entred the whole Man: every crevice and secret of Soul and Body is all Superficies, an open Field at Noon-day to the Omniscience of gracious Love.

6. When my dull Spirits a little penetrate this incomprehensible condescension, my powers yield up themselves prostrate, tremble and flame, my Soul finds himself as one living among the dead; it hath something to say and do which it wants apt Organs to express and prosecute. And if my obscure Soul find himself unequally yoaked, what a troop did Infinite Goodness make to bear our griefs and take on him the chastisement of our peace, be as a Lamb dumb before the Shearers. Yea under the Mercilefs Murderers and Tormentors pour out his Soul? He hid not his sweet Face from shame and spitting, that by his stripes we his cruel Enemies might be healed.

Q. 107. Why would God become Man? could be not forgive Man his Sins without becoming Man?
A. The Minds of Men have been very apt to err about the Doctrine of forgiving sin, thinking it to be like verbal Remissions among Men, or at a Bar of Judgment.

1. One party pretend possession of the Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven by succession to Peter, who himself had no promise of them but as he was one of the Apostles, which when it was performed was to him and the rest alike: Yet still that Party plead prescription, and laying a form of words like a Charm, great sinners are told they are pardoned, yet probably by such who are often greater sinners than themselves.

2. Another party less gross in words, yet no less remiss in Practice and Conversation expect pardon of an Age of sins, by a Death-bed pretended sorrow, and words of hope and confidence in the Merit of the Lord Jesus without, any conformity all their Life to his Death and Resurrection.

3. Had the putting sinful Man into a Blessed state been so easy; Would the only begotten Son of God have taken our disorder'd Souls and vile befriat Bodies, born the Curfe, fulfilled all Righteousness, encountered and been slain by Death, a shameful death, passed through a Sea of freights, grief and pain, exerted a Series of miraculous power? No, No.

4. Man was estranged from God, had lost his noble Image, was partly a Devil, and partly a Beast; it was then absolutely necessary he (who alone was mighty to save) should do all he did: Or Man was paft any help, and all hope of Restoration and Pardon.

5. Therefore did God become Man, the Word was made Flesh to appease the wrath of the forms of the first principle, by inkindling Divine Light in them, therewith also was Mans Spirit (which was like a Phaftom, or like a foolish Night Fire) inflamed with Sacred Love, and Mans Astral and Elementary parts were Tintur'd into a due Subjection to his more noble part as they to the Divine.

6. Thus the great Captain entred through Death to break the Gates of it, restoring the Virgin Image in our Humanity; of himself he faith, John 17.19. And for their laki-es sanctifie I my self, that they also may be sanctified.

The pardon of sin produceth a mortifying of self, a rising in a new Life, a sacrificing every Lust, a Love sickness to the Lord, a War with the Enemies, a Heart broken and melted, a new tender one receiv'd, this is true Gospel forgiveness.

Q. 168. How was the uniting of the Deity and Humanity in this becoming Man?

A. 1. God Created Adam an Image of the whole three principles, both first and third, fully illustrated by the holy second principle, yet was his very third principle of the holy Paradisical Element wherein was the pure, modest, chaste Virgin of Divine Wisdom vouchsafed to Man as his Bride.

But neither is the Virgin, holy Element nor Paradisal God, but the Virgin is the Tinature of the Light, and the holy Element the Flesh and Blood of Christ, whence was Adam and the Angels.

2. These things foreknown, way is made to answer the Divine secret sought after in this Question, and requireth the Eyes of all the three principles as they stand in the Spiritual World: which are open in some measure in all the humble Holy Ones, but to others (the great Proficients in Knowledge) if of Old Adam only; I am dumb, and these things are idle Speculations; they are lock'd, bolted, sealed.

3. But to the Children of the Kingdom it is answer'd. The Deity united itself to the Humanity in the holy part of the Humanity in every of the three principles, (that is) in the holy Element, where his third principle in his Creation flood else could he not have rule'd over the fiderial, had he not been in their Root; for
they but imagined the powers of the holy Element, and Eternal Nature, or great
mystery.

4. We are not to be so ignorant as to suppose the Deity took into union our
Befitial part; for we see in transmutation of Metals the dross or rust is not affected
with the Tincture. The regenerate new Man feels while we are present in the
Body we are absent from the Lord.

5. The infinite Deity or Heart of God the second principle of Love creates anything, being himself the end of nature, (vix.) as out of himself; for he is the
perfect summit of all, yet doth comprehend all, penetrate all, only the pervertible
will blindfolds itself.

6. But tho' the holy Love principle or Deity createth nothing: As neither doth
the outward Sun generate any sublunacy out of his own pure Body but furthereth
pre-existent Matter. Yet, because Man had estranged himself both from the
holy Element and Virgin of purity, who was his Image, being the Tincture of the
Light, as himself was the express Image of the Father; therefore did the sor ever
Blessed Deity (to the external Admiration of humane Nature, and of the Angelical
World) Unite himself in the holy Element (which is his Heavenly Flesh and
Blood) and in the Virgin of Wisdom (the Spoule of the Soul) unto miserable,
fallen, blind, disfavored Humane Nature.

7. Hereby meekening the rage and disorder of the darkned Soul, illuminating
the unwieldy Spirit and Understanding, and Tincturing the very Sidereal Soul, or
Astral Spirit or Man: Extending also his Abyss of Infinite Grace to the very Ele-
mentary Body. As Aaron's precious Oyl ran down to the Horn of his Vesture.

Q. 109 How did Christ become Born of Mary to this World, without prejudice to her
Virginity? How could she after the Birth remain still a Virgin?

A. 1. This pure Virgin Conception may shew all who are not wilfully blind,
what Adam's exchange of pure Virgin Love and Modesty for Lust (in the divided
properties) was,

I refer to the 54, 61, 62, 63, and 65. Answers, studiously shunning recitals of
things written in any of them, how pertinent ever hereunto.

2. The Virginity of Mary remained intire after the Conception and Birth of the
Lord; 1. For, it may be considered that this most admirable condensation,
was a work begun and perfected by Infinite Divine Love on the one part, and
holy awe and profound humility on the other; more above wanton Lust, than
do the Celestial Rays excel the foul Kitchen Fire, in purity.

3. Obscurely figured by some eminently holy Men, who were the Children of
Old Age, such as Isaac and others after long barrenness. So was Joseph given to
Rachel, and others after Wrestling with God by Prayer, as Samuel to Hannah. And
John the Baptist given to Elizabeth who seemed to be proverbially call'd Barren.
Now in the holy Parents of such the wantonness of Fleathy Lust was withered,
which in the Virgin Mary had not been excited.

2. Let it be considered, that the acces of Increase of Homogeneous Vertue and
Power doth not nor can weaken, impair or lessen the vigour of the property it
hath; as, (1.) In a House where burns a common Fire, the hot Sun and Se-
ason makes the heat more ardent, tho' that Fire less penetrating and scalding. Or,
(2.) Into a Room where burns a blinking Candle, or other small Light, a
Beam of the Sun entering makes the place more lustrous, tho' that faint Light,
lefs luminous. And, 3. Pure Water poured into Water somewhat foul, makes
it not less, but more pure.

5. Thus the holy Element feeding the Life of Mary's regenerated Soul, and in
the
the same pure Element the Virgin of Gods Wisdom being the Tincture of the Light and Spoule of Jesus Christ. In the same pure Element with that pure Virginity of Gods Wisdom the Infinite holy second principle the Son of God took for an Eternal propriety the Essences of Marias Humanity, and did ( of all) form one Divine and Humane Holy One, Holy Thing, Holy Child, &c.

And all this could no more detract or impeach her Virginity than the Elixir put into common Wine or Water, can degrade and debilitate it, and decline it towards the diseasen and inefficacy of common cold Water.

Q. 110. Why did Christ walk or converse Thirty years upon the Earth before he took or entered upon his Office? Why did he increase in Age and Favour with God and Man, seeing he is God himself; and needed no growing or increasing?

A. 1. Infinite Wisdom saw Thirty years neither more nor less than necessary; wherein compleat obedience might actually be rendered by the second Adam to all the parts of the Righteous Law broken by the first, and all this before the Lord took his Office.

2. For in these Thirty years the ten forms of Fire in the active Life signified, by the ten Generations beginning in Sem and ending in Abraham had their perfect work, three times; because as Man had miserably estranged his Life forms by actual Transgression in every one of the three principles: So accordingly did the Son of God ( who was now also the Son of Man) graciously travel with his (which were our Life's forms) and in and through all the three principles by the several steps of the ten forms of Fire in the active Life.

3. Bringing thereby the first, second, and third principles which were stray'd from the will of the liberty (as the first of the ten was figured by Sem) and introduced the Humanity through the desiring, anguish, and all the rest into the tenth (that is) into the Holy Flesh and Paradifical or Angelical World figur'd by Abraham.

4. Thus Joseph the Type of this Glorious Thirty years, ( wherein were fulfilled all Righteousnes's) endured Bondage, and a Series of Sorrow, and when he was Thirty years old flood before Pharaoh, and was put into Office next unto him.

5. David also another Type of this, after passing many tiring hardships and almost invincible difficulties and hazards, was at the same Age of Thirty years Crowned King.

This is represented again by David's Thirty Worthies, and three more Honourable than the rest figure the years after the Lord took his Office.

6. Noah's Ark and Solomon's Temple, were each Thirty Cubits high pointing us these Thirty years.

Now for answer to the second part of the Question, why Christ did increase in Age and Favour with God and Man, &c.

7. This signifies and points out to us his process and passing from one part of the Law of Righteousnes's which he fulfilled, into another to fulfill that; as the Ark was gradually Built, and the Temple erected Cubit after Cubit.

8. Joseph and David had first a youthful privacy, and then severe figures given them to bear; sometimes to be as it were given up and lost, and again, passing that, almost swallowed up of another. Thus also is the Christian taught to add unto Faith, Patience, Experience, &c.

9. The Lords process from State to State is the Epitome of the Birth of the Eternal Powers; the liberty of the will floweth into a desiring, thence into sharp attracting, thence into anguish, thence into the Eternal Nature, &c. through all the forms of Fire to the 10th, or Crown and punctum of Sol.
10. As out of the Anguifhes of the firft principle, is generated the love and joy of the ſecond which the Christian feels, and the ſearching mind fees in every (very) outward power.

Now for that the ſubſequent Questions will lead to inquire into the admirable proceed of the Lords humbling and emptying himself. What is written may suffice to this answer.

Q. 111. Why did Christ ſuffer himself to be Baptized by John with Water, whereas he himself was both the Baptism and Bapțizer which ſhould Baptize with the Holy Ghost?

A. This Question made, John the Bapțist, adding, I have need to be Baptized of thee, to which the Lord answered, Suffer it to be do now, for thus it becometh us to ſuſt all Righteousneſs; for the Lord of the Law by taking Mans fallen Nature on him, having fo far made himself ſubject to it as that he muſt ſuſt it, and that thereby he might introduce into the Humanity a ſuitable will of walking agreeably to it, found Baptism part of that Righteousneſs.

2. And yet in Moses according to the Letter, yea until John is no mention of it in express words, only the Aſſiſtant makes this Baptism to be meant by their paffing through the Red Sea, and under the Cloud.

3. Christ Jesus by taking on him fallen Mans Nature, took on him that which flood and confifted in and of all the three principles, and every of the three principles in the fall Adam were depraved ſtanding in need of Baptism.

4. The firſt principle or Soul flood in need of the Baptism of Repentance from dead works; for Mans Soul had stray’d, imaging in it the dead Out-birth which is dead to it.

The second needed the Baptism of the Holy Ghost working Faith in or towards God, which was it John meant, when he ſaid I have need to be Baptized of thee.

The third or Aſſiſtant and Elementary Man of the Out-birth, needed the outward Baptism, which outward is as a Medium to the other.

5. And we ſeeſt all three in one Breath, orderly by the Author to the Hebrews, viz. not laying again, &c. (1.) Repentance from dead Works. (2.) Faith towards God. (3.) The Doctrine of Baptisms; thus ſtand the principles in the re-generate Man.

6. And as the Sea was the Instrument to cover the Enemy for his deſtruction, and the Cloud cover’d the Israelites for their defence; fo the outward Baptism shews us the burying of the old Man, and the washing and ariling of the new Man.

7. In the firſt ſence we are defended from the oppreſſing disorders of the old Man shut up in the firſt principle, and in the other we are reſtored by the ariling of the second principle in the new Man, which is the firſt Refurrection; teaching the Song of Moses and of the Lamb.

8. And tho’ the fidierial Man comprehend not what is done to it, yet ſeeing it ſhared in the difobedience, it is buried by the Baptism of Water: Seeing also it ſhall ſhare in the Refurrection and Eternal Salvation, it muſt be washed in Baptism.

9. Thus fee we why Christ suffered himself to be Baptized with Water, as in the Question is demanded, also why all his Servants under the Evangelical Administration are to do it, not only as a Litteral, but also as a Foundation Duty.
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Q. 112. Wherefore must Christ after his Baptism be tempted. Forty days in the Wilderness? What doth it mean that a God-man should be tempted? And why must the Devil tempt him before he began his Works of Wonder?

A. 1. Adam was tempted and fell in it, and his fall opened a Door in the Human Nature, through which the Tempter entrench'd for his first principle is drawn by the Forms (whereof it is compounded) into an adverse will against the meekness and resignation, so that the Tempter entering the breach widens it: And the third principle which Man Imageth in his Soul, is the Kingdom whereof the Prince of Darkness is a God.

2. The Devil useth the passive powers of the out-world, in themselves good, to his direful Machinations and other powers, which by their being separate (and in that respect) in themselves evil, are as Tools ready made, wherewith to exercise (as far as his Chain reacheth) fatal designs, to bring Tragedies on Places and Persons.

3. And all Men whose Intelleck (the remains of their second principle) are confin'd in the limits either, of their disorder'd first or third principles, how politic, (peculatively penetrating, seemingly wise, or rigorously superstitious forever, are all yet Vassalls. Drudges and Ear-bord Slaves to the wicked one at his will.

4. But where ingenious Nature simply follows its own dictates, as undeceiued Childhood or Youth, that Intelleck is little servicable to the Hellish powers, even as the outward Sun and Moon are little useful to them. Tho' at the same time the Spring that feeds that ingenuity derives from the first, not from the new Man and second Adam or Regeneration, nor is his Life from the Divine Light.

5. It is also too manifold that the Children of the day, in whom Christ is formed, being imbued in Beastial Flesh, propagated by Apostate sinful Man and Woman, and having the Tincture of their Souls impaired, lie open to the Tempter, and have great necessity of Divine aid, continually to humble themselves, pray, fast, watch, fight, strive, wrestle and use all diligence, lest they enter into Temptation.

6. Now the Lord Jesus taking the Humane Nature on him, did undergo the evil, and bear the load of Temptation, being one eminent part of his proceed for us; but the Tempter, not seeing the purity of his Conception; being quite another principle, too deep by far for him, might conceive hope of like success as he had against Eve, who was a kind of Virgin, and the Lord being made of a Virgin: But the Lord faith, the Tempter cometh, but hath nothing in me.

7. Now that the proceed of Temptation should succeed the Baptism of the Lord, teacheth us, that the New Man's Advances in the Way of Obedience, is a time of holy fear, care and humbling the soul, it being the more not the less liable to various, multiplied, terrible Temptations, and in that the Lord was tempted he is able to succour them that are Tempted.

8. Why the Temptation lasted forty days is referred to the 78 Answer. Also why a God Man should be Tempted is shown above.

His Temptation must needs be of the Devil, or otherwise as from without, his Divinity and Purity exempting him from such variety, as we poor miserable Creatures are lurchastic with from within our Souls and outward Man, and Objects of our Sense are as so many Snare's, Serpents and Devils in us, about us, and waiting way-laying us.

And lastly, that all this must precede his working of Wonders and Miracles, teaches us the method of the Eternal World, also is manifest in all Created Existences, viz. That from the anguish of the first four forms should result the glo-
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Q. 113. How was Christ in Heaven and also on Earth both at once?

A. 1. Men may not think Heaven and this World to be sever'd, as that Heaven cannot be said to be here, till the present World pass away; for though this World cannot be in Heaven by reason of its Impurity, yet Heaven is in this World, for it comprehends it, and is the whole second Principle; where-ever the Infinite God is in his Love, there is Heaven.

2. This understood, it must be acknowledged Heaven is in every Heart that loves God, but every Child of God is not yet in Heaven; for they are so present in the Body, as that they are absent from the Lord: that is, their love, &c. hath an allay of Drots.

3. But the Lord Jesus Christ, and also the first Adam before his Fall, were as Men, or in their Humanity in Heaven, for their love was perfect, and it must be noted, that the Lord faith not the Son of God, but the Son of Man which is in Heaven. I farther refer this Answer to the 77th and 108th Answers.

Q. 114. Why did Christ upon Earth teach before the People concerning the Kingdom of Heaven in Similitudes or Parables?

A. 1. We read, All these things spake he to the multitude in Parables, and without a Parable spake he not unto them. (1.) Adding, that it might be fulfilled, &c. I will open my mouth in Parables, seeing therefore the Text gives that for a Reason, must we not receive it as such?

(2.) The second is, The Reason the Lord Himself gives His Disciples, To you it is given to know the Mysteries of the Kingdom; but to them it is not given.

The Text also gives (νεώ) with many other Parables, &c., as they were able to hear it.

The fourth is drawn from the Lord's warning and inhibition; Cast not Pearls before Swine, nor Holy things to Dogs, of whom it is laid by the Lord, I speak to them &c., because they seeing see not, and hearing they hear not, nor do they understand. Of them also it is said, Make the hearts of this People fat, make their Eyes heavy, &c.

2. Summarily then, the Children by means of their weakens were not able to hear it otherwise than in Parables, though to them apart they were open'd; and the Multitude, by reason of their Wickedness were not worthy to hear it otherwise; because the proud Rejectors of God were inwardly devilish, and outwardly brutish, and are called Dogs and Swine, to whom the Childrens Bread might not be given; for God refisiteth the Proud.

3. Because Man was fallen into the third Principle, over which he should have been Ruler, so that the regenerate themselves were outwardly brutish, and in their inward and best part were as young Children; to them the Gracious Lord vouchsafed to bow down, and as it were lisp, and to feed them with Milk.

4. For as much now as Man was gone out of the Unity into the Multiplicity, God of infinite Bowels follows him into it, and there teacheth him, by the Earth, Corn, Fruits, Stones, Thorns, Sheep, Fowls, Ants, &c. Making them speak to him, pursuе, convince and judge him, by the Good and Obedience of the very Oxen and Asses, gratefulness of the Earth for Rain, and Bounty of Heaven in the Seasons, and when nothing will do, he makes the Stone cry out of the Wall, and Beam out of the Timber to answer, leaving such, not only without excuse, but accused by the
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the whole Creation. Nevertheless, by these Parabolical Applications, call’d the foolishness of Preaching, was Power found to save them that believe.

Q. 115. Why hath not Christ himself described his Gospel with Letters in Writing, but only taught and left it afterwards to his Apostles to write down?

A. It may be supposed and argued, who so sufficient as the Omnipotence of the Son of God? Who could so exactly discover the Mysteries therein, as the Author thereof? Who could so challenge and command Belief, as he who is Truth itself? with the like reasonings,

1. But we must know, that the Three glorious Persons, have Three distinct Operations, viz. The Almighty Father, or Infinite first Principle doth Eternally beget and generate as his Love, Delight or Heart, the Eternal Son whom he giveth. The Almighty Son or Infinite second Principle is Eternally begotten every where in the Abysses giving Himself, who is the Light of Divine Life, having Life in Himself, is Himself the Gospel written in the Heart. Hence are manifestly declared to be the Epistles of Christ. The Almighty Spirit, Holy Ghost, or Infinite third Principle, doth Eternally proceed from the Father and Son, and Eternally publish, propagate, figure, declare, image and manifest the first and second; and all the first in the second infinitely, through the whole Abyss.

2. Thus was the carrying on, publishing abroad, or preserving this wonderful Work of the Arm of the Lord to restore lost Men, being like making dry Bones live, the proper operation of the third, or of the second Person. Therefore faith the Lord to the Disciples, What I tell you in the ear, preach you on the house tops. Again, He that believeth, the works that I do shall be done, and greater works, &c. And faith, the Spirit when he cometh shall convince the World, &c.

3. Thus Abraham figured the Father’s property or operation, giving his Son a Sacrifice, Isaac the Son’s property giving himself; but Gen. 22 that of the Holy Ghost, multiplying first into 12 Branches, then became as the Stars, and the Evil Seed only professing are like as the sand for multitude, and for their earthenness.

4. Thus as the Lord faith, the Father hath born witness of me; And again, speaking of the Holy Ghost faith, for he shall take of mine, and give it unto you; and seeing Jerusalem only, but the world’s World with his Doctrines.

Q. 116. Why must it be the very High Priests and Scribes or Scripture learned (who taught the People) that must speak against or contradict Christ; and would readily mock him, and condemn him continually to Death? Why must not the worldly Magistracy do it or the common People? What doth that signify?

A. 1. The worldly Magistracy expect Civil Duty and Obedience; their grandeur is their Idol, and having the outward Obedience and worldly Advantage, it sufficeth.

2. The common People expect moral Justice and common Honesty, and finding that, are quiet; especially if no bane of Profit by Treachery offer to accrue to them.

3. Now Christ’s Disciples in imitation of their Lord (whose Kingdom was not of this World) do submit to Magistracy in all civil Concerns, grudge them not Civil Honour, and all the Profits they can reasonably challenge, and all this for Conscience sake.

4. Any to the common people, they give readily what commutative Justice guides to, and have a propensity to more, (viz.) to be Good as well as J. R. to give and forgive, wherewith the common people are not only satisfied, but (though
(though in their temper brutish and dogged) are often obliged to Peace and Gratitude. And as for Profit by abusing Christ's Followers, there is usually little; for the Cross and Poverty is their portion here, as it was their Lord's, and his first and eminent Followers.

5. Therefore though Herod on the Wise-men's Enquiry was by mistake afraid of Christ, left the new-born King should supplant him of his Regality, the latter Herod and his Men of War for the Lord at nought; and what the common people did in their Acclamations against Christ, was by the incitement of the Priests, &c.

6. Now why the High Priests and Scribes or Scripture-learned were Christ's cruel Persecutors, was grounded on, and proceeded from the following Maxims offer'd to Consideration.

(1.) There never was approacheth a much desired Object, the more hot and sharp is the Desire.
(2.) He of two Rivals for one excellent thing that misleth it utterly; his Desperation is Anguish at his own falling short, and Envy at the Success of the other.
(3.) The contrariety of Darkness to Light, moves the Workers Hate of being detected.
(4.) The Expulsion and final los of the possession of an Inestimable Good, is the highest provocation to Rage.

7. These things duly weighed, shew why the High Priests and Scripture-learned were the Lord's implacable Enemies, sharpeft, hottest and most furious Persecutors, even to Death.

8. From Cain, the first Falsc cruel Worshipper till then, Christ as Christ, Truth and Integrity met no such Adversaries (among Mankind) as the Apostates, pretending to the true Worship, and from that day till now, none so real haters of the humble Children of the day, as the Blind Zealots, making themselves believe they are doing God Service, by destroying those who bear the most express Characters of His Divine Image. They Kils and Betray and at the murther'd by the Craft and Malice of the fallen Angels, and make up the Antichrist: concerning whom, I may not here enlarge, nor character him; because whoever God shall use to answer the 162 Question, will meet it as the only Enquiry there made.

Q. 117. Why must there be such a way and Process observed towards Christ, with Mingleings Reproaching, Decision, or Scorn and Scourging before his Passion? Why did God suffer this to be so done?

A. In regard none of the Questions past nor behind lead to the opening the whole Process of Christ as doth this, I may be permitted to digests by way of Retrospect from the present part of the Process, this Question searcheth after: yet not so far back as the Conception and Incarnation whereof [Jacob Behmen's] Book of the Incarnation discourseth; as doth the 25th Chapter of the Considerations of, &c. But what is here intended, is only the Mysteries of His Infancy, Circumcision, and Flight into Egypt. 2. Of His Youth. 3. Of His Thirty Years Privacy, and then come to the present Discussion.

Mystery 1.

1. The Mystery of his Infancy, Circumcision and Flight, wherein we must see his Sufferings.

(1.) Privately. 1. His divesting, Self-emptying, deep humbling and becoming only as an Object of Compassion, Pity and Charity, as the infants; figure'd by Isaac, who went as his Father willed by Submission, not by Choice.

(2.) His proceeding into a state of Ignorance or Necessity to be guided and guarded by others, who were to reckon His Danger and prevent it from Herod. Particularly he was, 1. as wholly unknowing in the first Principle, viz. The Jealousie
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Joseph, subtlety, and cruelty of Herod, and to ward that stroke, is fully resigned to the father, by the ministration of angels. 2. He was as wholly ignorant in the third principle, viz. Whither to fly, and how to be furnished for the charge incident to a necessary flight, and constrained exile; unto which the prelats of the eastern magistrates seem to furnish Joseph and the virgin.

3. Positively. His becoming wretched. 1. By taking on him our naked, helpless, shiftelest state; for man's fall renders his offspring the epitome of misery and nakedness, more than the rest of the creatures, who all bring their clothing with them. 2. Wretched by suffering, as was the circumcision, requiring patience, and the danger in the flight, requiring resignation.

4. Thus this child-like state, as it consists of simplicity, humility, innocence, and unspotted purity, is the absolute universal refuge and retreat of all that enter the kingdom of god; as the lord saith, except ye be converted and become as little children, ye shall not enter, &c. For the top of the gate entering into glory, is so low, that only the humble troop so low, kneel, creep and enter, none else.

5. We see a child, a stranger to the gripping covetousness, pride, envy and rage of the first principle: so is the truly new-born christian. It is also careless of heaping up; the infant wills no more than the wants of nature, abandoning superfluity. A child takes no hurtful impressions into the mind, to engage the passions through the doors of the senses; but when the countenance of things smile or frown, their affections of liking or disliking, are disengaged and dead to them as soon as removed.

6. Thus are we taught to be, to praise and dispraise, to flattery and contempt; for the one must be as a song to a child, at once ended and forgotten, the other as the snarling of dogs in an outer court, which concern us not; for neither the wrath of the first fierce hellish forms, nor the lying cheats of the third principle are less dangerous where prevalent, than fire or water getting mastery.

7. Thus is the infancy of this blessed babe, such a mystery as teacheth divine living doctrine, and is the impregnable fort or bulwark which hell hath ever in vain besieged; for while we keep faithful to this holy integrity, our peace is perfect.

8. The second mystery is that of his younger years, or youth; wherein we behold and learn his patience and subjection or obedience. The true root of patience, is humility; the root of right subjection, is reverence; and of obedience, is love.

9. Here may be noted, that never was subjection, patience, humility and obedience to parents, and all placed over us, enforced by any cogent and irrefragable argument, as it is by this subjection of the lord Jesus Christ to them; even to Joseph, no otherwise his parent than by his proper to Mary: and that not for a short time, but a tract of many years, even after his being among the doctors about the busines of the almighty father.

10. In admiration of this condescension behold here! Oh my soul, the only son of the only god, the sovereign of all worlds; that he might pluck thee as a firebrand out of the fire of thine own kindling; content to burn himself, that he might redeem thee from dark chains of everlasting vassalage, became himself a servant subject to his inferior subjects, because man revolted from his obedience to god; God obediently subjected himself to man. The wisdom of God learnt obedience by the things which he suffered.

11. Doth my soul beg to know his sweet name? Where dwells he, and who or what is he like? I am told he was like a servant, no thing creature, or world may be likened to him; but that his dwelling is with the humble many times in old cottages and strong prisons. And that one of his great names is but a monosyllable, viz. love.
12. A Name that calls for Love, and commands Obedience for the delight found in Love. That Heart therefore that reading and meditating this and weeps not, the heart that groans not, bleeds not, meets not, breaks not, flames not, is not the Heart of a true Man, but of a Beast or a Devil. Metamorphos'd into Human shape.

Mystery 3.

13. The third Mystery is of His Thirty Years privacy, the Types of which are in the 110th Answer; and in the first part of that Answer is the Ground why Thirty Years was the due proportion of time for accomplishing actual Righteousness.

14. Else it may seem marvellous, that He who was the Light of this and all World's, could withhold any of His infinite diffusive Virtue: Also, that seeming He was only the blazing Light and Fountain of salvation without whom the World perished, should conceal His Glory; His Omnipotence not being obnoxious to the Contagion of Sinners with whom He might converse, which our impotence expostulates to us.

15. May we not on this occasion be warn'd to put a strong bridle and restraint on our Tongues (the Herald of our impetuous Lusts) in our Applications to others? knowing how often it wounds us and others, and inverts the End for which it was vouchsafed us.

16. May I not hence also convince my self, that very much of my Work is within rather than abroad, and that God's Holy Work with us is entirely within Men? for the beneficial part of us is the Monstrous Image. got by departure from God, so alienated, that all Communications and Approaches to it must be Image-like, if intelligible to us fallen Men.

17. And whereas the Divine Work is agitated in Man's superior part, it causeth a departure from the brutish Man; therefore was this of our Lord's most inwardly a Sacred Silence, privacy or se refire for so great a part of his Pilgrimage in Flesh on Earth, wherein he was literally separate from Sinners.

18. How crois to this is the precipitance of our rushing to speak our supposed Knowledge, and of unmortified Men's hypocritical Stage-Plays in Pulpits, and other publick Oratories?

19. How opposite to this is our needless associating (for Curiosity) with Company to whom we cannot do, and from whom we may not hope for Good?

20. How diametrically thwart to this, is that River of Thoughts, like swarms of Locusts, which are uncontrollably allowed to consume our precious Fruit, and these Thoughts are mostly generated in the flinking Lakes of discomposed converse with behould people.

Direct Answ.

Mystery 4.

(1.) Christ's Sufferings Blood in his Agony was, when his Sufferings came to the breaking of the fourth Form, which is the Fire; for then did the other Forms severally grow prevalent, surrounding him with Death: that state being such as Men mean when they say the Heart is broken; for in the Heart is the Fire-life. All which did our dear Lord bear; because Adam had enkindled in himself a Fire, which (had not Gracious Love even then interposed and been inspoken) had soon devour'd him.

Mystery 5.

(2.) The Lord was betray'd by Judas, his pretended Friend and Servant; for such seemed the Serpent to Eve, and by a Kils, a fatal false Friendship of Eve to Adam; thus we still fall by mistaking Ennmy for Friendshi;p, perishing for want of Knowledge.

(3.) Our Saviour was apprehended and bound; for Adam (our Undoer) going out of the Liberty, was bound by the prevailing Anguish of the first Principle, and Mortality of the third Principle.

(4.) Jesus the Eternal Light was thus dealt with by Night; because Adam went out
out of the Eternal Day into Eternal Darkness; therefore was the Lord carried to the Murthers by Night.

25. Our King the Lord of Glory, was mocked, reproached, derided and scorned by vile Men; because Adam had introduced such odious Shame, as made him the scorn of the Devils.

26. The Prince of our Peace was scourged, though the Innocent Lamb of God; for Adam awakening all the Properties, made not only the Enemies to be inwardly Raging, but his outward Body (as that of the Beast) to be subjected to the Whip, which the gracious Lord refused not to endure for us.

27. The Son of God, Heir of all Things, and King of Immortality was Crown'd as if he had been a falle King with Thorns; because Adam would in his Pride be like God, and wear this World's Crown.

28. And as all thee were but Fore-runners or Entrance of Adam on the borders of Everlasting Destruction, wherein he was plunging his whole Man and Pottage; so all these things were done to the second Adam, and meekly endure'd by Him before His Passion.

29. And all this was to make a plain and terrible Demonstration to all Mankind, that Sin unrepent of, becomes a Substance; crying for all inward and outward Vengeance for ever. See 25 Chap. of the Three Principles.

Q. 118. Why must the very Teachers of the Law bring Christ to the Judgment, and yet must be put to Death by the Heathenish Magistracy? What doth this signify?

A. 1. That so it was, appears: Now to answer why it was so; Let it be noted, that Persecutions proceed not out of the second Principle, for in that all are United in Love and Meekness, nor out of the third, wherein Civil Magistracy standeth; for that of its own Nature (if not unwarily heated) percuteth none: as is found in Christian Republicks, who have no oppressive interest to advance or support, Persecution introduceth not its Sting.

2. Nor in such only, but in the Mahomctan Monarchies, is not Religion as such persecuted, but Conceits made for the greatning their poor outward Momentary Power. And this is found not only among the Turks, but Persians, under whom the Christians enjoy the rich and large Country of Georgia, and those Christians not leaven'd and perverted with Idolatry.

3. But Persecution stands rooted in the first Principle, in which it is apparent how Brethren in Profession betray Brethren in Truth and in Deed; because they all consist of the self-same four Forms and part afunder only in the Fourth; for the Children of the day only generate out of their Fire-divine Eternal Light, and the other proceed no farther than the Fire; generating no other Light than a false one (viz.) as may consist with the false Maxims of the third Principle, a Serpent-like Wildom.

4. Thence is it that from the natural Fire of those divided Properties and Rage of the Fire proceeds the cruel Persecutions; therefore the High Priests and Teachers of the Law with the unbelieving Jews were the Lord's bitter Enemies. As was Cain the false Sacrificer to Abel; for that Abel by enkindling the true Light, sacrificed his own Affections, Will and Heart, which Cain reserved, and so his offering was lame and disregarded.

5. Nor may it seem strange that the Teachers of the Law should be at Enmity against the Fulfiler of it; for they were only Ministers of the Letter and the Letter killeth. Thus Antichrist who succeeds the Jewish Priests in killing Christ in his Members, would bind the Children whom God hath made free, but cannot.

6. Thus Ishmael the Son of the Bondwoman persecutes Isaac, and would have been
been the Heir. These if they can acquire Power in the third Principle destroy the Sons of the free Woman: if they cannot, they call the Civil or Military Affiliants whom they mis-inform as Haman did, then stir up such a Fox as Herod, whose jealousy of losing, what the Lord would not foul His fingers with, prompts him to Cruelty.

But more particular might I have been here, would it not anticipate what will fall under the 154 Question concerning the titular Christian, and the 162 Question concerning Antichrist, by whomsoever God shall open their Answers, which is therefore here forbore.

Q. 119. Why must Christ suffer and die? Was God to do it for such a revenge sake, that he might atone and reconcile or appease himself? Could he not otherwise forgive Sin?

A. I have no reason to vary my often mention'd design of declining Repetitions; therefore must refer the Solution of this to the 107 Anwer.

Q. 120. What is the figure of the two Murderers which hanged on a Cross on each side of Christ? And why must Christ die on a wooden Cross and not otherwise?

A. Adam's terrible Fall was accompanied with dividing the Tinctures, as is manifest in the 43d Anwer, which brake and parted him into a Woman, as is shew'd in the 55th Anwer. And (as more links of that heavy chain) follow'd the extremities of Heat and Cold, as appears in the 50th Anwer, as receivable to the separate Properties in the Tree of Good and Evil, discover'd in the 57th Anwer. All which is made more obvious in the Birth of Cain and Abel, to every of which Answers, for laying open the thing sought in the first part of this Question, I refer my self.

1. Yet farther for Anwer we must know, that Adam when fallen hung between the enraged Properties of the first Principle and the third Principle, as it were leaning on both, uting the Out-birth to meeken the extorting Provocations of the four Anguilles. And having loss the Divine Vision, had his doeful abode betwixt Hell and this World: which is the thing figur'd by the two Thieves; the one whereof was forgiven.

2. Thus it is that Publicans and Sinners, signified by those of the third Principle, enter the Kingdom of Heaven before the Scribes and Pharisees, who (as in the 118th Question is clear'd) do stand in the Zeal and Wrath of the first Principle to persecute and worry them in whole Hearts the Day-Star or second Principle is risen.

3. Now that the Lord did die on a wooden Cross and not otherwise, was, That as the Civil Magistrate is God's Ordinance for Execution of vindictive Justice; as being of the third Principle, which third is the Instrument or Figure of the first and second, as is evidenced in the first part of the 118th Anwer. So the wood of the Cross was of a Plant of the same Principle, by Eating the Good and Evil Fruit whereof Adam fell thereinto.

4. Therefore was it proper to be the bitter and Blessed, or Evil and Good Instrument, framed for the Lord's suffering Death, whereon in him hung all the three Principles, who, though he was Lord of Glory, yet like a patient Lamb for the Slaughter, bare this unexpressible Anguish, as if himself had been a Transgressor, to the pouring out of his Soul to the Death.

Q. 121: How did Christ lay Death on the Cross? How came that to pass?

A. 1. That
A. 1. That Christ the Son of the Blessed God should Die, offends the Turks and Pagans. That He lived so humbly, and died so contemptibly offended the Jews; but the Proud lives of us Professor of the Name of Christ (we in the mean time believing Him so meek and lowly a Master) must needs offend not only Jews and Turks, but Christianity it self, and above all the Holy God.

2. What consideration can tread down Mans loftinefs, if the looking on our crucified Jesus will not. Who can chafe but (infinitely rather than Thomas, concerning Lazarus) say, Let us go that we may die with him? No lefs than thus to do, can secure us against the second Death; for he that is dead is free from Sin. Wherefore faith the Apostle, speaking of this Death, I die daily.

3. Christ did lay Death on the Cross with his Dying by laying off the filthy Garments Adam had wove himself into, that is, carrying the Monstrosity where with the Souls Effences were charged, clo'd and immured as a Sacrifice into Death, and through or out of Death again into the Liberty of Immortality; as the burnt Sacrifices precipitating their dark Matter arose into a Radiant Jyrrous flame.

4. Adam made himself and us justly Detectors to Death, but the Lord not only discharged, but brought Death into his Debt, as a great might be shewn. He disarm'd it and takes away his Dominion, so that he reigneth over it: thus hath this Role of Sharon perfum'd our Graves.

5. It is in the Answer fay'd we may as easily return the Sun backward over us, as change Nature's regular Motions of proceeding from a Seed to a Root, then a Fruit, and then a Seed, which Seed must first die before it multiply.

6. Wherefore it was that fain Men's monfrous Image was necessarily lead into Death, and the monstrosity left there before the new Image was rais'd; for the new ariseth by the falling off of the old, as faith the Lord, a grain of Wheat bringeth forth much Fruit except it die, but at bide alone. Thus came Death to be slain by the Death of the Lord of life.

Q. 122. Why must Christ be nail'd to the Cross? And why must his Side be open'd with a Spear out of which Blood and Water ran? How do these signifie in the Figure.

A. 1. Christ being nail'd to the Cross (a Plant or Product of the third Principle) shows us how we are fixed to the loading burthen from part of that Principle, whence we cannot disengage orfree our selves, though being over-loaden therewith, we should greatly desire it, but must patiently wait the whole time of our life till God shall do it.

2. And as Christ refused not His Cross, no not the carrying it, though the Burthen exceeded the strength of His afflicted wounded Body; for that one was compelled to help him to bear it; thus neither should fain Man refuse his own, nor help to bear another's Burthen.

3. And as Christ refused neither to be nail'd to it, nor did remove His bleffed Body from it, but thereon meekly poured out His very Soul, and breathed out His Spirit, and was taken off by others; so will the regenerate Man spend and be spent for his God.

4. And as out of Adam's Side (being rent open) went out a Female Property, which Wound (otherwife incurable) was repaired by the piercing Jesus holy Innocent Side; because as the separating the Female from the Male Property introduced to great an Evil, the Consequence whereof was Defilement, Misery, Lamentation and Wo.

5. So the piercing the Lord's Side was the opening the Divine Fountain, whence issued Blood and Water, that is the Virgin Tincture of Soul and Spirit, the holy Fire and Light, the first and second Principles in Indeparable Harmony, which introduced
introduced that Good, viz. the bringing forth Righteousness, Salvation and sacred Love wherein conffls the pure Heavenly Virgin Image (that out of which Adam departed and died, or disappeared to him) the Bride of Christ, and Joy and Delight of the Eternal World and General Assembly and Church of the Firft-born.

Q. 123. Why must Christ be reproached on the Cross?

A. 1. One accounted it the Complement of Misery, when a Captive in much Torment beg of his severe Governefs (whole Slave he was, in old Rome) for Ease or some Mitigation, who was so wholly REGARDFUL as to be all the while Painting her Face: a Scene calculated very fitly to the present Mother of Harlots in Rome Antichriftian.

2. But what is the anguish and torture all Creatures are capable of, if compared with this super abundant grief, sorrow and load, the weight of a World of Sin prefted our Lord with. To all which that (no part might be exempted) was added, that His bleffed Eyes where Love and Mercy late Triumphant, and His Prayer-hearing Ears must see the scornful gestures of Prophane Heads, wagging at Him in scorn, not bowing to Worship Him, and hear the Taunts of vile and blasphemoius Spofers: the very Passersby, and that under Execution joying to aggravate it. So was the 53 of Isaiah fulfilled in the 27 Matthew.

3. And what Hall we say, was not the Cup bitter enough till cruel MOCKINGS were wrung into it? but thus it was, that as Adam by the loss of his own cence, purity and brightness, fell into guilt, filthinefs and forfn; reproached by the Devils, by the first and third Principles, by the sin of Covet, his own and the rest of his sinful Poverty, by every Effence, whence hefell, and every separate unclean Property into which he fell.

All this did He who hid not His Face from Shame and Spitting, receive as if it had been His own DUE and His own Procurement.

4. And into this Shame, Mocking and Reproach must every Child of the Regeneration submissively enter, and accompt it their peculiar privilege to suffer their own Shame by the Lord's designation, we suffer righteoufly yet the Lord calls it a suffering for Him.

5. His reproach was Moses Riches and the Apostles Joy, His Chains are all pure Gold, but all the Lord's Children. It remember that their Crown is fully as long as themselves; being the Principle into which they fell, and that they are nail'd to it. But though the Lord's Crown were Thorns, there is at the End of our light and momentary Afflicted and Crosses, a Crown of Righteousnefs, and Eternal weight of Glory, coming by the meer, free Gift of gracious Love.

Q. 124. Whether was also the Divine Power in the Blood, which Christ shed or poured into the Earth?

Q. 125. Why did the Earth tremble when Christ hung on the Cross?

A. The latter of these Questions depends on the opening of the former, so that one Answer will suffice to both.

1. The whole Scope of the Gospel teacheth us, that Christ was truly God and truly man; for that the Deity graciously United it Self to the Humanity in the Incarnation of the Lord Jesus.

2. We are also to know, that though God may be distinguished as into three, yet not at all divided; Seeing therefore that God assumed the Humanity and became MAN; we may not after that Unity, divide Him from that Humanity which He United himself with, though we distinguish the Deity from the Humanity; left we
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we seem to divide Him from Himself. What therefore God hath joined together, let no man put asunder.

3. By the incarnation of the Lord Jesus Christ He Himself, who is God Blessed for ever, became a God Man, in an inseparable indissoluble Union. And (a little to digress) the Human Nature of us poor Men is so strongly allied, espoused or betrothed and adopted by the same Incarnation, that it is most stupendous, admirable and ravishing. How can a poor Earthen Vessel bear the serious contemplating of it?

4. For were Man sensible how near God is to us (who as of our selves are wretched souls and vanity in the abstract) it must be with the regenerate Children as it was with the Women departing quickly from the Sepulchre with Fear and great Joy, and with others as with the Soldiers, they would be as dead Men.

5. But the third principle is an Eclipse to the prospect of the Soul awakened by the Sun of Righteousness, and an alay to their holy affecting Meditations, and is also a mitigation and flattering gilded Dream to the willingly deluded Captives.

6. And now to step back to our Work, we must say, that the Humane Soul of the Lord Jesus being of Divine Conception was inseparable from his Deity; therefore the Blood he shed for us Sinners had Divine power in it; for that Souls Malcunine Seed was out of the Fountain Spirits, pure before God, as of the Eternal Divine Substance of the Holy Ghost.

7. And as Fire kindleth combustible Matter; So was the Feminine Seed he receiv’d from the Virgin Mary (which was also our Soul according to which he is our Flesh and Blood, and our Brother) united and incorporated with the Divine Substance, making one Heavenly Humanity in an indissoluble Band.

8. Thus as a Child receiveth a Soul from the Souls of Father and Mother, so this Heavenly Humane Soul of the Lord Jesus, dwelling in his most precious Blood, was one and but one received from the Holy Ghost and the Virgin Mary. Therefore was it that when the Lord did shed his Blood for Mankind he is truly said to pour out his Soul; that Blood being the Charriot of his Soul. Also out of his side pierced by the Spear, came Water, the Signifier and Charriot of his meek, pure, Spirit of dear love and purity, as the Blood of the Soul united unto the Infinite Spirit of Love.

9. When therefore this Water and this Blood fell to the Earth, the Divine power being in and with it, caused the Earth to tremble, the Rocks to rend from their dark Coagulation, the Graves as Prisons to open. For the captivating power which the Sallet from the Fall of the Angels sustained, and was invaded withal, causing rocky coagulation, and the Curie and Death by the Fall of Man, calling the Earth into a deadly stupor and sterility; was as it were dismay’d, broken, entebbed by the holy powers coming on it.

10. This could not be concealed, but as Jordan fled from Eliah’s Mantle, the Graves ceased to be Prisons, opening their Doors, the joints and cement of the Rocks were loosed, and they clave asunder, and the drowsie Earth awakened and trembled.

11. For as the wrath had shut up the Divine power in the Creation, in Death, in an uncertainty or obscurity; so the Divine Love shew by his Conquest over Death on the Rocks, with irresistible Might and Puffance, opened the Doors, broke the Chains, and proclaimed the acceptable year, leading Captivity Captive.

Q. 126. What did the Darkness signify, which at that time came over all Nature?
A. 1. The Root of five of the other seven Planets is the Sun, but Saturn hath a distinct Centre. Now the Sun is of the Magical Spiritual Fire and Light World, and that Worlds Fountain is the incomprehensible power of the Mothers property, and the inaccessible Light of the Sons property. And the Spiritual World is figured, imagined represented, actualized and expressed by the Sun and Saturn: Especially by the Sun as it were by a Nature God.

2. And therefore as if you stop the flux of a Fountain the stream ceaseth; or if the Sap be obstructed, the Fruit soon fails the defect, or if you withdraw the Face from before a Looking glass, the Glass retains not, but looth it. Thus was it that the Out-birth of the third principle was over-calt, ceasing its Lustré at the infant of the Lords Passion.

3. The things signified by it were, (1.) That as Adam departed out of the Eternal day into the temporary Darkness; so did temporary Darkness here shoulder out or exclude the day.

(2.) And as Adam Exchanged a blessed repose, exact order, perfect peace, and sweet rest for a state of Enmity, Horror, Torment and Death: So now did the Lord enter into that Death, Emancy, &c. to pass us through into Life and Rest.

(3.) Again as Adam went out of the holy first and second principles into the Bestial, separate, profane Out-birth; so did the same Out-birth pass now into Death and Impotence, discovering it self thereby to be only a shadow, their Order and Beauty borrow'd and dependant wholly on the Internal World, and that no Creature, World or Angel hath a Self-sufficiency, so least of all hath this, which is but a Picture of Eternal things.

(4.) It also signified the wrath of the first principle invading the second or out-breathed holy Life, prevailing to the shutting up the Eye of the third principle. Yet that after three hours, (vi.) from the sixth to the ninth, (vi.) after a threefold domination in and over the fallen Humanity; the Soul, the Spirit, and the Astral or Elementary Man, making the Divine Man cry out and plead, that it also might not be forsaken; straightway upon a second cry and a resignation made, (vi.) the second principles out-breath'd Image entrench Death and strook it dead; then the Internal Light figur'd by the outward rileth again.

Q. 127. Why did Christ in his Death commend his Soul into his Father's Hand? What is the Hand of God?

A. 1. As previous to this Answer it must be enquir'd, 1. What may be understood by Souls in general? then what by this most holy one. 2. What various acceptations we read concerning the Hands of God? And come to the direct Answer.

1 Thes. 5. 23. 1. Souls in general are, (1.) Sometimes intending the Eternal Soul, distinct from Spirit and Body.

Levit. 7. 21. (2.) Sometimes it means the Body, distinct from both Soul and Spirit.

Jas. 5. 20. (3.) Sometimes it's understood of the Soul and Spirit, distinct from the Body.

Job. 10. 28. (4.) Sometimes it extends to the taking in of the whole Man, as of the most holy Soul, Spirit and Body of the Lord Jesus Christ, who yielding up himself wholly unto his Father, was as a whole Burnt-offering, or Lamb without spot. Sacrificed as the one alone, once for all, and for ever, inter Sacrifice and Altar also, and Incense, fully making Atonement and Entring once, and thenceforth Eternally into the Holy of Holies.

2. Thus as the true High-Priest, he entred the most holy place, bringing in a new Priesthood of another Tribe (vi.) not of Levi but of Judah; also another order, not
3. Of all which the Epistle to the Hebrews (as that they were most immediately concerned to know) doth copiously, inculcate, and convince.

4. Sometimes it means his mighty power, irresistible strength, &c.

5. Now to the answer it left, be it known that the dear and only Eternal Son of the dear Eternal love of the Father, having given his Disciples and all his purchased holy ones, his peace for their incompable privilege as the legacy of the Prince of Peace by Testament: To the end it might never be frustrated, ratified it by the Death of the Testator, gives him self up wholly at once, entering into death who himself was the Fountain of Life, and breathing his last Cry and groans into the Bozom or Hands of his Ever-living, Infinitely loving, Omnipresent Father, and thus through death re-introduced Life into the Humane Nature.

6. And is it asked why? It is answer'd, Who but the whole Father could receive the whole Son? Who less than the infinite first principle could receive the infinite first principle? For tho' the Humane Soul as it was derived from Man was finite, yet as he was converted by the seminal sublunance of the Holy Ghost it was infinite, being wholly founded to the Infinity.

7. Behold, and sink down, and drown thy self, Oh my Soul, in the sweet Ocean of this free Master-piece of Marchlefs love, see the height, depth, length, and breadth! Know what raffleth Knowledge, Conception, Comprehension! Make thy Heart the Foot-stool of it, thy Soul a Sacrifice to it, thy Spirit the amazed Witnes's of it, thy Mind and Thoughts the Waiters on it, thy Tongue and Pen the Trumpet of it.

Let Heaven and Earth adore it: Let Time and Eternity record it, let Hell and the Childrens of Pride tremble at it. but let the humble Man and broken Bones Inherit, Inhabit and Rejoice in it for ever.

Q. 128. Why did some convert and turn again when they saw what was done at the dying of Christ? And the High-Priests not? Why must they be blind and hardened as to this Work?

A. 1. By the High-Priests are meant him that was such, and those Rulers of most Eminence afflicting and concuring with him. This Question is double, (viz.) Why some did convert? And why such as the High-Priests, &c. did not?

That some did as the Centurion, &c. Matt. 27. 54, seeing that which was done feared greatly, saying, Truly this was the Son of God, Luke 23. 47. 48 And Luke records, That the Centurion and all the people seeing, &c. glorified God, and all the People smote their Breasts and departed.

2. For their dark Centre was terrified, then stirred by remorse and compassion with
with and unto a patient and innocent a Lamb and that stirring, moving on by conviction to great grief, sorrow and mourning, begat love; and the love enkindled the holy Light of the second Divine principle of which number it is said Longinus was, who with his Spear pierced the Lover's blessed side.

3. But in the High Priest &c. The dark Zeal had like fire, drunk up the meek Water of Tenderness and Compassion, so that the Light could not enkindle, but they remained a dark fire. For it is manifest they by their impetuous Lusting, proud grasping for Grandeur and Rule, and their snorting after heaping up abundance of the outward principle; had by overouthing the greedy Dogs or Swine, formed their very Souls according to the four Auguries of the first dark Hellish Impression.

4. As Antichrist also (who Forerunners and Antitype these were) hath done and still doth. Therefore to distinguish a relisolv'd harass'd Persecutor from the Creaturely Devils is thus to be done; that the persecuting Man hath on him the bestial part of the Out-birth for mitigation, which is a Door, through which it is possible Grace may enter, unless the impardonable Sin hath judicially wholly shut him up.

5. But the mitigating third principle excepted, (viz.) the worst part of it, the Antichristian 'Spiritual Man having shut out the second principle; the Evil Angels and he are in one and the selfsame principle.

6. It is also certain that the Antichrist, sometimes call'd the Whore, sometimes Babylon, sometimes the Mystery of Iniquity and Man of Sin, is as such, incurable and irrecoverable; for it is an Enmity against Love and Meathe.

The Art of Physick gives that Disease for Incureable which is grounded on the Constitution, the Disease of Antichrist is such, and therefore Incureable; for he is compos'd of the Enmity of the four forms of the first principle, and is Enmity in the Abstract, against the Divine Kingdom of Humility, Meekness, Love, Peace, and Divine Light and Joy.

Q. 129. What was Christ's going to Hell where he overcame Death and the Devil?

A. 1. Great is Mans Misery on Earth, by reason of wilful blindness. When we hear of Christ's going to Hell; or overcoming Death and the Devil there, we blindly grope with our Conceptions, imagining in our Reason a local motion to a place far off: But that it may be plainly told what Christ's going to Hell was; it must first be orderly said.

1. What Hell is, and where? Which is referre'd to the 17th. verse. 2. What the Conquering Captain Christ is, that Vanquished all the Devils everywhere? It is answer'd, It was Christ as he had made himself a Creature; for his Body as a Creature is the whole holy pure Element, which comprizeth this whole World. The holy Body hath Heavenly Flesh and Blood, and Water of Eternal Life, which feedeth the Faithful Soul as the Lords Table.

2. And that it comprizeth this World, Heaven, Paradise, and the Angelical World, yet is a Creature, but such a Creature as can be everywhere in the Deity; for unto this Creature of Heavenly Substantiality hath the Almighty Son of God espoused himself, as a Body to remain in Eternity (as in the time the Sun doth unto the Moon) as in his own Body. In every part of which Body the Trinity is always manifest.

Objection 3. But this croseth the received Divinity, which assigns ubiquity to be the peculiar distinction of the Creator, from the Creature. Also an imposing upon
upon the Senses, that one Creature is at London and at Quinsey at the same moment of time, a thing denied to be in the Sphere of an Angel; whose Wings are only illusions of this almost instantaneous local motion; implying he cannot be in two places at once.

Answer 4. The least divisible Body requires place and space; and magnitude is the uniting of two or more divisibles. 1. My Foot is not where my Head is, but I am where either of them is. 2. If my Head only is in the Air, my Body only in the Water, my Feet only in the Earth under Water, yet I am in every of these at once. 3. My Hand is at the Helm, my Eye on the Star, my Heart with my God; then am I at once in two Worlds. 4. Again, my Elementary and Sensual Man is in pain, my Sidereal Man in care, the unmortified properties of my Eternal first Principle or old Man (or Root of the Soul) in much Rubbornness, anxiety and frowardness, my regenerate new Man or humble meekened Spirit is rejoicing under the Cross in hope of Eternal Blessedness. Yet am I but one little poor Creature, tho' I am at once in one Visible and three Invisible Worlds.

5. Now tho' what the new Man sees or feels, hath or hopes for, meets with resistance in the unmortified part of the first principle or earthly Vessel, yet is it not so in Divine Bodies of Angels or perfected Spirits: Who all by prevalence of their conformation and uninterrupted holy will have their Heterogeneous parts swallow'd up by their lustrous Harmony.

6. All these things penetrated and pondered; shall our straitened Souls confine the Immense Heavenly Humanity of the Lord Jesus Christ? For his becoming Man or Incarnation wherein he assumed our darkened Souls, uniting them with the Divine Virgin of Wisdom, as one Creature in himself; did not straiten, leffen, debilitate or commit a Rape upon that Virginity, which is the Tincture of the holy World, according to which he was Begotten by the Holy Ghost; but it exalted to the highest the aspired Soul.

7. Nor was his uniting our first Astral and Elementary, and Sensual Man unto the holy pure Element, any Impeachment to the holy Element, which (in the instant of the Virgin Mary's Conception) was like a Tincture, blessedly put into our Body in him; but it was the first Resurrection to our impair'd, divided, sleepy, impure, mortal Man.

8. For thus the Soul in the Virgin was taken into the Trinity, and the Body in the holy Element (which is every where present and evermore pure before God) was made Lord in the Heavenly World.

9. Yet is this whole Heavenly Man a Creature, tho' the First-born of every Creature, and is the Food of our Souls, neither is this a confounding the Deity with the Humanity of Christ, no more than the Apple is the Tree: Or the living Virtue of the Sun in the whole deep is the Sun itself.

10. This Virgin of Wisdom is the Image of God, the Delight of God, the Spouse of Jesus Christ, and of so high decent as to be possewed by God in the beginning of his way, &c. Read Prov. 8: from the 1. to the 31. verse, but yet is not God or the infinit Almighty Deity.

Thus see we how Christ was on Earth and in Heaven as Son of Man, or in his Heavenly Humanity at once, and is so full, and it is his office to expel, bind, vanquish and chain all Devils every where, and reign in the Throne of expelled Lucifer, to kill Death, and take away the Sting, for Hell cannot withstand him.

11. This is demonstrated by the Operative Astrum, particularly by the seven Regal Stars. See we not how Saturn, tho' most remote, is equally potent in coagulating, petrifying, giving weight, &c. as in Lead, Stones, &c. as if he were at the nearest distance. Alto how Mercury in Jupiter caueth Senfitives and Plants to sprout up tall, &c. And how Mars Influenceth Men, and confines Plants, checks
Oaks to be crooked, knotty, dwarfy Shrubs: And how calmly and serenely the influenceth everywhere, how the Moon aits Bodies, the Circulations and Fluxes of Blood, and the Tides which some call the Pulse of that Element. How also the Sun cheerfully bears witness to himself. All these do various work through all the Creatures within their principle (or as it is term'd, the Sphere of their activity) all at once in all places of all kinds.

12. And shall we strain the sacred power of the Body of the Lord Jesus Christ in the holy principle, to narrower bounds than we can do the outward Sun which is his outside Image, which at once dwells in all the Stars and whole deep, in every Creature on, and many under the Earth, and in every pile of Grals.

13. It is demonstrative in the four Elements; the fame Air fills all Cranies, and (with degrees of purity) so doth it the deep, as also the other three Elements in the Out-birth.

Only within or above the Firmament is another principle, understood to be a holy Birth, of which it were digressive to speak here.

14. And shall we think the one holy pure Element, the virtuous Eternal Mother of the more impure, Prophan, and Mortal four Elements, to have less vigor to operate in the holy principle as the Eternal living Body of Christ, than they in the drowzy Travels of Mortality, for Productions and Dstutions.

15. The like might be demonstrated by the outward principles of Sal, Sulphur and Mercury: And how they operate in degrees of Purity according to their several Subjects. And in a word it may be demonstrated in whole Nature and every Travell it hath: But it is better to be contemplated than exposed into many words.

Thus the Lords descending to Hell, to overtake Death and all Devils, is evident not to have been a going a great way off, &c. but what and how it was and is effected.

Q. 130. How did Christ 1 Pet. 3. 19, 20. preach to the Spirits; which in the time of Noah believed not?

A. 1. Truth hath found worse Entertainment than the Lords seamless Coat; for some pretenders to it have rejected, what other pretenders have wrestled. Thus as Man's wick dress makes him unworthy to makes it him unable, to hear the truth. But tho' we are justly offended at the fictitious Purgatory which Covetoulne's preachers to tell of, yet we must submit to God in his Word; all which magnifieth his Mercy and Goodness.

2. The Spirits mention'd by Peter were of those overthrown in the Deluge, which tho' one interprets (expressly against the Text) to be the preaching before the Flood: The Error and Vanity thereof will appear, by the following Particulars.

3. 1. This Preaching was to Spirits, not to Men in the Flesh; and certainly they that perished in that Flood were Men living and dying in the Flesh. 2. The Text takes notice there were of that World but few, to wit, (eight Souls) saved which hath a serious consideration, like that of God to Jonah concerning Populous Nineveh. 3. It is said Christ was put to death in the Flesh, but quickened by the Spirit: By which also he went and Preached: It is not laid that Spirit by which Christ was quickened went and preached: but he that was put to death and quickened went and preached. 4. The first World imaged the first Principle and Reuben, Jacob's First-born figured the first World. And yet Reuben (who or she final in a high degree) was the only innocent of all Joseph's Brethren of the severity used against him; which might open a Door to them, viz. the first World figured; for the second principle graciously inclineth to enlighten the
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the first. Reuben is also readiest to reflect on their sin against Joseph in their dis.

terests in Egypt; for he was the first World's figure, as Joseph was the figure of Je.
fus Christ. 5. It was to Spirits in motion not to Men at large, Christ when quick.
ened from the dead did Preach; which the same Apostle explaining according to this
meaning; faith, 1 Pet. 4. 6. For this caule was the Gospel preached to them that are
dead, not living.

6. The Apostle faith he preached to Spirits which were but sometimes disobeid.
cent, also telling us when, (vix.) in the days of Noah, while the Ark was prepa.
ring; implying they were not disobedient at this time of preaching. To this Zeoh, 9. 11.
sence are refer'd the words of the Prophets of Zechary.

Q. 131. What doth Christ's rest in the Grave signify; that he must lie Forty Hours
in the Grave?

In the 98th. Answer concerning Moses being Forty days on the Mount is what
may be the compleat Answer hereunto, to which this is refer'd.

fie that the High-Priests should resist or oppose God's Power and Might, and would keep
Christ in the Grave?

A. 1. If it be clearly known what the High-Priests were, and what Figure they
bear, it may also be known why they would resist God and strive to keep Christ
in the Grave. And what they were and figur'd, is manifest in the 128 Answer.
They were, as to their fiery Zeal, Captives in the Properties of the first Principle,
without enkindling the Light of the second, which makes Men free: Their heat
(as to their Law) was rooted in Enmity, which is the true cause of all Persecutions.
2. For if they had been moderated by the Maxims of the third, as obscure as
they are: Tho' the Divine Light had been withheld, and not enkindled, yet cruel,
Persecution could not, would not thence naturally have proceeded. See 118 An-
swer.

3. It is written, Cast not Pearls before Swine left they trample them under
their Feet, which Swine are the Bestial Men in the third Principle. Again, Cast
not holy things to Dogs, lest they turn again and resent you. These are they of the
Wrath Principle or first Principle, whose Root is in the dark fiery property and
anguish of that first Principle. So that a Hog is better than a Dog.

4. Whenever we are flushing out the Rebukes of God in his Providences against
our wilful Contrivances, or the Convictions from his Word preached or written,
or the just Reproofs of good or bad Men for our faults, or the checks of our own
Hearts, and Gods Witness in our Consciences; and would, by our partiality and
indulgence to our selves, flatter our selves, hide our evils like Adam, seek ex-
cuses, silence, extenuate, or any way palliate the Matter charg'd on us, then
are we as those Watchers keeping Christ (as much as in us lies) from the Resur-
rection out of the Grave.

Q. 133. Why did the Evangelist say that the Angel removed the great Stone from the
Door or Mouth of the Sepulchre? Could not Christ have risen else out of the Grave?

A. 1. This is the eighth Angelical Ministration to Christ recorded by the Evang.
elists, there being ten in all; vix. 1. To stay before the Conception. 2. To
Joseph concerning her. 3. To the Shepherds at the Nativity. 4. To Joseph to fly
from Herod into Egypt. 5. To return on the death of Herod. 6. To the Lord after
his
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7. His Fasting and being Tempted.
8. Again to the Lord in his Agony in the Garden.
9. Two Angels in the Sepulchre after his Resurrection.
10. Two Angels at the Ascension.

2. For reason of Man's folly and flawe's of Heart to believe the great and important Doctrine of Christ's being risen, did it please the Lord to demonstrate this way to heal Man's infidelity, and confirm their weak Faith. And therefore came the Angel of the Lord and roued back the Stone, and sat upon it, and there was a great Earthquake, and the Keepers did shake, and became as dead Men; for the countenance of the Angel was as Lightning.

3. There was no need on the Lord's part to roue away the Stone; for his Heavenly holy Body (which entered to the Apostles the Doors being shut) could not be detarred by the Stone of the Sepulchre.

For the heavenly Humanity is not included nor exclusible by any thing, but passeth unapprehended through all things; being Lord of all, living in himself in his own holy Principle the Eternal Liberty.

4. But the poor Earthy Children of Adam being Captives in the third Principle have need enough of all God's graciousDescendings to work Faith, and confirm our Confidence, and renew our hope; for which gracious ends was the glorious Messenger of Ineffable Majesty sent on this Errand. But to obtinate and great is Man's hardness of Heart, that all this and what followed were needful to settle a Foundation for his Apostles and Martyrs to build their and our Faith upon: but forever bless the Almighty God, that all his gracious Promises and Purposes are abundantly ta'en and opened; for he is for ever the yea and Amen.

5. Thus, as Adam in the Face of good and bad (vixi) of the Holy and Hellish Worlds, fell into impotence into the Out birth of the third Principle. So the second Adam by the Ministry of the glorious Ambassador of the mighty power World whereof Countenance was as lightning, and in presence of the astonished Soldiers during the third Principle, raised the right Humane Nature. And thus also must we, if we will arise with our Head, be as Passives suffering the Lord to exercise all his Rights in and upon us, with a resigned fence of our inability, wretchedness and vanity.

Q. 124. What is the power of Christ's Resurrection through Death? How did he make a Triumphant show of Death on his Body? What was it then that he did with it?

A. In the 45th Answer is shewed what Adam was before his Fall. In the 69th Answer is what Adam's Fall plunged him and us into; and in the 121st what the death of Christ (and effect of it) is: Every of which three Answers being only considered, will conduce much to the opening of this.

We come to search what the power of Christ's Resurrection is, whereby he triumphed over all opposite Powers and Principalities, and made a shew thereof in his Body.

1. The Fall and Curse brought wrath into Adam's several Principles, (vixi) the four properties of the first into Enmity and Race. Also so captivated, obscured and buried the Transparency of his second Principle, that the Virgin of Divine Widow (totally disappearing) retired into her own Heaven, thenceforth he became wholly impotent and utter dead to the Divine Magis, only the Siderial Magis did sit as Councillor in his Earthy Reason, whereinto the Serpentine subtility can familiarly insinuate.

2. But so much of the Tincture remained in him as is inseparable from the several Existencies, and for the sake whereof, the very Out-birth of the Creatures shall
shall in their Idea's have a Resurrection, by Vertue of the Tincture in them.

3. His third Principle was also as wretched as its Capacity extended to; for the Astral Man was under a series of Evil, Cross Conjunctions and Aspects: The Elementary was brutith, degenerate and like the worst of Beasts. Where was now the dear, first, precious Image of Modesty, when he was now half Devil, and half Beast?

4. Of this fierce State and Death it is said, O Death, I will be thy Death; which is done by introducing of Life, and the Life thus enkindled is as the Tincture transmuting Metals, by feeding their hunger by such part of the virtue of the second Principle, which the hunger longeth after, and is capable of.

5. And the Divine Love fire begotten and arising in the Soul, is the Soul's Resurrection, of which it is said, Blessed and holy is he that hath part of the first Resurrection, for of such the second Death shall have no Power.

6. The great Doctrine of the Resurrection hath had many Enemies (besides the Athenians) who laught at it; for the Sadducees amongst the Jews believe, not, and too many at this day oppose it, because they misunderstand that and other Divine Truths; so that may fill be the Lamentation, My People perish for want of knowledge. They that said in the Apostles days the Resurrection is past already, were not (perhaps) aware that they overthrew the Faith of some, it being the same as if they had said there was no Resurrection.

Obj. A. Some may say, Man having a visible, palpable, elementary Body, and an invisible, astral Spirit or Soul Author of the five Senes, at least that acts the Organs: neither of those parts can share in the Resurrection; for the Stars shall fall and the Elements dissolve. Let them tell me too, our Flesh is Gras, Dust we are, of the Earth earthy, and like the Beast that perisheth. If therefore the Syderial Root and four Elements return into their Aether, can the Products thence, inhabit, his Body being dependant on a transient Principle whereof 'tis compounded. With what Body therefore shall he arise?

A. 1. 8. Christ had a visible, palpable Body as ours from the astral World and four Elements, though by reason of his being begotten of the Holy Ghost was infinitely Superior and more Noble; yet in his Resurrection was his Elementary also raised to Immortality and Glory.

9. The Apostile faith, if the Dead rise not. (1.) Then Christ is not raised. (2.) Your Faith is vain. (3.) You are yet in your Sins. (4.) Our Preaching is vain. (5.) We are found false Witnesses. (6.) Those that sleep in Christ are perished. (7.) Our hope is vain. * (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

8. We of all men are most miserable. But therefore that Christ is risen, and become the first fruits of them that slept.

A. 2. If our Body (as far degenerate as it is become) had no higher Extraction than barely the astral World and four Elements, it might have no other Resurrection or Perpetuity, but be as the Beast: But how then was it to have endured to Eternity, had not Sin broken it? It had therefore its Root in the Eternal Spiritual World, whereof the outward World and the Spirit thereof, (viz.) The Spirit of the great World are a Figure and Representation.

A. 3. 11. It is relatively Eternal, being United to the Eternal Soul jointed to the Holy Body; it obeyeth and beareth, suffereth and doth the Holy Will of God, as the Souls Instrument and Companion. And the wicked Souls direful confederate in all their black Machinations, beally fifth Maxims and fordid Professions; and therefore in both must have a Resurrection to receive according to their Works.

12. But the Bodies of wicked People are as a really prepared Engine whose every part is curiously composed by Exquisite Symmetry: Liberally oyl'd to whirl as an Aut'rnate down a steep Mountain: whilst the Bodies of holy Souls are as a Bullock accustomed to the Yoak, or a lazy Afs to struggle through a narrow deep
deep way, with a leaden load, up a weary heighth. So that lock how much of extraordinary Affiance, or rather violent Incitement, the Evil
lowd the Body is to his Soul, so much perplexing Impediment hath the regenerate Child from his Body.

13. Infidely suggetts so many Improbabilities, as may make one Impossibility of the Resurrection, to which is opposed Omnipotence; Shall that Infinite Power, whole Hand gives Being to everything and World, from the Angelical Thrones to the vile Insect, and Minute-parts of every pile of Gras, be insufficient to rally Man's differ'd Limbs, number the Pairs, and not the Members, record all Mens Actions, Words, Thoughts, and forget the whole Bulk and Fabrick?

14. As to the left part of the Objection, with what Body shall they rise? To this the Apostle repliyes, Thou Fout, that which thou foresi is not quic hear'd except it die, and the Body which shall be (vis.) not the self fame Grain, but the self same Kind rilith, be it Wheat or any other, and the self same Tincture in the Crop as was in the Seed, only our Corruption, Difhonour and Weakneas is changed into Incorruption, Glory and Power.

15. The Sons of Wisdom can see the Transmutation of Metals. The Naturlift, the death, dissolution and reforming and vivifying of Craw-filth. The curious Observer, the Transmigation of the Silk-Worm. Every one that kindles a fire, the triumph of the flame, on change of the Accidents of the Fuel. The Phyfian the content of Bodies and Parts by sympathy, and of Actives and Passives. Who sees not the Loadstone single out one filing of Steel from a heap of Sand. The Plowman and Gardener see out of the dark Earth arise Corn, Fruits, Flowers of other colour, odour, taste, &c. than the Earth; yet acknowledge they the Earth hath all the Vertues, Properties and Powers of them obscurly in it.

16. Why then should it seem impossible, that He that rai'd up Jesus Christ from the Dead should be able to quicken our Mortal Bodies, though literally mortified when Death shall be swallow'd up of Victory; as saith the Prophet, Thy dead Men shall live, together with thy dead Body shall they arise; Awake and sing you that dwell in the dust, for thy dew shall be as the dew of Herbs, &c.

Q. 135. What manner of Door hath Christ through Death opened in our Humanity, in the Anger and Righteousness of God, whereby we may enter into God? How is that done?

A. 1. As it is not the Wind abroad, but that in the Earth that caufeth Earthquakes, so neither could Man's moral inward Wound be cured by outward Applications; for, because Man was become inwardly a Hell to Himself, and outwardly lock'd up in the Cufle of the Out-birth: wherein he had included and shut up himself from the Divine Light, as in the 69th Answer be discoursed.

2. It was therefore past all Remedy, unless Heaven would mercifully introduce it self into the Soul in the light of his Life. Then did the gracious Principle of Love by bringing the Eternal Virgin back into the lock't up Humanity become a Saviour: Like as the Friar or Speaking Word did in the Beginning by the Light compole Order amongst the Confusions of the Properties of the Chaos. So the Lord of the Light-Holy-World came into the avered Will of the Humanity, and there implanted it self as a Tincture, being Himself the Omnipotence of the Kingdom of Divine Love into the Anger and severe Righteousnes of God in Man.

3. Thus came it into Man's enraged first Principle, like sweet Oyl or Incense into a dark hungry fire, which raieth it into a Radiant sweet flame and lufure. As when the Humane Intellect returned into Nebuchadneszar, his belial Image was exalted. So when the Divine, dear Love embraceth and is enkindled in Man's angry fiercenes, it potently attracts by assimilation some Divine Breathings,
ings, and makes impressions of itself: As in Esau at his meeting Jacob.

4. The Door by which the Soul goeth into God is opened, as Jacob by yielding up himself, passed through a Death, appealing Esau; for by this the Soul's bolted and barred-up Door, is unhurt and left wide open. So that in the resignation, it lives one Life with Christ in God, and hath its passage through one Death with Christ to God, and is in the Resurrection thus begun, in one Spirit by the Eternal Spirit, the heavenly Flesh and Blood or Humanity of Christ is its Food, it is God's Body or Christ's Body, the pure Element and Virgin of Wisdom and Modesty is his Companion.

5. For thus his violent gripping Astringency is fated by the Lord's infinite giving, yielding Power and Virtue, this causeth him instead of violent Attraction to be like a water'd Garden, breathing out his sweet Odours. His Anger and Rage is foil'd and kill'd by calm, serene, Meekness, Humility, Patience and Sweetness; His Envy by Love, which grows to a kind of Emulation to give, if it were possible, more than any Saint or Angel; yea, as much if he could, to God and for God, as he receives from him.

6. This Soul loseth himself; for he is not his own, but in an excellent sense is besides himself: as the Brethren of the dear Jesus laid of him, and would have laid hands on him. This Door thus opened gives such access, that the Soul once and ever, and once for all, gives all, without the least reserve, and to hath nothing, and yet then and for ever receives all, and hath all for losing his own poor, narrow, miserable, beggarly all, he finds himself rich with Eternal fulness, which shall he surrenders with deepest Humility.

7. But how can words express what the Soul cannot contain, or broken Letters express, what a broken Heart breaketh and melteth in the Contemplation of? How can the shallow brutish outward Man fathom, what the New and Spiritual Man is swallowed up with? These things are the matter at the time of Sacrifice; but what! it is always the Hour of Prayer, it is always the time of Sacrifice in this Temple. Amen.

Q. 136. What doth the Pilgrimage or Journey of the two Disciples from Jerusalem to Emmaus signify, where they complained in Anxiety for their Master, and yet Christ walked among them, and enquired of them, and taught them: and yet they knew him not?

A. 1. This Journey is fitly compared to that of Hagar; who by leaving her Misfruit Sarah was in great Anxiety, and then comforted and instructed by the Angel. and shew'd the Well Labarey and that both with respect to Hagar, whose hope concerning her only Son, was like to the over-whelming sorrow of these two Disciples: their only hope (being on the Lord's restoring the Kingdom) was reduced to a great degree of despair, distress and offence at their fail'd hopes. Also with respect to the Angel appearing to Hagar at the needful time of her despair, and which is the first recorded to have appeared. So is this at as needful a time, and on a most important Exigent of Delpair, and the first day of the Lord's Resurrection.

2. And now founding the Discourse by alluding to this Parallel, it will be obvious what signification this Historical Occurrence hath, (viz.) That as Hagar figured the state of Bondage, as did Mount Sina in, which our Apostle teacheth us, were an Allegory. Only by the way it may be noted, had not so good Authority explained it thus, but that the self same Exposition had been made of it by a Modern Pen, though guided (in some measure) by the same Spirit, our Letter Wite men would probably have call'd it Enthusiasm. So doth this Journey of the two Disciples from Jerusalem to Emmaus signify the offence of a Christian, quitting
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ting Divine faithful waiting on God in any obscure Dispensation, when the Pro-
vidences are too deep and high for their frost, feeble dull disquisition and reach, 
then they depart from Abraham's abounding steadiness of precious Faith to Hi-
gar's dry Bottle of Reason; but like Cleopas in Argus's Ray, we trusted the Man
should have re-deemed Street (vix) this or that Should or should not have been &c.
implying their trust is expiring.

3. The Bridegroom was taken from them, now was the day of fasting and hea-
vinesss: the Shepherd was smitten, now were they scattered: This is as the hour
of the power of Darkness, such as God's Children usually meet with especially
the beginners. who having tasted a time of love think presently to have all they
hope for: Dreaming of the Journey end at first setting out, when contrariwise
their Mr. is taken from their head, inward or outward Temptations, perhaps both,
like a Torrent sweep them downward.

4. Then are they apt and usually do let go the exercise of the Divine Magia,
where Faith and Love support each other, and take them to the Astral Magia,
their own Reason, where in disconsole anxiety, they shew their Hope is giving
up the Ghost.

5. The Lord's joying himself unto them, signifies such a time of recollection
as is a day neither dark nor light: they are seen and that in mercy, but their in-
deficiency with-holds them from seeing: It is neither Day nor Night, their Under-
standing outruns their Eyes, their Hearts burn, but till farther discovery their eye
gives little light, but in the Evening it shall be light: it was to them. (vix.)
when our Reason, the Infinite and Child of the third Principle doth set, as when
their Evening was come, then the true Eternal Light in Jesus discovers it self,
breaking the heavenly Bread: and the same hour they return to Jerusalem.

6. But let all such offended poor Disciples know, the Lord may be with them
while they are surrounded with Laments: let them stay for he will not tarry long,
but if they wholly depart, they may lie down sadly 60 Furlongs from Jerusalem;
as is too grievously to be seen in the Potent Eastern Nations: who are lain down
under the Doctrine of Siderial Reason, their Regulation of the third Principle. As
far also as the Western World is with-held by Antichristian Maxims they feed
upon Athe, the Tract and fictitious Formula's of the same third Principle join'd
with the cruel Properties of the first.

7. And lastly, It must be noted, that by the Lord's appearing to them in their
anxious state is signified, the natural Production of Divine Power and Glory out
of the anxious wheel, the struggling of the four mighty Forms of the first Prin-
ciple, as out of its natural Root or Centre. More might be laid, but none will
deny that which is said to be according to the Analogy of Faith.

Q. 137. Why did Christ after his Resurrection first appear to a Woman, and not to
his Disciples?

(1.)

A. 1. More generally. (1.) To shew his Prime and Particular regard to a Soul
excelling in Love to God, did he first shew himself to Mary Magdalen, to whom
much had been forgiven, therefore he loved much.

(2.)

And (2.) it was to proceed in God's usual Method, who standeth not in need
of the Witsdom, Ability and Excellency of Men to work his Designs, but doth it
for and in Babes, and by them to and for others. (3.) Again, to give preference
to the Holy Zeal and Fervour, which excited by earnest Love is successful, pas-
nionately to enkindle Divine Light in such proportion of speed, as the heat is in de-
gree: for great Divine Fervour having Argus for its Root, hath always according
to its own Nature, eminent Light and Glory for its Fruit.

2. More
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2. More particularly, (4.) To shew his immediate care of the feeblest; at tender M. thus do to their weak:st Children: So here to a Woman. (5.) To demonstrate his gracious Condescension to the separate Image of the Humility, divided from Adam, and first in the Transgression, like to the saying Tell me Disciples and Peter, who had foolishly denied him, that it was as the setting of a deluded Point.

6. To try the Faith of his most eminent Followers; who should first only hear of this glorious Resurrection once and again by the words of others, than after the sense of hearing, follow'd their seeing him; then touching, then tasting by their Intellec: his heavenly Teaching; then participating of the spirit by his breathing on them. Thus became they Witnesses, not only of Christ's swallowing up Death by Victory, by gradual assurance past all shadow of doubt: but also be Witnesses against themselves of their own Diffidence, till their Faith was enforced to act its office by Mediation of all the Saints.

Q. 138. Why did Christ after his Resurrection eat of the broiled Fish with his Disciples, and entred in unto them through a shut Door, and taught them?

A. 1. The Text saith, They gave him a piece of broiled Fish and a Honey comb, and he did eat. The first part of this Question may seem curious as well as obscure; but it must be noted, that all things God discovereth are not alike plain, but must be sought out by diligent search, comparing and inferring, as amongst many the offering strange Fire was not forbidden; but God consuming the Sacrifice by his own Fire, did by Consequence forbid the other. The Error herein cost Nadab and Abihu their lives. The carrying the Ark on a Cart was not forbidden, but David's not considering and inferring a Prohibition of that by the Direction for carrying it on the Priests Shoulders, cost Uzzah his Life.

2. And now here the Lord after his Resurrection eats broiled Fish and Honeycomb, as before he twice sees the Multitude with Fish by Miracle, we may not think the Eating of Fish insignificant, and that again having wrought the Miracle of the great Draught of fishes: after the Resurrection their Dinner was Fish. All which hath a double signification.

(1.) More general. That as Adam's Fall had laid the Creation under Universal Disorder, such as was most aptly represented by the confused troubled Sea, and all his Posterity by Fishes, one devouring the other, as faith the Lord on this Allusion to his Disciples, I will make you fishers of men. This sense concerning the New Heaven, &c. v. 15. At the reducing to Paradiscal Order, it is written, there was no Rev. 20. in more Sea.

(2.) More particularly, whereas Fish was never used in Sacrifice, and Honey directly forbidden to be in any Offering to the Lord by Fire, this, with rendering the V. ii. of the Temple was of the Jews the time of their Sacrifice was finished: But Men, signified by Fish, were in a more excellent way to be the Lord's and the Kingdom of Heaven like a Drag Net to catch them. But their not considering this their gracious Visitation, and perfiling in their obstinate Sacrificing, and wilful Ignorance of the times, cost not the lives of a Nadab and Abihu, or Uzzah, but those of Priests and People, City and Nation, Defolation of Jerusalem and Sion Temple and Altar, and suppression of their suppos'd Offspring for to many Centuries to this very day.

5. Now as his Eating was Paradiscal in the Mouth only. So his entering (the Doors being shut) was his being now only in the Divine Princip: not to be shut out; for the World is as nothing before him. The Condemnations, fiercest Attractions, strongest Constringencies are all open High-ways to his Omnipotence; for his Conquest was over Hell, and he goeth into all the wrath of the first Principle,
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Principle, as well as the third, all Power in Heaven and Earth being his for ever.

Q. 139. Why did not Christ after his Resurrection show himself to every one, but to some only?

A. 1. By every one must be intended. 1. Every of those in Jerusalem, or
2. Every of the Lords Disciples. 1. But so to have done in the larger sense had been crofs to his own Inhibition, Cast not holy things to Dog, nor Pearls before Swine.
(2.) It had oppos'd the Method of his Proceedings with Men, from the time of his Conception to his Ascension. (1.) His Conception was a Secret imparted only to the Virgin, after in a Dream to Joseph, then Prophetically to Elizabeth, Simeon and Anna, and Prophecies had Obscurities. (2.) His Birth was discovered to the poor solitary Shepherds after that perhaps above two Years to the Wise Men; but presently veil'd by his Flight and Absence. Thence no more is said of him till he attained to about 12 Years, and then, though the Doctors were astonished at his Understanding, yet they knew him not. Neither understood his Parents his Answer on that occasion, but he went with them and was subject unto them, from that time till he began to be about 30 Years: So that for 18 Years nothing appears but as if he had been a common Child of Adam. (3.) Then the Observation of what passed at his Baptism was instantly throu'd by his Forty Days withdrawing from all Men, into the Wilderness. (4.) And after his calling of the Twelve and Preaching the Gospel, he often retreated from the Multitudes, divers times from some of the Twelve, and sometimes from them all, especially for Prayer, and all this while, unknown to his very Brethren. (5.) And when his exalted Glory was so conspicuous upon raising of Lazarus, that the High Priest, &c., began to lay the World goeth after him; that it seemed to threaten the hindering the Baptism, he was graciously freighted to be Baptized with, and that they feared the People; then offered he himself up at once, checking the mistaken Hopes and Confidence of Jews and Gentiles. This was the Method of the humble state of the Only, Eternal, Almighty Son of God.

3. 3. The Reason of his thus much concealment was, the abufe by vile Man-kind of the sparklings of his Glory; As, (1.) Herod begins by shedding the Blood of Innocents. (2.) The Sharers in, and Beholders of his Miracles, were obstru-ctive to his other work of gaining Souls; therefore he frequently chargeth Privacy on them. (3.) The Multitudes that he fed by Miracle offered so much interruption, as to obstruct on the Eternal Sovereign of all Worlds such Advance-ment, as to be King of a Dunghill, and render him obnoxious to the sily Jealousie of Earthy Kings, those Gods of Clay and their beastly Tyranny. (4.) The Splendor naturally arising from the Eminence of his necessary Evangelical Work, sharp-ened the Spirits of the Priests, &c., with Rage. (5.) We see with horror what the Effect of Judas knowing him was. Objection. But these are not significant to his state after the Resurrection. Answer. Though the Objection be Digestive, yet then confider, (6.) What use Antichrift makes of her Knowledge of this profound Humiliation, Life, Passion, Resurrection, (viz.) to be wholly licentious in the outside, 1. Of Things. 2. Times. 3. Places, &c.

4. 1. That the Things may be Figur'd, Grav'd or Painted, and those Products of Humane Fancy adored. The finer Antichrist Talks, Writes, Preaches the Things as a History: Believing which imagined History do flatter themselves to secure Eternal Bleffednefs, though they live and die unmortified, and in another Principle and propose to themselves (to wit) the third Principle and Self, yet Pride themselves with words. (2.) Time, they devile for Idlenes, Licentiousnefs and Prophane
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5. Whether any of the Disciples during that Forty days had not beheld him is not said, therefore it may seem they all saw him; and why not, being seen of above five hundred Brethren at once.

6. But there is one thing still to be said, which may be read and heard of, but not known by human wit or art, or comprehended by Astral Reason, (viz.) That Christ had, nor hath more, nor fewer Witnesses of his Resurrection, than thoes who were riven with him, riven in him, and he riven in them; these Children of the Day witness his Resurrection, by his Voice to and in them, they know his shape and most lovely form; for his true Image is in them; they Dine with him, his heavenly Humanity is the Flesh and Blood their hungry Souls really, truly and substantially do Eat and Drink, their fiery Property is allayed by the meekness of his Living-water, they, as the Hem of Aaron's Veilure partake of some of the Holy Oil poured on his Head.

7. Of these things Man's sharpest Penetration, without Regeneration and Mortification discerneth, as the blind, sinful, hardened Multitude would have done, had they viewed the Lord after his Resurrection: perhaps to gaze or adore the place they saw him at, but perfect his Image never a jot the less. Or be afterwards, as soul's Company were, seeing only the Light.

8. This Resurrection is the subverting, gaining upon and over the Disorders of the four Forms or Properties of the first Principle, which without the virtue of the second, would image the third Principle in them, or Image themselves therein, getting on meer Fig-leaves. But in such where this Resurrection is beginning, though in some it is like the uncovering of Fire; for the Patitions catch and burn the more, being cur'd and put under a Law, yet light is the natural consequent of that Combustion.

9. In another Form, Class or Degree of Christians who have made Progress, this new life is more apparent, who yet sometimes by their Drouin inffs their habitual Evils return and foil them; for such are left a while as those Canaanites, as Thorns and Goats to exercise their Faith, Diligence and Circumspection, &c.

10. But in those excellent Souls, the healed ones, where the Resurrection is most conspicuous, there (as in Torches or Cand'ers) is little trouble intrinsically in emitting their flames of Light from any inward Defects, but their burden and disturbance is from blasts without, either of the Sins of others, which like many bordering Vapours conspire into a Fog, to hinder the executing their Holy Purposes (and bent of their Souls to enlighten the Spirits of those they converse with) perhaps by Calumnies. Or else their crois is from stormy Perfection to terminate their Course, or torment them in it; in all which they are with the sweet Spirit of the first-born from the Dead, to encounter Opposers, and with unconquerable Patience to offer up themselves, and abide by it; content to pass through many Deaths, to Partakers of their Lord's Entertainment, hold their Testimony and finish their Course; for the day is breaking in such which may have Clouds, but never shall Night invade it, for it is the entrance on the holy, pure, Paradisical Life.

Q. 140. Why did Christ after his Resurrection converse Forty days on Earth before he went or was taken up to Heaven? What doth that signify?

A. 1. This Question Demands, 1. Why Christ conversed 40 days, &c. Also, 2. What it signifies?

To the first, the Causes obvious to common understanding were, 1. To confirm
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(2.) To found the Faith of succesive Generations concerning the Resurrection. (3.) To Leave the obstinate Jews and others inexcusable.

1. To the second what it signified. (1.) That as Adam, in his time of trial, went out of the Eternal day into the two Principles of the dark Abyss and Outbirth, so Christ now brought back the law of the two Principles harmoniously into the Eternal Day. (2.) To shew openly in his Body (that was dead and is alive for ever) the Victory over Death and Hell. (3.) To shew the Holy Paradisal Life which Adam should have continued in, (viz.) The perfect Image of the Almighty Trinity in every of the three Principles; That is, how his first, illustrated by the second, was to be imaged and figured by the third, over which he was to rule; (1.) By conferring his Pure, Holy, Virgin state as the second Adam did.

(2.) (2.) To Eat and Drink as the Lord then did these 40 days in a Paradisical Heavenly manner, in the Mouth only, not with filthy Guts, &c. but as did the Angels with Abraham. (3.) To have comprehended and been able to pass through all the comprized or condensed Bodies, irreliably, unapprehended not excluded but as light through Crystal, penetrating all Astral and Elementary Existences, as the Eye of Eternity doth time.

Q. 141. What is Christ's going or Ascension to Heaven: that he did visibly ascend? Whither is he arrived, and where is he now at present?

A. 1. This Deep is our World, here was the Throne of Lucifer, and in this World or Space is our Heaven, yet not in this World, but in the Heaven that comprehended this World; but this World cannot comprehend it, as Time cannot comprehend Eternity.

2. The sharp Power and Omnipotence of the Father is the true Centre of all Worlds, so of Heaven: and the gracious Omnipotence of true second Principle, is the true Centre of Holines and Purity in the whole Abyss of the Father, and especially (if it may be so spoken) the Heaven of Heavens: who as he is the Mediator, the Christ, the First-born of every Creature, is on the Throne, and is himself the Throne, sitting on the right Hand of God; that is, at the place of the quenching of Wrath with Love, he fitteth in the Throne, and is himself the Reconciliation.

Q. Is it askt, what is the Kingdom, City, Palace or Seat whither he ascended, and where he is?

A. 3. He is himself the Seat, Palace, City and Kingdom.

Q. Is it askt how can this be intelligible to Mortals, living in Houses of Clay?

A. What is, and where are the Bounds in the outward World of the Light? The shining Sun is its own Palace and Throne, if it is in the whole Deep in the several Elements and Concretes, as far as any thing is capable of it; yet is it but a Figure or Representation of the true Eternal Son.

2. It is said concerning his visible circumscriptive Body, which rose again, and was seen by his Disciples on Earth, during his Forty days conversion whom the Disciples saw ascend, and of whom the two Men in shining Garments spake, that he should in like manner descend, where is that Body?

A. 4. It is answered, it is in its own Eternal Throne: But it is to be considered, if we in our natural Man, can view in our Intelect the whole Globe of Earth and Seas, and the whole Deep of the third Principle. And, were we our more noble part freed from the Images our Astral Spirit frameth, what a view could it take of the Principles and Fountain Spirits whence it all sprung, especially that which it lives in, and delights in; as how much of the Eternal World may a glorified Spirit
rit know; for the Child knows and feeth his Parents, and the Lords very outward Body was Begotten of the Holy Ghost as Malewine Seed.

5. If therefore such a poor finite Creature as Man (the lower sort of Intellectuals) who is the thing formed or building, can mount so high, and apprehend so much. Whither cannot he ascend, what cannot he do and comprehend, who being Conceived of the Holy Ghost, is the Builder of the Houle? Who, tho' he humbled himself to the form of a Servant, and ascended as such to shew he was our Brother, yet is Lord of all, and in his Heavenly Humanity is not excludible of place, as Eternity is not excluded out of time.

Q. 142. What signifie the two Men in Shining Garments, who said; To Men of Galilee why look ye up after him? This Jesus who is taken from you to Heaven will come again, as you have seen him ascend or go into Heaven?

A. 1. Moses faith, Out of the Mouth of Two Witnesses shall every Truth be established. And the Lord faith if he will not hear thee, take with thee one or two more. Thus in the Temple were two Cherubims stretching out their two Wings, and the Lord sent out his Disciples two and two.

2. The signification of all which is that when the first Adam by not acting his Powers, caused the dividing the Two Tinctures into distinct Male and Female, which should have remained but one, Error and Falswhood soon crept in; for the Two Tinctures were neither of them true, but Deceit introduced it self into both, because the true Virginity disappeared.

3. And the Two Tinctures were united only in the second Adam to bear one Voice or Testimony; for he Married the Humane Soul to Virgin Sophia. Thus the two Men in shining Garments bear but one Testimony: Hence was it that in Sacrificing of Fowl, the Male and his Female made but one Offering.

4. Alfo thus, as the Lord, who was then taken up into Heaven shal in like manner return again; so the holy pure Virgin Sophia, the Wisdom of God, and Tincture of the Light, who left the Humane Fire Soul of Adam, and withdrew from him into her own Heaven: But by the Incarnation of the second Adam, the fame Eternal Virginity came down and returned again to the Humane Soul of us poor, unworthy, miserable Men.

Q. 143. Why must the Disciples of Christ yet wait ten days for his Ascention for the sending of the Holy Ghost? Why was not that done instantly? Here begins the Eighth Grand Distribution.

A. 1. It was, 1. To compleat the Antitype, being the time pointed at by the Feast of Weeks. which Feast of Weeks is commanded several times, (viz.) from the Morrow after the Sabbath of the Passover reckon seven Sabbaths is 49, and 1 is so, (or the Feast of Pentecost) from the Lords Resurrection. At the end of Forty days the Lord ascended, and the Disciples were to wait at Jerusalem till the coming of the Holy Ghost, which was ten days after.

The ten days to make up the Feast of Weeks, was that they might be a secondary illustration whereeto the seventh day or weekly Sabbath is suited.

2. Nine of the ten days points at the whole course of the Race of a Christian in this World, and the tenth is the Crown, Summit or Perfection. As the nine first forms of Fire are Crowned with the Heavenly Birth of the Paradifical Earth and Water of Life in the holy World, which is obtained by adding thereunto the tenth form.

3. This is figur'd by the nine Generations beginning with Sem, and Abraham is X
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the tenth, in whose Seed cometh the Blessing upon all. In like manner and we Angels Miniftring to Christ's Incarnation nine times, and the two at his Afcension was the tenth. See the first Verfe of the 133 Answer. So there were ten Leper cleaners but one only returning with thanks, it is faid where are the nine. Thus was the tenth day of their waiting the day of the gracious and glorious coming down of the Holy Ghost.

Q. 144. What is this that the Disciples must wait and continue together till the Holy Ghost came?

A. 1. Will any fay it was for their outward safety; 'tis true, obedience is the safe path: But this was of its own Nature most hazardous, againft Jochob's method who divided his Family and Subfcnce to preferve fome, but this keeping them together was, as to Mans Judgment, an exposing them to danger; for first an Assembly is left secret than one, alfo more obnoxious to the Jealousie of evil Eyes: From the conquence whereof they had no outward defence of their own, or Followers, or the People which somewhat fwayed with the Priests, &c. in their time of rage against the Lord, whereas they were not entered fo far into their Miniftry as might promote popular refcpect. Therefore their being together might be de nailed by the bloody Perfectors of the Lord a fit feeon, at once to extirpate the Lords Sacred Embaffy and Embassadors.

2. Their waiting and continuing together was therefore an Eminent Touchstone of pure Love, and incomparable Faith. (1.) In refcpect of their Work which was to witnefs, what the Lord was Crucified for acknowledging, (vit.) that himself was the Son of God.

(1.)

3. (2.) In refcpect of the place, Jerusalem, the fage where the Shepherd was fmiten, where the Murderers were Rulers, whose Streets lately Confecrated with the holy Lord's walks, Miracles and Heavenly Doctrines: The Temple where he had often fproken like God, not like Man: Where was a Garden which he had often frequented: The Judgment Hall, where he had been reviled, crown'd with Thorns, mocked, fcourged and condemned: Alfo Calvary where they mercifully crucified Mercy itfelf, remained all Monuments of the greatf Love and Patience. and extrem Malice and ferine Cruelty: In this City which fhoild have worn Sackcloth, with thofe sad Objechts and under thofe Rulers were they to dwell and be confined.

(2.)

4. (3.) With refcpect to the time, being that of the Bridegrooms being taken from them, of their having Tribulation ten days, the time when their Enemies were Felith, by having their Hands Embrewed in the Blood of the Lord Jesus: As cruel wild Beasts tainting the Blood of their prey, and the time before defcending of power from on high to revive them.

5. But they muft wait on this Service, in this place, at this time, signifying to us that the time of the Christians Life is the exercife of Faith, Obedience and Trial of the fincerity of Love; a time of beholding sad Objechts as was this of theirs, of hearing fainful founds, the being harassed by Oppreffive Rulers, converse with or amongf malicious, enticing, dangerous Enemies, inward Terrors and Tempfes, and outward Storms and Outrages from the powers of the dark World.

6. So that the difaftrous Soul can find no succour or guidance from the Imaged Powers of the outward Astral World, but muft flink down from them, and constantly wait the Breathing of the true fpaking Light World, left if the outward Magia be our level design and home, the dark Magia do by it inflinate into us, and we thereby form the will of the Spirit of this World into our Eternal Souls, which neither can feed them, cloth them, nor guide them, but if thus they proceed
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ceed till the four Elements fall off, they shall find themselves miserably cheated. This waiting of the Apostles directs us therefore, to wait for the Whispers of the Word behind us, so called; we having gone out from it, and turned our backs on it.

Q. 145. What is the Feast of Pentecost? How was the shedding or pouring forth of the Holy Ghost effected? And how did the Bands of the Tongues of the Lords Disciples become unloosed?

A. 1. Our Fall in Adam brought us from the Paradisical Feasting to the toilfulm Life, to a state affording no other Food for the four properties of our first Principle (which was the Centre of the Soul) but the third Principle: Which is right- ly a feeding on Ashes and a Shadow. If Men can live by looking on their own Picture, so might Adam's Soul by the third Principle. It was worn with him than it is with an Elementary Body who can subsist a little while by feeding on itself.

2. Now the Feast of Pentecost was bringing back through the Lords Incarnation the vertue of the holy World, (viz.) the Paradisical Bread and Water of Life, for the Soul to feed on: The true Flesh and Blood of Christ's Heavenly Humanity, this pure Water of Meekness is in the Soul a Well of Living Water, springing up to Eternal Life.

3. The pouring forth of the Holy Ghost was thus effected: The Darknings into which the Soul had cast it self cau sed a violent anguish, that anguish of its own Nature generates a fierce hungry Fire. And higher than this the Humane Soul of its own ability since its Captivity goeth not. Now such Souls as can get no latitude in the Spirit of their will from God, but go to the third Principle, do as Saul who waited not for Samuel, but considering his frights Offered a burnt-offering to himself, and so lost the Kingdom.

But if did not the Lords Disciples, for they waited till the Lord came. Where is he that learneth the lesson this Mystery unfolded? He shall hear and understand the things which none of the divided Languages can possibly express, and sometimes may see and penetrate what it is not lawful to utter.

4. Pluck out the Earthy: gues sing and pretended seeing, stop the Ear against the delusive Charmer, then shall not the outward Reason (like the Sun) daze, nor Thunder, or the roaring of the Sea amuse; the raging Waves shall be countermanded, and the Ark will be in inward Tranquillity.

5. The pouring out of the Holy Ghost did enkindle the Souls Aguish and Fire into a Light and Divine serenity of meek Love. Now as the blinking Lamp flaming from a small spark, enlighteneth a little Room, and the greater Fire of a Torch yields a more eminent Lustre: So the greater the Anguish the greater the Fire, and the greater also is the Light, when the Lord enkindles it to a Love flame, that according to its exalted vivacity it be proportionably as it were Tinted, reaching hard after the Resurrection from the dead.

6. Now were the Bands of their Tongues unloosed by their opening the power World in this World; for by much we are by wrath and death Captivated, by so much are we impotent: But where the Spirit of God unites with Man's Spirit it frees him from all restrictive Ligaments, that with the Word there may be power. But the following Question treating of this Subject, more is not here said to this third Branch.
Q. 146. How is the difference or distinction of Languages among them to be understood; that they have all at one time spoken all Languages at once in one jargon; so that people of all Nations understand them?

A. 1. Man's Fall cast him from the unity into the multiplicity: Before which Fall he stood in the one holy power; his Word being in God, was by his Almighty des Mighty, ruling in, through and over the multiplicity, his Words were as many Arrows in a Quiver, penetrating all things. As the Arrow out of a Bow of Steel doth the Air. But Man's Fall into the multiplicity, disarmed him, rendered him impotent, only some have a little power to see into one property, some into another, but were all Men Abilities united, it were but some pieces of the multiplicity far short of the Unity.

2. Man is an Image of the whole Trinity, and the Astral and Elementary Worlds Image, Heavenly Things and Places, while Man therefore kept his station he was in the Divine Centre, but his departure thence dejected him into the circumference, Wheel of Nature or Out-birth, thenceforth was the Centre or Holy Fountain hid.

3. The Lord Jesus Christ as he is the only Begotten Son of God, is the Eternal speaking Word, which may be understood to be Eternally generated out of the Eternal Father, or first Principle, as our four Forms or Anguishsh generate naturally the Liberty or Light which is called the fifth. This is the first Word the creating speaking holy Word from Eternity, \(1\text{ John }1, 2, 3\).

4. The next is the created Word the holy World, wherein the Almighty Word doth through the Virgin of Divine Wisdom image himself. It may be compared to a holy Eternal Book, whereof the Angels are Golden Letters, founded in Divine Harmony: In which Book the Almighty with delight reads his own glorious ineffable, tremendous Name.

5. But Lucifer making an harsh jarring Tone, and changing his Golden Letters into black of poisonous composition, raced himself and his whole Hierarchy out of that fair Record. Then did the creating Word speak or incert, and interline Man into that part of the Book out of which Lucifer and his Angels had been raced, which with the additional skill of Interliners. had the Out-principle as an adjunct to him, this was the second race of Intellectials.

6. And tho' the skill of the speaking Word were perfect, yet as usually it is in Interlinings, the obiterated Letters had left some flaws or scratches (tho' not in the holy Book, yet ) in the adjunct, shadow or cover, \(\text{thou' the Out-birth, which being new bound} \) and the lacerated pieces cemented; in the cover rested such flaws and rents, that thereof came the pernicious, poisonous, stinging Animals and Vegetables, and Beasts of prey bearing the impressions of the clausae of the dark World.

7. Whereinto when Man fell their contagion so affected him, that he could not found a due consonance to the Harmonious Dialect of the Holy Book, which as to him became so closed and sealed that he could not read, open, nor so much as look thereon. But as Men intercare cannot Spell nor Read, so the language of Nature of the Heavenly Holy World (our true Mother Tongue) was left; he had no Ears to hear the Angelical Ravilishing Voices, nor Tongue to utter it, till the Fiery Cloven Tongues descended.

8. Now come we to the Holy Language itself, which if any could speak, would not some say this Man is full of new Wine. But we may mournfully tell of our Losses, easer than regain them, we must say that Language was one and but one. For its Nature it is pure, for its extent it is comprehensive of all, and therefore no wonder all understood it, for its power it hath Authoritatively Omnipotence in it, actually
actually or executively it hath the Keys of Life, and Instruments of Death, this Word flew Ananias and Saphira, and freed Tabitha from the Bonds of Death.

9. Now as in Mens Affairs the Reason and Understanding prevail to move the Mind, so that after Debate a Will is formed, this Will is the Result of all consideration, and is the Man, the Soul, the Spirit, the Body, the Passions, Affections, all make one Intire Will, and the Magical driving power of all this becomes the Word, this Word is the Executive Instrument, and not barely the Herald of the Soul or whole Man. It is the Energy and expressed Vigor of all the Powers; whereof it is laid, by thy words thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt be condemned; for the word is the work and the worker.

10. Thus and no otherwise is the Divine Language which the Holy Ghost opened in the Apostles, (viz) the Result and Law or Abridgment of all the Powers of the hidden Holy World, it was the Opener of all Doors, the Epitome of all Openings, the understanding of which is offered by this simile.

11. The Intricacies of the perverted, perplexed, confused Tongues in the multiplicity is compared to the Night vision, when a Man can only see the House or Room that contains him, and that not without the aid of Fire or Candle Light where is much Shadow, many uncertainties, some colours not distinguishable. And the expatiating, opening and voice of the holy one Language is compared to the Noon-day which shews every thing at once without Door and within.

12. Thus the Divine Word or Language comprehends all, opens all Doors; therefore was it that all Nations understood them; for the unity contains the multiplicity, as every Genus doth every of its own Species, or as the Element of Fire doth every Spark of Fire. This hath the Life of all openings, as the Vowels are the Spirit of the whole Alphabet. All the sounds Musical or otherwise are contained in three and in seven, both Concord and Discord: All Voices or Tones expressing the Passions and Affections in the two Extremes of Joy and Sorrow, and the Man of Equiponderating Solemnity of Humane Creatures, or others are comprized in the sixth Fountain Spirit: or property of the Eternal Nature, and must have its efficacy in every formation.

Q. 147. What doth this shewing forth of the Holy Ghost out of Christ’s Resurrection and Atonement to Heaven profit or benefit us? How may this be also eff'cual in us?

A. 1. When the Apostles (who had been Baptized by John) were asked, Have ye received the Holy Ghost since you believed? Answer’d, We have not so much as heard whether there be a Holy Ghost, they may not be thought wholly ignorant of the Eternal Existence of the Holy Ghost; for all the Holy Men from the Creation were guided by him: But that these knew not of this glorious and plentiful Effusion of the Holy Ghost on the whole Assembly.

2. And now how the pouring forth of the Holy Ghost profits us, is not only that records deliver this to us, as once done in them; but that the fame is vouchsafed more or less Eminently, as those sacred Visions are more or less welcomed by joyful Obedience, or grieved by stubborn Resistance. For as the precious Ointment going down to the Hem of A nna’s Veilure is not laid bare upon the Rocks or sterile Earth, so neither doth the Holy Spirit always shine with Carelessers.

3. Again, the pouring of the Holy Churlour of Christ’s Death and Resurrection profits us also, that whereas it finds us as many pieces as there are Properties in Nature, and drawn by as many contradictory wills as there are subordinate Species in those Properties, figured by the confused Languages at Babel, this Holy Spirit unites us all parts of Babel into a like Frame.

4. Thus it found some of them in one form and extreme, some in another, some
some Bafed with Curiosities, others Brutishly ignorant and Remifs, some seeking
by fraud or otherwife to eftabUsh their particular propriety, some making Ambi-
tious De SIGN their Idol, &c. The fared Spirit putting out their several fake
Fires, and Glowworm fictitious Light, brought them and willoth to bring us into
one Kingdom, by one Spirit to mind the fame things, leads us by one will to be
imploy'd in one work, for our fatter'd Interests, extravagant Defires, and pri-
ivate selfish Conivances must as Rabbifs be removed, before the Lords Houfe be
erec!t, or as Weeds be eradicated before the god Sells flourish.

5. 'Tis true our Humane Powers, and the Spirit of the great World in us, and
the Tincture convey'd us thereby may be used by the Almighty Architect as un-
heird Timber, rough stone, and other Materials whereof to frame a Building,
like as the Principles and Properties were extracted out of the firft Chaos: So
may our confusions be confecrated and made conducible to the work of the new
Creation which is effected in us by dying of our firft wilful desires. For by giv-
ing up the might of our firft principle into the Intellectual Light of the second
Principle there is generated in us the pure Love of the third Principle, of which
Love the Holy Ghost is the Author, by this the Law is fulfilled, and in and by it
the Holy Ghost graciously feals the Regenerate to Eternal Salvation: Who having
been fed by the Fleth and Blood of the Lord Jefus have in part got his Heavenly
Body on them, which is attaining a meafure of the Resurrection from the
dead.

6. This brings in Univerfality in the Room of Propriety, one instead of many,
confified by the Tongues, which tho' Cloven were all but one united, and one on-
ly in every Language. here fee we the Kingdom on Earth as it is in Heaven, and
the new Man thus progreffed is the true, and in some fort perfect Image of the Tri-
inity, for it is the firft disappeared Image which Adam fell from. And in this most
excellent way doth the glorious Trinity work in Eternity in all Divine Creatures
wherein the Three Perfons Image themselves.

Q. 148. What is the Litteral Word and the Living Word Christ, in his fpeaking
with the other: How became they diftinguifh'd? feeing all did not hear the
Holy Gospell teach from the Mouth of the Apoftles: for one sort of them faid, They
are full of fweet Wine; these heard indeed Mafs Word, but not Chrift teaching in his Re-
surrection.

A. 1. The Litteral Word did fignifie in the Jewifh Administration the Law of
Circumfion, &c. call'd a killing Letter, tho' eventh that were glorious as is inti-
mated by Mofes Face. The Evangelizing by Preaching or Writing muft then be
much more glorious, the Holy Writings of the Prophets, Apoftles and Saints are
therefore exceeding precious, and require great care and diligence to learn the
Myfleries there intended and taught, they are fo good and important, their Effic-
cy, Majefty and End to Divine, that the living Word and it, are ufed as terms
convertible, but yet Metonymically: As by the Cup is meant the Wine, or by the
Bag the Treasure.

2. But the Living Word is the Eternal Creating Word, and tho' no Language
contains yet every Word of Men is of it and by it, and when the Lord Jefus faith
of the Holy Spirit he fhall take of mine and give it unto you, he means the fo
speaking as the Spirit fhould give utterance. Such was this when the God of Spi-
rites fell on them; other speaking fprung from Babel, is as far below the Life and
Power of that as the Conflants are below the Vowels, which produce but mute
Hiftong may.
3. And we may expect, when God shall give to his, one Heart, one Soul, one Love, one Life of Faith, Holiness, Meekness, Patience and Self-denial, accounting nothing their own, but as Members of the one Body to live as that white, sweet, first Age of those Guests at the Feast of Peace: When God shall do this, we may expect he will restore the Spirits of the Lovers, and give us Water at the pure Fountain; until then, as one people know not the Language of others, so all people are strangers to this, and as falsehood causeth Men not to know others Minds by their Words, so do Mens false Hearts make them unknown to themselves.

4. Now why some of them who heard the Heavenly Tidings said these Men are full of sweet or new Wine, was because themselves were Captivated in another Principle than that wherein the words were Born: perhaps some in the deceits of the third Principle, others in the wrath of the first; so that they could no more comprehend the words of the Children of the day, than the Creatures of the corrupt terrestrial Salitter can converse with the Aerial Creatures, or the aqua- france with those of the Fire, or then we poor Offspring of Cain Adam can skilful the Dialect of Angels.

5. Mans Heart is naturally preposseft against Divine Understanding, and the simplicity of truth not only from his disorder'd Original, but especially by Maturity of Growth to fixedness in the humane Apostacy; for Youth stands in a true Ground which makes Angels delight in them, until the Serpents, Foxes and Goats, their Tutors. Companions and Tempters have gravely taught them to be Fools in Fashion, also false, and by degrees to be obscene and impudent of Conversation.

O how great is Mans Mifery on Earth, how innumerable his Snares, how multiply'd his Perils and Sorrows in this great and terrible Wilderness?

How Infinite is the forbearance of a compassionate Father! How compassionate the Redeemer to his daily Murthurers! How long-suffering is the grieved Holy Spirit!

O, the Heighth and Depth, and Length, and Breadth of that Love so abused by us!

The subsequent Question excuseth saying more to this.

Q. 149. How doth Christ himself teach prefentially in the Office of Preaching, and presideth at the Right Hand of God? Or among whom doth Christ teach, what is a Shepherd or Pastor in the Spirit of Christ, and a Teacher of the Lovers without the Spirit of Christ, each in his Office?

A. 1. How Christ is in Heaven and every where on Earth at once according to his Heavenly Humanity the 139 Answer from ver. 3. to the End, sheweth: Also it is elsewhere shew'd the sitting of Christ at the Right Hand of the Power of God, is at the place where Love quencheth Wrath; therefore are the Sheep at the great Day placed on the Right Hand of the Judge.

2. But now to the next part of the Question, among whom doth Christ teach, it must be anwer'd, the Light which bringeth Salvation hath appeared to all Men; for as every Country on Earth is visitid by the Splendor of the Sun, and every Plant and Pile of Gras Influenced by him, and so hath been from the Creation, so also from Adam to the last Man, hath Christ the only true Light shined, and will shine.

3. And as there are many places in some Countries, and some Angles in every Country, whereon the Suns Beams beat not directly, yet is there no Vegetable which his Vigor Influenceth not: Such is the Preaching Virtue of Christ to all present, past and future.

A. Again.
4. Again, as every Mineral is not Gold, nor every Fruit solar, that the Sun's vertue should be totally prevalent in them, but they all are helped the more to grow thereby in their own Property, so that it is not the Sun's fault that many are spoild. Thus tho' Christ stands in the Door of every Mans Heart, calls them, waits the whole time of the Life of many, and very long on all, as a Judge, as a Councillor, and as a Monitor, yet many grow hard, and (as evil Creatures) in the stronger in their own property, by the desirable access of the Sun's Rays: Thus Impenitent Men do from Gods goodness treasure up wrath, bless themselves, say we shall have peace, cry the Temple of the Lord, &c. and grow the more evil because God is most good, and are the more daring, the more they are intreated and prove with.

5. Now to the latter part of the Question, what is a Shepherd or Pastor in the Spirit of Christ. It is answered, Christ is the alone Shepherd of Souls; for alluding as before to the outward Sun. As the Sun directeth the Creatures to get good and prevent evil by his daily Reddy course, such is Christ's providential guiding us by his working for, and sacred Epistles written to us, and by affilling us by some loving Brother he substitutes, this is his outward Pastoral Office.

6. Again, as the Sun not only directs the Creatures to the place of their Food, but by his vertue makes it to be Food, so that they are fed by his secret vertue in the things fed on, and the things themselves are but the Medium. Thus is the Soul fed by Christ by whom the Medium is caused, and the Soul by him also hath a preparedness and capacity thereunto, and the good Shepherd thus gives his Life and Vertue for and to the Sheep, and they feed on him But Men calling themselves Shepherds are only at best as Ink and Paper wherewith the Lord Jesu writes his good pleasure, teaching others to read it. So is the Church call'd the Epistle of Jesus Christ.

7. And to the last part of the Question, What is a Teacher of the Letter without the Spirit of Christ in his Office; It is answered, he is dead, (for it is the Spirit only that quickenneth) both in respect of himself, is sensual, not having the sacred Spirit, and in respect to his Work, the Letter killeth. Therefore the regenerate Child may receive some strength from the Teacher of the Letter, yet the Divine Principle by him who is himself only in the Anguish of the first Principle, (or) the Godenounes, Pride, Envy and Anger, or in the Image or Shadow thereof of the third Principle properly call'd the Valley or Shadow of Death the unregenerate Souls are by such misled into the Ditch.

8. What is that power then, whence the Band Guides issue and derive Authority? From the holy Spirit of Christ it is not; for that is pure, peaceable, gentle, saucy to be intreated, full of mercy and good fruits. If they were founded in the Regeneration they would proceed in the Divine Impulse, but being sprung in the Astral Magis which is but the Figure or Shadow of the Eternal World, the driving is from without, and being so from beneath cannot ascend higher. Preachers in that Spirit are only the Apes and Counterfeits of the Divine Living Spirit, and the Super-intermediats or Ordainers of them are Men neither Authorized by the Law nor Gospel. Thus after the choice Youth of Christian people are prostituted with Aristotle's Heathenish, and dry Breaths of Philosophy, like the Children prostituted to Moloch: They are spirited by Men who by a fatal Name are call'd School-Doctors.

9. These come abroad with unmortified Lufts, imperious Wills, imposing Principles in contempt of the humility, simplicity, and plainness of the Doctrine of Christ, and of the Self-denial, Charity and Love in the practice of Christianity; but will be Teachers of the Multitude, yet being ignorant of God, of Nature, and of themselves; being very great strangers to Christ, in whom only are all the Treasures of true Wisdom.
Q. 150. What is the Office of the Keys? How may they become rightly used, or who is worthy or fit for this Office, or whether is he himself the Office? Or whether hath he freely given it to man, so that he may without Christ's Spirit forgive Sins, or how is it done?

A. 1. People of the Roman Communion say, Their Bishop hath the Keys of Heaven left him by Peter; but why then derive from Peter they should shew, for Peter was the Apostle to the Circumcision, they were Gentiles; and Paul was the Apostle of the Gentiles. Thus he: they are as the Jews, that as the Jews Persecuted the Head, there do the Members.

2. But were it so they derived rightly from Peter, which cannot be, and Peter only from the Words of the Lord Jesus; which were a direct Error (as of such who know not the Scriptures) to think: yet let it be obserued, the Lord said to Peter, I will give thee the Keys of the Kingdom, &c. It is not there said, I give, &c. Mat. 16. 19. Nor seems he then fit being ignorant of, and offended at the Notice of Christ's designed Sufferings, his Answer on that occasion caus'd the Lord to say, after this Promise, Get thee behind me Satan, &c. But when that Promise was performed, it was to the other Apostles equally with Peter; for when the Lord Jesus shew'd himself to them, he breath'd on them, saying, Receive ye the Holy Ghost; whose Sins John 20. 21, ye remit, &c.

3. But we read of the Lawyers who took away the Key of Knowledge, as these do; for the Pardon of Sin is not like the Remission of Men's Penalties by a Magistrate at a Bar, but is a great Work; therefore said the Jews, *Who can forgive Sin* but God alone? And Moses interceding for Israel faith, Let the Power of my Lord be great, and pardon, &c. It was Power that created the World, but great Power goes to the forgiving of Sin.

4. But Power of Remission and Retention of Sin was given by the Lord Jesus to the Apostles, together with a Command to go and Preach the Gospel: where-in more was meant than what was conferred on the rest of the World; for it was not only a Power of bare Verbal Declaration which others might do, but a Delegation of Commis-sionary Authority.

All Sin is against God; those against Men are against God, as Men stand related to God, and as they Transgress the Righteous Law of God. Therefore no Sin can be Pardoned but by him against whom Sin is committed. And 'tis the Infinite can extend Infinite Mercy, which only can secure a sinful Creature against Infinite Wrath.

5. Men may as Ambassadors declare their Lord's terms of Reconciliation in general to all, and they may ratifie Peace with particular Performers, if they are directed by the unerring Spirit of God to discern them from all others: but Samuel himself was mistaken by the goodly Presence of David's elder Brother: Such an Error in this Case may both invalidate the Absolution and Shipwreck the Man into a Lethargy, P Pfalmuphrasian Dream, Slumber, or translate him to Fools Paradise.

And it may be doubted this discriminating Eye isgiven that when the Concomitants disappear; for now the glorious Effusion of the Holy Ghost enabling to take up Serpents, drink any deadly thing, heal the Sick, eject Beasts, Prophesy, Mark 16. 17. Speak with new Tongues, are all controverted as a misunderstood History, rather than to be things practicable by the Pretenders to that great work of Pardon.

6. Let it not therefor be thought a designed Sacrifice of part of Ecclesiastical Authority, to warm all to see they have fail'd in themselves, and not be led by the Eyes of others, and those also Eyes confus'dly defective. But that the Apostles did this, was because they had an open Door into Hearts, that could see who was in the Gall of Bitterness, and who had Faith to be Healed: so infallible was their deep
deep penetration, whereas the now Pretenders have their own Hearts shut against them, and many (us to be feared) themselves sett'rd in the Bonds of Iniquity.

8. I compare the Apostles continuation in the Lord's Work of remitting after his departure, to Ebalub succeeding Moses, who passed the Tribes through Jordan as Moses had done through the Sea, but the succeeding Judges (though Prophets) did not so, and the Allusion so fits, as the one is the plain figure of the other.

9. He that converteth a Sinner from the Error of his ways, shall save a Soul from death, and cover a multitude of Sins. As many therefore as God useth for Instruments of Converting Sinners to many Abhorrers. Remitters, Pardoners and Coverers of Sins are there; yet not one of them is so, but God alone enkindles his Candle, and puts a Treasure in such Earthen Vessels, sometimes by Preaching the Gospel, which who to reject, do reject the Council of God against themselves. Some others are used by holy Conversation to the same end; so is the unbelieving Husband by the believing Wife, &c. Some by faithful Monitions, Some by patient and constant Suffering. But many by Writing (according to the measure of Grace vouchsafed) which is a loud way of Preaching, ringing to the largest distance of the habitable Earth, and living to the longest space of time it self: opening Heaven to several Nations and Ages, influencing dark Souls, and subjecting them to the scepter of Jesus Christ.

10. All these and the like blessed ways, both God the Holy Ghost consecrate and sanctifie to touch and change Hearts; these are the Keys, the Evangelical Keys of the Kingdom of Heaven, to unlock Imprison'd Souls. But if any pretend to have Keys to open Heaven to the Unregenerate Man, the old unchangeable Nature, and to bring the Serpentine Man in, as once the Serpent entred Eden, thse are Thieves, and their Keys, Picklocks, Heaven is exempt and above them that would break through, and enter not in by the Door.

Q. 151. What is Christ's Testament, together with the last Supper with Bread and Wine: How is Christ really enjoy'd? what manner of Flesh and Blood is it? and what is the Mouth to eat it with.

A. 1. The Question is double, 1. What is Christ's Testament together with the last Supper with Bread and Wine, what manner of Flesh and Blood is it? 2. How is Christ really enjoy'd: and what is the Mouth to Eat it? To the first, it's answer'd negatively. (1) It's not his Almighty pure Deity, the infinite inacessible Light or true second Principle; this no Creature can touch or reach. (2) It is not the Body, Soul and Spirit he received from Mary descend'd from Eve; for so he is our Brother, and remains a Creature, not to swallow'd up as to be confounded in his Deity; but must for return as the two Men in white testifie; nor is it eaten or swallow'd (Cannibal like) into our foul Carcasses. As the Jews rightly said, How can this man give us his (meaning this his) flesh to Eat. But affirmatively,

2. The last Supper with Bread and Wine, Flesh and Blood, is the pure chaff Virgin of Wildom, or Heavenly Man, or Holy Humanty which Adam fell from. The Tongue of an Angel might tell what this is, but there must be a preparedness in the Intellect to receive the thing spoken, or he would be as Dumb to the Hearers; yet for the fake of the seditious Depliers it is answered,

3. It is the created Timeture of the Light World, That, out of which Angels were spoken or breathed forth, the Food of Angels; as every Creature feedeth of its Mother, the Child of the Breast, and the Elementary Creatures of the Elements: Man's outward Body on the Timeture of the Elements, Soul of the World, or Astral Powers, but if his inward Man hath no higher Nourishment as the Unregenerate hath not, the Soul Harveth; for its Will hath an inferior false Timeture, declining
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... declining to Sensuality, and with the Fool faith, Soul take thy rest, eat drink and be merry. And though by reason of the noble Extraction of the Soul, Man hath Eternity, as also the Devil remains an Angel. Yet is the Tincture of both, false and degenerate, man going into the Wrath in the Looking Glafs, and the Evil Spirits into the fiercenesse of the first Principle, and both out of the Light.

4. While the regenerate New Man feedeth on the true Divine Tincture, which is the Bread that cometh down from Heaven, or the Flesh of Christ and Water of Life, or Divine Meekness, (vitr.) The Blood of Christ, which quencheth the wrath or thirst of the Fire-Soul. It is the Quintessence of the Paradisical Angelical World every where where for ever pure before God, evidently sign'd by the Quintessence and Tincture in the outward World, which that Man only who is taught of God knoweth, or can know?

5. The second part, How is Christ really enjoy'd, and what is the Mouth to eat it with? 2. A. The Mouth is the great, earnest hunger and thirst of the Love sick Fire-Soul, and the enlightened Human Spirit, both sharpened into so vigorous desire of Food proper for them; that they are dead (while thus awakened) to all the drivings of the outward Magia.

And Christ is really enjoy'd while the outward Bread and Wine or Elements are received by such a Soul. The way, and manner how, The Divine Power-world, or Paradisical Tincture or Virgin of Wildom and Purity, which are meant by the Flesh and Blood of Christ, gives it felt by and through the Tincture of the Bread and Wine, not through the Elementary Bread and Wine which are Mortal, and so under the Wrath, but through the Tincture thereof which is Immortal, and for the sake whereof, the Creatures shall in their Idea share in the Liberty of the Children of God. Therefore this Tincture or Kind of Quintessence both the Holy Power use as the Medium to convey it felt into the Mouth of the Human Soul and Spirit.

And as the right Tincture transmutheth inferior Metals into the noble Solar one, so doth this Body and Blood, through the above Medium, transmute the hale dead Image into revived Vertue, the Eternal inward Man into a holy lustrous living fire, and Love flame, that the Man may thereby be exalted into an Image of the three Worlds, in due weight, harmony and regiment of the Holy World, or Divine second Principle, the Almighty Infinite Son of God.

Q. 152. What is the place in Man, wherein Christ's Flesh and Blood continueth; He is my faith, Whosoever eateth my Flesh and drinketh my Blood, he continueth in me, and I in him; * Also, If you do not eat the Flesh of the Son of Man and drink his Blood, then you have no life in you?

A. 1. What the eating Christ's Flesh and drinking his Blood is, and how it is really enjoy'd, also what we are if we eat it, and what it brings us to be, if we do eat it, is the Substance of the immediately foregoing Answer.

The place in Man wherein Christ's Flesh and Blood continues, is the whole Man, for all is the Lords, (vitr.) the whole enlightened Man, though in all parts of him God is not alike manifest.

2. As he who sits on the Throne of a Kingdom is in Possession of the Regality of the whole Territory, yet especially resident in the Palace Royal; thus, though the Flesh and Blood of Christ sit as Sovereign in the Spirit of the Mind of the new born Child of God, which is as his Throne in Man, and that wherein he is wonderfully present; yet is he thereby Owner and right Proprietor of the whole Man, and where this is received all is new. And whereas it is written, * Though I make all things new, yet is it extended only to all things new & supernatural to receive this Renovation.

Yes.
3. It is true, the Body hath the Honour to be the Antitype of the outer Court of the Temple of the Holy Ghost, or the thing signified by a place without the Camp, where the Sin-offering was to be slain, the Body hath a rich and blessed hope, not only to be raised again, but that he shall change our vile Bodies, and make them like his glorious Body. Now though God was without the Camp as a Wall of Fire, and in the Camp as Captain of his Host, yet was he in his holy Place as at Home.

4. The New Man (strengthened by the Virgin of Wisdom) is in its Wrists both with the Angelus of the Fire-Soul or first Principle in us, and with our Mortal, Sensual, Astral and Elementary Man or third Principle, like to the good Properties of Nature. Labouring (as it were in the very Fire) to rescue themselves from the Curie and Wrath of the Dead Earth, and indefatigably struggling to produce living Paradisaical Fruits, Precious Stones, Odours, &c. in Power, but cannot; because the Curie hath introduced Corruption and Infability. Thus goeth it with the Divine Writings, where (as it were ineffectually) they approach our blemish Man; so vastly unsuitable hath our Fall render'd us to the pure Paradisal State.

5. But as the good Properties are much more prevalent in the benign Influence of the Sydural World; where they find a flexible Will strenuously active, and asked of pure transparency and uninterrupted Serenity in the Form of Eternity. So is the sacred Energy of Virgin Sophia approaching our Superior part, viz. our Spirits, after Holy Enkindlings in them: whereas all those Applications to our vile Carcasses work so obscurely and faintly, as sufficeth not to interest them to be out of the reach of Worms and Putrefaction.

6. Thus is seen in what place or part in Man Christ's Flesh and Blood continueth: which though before our Fall, and when we shall attain the Resurrection of the Dead, we stand as a well tuned Instrument, but now under the Fall as an Engine pulled all in pieces.

7. And whereas it is laid continue IN us, as usually we say the Soul IN the Body: it is much more true and proper to say the Body is in the Soul, for it comprehends the Body. So and much more are we all in the Flesh and Blood or Body of Christ, or in God's Body; therefore it is written, Put on the Lord Jesus Christ, by whom our whole Man, Soul, Spirit and Body are comprehended.

The farther Answer is referred to the Book of the Two Testaments.

Q. 153. How is Man, and how doth he become a Branch on the Vine Stock of Christ? How doth Christ dwell in him, and yet sit at the right hand of God in Heaven? Also, how can he sit at the right hand of God in Man, and yet the outward Man not be he?

A. 1. Man was a noble Vine, and became degenerate by his Fall into the Outbirth, which thrust him up from the Divine Birth into Enmity, and under the Evil Influences of the Astral World over which he should have ruled: The third Principle was that he took root in; no wonder then that he bare Fruit to himself; but concerning the Fall, the 71, 72, and 73. Answers are clear.

2. And that Man might be grafted into the Vine Christ, the Almighty second Principle took the Heavenly Humanity the Virgin Image (who love Adam exchanged for the Life of a Woman) and reimplanted it into the halfead Humanity in Mary's Effences, and so ingrafting fallen Man into the true Vine. See 75. Answer from v. 3. to the 7th.

To the second part of this Question how Christ dwells in Man, and yet sits at the right Hand of God in Heaven, is shewn in the 77, 108, 113, 129, and 141. Answers copiously.

3. To the third part, How can he sit at the right hand of God in Man, and the outward.
ward Man not be he? Is answered that the outward Man is the Image of Wrath and Love, & yet he who sitteth at God's right Hand in Man (where Wrath is quenched by Love) is not the outward Man; for he is the Image or express Character of God according to his Love. Tis true, Man he is, but is the Heavenly Man: who by Uniting to the outward Man, became our Brother: by killing the Will of the Erring Brother, preferred the Brotherhood, by cutting him off, implanted him.

4. In like manner we see the Fountain of all Natural Philosophy is the very knowledge of a certain real skill to stay an expiring Spirit at home, where it is eminently necessary, to transplant it into another of the same kind, which wants the outgoing Spirit to reinforce that other Species.

And what is all Sacred Theosophy, but the very understanding of a certain Divine Art, to receive and assimilate the evermore overflowling [Lulence of God's Bounty. This is the regenerating and the receiving the Divine Universal Will, which grows, overtops, and Commands to the irradiating the private perverted one: This is that Holy One sitting at the right Hand of God in Man; which though it repletes the outward Man as a Substance, doth its own Shadow: yet is no more the outward, than a good potent Tincture is a decay'd or impotent thing to be tinctured, because its Application is continually about such: or than a Physician is a Malady, because his Business is about Distempers.

Q. 154. What manner of Christian is the titular Christian in Name only, without or out of Christ: who only comforteth himself; and imposeth Christ's Works to himself, and yet is unregenerate of the Spirit of Christ, and liveth erringly? Whether also doth he in such working ord ing belong to Christ? Or what doth he receive in Christ's Supper?

A. 1. He is one who knoweth nothing as he ought to know, nor doth what he ought in any thing; for all that know God worship him in Spirit, which this Man is a Stranger to, and is also no less a Stranger to himself: and God of such a one will say, I know him not. Oh may we never know a state of entering Hell by Heaven's Gate.

2. Many Volumes are extant concerning Regeneration; some discovering the Old Estate, some the New; some the Proofs from the one to the other: whose parts (after Information) are, of terror for awakening Exhortation, Direction, Tryal, Caution and Encouragement, and doubtless all whereon. Love to God draws them to this Employment are prosecuting the End of Gods Creating and Redeeming Work, and are as truly, though weakly, at what pleaseth God, as the Holy Angels are; but all Pretenders to reach Religion, who are neither instrumental to call in the Sinner, nor to feed the Flock, are titular Christians, but truly Antichristians, yet would be accounted Pastors and Leaders.

3. Mens Industry for fading Toys, gives Evidence against the lazy titular Christian, what a feries of Pains, Stud and Patience have Men emulously strive with, to acquire Trades and Arts? What Extremities others encounter cheerfully to discover new Countries, passing torrid heat, and ice and freezing cold: What daring attempts Ambition hath let Men upon, by cruel force like Wolves and Vultures, to wade through Rivers of Innocent Blood, to add more cloths to their field of usurped Sovereignty, for a larger Stage to act a little while with more Elbow-room, the tyranny of their impetuous lusts over their Brethren?

4. And how little Price do Men set on Treasures taking only of them: where as only taking of Work all Day, gets no Wages at Night. The professing Faith, but practically denying the working Life of it, is the Damnation of titular Christians: Rendom at this day, the Form of Godliness denying the Power, is to be turned from in others, but especially in our selves. The State of Chorifu and Bethsaida, was
was more intolerable than that of Sodom; for they had the sound of the Gospel, which it seems was all they desired. And who doubts but the foolish Virgins were as certainly shut out as the most lewd Harlots, The meer outside of Religion is as profitable as painted Fire and Food to warm and nourish.

5. The Titular Christian is the more inexcusable, because if he will he may know himself to be only a counterfeit (tho' the sincere Child may by reason of his Allay and Imperfect Work, have cause enough to doubt himself) the reason whereof, because the unregenerate Professor doth out of the four Anguishes of the first Principle only generate the third Principle, which is but a cold Shadow or reflected Light most sensibly discernable. And not to conceal the very truth, an Hypocritical Titular Christian hath but a noise of words, a feigned representation of the very third Principle itself: Lesi of Faith than the Devils, whose Faith causeth trembling: And lesi of the figur'd Powers of the Out-birth or World than the Heathen Magicians; for those could imitate Moses in many things from the powers of the formed Worlds Properties.

6. But the Regenerate Child is enabled, out of his first Principle, to generate the true understanding, and real ravishing Fervour of the Divine Love of the second Principle; and to crucifies the Old Nature consisting of the first Principle buried in the third, and lives in the New Nature; (vir.) the first Principle illustrated by the meek sacred second: having the third only hanging, flitting or adhering to it, and clogging it a while, whereunto it is more and more dead; as the Fruit is to a withered Leaf, which hangs on the Branch with the Fruit, but when the Fruit attains maturity, and is gathered, the disregarded Leaf falleth.

7. And to tell what the Titular Christian receiveth in Christ's Supper: He receiveth what sufficeth his hunger; for his Soul desireth only a Form of Godliness; it hath therefore a Form of words, a shadow of the powerful Worlds word. His Body would conform to the fashion of others; it hath the fashioned, mortal, Elementary Bread and Wine, a dead figure of the Heavenly Food. Thus in both Inward and Outward he hath a shadow, form and figure fill'd with Wrath, Curse and Damnation.

8. Those participate with Christ in his Anguish, but die not to their Lusts; they would live with Christ, not to a New Life, but that Sin might reign with him in them; and thus treat they on his Blood, but the Blood of the Passover was not to be on the Threshold to be trampled on, but on the Lintel and two Side Posts. Thus did Judas eat the Sop, as sith the Supper.

Q. 155. Whether also may Christ's Flesh and Blood become enjoyed by Believers, without, or out of the Testamentary Ordinance and Observation, or how it may be done?

A. 1. That the Flesh and Blood of Christ is the Living, Holy, Powerful Word, is manifest: that This was given His Disciples before the Institution of the Last Supper is also manifest by the same Text, and their believing on Him. That This was the same Spiritual Meat and Drink which the Rock Christ gave the Israelites in the Wilderness, is plain: And what other Spiritual Food had all from the Creation, to make and nourish the Holy Souls; for This was in spoken into Man immediately after the Fall. else had he been swallowed up of the Anguishes of his own Root.

2. And that This may be enjoyed by Believers out of the Testamentary Ordinance, is clear; how else come they to be Believers? How else also in all Nations are such as fear God and work Righteousness accepted? Now how This is received by the Soul, the Inward Eye only seeth, for the Outward Man and Astral Soul comprizeth Christ's spiritual Flesh and Blood, no more than the gross Stone doth the Crumb of fine Gold that is in it.

3. This
3. This Flesh and Blood of Christ is His Heavenly Humanity, a Divine Love- 
fire, or a Holy Tincture re enkindling Adam'svanished Virgin Image, as precious 
Oil put into common dark Fire, gives it a shining glace. So This Spiritual Parad- 
ichial Humanity, Christ's own Mummis, freely preseth into the Soul, as the ver- 
tue of the Sun into the Plant. This is the Spiritual Flesh out of which the Visible 
Image growth. As Fire falling into Tinder turns it into Fire and Light. Thus 
is Christ the Light of the World, and doth substantially inhabit in the Soul. See 
more of this in the little Book of the two Testaments.

Q. 156. Why hath Christ Ordained and Instituted This Testament, and said, so oft as we 
do it, we should do it in remembrance? to what profit and so oft is it done with Bread and 
Wine, and not without? Or whether may it also become enjoyed or participated without 
Bread and Wine?

1 Cor. xi. 25.

A. That it may be enjoyed and participated of without Bread and Wine, appears 
in the last preceding Answer. It remains here to answer why Christ ordained 
this Testament, laying, &c., which was. (1.)
1. That the Antitype Christ might be received in a way suitable to the capac- 
ity of the Receiver.
2. In a method suitable to all his gracious ways of descending to men in all 
Ages, by Sacrifices, &c. (and by the Palcal Law in particular) by things pal-
pable, but the Lamb was eaten as in haufe, and with bitter Herbs: The Supper, as 
in a Table gesture of such as have attained rest, not by violent killing, as That, but 
by a free issue of the highest and sweet Tincture as that producing Bread and 
Wine, and remaining in them.
3. So high is it, that it hath been thought by some of the Learned (tho' erro-
neously) that the Spirit of Wine is the true Fire of Nature. (3.) That it might be a 
Medium for conveyance; for so great was the Precipice down which Man fell, that 
he must be followed, or for ever lost; but tho' he fell into the Mortal Elementary 
State, and the Elements of Bread and Wine blessed for his use; yet these are not 
the Medium. The Tincture is a Virgin, a Servant to Virgin Sophia, whom tho' it be 
not purely Divine, yet is such a Servant indeed, as in whom is no guile.
4. The Tincture (whence issueth the Corn and Vine) is the middle Earth be-
tween the Heavenly or Paradichal Earth as the most superior, and the Mortal as 
the most inferior; This is therefore the proper Medium. Here the Souls fiery 
hunger in the Promise meets the Divine Love and Grace, the Living Word or 
Power World, bringing in and with the Flesh and Blood of Christ's Heavenly 
Humanity; which is the Emmanuel, the Hope, the Joy, and Eternal Spouse of the 
Fire Soul, and the Lord, Husband and Crown of the enlightened, renewed, meek 
Spirit; for here the two Tinctures are united for ever, and is neither Male nor 
Female, but our Christ is all in all.

Q. 157. Whether is the True Testamentary Enjoyment or Participation bound merely to 
the Apoftolical Practice and Observation; or whether also men may have Power or au-
thority to alter and change this Ordinance, as is done now-a-days?

A. 1. Amongst men, the Law making Power only hath Authority to change 
and alter Laws. And a Testator dying, no one may alter the Will and Testament 
ratified by the deceased: On much higher and sever Reason is it therefore, that no 
man, or all men may alter or change this Ordinance, or reject any of God's Insti-
tutions, no more than two or three School-boys can root up the Basis of Phil-
osophy, or two or three Thieves or other Criminals change the public Statutes of 
State or Kingdom.

2. This
2. This will be acknowledged in words; but when men come to measure Heavenly Mysteries by the Form of Words, and Thole Words by the Standard of Reason, and That Reason corrupted by their Lusts; disputes are raised without end, and Obstnacy is the Disputant; for the unregenerate man hath a perverse Will; to that flesh of them all attain the most exact Form of Godliness, are only thereby the more confirmed in their Ungodliness.

3. Could such do every Obedient Ordinance, with direct exactness of every gesture, speak the words, and only so be spoken and done by the Lord himself, without the Regenerating Spirit of Christ, they would renounce the Rule fell be in the Livery of Christ Trainers to Him, fight against Him under His own Banners; the Lord's Supper will be to such as the Hop to Fools who did after their 

selves betray. Such men receive the Heavenly Dew, but bear fruit to 

the Grapes of Salem; they enter in every work of their hands; their every 

plowing is fine; their Messianics and other Tropes are airy directions of the 

words of the Institution; like the endless Genealogies of the unbelieving Jews.

4. Thus we see men guided by the Properties of the first Principle (clothing their Hypocrie by the Images and Masques of the third) do turn That spiritual Ordinance which was to be as a Bond of Peace, into Enmity. And what wonder they should endeavour to impose their dark notions on others by hostile force (as wild Brats are to be dealt with) not having the Light of the Second to guide their 

Understandings, as Children of the day. But the new Nature of God's Child is 

fed by that whereof it is Begotten, and because the love of every such is sincere, 

their hunger is earnest, and is in proportion satisfied as it is in power and vigour 

excited.

Q. 158. Whether also is the Testament powerful in the alter'd or chang'd Ordinance or not?

A. 1. The misapprehending of this Question may either on the one hand encourage to make unwarrantable alterations arbitrarily, or persist in them after being found to be such: Or on the other hand unnecessarilily to decline all Commination, or defair of Vertue from the Ordinance, because something bad or done by the Administration, seem not expressly commanded in the form recorded in the Institution. Wherefore,

1. To make way to the Answer, (1.) Something must be said to the Institution of the Sacrament it self. (2.) Something to the partakers, (1.) In the Sacrament are, (1.) The Form and Materials (2.) The Force and Virtue. (3.) The Medium. (1.) The Form and Materials are meant in the words, take this, and take drink this [this] intend the Elements or Accidents of Bread and Wine. (2.) The force and Virtue meant by the words this is my Body, is my Blood, or are not Heavenly Flesh and Blood of Christ the Food of the Eternal Soul. It is Christ's Spiritual Humanity whereby he doth substantially inhabit the Souls of all who open to him their hungry and thirsty Mouth, sups with them, and is himself the true Bread and Water of Eternal, Paradisical, Divine Life.

3. (3.) The Place or Medium, and this is not Christ himself, tho' in his Heavenly Humanity he is shut out of any Heaven; for he is in or rather is, all Heavenly Places. Alto the Medium, neither can be the Elements of Bread and Wine; for they are Mortal, Accidents not Substances. But the Tincture whereby groweth the Bread and Wine is the Medium; for that is Pure and Immortal, and for the sake whereof the idea of the Creatures shall be raised into the Glorious liberty of the Children of God.
4. Something (preparatory to the Answer) is, concerning the partakers of the Sacrament be the subdivisions how many forever, there will be found at last but two sorts: The Wife and the Unwife, both call'd Virgins. The one really and in Heart, the other feigned and only in shew. The one shole of the day generated in the Glory and Love of the second principle, the other of darknes in the works of the first principle.

5. The Child of wrath can eat only and drink the Elementary part, which hath in it the good and evil properties, the Imaged Powers of Wrath and Love extending only to his Mortal Elementary Life: whereby neither his Eternal Soul, nor Eternal Spirit of the Mind are really fed, but starve; and therefore he eats he and drinks he Damnation to himself, not discerning the Lords Body; viz. not receiving nourishment from the Heavenly Food the Lords real Body; but only the Elementary. And his Afral or Sidereal Spirit cannot receive so much as the pure Medium, and keep it to; because the evil properties domineering in the Soul makes the Tincture false, which in its self is true, as also it is in the Devils.

6. Thus we see the Air, of its self sweet and wholesome in a City greatly infected with the Plague, is by the Emanation of many Sick and Expiring Bodies by that contagion, corrupt. So the discord of the dark Soul invades the serenity of the Tincture, and maims it of its Inclination and Ability to good, and Invigorates it with the Rage of its own perverse Affections.

7. Now to the humble, obedient Child the Supper is a Feast giving nourishment suitable to his Hunger; his Fare Soul and Principle of strength is meekned, his drooping Spirit cheered, his Afral Spirit composed into order; some of the Properties restrained, other properties stirred up, and others sweetly encouraged, and the disappeared Image of the Virgin by the Body and Blood of the second Adam restored.

8. Come we now to the Doubt, Whether the alter'd Ordinance retain power to do good. It is anser'd, That if the alter'd Administration fall short of shewing the End of its Institution, or hath no great additions (as to) to cloud the thing signified as it cannot be rightly discerned, or the change be such as doth race out the Ordinance itself, the Essentials are departed, and it is no more an Ordinance of Christ than a dead Corps is a Man, the power disappears when the thing itself is not.

9. It is true if the Soul remain to doth some measure of power. as a Man may live yet have lost a Leg or Arm, but dismembering is often Mortal to the Natural Body, and not seldom to in laming the Service of God, carry such to the Ruler will be accept it. But wo to such who innovate, to them are the Curses of Gods Book added: Also where Sacrilege is found it rends that Name out of Gods Book of Life, and where the entire alteration is, there Hell hath enlarg'd it self.

10. Yet in every Age and Place where the Divine Love is or hath been begotten, the hunger is ever a receiver of such Quantity of Manna as is according to every one's eating. We see the outward Sun through Clouds, Showers and ill Vapours, in and under the Earth and Seas, doth great good work, and shall we freighten the unimitable Divine Grace and Power? Is the holy Child at any time driven into the Wilderness, and goeth not God thither with him? He that walketh us in Dreams, in the Creation in evil Creatures, and by many things evil as in themselves, that brings good out of evil, confirms us by our falls, that brought Almonds out of Aaron's dry Rod, shal not he all out of weakness create strength? He death out of the cruel Angusishes of the Lion-like first Principle, bring the most sweet Honey of the holy second Principle: Which is still a Riddle, but the day of God dawneth, and will proceed to a perfect day, in all such in whom he, of whom Samson was a shadow, shal slay the enmity of the four dark forms, by introducing Divine Light and the holy Power World.

Q. 159.
Q. 159. What do the Learned when they reproach one the other about Christ's Testaments, and the precious Covenant of Grace: And disgrace one another, and give up one another to the Devil about it? Whether do they also manage the Office of Christ; whether is that right or wrong, whether also is this done as a Minister of Christ? Or whom do they serve thereby?

A. 1. Their reproaching each other usually proceeds either from outward prosperity, or desire of Superiority; whence come Wars, come they not from your Imp of which War in your Members? When Joseph had open'd to his Brethren a prospect of approaching prosperity, he reasonably warn'd them not to fall out by the way. As soon as Constantine had given the Christians a general Jubilee from the frequent Persecutions of more than two hundred years, up rith Arriv and other Heretics Titular Christians, persecuting the real Christians: As saith the Apostle, He that was after the Flesh (Ismael) persecuted him that was after the Spirit, for which there are many Reasons, briefly thus;

2. The counter-Chr that was after the Spirit (Ishmael) persecuted him that was after the Spirit, for which there are many Reasons, briefly thus;

3. But God keeps peace among his Children by his Rod, which is so Moral an Argument of conserving peace, that the penitent Thief urg'd it on the other, viz. Doft thou not fear God seeing thou art under the same condemnation? On the dwelling of Seven by a great Flood! lands were made, on some of them Lambs and Foxes saved themselves, where the very Foxes tho' hungy were observed to keep a Civil Community with the Lambs, being all under one Consecration.

4. Mans departure from the Unity into the Multiplicity brings his Life forms into Enmity: But Heavenly Peace the Sisiter of Sacred Love is Born at the reducing him from the Multiplicity into the Unity again.

5. If therefore the love of the World and the things of the World, viz. as it is figur'd and impressed by the evil dark Powers, be the cause of strife introducing the contrariety and multiplicity: Then the Love of the Heavenly Father whence we departed being regenerated in us by his only Son in the method of Self-abasing, which is the Cross of the Christian as far as he is unmortified, This love thus begotten makes peace, and this appeased mind (which also was in the Lord Jesus Christ) divides the World into two parts only, viz. the humble afflicted Children of Sacred Love, thse of the day, and the proud unimortal Workers of evil in the Kingdom of Darkness: Whereby it is that the renewed Image hath only Enmity for its Enemy.

Q. 160. Which is the very mark of a right Christian upon Earth, whereby Men may distinguish him from a Titulary Christian? Here begins the Ninth Grand Distribution.

A. In the 15.4 Answer is much to the opening of this.

1. The Christian in Heart and Life is very precious, and as seeret as precious: Thus precious Metals are the most secret being refemblad by bafer, so precious Stones have their counterfeits, and Nature is much of it imitated by Art, even as the out-issued or out-flown Nature of this World is but a Figure of the two Eternal Worlds; all therefore to be seen here are not the things themselves, but
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but Shadows, Figures, and Representations, and those, but as in a Glass darkly.

2. What wonder then that the Christian is unknown to others, and to himself also in great measure when Paul faith of himself, left while I Preach to others I myself be a Cast-away. The new Man is not very apparent to him in whom he is, when yet is at a good growth, and sometimes wholly obscure; for the Astral Man hath a very Dim sight, and sees such things only by similitudes which impose mistakes: And the Eternal Soul is like jarring unstrung Strings of an Instrument: So that the holy new Principle is buried, drowned and out-founded.

3. How may the Heavenly Man be distinguished from all pretended Christians, seeing there is given him a white Stone and a new Name which none can read, but he that hath it? And how obscure the Characters ingraved in that white Stone are, may appear in this, that when the Lord said to the Twelve one of you shall betray me, they all severally asked, Master, Is it I? So that he only who had not the white stone was able to know who it was, and by consequence who were not Traitors, but Faithful. And yet notwithstanding all that hath been said the right Christian may be known partly by comparing him with the contrary Characters of the Titulary Christian, and partly by something visible in him, who is the Christian in Heart.

4. The Character of the Titulary Christian is, he makes the profit, pleasure and pride of things on Earth his great and constant aim, and it cannot be otherwise, (pretend he what he will,) for this is his home, his all, his treasure, where else can be his Heart?

5. His first Principle is uneasie to him unless he hath somewhat to go into; for his first four Properties being by his loss of the Divine World (in the Fall) at perpetual enmity, and in respect of his dark Principle separately considered he is a Tormentor or Hell to himself; therefore laying hold on the third Principle (which is all he can reach) his hungry Fire and Rage is mitigated; as Men in pain and grief are a little eafe by delightful Objects diverting the regret of their Melancholy, as Children by Toys do eafe crying.

6. Thus the prosperity of the Fool shall flay him; it made him say, Soul take thine ease, eat, drink, and be merry. Did I not studiously shun many words much might profitably be said, shewing how according to this the Lord Jesus doth Character the Scribes and Pharisees, which were Hypocrites, and what the whole representations of the Prophets and Apostles in all the holy Records say of this out-call Race, who all with one continued cry, did in all Ages persew, recall, and warn Man, from the Image and Shadow to the true Eternal holy Substance, and condemn his obstinate refusal: The Holy Ghost convincing him of his stupid Lust to his Chains and Prison, willing him to leave off his grave Cloaths.

7. But the Faithful Christian is distinct from the Titulary Christian in this, that his main aim, bent of his will, dream of his affections, bottom of his real designs, desires and longings are not after, and stay not in the figure, but penetrate into the substance, lives to, groans, and thirsts after, the Inward Man.

8. Nothing he finds can compose true peace but uniting the Light World to him, which is done only by the death of the Enmity, not the death of the Enemies; for then the Soul were Mortal if the Powers or Properties could be killed; but the Regenerate Man dies to the self-will and Lusts, to which the Titulary Christian is a great resolute stranger. And that it is said he dies in the Sensual Man is so true that it cannot be otherw'ise; for the sensual Life is to the Life of the new Man, the resigned Inward Man, as sickness is to health, which by the true Physician is drove away.

9. And the Men have the Heavenly and Hellish Properties in them, that which
soever they awaken that Fire burneth, and becomes the Life of the Man sup-
prefling the contrary property, yet is not the prevailing Property of these two ea-
sily distinguishable in the Out-birth. Not but very obscure: Even as the Light of the
Sun, by the interposition of gross palpable Fogs and Exhalations, is less visible
than the Lulire of a Bright Moon in a serene Air.

Q. 161. What is properly a Christian within and without? How is he a Temple of the
Holy Ghost in which the Kingdom of God is inwardly revealed or manifested? How doth
he walk and converse in Heaven and upon Earth both at once?

A. 1. The last preceding Answer distinguishes a Christian from another Man, so
that the first, second and third parts of this it may suffice to say, that the
Christian properly such, hath inwardly his first principle (consisting of the four
Anguishcs, the Root or Fire, and indissoluble Band of the Soul) illustrated and regu-
lated by the Love Fire (which is the Divine Holy Life) out of the second
principle. In respect whereof he walks and converseth in Heaven as in an Ange-
lical State in great purity and simplicity, as such are they dear Children and were
not the third Principle annexed to them, were in the Holy Eternal Paradise al-
ready.

2. But were they not invested by the Out-birth or Astral World, they could
not be the compleat Image of the Trinity, which in that respect the Angels them-
selves are not. Therefore according to the Astral Man the regenerate Soul is
properly the Temple of the Holy Ghost, but the Holy Angels themselves wanting
that Principle are not said to be so.

3. Thence it is our Apostle dehorting from polluting it by Harlots; But that
we keep our Bodies pure and chaste, tells us, they are the Temples of the Holy
Ghost, which if we defile, we destroy Gods Temple, and that who doth so, him
will God destroy; for as the whole third Principle is the propriety of the Holy
Ghost; so peculiarly is Mams Outward Man or Astral Man his Temple.

4. In the outward Man of some of Gods Holy Children, therefore the inward
Power World is manifested itself: that it gives as vigour of the Eternal Holy
World into the Tincture of their Astral Man (as in the Prophets and Apostles)
to enter into their Diseased Brother, and bring his weak Faith both into a potent
and good order, with such Energy as fortifies the Paralitick, separates the impu-
ritv of the Leper, calms the rage of the Calenture, revives the drooping, stays the
departing, and sometimes recalls the departed outward Life; Gods Spirit awakening
the Magical Virtue of his Children, all things are possible.

Q. 162. What is the Antichrist upon Earth under Christianity?

A. 1. Although the Holy Ghost describes Antichrist, his Rile, his Character,
and the method of his destruction adding that there are many Antichristis: Yet so
mysterious is he that it is proverbial that Antichrist is the Philosophers Stone in
Divinity. His shelter is the Darknees, his defence the Word and Power of Hell
and wicked pretended Christians. Of this Wizard of Darknees the Divine Light di-
veils him, and the Divine Strength costumes him, the brightnefs of the Lords
coming discovers him; and the Spirit of his Mouth destroys him. How then can
any be deliver'd from the Tyranny of Antichrift who are strangers to Christ, or
any know Christ who are willingly in servitude to Antichrist?

2. The time of Antichrist's discovery and destruction is certainly come; but
as the Sun gradually prepares his way from the dark Morning, by making step by
step in his Chambers of the East, so are the Heavenly approaches made. While


the Pope points at Mahomet, the reformed Christians at the Pope, and at that or the other Party: how unlike are we all to the Lord's Disciples, when the Lord said, One of you shall betray me,' they said not, Is it he, but Is it I, Is it I?

3. Antichrist is not by that Name known in the whole New Testament, or Epistles of the apostles or Holy Pen-men, but in the first and second Epistles of John, and in them five times: and as it is revealed, the False Man is he which should be the Temple of the Holy Ghost, therein Antichrist sits as God, and there shews himself that he is God (\textit{vix.}) in them.

4. But Paul knows him, 1. By his Names. 2. By his Character. 3. By his time of being revealed. And, 4. By his time of being consumed. (1.) \textit{Names, vix.} 1. \textit{Man of Sin.} 2. \textit{Son of Perdition.} 3. \textit{Mytery of Iniquity.} 4. \textit{Strong Deceptions.} (2.) \textit{Character.} 1. Unbridled Pride and Self-Exaltation, (\textit{vix.}) above all that is called God, or that is Worshipped. 2. He whose coming is after the working of Satan (\textit{vix.}) with all Power, Signs and lying Wonders. 3. With all deceivable excellents of Ungovernableness. 4. That it should make Men believe a Lye, that they might be Damned. (3.) By his time of being revealed, (\textit{vix.}) upon the withdrawing of the Glory, which while it was to prevent as to let and hinder, yet even then did the Evil one begin to work. (4.) By his time of being consumed, and means how (\textit{vix.}) by the Spirit of the Mouth of the Lord, and his being destroyed by the brightness of his coming.

5. Those who understand the four Forms composing the first or hellish Principle, can well and distinctly see the signification of the four Names given him by the Holy Ghost, composed by the first of the above four Heads. And those who can view the Operations of those four Properties exclusive of Divine Light, can also well know the four Characters of the second of the above Heads. And those who understand the third Head, see the Birth of the \textit{Turba} in the Soul, which \textit{Adam} introduced by shutting out the Light of his true Humanity. But those Children of the day who follow the meek Saviour in Faith, Purity, Patience and Simplicity, know no more of Antichrist than the Eleven did of \textit{Seducer} Treason, but are received into another Life and Principle: for the Effences of their Souls have generated the Love-fire, and they dwell in that hidden brightness and serenity by which Antichrist is unveiled; yet these know no more of him than the Day doth of the Night.

6. The appearing of Antichrist upon the withdrawing of the Divine Union, the holy Light World, may be understood not as Night to day, but as followeth. A Man's noble Intellectual, yet may remain his Proportions of Body, and a Capacity of uniting externally what others seem to do understand gian; and what also himself was formerly able to do rationally, yet now his words are rather those of Parents, and his doings the gestures of Ape's, than those of Prudent Men. Thus Antichrist speaks the words of Christ, but without the Power, Bows, Kneels, Pronsintes yet without the Prevalence of Christ.

7. Again, a Tree dead at Root, may seem by the Branches and Leaves too (for a little time) like a growing Tree: to the reflection in an opposing Cloud of the Rainbow, represents another, yet is but a meer shew of the true Rainbow, and so have we \textit{Par.} \textit{li} or \textit{Mock-Sans}: Such is the Antichrist, but with this difference, (among other important ones) that Antichrist dwelling in the unmorificated Affections, hath Enmity against what it seems to be, which none of the above Similes have anything of.

8. By many of the like Contemplations and Similitudes may be apprehended, how Antichrist was revealed upon the departing of the Peace-precierating Light of Christ; which every Soul sadly Experiments in its Declensions, turning aside, lookings
lookings back, slumberings and unfaithfulness; but where it proceeds to final Apo-

Phacy and Emnity of Spirit, it is Antichrift in Epitomy, as the outward Hypocrifie

is Antichrift in the Mirror or Looking-glass. See the 139 Answer, v. 3, 4.

9. Thus may be seen that Antichrift is the refult or Law decreed and ratified by

the titular Christians Reason. And Reason is the general Knowledge of things,

attained and taught by the collected Observations of the Senses; for their parti-
cular Acts and Experiments are the Materials of Reason, as Letters are of Books.

10. Antichrift in the high Exercise of his Reason may have a Name to live, but

because that his Reason is the Child of his Senses, it must needs be true that he is

Dead (vitri) to the Divine Life; for he is only sentimentally rational, which a Dog

(now hurt by a Stone thrown on him, flying from the offer of throwing anon an-

other) partaketh of.

11. Wherefore Antichrift not having the Spirit of Christ, confirms himself in

his own; as it is written, sensual, not having the Spirit, for the Spirit of Life and

Holiness is vouchsafed us only in the fifth Form, whereunto the regenerate only

reach, and whereof every unmortified Soul can attain no more but the Counter-

feit, as it is written, A grain of Wheat remaineth alone, and is not quickened ex-

cept it die.

12. And as Antichrift is Dead to the Holy Life by being alive to himself: So

those who enter the Holy Life are Dead to the sensual, and consequently to the

Earthly rational, and in that respect may in an excellent fence be said to be besides

themselves; and according to the Maxims of Astral Reason are Fools and Madmen,

to give all their present Possessions and the Advantages of their Acquirerments, Emo-

lumens and whole Man, in exchange for unseen Futureities and Hope of them;

for such see plainly that Reason and the Senses, are such things only, as the more

accomplish'd a Nominal Christian is in that inferior Principle, the more strong a

Beast, the more dangerous an Antichrift is he.

13. 'Tis true, Man falling in Adam into this third Principle God's immense pity

met him in Sacrifices, a worldly Sanctuary, Perfumes of Incense, &c. That his

Senses should be Witnesses of Divine Condescension, but when the Lord became

Flesh, he led to Sublime things, (vitri) Spiritual Worship, not confined to places, &c.

Holy Faith and the new Creature, wrought by the Almighty Spirit of God.

14. Therefore, Man's having begun in the Spirit, declining as if he would be

made perfect in the Flesh is the Essential Character of Antichrift; for as Lucifer

fell thus into his central Fire: so falls Antichrift into his circumferential Fire, or

Astral Out-born, (vitri) from the Holy Eternal Light, to the figure of it in the

sensual part, which readily unites with the four dark Anguish of the first Prin-
ciple, becomes a fixt Emnity to the Holy Powers. See the 138 Answer, v. 5.

Antichrift as it is a fixed Emnity is incurable, being like a Disease grounded on

the Constitution; See the 128 Answer, v. 6.

Q. 163. What is Babel or Babylon, the Beast and the Whore in the Apocalypse or

Revelations?

A. 1. Babel the Beast and the Whore is the World's Trinity; for all that is to

in, as to be of the World is the Lust of the Eye, the Lust of the Flesh, and the

Pride of Life; the best of the Evil World (as far as the Holy Powers are withdrawn,

laid up, or excluded) is in those three Lusts Comprized and Anatomized.

2. The Beast hath its Foundation in the Elementary Man, both in the Astral,

but the Whore in both, and all of them in the Dust, and of the Dust no other

Dust but such as the Wind from above shall scatter a thousand Times. Thus the in-

quiring Mind may, by considering, find what these names and phrases varied in

The Root of the three.
their Root and Original. It is next to be shewn how they are distinguished in their Progress and Operation.

3. The Beast becomes more and more Sensual, some more coveting rest and Their Progressions, like such Beasts who greedily covet fulness, in contempt of the Creator's Design and willful Ignorance of the state the (falling) Soul left by the Fall, and the means conducting to its recovery, being far from pleasing and pampering the Flesh, but these Swhim Lufts would fail to be suited with the Ends of things. Another sort are fierce, dogged, unocciable; others haughty; others lustful, filthy, \\

etc. Etc. But the Apocalyptic Beast inclineth all these, adding success by great acres of power among wretched Mankind, who either by Fraud or Force obtain outward Magistracy or Sovereignty, these the World goeth or wondereth after.

4. The Progress or Operation of Babel is the exercise of Man's Reason in things truly known only in the Regeneration, thus Babel is the Centre where all the straight or arch lines of Confusion drawn by the Beast or Whore meet. Here all Ages, and all Nations and Languages do agree in disagreement, and are so far from knowing the true God, that they know nothing truly, much less themselves or others, seeming but to frame to be ever learning, but shi at Equity against Truth.

5. The Progress or Operation of the Whore is that Spirit in Man which dissembleth the inward Naughtiness, with the outward guise of Holiness, Purity and Devotion, this Whore never was a Wife but in the time and place of Elpoufal was rejected, abandoned and separated, or repudiated, called a Divorce but improperly, never being really Married, for her Filthiness to clave to her, that her unsatisfied and unfaithfulness appears in her adulterous Eyes, her impudent Forehead, her disdainful Dialect, her disdainful Deportment. Now as the Whore is sensual, she rooteth in, and as one with the Beast, for which cause the Anti-christian Spirit ever strengtheneth itself by uniting with the Temporal Magistracy and Authority. And as the Whore is the Ape or Counterfeiter of the Holy Work wrought in Men's Wills, is being only pictured in her Intellect, without affecting the Soul or Mind, much less subjecting the Will; so is the Whore a Builder of Babel, concerning which Whore, reference is made to the last foregoing Answr concerning Antichrist.

6. It seems fit also to say something of the Attainments. Reflets or Summits of these three. The Whore can attain to sit as a Queen, to ride on the Beast to indulge the Kings of the Earth to drink the Wine of her Fornication, in all this she deceiveth others; but she is not a Queen, also the hope concerning her self, that she shall see no sorrow, shall fall; for she shall be hated, they shall eat her Flesh and burn her with Fire, do she deceiveth her self as effectually as others.

7. The Beast having its Seat in the Elementary World, and its Satety therein being filled therewith is (when broken by the Turb) related thither, so that such as still the Outcries of their Eternal Souls therewith, have their whole Life but a deceitful Dream, and when the Elements drop off, awake into Horror and Nakedness.

8. The Summit and Refult of Babel is to be always doing what cannot be done; as that figure the Tower was never finished, they are the foolish Builder, which is still beginning, but never compleats any one thing; instead of compleating order, they end in Anguish.

9. The Swhim and Attainments of the Beast is of the three, the most trul, effect ed; for as in the Mine and Duff he dwells, of that he fills himself, he hath no higher Lust; Profit, Lire, Pleasure and outward Honour he Designs, and if he hath it, and can bound his Delirium to the Proportion obtained by him, he is best of the three; for his Life is a pleasant Dream, his Mirth is out of his present view; his Eternal part being choked, cries not out, but he rejoiceth in the good Successes of his
his Craft. Violence or Cruelty hath: the present is his Heaven, Futurities are in his Esteem airy Speculations, but the Evil Day (if perhaps at the Door) seems to be very far off; his Mind is, that four-footed Death must come and undeceive him, and convince him that his Thoughts having perplexing Objects, do themselves perish. Thus the Beast, like the light of a Glowing, being only the Issue of the Senses, Babel being like the Light of a Candle as the Product of depraved Reason, these two Lights are United by the Whore, who undertaketh by them to shew Heaven to others which is as easy and demonstrable as it is with a Candle in a close Night to shew the Chiefed Stars: whereas Heaven can only be seen by its own Light, as even the outward Heaven is.

Q. 164. What is the Ruin of the Beast, and how is it effected that the seven headed Beast should become cast into the Abys?

A. 1. When a Vegetative as a Tree or Plant attaineth its fulness, it illustreth into Flowers, Fruits, &c. whereunto if its vigor inhabile it not, it declines and flps backward towards its first Moer, so do Sensitives and rational Creatures. But because the Astral Worlds that they may figure Eternity have a Prerogative Royal, it is only required of them in Conformity to the Universal Order, to condescend to a resemblance of the rest by Revolutions.

2. The Number of the Beast is 666. far below the 1000 the Crown Number. And all his seven Properties are included in the six working Forms; never attaining the true Seventh, which is the only rest: So that the Beast waits Vigor to bear Fruit, but having brought all his seven no higher or farther than the limit of six, there grovelleth, therein is bounded, and thole bounds are at those Lucifer and his Legions find themselves immutably confin'd by, as by Adamantine Chains of condemned Darknefs, the Beast is not so near rest as 6 to 7, but as 666 is to 1000. And as the Evil Angels having secluded themselves from the meek Majestick Order, will yet be as Eminent in their Evil as they can; so Man being become beastial, leeth to be as extremely and vigorously a Beast, as he may; He is conversant about the Imperfections of the sensual Man seldom proceeding but so far as the depraved rational, which yet were he, they both would not only fall utterly short, but indipose him to the true Light: as a Man brought out of a dark Dungeon is surprized, and fees not in the dazzling Sun.

3. Now how the Seven headed Beast is cast into the Abys is thus done, he is destroy'd by Intelline or as 'tis called, Civil Discord. A Beast hath many things like to a Man, fo the Apocalyptical Beast hath the Notion of Grace, making room in the Regenerate by Combat and Warfare, to destroy the impure depraved Lufts, and cleanse the House, that the King of Glory may enter. The Beast haters himself, finding a divulsion in him to be rid of some Sins, though it be as Men are of troublesome Tenants; without design of receiving a Heavenly Grace as the Regenerate do, for such a one the Beast detares not, for he knows not such, but doth it only to ease himself of such who are unprofitable Associates. Nor is there in the beastial Man a Warfare betwixt Grace and Sin, the pure Spirit and sinful Flesh, the Holy Virgin Image, and the unmortified or revivings of Lust; though in the Astral Man (as it is more nearly the Instrument of the Eternal Soul) there is something better than is in the Beastial Man as in a more simple inanity, where the Temper is less incurvated, or the Mind byaff'd than in the sensual beastial Man. So that unto that Man, the Heavenly Applications have rather intercourse, more familiarly to impart it self, and diffuse its beams; therefore was it, and still is it, that the Soul is often spoken to in Dreams; the Visions of the Night finding her brest at leisure, and emptied in some sort of the beastial Man's Clamors and throngs of
of Impositions. But the War in the unregenerate Man is between the adverse parts and properties wherewith his Soul is endowed, or whereof rather it is composed, and as resulting from them the strife is between that natural Intellect, which distinguisheth him from the Transitory Brutes on the one hand, and his impetuous Lufts on the other.

4. This Intellect may be call'd his Natural Conscience whereof the Apostle speaks, that in those things which they understand, as [viz. little differed from] natural Brute Beasts, in those they corrupt themselves. Now in this contest where the depraved Intellect sentienteth that or this to be evil or good, the will resulting from the Rebel Affections (which will is regent, and by Prerogative decrees himself unaccountable) calls the evil good, indulgeth it, delighteth in it and assimilates, becomes one with it. This natural Intellect the Beast deceived by the Whore, calls the new Creature and Regenerator, and flatters himself to be fighting the Fight of the Faith of Gods Elect or precious Ones: Whereas their dark Heads and inamicitious Hearts are only engaged in Intelline Broils, from the disorder of their native contrary Parts or Faculties: And this Light is that whereof the Lord speaks, If the Light that is in thee be Darkness, how great is that Darkness's viz. If the Eye be evil and not single the four forms all this while proceed not to enkindle the true fifth but are compassed by the sparks [of Fire] of their own private Spirits' enkindling, not Flames of Light blown up by the Spirit of Divine Love. And sometimes the Affections inclined by their good Astral Man or Constellation, or perhaps by some surprize of Sympathy have a warmth towards compassionate and righteous Actions; but yet at the same time the Mind is abstrac'dly darkness; for death and disorder reigneth there. These may give some Light to the inquiring Observer by what ways the Beast deceives precipitates and destroys himself, plunging himself into the Abyss of Confusion, for all his seven Heads, Forms or Properties being so many impalpable Enemies to each other, rend and ruine him.

Q. 165. How doth Christ take the Kingdom when this Beast becometh slain?

The Tenth Distribution.

1. Here we are come to enquire how that is done which we are taught to pray for, [Thy Kingdom come] out of that Kingdom, we, like the Prodigal, wandered, and became as he, into a most wretched state; desirous to eat of the Swine's mear, but no one gave even that, shewing us we had no right or title to it, but either must beg it, or steal it, having not to pay for it, and yet must have it or teneth for hunger. In this very state, and nothing better is every man till Christ introduceth his Kingdom into the Soul: And Man's going out of himself, is in this Parable call'd a coming to himself.

2. But Reuben can neither speak what this Kingdom is, nor understand the written or spoken Language concerning it, be it spoken with all possible plainness, or written with ample demonstration; for Reason hath but one Eye, and that looks downward like the Eye of a Beast, and the Lust of Property and incessant Thirst to gratifie the Flesh (by self-speaking, its own excitation, self-avenging &c.), like manifold Cloths of Parch, shuts it up from the Kingdom of Christ; so that all it can by this reach to, is but as a swimming in the brain, the recepacle and working-shop of the Sensive Astral, and Depraved Rational Spirits: But the Eternal Word is spoken in the Heart, which in opposition to that of the Brain is only mentioned; and it's not without significance, that the word Brain is scarce found in the whole Bible, but always the Heart as that which the Lord regardeth to mention.

3. The
3. The Knowledge how Christ takes the Kingdom will be much advanced, by clearing how Adam left it. For as the Spiritual World breathed it self through the Outward, which is its Image; so the Divine World filled the Effences of Adam’s Soul, also swallowed up his Astral Man then capable of Eternity, so that his first four Forms were tenderly united in the Image of Holiness and true Righteousness; and thus themselves were as it were hidden. The Astral Man also was only serviceable to its Illustration, and thereby compleatly happy; sharing (according to its capacity) the Glory together with his noble Soul, replenish’d with his Divine Spirit.

4. And his departure from the Eternal Substantiality of the Divine Life, was to live according to Astral Reason, as to his Inward Man, and no higher: And according to the Sensual Befiness in his Outward; both which are but the Figure or Shadow of the true Substantial Spiritual World; thereupon he died to the Divine Life. And the Magical Power of his Effences being Thoè Properties whereof his Soul is composed, wanting Heavenly Food, became a dark, hungry, fierce, imnicetious Will, spoiling his Tincture, as is seen in raging, furious, desperate men; from thenceforth wanting a Mouth capable to eat Paradisical Food; therefore God cursed the Earth, that it also should no more be able to produce, nor be infested with Living Holy Fruits of the Heavenly Power-World; for the Heavenly Humanity once withdrawn, Man was no longer a Subject, Member, Citizen or Child of God’s kingdom, but a Beast, and in the Befiness, Astral and Elementary Kingdom at Ennity with the Holy, Pure, Sweet, Eternal Order.

5. Therefore Christ taketh the Kingdom by bringing again the holy disapparende Power-World, or Heavenly Humanity, into the captivated, dark, debilitated Humanity, call’d an Ingrafted Word, also a Seed growing to a Tree: A Leaven levening the whole: A Refiner, and is as a sparkle enkindling the whole; and as in germination of a Seed, the gross matter (given it from the Elements) dieth, or as of the burnt Sacrifice the Elementary part is by the fire of the Altar, separated into a Vapour and Salt: Just so Christ entred the corrupted Man, and leading it through Death, became the true Separator. He brought the holy Virgin Image, the alone Heavenly Virginity, which is signified by the Salt thrown by Elisha to heal the Fountain, not only the Stream: For This Divine Power health the Tincture, and the Tincture being cured, (like the healed Spring) by its new got Magical Might and Puissance, is a Co-worker with God in generating the whole Man: As the Subterranean Fire doth draw one was with the Solar Fire in propagating and advancing the Generation of Metals, ejection of Fountains and fana- tive hot Baths.

6. This Kingdom is not taken but purchased by the Blood of the King of it, and what this Blood was, see the 124 Aufwer 2, 6, 8, and 9 verses, but this Kingdom is such that it is the scope of all the Writings of the holy Ones from Adam the first Man, to the unknown day and hour of the end of this dying World. Men who would fain be Atheists have faid the great ingredient of their mortal, fatal, contagious Madness, hath been the observing how little affected the Conversations of fuch shew them to be, who profess the knowledge, love and fear of an Infinite, Powerful, Omnificent and Omnipresent Glorious and Gracious Father, Son and Holy Ghost, thinking they could not so converse did they indeed believe what themselves say.

7. But the reason thereof hath been the deceiving Spirit, for there hath all along been such Sacrificers as Cain, such as have the Faith of Simon Magus, the Prophecyngs of Balaam, the Humility of Abah, the Repentance of Judas, the Abstinence of the Foolish Virgins, the priviledge of the Tares, to be the Guest without a Wed-
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8. For that which these attain, is at highest but Faith as it is an act of the understanding; which gives a false faint Light without Life and Heart; while the Faithful Subjects are actuated and moved by a Faith that purifieth the Heart, and subjecteth the Will, proceeding from strength to strength; for as purifying Faith worketh from Love, so it increaseth Love, Simplicity and Innocency, and there is founded the Kingdom of Patience. It is true Mahometans, the dark Ethnicks and Barbarians call those things Vices and those Virtues which we call so, and by that Rule, They accuse or excuse themselves or others. But the Doctrine of our Lord Jesus Christ the Son of God, not only condemns our evil, but tenders us Life Eternal, it kills us to save us, that is, it tends us out of our selves by resignation of our separate, perverse will; that we may be regenerated unto the holy universal comprehensive will. Whereby is obtained are convey’d not only self-abasing but purging and saving Mercy of Free Grace, as only of meer Alms from God; This Grace proceeding from pure pity and underveloped goodness, is of all things in the World the most disagreeable to Mans unmortified proud Heart, mostクロス to his own will, therefore the most sublimely, divinely true.

9. Fain Mans dejecting himself may be call’d Humiliation, Anguish, and a Spirit of Bondage, but the top of this is but uncloathing the Man, who is thereby neither waldh nor cleansed, but the Conscience still polluted, the proud Devils must yet see their own deformity with Anguish; thus this Spirit in Man shuts him up in the first four Forms or Properties: But it is the Spirit of God by the Faith of the Gofpel which is generated in the fifth, growing to a Flame of Love by the Holy Blood of the true second Adam only walthe the Soul, and sprinkled the Conscience from dead Works. How miserable then must those Men be who are willingly ignorant of the power and infinite value of Chrits Heavenly Blood? and yet themselves undervaluing it, are pretended Perfectists, yet declare fo great an aversion to this as if they would know nothing of that which the Apostle Paul de- sir’d only to know. Concerning the inquiry into that Mystery which the Angels desire to look into. But to help the sincere Mind towards the Understanding of the Heavenly conception in the Lords Incarnation, the perusal of the 106 Anwser is seriously recommended. And what kind of Subjects Christ taketh into his Kingdom are Character’d in the 117 Anwser from ver. 3. to the 8th. And what the inestimable Blood of this Lamb of God is, see the 77th Anwser, ver. 7, 8, and 9.

The Kingdom is taken by the Glorious King of it without hands: As the Angel faith of the Stone to Daniel; even as the outward Sun conveys not his Light and enlivening Heat by the violence of tempests, but is calmly and sweetly his own Vehicle, under whole glorious, dear Sway and scepter may the Lord bring our whole Man and every part of it for ever, that this which is the Kingdom of Gods patience may be that of his Power; concerning things pertaining to this kingdom the Lord discoursed with his Disciples in the forty days after his Resurrection. But yet this Kingdom fulfilleth violence, tho’ it doth none, and the violent take it by force, for it requires that all diligence be used, that Men work out their Salvation with fear and trembling, that they ask, seek, knock, search, dig, watch, fight, strive, wrestle, suffer, wait, (comparatively) hate Father, Mother, Wife, Child, and our own Life: Pray without ceasing, looking to Jesus, &c. for as the King entred by the Cross so must the Subjects.
Q. 166. What is the true new Regeneration in the Spirit of Christ? Is it done in this time, or after this time?

A. 1. Here is a question consisting of two parts. 1. What the true new Regeneration is? 2. What time is it wrought in? Both of them are secrets; the first done by the Almighty Power of the Holy Ghost, the latter perfected and consummated by the same Power, concurring with the Graceful Providence of Infinite Wisdom. The first in great an inward Divine Work, as none but such in whom it is wrought can bear: more of it but as Parrots, so that the Experimental Work only enables rightly to be, taste, feel and know it: And the Spirit working it, can only rightly open the Mouth and guide the Hand to tell, and describe it. And this being looked in the plainest, simplest way, can yet be received and profitable to them only, who by the same Spirit are not only enlightened, but made alive by the new Regeneration.

2. Therefore in answer to the first part of the Question, we are to know that God made of one Blood all Nations of the Earth, and all Men in one Principle, viz. the third, consisting of the first four Properties for its Root: But the second was Man's Paradisical Garland, his Heaven, his Crown and Divine Image: This, our Root and common Father the first Adam, suppressed, extinguished and caused to die, and disappear. Thenceforth Man became like the Curfed Earth, whereof some parts bear Thorns and Briars, others fetid Weeds, others poisonous Plants, others lefs noxious Products, according to the prevalency of every one of which the plant is named. So some Men are hurried by the impetuous Storms and fury of the four Anguisches of the first Principle, and so are Devilish; others are swallow'd up of the voluptuous Lusts of the Elementary Spirit, and thence rightly called sensual; others steered and regulated by the Maxims of the Siderial World, and there can be no more or better than Earthy.

3. Now out of all these the Divine Poweringenrating Faith, not only acting in the understanding, but viewing the Scepter of the Will; also self-denial, both as from adherence of the defiling self, and also from self-interest, property, and self-pleasing, which is as the Flower of Gras; then cometh a hunger after the unseen Matter, which is the Root producing the most renovation of self-pleasing desires, patient submition to the God, which as it were intelligibly enkindleth in the Soul, the sweet, dear, silent retirement, rest and peace, the passing into the fifth form, and this walks in gradually regenerated and tinctur'd with the dark perverted Soul, with the noble new univerfal Power and Might: And these are as different according to the procedure of Men, as years distinguish the growth and stature of Children: But done so secretly by the Holy Spirit in Man's Spirit, as the Blossom issueth and after it the Fruit.

4. The true new Regeneration in the Spirit of Christ is always new; and that continually and successively renewed, if indeed it be true, not as the natural Birth of Children into this World, who are fo Born but once, but rather as the growing of the Embru in the Womb to a formed, animated, perfect Child: Nor as an Arrow flying through by the force of its first pull, but as a Ship sailing through successive Perils, and always returning to its latitude from various aberrations, and passing through raging Surges as over so many Deaths. Or as young people recover out of, escaping from and through many Sicknefs and Relapses. For the Lord himself teacheth, laying to his Disciples, who none doubts were before that converted, Except ye be converted, and become as this little Child, ye cannot enter into the Kingdom of God: Which then they were not; for their quest was who should be the greatest; thus tho' Metal upon Metal be falle Heraldry, Conversion upon Conversion is true Christianity.

5. Nor
5. Nor is this less plain and evidently real in it self to the Children of the day, (tho' Nicedemus the Night Visitor misunderstood it) than that the outward Suns Diurnal appearances on the Earths Revolutions, make to many new days; and every advance of the new Born Soul towards Perfection is such another thing than was the former, as this Harvest is than the last was; for the Soul can no more continue to grow by the first stirrings of the Heavenly World in it, than the Body be nourished and supported by the Food it received the last Month, or the Plants by the Rain they imbibed the last year, or the Manna gathered one day be Food the following day when grown Verminous. Thus God faith, Behold I make all things new.

6. Such therefore who pinfold their apprehensions of the new Regeneration by the Gage and Glafs of the Natural Birth of Children, may as equally infer the Mortification or Dying to the corrupt Man to be one only act: Contrary to the Apostle, I die daily. Whereas we both die daily, and are daily regenerated, as Night and Day, Winter and Summer are successively perpetuated. Among the Roman Eccleficks their Novices are under an absolute Arbitrary Subjection to the Tyranny of their unaccountable Superiors, but the higher the Soul advance to the superior parts of true Regeneration, the more simply and resignedly obedient is he, till he actively, passively and compleatly become as a little Child.

7. And now to the second part of the Question, Is it done in this time, or after this time? It is answer'd in the immediately preceding Discourse on the first part of this Question, That the Regeneration is not wrought by one act as neither is Mortification done at once, but gradually by little and little effected, as a Summer hath its Spring, a Day its Dawning, a Vintage its Sprouting out.

Obj. 1. 8. Is it objected Omnipotence may perfect the Regeneration at once by one single act?

A. Without the Censure of confining Infinity it's queried on what Ground is this presumption Built? God shews us his way by all his gracious Discoveries; for instance, that of the Creation of the Out-world leads us as by the Hand, to the view of the progress of the new Creation, in which not to touch particulars which were repeating what is elsewhere done and digestive, it may not be denied but the Light call'd for at the beginning might have been multiplied into the inkindling of the whole deep, that all had been as a Sun, and to the alone figure of the Heavenly World, but how then had this Out-birth figur'd both Worlds or both Principles, wherein the seven properties should impress themselves in their distinct powers? Therefore was that Light collected, and the place of the Sun ennobled with the preheminence of the Empire of the Out-world; as the Representative of the Holy Infinite second Principle the Son of God. And the Darkness which before covered the Deep, was conformed by condensation of the Terrestrial Globe wherein we creep, and the Gratification of the other Stars, to figure the Infinite Eternal first Principle, wherein according to the dark impression thereof Man fell, and out of which he is gradually removed, as by ray of similitude. the Suns luftre attenuateth the gros Air by his continual variation by fleddy. orderly and regular approaches toward either Tropick.

Obj. 2. 9. But God new regenerateth the Spirit of Christ in Man at dissolution of the outward Life at one instant, and by the same dissolution is it effected and compleat.

A. What Omnipotence may do is not for vile duft to comprehend, for it is written, I know thou canst do all things, and the Thief on the Cross was a Monument of unsearchable Grace, yet by the words of that Thief there seems not only a preparedness, but a good degree of Conviction of guilt, penitence, fervce and anguish under it, in lightening to know the Lord Jesus, Faith to direct and fortifie his
his petition, and a seeing the unseen Kingdom; yet so late a Repentance tho' thus manifefted is the one only singular presient on Record.

Q. 10. But is it may be enquired what the dissolution of the outward Life of its own Nature contributeth herto, etc.

A. It must be acknowledged that it banisheth for ever the outward Objects of our unemployed Affections, and yet it followeth not that it takes away the desire, guilt or lust after them, for the breaking of the outward Life, or Elementary and Sidereal Man, or the Obligations and Ligaments of our Souls and Spirits, is but as taking away the Screen, and opening to us the two inward Worlds, which is as the unraking of Fire, and enraging the Souls native forms of the unregenerate, which the Astral and Elementary Man had been before the separation a mitigation of the Anguish, if so far is Mans dissolution from contributing to a Foundation or Beginning of the Divine Birth. As it may be conceived by noting, that tho' a proper Soil and apt Season may shoot a Mustard seed sown unto a tall, large Nature: Yet the richest Soil, concurring Elements, liberal Seafon, benign Astral Influences with the Solar Rays uniting, transmute not Tares into Wheat, Thistles into Fig-trees, nor Thorns into Vines.

11. But where the Soul like Flax only smoketh with the Holy Fire, and the Souls Fire is irritated with (true, tho' weak) Divine Light, rightly directing the Eye of the Mind: Causing the Will and Affections to press forward, mourning, sorrowing in tears, lodging on the Breast in Anguish, heaviness and good earneñess; the dissolution of such a sincere beginning Pilgrim may be but as plucking up a Thorn Hedge to make the way more accessible, disbursing an over-laden Ship the better to secure the whole, the alighting from a froward, unbroken or tired Horse, which will neither carry the Rider, nor can be carried by him. So unsuitable a Companion doth the Soul (began to be regenerate) find his Body with the distrustful cares, distressing fears, worldly sorrows, and hateful pollutions thereof. And so adverse are the Maxims of the Sensual Man to those of the New, that they are on terms of Hostility: So that if we live after the Flesh, we shall die, but if by the Spirit we mortifie the deeds of the Body we shall live. The Body's Vilenefs is pointed at by that Statute in Moses, that the Holy Anointing Oil was not to be poured on Man's Flesh, tho' not only both the Altars, the Table, Laver, all the Vessels and Candlesticks, but also the very Tabernacle was to be anointed therewith.

12. How much are we less provident than the Brutes, who know and use their Season, the Stork, the Ant, &c. and under flattering Hopes of doing all at last, neglect all for ever; but when Harvest is come, begin to low, regardless of what is written, To day if you will hear his voice, labour not your hearts. But beloteted, loft Man will promise himself that it is enough at death that the Priest can absolve me. Others, to say, I believe Christ hath done all for me, or because they acknowledge that all are sinners, indulge themselves to be always sinners, neglecting the great End of their Creation, and of Divine Patience, till the Creator is calling them for Accompt of His betriusted Talents, as if they would then work out their Salvation when themselves are passive and unable to action, and the night come when no man can work.

Obj. 3. 13. But we are told, and that by some who deere fick the Roman Purgatory, that something may be done to compleat the perfection of separate Souls after their separation from the Mortal Body; who produce several Texts out of the Old Testament, and out of the New, also out of the Apocryphal antiquity, to point at it, or rather expressly to confirm it; as out of the Old, Deut. 26. 14. Isa. 61. 1. Zech. 9. 11, 12. out of the New, Matt. 12. 32. 2 Tim. 1. 18. 1 Pet. 3. 19. 1 Pet. 4. 6. out of the Antient Writings call'd Apocrypha.
Let us therefore post-pone the first step to the New Birth, till our bodily Letts be removed, when without the obstructions of the Rebel Passions ending with cutting of the Temporal Thread we be adapted thereunto.

A. The Objection supposes not that one who at separation of the Soul from the Outward Body, after rejecting the Gospel, being in fixed Enmity against God, and the Kingdom of Resignation, is remediable; nor suggesteth that he who soweth himself a Tare, Thorn or Thistle, shall rise a Wheat Corn, Vine or Fig-tree; how therefore may it seem incumbent on me to oppose my felt to the dint of the Texts produced?

14. But rather as the Lord Christ in answer to the Question of the Disciples; Wilt thou at this time restore the Kingdom? It is not for you to know the times and seasons which the Father keepeth in his own Power, but prophesy and charge them on that occasion their immediate concern and business. How much less is it for men to know what the operations of Father, Son and Holy Ghost will be in perfecting separate Souls when out of the Circle of Time and Seafons? For so strong a Fort hath Satan built in mens resolute Self-wills, to im- pierceable are their Rocky Hearts, that like Leviathan, they laugh at the shaking of the Spear; and as the Servants of Atheistical Benhadad, diligently catch every word seeming to favour their flattery of Impunity, that they may treasure up wrath by impenitence more and more against the day of wrath.

15. To those am I sent with happy Tydings, that howsoever the Abyss of Mercy hath winked at the faults of the days of Ignorance, yet now commandeth he all men everywhere to repent; also with heavy Tydings, that if in this their day they neglect so great Salvation, how shall they escape? Which Question none in Heaven, Earth or Hell answereth. Again, if they that sinned against Moses Law died without Mercy, and it might seem the bottom of Misery to die a mercifuls Death, of how much forer punishment shall they be thought worthy who have trampled under foot the Son of God, and (blasphemously) counted the Blood of the Covenant an unholy thing; and done despite to the Spirit of Grace? of how much forer punishment is that Question, but which either is unanswerable, or which Eternity can only unfold?

16. A murdered Body is the sorrow and pity of the Country; a Self-murtherer their shame and indignation, but the unknown number of wounded Souls, and self-murthered Souls, are not regarded; tho' it shall be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah than for such Gospel-Apostates and Haters of Christ. The malicious Enemy of Mankind (who wounds himself that he may murder Souls, so greatly he hates Man) draws into the Anguilies of his Central Forms whole Harvests of Reprobates (in whom he hath no true Right or Propriety) by his offering Baits and Cheats for Food and Realties, while (woe to the World) the most glorious, gracious and adorable only Son of the only High God, whose we are by Absolute Propriety, and whose Love to Mankind was so immense and unsearchable, as that He made Himself vile, and a Sacrifice, to whom He offereth Real, Highest and Eternal Blessings; yet hath only the gleanings of the Harvest or Vintage, while the World lieth in wickedness, and their Potteries approve of their saying, calling the proud happy, and perpetuating the Black Art of self-murther; like Fith hasten greedily to catch the same Bait wherewith others had been hooked: or Birds speed to be taken in an evil Net; so through Men to be ruined, reject the only Hope, precipitate into irreparable desperation. Others seeming less obstinate, are as fatal Foxes to themselves, telling and flattering of to morrow, while such futurities of safety expose them as Fools to perill to day, while Wisdom faith, To day if you will hear his voice harden not your hearts, and that This is the accepted time, This
is the day of Salvation. The time of the coming of John the Baptist was in the year of Fiddilee, yet then faith he, The Axe is laid to the Root of the Tree.

17. Our gracious God is infinitely out-doeth, and out-bids all, to make his, and restore his Image in us; for in Man's Creation he did much more than for any or all the visible creatures of the Out-born or third Principle: in his Redemption for restoring the Divine Image, he did infinitely more for him than for any or all the invisible creatures of the first Principle, the Apostate Angels, for whom is given no Sacrifice nor Mediator: Also in Man's Conflaguation, Perfection, Sealing and Glorification and Preparation thereunto, is much more done for him than for the Holy glorious Angels (the Sons and Inhabitants (as morning Stars) of the bright Heaven, the Holy second Principle; for the Spirits of just Men made perfect, the general Assembly of the Church of the first born are Fellow-Citizens with the Angelical Worlds, and to share of the infinite Goodness of God as they, and also have this more that they have had in the Lord their Head, the Bowels of infinite Pardoning Mercy drawn out for them, which is peculiarly extended them and treated up only in the Emmanuel for them.

18. This most dear, boundless Goodness calls for the highest and deepest Contemplation; it is so profound, so large, so adorable, so admirable that neither can the Earthen Vessel bear it, the Syderal Man find any thing wherein his Bounty may be likened, the Immortal Soul be properly said to know it, for it is what paf- feth Knowledge, but the Soul is known by it as it is more or less enlightened there- with, and Man's intellectual Spirit is so far from thoroughly penetrating it, that it only shines and flows by Influence and Reflection of it. for itself is as a drop of the Avis enlightened by a beam of the Eternal Sun, it burns and flames in the self-evidencing splendor of that incomparable immeasurable Treasure and excellent Majesty. This poor vile hand lies prostrate at the Footstool of this Grace the Elementary, and Astral Man, the Eternal Soul and Spirit is herein (swallow'd up once and for ever.

Rom. 12. 1.

19. How reasonable, necessary and natural was what our Apostle saith, I beseech you Brethren by the Mercies of God, that ye present your Bodies a living Sacrifice, holy, acceptable unto God. This is the Riches of his goodness, forbearance and long-suffering to lead man to Repentance. There is a Promise that Men shall fear the Lord and his Goodness. Man's contempt of Bowels of Infinite Mercy shows him less rational than the Brutes, than the Insects, who all shew the desire of self defence; while he refuseth to be shielded from the greatest of horrors, by the free goodness of his God purchased by his own Blood, with sorrows aggravated to unexpressible mysteriousness: yet is Man offered all at the cheap Price of Acceptance, and importunately besought to open his Hand, Mouth and Heart to receive Pardon (from day to day, perhaps for many years) still in vain; whilst he rifeb early, compasseth Sea and Land with his Life in his hand, sweats, freezeth, bleeds, frets, wounds his Conscience, and tells himself. What therefore can the account of such Rejectors of the Invitation to the Marriage Supper be? seeing to Ungratitude is added Stubbornness, to that Despairfulness, and consequently desperate Madness; being one, who having more done for him than for the Holy Angels, and yet thus doth more against the glorious Grace of God in Christ by exalted Wicked-ness, than the very Devils.

20. Behold this, and Blush, ye Heavens, ye Sun and Stars, gather blackness, let the Earth be moved; let the Stones of the Streets and Walls be Withered, let the Brutes and Animals stand amazed; melt, ye Rocks of Adamant, relent and sigh, ye Mountains of Ice, let Marble and Pumice stones weep, come hither, discover your inward forms, ye savage Beasts, cruel Tigers, Vultures and unnatural Vipers. The Heavens, Sun and Stars were never Witnesses of the like Tragic Stupidity; for had
for had they seen the Angels that fell become Devils, yet had they not known them refuse Mercy freely, continually and impulsively tendered; the most brutish Animals reject not, but greedily snatch what they want; the Adamantine and Marble Rocks are all easily disavowed by their proper Separators and Dissolvers; the Mountains of Ice are as unwilling Captives; Bears, Tygers and Vultures are not only kind and friendly to themselves, but compassionate to their Young; the Viper, though he destroys his Enemies, yet seems to do it of necessity to preserve its own Existence; where therefore can be found to obdurately a thing as the Impenitent Heart of Man? So great a Monster! So ferious a Crime? Such a Prodigy of Ingratitude? To implant a Creature as the hardened obstinate Sinner? No such Ingratitude and Cruelty can the Astral World demonstrate in the contrary Will of the Martial, Mercurial and other cro's Constellations, nor in the Elementary Offspring of them, nor all whose Differences reluest to Harmony in the Earth or Defters, Air or Seas; not not in Hell, the dark Abyss or Devils, no Sinners against so great Mercies and means for Recovery, no Sinners against a Redeemer, against the bleeding Love and Bowsels of a Saviour there, but Man; the Devils are those for whom nothing of Mercy is prepared. Oh therefore that Men were wise, that they knew this, and would hear that their Souls might live, and not sink into everlasting Indignation, Wrath, Tribulation and Anguish, who can dwell with devouring Fire under the Wrath of the Lamb?

Q. 167. What is the Dying of a true Christian? What of him Dyeth?

A. 1. The Dying here inquired is call'd a Sleep, which alludes to Adam, who (not exerting his Power) became as one fainting, and fell into a deep Sleep, in which time his Female Property was divided from him, and he slumbered to the Unity of the Paradifical Life, and then was opened in him the divided slate, partly (and but partly Paradifical); for it was a begun Declension into the Dividings of the Astral Multiplicity: And by Eyes and his Easing the Fruit of the third Principle grown wrought in them dismal Effects; for he lived no longer according to the Universal Will, but set up a private Self-will as Law-maker, ceasing to Rule over the Astral Powers he fell under them, and so sadly as to be relieved, and collect, support, and food from them given up to their contrary Properties, and became a Beast as to his outward Body, the deadness of part whereof degraded him so far as to render him by his Bones, Skin and other infensible Parts to the baseness of Vegetables, and all this not transient as are some Astral Impressions; but as a strong Prison out of which is no escape but by demolishing the Walls and Fabrick. This is the defolate Wildernefs which was signified by the going of the Lord Jesus out of Canaan into the Wildernefs to be there Forty days tempted of the Devil after Fainting.

2. Thus may a glimpse be seen what Adam's Sleep, and after that his Fall introduced. It chang'd his first Principle by darkning the Divine Eye of his second from great Power and active Vigor, such as is that of the mighty Angels, into Discord, Rage, Envy, Fury, &c. and it chang'd his third Principle from so great Purity, Transparency and Apteritude to have done Eternally the Offices of his great Soul and Divine Spirit into a gross obscene, filthy, palpable, feeble, sickly, beefal, perishing Carcals, or Sack of Worms.

3. Now when the Sun of Righteousness descends into this dark Dungeon, he more or less, according to the growth of the Regenerate Child, by his pure meek Spirit apprehend the Disorders of the Soul and halloweth it, directing, correcting and confirming a resolved will to obey as firmly as a little Child, and to persevere as a strong Man in Christ, by which the Internal Man is in great part made God's Child.
Child and Image, reaching toward the Love flame, pressing strongly thitherward, and gives to be with the Lord, but still is the Body as little affected as the Bark of a Tree with the Virtue of the Fruit, or as a Candlewick with the lustrum of the Taper, or as the Earth with the Astral Virtuerouging the Principles of Sulphur and Mercury in the divine Spirit in and through it.

4. What can be done with this Body? If it were possible to affect it so as the East India Nut-tree doth, that the Mercurial Virtue uniting with Sulphur into a Nutmeg on a Clove for the Stud, the Bark should be a Cinnamon, it were somewhat; but our Carcass is as senseless of the inward Man's Divine Work, as the Bone is of the Respondance and Intercourse the Spirit have through the Arteries and venal Channels, or as the Beast's Hide is of the Astral Impulses moving the Animal. Therefore it must like a Husk shell off, and the Natural Body as a Grain of Wheat be sowed into the Elements, whence it derived, as the Corn into the Earth and die before it can increase and rise a spiritual Body.

5. Thus die the Elementary part of the true Christian. How dieth the Wise-Man? as the Fool returning into the Mouth whence it was spoken. The Astral Body also rather disappears than dies, but being dissolved from the ancient Obligations to the beastial Body, it may remain at the Will of the Noble Soul to be its Chariot, wherewith (as a Medium) it sometimes doth vouchsafe a loving Visit to his dear Christian Friend, yet in the Body: but most easily when such a one sleepeth as to the Elementary Man, and feeth, heareth and toucheth with his Astral Man; for then may the precious separate Soul (if it desire it) as familiarly have access and converse with his dear Friend or Brother, as two Men of one Language may and this hath been and may be to the great Satisfaction and Edification of the surviving Christian, though not frequently, because of Men's unworthiness, or for fear of impostures, and especially because the Lord only is abundantly and infinitely all-sufficient by his own Omniscience and Omnipotence.

6. As Adam slept to the Holy Paradisical Virgin state, and awaked to the beastial World's Adulterous state: so the true Christian's Death is a sleeping to that sleep of his, viz. The filthy, sickly, cumbrning, prophan, Elementary Life, and an awaking to the pure, holy, triumphant, dear, sweet child-like, angelical, Endless Life; it transfers him out of the howling Wilderneys of Temptation into Eternal Canaan: out of a Dungeon into the glorious Liberty of the Sons of God: out of the Turba of perplexing Multiplicity and restless wresting of contrary Properties, into the equal Temperature and Calm harmonious complete Unity, the private Self being extinct he enthrone the Universal sacred Freedom of the Lord's Redeemed ones.

Q. 168. What is the Dying of the wicked, in that it is called an Eternal Dying?

A. 1. It hath been often inculcated in these Writings, that all Men are in all the three Principles of one Blood, but their difference is notorious; for though they are almost the same in their first and third Principles, and much what alike (though not without great distance of degrees) in their second Principle, yet here is the immense difference, that in some their second Principle, like the House of Saul impairs and gradually (as it were insensibly) extinguisheth to a dismal blackness to be felt at length, and in others the Regeneration calmly (yet with pellible sweet force) more and more opens that Principle, which as the House of David improves and flourishest.

2. From these dear Children, if their Progress hath been Crowned with Perseverance their third Principle, is like daff and dusty Rubbish scatter'd about a firm built Structure fully finished, which Death like an impetuous Storm with rapid Motion
Motion disperseth: or as a mounting Torrent of Water violently bears away, leaving the Fabric unconcern'd; but the third Principle is to the other his Forte's, Confidence, Retreat, Refuge, Rest, Joy, Hope, Treasure and his all; therefore Death at once surprising him, and snatching that away, he and it perish together, his only some falesen for want of Foundation, the Cistern he hath hewn is broken, having no Water in it, nor can hold it if any were entrapped therein, which shows the fault to be in the very bottom, else it might hold some Waters, but the truth is, it hath no bottom at all. The World to the one is either as it is to some a Pageantry, a Comedy, a Feather in his Cap, or as to others, or to him at other times; his Bucch, State, place of Rotation, Care, Sorrow, occasion of Sin, Shame and Punishment, his place of Exile, and at best, more or less, his Delight, and many a Groan coffs him whole Home and Treasure is elsewhere.

3. But to the sinking Man it is his Harlot, his Lead Weight or Millstone this Idol, his only Heaven, and though he fees it disappearing and vanishing, it being his sole Attractive, he hugs it, courts it, lives for it, dies for it, and dies Eternally for it. That which is the Quintessence of Tragedies is his only Comedy, nor can it be otherwife; for neither hath he any thing else, fees, loves, knows nor longs for any thing beyond it, but ever looks on all Futurities through the Glass made of Materials here. He would have endless Stores obtained to satiate his inatable Covetoufness, a boundles Dominion to gratifie his proud Lufts, vast Power to execute his Revenge and Malice, that all Creatures might be Infriments, and if he could, the Creator too might contribute to his Will of raging Fury.

4. From which Root it is that the most object People because they cannot rend in pieces all they impotently hate, will not fail to imprecate and caufelessly CURSE, which extends mostly to Image in their own Souls, only the Model of Hell, though sometimes it toucheth the Tincture by the Magia exalted (yet in the dark Impression of it) and so reacheth both in the inward World, and in the shadow of it the outward Principle, unto such Persons and Things as are subject, and stand as a Harmony with the Impression themselves are of, is within the reach of their Chain: Hence dark Witchcraft springs.

5. Now when those fall short of the subject, they level at, very such falesen out with himself; for his Eternity is a continual greedy desire of what can never be had, accompanied with like constant despair of obtaining it, producing conseq uently a perpetual Rotation of Rage and Fury, all which like the pants of a Wheel shut him up at the Nave or Centre thereof immovably, unalterably. A glimpse whereof is, when Men in this World are arraigned by the Out-crises of guilty Con sciences let loose upon them.

6. Thus is it with the dying of the Wicked, who fall into the Central implacable Forms of the first Principle, and the God of Life (dwellings in the infinite Light and Glory of the all-comprehending second Principle) being for ever withdrawn to the distance of a whole Principle from them, because the Darknes comprehended him not; that Life of theirs must needs be an Eternal Dying, and they be kill'd in their own House, as for a figure Ishbosheth the Son of Saul was. And as the sleep of the Holy Children is the Death of their Difeafe, so the Dying of the other is the Life of their Difeafe, and the total Privation, extinguishing or extermination of the slender Remainders of their Health. This Life is a Sicknesst to both, only the one feels it to be so, the other is inefensible of it, and the passing hence is to the one a forgetting of the sicknesse and sorrow here, and to the other an awakening to the sick frame, whereof here he had no Sense or right Appreciation.

Q. 169. Whither goeth the Soul when it parteth from the Body, be it Blessed or no?
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A. So evident is this in the Answers of the 21, 23, 24, and 26 of F. Behmen's Book of the Forty Questions, and in other parts of his Divine Self-Evidencing Writings. Also in the Answer of the 166 Question particularly in the 9th Verse, and elsewhere in these Answers, that it is here wholly forborne.

Q. 170. What are the Doings and Life of Souls till the last Judgment Day?

A. 1. The Answer of the 22th of Jacob Behmen's Forty Questions of the Soul is totally a Solution of this Question; something also concerning it is in the Answer of the 166 of the present Questions, which if accurately inspected, might lead the Enquirer to the Summit of his Desires. But this Question restraining to the time present, as to the Doings of separate Souls in that state, without the outward Body simply considered, without either Retrospect to their pasted state, or Prospect to their Futurities (although the Hebrew admit no Present Tenie) yet thus abstractedly divested of past and to come as far as is possible, something may be told only by way of Representation in some few Similitudes, pertinent hereunto, for hardly otherwise can the dull Reason penetrate such a Secret; or the enlightened Mind either.

1. 1. The Reapers cut down Wheat not fully ripe, and Tares green, the keeping of both some time may prepare them, one for good use, the other to be scatter'd by the Fan; but the Solar Spirit in the unripe Wheat, and Martial Spirit in the Tares sleep not, but proceed to conquer the adverse Properties, and mature the Mals or Territory whereof they are Regents. 2. There are two Trees Fell'd, the one for Timber for curious Uses, the other a knotty unsound, one for Fuel: the lying of them both a while, makes as well the one as the other, more fit for their several contrary ues. 3. If this Life be a Seed-time and Heaven the Harvest, there interpasseth some time which is a patient waiting time. 4. If this Life be the Transferring time, the Night of Violence and committing Facts, and the Lake of Fire be the Execution, there ueth to pass some Occurrences requiring Deliberation between the Fact and Judgment, as between the Fact and Execution or Re-compence for the Fact. 5. If this Life be a time of Sacrifice, and the glorious Kingdom the returns of God to those Petitions, which is the time of the restitution of all things: the Sacrificers must allow some time of waiting at, or under the Altar for the returns of those Sacrifices.

3. But from all these it follows not, but the state of the Perfect may be exceedingly Good and greatly Blessed, though when they shall put on their new Garments it shall be best of all; for that is the time of the restitution of all things, nor doth it follow but in that very state there will be degrees of Happine's, according to the degrees of their passing into the fifth Form (where is the opening of the Divine Power-world) as there are of Stars in Glory: Neither also doth it follow, that the state of the accrued is capable of mutation; for their estate is not so bad, but that it is capable of being more wretched, yet not of being more tolerable, and yet 'tis so Dark as admits not the least glance of Light, as even in this Life they grow actually more and more Vile: So in that state, though it be the world, they ever knew, yet still pofteth it on without stop, recoil or repitie, ever hurrying them on towards the Tempest of Eternal fierceness.

4. Here is the Antipodes to the black Fiction of Arkeids and Sadduces, who would make themselves believe that the whole inward Man is Mortal and unifiable, such who not only judge themselves unworthy of Eternal Life, or incapable of Eternal Existence, while they grant it to this Mas of Creation between Earth and Mortal Waters; and are so extremally degenerated from the Divine Image Man was ennobled with, that, as their outward Life extends not to that length, activity
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activity and occult Excellencies of many Brutes, as Beasts, little Animals and some Birds, to the infatuated Atheists would that their Souls and Spirits might also run the same Fate, and be as transient as the vilest of Infects. Here is also Diemtrical opposition to others, who say, the whole inward Man is fellow Prisoner with the bestial Flesh till the general Resurrection; but the Answers of the two immediately preceding Questions shew what of the Blessed sleepeth, and what of the Wicked is Arrested by the King of Terrors. And for farther Answer hereunto, see the Answer to the 22nd of the 40 Questions of F. Behmen, of the Soul.

5. The Doings of Souls till the last Judgment may stand here in the very words of the Book of Extracts. (vix.) "They all (meaning the Holy Souls) abound with "great inward Joy, and wait to put on their bright, fair, new Body out of the "old, their Joy and Hope is different as Labourers Expectations are; who at the "End of the Week receive every one according to their degrees of Labour and Dili- "gence. Those who have put on Christ's Body here, are as one, who having "overcome his Enemies in Fight, represents the Victory before his King, who re- "ceives him with great Joy and Honour. The Expectation of the wicked Soul, is "as an imprison'd, condemn'd Malefactor, still listenning when any thing flirs, and "the Executioner comes; all their passed Wickedness stands before them in such "different Aggravations as they had here.

Q. 171. What is the last Judgment, how is it Executed?

A. 1. That there shall be such a great general final Day of Judgment grates on the Ears of Atheists, but against them the very Devils will rise in Judgment: but others there are who would be accounted more religious than many, who shut up themselves from the acknowledgment of that Judgment-Day, and though they are not practically Atheists who put the Evil Day from them, yet do these raze it out of their Intellect, restraining the Judgment Day of God to his declaring for, or against us and our actions here only, during this our Pilgrimage; all, in their Judgment, is the Judgment before Death or Resurrection. To whom may be said, that as they who laid the Resurrection past already, did thereby overthrow the Faith of some, so they that say the Great Day of Judgment is past already, undermine the Faith of many, overthrow the Faith of some, and direct their force against Truth it self, whereas is founded all true Faith which is well founded.

2. It is true that Christ in the Light of our Life is from from Age to Age, and for ever till Ages cease, a Judge in the fully Humanity, speaking by his living Word in the Confidences, and written Testimony in the Intellect and Memory, being the words of his Prophets and Holy ones, and evidence of our rightly informed Brethren and Fellow Members in our Ears; by his being a Truth Witness, by severe Visitations before our Eyes, also by Eminent gracious Providences, and in the Creation, the Earth, Elements and Creatures, to our other Senses, wherein may be read frowns and smiles variously disposed, which are perpetuated in their Sea- sons as long as sin is perpetuated unto all reclaimable Transgressors; this God doth by his Stars who have a Voice which every Nation hears. for with them the Psa- milh Book, he Preacheth by them, and by them both judgeth and righteth.

3. Again, the Lord teacheth us to judge ourselves, which is every ones part, but not to judge others, for Man's Judgment must be refrained to things, not ex- ceeded by Persons from which we are warn'd and caution'd: yet are Men very pro- pende apt and sharp to the latter, but very averse, partial and slack to the former. Men judge Men, which is to be noted both after the dark and light Worlds Imp- rections; after the dark thus, the four Anguish the first Principle judge each other; thence is it that from the Infamy the Covetous judge and is
is judged by the Prodigal; again, the Covetous as he is a Self-lover, and so is timorous, judged and is reproached by the rash fiery furious one; again, the Covetous as he is drawn (harmless) to base fawning ways for profit sake, judged and is judged by the haughty Proud one: Again, the inatiuable Thrift of heaping up, taking from the covetous mind his rest, renders him the trouble of his own Life Houle and Cohabiter, yet prompts him to judge the contrary inclination for sloth and drossishness, while that other judgeth him so wretchedly lavish, that he disruffeth (almoft) his own hands to hoard up his Idols: And fo of the rest of the Properties resembledt the Builders of Babel.

4. But God hath given all Judgment to his Son; some glimmerings of His Infinite Glory are found in them whole four Forms generate the fifth; for in the meek Resignation arizing to the Divine Love-fire and Pure Breathing directed by Heavenly Light, Judgment proceedeth toward Victory. And it is represented by the fifth Letter in the Hebrew Alphabet, which is only as an abstraction or breathing from within outwardly; conforming exactly in that respect to the Language of Nature, standing united to That of the New Nature; for the fifth Form producing the second Birth, and being produced by it, leads the Creature to the giving up its all in a flame of Love in Jesus Christ to the Father, which flame he feels blown up by the Holy Ghost.

5. Thus we have seen what God's judging in This mixt World is, also what Man's judging here is, according to the Dark World's accusing dividing Properties, and also what Man's judging is according to the little part of the Light World we share of here; by which it is evident that all this is to That day of days, as a blinking Candle is to the Sun itself. Such was the report Paul gave of That day, as made Felix tremble, tho' an Infidel; for, as it hath been elsewhere noted, tho' some have laught at the Doctrine of the Resurrection none have been so fool-hardy and mad as to flight the report of the General Judgment. Enoch the seventh from Adam, figuring the end of the six working days or Properties, and by his Translation and Son Methuselah, the entering on Eternity, prophesied of this day; all the Prophets, Apostles and Holy ones confirm it; Christ the Judge himself preacheth it, and the order, manner, and particularities of it: The Devils knew it, and therefore argued,

_Art thou come to torment us before our time?_

6. He that would say what That great Judgment is, can never do it but by parcels, and then also cannot stretch beyond the sphere of his own activity; and what if it be said, an Angel can do but so, were he to speak it; for all Eternal Creatures live either in the holy or profane Worlds, or in both. They that live in the Light-World, as far as they see the Centre of the Dark-World in themselves, may speak, and no farther; viz. not what That Darkness is in others, or what the perplexed Hellish Charms, Cheats and Intricacies are; for the Holy ones live far above them and the Battle managed by Michael and his Angels against the Dragon and his, is not with the Dragons Weapons, but with the quite contrary. As bright Torches fight with black Vapours, or the fiery Region with opposing Exhalations.

7. We must come then to consider them who live in both Dark and Light, making a third Principle by their mixed production, and in them may be found the figure of an Umpire or Interpreter. As he who readst two Languages can tell him who knows neither, what is written in both, if he hath the Tongue also; That third person is Of. Thus was it the first Adam could give names to all Creatures; for he had the Properties of them all in himself, either according to the Forms of the first Principle, or according to the Astral Powers of his third; wherein he is invisible, having the Splendor of the second for his Guide; but his departure in the State degraded him of this Splendor, as a man is deprived in the night
night of the view of what the Sun priviledged him with, or as one immersed in a dark Cavern were not what a lofty M. straw gave him prospect of, or as Nebuchadnezzar cales as to Royalty when he had only a Beasts heart.

8. And in this State all Adam posterity find themselves (as of themselves) ignorant of the Creator, and therefore also strangers to themselves, and rightly knowing nothing. Therefore the Son of the Virgin, that he might be the Light of the World, brought again the Virgin Image into the Royalty, opened the pure Eye, and gives such a proportion of discriminating Wisdom as our better Adams and Capacitates us for in the ReGeneration; hence it is written, the Spirit. Man judgeth all things, but the humblest is judged of no man. But to which of the Angels hath God said at any time. Be thou a Judge? Those glorious and mighty Agents are Princes in one only Principle: viz. the Holy Divine One, not in the first, nor third, tho' some of them are contained according to the Holy Impression of Potence in the first; and others have the Domination according to the Infinite Variety of the third Principle, but all breath only the Air of the second, yet are neither the one Hierarchy, or the other Judges of Men or Devils: While yet the Lord faith of his Twelve, they should sit on twelve Thrones judging the twelve Tribes; and our Apostle faith, Know you not that we shall judge Angels; (v. i.) Evil Angels?

9. Now to say how this Judgment is effected: It's answered, 1. The Principles and Properties are all wide open unto the second Adam; for out of them He created every World, as without Him was not any thing made that was made, and this as He is the Son of God before whom all Worlds and Individuals drawing Air, and living of, in or from either Principle or Property shall stand at that day, and ever did as open as a City on a Hill. 2. The Principle and Properties are all really in Him as He is the Son of Man, and His thoroughly penetrating them is a confecution of His perfect knowing Himself, His own Heavenly Humanity. 3. The Principles and Properties will be at that day known to each other, as well as each to its leif. Now is the Dark World much hidden from the Light World, and the Light wholly incomprehensible to the Dark. Now also the Devilish and Heavenly Principles are under a disguise, so that men catch at the Bait of the Dark World, and exchange and fly the cross leading to the Holy World: The Treasures of Egypt weigh down the Reproach of Christ. But then shall the Principles and the Good and Evil of the Properties be so open to the Holy Children, that they may penetrate and contemplate the Wrath Kingdom, without being impressed, incited or imposed upon by it, and they shall view, contemn, born and judge the first Enemy of those burning in the Wrath of the Dark Central Fire. Then also the Love-flame of the Holy Virgin Souls united to their raised glorified Bodies, shall be so evident to the Vassals of the inimitable World, as may fully convince them to their etern' angsith and shame what kind of Birth-right, Glory, Felicity and Blestness (which must endure to perpetuity) they profanely, desperately and madly sold and exchanged for a Mors of Pottage, and Death in the Pot, for faded, painted, imaginary Toys, Trifles and Cheats.

10. But what need more to convince of the Truth that there must be such a day, or to shew the order how it is effected, seeing the Holy Scripture is abound with Accounts of this Judgment which is spoken of, where it is call'd a fearful looking for of Judgment. Again the Jurem. was set, &c. may have holdens in the day of judgment, Heb 10. 27 Dan. 7. 10 &c. 1 Feb. 4. 17. Matt. 11. 22. 2 Pet. 2. 9. Rom 14. 10. 2 Pet. 3. Also see the Answer of J. B. to the 30th of the 40 Questions concerning the Soul, and the 27th Chapter of the three Principles.

Q. 172.
Q. 171. How is the Resurrection of the dead effected? What riseth again?

A. 1. It may justly be complained that reading is oppress with excell of enlarged Writings being therein as unsuccess fully transgressiv as the topics of the hypocr tied to be heard for his much speaking. It therefore seems more humane if the shorteness of Man's Life, straitness of his leisure, difcomfor of his spirts, feebleness of his penetrating faculty and weakness of his retention, to avoid all random repetitions, and commend the reperusal of things once read as the most ready, rather than to new shape (many ways) that which is but one thing and once done already. In order therefore to the clearing of this Answer let it be considered, what Adam was before his Fall, which is discourse in the 45 Answer. Next what due Effects that Fall of his had, treated of in the 69 Answer. Again what Man's Death and Resurrection is, as in the 6th verse of the 121 Answer. And what Man's State, Death, Christ's Resurrection and raising of Man, and what of him riseth, are, which is the substance of the whole 16 verses of the 134 Answer. So that the Answer is made, before this Question comes in its Order here to be considered.

2. Yet because I dare not dismiss this important Doctrine being so much opposed at this very day, not only by many Hellish Ameasts transfiguring themselves into Brutish Animals, but not understood by some pretending to be risen with Christ, and guided by his Light within them. Let it be observed, by such who wilfully oppose, or not regarded, at their Peril: And for satisfaction of such who are willing to know the truth, viz. That Christ had a true Natural Humane Body of Flesh and Blood from Mary. Heb. 2. 24. Forasmuch then as the Children are partakers of Flesh and Blood, he also himself likewise took part of the same, that through Death he might destroy him that had the power of Death, which is the Devil.

Q. 1. A. 1. Q. 3. But is it ask't how is this Body and Humane Soul the same of ours? It's answer'd, 1. By way of Concession, that it was so far other than ours as it had the Holy Ghost instead of Man's Masculine Seed. 2. Yet took he (as the above Text with many others plainly tell us) part of our Flesh and Blood, and so was our Brother, that is such as the Children had part of, were of, or are partakers of, and this is also ours of what Nation soever we are, for it is written, Acts 17. 16. God hath made of one Blood all Nations of Men to dwell on the Face of the Earth.

Q. 2. A. Q. 4. Is it ask'd what of this was raised again? It's Answer'd all of it; for the Women, and after that the Disciple whom Jesus loved, and Peter saw, there was nothing left in the Sepulchre after the Resurrection but the Linnen Cloaths wherein he had been wrapped.

Q. 3. A. Q. 5. May it be fully so with other Bodies? Answer, Matth. 27. 52, 53. And the Graves were opened, and many Bodies of Saints which slept arose and came out of their Graves after his Resurrection, and went into the Holy City, and appeared unto many. And it must be remembered that it shall be so with ours at the last day, it was the Faith of Martha who faith unto him, John 11. 24. I know that my Brother shall rise again in the Resurrection at the last day.

Q. 4. A. Q. 6. May it not be otherwise with us; our Bodies must putrify, and the Incorruptible only rise? Answer, our Apostol faith, 1 Cor. 15. 53. Our Mortal shall put on Immortalitv, and our Corruptible shall put on Incorruption, and all this as a consequence of Christ's Death and Burial according to the Scriptures, also of his rising again; and after his rising again was seen of Cephas, then of the Twelve, after that of above five hundred Brethren at once, 1 Cor. 15. 3, 4, 5, 6.

Q. 5. A. Q. 7. Shall it be a Resurrection of all? Answer, The Lord saith, Marvel not at this,
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this, for the hour is coming in which all that are in the Graves shall hear his voice, and shall come forth, they that have done good to the Resurrection of Life, and they that have done evil unto the Resurrection of Damnation. Let it therefore no longer be charged justly on us as formerly on the Jewish Rabbies, Thus we err, not knowing the Scriptures nor the power of God. 1 Thel. 4. 14, 15. If we believe that Jesus died and rose again, even so them also which sleep, &c.

Q. 8. How is it effected? Answer, As Lazarus was raised. That voice which Rev. 20. 5, gave Being to all call’d him up, and that voice shall call all up, every one in his own Order. May it never be said of us as of the Jews, Because they knew not him, nor yet the voices of the Prophets which are read every Sabbath day, they have justified them in condemning him. So may it not be said now, Because they confine not so quaintly, nor heedfully regard, nor understand the holy Words and Writings of the Lord, his Apostles, &c. which they may daily read, they yet sit down with a confused Notion of this great Doctrinal, and bury their drowsie Intellig Journal, some with dark Heathenish Maxims begaining Atheism in Judgment and Practice, a degree worse than Devils.

9. Other some there are having a glimpse of a true Light wherewith they think themselves rich, and to have need of nothing, and there shut it and themselves up, without proving it by searching like the Bereans, and without improving it by trimming their Lamps: But not employing themselves in the Lords methods, do obscure or bury their Talent, and to by degrees let their foolish Heart be darkened, not only in this but in many other of the plain and precious Truths of the Kingdom of God; which great evil and defection is (as ever heretofore in all other forms), accompanied with sharp Centures of others, and peremptory unwarranted Injunctions of their own Reason. Whereas the more we approach the Divine Life, the more comprehensive is that Soul, the more ready to bear and forbear, to do and suffer, to become all or any thing to all, that it may beget of that meek Spirit in others, to be swift to hear, to have an open naked Breast whereon it begs the Lord Jesus to write his whole Pleasure, is to vile in his own absurd Judgment that is easily induced to think highly of others.

Q. 173. How doth this World pass away or vanish? And what doth remain thereof afterward?

A. 1. To some this Question may seem only curious, and to others so occult as if incognizable, to a third sort, such, as if possible to be resolv’d, were needless; because it fruitlessly anticipates (say they) the thing which in its season shall demonstrate itself. But on serious mature inspection it is found possible, important, and greatly necessary to be known and believed.

2. It is said that when Cortiis with a Brigade of Spanish Horse and Infantry invaded the West Indies, and had charged them of the Republick of Yaxcallan, upon the Fall of any Spaniard either Man or Horse, care was taken so to bury them that the Americans might not know it, which made them despair of withstanding such, whom they thence concluded to be Immortal. Thus not to discover the end of this present World (which the dark World and the Prince of it would conceal) were to insinuate as if it were indissoluble and consequently uncreated, and to Brutishly to introduce Atheism; and Atheism is that fatal Evil which may be justly accounted the worst of Errors of the worst of Men.

3. But this World had a beginning, and shall have an end, as it is written, Plal. 102. 25, 26. Of old the heavens laid the foundation of the Earth; and the Heavens are the works of thy hand. They shall perish, &c. They shall perish, &c. They all shall wax old as doth a Garment, &c. Heb. 1. 10, 11, 12. And thou no History faintly records any who mocked at the coming of the Lord, yet is it Prophesied, 2 Pet. 3. 3, 4. That in the
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The last days Scoffers shall come (even at that which will then be at the Door) saying, 
Where is the promise of his coming? &c. For such Mens Lufts leads them to abuse Gods long-suffering, ver. 9. Who is not willing that any should perish, but that all should come to Repentance, Ezek. 18. 31, 32. 2 Pet. 3. 9. And it is told us how this World shall pass away, ver. 1. Unexpectedly, in a Night. 3. Violently, with a great noise. 4. Universally, the Heavens, Earth and Elements. 5. Irreparably, The Elements shall melt with fervent heat, the Earth be burnt up, and that the Heavens being or Fire shall be dissolved, ver. 12. And this tremendous Truth is not only really and literally, but demonstrably so.

4. To the second part of the Question, viz. what remaineth thereof afterward, see the Answer of the 30th Question of the 40 Questions of the Soul, and the 27 Chap. of the three Principles, ver 6 and ver. 10.

But to speak yeart farther on this latter part, what remains of it the World afterward, viz. after dissolution of the present frame or fashion? I must seem, and but seem to digest; which tho' to some it be obscure, will be plain to the mind initiated into and irradiated with the Theosophick Wisdom. The Out-birth is the Figure of the two Eternal Worlds or Principles, having all the Properties according to the two different contrari Impressions:And this Out-birth in the Womb of the Eternal Mystery, was by the earnest Magick longing and will originated, which will is as the Voice or Mouth of the great Mystery, and the properties are as the Instruments or Fingers of the creating word; the first, viz. the Voice is the Father, Soveraign or Lord of the Separator or Father of Nature; and the latter, viz. the Properties, are his Limits or Members, working by the Astral Powers for Generation of all the Creatures of the Out-birth.

5. This Father of the external Nature or Outward World (invigorated by the might of the Properties) hath ability unweariedly to work universally in and through the whole Out-birth, and being the Image of the first-born of every Creature (who standeth incomprehensibly in the Eternal Rooting Powers) this his Image and Servant is innoble with such energy as both to form and animate the productions of the whole Out-birth, yet who will be so foolish as to take him either to be the First-born Son of God, or the Father which is in Heaven whom the Son teacheth us to direct our Prayer to as the Object of all Adoration, or the Holy Infinite third Person or Subsistence, tho' his Office is in the third Principle, but is a Creature potently furnisht and fortified to stamp, engrave, delineate and shadow Living Images of the two Inward Worlds: And hath the Seals and Magical impressions, but not the Eternal, Holy, Incomprehensible Magia; for that the Divine Virgin of Wisdom is a P. of, generating the real Worlds themselves for ever, whereof this is only the figure.

6. And this Father of Nature call'd by some the Soul of the outward Universe hath a Tincture under his dispensation, such as of which the Out-birth is capable to be enriched: And this also of both Impressions, viz. of the light and dark Worlds Figures, but it hath not the holy, meek, divine Tincture; for that the Divine Sophia the Virgin of Wisdom is glorified with. But the Tincture and Magia which the Father of Nature is distributor of, is yet so noble as to be holy in the holy Vessels, but not so fixed and compleat as to hallow unholy Vessels, but so flexible as is vitiated into a false Magia and counterfeit Tincture, and so applicable to the Impurities of Evil Angels, and their Humane Vassals that they (to their Eternal Damnation) may and do profanely abuse and profite this Tincture and Magia.

7. Thus what the Virgin of Gods Wisdom is in the Heavenly Birth to the Angelical World, and other Paradifical Inhabitants, such is this Father of Nature in the
the Out-birth, and not only the two Eternal Worlds have their Figures and mani-
feft Portraiture in this, but the very holy creating Word and Virgin of Wisdom
(of which no visible figure can be) hath above all this grand Separater or Father
of the External Nature for its plain audible Herald, immediate Substitute and ex-
press Representative: Yet so secret as only to be found by the Enlighten’d Mind, and
thought in all things, yet discerned, understood and perceived by very few, and
for the sake of those very few are these things thus opened.

8. From all which it may easily be deduced what of this World shall remain,
true. Nature of its Virtue, Form and Dres, the real Entities with their Tincture,
their Substantial, the not palpable Bodies; that is to say, the true substance of ev-
eery Individual Figure, the Idea of every thing which the Father of Nature hath
produced to shadow and reveal the Hidden Holy and Power Worlds; therefore
of necessary consequence the Father or Separator must needs remain, to Marshal
his Hubs in their Eternal successive Scenes; for the most High and Holy God will
not lose the end of his Work: But his goodness must be for ever extensive, diffu-
sive, communicative for his Glory, Amen. Nor is it possible he should lose the
least part of the Order by him fixed of declaring himself, but that by the things
he hath made may be shown his Eternal Power and Godhead, because for that
purpose they were produced.

9. I compare the World to a Seed, which tho’ it die, having lost its Husk, Chaff,
and very Sulphurean and Saline Body, is yet regenerated by its Mercury’s renovat-
tion into another, yet as it were the self-same; hence faith the Lord: There is no-
thing hid or covered which shall not be made manifest. The Idea of the Drunkards
Horie like Balaam’s Ass shall convince the madmen of the Rider, and Echo his
own repeated caufles Sufferings and Groans under the Tyranny of his more Sa-
vage Owners. The Flocks shall beat again, and shew how their Lives have been
lawfully to gratify the voluptuous Gluttony of their Wily and Owners. The Vine
and Fawns of the Field shall shew how their Blood and Strength was exhausted
for the Lusts of the proud while the Bellies of the Indigent were shrunck up. For
as by the Chymist the Flegm of the Plant is separated away, and the faces precipi-
tated, yet the Spirit, Essence and Idea retained is it here. Also as the walking
of a Man who hath many Wounds in his Body covered over with Blood, shews
how many, how great, and where those Orifices are, so is it here.
Likewise as the drawing back of the extended Shadows and Curtains of the Night,
lays open and expoleseth like Ezekiel’s Vifion the Idols, and undermining Works of
Darkness, so will it be then. Or as the wiping of the flame and filth striking to
a Looking-glass makes all appear then more clearly, so will that transcendent work
be, yet neither is the Seed perish’d, the Plant utterly lost, the wounded Man
quite expir’d, nor the Looking-glass broken in pieces.

10. Therefore as the Lord would preserve a Pot of Manna wherewith the Tribes
of Israel had been sustaine in the Wilderness, and as the Lord Jesus would have
the Fragments of the Breast and Fish Basketed wherewith he had fed by Miracle
so many in a desert place, how much 1ls will he lose the noble Tincture itself,
or for the sake of the Earthen Pot in which (like the Manna) it is intrusted,
but Ran dom by his Mighty Power the Tincture (like a Carvino Turtle) from
the power of the Dog, for his own glory sake, and therewith every Idea
it hath been employ’d to animate and hath spirited?

Q. 174. What shall be after this Worlds time when God shall be All in All; when the
Dominions shall cease?

A. 1. (1.) The Answer of this may be cenfur’d as curious, as the preceding
Question
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(2.) Question seemed at first to be. 2. To be also so hidden, as to be inscrutable from the perplexednels and ambiguity of it, being so far (as may seem) beyond our measure. (3.) To be fierce and unfruitful: And in encountering such imputations it runs parallel with the discouragement of inquiring into the last precedent Question, but to this one is added, viz. that, (4.) It is a Tautology, repeating the former Question.

2. But to clear all successively, the Matter here inquired must be confessed to be our great End. Mark and Object we should level at; therefore not unnecessary and curious, and accordingly it is the subject of that of our Apostle, therefore not unprofitable for us to get the knowledge of, being our particular concern. Nor is it unsearchable seeing the Holy Ghost in that Text teacheth us that Mystery; can therefore the Explanation of it be unacceptable? Lastly, It is no Tautology, for it must be heedfully noted and distinctly understood, that the former last preceding Question intends the first Administration, step or tranflation immediately following the general Resurrection, comprising that formidable, final, irrevocable general Judgment, but this Question intendeth the second step or administration as consequent of that Judgment, or (as may be expressed) the Executive result of that Universal Judgment, being the compleat summit of the perfect Worlds, wherein the end hath not only found the beginning, but is entered thereinto, reflecteth, and possesseth it.

3. We come now to speak of that most holy, pure, desireable state. It is most entendable that God shall not then only be All in All, but ever was and is to either in his love or second Principle, or in his Wrath or first Principle, therefore it is no News, but that it is said he shall then be so, also how and why is clear in the following part of this Answer, particularly in verie 23, 24, 25, being its proper place whether it's referred.

4. This state signified by the Sabbath, Jubilee, &c. in Israel is, when all the six Properties or Forms of Nature gave up themselves into the seventh, that is, into the Throne or End of Action and Work. Thus as by the gracious Creator the captivated Properties were ransomed out of the dark confused Chaos, and by him disposed into orderly Contexture, to Image the hidden Powers of the Holy World, and seven Fountain Spirits, which made the Morning Stars sing their Psalm of Adoration. Thankfulness, and Shout for Joy: So out of the Confusion the Creation had hurried themselves into by the direful Fall, this state is the compleat Restoration; there being afore begotten in every thing capable thereof, something conformable to the new Birth, which is the superior part of the Lords Children according to the capacity of the things themselves.

5. And as in the Out-birth are such Fruits, Productions, Precious Stones, Seasons, Localities, Properties, Auspicious sweet Astral Influences in the animate and inanimate Creatures, all which are the footsteps of the disappared Paradisiacal World, and the Figures and Pointers toward the state here intended: So are there in the Out-birth our Terrene Ball, (and why not on other Stars?) Certain Inhabitable Climates, as toward both Poles, Inhabitable places in the Habitable Latitudes, as terrible Wildernesses, raging Deeps, also there are cro's fatal Conjunctions, malevolent Astral Influences, with their various Productions amongst us, as may figure and point out the state of the dark Abyss, where the Lamb's are for ever Slaves.

203.

What remains after the Dissolution.

3. But because some may think this Discourse to be too remote from the Matter here brought, it must therefore farther be said, the Demonstration of what remains after the general Dissolution, may be found in every Man, whether wicked or holy; for instance, the Prophane Soul who turns all God's Goodness to him into Gall and Wormwood, when ever the influences of gracious Bounty cease, and
and God's tender Pity and great Long-suffering with him terminates, the Serpent is grown in such a one thereby, but the more strong and lofty; for that in him which by the allay of this World's intermixing Divertiments, and the Holy World's Neighbourhood, was only bitterish; will then, when this World as to what it now is, is vanished, and that wholly and for ever withdrawn, become bitternes in the Abstract.

7. As, prick or bruise an angry Man's finger only, and you see his Choler; but 1 Simile of what reta
read his several Limbs, and judge what his severe Fury will be. Take from a gripping Man but a few Shillings, and see his Anguish and Repining; but take all his mains. Idols gods at once, and he is as a Bear bereaved of her Whelps. Disregard but the presence of an impious Spirted Man, and he will wish to make a Sacrifice of all that do so, and all they are and have, like Mordecai; but render him as vile as really he is, and what would he not do could he revenge himself to the full? Thus may we see what remains to the Dark Impression, when this World's time is ended.

8. But now according to the Divine World (which is the thing in this Question 2 Simile of intended) it is very evident thus. Let the Man who is railed in the Spirit of Christ, what retire himself but a little while by submissive resignation, quitting his being at mains. Home, and from the Images there swaying in the outward Man: also from the Desires and Remembrance of them, let him then approach the holy Intercourses, enter into the Contemplation of the infinite Love kingdom, and he shall see and feel what he cannot speak or write; he shall, like a little Child, act purely, and will uninterruptedly, the Passions of the Principle in which he lives, if they may be called Passions; he shall also, like a little Child, move simply according to the Dictates of his Father's Universal perfect Will, for himself and his own Will averted are as if neither had ever been: and thus according to the Question, what remains after this World's time, such a one thoroughly penetrates the Spirit of this Man experiments how God being all in his poor little all, causeth all other Dominions to cease in and over him, and he becomes the holy Air.

9. The contrary Properties in him are in a measure so attuned and in harmony, as they are in the infinite Abyss of Almichties; for they are all really and truly in him, he consisting of them, yet all is in one Power, because the Divine Love in the Wisdom hath swallowed them all up, and that Love is sovereign for ever over them. And though this be most conspicuous in the mortified and daily dying Child of God, who hath made good Progress in the Regeneration, yet is it in some degree and measure in the Child of a Day old, or a Span long: for these have pure (though much interrupted) Breathings, their Love may be very Ardent, as the Love of Elopouhis, though often and variously perverted: these are begun to enter into the new World, by the new Way, in the new Nature, and have thence by Intervals a fair Prospect into what cometh after this World, all such are in a measure my Witnesses, for what is above spoken in Answer to the Question.

10. Now more particularly come we to the latter part of the Question, (viz.) When God shall be all in all, when the Dominions shall cease. What therefore may most evidently be said on this, shall be drawn from the Words of the Holy Ghost by our Apostle wherein are taught us,

1. That Christ having raised himself as the first Fruits, raiseth also them that are his at his coming.
2. That he shall put down all Rule, Authority, and Power.
3. That there is, or cometh the End.
4. That then the Kingdom shall be delivered up to the Father, and God shall be all in all. To every of which a few words in their order.

1. That our riven Christ shall raise all his, and after, all others at his second coming; For,
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12. Now that Christ having raised himself as the first Fruits, shall also raise them that are his at his coming, is such an immovable Foundation Truth, as neither Atheist or Apostate Christians (of those fallen stars) nor any fallen Angels, nor all of them United can ever refit, but it is an Eternal Truth to the Glory of God, the Joy of all his in their Pilgrimage, and matter of Divine Contemplation and Adoration for ever. Read and Meditate among many others, 1 Thess. 4, 14, 15, &c. 1 Cor. 15. 23. Rev. 20 4, 5, 6. 1 Cor. 15. 3, 4. and Review the 134 and 172 Answers.

13. This great general second Resurrection is also done and demonstrated by the first Resurrection; when God awakens the Sinner by unlocking the unspoken Grace, and makes the Word a Refiner’s Fire, and as a Tincture transmuteth the Mass, and leaveneth the Lump; then the Soul dies to the old; and lives to the renewed Image, by the Visits of the Virgin, becomes a Virgin, by looking on Christ comes to look like him; the Bottle is made new into which the new Wine may now be intrusted, and the King of Glory comes into his Temple. His new made Vineyard and Garden, and imparts himself, his Heart, his Whispers and Counsels when the Ear is opened. For the sake of the Virgin Image thus Begotten shall the whole Man be crystalliz’d and uncturized with Solar Power at the Resurrection; mean time no Tongue or Pen can more than Imbitter, at the recital of the love-inspired Words formed at every of the Masters sweet Visits, when he comes to feed this Infant-birth and Sup with it.

14. The Reason why we cannot tell it when we come out from the Holy Place, is, because our Astral Man knows not of what Dignity the Guest is that comes to the inward Man, for he enters farther, and our Astral Man or outward Reason is as a Porter, whose office being at the Door, he was not the Holy Treaty held within, in the Closet, and were it he could, he understands not the Language, but if a loud Word be spoken, which he hears, then only when the internal Man sleepeth, then doth he either tremble, as if he feared to dismist his office, for our Reason is like S. 40. No Judge of these Matters; or else he frames Images of what he as it were over-hears. And if a Letter to the Virgin be intrusted with the Astral Man (the Porter) he only reads the Supercription, but fees not what the inside is, he thinks it all the outside with ordinary Ink, but within its all golden Letters mixt with Blood, and legible in the dark Night, for the Characters all shine and flame; and none can read them but those who share in the first Resurrection, for the old Eyes are dim; these are convinced, and somewhat more or less, see how the second Resurrection will be, having a sensible lively feeling of the first, and pass the Danger and Power of the second Death. See the 8th and 10th Verses of the 173 Answer.

15. That our Lord shall put down all Rule, Authority and Power, this is meant to be after the Resurrection, when he (as the Sun in his strength) obscurers not only Glowworms, but the Candle and Torch-light. Men shall then no longer abuse lawful Power, nor acquire lawless Authority, nor violently or subtly usurp undue Rule, the Hunter and his Dogs shall no longer chase Lambs as if they were Foxes,
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Foxes, but the tyrannous Monarchs and the wronged Captives stand on the same level; each in his own Principle: and the Principles are as different, as a dark Sulphurous Smoke is from a sweet Radiant Luife; then also shall the Evil Angels, whether they shall be Seducers of Men, or other Spiritual Wicked Incarnates in High Places, or Rulers of the Darkness as God of this World, be all thrust out; for he is come whole right it is, both by Original and Purchased Propriety.

16. This great general Manifestation of Jehovah, Christ's Natural Soveraignity, is also done and demonstrated in the whole Creation; by his firsts among the Gods, turning the Heart of the Mighty as Water, stopping all Mouns, bowing all Knees, being above the Proud, rescuing the Poor from the Teeth of the Fiend, feeding the Hungry and Helpless, the young Lions and young Ravens, watering on the parched Wilderness, filling the raging Deep, opening his Bottles in their Seals, treasuring his Snow and Wind, and marshalling his host of Stars. But above all it is demonstrable in his Family, who not only have ceased Hostility against him, but taken up Arms for and under him, out of weaknesses are strengthened to do, suffer, live, die for him, and in him; their Healtliest to be Love-fick their how to die daily; he is their Fear, Love, Hope, Repose, Strength, Wisdom, Song, their Springs and Treasures are in him for Time and Eternity, their four Forms are adorned by his Light, their Discord by his Unity is composed, his Presence kills their lofty Thoughts, it also makes them alive to him, his Fire refines them, they are always prostrate at his Feet, mortified and mortifying continually, and makes them a Living Sacrifice day by day, till Death become their intimate Associates, and safe retreat from the Storm. Yet these things are so freely done in the new Hearts, that the Heart itself can better conceive it than the Brain; but how can the Idea thereof be comprehended by us who are comprehended by it? When we would form it we cannot, for we (vix.) our new Man is formed by it. How can we express it, seeing we are the Letters by which it expresseth itself? It is far above the languages got at Babyl: but when the Spirits of the Letters shall be restored, the renewed Spirit shall find a Tongue to be a Herald for the King of Kings, put to silence all contrary discordant sounds, and Dethrone all other Rule, Authority and Power in us, Amen.

3. 17. That there is (or cometh) the End; the Judgment being ended, the End hath found the Beginning. When the Six Working Days of the Week are ended, Masters use to Reckon with their Hirelings, and give them their Wages, then followeth the Day of Rest. When the six working Properties have wrought their designed end in any Creature, they give up themselves into the seventh wherein to rest; the doing whereof, bringeth the End into the Beginning, when the Wheat is in the Barn, and the Tares cast away, the Harvest is ended.

18. A few words are offer'd to be considered concerning the End. 1. Whether the Elements shall be dissolved at the instant of the Resurrection, or not remain till the compleat End of the Judgment Day? Answ. It may seem otherwise; for they must as Conservatories be opened; that is, the Earth, vix. Hell or the Grave must deliver up the Dead, which shall be therein; or how else shall the Mighty men call to the Rocks to cover them, also the Sea deliver the Dead covered therein, the Air the words it treasured in it. 2. Either the Elements may not remain, and re. the Sun, Moon and Stars be resolved into their Ether? Answ. As there was Light the three first days of the Creation, out-spoken by the Word which was as a dispersed Light, before the collecting the same into the Sun, Moon and Stars; so may the collected Light pass back into the dispersed Light, to form that one Great Day, which is not to admit of Revolutions of Night and Day, but only the Day and Night of the two incomprehensible Principles; which may be both in one place at one time, without jutting one the other, and be the full End of Express and revolved Time, may
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may be at the Commencement or Morning of that Day, and the full entering on Eternity not be till the End or Evening of that Day, when the Judge shall give to each World the Inhabitants thereof, as their Magic Wills have severally tinctured and formed them thereunto: whether of the Day, Love and Purity, or of Blackness, Wrath and Abominations: And this is the absolute Period of the Genus and Thing which we call Time.

19. The End of Time may be demonstrated in the regenerated Children, thus; When the Holy Fire of God on the Altar in the Soul, hath separated the Earthen part from the new Man, so that by resignation of the Will, the Love flame is raised up, the Spirit of that Man entrench into God, and in a measure into such rest as ends the multiplicity, and poffifth the Eternal Unity; for his earthly, halt, corrupt Sulphur, and Mortal Mercury is changeable into the Saline Property, Paradifical Fleth or Sulphur and Spiritual Mercury, by the Holy Tincture whereof in this Separation the renewed Image becomes capable. And if the inward new Man be enabled to press forward, it may in this very most secret Path attain the Resurrection from the Dead in the outward Man, and be translated into the Life of Enoch. Thus also we see that Antimony calcin’d by the solar Rays through Burning Glasses, may both be augmented to almost half in weight, and also changed from a strong, rank, great Poison to a vigorous Balm and potent Fortifier of decaying Nature, shewing us how the Mutations of time cease, and how to enter into a fixt serene Eternity.

20. The End of Time may be also demonstrated in the Sons of Perdition thus; That after all Warnings, Judgments and Convictions they have met with, they finally fix in Enmity, and are Imaged into a private perverse Will, the Circumferential Applications are restrained by the Central Fire, which also stops up the Fountain of pure, meek Water, and clouds the Divine Solar Influences of Light, and therefore receive no increas, as was said of Antimony, but are subjected to a perpetuated Vanity; nor can fuch be renewed but are obdurate, they are not like Antimony transmuted from Poison to a sublimated Cordial, but receiv’d more fiercely into the endless Angulithes, as Evaporation by Heat makes cold Poison the more deadly, here also the Times of successive Good and Evil, strife of Fleth and Spirit, Resolve and Doubts are ceased, and these Men are become Senual in the most outward part, stubborn and obstinate in the Astral, which should be the rational part, and furious, haughty, false and filthy in the Will of the Eternal Man. So in the most outward sensitive part are mere Animals, in the rational part stubborn, besotted Fools, and in the Immortal Souls, Devils; and all fixt to, that if the Divine Sun should graciously shine on him, he would but as a filthy heap of Feces-dung, or a flinking watry Ditch, generate the greater and more dangerous venomous, loathsome reptils continually.

21. That then the Kingdom shall be delivered up to the Father, and God shall be all in all. The Lord’s Prayer Establishteth all the parts of it with this word, For thine is the Kingdom, the Power, and the Glory for ever: of him and from him are all things, and therefore all things are for him; they are the Manifestation of his Power, and of his Love. Infinite Power were Defective without Infinite Wisdom, also Infinite Wisdom were impotent without Infinite Power; again, Infinite Power and Infinite Wisdom were infinitely Dreadful without Infinite Goodness; but all three United, is infinitely sufficient to support the weakest of the Lord’s little ones and blow to atoms the highest, vaunting Puffance of the Princes of the dark World (as God of this World) and hold them shut up for ever.

22. The Lord Jesus faith in his Prayer concerning his, to his Father, Thine they were, and thou gavest them me: but that Grand Administration must be such as if it were laid by the Lord, Mine they are, and I give them back to thee; where lies a Mystery.
Very not obvious to any but the enlightened Mind, which shall be spoken in a simple familiar way. Consider common Fire it is not Light, no more than a Rose is a Tree, or the Root of a Lily is the Flower: Tho' by the way we may digress, to observe that an Eminent Pen, endeavours by many (in their kind ingenious) Arguments to prove Light to be Fire in a les degree; but granting the vigour of the Fire to be in the Light, or by the affluence of the Air to be the end- kinder of the Light, yet will it not follow that the Light is Fire, unles the whole Deepf. therefore the Sun, because the Sun's vigour enlivens it: For, grant That Author's Arguments to arrive at what he levels them, the distinct Properties will refult into a Chaos, whose various Venues mutually produce con-substantiate, figure and cohabite each the other, yet the one no more the other than Heat is Cold, or Light is Darkness. It would also confound the Son with the Father, and those two to be only terms convertible, a thing so far from truth as not to be esteemed only short of it, but rather diametrically opposite to it: But palling by this, consider we (as was said) common Fire, that hath an attractive, hungry fierceness in it like that in a heated Stone, and that fiercenes must be perpetuated, if the Light be not generated by it, but is the Fire of Hell; but when the Light begotten by it (as from a Fountain) is resigned unto it, and shineth in it, then and there is the meek Virtue united with the strong might of the Fire, thereby turning all into a Majestick Splendor, so bringing the Copy as a fit due conformity to the Original, because the alone perfection of the multiplicity is its arriving at the Unity.

23. Now come we to the last [and God shall be all in all] here may be taken a prospect of the Holy of Holies. An Angel’s Royal Hand were well employed in drawing these Lines and Measures, but then still it must be with a Reed, and the Compuration must suit with the Cubit of a Man, the Language also must be stammering, wretched, and as it were foolish; else it descents not to the fallen Human Understanding. And as none knows the things of a man but the Human Understanding Spirit; so none those of God but the Holy Spirit of God. What is vile dust to penetrate this? Woe to us that we are of unclean Lips, and vain in our imagination.

24. Truth tells us that our Omnipotent God hath three Delights; (vix.) 1. In Prov. 8. 30. his Son, in whom is his delight. 2. In the Excellent made so by his Son. Isa. 42. 1. 3. In Exercising Mercy. The two last; (vix.) the Excellent and Exercising of Mercy dwell in the Son as in their Ocean, Centre or Fountain, and issue through him as Sap through a Tree, and That Tree grows in our Impotent Humanity. Now (after the delivering up the Kingdom to the Father) God’s becoming all in all, is the uniting all these three Delights to the Almighty Power-World, where the Joy is incomprehensible, and the Increase of it Endless and Infinite; for then Almightyness of Strength and Wisdom hath replenished it self with Almightyness of Love and Goodness, the Unity hath reaffumed the Multiplicity; What words may express This most Holy Dominion?

25. Can it be pourtrayed by the Joy of a tender-hearted Parent, all whose dear Children having been miserably captiv’d by a barbarous malicious Enemy, are by the prudent Conduct, and prosperous Achievement of their eldest Brother compleatly rescued? May it be apprehended by the Joy of the Harvest, when the loaded Sheaves crowning the Fields, do feanobably enrich the Barns and Granaries: Or of the Vintage, when the bowed Branches dropping into the Pears over flow it: Or by the lost Son, the lost Groat, the lost Sheep, the Joy of the Bridegroom over the Bride; all which are faint resemblances and dim shadows of the Delight of the Eternal Father. Also what is the Content of an Earthly Monarch, whose Victorious Arms subject his Enemies, and his feanobable Succours secure his Friends? What
What is the Triumph of the Sun in the Firmament, when his Spicy Beams revive the Face of Nature grown pale by his long absence, and call up a smiling Spring? These are weak figures, and dark fowles of the Delight of the Sun of Righteousness. And what is the sweet Satisfaction the tender Mother hath by seeing all her dear Babes for whom she travell'd, to whom she had drawn out her Breasts, over whom she had long unweary'dly watcht and cared of whom she had been a compassionate Comfort and Assistant in their Froward Fits, various Anguishes, Sicknesses and Hazards, as so many Deaths, at last all driven to perfect Nature of Body, excellent Endowments of Mind, exact, cheerful Dutifulness to their Father, and by Him all advanced to wear Crowns? By this may he, tho' obfuscurely, represented the Delight of God's Holy Spirit. Lastly: What was the Joy of the lately oppressed Tribes, when delivered at the Red Sea, and occasioned the Song of Moses? What was also their Joy when God turned back the Captivity of Sion from the Chaldean, when they were as men in a dream; and what the Joy of them, who having washed their Garments in the Blood of the Lamb, and had been brought out of Fiery Tryals, do come to receive their White Robes and Palms? by which may be seen the Joy of the Redeemed of the Lord in that Holy of Holy days. Thus are the sublimest Affairs offered in a most familiar homely manner, with a low voice, and flat style, for so the Willom of God descends, and delights to cloath it self; while Man's Wisdom would flourish in enticing words puff up with empty founds.

Obj. 26. But some by way of opposition may say, that God ever was, is, and shall all be in all; as it is written, Of him, for him and through him are all things; and in him we live, move, and have our Being.

Anf. A confused knowledge of things doth but little difference men from Brute Creatures. Let us therefore summarily remember what dispersedly in the Answers foregoing, and the blessed Jacob Boehmes Writings, is large and clear; viz. That the gracious Creator spake the Paradifical or Angelical World out of himself, according to every Property of the Eternal Nature, and according to the holy Second Principle, which till there was a rent, by the receding of Lucifer into the by-path of his private Self-will, the whole remained an exact Image and true Copy of the Original, where the Name of God was perfectly spoken, and God was all in all.

27. And out of, and as an Image of the Paradifical Principle, and with the Properties of the Power-World, did God speak forth the Affair-World an Image of both Inward-Worlds, which as a Child of the other two had (as the Children of Men have) a Centre of its own; and tho' it were a Copy of the Inward Worlds, yet was another a third Principle issuing into the multiplicity, and as far as it do remaineth, God is all in all in it also.

28. In and over this Principle Lucifer's Throne had Jurisdiction substituted by the Son of God himself, till on Lucifer's Herefell he became incapable to derive Power from the Holy World, but introduced Anarchy in the Principle over which he was to Rule according to Divine Order; thence all faces of his Legions, and This very Deep, gathered Blackness, and the Deep tumbled into a Chaos: Here then God as He is Purity, Holiness and Goodness, was not all in all, but they were now captiv'd in him as he is the Ocean of all Might and Power, the Abyss of the first Principle, according to which He is called a Jealous God, and Consuming Fire; and thus is He in That Profane Dark World. But God is all in all in the Holy World and Creatures, as far as they are Holy in his gracious majestic Light and Goodness, the thing in this Question intended.

29. And now that the whole Deep (being God's inoffensive Creature) was imposed on, suffering the sad Effects of the Rebellion of the Apostate Angels; it pleas'd
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pleas'd the God of Grace (whose Angel pitied Balaam's Afs, and who made merci-
ful mention of the very Cattle in Niniveh) to ransom this great space, that as it
had been the Tragicall Stage of the Impure Spirits, it might, by introduction of
Light, be the Theatre of Mercy and Goodness. Then was the New (which Men
called the Old) World founded, or a New Principle revealed; such a one, that as
the Evil one having profanely left their Habitation; (v. 17) the Holy second Prin-
ciple; so were they in a great measure excluded This New one; the Light of the
Outward Sun being no advantage, but rather opposing them; and the Moon,
the but a Looking glass reflecting the Sun's Light, not serving, but rather thwart-
ing them; for no Light fits them better than that of the Lightening, from the
A筑hment that comes with it.

30. And whereas the Out-World was like a Boat built of the pieces of a wrack-
ried Ship, and that it was formed of the Properties which Lucifer had divided;
therefore were the fierceness of Mars, the Strong Bands of Saturn, the fly quality of
Mercury, figured distinctly, and not harmoniously, in the cruel and other Crea-
tures of this World, at enmity with the noble Jupiter, amiable Venus, and royal
Sol. Seeing now also here was an empty Throne, whereof Lucifer was as un-
capable as That Estate which he had not kept, then did God create a Prince
who might Image the Trinity, His Soul having the Properties of the first Principle,
His Divine Spirit the Holy second, His Royal Transparent Body (capable of Eter-
nity) figuring the third; in This Noble Person, while he to Hooa, was Power and
Suitableness to fit the Throne of the third Principle; for in him was God (whom
he compleatly Imaged) all in all.

31. But when This Prince dwent the Pure Virgin of Divine Love, and degener-
ated into Befial Luft, God his Creator was no longer all in all in him, but he
was a Mock-God to himself, a Captive to his own Luft and Tyrannous Self-will:
So that his dear Virgin could no longer trust her self with him, but she died as to
her, and she withdrew her pure Molity into her own Heaven, leaving his Soul
among the Murderers (whereof Cain was afraid) like to the state of the Out-caft
Legions, and his Body like the dark confused Deep before the Almighty call'd it
right; where was now the Holy Image wherein God is all in all?

Q. 32. But is not God all in all in His Converted Children here, of whom it is
said, He that is born of God sinneth not? And as holy as be perfect, (v. 17) meaning
them, be thus minded. Again, He hath perfified for ever them that are sanctified; and
is not God all in all in such?

A. Well were it for us if it were so, but our too high thoughts keeps us
swary, and greatly aggravates our wretchednes, proceeding very much from
our ignorance of that State we fell from, of which Treats the 43rd Answ. 8
and 9 verses, and the 52 Answer throughout; and how miserable Man's Fall
made him, is traced in the 72 Answ. in all the 8 verses of it. The dividing of
thewracktes into distinct Male and Female, is an Evil, men are willingly ignorant
of; where began the dimoral breach, whence David as a Prophet lamenteth his
Extraction; (v. 17) I was slopem in iniquity, and in sin did my Mother conceive me;
that also is signified by our Apostle; (v. 17) There is neither Male nor Female, but
Christ is all in all.

33. The present State of God's Holy Ones, subjects them in a great degree to
the prevailing hot fur and wrath of the first Principle; and the fleeing, wav-
entails on Adam's posterity vast loads of sorrow, misery, vexation and woe; for so far are we wandered from the Holy Powers, and Magically formed, and degenerated into so corrupt a Beastly Body, that the awakened Soul finds her self not only unequally, but sinfully and shamefully yoked to a strange deformed filthy Companion, instead of the pure Paradisical Virgin Image capable of Eternity, bearing only the figure, but that we lost was to have been the Ruler over, and Epitome of the Out-world, and was invested with DOMINION of the Works of God, and all this to that degree of wretchedness, That to be present in this vile Body, is to be absent from the Lord. And that through much tribulation we must enter into the Kingdom of God.

34. Hence is it that the Wise man tells us, Wisdom and Sorrow joyntly grow up; for he that encreaseth Wisdom, encreaseth Sorrow. So that *human* who was wise to a Proverb, that it was said of Solomon, He was wiser than *human*. This *human*, the Pen-man of the 88 Psalm, shews his frame to be composed of mournful parts, and that Psalm as the Glass, Door or Image of him, is as the Epitome of unexpressible grief, as a night mantled over from any the least glimpse of day. It is ignorance, stupidity or madness that transports men in the Vale of Tears into wanton fleshly merriments; for this is the time of budding, and extendeth but to green fruit, wherein the bitter, four, undigested Properties prevent by their crudity the Solar Influence. And lest we deceive our selves, we ought to know this is the warry Seed-time, the place of the Childrens being in the birth, of working with fear and trembling, fighting, wrestling, watching, of receiving many a wound and discouragement, of suffering reproach, many reluctances upon the rallying and re-enforcing of our disaffick Enemies, who (impudently almost continually) return upon us our old Habits. The Evil One is also ready to imbitter our way, double our crosses, aggravate our scandals, pervert our purposes, and make much sorrowful, if not shameful work for Repentance. So that the Pilgrim who is in real earnestness, had need to pray without ceasing, bear his Lord's Cross, that in anxiety of his own Soul, live the life of humble Patience in passing through this fo Thorny a path in our comfortless Desert; bet with snares, pollutions and deaths; also to bear with the infirmities of others, to shun Evil Influences from them; and that the Love of our dear God may sink the price of our own Repute, our desire of Ease, and of our whole self, that God, and only God may be at last all in all in us and over us, which the God of Grace and Infinite Compassions affliat us in unto the end.

Q. 175. What will the Holy or Saints, and Damned each of them do and leave undone?

A. 1. The blessed Jacob Behmen's Answer of the 32 Quesion of the 40 Question of the Soul, sheweth the condition and glory of Souls in the Life to come, and the Answer of the 34th of those Questions, telleth the miserable, horrible Estate of the Damned. The Answer of the 167 of those Questions, treats of what concerns the Holy Ones; and the 168th is of the Wicked, as is also the 9th verse of the 166. On this Subject review the 170 Answer.

2. Yet without reciting the Reviews, something must be added: That the Holy Ones being gathered into the Unity, do the work of the one in their various measures; and having one Will with the Eternal One, have a proportion of the Wisdom and Power of the one, and in That Wisdom and Power can enter into the Variety; and as the Variety is part of the Infinity, they have a creaturely prospect and open door into the Infinity.

3. And as much as they are the Image of all the Principles, and an exquisite composition of all the Properties, therefore when the Resignation of their Will
in Jesus Christ translates them into the Kingdom of God, what can then withhold it self from them, but that all the Properties should operate triumphantly in them? Only this is their limit, that as their Life is the Holy Kingdom, they can skill nothing but the Works of the Principle wherein the Holy Kingdom standeth, but yet are comprehensive of all the Principles in the manner of Creature-comprehension, according as when the Three in One was the profound Harmony before the speaking forth of the Multiplicity; but they cannot see into, much less Image in themselves the separate, impure, divided Properties; as neither can the Outward Sun see Darkness, tho’ the Eye thereof go into every Country, because where ever it looks, the Darkness disappears, so that in the Light the Image of Darkness cannot be impressed, tho’ the Light can impress its Image on the Darkness, and shine in it.

4. And seeing the General Assembly of the Lord Jesus Christ the first born, hath the Power, Wisdom and Love of the first-born in an Eternal Community, as the Natural Body hath the Animal, Vital, and Nutritive Spirits in an entire Community, what then can be too mysterious for them to contemplate? for themselves is the Echo or Pulse beating of every thing, World and Existence; they can therefore at once (as it were) distinguish every thing; and what can be too strong for them to sway who are in Jesus Christ compleatly furnished with ability for working the works of God, which is the highest Good the most excellent Creature is capable to do or to will.

5. Now to tell what the Damned do and leave undone, is unfolded by knowing, 1. The Principle in which they are comprehended. 2. Themselves. 3. By knowing and considering God. (1.) The Principle they are shut up in is the first, the strong might of the dark Abyss, consisting of the fierceness of the four Anguish; they are everlastingly under those Adamantine Chains, and must needs leave undone those things which are out of the reach of that Chain. And it may be understood thus; there are Lands and Seas near both Poles where the extremity of condensed cold arrests the Seas, and they are an Icy Rock, and the Lands and Mountains are bounded by Stone-cleaving Frosts, and under a Region of Snow, so that Sea and Land are in a fixt Barren inactivity, and while continued darkness dwells on it, the Principle of the dark Abyss (as sever’d from the other Principles) is in part figur’d by it.

6. (2.) By considering the Damned themselves, they are as utterly unable to enkindle the least glance of Divine Light in them as the Icy Seas and Mountains of dark Frosts are no create to themselves another Sun, and fructifie to the production of the Rich Virtues and Ornaments of Eden the Garden of God.

7. (3.) By considering the Holy God from whom (as he is the Infinite Goodness, the One Gracious Will and Abyss of Love) they have rent themselves, and become dead to his Divine Life, and at the same instant are become alive to his Wrath: As one awaking to rage and fury dies to patience and meekness; hereby they become a sweet favour to the hunger of that anger; as it is written upon the wicked it shall Rain Snares, Fire, Brimstone, and an horrible Tempest, for the Righteous God loveth Righteousness. The rule, progression and perpetuity of the fierceness of Gods Wrath, tho’ an Eternal Principle, is yet Gods strange Work, and is their only Work, wholly their Life tho’ having one, their Centre and home tho’ a horrid one.

8. All they think is confusion and distracting Anguish; all they do is the outward Expressions of their inward fierce Impressions, they are refuting the Infinite Power of Omnipotence, and in their fixt Emnity against the Gracious, Holy Love of God are united and become one with the Devils in the Principle of Gods devouring Fire and consuming Fiercenesses: As Molten Glass hath one will with
the Fire to scorch and burn as it. And thy Damned Humane Creatures and De-
Vils are one with themselves, and one with, in or under the Principle of the wrath
Of God, it is not with them as with Molten Metal, which by the action of the
Fire are made conforming Passives, and all the contrary hereunto evaporated,
separated or transformed into it; for Man was Imaged in a Divine, Pure, Para-
d NORMAL Principle with all the three Principles powerfully ext: For the Creator
vulned not to lose the end of his Creation: having given him a Soul rooted in the
ETERNAL Band of the forms of the first Principle, a Spirit out of the Eternal Sub-
stance of the Light, a Tincture out of the Spiritual World, and a Body out of the
Eternal Nature, whereof the Astral Heavens are a figure. So that his second
Principle is not volatile or evaporable tho' capable of being darkened, nor his
third Principle to be separated as to be annihilable, thou' Mortal for a time;
therefore the fiery Property of the Soul is such as subsisteth in the devouring
fierecnes of the Wrath Kingdom, and the second and third Principles subhst in
and with, and are tormented by the Anguishes of the Soul, as are the Souls them-
selves by the contrarieties of their own four forms.

9. Thus also are Devils and the Damned a Torment each to other, tho' in one
Principle. and one with the Principle; as the Holy Angels and Saints are a Crown
of Joy, and Transcendent Delight and Triumph one to and with the other, be-
ing all in one Principle, and one with the principle in Nature, e.g. the new Na-
ture, and all the seven Properties making in them all one Property. The same
contrarieties do the Devil and Damned torment themselves, and one the other,
laying one his Blood on the other, and all at constant Enmity against the Prin-
ciple which comprehends them, Blaspheming the infinite Omnipotence.

10. Obj. But will some say here seemeth a contradiction that the Fall Angels
and Damned Men are one in Nature and Property with the Principle of Gods
Wrath wherein they are comprehended, and yet at Enmity with and in the
same.

A. It is truly so, and easily made obvious; for the Principle is that of stern
Afirmacy and violent Attraction, also Exaltation whence Covetousness and
boundless Pride in the separate Properties originate; now how ill do gaping cove-
tous Men, and other covetous Men each strapping from the other agree, and
proud Men with contrary proud Men? But the reiteration of the Spirit, and em-
tering and divesting of the Soul, thereby becoming as a little Child, frees from
tho' defual Extremities. The Principle is that of Darkness, and the dark Spirits
only are suited to, and fixed in it; but tho' in whom the Divine Light is generated
and inkindled cannot be destroyed thereby, for that were a real contradiction.
The Principle is also an Eternal Deliberation and Anguish, above which they in
whom the Faith of Gods Elect is begotten are exalted; but the rest are therein
plunged. The Principle is Rage, fierce Wrath, implacable Enmity, from
which the Humble, Meek, Dear, pure Love, translates and ennobles the Soul,
giving another Centre, another Life, so that he is dead to all these and to the pre-
valing Dominion of this whole Principle, and lives a new Divine Life, which
this Principle cannot see, apprehend or conceive the Idea of, much less compre-
Mend and fain upon. But the Vassals or Parts of the dark World sink as Lead
into that Abyss, and as venomous, venomous, filthy, and other cruel Creatures,
cannot but do or endeavour hurt, for it is their Life, and their Forms of Nature
have no other will, to are these dark, fierce, damned Souls, one in Will, one in
Nature, one in Act with the Inimicitious Principle, and therefore must ever be
at Enmity therein and therewith.

II. And this thus enkindled is the Kingdom of Gods fierce Wrath, Fury, Venge-
ance, Consuming Fire, the Blackness of Darkness; this is that Fuel which the
Breath
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Breath of the Lord like a River of Brimstone doth kindle. The Principle of Wrath as it is in God is not only not Evil, but very Good in it self in its Original, as is the heat in the outward Sun, or the Gall in living Creatures, the former giving Efficence to the Light, the other strikes up Life in the Animal, but as the one in Burning-glasses consumes, so the other separated from the other Properties is a bitter, raging, tearing, fierce Enemy to the Tranquility of Life, as hath in these Answers been remember'd.

Q. 176. Where shall Hell, and also the Eternal Habitation of the Holy or Saints be?

1. When depraved Reason hears this Question, it straightway implores the Imagining Faculty to dig a Dungeon for the place of Hell, either in the Bowels of the Earth, or under the Poles where the Sun's abence caueth a defolation; and to find the Habitation of the Saints it soars up to an imaginary Zenith, and if it be not so gross as the fiction of the Elysian Fields, yet placeth them by local distance from the Circle of time, and remote from the roarings and fumes of the smoaky Pit.

2. It is true to say up to Heaven and down to Hell, but let the same imagination remove this Ball of Earth and Water, and the starry Heaven is without Zenith and Nadir; no Star is above or below. And the local Apprehensions are as near the Truth as those Americans, who by an Inaccessible Ridge of Mountains are shut up, do (as tis said) promise themselves to be Translated by Death only to the other side of that Ridge. It is not unlikely that Mahomet might have heard of the mention St. Paul makes of the third Heaven, and thence form in his gross Imagination an Ignorant Idea of his Travels through the Silver into the Golden Region, and giddily feign those Varieties to be fenced out one from the other, as Beasts be fenced out one from the other in their Inclosures.

3. The [where] in this Question must therefore have quite another [there] and solution than what local distance gives; for Hell will be Everlastinglly comprized in that Principle of fierceness, wrath, and blackness of darknes; where the seven Properties are in a first Anguish, Enmity and Radical or Original Difford, wherein all and only Extremes are ever Extinct, and to possess the Powers in the dark World, whereof the fierce Properties in this are a Figure or Shadow; or in the third Principle or Out-birth hath the first or dark World as really, as the second, the holy pure World, powerfully impressed its Image. In that place, therefore are the Evil Angels and Damned Reprobates, and when their filthy Bejial Bodies shall have a Resurrection to Condensation, as they were the Figure, and Tinctured by their averted wrathful inward Man, they shall possess the Dis, Pierceness, Anguish and Odious Properties of the same third Principle as the Filthines; Bitternes, Stink, Venem, Contrariety, Poyson and Extremities of the Out-birth, which shall be resumed after the dissolution by its Other, not annihilated, but remain Monuments of the Power of the Infinite Creator, and figures of the Spiritual dark World or first Principle, as the Caput Mortuum of the Chymists: Nor is it any Impediment but Exciter of Life, that the bitter poisonous Gall is in the Bodies of Animals; nor prejudice to the day when the Sun is in the Zenith of the Equator, that darknes is alo in that instant on their Antipodes and both Poles, yea on Caverns of Rocks and Ships holds it shut up, and on the inside of every Mans Glove, and under the Eye-lid as soon and as oft as it is shut; thus as to Locality Hell is in Heaven.

4. And concerning the Eternal Habitation of the Holy or Saints, it must be said it is whereoever the seven Properties are in Harmony and triumph, for there
there the first four in Eternity generate the other three, whereby calmness is transformed into triumph, and peace ascended into exultation of highest delight, joy and ravishment. Hence diminutives of Affectation (if sincere) are expelled and blown up into Angelical Flames of burning Love: Thus dwell they in and are united to the Divine Powers of the Infinite glorious holy World, of which World all the best, innocent, most lovely, excellent Creatures and Things here are a faint dead shadow. And when the holy Souls shall have again, and put on their bright pure Bodies, being raised and conformed to the glorious Body of Jesus Christ, then shall the Paradisical Substance (which is the Essence or Quintessence of the best Properties here) be the Eternal living Food of those new Bodies. Nor shall the Virtues of Concretes here be annihilated, but resumed, sublimed and spiritualized, the holy World being their proper Æther, where they shall remain in their Essence and Idea for the glory of the gracious Creator.

5. Thus we see the distance of Heaven from Hell is as far as from Wrath to Love, from Anguish to Triumph, from Night and Darkness to the day, not locally but a whole another Principle; for it is not like, or to be compared with the distance of those Stars which are lift up in our Zenith from those in our Nadir, for they unite in their operation in one Individual Flower or Plant, and by their Light continue to kill each other; but the distance here meant is an incomprehensible one. Thus is it in the Creation as in Man: the mixture of Spirits compelleth to Compassion, and Compassion (by assimilation of an Artificial Identity) generateth Love, but this distance confineth in a Total and Eternal Separation of Spirits, so alien and diametrically opposite one to the other, as Life and Death are.

6. It may be with this our Globe when the Elements dissolve, as with an Herb whose Ligaments being loosed, and the Properties thereof by the Artist segregated into Spirit, Oyl and Salt; for then the Creatures which now groan after Deliverance from their Subjection to Vanity, and the good Properties here captiv’d may, the Creatures in their Ideas, and the Properties in their Energies, by the Tincture of them all unite with the Spiritual World, and shew forth the Infinite Wisdom of the Gracious Creator and Mighty Redeemer, being part of the Spoils and Trophies of his powerful Redemption. And here may in the place of this self-same Ball yet in another Principle, be separated away, all the filthy, impure, abominable Creatures and Properties, as the Faces, Dregs and Ashes of an Alimmbick, which confused Mas of Reprobated Properties must diaminally adhere and be ingulphed with the fierce Horrour and Anguish of the dark World, the Image whereof they bear, and that not fully as sickly Complexions fall by the Plague when there comes a Pestilential contagious Air, but they unite with that outer Darkness as they are a Plague-lore to themselves.

And now to avoid Repetition, see concerning the Locality of Hell in the 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and last Verses of the 17th of these Questions. Also concerning the Locality of Heaven. See the 2d, 3d, 4th, 7th, and last Verses of the 18th of these Questions.

Q. 177. What shall be the Eternal Joy of the Holy or Saints, and the Eternal Pain or Torment of the Wicked? Or also may there be any alteration effected?

A. 1. The three Parts of this Question require only a few words, or rather Quotations severally; as first, what shall be the Eternal Joy of the Holy or Saints, the knowledge whereof may be collected by the serious Mind from Meditation of the Discourses of it Recorded in the Sacred Scriptures, as amongst many these following, Psal. 16. 11. In thy presence is fulness of Joy, at thy Right Hand are pleasures for
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for evermore. Psal. 36. 8, 9. Thou shalt make them drink of the River of thy pleasure, for with thee is the Fountain of Life, in thy Light we shall see Light, Isai. 64. 4. For since the beginning of the World, Men have not heard or perceived by the Ear, neither hath the Eye seen, O God, besides thee, what he hath prepared for him that waiteth for him, which words are recited in 1 Cor. 2. 9. and 10. but God hath revealed them. &c. Rom. 8. 18. The sufferings of the present time are not worthy to be compared with the Glory that shall be revealed in us. 2 Cor. 4. 17. Our light affliction which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more exceeding and Eternal weight of Glory. 1 John 3. 2. It doth not yet appear what we shall be, but we know that when he appeareth, we shall be like him. Jude 24. present you face to face before the presence of his Glory, with exceeding joy. And the 21 and 22 Chapters of the Revelations.

2. Much also may be found by pondering the Answer of the blessed J. to the last of the 40 Questions, and 32 Question of the Soul. Something also conductible and pertinent hereunto may be found by Review of the 18th and 19th Answers of the present Questions, the last Verse of the 49th Answer, the 45th Answer throughout, the last Verse of the 49th Answer. the 5th Verse of the 57th Answer.

3. The Eternity of the Joy of the Holy ones shall be the alone Unity without Fraction; ever new, every young, one only constant spring and uninterrupted Autumn, their City as pure and undefiled, as is the inward Holy Spiritual World, their Kingdom incomprehensibly vast, being one with the imitable second Principle. The precious Stone called Light Calcithlonos, is said to be useless for its warming, cheering virtue unless set into Gold, nor hath the Crystal any reminifcent Light, till the influencing Solar or other Luftre hastened on to it, which then is multiplied by it, and to pass by infinite influences producible, the perfection of the seven Properties is attained, by the united Conjunction of the six Adves in the seventh, which is as their Pallace Work house.

4. Things and Persons here, though partly good, are partly otherwise; and that either by an Evil communication want of some good thing or Property; or by inequality of the Proportions of their Composition; or the succeeds of the parts United; or want of Time to perfect the Creature on this; or by a corruptible quality; or by the inutility of its Origin; or by its indefinableness; or very good may yet be only loin and to itself but not communicable; or the participation interruptible, and not always fo alike; or (which is often) a good influence may exhaust over much, as that Arsenieul Herb Basil, by standing long in the Sun, may degenerate into Wild Thyme, or some other Necessity the Creatures of the Out-birth are incident unto, their whole Principle being but a Figure of the excellent World whence it was influenced. But all these and all other Exceptions the flake of the Saints transcends, and is for ever exempted completely and at once.


Much also may be understood by considering the Answer of the blessed J. to the 34th of the 49 Questions concerning the Soul.

Something also apt and pertinent may be found by review of the 17 of these Answers from Verse 8th to 49th. The 21st Answer throughout, and the two first Verses of the 22th Answer.

6. The Eternal Pain or Torment of the Wicked may be thus in part apprehended. That as the Saints are united with Eternal Joy by the Uniting of the Parts, and Harmoneizing of the Properties in them by the gravior Immanuel, and so the lad Rent in the first Adam, abominable made up, united and restored by the second Adam, by introducing and reviving in our Humanity the disappeared Ece Virgin
Virgin Image, which had been as a Lamb slain by dividing of the Tinctures; so that Man is again the compleat Image of the Holy Trinity, with an intimate real indwelling of the Eternal Son in them.

7. Thus the Eternal Torment of the Wicked, consisteth in the irreconcilable, implacable Enemy of the Properties in them, at first divided and disorder'd by God. It is observed, old Friends once at variance are the more hardly appeased, by how much the Bonds of mutual Amity and Endearments have been violated; how much more is it here, where the old Union is separat'd into Diametrical Opposition in its self to its own Structure and Existence, and the Antipathy of the same Necessity of Nature, as are the Properties themselves of Perpetuity.

8. That Duet is most vigorous, doubtfull, durable and fatal, where the Combatants are of equal Force and Activity; thus at the meeting of two steady contrary Currents is a continual Whirlpool, and the Strife of contrary Elements is as impetuous as Life and Death, the congress of opposite Properties bursteth out Thunder Claps, and Air pent raises up Earthquakes, and Gunpowder dillipates by violent Expulsion, the Opposition wherewith it stands charg'd.

9. What outrageous fiercenesse then, like a Torrent, must the Enemy of the damned Soul Burn in, what Thunders must their Horror vent it self by, whose Parts are not barely divided but Discordance it self, not Enemies, but Enemy? For as those Souls had whilst with the Body no Food but that of the third Principle, which was no more proportionable to their Hunger than painted Food to staint the outward Life of Man or Beast, or painted Fire to heat us; So then the Soul's extreme Hunger incessantly, yet necessarily (as it were) devours it self; as Man Famishing to Death, are said to gnaw their own Flesh, and the damned Souls Fleish or Food is its own Faculties, which are filled with the four Anguishes of the first or dark fierce Principle; and in this respect, is the Associate of all Devils: and as the outward Body is encreased, and as it were composed of the Vapour of the outward Elementary Food of the third Principle producing it; So these Wicked Souls are as it were composed and confit of the Anguishes of the dark World.

10. The Spirit of such Souls and their Tincture, which is as the Eye or Treasure of the Soul, looketh, imageth and impreseth in it self the uncontroled dark Powers, (viz.) all impious, blasphemous Lufts, and impure, proud, wrathful Desires; this is in the inward Centre of the Soul; also in his Spirit and Tincture stands (as a Memory or Record as to the out-birth) the vile deprav'd Will of all cruel Bears and Tygers, the inftatiable desire of the Swine, Wolf and Horfieelech; the Malice of Dogs and Toads; the Wrath of Vipers and Dragons; for they had imaged in themselfs by the Magical degenerate Lufts of the separate, private Self-will, the Properties of all fierce, cruel, horrid, griping, poisonous, filthy, loath-fom, hateful Creatures.

11. In the Spirit of the Soul remains a Will to Voluptuouness, Superiority, Revenge, &c. which may break out into Maleficion, Blasphemy and Monftrous, Malicious Abominations, but can proceed no farther than the Will and inftatiable consuming Desire; for the desire to Good or Evil, and in Good and Evil is real, and the Genuine Natural Issue of the Soul: Actions may be dissembl'd, Words gilded, but Desires are entire solemn things, thus their reflentless Desires and furious impetuous Wills are their real all; and though the Magical Might and Power of the Will in the Spirit of a Zealous Soul is very paffiant in all such who have all the Principles in some Harmony; yet in these abandoned vile Wretches, where all is deprav'd into Discord under blacknefs of darknefs, the Will is under Chains and Impotence, only of Power most abundantly to torture it self.
12. All the Horrors here are weak resemblances of the inexpressible Hell of the Damned, and above all, the Rebels against the Gospel, that reject and defile that Garment which the God of Grace hath so graciously put on her, and dyed and washed in his own Blood. For if all the Dreadful things here, as the writhing Sword, poisonous venomous Beasts, insulting domineering Tyrants, cruel voracious Wild Beasts, devouring Fire, astonithing Thunder and Earthquakes, sudden Foundations, writhed Famines, defolating Contagions, general Plagues, and other noisome Messengers of Mortality, if all these and such other, are but Counterfeits, Similes, Figures or Shadows of the true, real, substantial, everlasting, dark Abyss, what are the Originals and very Effences themselves which Form that fierce Principle, where the Worm dieth not, nor is the Fire quenched? where Death dies from them, and Omnipotence establisheth a Life to subsist under the infinite Wrath of Omnipotence, call'd the wrath to come, and shall after a Million of this World's Ages be still call'd the wrath to come.

13. To the third and last part, May there be any Alteration effected? To resolve which we should first consult the Sacred Scriptures. That the Joy of the Saints shall be Eternal; who but the Lord himself must we hear in this thing? Math. 19. 29. 20. 16. 16. Chap. 4. v. 14. the like amongst many others is found. Isaiah 61. 7. Rom. 6. 12. And that the Torment of the Wicked must be Everlasting also, is told us by the Judge who is Truth itself, Math. 25. 41. and again, v. 46. also it's found. 2 Thess. 1. 9. Isaiah 61. 7. Jude 6. & v. 7. Rev. 22. 11.

14. This, though it need no Confirmation, yet it may be profitable (by way of illustration) to consider the Answer the last of the Forty Questions made by the blessed Jacob Behmen, also somewhat pertinent thereunto in the 17th of these Answers, from Verse 5. to the end. Again, in the 16th of these Answers, from the 7th Verse to the 12th Exclusive.

15. Now that Truth may appear what it really is, how aptsoever Man is to flatter himself; Let it be considered that there is but one only Infinite Original of all Power, Eternally generating his Delight, the Son of God, in whom is the Infinite Original of all well-pleasing and Wisdom, the Proceeds of both which, is the Infinite Original of the All-holy Love and Goodness, in the three is one Infinity, yesterday, to day, and for ever; by, in and for whom are all the seven Spirits or Properties, generating Harmoniously and Triumphantly at once and ever, and in the United accord of their Powers subsisteth the Holy World. Also in the separate Properties of fix of the seven Spirits standeth immutably the Abyss of the Dark World, which though in their Union is truly and really existent, yet till the Separation, is for ever unmanifested, as in the preceding Answers is often most conspicuous, as in many places of the Writings of the blessed Jacob Behmen, and particularly in the 15th of the Answers, v. 3. & 4.

16. And here are the two Eternal Worlds or Principles of Love and Anger, Darkness and Light, known only in the Separation of the Properties in the Creatures; so that either both or neither is Eternal, they having the Selfsame Eternal Root and Confidence: and the effluenced Creation is imagined either by all the seven Spirits in Harmony, or by all of them in Discord, where one or more potently tyrannizeth over the rest, and thus stand the Heavenly and Hellish Powers with the Holy Glorious, and contrary Impious black Inhabitants. And when the Out-world (viz. the Astral) was formed, the two Eternal Worlds impressed their Images therein, over which Man, as the second Race of Intellectuals was natural Lord substituted to hold the Dominion, wherein while he stood, was no more subject to Muration (having his habitation in the Holy World) than Eternity is to time, which it comprehendeth, but is not measured by, for Eternity and the Eternal Inhabitants are never old; but as their Worlds are ever new, so themselves ever young.
young; there being no to Morrow, but all is to Day, with and in them. And this is firmly true in both Worlds.

17. But his Fall subjected him to the various Alterations of Time, his Out-birth, becoming subject thereunto, which (how Evil soever) is not the greatest Evil; for as on the one hand, it (as it were) cut him off from the firm Land of Holiness to be like a floating Isle of Vanity and Vexation; so on the other hand, the tosset Turf is not so swallow'd up as immediately to sink, nor is so far driven, but there remains a possibility by the sweet gales of the Holy Spirit to be reunited to the firm Land, whence it had broken it self: whereas the Apostate Angels, like a piece of a Rock sank into the Deep, without hope of reverting and cementing for ever, having deprived themselves of all but one Principle, and are destitute of a Medium, having no Salt in themselves; whereas in Man (on this side first Enmity) there is United to their first fierce dark Anguish, an intrusted Talent of inspoken Grace, like a Tincture of the meek, humble Principle of Love, both inward Worlds being Imaged in the outward transient floating Life.

18. Thus, was it that, Infinite Goodness moved Infinite Pity and Compassion, that the Son of God himself took our Humanity, and made it a Sacrifice to atone in us the enraged Forms of our first Principle, being the Father’s Property, according to which, he is call’d a consuming Fire, and reunisht us in the Kingdom and second Principle of Love, Peace, Meekness, Purity, and true Wisdom, for without the Out-birth (which is the place of Mutation) no change can be; because in the Afinal Powers are the Alterations effected, for there are the Figures of both the hidden Worlds; therefore the least thought of transmuting the State of the Holy to Prophanenels, or the Wicked to relaxation of their Torment, were to admit or suggest a Contradiction no less absurd than to assign Eternity to the Vanity of the present, transient, momentary Life, or to impeach Eternal Omnipotent Stability with a possibility of Annihilation. See the part of Answer of the blessed Jacob Bohmen to the 15th of these Questions in the four first Verles; also the rest of that Answer to the End.

Meditations.
Meditations and brief Contemplations on some of the preceding Questions Propounded by Jacob Behmen.

On the 14th Question and Answer, What is Lucifer's Office in Hell with his Legions?

1. My Soul, first ponder thou God's Immensity; as it is written, Whither shall I go from thy Presence? This Globe of Earth and Sea is great, but to the Deep from Stars to Stars is a Point to a vast Circumference, and that vast Deep is a Point to another proportionably greater than this is to our Ball; and all that and twenty or twenty Thousands of such Deers compared with him is nothing, for if spoken out by him, it leaves him nothing the less, for he is still Infinite as before. Again, Meditate thou his Omnipresence, for no Point or least Centre of the least imaginable Circle exempts him, but in every such part is the same Infinite undivided Jehovah entirely present; his Omni-presence is hence undeniable, for he that made the Eye shall he not see? Behold again his Omnipotency, whereby he from Eternity and in Eternity generates his only Son, and by him all Eternal Glories, and in the Abyss of his Infinite Power is the Dark Abyss; If I make my Bed in Hell thou art there.

2. Concerning Man, reflect thou (my Soul) with Grief and Astonishment, What a God is he who the black Mouths of vile crawling Worms and proud Duft do desperately abuse by Prophaned Swearing, as if that Holy and fearful awful Name were a common thing, wherewith they make Blasphemously bold with Heathen Execrations. Again, what a Hell doth the Lord's Redemption free all from whose dissonant Forms of Life in the first Principle are attuned by kindling the saving renewing Light of Life in them of the Holy second Principle, being a fifth Form and Quiescence, turning by the Supream Tincture Everlasting Dying, into Eternal Life, and Regenerating a Holy bright Child, out of a Corrupt dark impure Mother. Again, what can the Summit of Selfish Skill, sharpened Speculation and Penetration into Divine Sacred Mysteries avail, if thou arriv'st not into the Holy self-same Principle by Mortification and the first Resurrection? what short of that can make thee better than the Devils? what can the exactest Form of Godliness advantage thee more than it doth him who can transform himself into an Angel of Light?

3. Then (O my Soul) proceed on to Meekness, Integrity, Faith and Love in Holy Fear till thou come to the Feet of thy Jesus: Or move not at all, but remain a Swine, a Dog, a Beast, inwardly a Devil, if thou goest part of the way only, thy Fall as of a Stone from a high place is the most heavy, but to perseveres will make thee more blissfully Happy, than Hell is miserably Accursed.

On the 15th Question and Answer. Hath Hell a Temporary Beginning, or Eternal, &c.?

1. Here opens a wide Prospect into the Abyss of Eternity, for as the Dark World originates from the Abyss of Infinite power of the Jehovah; so neither can it cease.
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minate but that second Death be ever a Dying Life, while the God of Life liveth. This is that King of the Kings of Terror, this shakes the heart of a Rock of Adam- 
mant, this as a World of Lead lyeth on the dark Troops; while yet the most ex-
quitit Tortures, if transient and finite, bring Cordials with them to the faintest of
Christ's Followers, fugaring the bitterest Pills to the humble, patient, tormented,
persecuted Children of whom the World is not worthy; this also serves Gall in every
Dish to him who could engrofs the Out-principles Delights for Methuselah's Age.
But Eternity is as Incomprehensible as the Eternal God, as far beyond Men and
Angels as Infinity is beyond our short, narrow, shallow and superficial Meafures.
This God, this Christ, this Holy Principle is our God, our Christ, our Holy Life,
for ever and ever, and were there any thing after for ever, it were ours too.

2. Look then (O my Soul) fixedly on this Prehold, and disdainfully, on all vi-
sible and invisible melting Idols and airy bubbles, breathe, press, pant, sweat, freeze,
tuffer, fight, run, watch, persevere, till thy dry husk crumble and fall off, and thou
shalt reap once and for ever, more than Eye or Heart can see or conceive.

On the 16th Question and Answer, Why is God's wrath Eternal, &c?

Let God be true (and every Man a Lyar) who faith he is Light, in him is no
Darkness at all. But yet if the Creature shall put out its own Eyes it is Darkness,
having extinguished the holy Light in it self. Again, he that dwelleth in love,
dwelleth in God for God is love, but when Evil Angels and Men fix themselves in
Enmity, they caufefully quarrel with God, live no more in that love, but enter
into wrath in their own Evil Principle. This being to (O my Soul) search thy self,
what black veils are there excluding the bright, holy, eternal Light of God. See
also if there be an unmortified, impetuous, repining, impatient Spirit swaying
and prevailing in thee, that thou be estranged from the meek love of God, leading
thee Captive in the inward Kingdom of dark Fierceneses, and then that the Devil
perfiwade thee not, that God willeth thy Destruction, and thou to excuse thy wil-
ful Rebellion, Blaspheme the God of Eternal Light and pure Love.

On the 17th Question and Answer. What is God's work in Hell, is Hell a local place?

1. The Holy Eternal Methuselah is in himself undivided, yet as he operates in all
the seven Forms of the seven Fountain Spirits, moving to make himself Creaturally,
so all divided Properties derive from him, and are radically in him, and the multi-
plicity is as a very little thing comprehended in the infinite Unity. Thus the Fire
which is the Life of all Creatures is often their Death, but when it generates, the
Light is the Joy of such where it so proceeds; if it generate the Holy intellectual
Light, the Fire is made Holy, and the whole Existence is Angelical and Paradifical:
but if it dwindle into an Image or meer Reprefentation of the true Light, it dege-
ersates into a Shadow, and if the Light that is in any be Darkness, how great is
that Darkness?

2. Come up hither (my Soul) and see what Light thy Fire yieldeth, grows it
toward the Harmony, resigning it self into the Unity? then thou hast thy Fruit unto
Holiness, and thy End everlasting Life. Or is it captiv'd in the Wrath of the di-
vided Properties, laboureth it in Building Babel, driveth it to be its own Lord and
Law-giver, is self its first Mover and Ultimate End? then shalle thou of the Flesh
reap Corruption; the Disunion makes Disorder, the Disorder caufeth Aversion,
that again begets Anguish, that issues into utter Enmity, that finally into Rage.

3. Oh then (my Soul) return into thine impregnable Fortrefs, step back into
thy Child-like Innocence, Meekness and Simplicity. Haft thou in Adam loft thy
deap
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Dear Virgin Purity? yet blush away thine adulterous Apostasie, and with torn Hair, flowing Eyes, and a broken Spirit, acknowledge thy unworthiness, implore to be as one of the hired Servants, and thou wilt find thy Father hath bowels; a kis of his will break thy Heart, melt thee as Wax, impress thee in his New Life, wherein the various Properties draw all one way. Divine Love will crucifie Self-love and Self-will, and kill the Enemy as the fresh blushing morning doth the Fogs of the night. With-hold nothing from him whose are all things and all Worlds, whose thou art, and who spared not his One Only dearest dear Son for thee, to atone thy divided, impious Properties, ransom thee from the Principle of Wrath, exempt thee from the Eternal Dark Abyss, free thee from the Hell of Hells, thy exceeding sinfulness, and to bring thee who waft a Devil inwardly, and a Beast outwardly, to be a Child among the Spirits of just men made perfect by his Mighty Salvation.

On the 18th Question and Answer. Where is Heaven? Is it a local place? &c.

1. What a taking Travel were it to pass with and thro' Temporal Pleasures to Eternal Joy? If so, what thrones would refort by treading down the side banks to widen that narrow way? But thou hast learnt (O my Soul!) that the pleasing of the Heavens is the Paradise of Fools; consider thou therefore that it is abundantly sufficient advantage by passing through as many deaths as are days in thy Pilgrimage here, and through as many horrid Hells to, at last to step safely into our Fathers House. How acceptable were the contemplation of Heaven, if it were enough to entitle us to it, without wetting a foot, to sit on an easy Chair, and take a prospect in the Holy Scriptures and other Books of what some Travellers thither have left on Record, which will do the work when the viewing the World on a Card will entitle us to the Kingdoms of it?

2. But because there are Legions of Fools binding hand and foot, there is much to be done, and much help to be sought, striving, mortifying, working, crucifying, fasting, reigning, patience, lying low, being often in the furnace. And because there is a devouring Lion opposing maliciously, there is need of great Faith, constant, strong Prayer and Watching. Because also the Wisdom and Glory of this perishing World opposeth, there is need to become Fools, to be accounted the Off-scouring of it, to pass through the Good and Evil without being imprest and twayed by either, but in meekness blessing them that curse us, praying for despiteful Persecutors, and lying dead to prevent desirable things, that thou mayst be railed by the first Resurrection. And now (my Soul) thou feest that Heaven is no empty speculation, but entering is opening Heaven: And the Lord Jesus, who is the Heaven of Heavens in thee, with a mighty Power utterly unconceivable to the top of Man's Wisdom, and the acutest deepest search of all the unregenerate World, and to the Children of the Resurrection known but (as in a Glass) darkly.

On the 19th Question and Answer. What are the Dominions of Angels Evil and Good?

1. David meditating the Heavens, is transported into admiration: What is Man? &c. But what place may be found low enough for Man to prostrate himself in, who seriously considers his loathsome deformity by him? he is so far better than the Outward Heavens, which yet must pass away, that he is viler than the Beast that perisheth; for his habitation to vanity he owes to us, is also viler than the Earth, which bearing our Carcasses gratefully pays what it can for the Blessings flowering on it, and willingly serve the higher Influences of Nature to generate noble Creatures;
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cretes; and were it delivered from our Curfe, would gladly travel for Paradifical Productions; but our heavy Curfe is fo eating, that it hath entred the Timber and Walls, therefore must this Houfe needs, as that having the incurable Leprefie, be pull'd down. We are also viler than the poisonous abominable Reptiles, for they are but figures of the Forms of the Black World; but sinful Man is really united to them. Man also considered as Reprobate, is worfe than the Devils, both as he is lower by Creation, and higher by aggravated transgresfion, having trampled on the Only and most excellent Remedy freely offered for his recovery, the Sacrifice of the most Holy of Holies, the Only Eternal Son of God.

2. And is there no Creature so vile as Man? Hold this (O my Soul!) for thy Contemplation remain confounded and aftonifh'd: Let not thy Tongue flomther what thy Intellect fees, nor thy Pride refufe thy just Reproof; flatter not, paint not, indulge not, but depart out of thy Self as now clothed with thy Shame and filth; cry to him whole Eternal Mercy is infinite for pity to cast his skirt over thee now in thy Blood. And when thou contemplat'S the sublime Wisdom, excellent Power, and irresistible Activity of the Angelical Flufs, and remember that the subtility of a Fox, the strength of an A.'s, the blemifhes of a Fly, the skill of a Bee lapafs thee, yet know, (if regenerate into the Image of Jesus Chrift) thou maift by humble Obedience and willing Child-like Reigration to the Conduct of the Councils from above, obtain That Wisdom which the Old Serpent is short of; thou maift hate Sin, in a measure, as the Holy Angels do; (vex) really, because it is Sin, and universally thou maift love Holiness. Purity and Modesty sincerely, in a measure, the perfection of which Love is the Glory of the Heavenly Hefts. Let not therefore the frame of thy nakedness to sink thee, but that thy humble thoughts may offer up Volumes of Blessings for any possibility of recovery. To Thee therefore who art all in all, and infinitely above all, be offered up my wretched all: To Thee who art all pity be presented my mournful earnest prayer, graciously lay hold on my feeble Faith; let thy Wind blow Life on my dry Bones. To Thee, O Fountain of Goodness, be given all my weeping praises, and my whole Soul for ever.


1. This Visible World is originated out of the Eternal; thence sprung the Stars and four Elements of the one Element; the Fire actuates separates and digifes the other three Elements; and the Father of Nature forms all according to the Will model'd by the Wisdom, and gives the Tincture. Thus the Fire-life in Man's Mortal Body, helps three Conceptions; the first in the stomach as the Chilus nourifhing by assimilation anfwering to the Air; the second in the Mefenterie and Liver, as Blood anfwering to Water; the third Conception is the paffing by the Veins into the gross Members, and by the Arteries to the more fine, and to add to the Bones, anfwering to Earth and Stones; in each of which is a separation of the unprofitable part. This Contemplation well raised David to say, I am fearfully and wonderfully made. And as in our Mortal Man there is something surviving; viz. the Tincture; so in the Out-birth, the Soul of it and Tincture being out of the Eternal Nature and the first Principle, is indiffoluble, but the Beffial Man fees not that, but greedily catcheth at the Husk and Hogs-meat, the excrementitious part.

2. But thou (O my Spirit) shew by thy humble meekness thy high extraction. Shew by thy Resignation to the universal Will of thy Creator, that thou art his Child, keep thy Lamp clean, that being enkindled by the Fire from above, thou maift enlighten the dark Forms of my Immortal Soul to know and live to God, and
and will purely his will; that my Souls heat may be a Love fire, and that Love-fire may be a constant Fountain for thy Love-flame. That as every individual Creature in their degree do unawares to themselves shew the Almighty Power and Infinite Wisdom of God, thou being intrusted more than they all with five Talents, maft prove them to ten; and shew (understandingly) not only his Infinite Power and Wisdom, but Infinite Goodness, Grace, Clemency, Comfort, Pity, Love, Bounty and Sweetness. And thou, Oh my Astral and gross Body! beware lest the poor Brutes, by serving thee while they live, and dying to keep thee alive, outstrip thee not so far as to witness against thee, that thou hast prevented the end of thine own Creation, and theirs by infatiably fulfilling to indulge and serve thy self thereby, robbing thy Sovereign of the fruits of his Vineyard.


1. Out of the Dark Confusion by the Apostasy of Lucifer and his Legions, the Flat moving by the Separator to bring forth, every Power strenuously willed to make it self creaturely; so was it the seven Planets severally bear the seven separate Powers, and according to them are impressed the Evil and Good Properties on Plants, Minerals and Sensitives; not that any one is wholly one, but one is prevalent, and the rest subservient. Thus evil, venomous, loathsome, voracious, fierce Creatures and things have existence yet shuneth the Sun, descenden the sweet drops on them, and springeth up the fames of the Earth for them.

2. Behold here the overflowing Bounty of the gracious God who feeds the young Lions and young Ravens, the Dragons and Serpents of the Wildernees. Behold here also his Long-suffering, who not only spares, but heaps up outward blessings on far worse; (if) obstinate, hardened, leared Rebels, for whom he hath not spared his own Son, and on whom he hath waited, counsling, entertaining, convincing, refiltering and dropping Line upon Line, perhaps twenty, forty, and on some fifty years; for ever blessed be that abjured Creator, that bleeding Redeemer, that grieved Holy Ghost.

3. Come hither all my Inward Powers, prostrate yourselves, be exkindled by this Holy Fire; learn to do good for evil, blessing for cursings. Be astonished (O my Soul!) that ever thou didst return black ingratitude, and trample on heavenly Blood and Bowels of Mercy, that thou hast not only been as the worst of Beasts, but much more vile, and hast had something in thee to shout it out against the Charms of Divine Love. God glorifies his Almighty Goodness in Evil Creatures, his Justice by the Devils; so that if we be wicked, what loleth he? and if we be righteous, is it not for our selves?

On the 22th Question and Answer. Why must there be Strife in Nature?

1. By Nature is meant the Outward Nature, where strife ariseth out of contrariety, and contrariety founded in the dividing of the Properties, which dividing should have been hidden from Adam, but he continued in the Harmony; but his Fall opened the Enmity in his Soul, in his Spirit, in his Astral Man and in his Body, which then was become enmity. And the Peace. Man composeth is the consequence of ignorance or stupidity, which our Saviour when he comes breaks and draws a Sword against.

2. The reason is because the Peace of our making is a stifling or violent stopping of the Natural issues of the Striving Properties, no more like the true Rest than Adam's Sleep was like the Paradatical Life; but the Lord's Rest and Peace is when
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the fix working Properties result in the seventh, and the four Forms generate the fifth; yet neither the sixth nor the fourth cease to be, or to work, but in their working attain the true end of their work.

1. Is it thus, my Soul? beware of indulging, drowning and burying thy self in stupendous, but as the Infinite Father worketh hitherto, generating the Son, and the Son worketh in the Father, and the Holy Ghost goeth out continually with Power and Virtue; so also in thy very little, wretched, poor faculties, co-operate with highest longing and desire in this happy prize; bring the four Forms of thy first Principle, into the meek Light of thy second, and let all thine into a Divine Love and Delight, which will be a third, till thou flame, and thou be as fuel, dy- ing and rising again always more bright and flaming. Fear not to die daily, but study, pray, and practice it, that thou mayst every day be renewed and trans- formed into the Image of him, a glance of whose gracious countenance hath a ravishing Power, and covers thee with shame and confusion: and yet with excess of humble trembling joy it shakes. yet confirms, it kills, yet revives. And if a glance be noble and powerful, what were a medley look? and then what lonkest thou straying into outward divertiments, those de- luding, flattering? Lookest thou on any thing without a design to see thy great Lord in it? it renders thee losts of time, bows thee down like the Beast, is thy inane, and thou dost unnaturally lay hands on thy felt, be thine own deceiver, making thy fences thy tempters, left there should be want of Devils; but to strive against this is a Holy War. Art thou (my Soul) unwilling? pray the Divine Will may make thee an impref Soul. Faint- est thou? Love hath Eagles wings. Fear thee not, Faith hath a whole Armoury. Thinkest thou this Combate is above Thee to achieve? what were all the Spirits of the Just made perfect, but the Children of Sinners, and themselves Sinners pluck out of the Fire. Captives redeemed by our Lord Jesus? Look on that Eve (my Soul) who ever looks on thee, and all days will be holy days, all places holy places, and thou ever in the best company thou art capable of, such as will teach thee to lead thy natural strife into supernatural triumph.

On the 23d Question and Answer. On the Dividing the One Element into foui.

1. Like as the Monuments of former Ages, the Tower of Babel, the Egyptian Pyramids, the undertakings of Archimedes, &c. do commemorate the Achieve- ments and Skill of theframers; so do the works of God (peak the great test: Whence the Psalmist; The Heavens declare the glory of God, and the Elements shew his handy-work. The four Elements are according to the four Forms.

2. Behold how out of one are all things infinitely proceeded, for out of the Unity is breathed the multiplicity; so that when we bring our multiplicity for- ward, as we ought, we return into the Unity. O my Soul! let the multiplicity of the very Out, birth of the third Principle be but taught to know its distance and thou maist live in the Unity, rule over the Multiplicity, and bring out of the four Elements their Glory and Virtue for the praise of the Almighty Sovereign, that in an outward way (yet having Eyes within) they, like the four Beasts before the Throne, without ceasing, cry Holy, holy, holy, &c. And again, when thou dost to the Tyranny of the four Forms of thy Root, thou ascendest by their Harmony into the several branches bearing good fruit.

3. What tho' thy Fire be hirp, may it but stir thee up the more vigorously to the work of God in thee? What tho' thy Fire be hot, may it be the incentive to a radiant Love flame? What if thy Anguish be greatly ponderous and offensive, if it balance, freely and fix thee to a glorious perseverance? Courage then, thou art on a short Voyage to a vast Country. Are not all the Elements doing their several
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several Offices? Is not every Pile of Grains obeying its Ordinance, and levelling at the End of its Institution? Is not the whole Family of the very innocent Creatures preparing themselves to live and die for thy pleasure, profit, and necessity: and wilt thou not do and suffer for him whole thou art, and who hast vouchsafed to make himself (of mere Grace to be) three and which conformity in thee is for thine own absolutely necessary, overflowing Eternal, Superabundant Advantage; thou hast but these three things, make thy choice, either to go back it to Egypt, stand still and fall in the Wilderness, or go on after thy Captain into the Land flowing with Milk and Honey.

On the 24th Question and Answer. Wherefore, end to what Benefit are Stars Created?

The Stars are the Revelation of Immense, palpable, finite, dissolvable Body of the Infinite, Eternal, Holy, Substantial World, and that, 1. In their Splendor, especially in the glorious shining Sun. But how dirty and vile is Man? O my Soul, how art thou darkened, every little Storm clothes thee in Rags, and callsth forth those Rags; every receit of true Light leaves thee languishing as one Foot were in the Grave, whilst their Beauties are (in their Principle) lifted far above such mutations; fix thine Eye on thy Sun, and like the Flower of the Sun turn ever to him, and only to him wherein alone lies thy chief good. 2. In their variety wherein they are admirable, particularly in the seven Royal ones. So are there in Saturn, Mars, Mercury and Jupiter when crossed affected, an intolerable ligation, anguith, rage and proud elevation, in the Sun, Moon and Venus a Torching Fire, Inconstancy and Impurity, in all which the Eternal dark Principle openeth it self, but in their benevolent Aspect is an Harmonious, Noble, Transcendent Excellency figuring the Paradisial Holy Principle. But how much in thee, O my Soul, is there, not only to figure, but of the real substance of the dark World? So much as thou hast of Covetousness, Envy, Anger and Pride, so much art thou not a representation but a part and limb of the dark Abyss, an essential portion in thy proportion of the black, raging, blaspheming, burning Hell of the Damned, radically, virtually, and poten tally. What is the Long-suffering of God who bears affronts and despights from vile wretched Man, while the whole Hoists of Stars punctually observe his Ordinance, and are at his beck. 3. In their (as to Man.) Infinity they figure the Angelical Hoists. And as every Angel is as one whole Kingdom, so is every Star as one whole World; how little a proud Worm then is the dirty piece of Clay call'd Man? How dare any the greatest of them admit a thought of being his own Lord and Law-giver to enter his foolish Head and deceitful Heart? And how much less darest thou (my Soul) who art of the least, lowest, and most unworthy of Men, why delayest thou to give thy whole will, thy love, thy life, thy self to him, from whose word thou sprungest, by whose word thou didstst, on whose word anchorost thine only hope for Time and for Eternity: Deceive not thy self by giving up the guidance of small and indifferent things, whilst thou wastest the weighty imports of thy Life, and referredst a disappointment there as a dimembring, but faithfully, steadfastly, willingly, submissively bow with equal resignation to every of his Providential Determinations, thine of the nearest and most sensible concern as of the least; so shalt thou dwell in a peaceable Habitation. 4. In their steady duration, their Morning commenced with what is call'd time, and their Evening compleats it, and then (resolving) Eternity resumes all, but I am of yesterday, or last hour, and do part away with the next, yet so feeble as cannot watch with our Lord one Hour. A weight of Glory is at the Goal, yet I would have it before I run; more
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than Heart can conceive is prepared for perseverance, but I would have all before I well begin. O my dear holy God, and must I stay enquiring after thee? Must my short time seem long to me? Must my hope be deferred till I faint? Must my sick soul be imprison'd too, and none to visit her? Have I but one in my Heart on Earth and in Heaven, and must I be so throng'd with strangers as not to touch the Hem of his garment? While I pine away for thee I do yet tremble and blush to approach thee; how can so soul unclean a Creature come into to pure a Palace, or Stand before thy Holiness? Shame covers me, yet Passionate Love makes me bold and impatient. I will not, I dare not plead modesty in excuse of disobedience, if I with hold my self I die, for I cannot live in thy absence. What kind of Life is this that keeps me from my Life, when shall thy Banished be recall'd? Oh let not time withhold Eternity, let not many days lengthen my Night. Is my presence in this Body absence from my Lord? for how can the dry Breasts within the reach of this vile Body satiate my thirsty Soul? What kin is the perishing lump of this Body to me? It is dead, why should my living Spirit be tyed to the dead? Yet will my Lord continue me under the load of mine own making, bury me under so sad a Vail, leave me in Anguish nail me to the Earth, deny me the view of my one only most sweet, dear, precious and desirable Object? It is the Lord, he doth all things well, who having himself but one only Begotten gave that his only Beloved for me; and shall not this silence me, cause me to acquiesce and swallow me up for ever? 5. In their order, not justling, starting, losing, over-running nor fainting, but regularly, steadily, jointly ever proceed on their Creators great designs: Their Motions, Aspects, Courses, Positions and Variations so exactly precise (to the praise of the God of Order) that all or much of that they are about, is easily fore known. But among Men what Kingdoms is in Peace, or Army when their Life depends on't may be found without strange disorders, what Town, what Family without it, what Man but for a very few steps treads order? for we having by transgression lost it, are both ignorant of it and obstinate against it; so that to introduce the right order is requir'd in forming of the Intellect, alluring of the Affections, and subjecting of the Will, and there is also requisite clenching of a Nail, and driving in of a Goad, or else order ever starts or dies. But who is that Man dwelling in a House of Clay, who upon an unerring Intellect is united to the Divine Order so as to conform an unwavering will therein? How many faintings, recoils, runnings back, and Apostacies hast thou (my Soul) sadly Experimented what hour hast thou continued only the Lords without mixing Linnen with the Woollen? And must the Holy Spirit be grieved with so vile a wretch, must thy Bones be set and dislocated by a continued Succeffion? Oh thou Fountain of Goodness when shall thy will be done here as it is in Heaven, when in the outward Man as in the outward Heavens, when in the inward as in the holy Heavens? Let thy sweet Order bury my confusions that in thee may be my Resurrection. 6. In their energy, strength, and active vigour, so are they the immediate Parent of the four Elements, being the same in the outward Principle, as the strength of their Root and Originals is in the Inward Worlds; the four anguishful Constellations also afford matter, and in the Moons property exhibit it into palpable sub stance, this the solar power exalterd according to the kind the Separator disposeth every thing unto, in Minerals, Vegetatives and Sensitives generating, animating, maturing, invigorating, ennobling, irradiating, and again exhauling their volatile parts and dissolving the Fabric. All strong courageous Creatures owe their composition and fortitude instrumentally to them. But what am I who cannot by all Humane Art or Policy, or by any Fortresses or Arms be defended against a Fly, who if Commission'd to Hostility can enter such Organ as may suffocate my Breath? How inevitable my Misery
Mifery that I at once nourish my Life, and the Seeds of my Mortality brought forth from the Womb with and in me, and after have with pain, hazard, care and sorrow struggled a few years, my Confellations having wrought their course, it must be said to me, return to thy dust as all other the Sons of vain ManKind. 7. In their Vertue which is so conspicuous that from them every Creature of this whole Principle derive their Excellency; The Elements their simpliciy, the outward Heavens their purity and serene Beauty, they enrich the Fields with Fruits, clothe them with Flowers; replenish the Sea with Inhabitants and precious Things, the Air with foul, penetrate the Bowels of the Earth, so as to produce and generate precious Metals, Stones and Sanatives, give Excellency to Sensitives from the Ant to the Elephant, their activity, cornelines, usefulnes, cunning and feminal Power. But above all to Man a vigorous beautiful Body, a prudent capacity and prosperous succses, furnishing him with such Abilities as may be applicable to preserve himself and others, by implanting, improving and repairing things profitable, and extinguishing and preventing the noxious, also ennobling him with such Endowments whereby he may rule over and give conduct to the Inferior Creatures, and use the Creation, the Earth, Water, Air, Fire and Wind as his Servants to do his Work without Wages or Limitation of Time, &c. The Ruler of the day and Mistress of the Night are his Directors.

On the 25th Question and Answer. Of the Temporal Natures, Light and Darkness whence they sprung and exist.

Seeing they sprung from, exist by, and are manifestations of the two incomprehensible Principles, the holy Light World and the dark Wrathful World, how large a Field of Meditation is here to us Men who are little Worlds?

The Experience of one Man hath been, that his Clofer approaches in the Evening hath been more confused, perplexed and impure, and his most early Morning access more simple, cheerful and vigorous; the former seeming not only touch with the days contagion, but at the entrance of the figure of the dark Abyss; whereas his Morning hath been a Sally of the Soul out of a Dungeon, more transported with a new Glory figuring the Resurrection. Which seems to be one reason the Christians about an hundred years after the Incarnation used to meet at certain days before Sun rising to Sing Hymns to Jesus Christ, &c. Hence those in whom Christ is rifen are the Children of the day, for New Jerusalem knows no Night. If therefore thou (my Soul) art risen with Christ, the things over which thou art risen are to thee dead, dry, withered trash, and thou art entered by the first Resurrection into the new fruitful growing state. But where are the steps of thy growth is it in the figure or similitude of the New Birth? Hast thou a Lamp without Oil? A fair Building not rightly founded? Lively thou on the Letter without the Spirit? Art thou receiving Seed, but choking it with the outward Principle? Art thou one of the Grains that shall be fanned away? Or hast thou entered the true second Principle? Do thy Original forms generate the true Light whereof the outward Light is but a shadow, and there with the Divine Love whereof the highest outward delight is but a shadow? Is there in thee a deep humble foundation, and a springing up of Life through Death as a structure on that profound Basis. If so the day is dead, and the Day-Star risen, else not; a dim weak light, yet infallibly informs when this day, and when not, and why should it be mysterious to our Intellect? But so dismal is Mans Fall that the Children of Darkness may move unerringly doom themselves such that those of the day can be assur'd of their progress therein: While that often good beginnings are flatter'd as if the Prize were won, and yet themselves degenerate into wild Grapes and wild
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wild Olives, and the awakened Souls are often under various Misrepresentations, fears and impressions proceeding sometimes from real, and sometimes from suppoled causes; as it happens to a distressed Traveller in an unknown Country, or as to a laden Ship labouring under successive Surges. Seeing therefore the day and night we carry about in our Bosoms (figur'd by the natural day and night) is truly Heaven and Hell, what highest diligence is necessary to introduce and stir up the one, and what dreadful earnest cautions are requisite (like Sea marks where the Ships have been split) to thun the other.

On the 26th Question and Answer. Of the separation of the Water above the Firmament from the Water, which is underneath the Firmament, and of the Created Heaven in the midst of the Water.

1. The Created Heaven out of the midst of the Water (being the outward Heaven partaking of both Waters) is like the Tree bearing the Forbidden Fruit which stood in the midst of the Garden between the inward and outward Principles, and partaking by Figure of the inward but really was of the outward. The Water above the Firmament is a part of holy Paradise, and that under the Firmament our palpable Mortal Water, yet a similitude of the other; for as this is our condensed Air, and our Air as the Breath of Fire, so is that holy living Water the meekness of the Heavenly, which Air is exalted from the Incomprehensible Forms of the holy Fire. And as our Water hath a cleansing property to the outward Man, so hath that a purifying power to the inward. As ours gives reception to the Light, which no sooner looks on it but through it: So is that the Vehicle or Transparent Habitation of the Eternal Light not to be understood groffly as the Blood is of the Life of Creatures, but in a fene agreeable to the Sfiritual Power and Property thereof.

2. And as Lucifer not obtaining his inordinate desire excited his Central Fire to the drying up of his meek Water wherein his Light shone, his Light thenceforth disappeared. So when Man's dark implacable Lust thirsting for Domination, Revenge, or to compass some other evil (according to the fierce Anguish of the Fire soul) is quenched, overcome and kill'd. by the sinking down, humble subjection and true resignation of the Will to the Divine Council and Conduct, a new Life is generated of Childlike Obedience by the arising of this Water of the upper Springs which cleanse and become in that Soul a Well of Living Water springing up to Eternal Life. For this Water is the Eternal Light and Eternal Love substantiated in such degree as this holy living Water can be capable so to be dignified by that in the Bra's Laver between the Tabernacle of the Congregation, and the Altar wherein the Priests were to wash that they died not.

3. Why (Oh my Soul) are thy daily and hourly thoughts so low and impure? It is not the defect of a Fountain of that above the Firmament, but because thou usest it not. Why sometimes usest thou the Fire of prevailing Wrath proceeding from Impatience that from Pride, that from Ignorance of God and thy self, but because thou drawest not by an earnest thirst this living Water, nor sinkest into it? Why is it by the returns of thy old Habits thou so often desistest thy self, and so seldom wastest in these Waters? Did not the Priests wash as often as Sacrifice was it not daily Morning and Evening, waster not the Earth the former and latter Rain? So let (Oh my Lord) my cleansing be frequent and constant as was that of the Priests. Let it be real as the Fire of the Altar and the Water in the Laver was real. Let my cleansing be universal and extend to all the active Properties as they washed both Hands and Feet, and their Fire consumed the whole Burnt-Offering. Let me (Oh thou God of my Spirit) neither
thet begin, much less end with the outside washing, which is my self washing of my self: But let my Soul, my Invisible, my Heart, Will, Designs, Desires, and my secret Thoughts be washed by thee, for without that, I have no part in thee. Let this washing last longer than the possibility of my polluting my self can endure. And let me be washed from my self, which is the foulest link on this side Hell. Then, and not till then I know, what the Water above the Firmament is and can do for such a black Creature who of himself must cry unclean, unclean.

On the 27th Question and Answer. Of the Male and Female Kinds. Whence is their Desire to each other? And of the necessity of it.

1. We are taught to pray, Thy will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven. But seeing that Man hath (now by dividing the Tinctures, who till then Imaged the Divine Kingdom) got such a will as is on Earth among the Brute Beasts, losing the Heavenly Image, what remains but that the will be taken from us, and long for, groan after, earnestly desire, and accordingly pray to be restored here to be as they are in Heaven, where by the reunion of the Tinctures they Image their God. Yet tho the Rent of the Tinctures be irreparable in the bulk of Mankind here, and that God of pity to his Creatures hath extracted Good out of Evil, bearing Divine Patience that in Man whereof Nature it self as deprav'd as it is shamest at: It nevertheless remains our Souls Work and Duty to learn what his dear disapper'd Virgin Image is, studiously and solicitorously to seek that, his first Love, the Free Woman, the Jerusalem from above which withdrew when Adam slept, bitterly to bemoan that loss, and account the finding that precious Pearl worthy of all pains, care, and highest diligence, and having found it, then to sell all to buy it.

2. But now (my Soul) seeing thou art so Beasfly in thy Earthy, Elementary and Astral part infecting thy noble Eternal part, behold with abhorrence thy filthy inebriety by a true impartial Glass. Where is the Modesty of a Virgin state which doth the will of God in Heaven? That purity which descended from Heaven, and when Men became degenerate returned thither. Why hast thou suffered the Virgin to wait at thy Door and Window, calling as to her Bridegroom? Exciting sometimes a Transport of Love, other times shame, again Joy to Trembling, or Grief to Astonishment. Finding thy self in to strange a Lodging as was Nebuchadnezzar when a Beasts Heart was given him. If thou compare thy self with thy self in some days past, perhaps thou maist flatter thy Judgment into Partiality, and if thou compare thy self with others seeming more filthy, thou maist be apt to pride thy self, but if thou reflect on thy pollutions, and the pure holy Virgin, how great will be thy monstrosity, how wretched vile and naked? Come therefore daily to this perfect Standard, just Balance, true Glass, and bewail thy detection, bear the shame of thy deformity, be humbled to the Dung, as great Malefactors and miserable Captives whom nothing but Death can set free and redeem are dejected.

3. And will nothing till Death intirely free me (O my God) and that my Soul hath no share of the natural Death, which could it taste would only reprieve, not deliver? Let therefore that Death of Death, the Mysterious Death of the Crois which opens the Door to the first Resurrection be powerfully vouchsafed, so shall I be saved from this Mother of Harlots and Abominations of the Earth, and my Heart and Mouth be fill'd with thy pure praises for ever.
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On the 28th Question and Answer. Of the Principles of the Spirit of this World.

1. The Psalmist meditating the frame of his Body, faith it is fearful and wonderful. The Fabric of the whole Creation must needs be so likewise, for 'tis a Mirrour shewing evidently and distinctly all Worlds Powers and Properties not as a dead record, but in a living Image by an Articulate voice, with a many demonstrations and Tongues as here are forms: All convinced that Man of great Stupidity who sees not God, hears not his voice reads not Lectures of his Infinite Wisdom, Power and Goodness in this his Theatre. The day is the Child of the second Principle, the Night derives its Fountain from the first time is not fatherless, the Principles of the Spirit of this World being various such must needs the Creatures be.

2. It went with Man as with one drunk regardless of the top of the Stairs milling the first falls down all the rest; or as one sleeping on the Brow of a Precipice or brink of a River, whence if he tumbles it is to the bottom; thus he who should have had Dominon over the Astral Powers left the Reins not only hurried by them, but subjected to the Extremities of the Elements, and domeossed over by the sickly Humours, Wants and Excesses of the Bestial Flesh, and corrupting uncleannesses of this Bag of Worms.

3. If thou (my Soul) delightest in this, 'tis as a Fool in throwing Darts; art thou proud of thy Bodies features as well may an unbound Man of his Ulcers, or a Vassal of his Shackles; thus to be present in the Body is to be abject from the Lord, whose gracious presence removed makes Hell. Return then (Oh my Soul, my Spirit, and my Inward Powers) into your rest, live in the incombustible Body, put on the Humility, ModeLy, and Sacred Flaming Love being the Heavenly Flesh of Jesus Christ; then will this Worlds Spirit own Subjection, no longer be a Clog or Lord, but a Staff and Servant. To this, O thou Almighty Arm strengthen me, O thou Glorious Sun, inlighten me O thou Sacred Breath, enliven me; for without thee what can I do, who am fain to be weaknes, darknes, and dead under this outward Worlds Tyranny?

On the 29th Question and Answer. Of the Sperm or Seed of the Generation of all things.

1. The Psalmist complains, I was shaped in iniquity, and in sin did my Mother conceive me; but the Sperm or Seed of all things is without iniquity standing in the fifth form of Fire, being in its Existence a Mirror wherein the Abyssal Will beholdeth itself, and in its operation a transition unto or imager of the Multiplicity.

2. But how much doth Man who was created Good, by seeking out many Inventions run against the order of Nature; for out of the dark Earth sprout excellent Vegetatives, with various cheering Odours, delightful Colours and Tart, and nourishing Vertues, out of the Mortal Waters are generated vast numbers and kinds of Fish; also Amber, Pearl, Coral, &c. all more excellent than the Water their Mother, which is corrupt as is the Earth. Yet Man, tho' proceeding from an Immaculate Sperm or Virgin Seed originally is become vile and filthy, moving retrograde, and is more and more degenerate, earthly, sensual and devilish.

3. Wast thou (O my Soul) the Image of thy God, how wouldst thou study, strive and practice the turning a less degree of good into a greater, not better into worse but (like thy great Guide and Pole-Star) improve not impair, turn to him
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him in whom only ceaseth thy variation, thou mayest in his Power find the Evil fall, and the Good have a Resurrection.

On the 30th Question and Answer. Of the Distinction or Difference of the Sperm or Seed of Metals, Stones, Vegetatives, &c.

1. Behold we here, God's Infinity, how little a part whereof is this vast deep from Stars to Stars, the whole being but a Point to the infinite Abyss, and in this Deep how pure and demonstrable is God's Omnipotence and Universal Grace? How to be adored and with most profound Humility to be admired, and that with sincere transport of exalted inflamed Love; which is to begin Eternity, and be lifted here in the Roll of Celestial Worshippers.

2. Behold we also, how Omnipotent Goodness first spake the Sperm in the great Mystery and ever spake little Beginnings (faint visible) into great Attainments, like as those large big-bellied Clouds which overspread the Sun, is a Cloath wove of most small Threads spun of the breath of the low Lands. Man, even thus, who ruleth the gentle and tames the wild Beasts governing the Terrestrial Globe, is the first Six Days (as observ'd by the curious) as Milk, the second Nine Days as choaked Blood, in a few more Days by the commixture of the Spirits and the Blood, coagulates into a thin Skin like that within an Egg shell, in which, three little Swellings like Bladders floating aryle, in them are formed the Liver, Heart, and Brain of that Proud Beast, who when formed is fed at the Navel, till wanting nourishment and room, breaketh the Panicles letting in Air and following it, having it self been the substance of venom: with wretched Pain enters the World like a poor Worm in a most forlorn, frail, tender, deplorable manner; and being the Epitomy of the whole, shews us what is that Power that ripens such pitiful Beginnings, and keeps it so long from returning to its Duff, whereby by very little means it is obnoxious? This we are before we have finned, but what doth Sin make us after, if our Teeth be on edge by our Father's eating four Grapes, what doth our eating of them make us to be?

3. And now (my Soul) who is like thy God, who (thus base as we are) became like us to make us like him, as once we were, and passing over the more noble Creatures the Angels, became the Brother to us Worms, and because to be born and live like us was not wholly enough, was pleas'd (Oh admirable!) to die like us, thereby opening in us the Door of Eternal Life, what an Abyss of pure Love is this?

On the 31st Question and Answer. How is the Conjunction of Feminine and Masculine Kind effected, whence the Seed and Growth existeth?

1. The Meditation on this Question and Answer will continue the said complaint of the last preceding; for how far are we fallen from the Virgin Image, into a state whereof depraved Humane Nature is ashamed, and at which the remainders of Modesty (which are not wholly defaced) are offended. The shiftless manner of our entrance on this Stage, shews us more wretched than Birds or Beasts. The Murther done by the First born of Woman, the strict Law for Circumcising of Men, and for Purifying of Women after Child-bearig, the Women Confinement to one place at the Temple, with many things of like import, all shew what the breach of Modesty following the dividing of the Tinctures was.

2. But on the growth proceeding from the Conjunction, the Soul may a little fly it self from utter sinking, that though it is written, who can bring a clean thing out of an unclean? not one; yet all things are possible to Omnipotence; the God of Might
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Might and Goodness hath, by bringing a clean thing into an unclean, cleansed the unclean, and brought Good out of Evil.

3. Teach us (O Lord) that Divine Skill to fetch Honey out of the Devourers Belly. Let the sore Anguish of Soul, the New Man travels with, as consequent to the rent made by the dividing of the Tinctures be a little eased; let that bitter Cup have some of the sweet pure Water of the Fountain (opened by the Son of the Virgin) be put thereinto. Let his skirt be thrown over our Shame; Let after a Night of Mourning and Heaviness come some glimpse of Daunings; Let the Beast as well as the false Prophet be cast out, to make room for the dear Precious Virgin in age, the true Bride, Joy and Glory of the Fire-Soul, and is that signified by the Apocalypse, when he said, the Woman is the glory of the Man, but the Earthy Woman ought to have Power on [or over] her Head, because of the pure Modest Virginity of the Angels.

On the 32 Question and Answer. Of the Tincture in the Spermatik Kind or Species, whence Growing and Lusfire ariseth.

1. Of the Tincture may be said as of the Wind, thou hearest the sound thereof, but seest not whence it cometh, nor whither it goeth, but in Clouds, Seas, Ships, Trees, &c. are driven, overthrown, rent and hurried, and Earthquakes caused, yet it self invisible to the outward Eye; So by the Tincture, not only Vegetables, Minerals, Animals, Men, the Elements and Stars, but Heaven, Earth, Hell, Angels, Saints, Devils and damned Creatures are acted, affected and distinguished, yet who may be said to see it, for it is above the Horoscope of the Sentences; It must in Man be look'd for in the Eternal part, by the Eye of the Intellect.

2. The ball of the Eye seeth all things visible, but seeth not it self, so may it be apprehended of the Tincture in us, which seeth the Tincture in the Stars, and in the Terrestrial Stars the Precious Stones, Metals, Vital Spirit of Animals and Vegetatives, yet cannot penetrate their own Tincture, unless the inward Eye be divinely opened to that Vision which how few are, and of those few, how imperfect? Natural Philosophy is exercised in the Inclination, Vertue, Variety, Power, Connexion, Sympathy and Antipathy of Nature. but it is Theology that is Comprehensive of the Spirit, Root, Mystery and Property of every Essence, and how, and why they transform into variety, whether they tend what they figure, and how they transmute into more excellent, by subliming the Tincture when set at liberty, how the exalted Tincture is fortified to the Salvation of one, and how vitiated to the Damnation of another, for so rich is the Treasure, so large the Talent, that it must be accomplished for with Utility.

3. And is this (O my Soul) entrusted to thee, regard it as thy life, beware thou do not as did the fallen Angels; if the Light that is in thee be Darkness, how great is that Darkness? If thou use thy Members to unrighteousness, it is sinful and an unpentent habit ruinous, as a Man may Bleed to death by one vein; but if the precious Tincture be once marry'd and prophaned, it is as a Dart thru' through the Liver, the Fountain of Blood; the Hair and Nails will after being cut grow, a Tooth may supply a former Tooth's place, but the Tincture spoil'd, is as the Heart and Brain pluck'd out. Salt favours all things, but if it hath lost its favour, where with shall it be fated? Of the Tincture comes the Growth and Lusfire, and so is as our Mother, if any one reproach and prophanes it, he becomes mortally guilty, He that curseth his Father or Mother shall surely be put to Death.
On the 33 Question and Answer. Of the Original of the Creatures of the mortal Life.

1. When I look towards the Circumference and see the winged Troops, should not I find Celestial Inclinations in all of them, where yet I find many filthy, many cruel, many ravenous; I look towards the Centre, and are there in the Deep any but dark undisgusted uncleanness? Yet there I observe almost all clean, many fair, more greatly nourishing, some adorn'd with rare Pearls and in the dark cold Earth the Triumphs of Nature in precious Stones and Minerals. And looking round me, my Fellow Commoners are so various as to figure all Principles, all Worlds, all Properties to Infinity. No Star so noble but its Energy is Imaged in some; no Conjunction so malevolent but is figur'd on others.

2. The dark World hath its Subjects and Ideals, Saturn in that Impression owns the Wolf, Horseleech, &c. Mercury the Fox and dangerous Reptils, Mars the Tyger and Dog, Sol the Lyon, Venus the Osirish and Vultures, Jupiter deformed Apes, Baboons and Monkeys, Luna unweldy Bruits. And among my Brethren of Adam's Apostate race, Saturn ways the Meare, Gripping, Carking, Raking Inflatable; Mercury the fly, circumventing Crew; Mars the inflocible, outrageous Rabbles; Sol the daring seeker of Self and Domination; Venus the Hamelish obscene cruel Adulterers; Jupiter the filthy Hermaphrodite and Semiphomines; Luna those who are a burthen to others and over-load to themselves. Yet according to the Light World is a Book written with shining living Leters accurately Engraven according to all Properties, in which our very Man may meditate his derogating from the Copy, viz. The simplicity of the Dove and Lamb; and in which the New Man may (as in a Glass) behold his own Face, may observe how the Heavens hear the Earth groaning for Drought, and descend in Sweet distilling Bottles, the Earth hears the shriveling Seed and drying Roots, and the Corn and Fruits hear hungry Men and starving Beasts, and when all are filled by the overflowing of Infinite Goodness, how do the Blossoms breathe, and the laden Boughs shew their Satisfaction, the Herds return with flowing Udders and in the Flocks the Ews pay their Lambs what bounty lent them, how do the Subterranean Minerals extend their flesh'd out Arms towards the four Cardinal Points, and the hidden Treasure excite Man's Diligence.

3. But what part bearest thou (my Soul) in this Harmony? Art thou Hourse? Is thy Sue found only like that when the Earth is knockt on? Doth all flow to thee and for thee, and art thou only as a Grave to bury them in, run they all to thee as Jordan into the Dead Sea? Must all these Voices of Divine Love be heard, seen, felt, tasted, smelt, renewed, increas'd and continued, and thou as Barren as Arabia's Sands, thy Heart as impenetrable and fenlefs as the Mountains of Ice, and Rocks of adamant. We were me, if every Pile of Graves must be a Witness against me. Hath thy Redeemer not only given thee all these, but open'd for thee, to thee, in thee Heaven itself, and his own Heart, which is the Heaven of Heavens, and art thou on Earth and Cold? Why burneth not thy Heart? Why flame not thy Affections? why dyed thou not as a Burnt-offering, and rife not in this sweet Fire of humble, earnest, endless Sacrific Love?

On the 34th Question and Answer. On the Separator of every Species of every Property.

1. This Meditation exalts my grovelling Thoughts towards him, without whom was not any thing made that was made, yet this Archet is no more than the great Instrument of Omnipotence; who when call'd the Father of Nature, it's only meant the
the Father in Nature, bearing the Image of the Father, who alone is God, blessed forever. Nor are the Astral Powers (though various, infinite and different also seeming opposite) to be call’d many, because not one is broken from the United Harmony, but mutually embrace each other, no perverseness among them; that is left to the Prince and Legions of the Abyss of the dark World.

2. All the Properties and Astral Powers are an Egrets of the Fountain Spirits as they are of the one Will, and by figuring and propagating their Energies, are as a Body Politick, whose many parts compose into a Republick. Thus is the whole one only Separator, Father and Mother in Nature, for whole Nature is an Hermaphrodite, in it the Tinctures being inviably United, potently proceed in Magical Masculine and Feminine Virgin Purity, doing all as Adam should have done, and with so equal a hand, that the Excellency of one is balanced by another kind of Excellency in another: The Pith and Brain needs the Bark and Skull, is Gold most valuable, Iron is most useful; the Powerful hand that lays the Contexture of the Whale and Elephant is altogether as admirable in the little Insects.

3. Now as by a numerous well-accounted Host is shewn the Puissance of their Prince, by the greatness of a River the large Tract of Land whence it descends: So by this steady, unwearied, skilful, prosperous, mighty Architect is demonstrated the Eternity, Wisdom, Infinity & Omnipotency of the Glorious Creator, who is represented by this his excellent Agent. And as with Veneration Men receive the Decrees of the Wisdom of a State with submission, the Commands of a Sovereign Authority, and with Circumpection observe the Precepts of Physick, wherein life is concern’d with how much greater reason are we obliged, or rather by genuine sweetness charm’d to the Laws of Nature, to be Loyal to the Government, studious of the Institutions. In faithful holding in the Secrets thereof, if entrusted to us; for as the Eternal Nature is in God, so the Temporal Nature is of God, in which all God and Heaven, is as Eternity is in time; Grant therefore, Our God and Father which art in Heaven, that I may hallow thy Name in Nature, left if I do not thy Will shewn on Earth in things seen, I be not entrusted with the Knowledge of things in Heaven, which are not seen.

On the 35th Question and Answer. On the six days work of the Creation, and the Sabbath.

1. The six days Work demonstrate the six working Properties, and they being distinct, do yet every of them generate another, and all six meet to generate the seventh, yet when they center in the seventh, do not there cease to Work, which were as impossible as for them to cease to be; but if they Work in the seventh, their Operations are heavenly, sweetly, harmoniously; triumphantly; as faithful our Lord, My Father worketh hither to, and I work.

2. Hath not Man brought himself in a most wretched degree of the Curse by the Fall, of Toil and Labour and Confusion of Language, it is on the Work and Word, what hath and is man more? A great aggravation of this Misery is, either when we sit down under Bondage in Soul and Body, feeding among Swine, having a Beast’s Heart, as Nebuchadnezzar, and groan not after working in God and for God, which would gradually deliver from the Curse. Also when we mistake our present working-time, and flatter our selves with undue and imaginary rest, whereas we are here in the Seed time, in a Journey in the six days of Work.

2. But thou (my Soul) spare no pains, spur thy lazy Associate, my Body, subject it to the Cross, to free you both from the Cross, endure patiently, die daily, and having done all stand, empty thy self, lose thy self, pour out thy self; Let not thy
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thy Will be bought, but pay it to the Owner, give and resign it gladly and irrevocably. As to thy Name, be content it should wither as if blasted with the East Wind, be willing to be nameless, the Memory of it to be as written on the Sand, and (while here) to be a Fool, a Child, an off scouring, any thing or nothing; yet must not thy work stop, let it proceed cheerfully, till thy Body like the Master of a Taper be consumed; if then thou art found so doing, no sooner shall this Candle expire, but the Sun will rise who shall never set, and the Sabbath enter at the end of the Week.

On the 36th Question and Answer. Of the difference of the Mortal Creatures their Chaos, kind, and how distinguish'd.

1. Had we the Intellect of an Angel, the distinct Properties would be as an Index by their Idea to the voluminous Book of the great Mystery, and the Idea of the Creatures as it were pourtray the Potent Will and Properties of the Abyss. Or had we Adam's bright Eye, we might read their Names in the Language of Nature, and in them the Names, Power and Vigor of our own three Principles; but failing so far below both, as that many of the Bruits themselves may instruct us in several things. How weak are our Enquiries, how perplex our Aphorisms and Proces. The ancient Magi direct us to know the seven Properties by the seven regal Stars and Governors, which are the Spirits of the seven Metals, and impreg the Virtues of the seven precious Stones, while many of Modern Pretenders to Wisdom (having left the Spirit, Life and Essence of Nature) fill their Heads only with the Names, Mood, Figure, and Grauf at Shades of things.

2. Behold how various are the Species, how curious the Symmetry, how agil the Composition even of many Insects, how wonderful the Transmigration and Product of the Silk-worm, the Confection of the Bee with her Feminine Monarchy, how crafty the Nets of the Spiders, how providently laborious the Ant, where-with our Lord upbraids our slothfulness, and we gratifie our Pride with the Silk, and our Palate with the Honey, instead of searching out and adoring of the most High in these his little Creatures: yet are these little ones great, compar'd with those (to the bare Eye invisible and only visible in good Glasses) which fits spinning in Sage leaves and yet how many Atoms may that Creature be divided into. Consider we the Sympathy and Society not only of Flocks and Herds, but of Birds of Prey, as Rooks, Stares, Storks, also their Antipathy as the Thrasher and Sword-fish against the Whale.

3. But now how highly necessary is it that from this open Door all should impartially search themselves to see whether their Spirits are imaged according to the Evil Creatures, and if they find the Powers of the dark World predominant, that they learn to die to them, else they die in them, shall rise in them, and live everlasting in them; and of what infinite concern endless Miserie is, all reason able Creatures may judge. Whereas, if by the Spirit of Life we mortifie the Deeds (that is, the lusts) of the Body of Sin, we shall by the same Spirit be raised now in the first Resurrection, which excludes the second Death, and begets the Divine Life springing up through Death, by self-emptying, where no Creature nor all of them hath any room but the Lord, and those only to Contemplate his Grace and Infinity in.

On the 37th Question and Answer. To what end, and whereby were the mortal Creatures made.

1. When the gracious Creator placed Man here, it was in a Farm well stockt, but
"but that which meets my Meditation on the present Subject in the last Paragraph of the Answer, which is the Eternity of them in their Idea, how fading and tranitory forever they are. The glorious Work of the Creation is not a bare Pageantry, it must cease as to its present Forms, but not vanish into a non-entity; for it shall bud forth for the sake of it's Tincture, by the skilful Art of the Properties, to the Glory of the God of Glory, and as Instances or Trophies of the Victory, the weak Members of the Almighty Lord Jesus Christ have obtain'd by their Lord's Strength, fortifying them to tread his steps, and follow him in the Re-creaion.

2. By the reverting of those Figures, shall the blessed see how meekly the patient Lambs and other good Creatures pour'd out their lives, how quick and punctually the Fowls contributed, as did the Quails and Ravens, how readily the Inhabitants of the Water yield themselves as those to the Apostles' Sons, how liberally the Olive and other Fruit Trees pour'd forth their fruitfulness, and the Elements their several Stores. And to the cursed Rejected of God, shall all Creatures be plain material Demonstrations of their Abuses by Man's Excess and Cruelty; the toil of the laborious Ox, the sweat of the macerated Horse, the life of a multitude of other Creatures profusely lavish'd away to pamper base forrid Lufts, run as with one cry, not as the Lambs against a devouring Wolf, or the Turtle against the Vulture, but that as these Devils in Humane Shape should ravish the Indies and four Elements to humour their inatable Lufts.

3. What Arguments (my Soul) may be drawn hence for Sobriety, Moderation, Humility, Thankfulness, Improvement of the Strength given us, liberal breaking to the Poor, and Mercy to the Dumb Creatures, of doing all not only as before the Omnicient Eye, who will be a Swift Witness, before the good Angels, Devils, our own Consciences, but the whole Creation also, who as they (the Creatures) partake of the Properties and Tincture, are branches of the whole Astal and Elementary Creation, shall in their Advents be more than a mere History, (viz.) an express, material Representation and Wrients for or against thee in the other Country, though the Fool and Atheist will not know it.

On the 38th Question and Answer. Of that whence Man's Body was taken.

1. If they to whom the Word of God came, are called God's, what was Man's holy Paradisical Body, in which that Word was? If the Tabernacle and Temple (being transient and of perishing Materials, and were dead Figures) had a Sanctuary, How holy was Adam's Divine Body which was taken out of the great Mystery or Heavenly Earth, and (had not the Fall been as a Worm at the Root) might have so flourished Eternally? If these dying Bodies are call'd the Temples of the Holy Ghost, that therefore he that defiles the Temple of God, him will God destroy; Also if Barbarity perpetrated on the meer Skeleton was purfued with Divine Vengeance, (viz.) the burning of the Bones of the King of Edom into Lime, What account shall the Nimrods give, who (as common Enemies to Mankind) empty Cities, waste Countries, make the World an Aceldama, her Inhabitants a Sacrifice to their initable all-devouring Ambition. What account the pretended Physitians, Chirurgeons &c. those legal Slaughter-men, who arbitrate their unhappy Patient's Substance to their own mercenary Avarice, for protracting and heightening the Distempers, and finally killing the Sick, that generous than avowed Enemies, lefts just than common Robbers? What account shall be required for Self-murther, and that which is worse, (viz.) enslaveing it to unmortied Lufts, either pampering it to gratifie Pride, Futhineis, &c. or macerating and wearing it out by Envy, Malice, Revenge, Covetousness, Impatience and other Works of the Flesh, the end whereof as is the proceed therein, is Bitterness, and Death.

2. Why
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2. Why should we be so greatly ungrateful for the betrayed Talent, as basely to derogate from the Noble Extraction of it? To which we are Debtors not to live after its Loss, for they are (on pain of Death) to be resolutely and impartially mortified, to make it serve by cheerful doing, and meek suffer the pleasure and delights of our great Sovereign, to keep it for his sake with Care and Conscience, nurse and nourish it for its gracious Father, wear it at his order, and at last resign our trust into the hands of our Faithful Creator, in whose Book all its Members are written, and who hath promised to raise it a Spiritual Body.

On the 39th Question and Answer. Of the Imbreathing whence Man became a Living Soul.

1. When the Paradisical Body was prepared, as in the last Meditation is said, it is written, God breathed there into the Breath of Life, and Man became a Living Soul. What the Soul is can be no News to the serious Perusers of these Writings; and what the Father is may be in part known by knowing the Child, and the Apostle faith we are his Offspring, and if the Father be (in our very small measure) known and the Child, why nor the Working and Inspiration? But the Father is unknowable by his Creatures, otherwise than as he is pleas'd to unveil himself in his only Son whom he Eternally hath, doth and shall generate, for the Infinite Father generateth in himself the Infinite Son in Eternity; and Man should even to have generated in the Soul a meek, loving Spirit as the Father generateth the Son in whole Infinite Lusare and Majesty is all his delight. Thus should Man's four forms of his Fire Soul have enkindled the Love Flame as the common Fire doth the common Flame and Light, the defect whereof makes us ignorant of God and our selves, for what is seen without Light; this is it makes the vast distance of Heaven from Hell.

2. If the Body be so great a Trust (as in the preceding is noted) what is the Soul? As the Root is better than Bark, so is the Soul than the Body, and as both Root and Bark are unknown but by the Fruit, so are the first and third Principles without the second. The Soul as it is Immortal is Invaluable; and not to preserve and improve a vast Trust, and Treasure is a high contempt of the Trust. Nor to enkindle the Flame of Love in the Soul, and going out of self by resignation of the Will by Union of the Divine Will, not to do this, is to deal with that Trust as the Devils did, who getting a covetous proud Will in their Spirit extinguish, the Majesty thereof, and shut themselves up in Enmity and Rage of the dark forms of their Life.

3. O may my Soul be none of mine, for my Wisdom is Madness; may my Will be the Will of an humble Child; may the forms of my Life all be given out of my keeping, for my Father Adam having lost the Divine Eye, what folly were it to trust mine own Eye; but let me die to my Sensation, to my Reason, to my Sense, to mine own Conduit, and know what the second Adam openeth in the Regeneration, and no more, nor otherwise.

On the 40th Question and Answer. Of Mans Immortal Life, his Soul, Mans Spirit, and his outward Life what all of them are.

1. The last Question gave matter of Meditation on that part of Man sprung out of the first Principle. The 41st will offer the like on the second, or Spirit of Man; this opens a Door to the third, viz. his Mortal Life. And of that first its beginning consisting of Sin, Contemptibleness and Misery; to the first David faith, I was formed in iniquity, and in sin did my Mother conceive me. Next the poor contempible...
temptibleness of his beginning, which the curious Observers tell us is, for the first six days at Milk; the next six as a thin Skin next the Shell of an Egg laid umbilically; certain days after it is as Blood, and there within three little Bladders like Bowels floating in Water, wherein are form'd the three most noble parts, the Brain, Heart and Liver: Then gaining substance of choak'd Blood is nourished by the Nurse; yet so frail as may perish by the Mothers smelling the stink of the snuff of a Candle. Thus originated the proud Beast, and when with great hazard and pain he cometh abroad, how wretched is he? Like a poor Worm coming out of the Earth, then growing up he is a commoner for Water, Air, and the product of the Earth with the Brute Creatures, a Companion of Devilish Men, and among Devils who is call'd the God of this World, loaden with Sin, Temptations, Sorrow, Care, Pain, and after a short Dream of the bitter sweet here, becomes a prey for Worms, Fishes, or perhaps a more Tragical Exit.

2. How Domestick is Hope founded in the Dust? How multiplied are our well grounded fears? How fixt our Sorrows, which are as long as time? How Contagious our Difeafe, that not one escapes it, making also the whole Creation groan with us? How fatal our Languishing, which no weaker Physick than the King of Terrors can terminate? Some he cures in the Womb, others meets at the Door, others overtake on the way, but at longest ledgeth all in the Evening. When as we began contemptibly of weaknesses do end in rottenness, as we sprung wretchedly, consume, disregarded and forgotten, our place knows us no more, and perhaps the Grand-child kicks the Skull of his careful Grandfather, the Fruit of whole cares, vexations, pains and troublesome sleep he prodigally lavished.

3. Come dwell here or hereabouts (my Soul) 'tis not vain to behold and consider what Vanities Incircle thee. What fierce or desperate Men madly venture on which they can try but once, and what Men overthrow'd with the painted present pleasures do with a Transport of Consternation undergo, that do thou neither Court nor Fly. Man here is like Jerusalem when besieged by Titus; the Devil and his Engages, the Snares of the World like the Roman Legions begirt him, waiting at all his Avenues: And his Domestick disorders, like the three Sects within, are at Mortal Emity. God hath lent thee (my Soul) a voice warning hence, and directing whither, hear and obey, and the outward death shall land thee at Jerusalem which is from above, learn thy general and thine own particular Business, find thy Constitution Sin, do thy Days Work studiously, calmly and cheerfully, dwell at home (that is) within, and the vigorous, eager Maxims of the Worldly wife, and their Storms as well as the flattering shews abroad, and other Mens Opinion of thee, will be to thee as Tragedies and Comedies in the Antipodes.

On the 41st Question and Answer. The Idea or Express Reflex Image of God in Man wherein God worketh and dwelleth.

1. This Image was figur'd by the Tabernacle, Temple, Jerusalem, and Mount Sion their Holiness, Exquisiteness, and Impregnableness, a glance of it shone in Moses Face. This when Adam fell into the outward Worlds Principle withdrew; and had not the same been reimplanted, he had remained part Devil and part Beast; and but that it continueth striving in Man he should still be so, and where final resistance is, that Man is a Devil and a Beast Everlasting; for Men without Humane Intellect are Brutes, and without the Divine Image Devilish; for this Seal differenceth the Sheep from the Goats. Mans rejecting this is Gods rejecting of Man, fortho' the want of it makes the Devils miserable, yet Mans deifying
the tenders of it is an Aggravation to the opposition the Devils make against it. This is the Light that cannot be hid, why should it? What were Men without Eyes, or this deep without the Sun? What Busines hath Mortal Man here but to get it? Blessed is he that hath part of this first Resurrection, and that so shineth as to lead any other into the knowing and love of it, and living in it.

2. Contrariwise wretched are those who sit down with the Image, Shadow or Similitude of it, this is everywhere in reputation; Antichrist adorns it self there with, the Politick Statesman pretends to it to ratifie his Magistracy over the Persons of his Subjects, as Antichrist over Mens Consciences; while the real, pure Image of God in Man is everywhere decry'd and persecuted: Thus did the Jews kill the Prophets, and Men of the same Spirit garnish their Sepulchres. Men deal in matters of this vast import, as if that glorious Spiritual Image were like the Wooden Gods of the Blind Heathen, or as if it were as some Flowers Beautiful to the Eye, but without Smell or Taste. Thus while the holy Souls of Christs Followers went for the perishing Loaves, the Souldiers had his Garment, and the Relick-Mongers pretend to some of the Wood of the supposed Cross. Therefore is the outer Court given to be trodden down of the Gentiles.
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CHAP. I. Page 33. v. 1. Of searching out the Divine Being in Nature of both the Qualities of Good and Bad.

1. Though Flesh and Blood cannot conceive the Being of God, the Spirit (when enlightened from God) may. By considering the Powers in Nature, the Outward Heavens and Earth, Holy Angels, Men, Devils, Heaven and Hell. By considering all which are found the two Qualities Good and Bad, one in the other in all the Outward World.

2. A Quality is the Mobility, boiling, springing or driving of a thing.

3. The seven Qualities are call'd sometimes seven Sources, Species, Kinds, Manners, Life is.
ners, Circumstances, Conditions, Powers, Operations of Faculties; also the Fountain Spirits which give Model, or Frame the Power, Vertue, Constitution, Substance, Essence, Being, Figure, Shape, Colour, Taste and Distinction to all things which ever were, are, shall or can be, in, from, or to Eternity, in all Creatures, Heaven, Hell, or this World. Also the Forms or Properties of Nature, which is the Salutar or Power of God, and call’d the seven Spirits of God in the Revelations four times.

Heat. 35. 4. Heat consumeth, expelleth or hardeneth. Light in it, is its heart and joy, making all things living and moving, fierceness maketh the Light moveable, the Light suffiteth in God without Heat, but not so in Nature.

Cold. 37. 5. Cold is the alloy of the fierceness of Heat, making all things pleasant, but hath a fierceness which is the House of Death; from Heat proceedeth Air, which temper’d with Cold doth in the bitter quality become dewy, from Cold comes Water, which temper’d with Heat would else as Earth, &c. be congeal’d, Heat consumeth the Water, Cold crowdeth the Air, in the Meekness of the Air reigneth the Holy Ghost, but Air in its fierce Elevation destroyeth, in the fierceeness of the Water is a deadly Spring in which all living things rot.

Bitter. 39. 6. The Bitter quality is the Mother of Life; for it attracteth the Water, and dissipateth it, and becomes separable; from this quality have Leaves and Gras their green Colour, where it dwelleth meekly is the Heart and Joy, a glimpse of Heavenly Joy, the Holy Ghost moveth it in, but in its fierce Elevation it is the very House of Death, for it kindleth the Element of Fire.

Sweet. 40. 7. The Sweet quality is a Joy of the Life, the Mansion of the Holy Ghost, tis Love and Mercy, Fragrant, good Taste, giveth Fair, Yellow, White, and Ruddy Colour, but in the fierce source tis Death and Corruption, if kindled in the Water Bitternes, it breeds the botchy Plague or Pestilence, if in the Heat, Bitternes, it engendereth a spreading Plague, infecting the Air.

8. The Sour quality cooleth, is a still joy to the Spirit: But in its evil source, it beginneth sadness.

9. The Astringent or Saltish quality is a good Temper to bitter, sweet, and sour: But in its fierceeness in the Fire begets the Stone or Gravel, if in the Water, Scabs, Pox, Leprofie.

CHAP. II. The Visible Heavens and Earth, and all Creatures, have a good and evil Source or Will, except the Holy Angels and Devils.

1. The Sun is the Heart, King and Joy of the Stars and all Creatures. The whole Creation is the Body of God, being enlightened by the Holy Ghost, which they only are who rely not on themselves, but for their desires on him: Man comes to know God by the Creation; for as Mans Spirit informs and replenisheth his Body, so doth the Holy Ghost dwell in the good qualities of every thing.

2. We are to conceive that in the Body of the Stars is the Triumphant Holy Trinity, which is the Light, Holy, Eternal Fountain of Joy, but is Infinite. Nor must we conceive God not in the Body of the Stars, and this World, but is all and in all. So Man his similitude, whose inward hollowness signifieth the whole deep: The whole Man, Heaven and Earth: The Flesh Earth, the Blood Water, the Breath Air, the Windpipe and Arteries, the deep from Stars to us, wherein Fire, Water and Air qualitative, the Veins the Astral Influence, the Guts the consuming
fuming power of the Stars, the Heart the Element of Fire: The Liver Water, the Hands Gods Omnipotence, the Feet near and far off, the whole Body to the Neck all within the Sphere of the Stars, the Head Heaven, with its Imperial Organs, and all the Sences in a loft, meek power, as the Brain is; Heaven gives to the Stars, they to all Creatures Life and Spirit.

3. When we nominate the whole Creation, Heaven, Angels, Men, Vifibles, and all above Heaven, is nominated the total God, which hath made himself creaturely, tho' God in Trinity is unchangeable.

Oly. Will you say, is not good and evil in nature, and is evil come from God?

4. A. There is a Gall in Mans Body without which he cannot live, it making the Aft al Spirits moveable and joyous, but when it over-floweth and runneth to the Heart it kindleth the Element of Fire, and the Fire kindleth the Aft al Spirits which reign in the Blood in the Veins, in the Element of Water, and then the whole Body trembleth by the Wrath and Poyfon of the Gall. The bitter quality is in God, but not as in Man, but is an Everlafting Power and Triumphing Joy, which birpring up makeeth Heaven out of Heaven the Stars, out of the Stars the Elements, out of the Elements the Earth, and Creatures moveable. Whence alfo were Created Angels before the Creation of the Heavens.

---

**CHAP. III. Of the Property of the FATHER, &c.**

1. WWhen Christ prayeth (Matth. 6.) to his Father which is in Heaven, he doth not mean that Heaven can contain him, but distinguisheth him thereby God the Fa-
from the Father of Nature, which the Stars and Elements is, and becaufe in ther.
Heaven the Fathers Luftre is very bright and pure. God is the immediate Father of the Soul, which therefore hungereth after him. The Father of Nature, is the Father of our Bodies, and thence comes their nourishment. All Powers and Properties in Heaven and Earth proceed from God the Father, who if he may be likened to any thing, it may be to the Globe of Heaven, as by the Wheels in Exe-
kiel 1. for all the Powers are in the Father, one in another, as one Power, in unspeakable Clarity and Glory, his Immensity and Infinity no Creature nor Angel can search into.

2. Of God the Son; he is not another, and yet his Property is other than that of the Father; for he is the Heart and Caufe of birpring joy in all the Powers of the Father, a fimilitude whereof is the Sun which enlighteneth the whole deep.

Heaven, Stars and Earth moving in the midft is the King and Heart of all the Stars, fo thineth the Son in the whole Father, being a self-fifatisfing Perfom. The Father from Eternity to Eternity cealeth not to generate the Son, and the Son cealeth not to enlighten the Powers of the Father, but the Son is not to mixt in the Father that his Perfom cannot be known nor feen; iflo it were but one Perfom, but is a
other Perfom, not another God.

3. Of God the Holy Ghost; He proceedeth from both, is the holy Fountain of Joy, a meek, pleafant Breath, or full Voice, which must be shown by a fimili-
tude. As the innumerable Stars and Sun created out of the Stars, reemble the Father and the Son, fo the three Elements, Fire, Air and Water proceed from one Body, vi ^ . The Fire dwells from the Sun and Stars, the Air expands and flies aloft from the Heat, and the Water from the Air, and in this motion is the Life of all Creatures that can be named, and fignifieth the Holy Ghost; who cealeth the living motion in all the Powers of the Father. The Son and Holy Spi-
rit are nothing les or greater than the Father.
The Trinity.

4. This Ternary is manifest in Man's Body and all Creatures, also in Wood and Vegetables, and in Stone and Minerals. In Man's Heart, Veins and Brain, is a Spirit and all the Powers which move in the Heart, Veins and Brain signify the Father, thence springeth up a Light of Understanding, in the Power of which Knowledge, the whole Body moveth, signifying the Son which thinkest back into the Heart, Veins and Brain, as the Son into the Father, and from both Powers, proceedeth forth Reason, Skill and Wisdom to govern the whole Man, and distinguish all that is extra corpus, which is thy Spirit, wherein thou excell'st the Beast, and wherein the Holy Spirit ruleth if thou be not a Child of Darkness, v. 97. The Father is signified by the Power of thy whole Mind, the Son by the Light in thy Mind, the Holy Ghost by the Spirit of thy Mind. The Soul containeth the first Principle, the Spirit of the Soul the second, the Aural or outward Spirit the third. So in a Beast, only Man is made by God himself, out of the best Fith or Kernel of Nature, to be his Angel and Similitude. The Beast is made out of the wild Nature of this World, through the Motion of the Stars and Elements. In all Creatures are, 1. The Power out of which the Body comes. 2. The Sap or Heart. 3. The flowing Springing Spirit.

CHAP. IV. Of the Creation of Angels: And first, Of the Divine Quality.

1. All the Powers are in God, as no Man can reach; but by the Creation it may be clearly known. Though all Powers are in the Father as the Astringent (or hard) loth (or gentle) heat, cold, bitter, sour. Sweet, light, found or noise one in another as one Power, yet not in the manner as in Nature; for Lucifer's Elevation made the Powers impure, separate and unclean; but in God all are mild, loth, triumphing, if he may be likened to any thing, it must be to the Soul of Man, enflamed by the Holy Ghost, as a glimpse, but in God all is Spirit. The Light and Glory of the Son goeth into all the Powers of the Father and the Holy Ghost is a glimpse, but in God all is Spirit.

2. The Light and Glory of the Son goeth into all the Powers of the Father, and the Holy Ghost moveth Eternally in all, which in the Deep of the Father, is like a Divine Salitter or Salinitrum to be likened to the Earth, which before its Corruption was such, hot hard, cold, dark, &c. but like the clear, pure Heaven, in it all the Powers were fair and heavenly, till Lucifer spoil'd it. But the Fathers heavenly Salitter doth generate all manner of Divine Trees and Plants, bearing Fruits of Life, with heavenly colours, finells, tattles, different, every quality bearing his own Fruit: as Nature doth endeavour to produce in this dark Dungeon or Den of this World, hard, dark, dead, Trees and Fruits, and precious Stones, Gold, Silver, which are all but dark shadows of the Divine Being mixed with hellish qualities and smells, but the Trees meant here are Heavenly and Spiritual, and yet truly and properly such.

In which Holy Kingdom are two things mainly to be consider'd.

3. The Salitter which are moving springing Powers. 2. Mercurius or the found, which is the voice and found of all Creatures, and that in the Earth (which causeth the growing of Gold, and all other Metals) shadoweth out. All the exquisite Music of this World compar'd with the Harmony of that Sound, is as the howling of Dogs.
4. For though Nature hath always from her beginning used highest diligence to produce heavenly Forms in Power, in all Creatures and Productions, also in all Deicacies and Arts; for it would fain be delivered from this Vanity, that it might procreate Holy Forms in Power, but Death hath entered, and doth and must hinder it; for Man's infectious Luft to Ear of both the Qualities of Evil and Good spoild the Salitter, and sto'd his Ears against the Sacred sound, whereas the Divine Salitter and Mercurius is the Food of Angels.

5. Of the Creation of Angels. Philosophers, who supposed Angels were created only out of the Light have erred, for they were made out of all the Powers of God. The total Holy Trinity made by its moving a Body like a little God out of the Salitter and Mercurius, that is, out of the Exit and Excrucience, and being made are a distinct Substance. As whilst a Mother hath a Seed in her self, it is hers; but when it become a Child, it is its proper own, though cannot live but by the Mother's Food; but the quality External without the Child's Body is not the Child's Propriety, the Mother nor the Mothers Food, but what the Mother out of love gives, thus are the Angels. And the Mother may well thrust from her the rebellious Child, and withhold her Food from it. Thus was it with Lucifer, God withdrew his Divine Food when he elevated himself, then must a Spirit faint, and can no more subsist as before, than a Man without Air, nor can the Angels without their Mother.

CHAP. V. Of the Corporeal Substance, Being, and Property of an Angel.

1. To answer what their Figure, Body or Shape is. They and Man bear the like Image; how else must we be like them in the Resurrection? And Moses and Elias were in their own Form on Mount Tabor, and Elias was taken up alive. And Jesus shall come again as they saw him go. As in God we observe.

2. The Salitter, or Divine Powers out of which the Body or Corporeity is. The Mercurius, Tone or Sound; so is it in an Angel, who have as Men the five Doors of that we call Senfes.

CHAP. VI. How an Angel and a Man is the Similitude of God.

1. As is the Being and Divine Body of God, so is the Being and Body of an Angel and a Man, with this only difference, that the Angel and Man is but a Creature, not the whole Being, whom if he refist, the Father may justly cast him out.

2. The whole Father speaketh out of all the Powers of the Godhead, the Word (that is) the Son of God, this Word is the Father's Glance and Majesty, proceeding out of his Salitter and Mercurius, which being spoken turneth back, and ever is in all the Powers of the Father as a glorious Eternal Splendor. Now that Word hath to swift a sharpnels, that instantly it goeth through the whole deep of the Father, and the sharpnels is the Holy Ghost.

3. Now in an Angel and a Man the Head is the Council-seat, signifying the Father, whither all the Powers rise, for higher they cannot; and the five Senfes as Counsellors agree, and what they decree, is concreted into a Judge, as a word in its Centre, the Heart as a self-substituting Person signifying the Son of God. And that...
that goeth from the Heart to the Mouth and Tongue, with its Mercurial sharpness to distinction, and that signifieth the Holy Ghost.

4. The Mouth sheweth an Angel and a Man not to be Almighty, for through that, both must draw in the Powers of the Father, or cannot live, an Angel as well as a Man, only theirs is the Spirit whence the Air of this World exileth, which he must do, or cannot be a moveable creature, he Eats (as men do) the Heavenly Fruit, and hath a Body in the same Form as Man with all the Members (except those of Generation Guts and Fundament) but all spiritual and heavenly, Man had need of those only by his Fall.

5. Out of the Divine Salitter and Mercurius are produced Trees, Plants, Fruits, Flowers and all sorts, not a shadow of such but really substantial: yet as the Angels are, such is the vegetation, but not in the two Qualities of Evil and Good, but only in one, the Good. Those Fruits the Angels pluck with their hands and eat, but need no Teeth, for they are Divine Powers, and whatsoever they have Externally or without them is not their corporeal Propriety, but God’s Gift to them.

CHAP. VII.

God at the first made three Kingdoms of Angels, their Kings were Michael, Lucifer and Uriel. The whole Deep betwixt the Stars is one, the other two are without and above it according to the Trinity: in the midst of all which is the Son of God, yet no part of either nearer or nearer to him, yet are the three Kingdoms circular about him. In all which the Father is Power and Kingdom, The Son Light and Splendor. The Holy Ghost Moving or Exit. Seen in the whole Creation in a Gold-Rose, the Salitter and Mercurius signifieth the Father, the Gold the Son, the Virtue the Holy Ghost.

CHAP. VIII.

The Angelical Kingdoms are formed according to the Divine Being, only their Bodies are Creatures, and their Kingdom, Court or Locality is not theirs, for a natural right as their Bodies are, but belongeth to God the Father, out of whole Powers it was made. 2. And as the Father generated the Son, and as the Holy Ghost goeth forth from both: So do the Angels in their Power generate the Light and Knowledge in them, and by them the Spirit goeth forth from their Heart, Light and all their Powers. 3. The Corporeal Body of one Angel is as it were one kingdom, or as the Holy Trinity. All Power is in God the Father, he is in his Deep, the Fountain of Light and Darkness, Air, Water, Heat, Cold, Hard, Soft, Thick, Thin, Astringent, Bitter, Sweet, Sour, Sound or Tone, all which are in Angels and Man: but Man hath corrupted it, to us the Light of the Sun is intolerable, so is our unqualified Heat, Cold, &c. 4. And when the Creature willeth to elevate it (in the Light above the Humility of Love, he kindleth a Fire which extinguisheth the Light, and falls into Darkness: (which as the fruit of a Candle is hid in the Centre of the Light) as is apparent in Lucifer. 5. Now how we may conceive God is an angry zealous God, and a gracious merciful God, the seven Species or Circumstances must be known to us: 1. Astringent. 2. Sweet. 3. Bitter. 4. Heat. 5. Love. 6. Tone or Sound. 7. The Body generated out of the other six Spirits.
6. The sweet Quality flyeth from the bitter, which is the cause of the growth of Fruit in Vegetables, and the Astringent and bitter eagerly pursue it, cloaths it, and is the cause of a stalk, and when it overtakes it, strives to hinder its farther flight, and so comes the knot in the stalks, through which is a small Orifice. The sweet Quality gets through that, and then comes more flake, leaves and blossoms, which by the external heat and light gets colours; but the sweet Water is not a Mother strong enough to produce Fruit, but the blossoms being fallen off, the outward Heat with the united aid of all the Qualities bringeth the fruit.

7. The Light riseth up only in the sweet Quality, no thing can be kindled but that in which the sweet Quality is predominant, for the Spirit riseth up only in the Water. A Stone or Earth cannot be kindled, because the Astringent and bitter Qualities are predominant in them, only. The Earth when the earthly quality is boiled out, is brought (as in Gun-powder) to give a flash of Terror, wherein the Devil in the anger of God representeth himself. 8. But that the Water will not burn, is because it is not the sweet Water, but Elementary only: Else Water were not Mortal. Heih thineth not, but f. t doth, the sweet quality prevailing; therefore lean Creatures are not merry.

Q. Where are the seven Spirits?

9. A. All Heaven and this World, and all the Creatures in Heaven and Earth are comprehended in them.

Q. Seeing God is every where, and is himself all, How comes heat, cold, wrath, and fierceness among the Creatures?

10. A. The first four Forms are at Enmity with each other without the Light, and yet are the cause of the Life. 11. Know, that all within the Stars was a holy Salt and the place of Lucifer, whose proud Elevation kindled the seven qualifying and Fountain-Spirits all was burning. The Astringent compacledt fo vigorously that Stones were generated, and so Cold, that the sweet Water became Ice, and part thick flinking and raging Poit in.

12. Whereupon Lucifer was thrust out, and instantly infused the Creation of this World, and the hard, boiled, corrupt matter, which had wrought out itself in Effects of Lucifer the kindling the seven Qualities, was driven together, where Earth and Stones came to be, and after that, all the Creatures were made of the kindled Salt of the seven Spirits of God, their kindling made the fierceness of one Property against another, and the Creatures from the same impure do bite and annoy each other.

13. Upon which, the Universal God hath Decreed the last Judgment, to separate the Good unto the meek Delight, which was before the kindling by Lucifer: and give that which is fierce and wrathful, to be an Habitation for the Devil for ever. The Good Men being Eternally with their King Jesus Christ.

---

CHAP. X.

1. The sixth Fountain Spirit is the Sound, Tone or Noise. 2. Where is the finging Melody of the Angels, and all Colours and Beauty are from the Tone or Mercurius. 3. Hardness is the Father, but the whole Salt is the Mother; for if the hardness were both Father and Mother, a Stone would have and ring. 4. But where the Light is generated out of the Heat, there riseth the Sound (for) The Astringent Quality rubbeth it self with the bitter, making Heat rise up in the sweet Water, the flash of Light distinguisheth there, and impregnateth the bitter and Astringent, so that the moving Spirits would speak. Then the flash coming generated the Spirit from 7th.
from the bitter, breaketh open the hard, and the Tone goeth forth as it was
decreed in the Centre, in the middle of the Circle, the Council of the seven Spirits. 4. Therefore all the Veins and Powers go into the Tongue that the Noise
may go forth gently.

5. Of the seven Spirits, fix always generate the seventh, without every one
tere would not be any one. 6. But the Author faith, his naming of but two or
three to the Nativity of a Spirit is (though he saw them all seven well) yet, be-
cause of his weaknesses, he could not bear the speculating them all at once in their
Perfection but in part. 7. Otherwise if a thought through the Centre of Nature,
could penetrate all the Forms, it were free from the Bond of Nature.

Majestick
Light.

8. From the flash comes the Light of the Majesty; therefore if any one could
in his fleth comprehend the flash, kindling itself in the central Fountain of the
Heart, which the Author faith he very well saw how it is, that Perfection could
clarify or transfigure his Body therewith, and be like the Angels: and no more
betal.

9. The Soul hath the first Principle, the Spirit of the Soul hath the second, the
Astral Spirit hath the third in the Elements.

10. When a Fire rifeh up in one of the Fountain Spirits, it is not concealed
from the Soul, which may awake the other Spirits, and it hath a Prison, and
(if the Fire become too big) can shut up the kindled Spirit in the Astringent
quality till it be allay'd and extinguished: Else the sap that is in the whole seven will
become dry, and then thou art a Hellish Firebrand. But if thou take the evil
Spirit, and imprison it, and turn a submissive Heart and Will to God, contemn-
ing Honour, Pleasure, Riches, Wantonness, by bearing the Cross and being the
Worlds Fools, then wilt not the Fire at the last Judgment Day flick to thy happy
Spirits, but after this anxious trouble God will in the Resurrection Crown thee,
and thou wilt be a Triumphing Angel.

11. Q. Is there in God also any contrary Will, amongst the Spirits of God?

A. No, tho' the great earnest severity of God may by the former Writings
of the Spirit be seen, yet in God is no confusion, in him all the Spirits Love and
Triumph as one Spirit, but in the innermost secret geniture (not apprehended
by any Creature but in the flash) it must be so, for Life and Omnificence is thus
begotten; for tho' Lucifer kindled the Spirits of this World, and made it all faint
and half dead, yet this World belongeth to the Body of God the Father as well as
Heaven. 13. And the whole Trinity is generated in the Heart of all Angels and
Men, except the Devil and Damned Men, and in such a manner is God Almighty.

All-seeing, &c. and proveth the Hearts and Reins 14. Thus also all the Devils
and Damned must in the Saluter which they have corrupted be his Eternal Pris-
ners in Torment and Reproach. 15. 1. The hardness gives extreme cold. 2. The
sweetness galpeth and fainteth. 3. The bitterness teareth like a hot Plague as
Gall. 4. The Fire is as a wrathful Sulphur. 5 Love is turn'd into Enmity.
6. Sound is as a crackling Fire or Thunder out of a hollow place. 7. Their
Region a hole of Mourning. Their Food is the fierceness of all the Qualities.

C H A P. XI.

1. The seventh Spirit is the Body wherein Heaven and Earth Beauty and Joy
rife up, being generated out of the other six; in colour Azure or Heaven
Blew, were it not for this, there would be neither Manner nor Angel, and God
would be an unsearchable Power.

2. All
2. All the seven Spirits without the rising up of the flash, were a dark Valley, P. 202.
but when the flash riseth up between the Astringent and the Bitter, in the Heats shining in the sweet Water, it makes all living, and the Power which riseth up in the flash is the Love, and all the seven Spirits thus enlightened, become a palpable Body to speak after an Angelical manner, and this is the Body of Nature, are Omnipo-
wherein all heavenly Creatures, Ideas, Figures or Vegetations are imaged or tent. fathioned.

3. The Light is the Life of all the seven Spirits, it is their Son and Heart, they are its Father; him they Eternally generate, in him triumph. This Light or Majesty is the second Person in the Trinity, and is another Person from the seven Spirits, and the seven Spirits rise up continually in the Light, and are the Father.

4. And this splendor of the Light in the seventh Nature-spirit, (viz.) the going forth of the Powers to form and image all in the seventh Spirit, this out-going or Exit of the glance, is the true Holy Ghost, proceeding from the Father and the Son.

5. This the Jews, Turks and Heathens might find in their own Life, and by these three they must rise again.

6. But that the Christians boast not, and scorn them; Know, that if the Turks be of an Astringent Quality, and the Heathens of a Bitter, yet if they stand in the anxious Birth, seeking Rest and Grace (though not in the right place) God is every where. And the Christian is generated in the Heat, where the Light springeth up in the sweet-water, yet take heed by drying up the Water thou extinguish not the Light and be burnt.

7. The fix Spirits rise up alway in a compleat Birth in the seventh, and the corporeal drying of them is called Divine Salitter.

8. The Angels are not all of equal Power, though every one hath the might of all the Fountain Spirits, but in every one there is somewhat of one Quality more predominant than another, wherein he is glorified.

9. Such as the Salitter was in every place at the time of their Creation, in such is the Angel strongest, and according to which is he named.

10. As Flowers in Meadows receive colours from each ones Quality; So the Holy Angels, some are strongest in the Astringent quality, and are of a brownish, dusky grey, white light, like Twilight, and nearest the Quality of Cold, and when the Light of the Son of God shineth on them, they are of a brownish purple flash of Lightening, very bright in their Quality.

11. Some are of the Quality of Water-light like the Holy Heaven, and when the Light shineth on them, they look like a Chrysaline Sea.

12. Some are strongest in the Bitter Quality, and are like a green precious Stone or Emerald, sparkling like a flash of Lightening, and when the Light shineth on them, they appear as a greenish red, as a Carbuncle, or as it the Life had its Original there.

13. Some are of the Quality of Heat, and they are brightest of all, yellowish and reddish, and when the Light shineth on them, they are like the flash or Lightening of the Son of God.

14. Some are strongest in the Quality of Love, and are a glance of the Heavenly Joyfulness very bright, and when the Light shines on them, they look like light blew azure luflre.

15. Some are strongest in the Quality of the Tone or Sound, and are bright also. Tone, and when the Light shineth on them, they look as if something would lift up itself aloft there, in the rising of the flash of Lightening.
Total Nature.

16. Some are of the quality of the total Nature, as a general mixture, and when the Light shineth on them, they look like the Holy Heaven formed out of all the Spirits of God.

17. But the King is the Heart of all the qualities, and hath his Court, Province or Circumference in the Centre, as the Sun amongst the other Planets, so great is a Cherubim or King of Angels.

18. The Author faith this Revelation was given him of God, not that he had gone into Heaven and beheld it, nor had any told it him; for if any, yet the Angel he could not have understand or believed it, but have doubted whether it had been an Angel sent of God or no, but because it is generated in the Centre or Circle of Life, as a bright self-evidencing Light like the Heavenly Birth or rising up of the Holy Ghost, with a fiery impulse of the Spirit, he could not withstand it, at which let him that mocketh fear, lest he soweth mocking and Eternally reap it.

19. Worldly Wisdom is Born Blind, therefore must all be Born again, which new Birth begets the flash of Life in the sweet Spring or Fountain Water of the Heart, and then it seeth.

20. And therefore hath Christ ordained the Baptism in the Water, because the birth of the Light riseith up in the Water, which hath from the beginning of the World been a Mystery till now.

21. This World is a Type of Heaven.

22. The Stars denote the Angels being unaltered.

23. The Elements in the deep between the Stars and Earth, by their often alterations of being bright, and sometimes louring, blew, whitish, dusky, wet and dry signific the wonderful proportion, variety and change of the poffure of Heaven, yet all according to the rising up of the Spirits of God, and the Glory of the Son of God shining Eternally therein.

24. The Earth sheweth the Heavenly Nature, or the seventh Spirit of Nature, in which the Ideas rise up.

25. The Birds, Fishes, Beasts, Worms, Trees, Plants and Flowers set forth the forms in Heaven, those in clarity and brightness, who rise there and go away again, not being compacted as the Angels are? but a figure, and if imaged in one Spirit, the same by wrestling with another Spirit is divided and altered, therefore also the Creatures in this World are created Transfigurary.

CHAP. XIII. Of the Doleful Terrible Fall of Lucifer and his Kingdom.

1. When Lucifer saw his own Excellencies, then his Heart or Life Spirit exalted it self, aspiring to triumph over the Divine Birth, the Son or Heart of God.

2. For the seven Fountain Spirits who are the Father of the Light were pleased to become creaturely in him, and gave him the superior Primacy, in whose bright Light was perfect understanding.

3. But he, seeing himself so Triumphant, moved the Spirit generated by the seven so hard and strongly, that it became very fiery, climbing up in the Fountain of the Heart.

4. But had it moved gently and lovingly, as the seven did before they became creaturely, there had been generated a lovely, mild Son, like to the Son of God, and then the Infinite Light, the Son of God, would have been delighted in, and played
played with the small Light in Lucifer, as with a young Son or dear little Brother.

5. But let not the Devil make any believe, Gods will was that he and some Men should be loft, and so pervert Gods Truth defending the Devil by Lies.

6. For know, the whole Deity hath in its innermost Eirth or Pith, a very tart, terrible, sharpness, in which. I. The Astringent quality is a very hard, dark, cold, attracting like the extreme Froth, congealed Water, when suppos'd the Sun totally taken away, which affueres attraction, saufeth fixation of the Body, and the hardness drieth it up so, that it subsisteth creaturely.

7. The bitter quality is tearing, cutting and penetrating, driving the Astringent to Mobility. From the fierce rubbing and raging of both which.

8. A wrathful kindling proceedeth.

9. And in this eager strife existeth a hard Tone or Noise penetrating all like a Tyrant, according to which God calls himself an Angry, Jealous God, and in this confisteth Hell, Enmity and Eternal Perdition: And such a Creature is the Devil come to be.

10. And in these is God an All-comprehensible, All-fixing, Sharp God.

11. But in the strife and heat of these qualities ariseth the Light, and in the Light and the Sweet Water the Flash of Life, wherein all the foregoing qualities are made pleasant, as a four Apple by the Sun is made sweet and good, yet the Taste of the other qualities remain in it.

The Head Spring and Fountain of Sin.

12. Lucifer's qualifying Spirits, having an Imaging Power in that Royal Body, vehemently affected the high Light, so triumphantly that they lifted up themselves to Pomp and Stateliness, leaving the Angelical Obedience, whereby the great bright flash became, so bright as was intolerable to the Fountain Spirits, against the right of Nature. So that the bitter quality which Exiseth in the sweet Water, and is the cause of joy trembled and rub'd it self so hard in the Astringent, that the Fountain or Quality of Heat was eagerly kindled: Which bitter and hot Quality caus'd the Astringent to dry up the Sweet Water, wherein the Heavenly Heat and Light have their Being. And henceforth could not the Heat rise to a Flame or Light (for the Light existeth in the Oylines of the Water, thus dried up) but glowed, as red hot Iron, or rather a very hard Stone, in the greatest Heat.

13. Not that the Spirit of the Water was devoured, but its quality was turn'd into a dusky, hot and four Quality: Which introduced extremity of Cold allo, whereby the whole Body grew fierce and wrathful. And the bitter Quality rag'd and became a Poison, hence sprung the first Poison; which bitter poiyinous Death comes also into poor Humane Flesh.

14. And now was Lucifer an Astringent; hot, bitter, dark, cold, four, sinking, poisonous Fountain. And the Tone rose up through the bitter Qualities, penetrating the Heat and Astringent hard Quality, as a clap of Thunder.

15. God created Angels out of himself, that they might be harder and dryer compacted than the Ideas or Forms, which, through the qualifying of the Spirits of God in Nature rise up, and through the moving of the Spirits pass away again, that their Light in their hardness, should shine brighter, and the Tone of their Body should sound clearer and rulier than it did before (either shine or sound) in the Salitter, which was thin and dim. And therefore they lifted up themselves (ten they knew themselves to be but a piece of the total God) supposing, they were a fairest little Son than the Son of God himself, and that they could qualify, operate and elevate themselves above the whole God, and Rule and Govern all without Corrival or Supremm Comparator.

16. Here
Aurora.

16. Here lyeth the Root of Covetousness, Envy, Pride and Wrath. All Lucifer's Angels fell with him; for he was created out of the Kernel of the Sulliter, out of which they were created, he their Lord, they were all of one will with him, which they would not suffer to be taken away.

17. Q. Did not the Universal God know this before the Creation of the Angels?
18. A. No, for if so, it had been a Predeceinstant Will in God to have it so, and had been no Enmity against God, but God had created him a Devil. God made him a King of Light, and for Disobedience spewed him out of his Royal Throne.
19. God knew this according to his Wrath, in which he is not called God but a consuming Fire, but knew not this according to his Love, according to which he is called God, into which no fierceness extreth, and so God is alone called God or Goodness.
20. And what God's Love knoweth sensibly or feelingly in itself, that it also, and that only it willeth.

P. 385.
1. The Devils Prison is in, upon and above the Earth up to the Moon, till the last day; And,
2. Then their House will be in the place where the Earth now standeth, and this will be called the Burning Hell: but not in such a Form as it now standeth, but separated in the kindled wrath Fire into a dark, hot, cold, rugged, hard, bitter, flinking Relicks, dregs or drofs.

CHAP. XVIII. Of the Creation of Heaven and Earth.

396. Composition of the Terrene Globe.
1. When the Astringent quality was predominant, the hard, dry Stones came to be.
2. But where the Astringent and Bitter were equally predominant, there Sharp Gravel and Sand.
3. Where the Tone and Astringent in the Water, there Copper, Iron, and Rocky Oak.
4. Where the Water, there the wild Earth: But the Bitter Spirit is the chief cause of the Black Earth.
5. Yet the Heat in the Astringent chiefly helped to make the hardness, and there it generated the noblest and precious Saltitter in the Earth, as Gold, Silver, and precious Stones.
6. But when the hot Spirit in the Sweet Water was predominant in the Love, the Astringent made the Oar of precious Stones, &c.

CHAP. XIX. Concerning Heaven, what it is, where it is, and how it is.

429. The dear and Transcendent Heavens.
1. That there is a pure glorious Heaven in all the three Births aloft above the deep of this World, in which is Gods Being and the Holy Angels, he is not Born of God that denieth: Which comprizeth the Kingdoms of Michael and Uriel, and continueth as it was from Eternity, with which the innermost and holy Birth in this World unites, being all one Body of God; one Heart, one Will, one God all in all, for the true Heaven is every where.
2. When thy Spirit apprehendest the innermost Geniture of God, and passest in through the Astral and Fleshly Geniture, it is clearly in Heaven.
3. But
3. But the Out-birth of this World was Lucifer's Kingdom to the Stars, and so far is the Wrath of God; between which outmost Birth of this and the outmost Birth of that, is a great gulph, and are one to the other as Death is to Life, or a Store to a Man: So that as to the Out-birth we cannot see the Angels, nor they dwell with us; but in the innermost they dwell with us.

4. The second Birth or Geniture, viz. the Astral, standeth in the seven Fountain Spirits of this World in which the Holy Ghost also ruleth and helpeth to generate the third Holy Birth.

5. The which third Holy Birth, is the clear Holy Heaven, which uniteth with the Heart of God, and holdeth the Devil Captive in the Out-birth in the Anger Fire.

6. Out of this Heart, Jesus Christ, in the Womb of the Virgin, went into all the three Births, that he might with his innermost take the Devil Captive in the Out-birth, overcome the Wrath of God as a Victorious Prince, and in the Power of his Birth in the Flesh, pres through all Men, whereby he is become Lord and King of our Heaven and Earth, over Sin, Devil, Death and Hell; in whom, we also pres through the sinful corrupted Out-dead-birth of the Flesh, through Death and the wrath of God into our Heaven, in which Heaven now sitteth our King Jesus Christ, as an Almighty Son on the Right Hand of God, being present in all the three Births in this World in all corners and places, bearing up all, ruling in the Throne of the once potent (and now expelled) Lucifer.

7. When Stephen saw Heaven opened, and the Lord Jesus at the Right Hand of God, his Spirit did not swing it self up into the upper Heaven aloft, but penetrated into the innermost Birth.

Concerning the Constitution, and Form of the Earth.

8. Everything must have a Root. The Earth is come from the corrupted Salitter of the outmost Birth; for in Earth and Stones is Death, and in it is also a Life; else Gold, Silver and Vegetables could not grow therein.

9. Three Births are in it, the outmost is Death, the second is Life press ing through it, being in the Wrath Fire, and that of Love; and the third is the Holy Life.

10. In the outmost is God's Wrath, else why engendereth it po ysonous, venomous Worms and creeping Things?

11. The Earth hath more than one kind of Life; for Herbs and Wood are not Earth, nor is Fruit Wood, nor is the virtue of the Fruit God; for the outmost Birth containeth him not, but he containeth the Out-birth.

Q. Why is the Earth so Mountainy, &c.

12. A. Where the sweet Water was chief, much earthy palpable Water came to be.

13. The corrupted Salitter was more abounding in one place than another. Also,

14. Where the astringent quality was chief in the bitternets in Mercurius, much Earth and Stones were compacted.

15. Where the Heat in the Light, much Silver and Gold, and some clear Stones.

16. Where the Love in the Light, the most precious Stones and finest Gold.

17. Where are great Lakes and Seas, over that Zenith (there being not much Salitter) there came to be a Valley, for which resting place the thin Water fought resembling the Spirit of meekness, not elevating it self as in the Bitter Fires quality the Devils did.
On the words, the Evening and Morning were the first day, is said.

18. Evening and Morning reacheth only up from the Earth to the Moon, taking its Original from the Light of the Sun, which maketh the outward day and the outward Night: Not that there was then a twofold Creation of Evening and Morning.

Query, Whether by it be not meant, by once turning about of the Earth; whereby the Evening and Morning came to be, that is, by one Revolution?

19. A. Man having a Threefold Birth, thou' with his inward he uniteth with the Light of God, cannot bring it perfectly back to his Astral, and leis to his outward Birth, which thou' Moses did in part, when his Face shone, but could not see God perfectly and live; even as an Apple on a Tree cannot bring its Smell and Taste back into the Tree nor Earth.

CHAP. XX. On the Creation in the Second Day, Let there be a Firmament in the midst of the Waters, &c.

1. This Firmament divideth the impalpable, inward, pure Water from the outward, palpable, corrupted Water: Wherein is Death, which lyeth Captive below the Moon; and is the House of the Devils, Death and Hell where the fierce Wrath of God becometh kindled daily by the Devils through the great Sins of Men, which mix with the Astral Birth in the Deep.

2. But even those pure Waters, have some of the Wrath in them; and is that meant, where 'tis said, The Heavens are not pure in his sight.

3. The innermost holds the outward Water strongly Captive, and the outward Earth also, else with the Revolution of the Globe, the Water would be divided or dissolved, and the Earth crumble away. Which Firmament is between the clear Deity and corrupt Nature.

4. Yet the Deep above the Earth may be said to be a place where God's Holiness dwelleth, for the whole Holy Trinity dwelleth in the Centre under the Firmament of Heaven, thou' that cannot comprehend him, but dwelleth not there fully, bodily, and creaturely, as the Angels and Souls of Men do.

5. The Third Birth is the Almighty Holy Heart of God, wherein Christ's Natural Body fitteth; for his Natural Body is not as John Calvin thought, such as reacheth no farther than a little circumscribed place wherein it is.

6. For if every Man in his Astral Spirit comprehendeth the whole Body of this World, should not the Fountain Spirits in the Natural Body of Christ being out of the Fountain Spirits of Nature, and his Heart out of the inward Birth, viz. the Heart of God which comprehendeth all Angels and the Heaven of Heavens, viz. the whole Father should not it comprehend the whole World, and uphold it as the only Head, Heart and King of it, in his Hands are his Sheep whom none can pluck out.

CHAP. XXI.

1. MAN is made out of the Seed, viz. Matrix of the Earth, wherein the Eye is Twofold, one in God, the other in this World out of the three Principles,
Principles, not out of the Wrath, but out of the Birth of the Earth, in the Astral Birth in the part of Love, but Wrath hung to him, which he should have put forth from himself, as the Fruit putth forth from it self the bitters of the Tree, but that he did not, but reached back from the Love into the Wrath, and lifted after his Dead or Mortal Matter to suck her Breasts, and brought his outermost Birth into Mortality, and his Astral Birth or Life into the part of the Wrath.

2. Man's Soul or Spirit is generated out of the Astral, and is the third Birth in him: As an Apple on a Tree is the third Birth, which thought it be United both the Word of God in its innermost Birth, yet the Wrath being in the Mother of its Body, it remains palpable must die and rot: but at the last Judging Day, the Power of the Principle out of which the Apple groweth, shall spring anew in Paradise, and be a Fruit for Men in the other Life.

3. And Man's Body hath the same Hope, for though the besitical Body must purifie, yet its virtue liveth in the four Elements in the Word, and there grows out of it beautiful Roses: and if thy Soul standeth in the Love, thou canst while thy Body liveth here, live and reign with God in Heaven, according to the Spirit of the Soul, which the Devil feeth not.

4. But for that thy Astral Birth standeth one part in the Wrath, the Devil feeth into that part (1/2) of the Wrath into thy Heart: where, if thou give him any room, he teareth that part of the Astral Birth which standeth in the Love, out from the Word, and then thy Heart is a dark Valley, and if thou labour not quickly to kindle the Light again, he kindleth the Wrath-fire, and then thou art a Devil, and into what thou haft sowed thy Seed, that is thy Soul, and in that part shall thy Body arise.

The thriving of the seven Spirits in the Earth, the Depth in the Centre.

5. In the strife of the Astringency, bittersness and sweet water the Astringency is Predominant, which is dry. The sweet quality is exusive and yielding; yet the bittersness and sweet quality struggle till the Astringency dry and harden them, and thence, from their unwilling Captivity Anguish me up: just as in a Dying Man, in this anxiety Heat riseth, whereby a Sweat exhaled in one fell to the Captivity of Death. That Sweat the Astringent and bitter qualities had hold on as their Son, which they had begotten on the sweet quality, which they had killed.

6. However the Astringent being strong, and the Bitter swift, from their Joy in their Son do sluff it, that it dwells and grows full and great, and when the Astringent striveth to captivate the Bitter, and the Body begins to be too great or narrow, and that the strife there be too great, the Bitter must yield, but cannot be killed, but leaps aside and breaks out of the Body into Strings or Threads: taking the Son's nap with it. And this is Vegetation and growing of a Root in the Earth.

Q. How can God be in this Vegetation?

7. A. That is the Vegetation of Nature, and if the wrath Fire were not in the three Qualities, (viz.) Astringent, Sweet and Bitter; God might plainly be seen, but the Wrath makes the Astringent a cold Fire, and its Attraction to be too hard: and make the Sweet too thick and dark: and the Bitter too rag'n and swelling, else they might handle that Fire from whence the Light would exist, and from the Light, the Love and from the same Fire-flash the Tone, and then would be a Heavenly Body, wherein the Light of God would and doth shine, and then would be a Heavenly Fruit, as it springeth up in Heaven, and the Light would generate it first in the sweet-water, and there would be a bright shining Heavenly Body where God is.

K k

8. But...
8. But being the first three Qualities are benumbed in Death, they remain a dark Eternal Poison, God's Wrath, Death and Hell a source of Torment. Nor that the three Qualities are reprobated even to the innermost, but only the outward palpable Body, and therein the outward Hellish.

9. Thus is it seen how the Kingdom of God and of Hell hang one to another as one Body, and yet the one comprehendeth not the other, but the Heat, Light, Love and Sound are a kind of second Birth, making the outward moveable, and in that inward Captiveth the found of God's Word, which seeing it riseth up through the Aftral Vipour remaineth that Dead Body being gone, the Aftral Vision remaineth, which hath distinguished the Wrath in the Aftral Birth, and give it the Sick in warm Drink, then operateth the innermost Birth which hath diseased the Person, and Cureth. Whereby it is seen, that the Power of the Eternal Life wrestleth in the Dead Earth in Anguish, but cannot bud till the Death be severed, which hangeth to it, for the Wrath is the Life of Death and of the Devil, wherein standeth their corporeal Bodies or Being, for the Dead Birth or Geniture is their Eternal House.

**CHAP. XXII.**

After other things in this Chapter, are the seven times Refining of Silver, and especially Gold, till it become Triumphing.

**CHAP. XXIII.**

1. The earnest and severe Birth or Geniture, out of which the Wrath of God, Hell and Death are come to be, hath been from Eternity in God: but not accessible nor eleable, not kindled or domineering, without which, severe Birth would be neither God, Life nor Heaven, Angel, nor Creature.

5. The Ubiquity of the Holy Trinity.

2. The whole Birth of the Heaven of all Heavens, this World, the place of the Earth and of all Creatures, and whatever can be thought of, all that together is God the Father. And in every the least circle imaginable is the whole Birth of God perfectly, perpetually and irrestitably: but if in a Creature or Place the Light be extinguih'd, there is the Aftreme Birth, which lyeth hid in the Light in the innermost Kernel.

3. The second Person is the Light, which is continually generated out of all the Powers, and enlighteneth again all the Powers of the Father; an instance whereof, is in the kindled Fires in this World, the inmate Son is the meek Joy and Delight of the Father. Now the Father and the Son are equally great, the one could not be without the other. If the Jews, Turks and Heathen will convert, the Light will rise up in them gloriously.

4. The third Person is the moving Spirit of Life. Thus there is One God and Three
Three distinct Persons, neither of them can comprehend, with hold or fathom the Original of the other.

5. If any will be Saints, and not Devils, let them generate in the meek, holy Law of God, else they shall Eternally generate in the viferte Geniture of God's Wrath. But the Deity is a very simple, pure, meek, loving quiet, unanimous Being, through which the sharpness of the innermost Birth can never elevate it self, but remains hidden.

CHAP. XXIV. Of the incorporating or Compation of the Stars.

1. GOD moved the whole Body of Nature contained in the Extent of this World, (on the 4th Day) which (though it was benamed) yet the Life was hid in it, and generated the Stars out of Nature, so the Light rose up making its Seat in the House of Death, which Death could comprehend as little as Wrath doth Meekness.

2. As a Tree hath Life. Vegetation and Sap producing Fruit, which the dry Bark hath little of through which the living Power thrusheth forth Twigs, while the withered Rind harboureth Worms, which at last destroy the Tree. It is the Love which breaketh through the House of Death, and is one Life with God.

3. The Stars are come out of the Power of the seven Spirits of God, for the Wrath of God was kindled by the Devil: and the Out birth as dross and scum was driven together, whence came Earth and Stones; for the Body of God as to this World could not remain in Death, but the corrupted Nature with its palpability, hath remained in Death, and is the House of Devils; therefore God created new Angels, (viz.) Adam, and would bar up Lucifer in the outer Darkness.

Q. Why had not this been done instantly, and then he had not done so much Mischief?

4. A. God purposed to make an excellent Angelical Army out of the Earth and all Vegetations after a Heavenly manner, and then Extract the Heart or Kernel at last, and separate it from Death, and the Death of the Earth and Wrath therein should be Lucifer's, who in the mean time should, and now doth, ly Captive in the Deep above the Earth.

5. But that there are so many Stars of differing Operations, shows God's Infiniteness, and their continuance shews there shall be a constant Uniform Birth.

Q. When the Devil and his Angels fell, why had not God instantly boled him up in the place where he fell?

6. A. What Sin hath the Salitter committed that it should stand totally in Eternal Jnme? None; therefore God willed to use it as a Dwelling for the new Race of Angels, Adam and his Children, and leave only the kindled fierceness to the Devil, which had it been all left to the Devil, out of it could not a new Body have been built.

7. The Stars are a sharp Birth and innermost Geniture, which had their first kindling from Heaven, and God useth them as an Instrument to the wresting Birth, and to anxiety, for on the third Day the anxiety in the Birth of this World, rub'd it telf; whence the Fire flash extised, and the Light of the Stars kindled it self in the Water of Life, till the third Day Nature was a dark Valley, and then Life brake through Death, and the new Birth began; for so long Jesus Christ rested in Death. The old Body which standeth in the afferenese is a House to the Devil, but the new to the Kingdom of Christ.
CHAP. XXV.

P. 590.

1. Every Star hath a peculiar Property, as may be perceived by the various curiosities of the blossoming Earth, which variety should have kindled the old Body into so many Powers to break forth through the Wrath, that the new Life might have all the Powers, that ever the old had before the times of the Wrath, which new Body blazed at the Creation, but Nature being by Man more corrupted, God Curved the Ground, for Man took hold of the Fruit of the old Body; wherefore the Fruit of the new was hidden, and the rebellious Body had Eves Wrath Apples to Eat.

594.

2. Concerning the Sun. As far as the middle Point or Centre hath kindled it self just so big is the Sun; for that is the Sun. The Light of the Meekness of the Sun united with the pure Deity, and were the great Heat taken away from the Sun it would be one Light with God, but the Heat cannot comprehend the Light; therefore the place of the Sun remaineth in the Body of God's Wrath.

598.

3. The Sun hath its royal place in the Earth, when it moveth not, but the Earth rouls about every 24 Hours; and compasseth the place of the Sun once every Year, as do the other Planets; but Saturn, Jupiter and Mars by reason of their great height, cannot do so.

606.

I. The Life of a Creature is in the Heat of the Heart. So is the Sun to the whole Deep. 2. The Gall is not existd from the Heart, but yet is the Mobility or stirring of the Heart, by a Vein that goth from the one to the other; so is Mars. 3. The Brain is the Power of the Heart. So is Jupiter. The Astral Birth stands with one Root in the Holy Heaven, and with the Corporeity is in the Wrath.

CHAP. XXVI.

609.

1. Saturn is Cold and Astringent, and takes not his Power from the Sun, but as the Sun is the Heart of the Life, so is Saturn the beginning of Corporeity, and of all Ernings, and as Jupiter is of the Brain, so is this of the Skull; his place is in the midst between Jupiter and the general Sphere of the fixed Stars.

612.

2. Venus is a gracious kindler of Love in Nature: for when the two Spirits of the Life and Mobility were riven up out of the place of the Sun, viz. Mars and Jupiter, then the Meekness as a Seed of the Water, pressed downward with the Power of Light, whence excided the Love of Life, or Planet Venus: mitigating the fierceness of Mars, and humbling Jupiter; else the Brains would break through the Brain Pan and tranmune it self in high-mindedness, in the manner of Proud Lucifer.

617.

3. Of Mercurius. The seven Spirits of God are perfectly in every place, but if in any one place they wrestle not triumphingly, in that place is no Mobility, but a deep Darkness; such a House is the Houle of Flesh in Man, such was the whole space of this World, when the Deity, in the 7 Spirits had withdrawn it self from the Devils; and had to continued, if the seven Planets and Stars had not riven from God's Spirits, but the Heart of the Deity hideth it self in the Corporeity and Out-birth of this World; which therefore is in great Anguish, till the Heart of God will move it self again in the seven Spirits of God in this World, and kindle
kindle them, and then the Sun and Stars will pass away again, to their first place, and the Light of God shall fill all the Body of this World, and when the anxiety takes the sweetness of the Light of God, all is richly full of Joy, and the whole Body triumpheth, which now cannot be: because the fierce captive Devil keeps House in the Out birth of this World, till the last Judgment Day, and then the Heart of God with his Fan will cleanse his Flour, and breaking through, Proclaim bright Day.

4. The Earth is the Fruit of the seventh Spirit of God, but Man's Body is far more Noble, being an Extracted Mals out of the Salter, out of the seventh Man's Body's Nature-Spirit.

5. When the Seed is generated, the Altringent Spirit draweth together a Mals out of the sweet Water - that is out of the Unctuosity of the Blood of the Heart; which Oyl or Sap hath in it the Root of the whole Man; as Tinder cast into Straw.

6. But if the Light had kindled itself in the Birth of the Soul, all the Fountain Spirits (according to the light of the Deity) had triumphantly United with the Deity, and had been a living Angel: but because the Wrath had already infected the Salter; that Danger was to be feared which befell Lucifer; therefore, the Extract whereof Man's Body was made, was not become Earth, though it was of the Salter of the Earth, but was held by the Word, till the Love-Spirit, out of the Heart of God glanced on the Salter of the Mals: then did the Salter become impregnated in the Centre of the Soul, and the Light abode in the Centre of the Mals, and the Word Rood in the Mals in the Sound.

This Book was Written by B. in the Year 1612. Being his first Book. It was taken from the Author and not finished, but that Defect supplied in his other Writings.

'Aurora. Finis.'
THE

Three Principles

OF THE

Divine Essence.


1. Though God generateth the Essence of all Essences out of Himself; for through Him and in Him are all things, yet Evil is not God. And though the first Principle be the eamet, Fountain of Tartness, and Cause of all Mobility, yet if that be irradiated with Divine Light, it is no more Wrath or Tartness, but great Joy.

2. Though also God hath no Beginning, it is here set down as if he had, to distinguish the first from the second Principle. Although it cannot be said that Bitterness, Sorrow, or Hell Fire are in God; for God made no Devil nor Death, yet those things are in Nature, and Nature originateth from God, according to the first Principle of the Father, who is call’d Angry, not in himself but in the Spirit of the Creature, which hath enkindled it self, and the Wrath of God burneth therein.

3. God is the incomprehensible Infinite Spirit. A Spirit doth ever nothing but ascend, flow, move and generate itself, in a Threefold Form, viz. Bitterness, Harshness, and Heat, neither of which is the first or last; for a Spirit is like a Wind which rising up beholdeth, perfecteth and generateth itself.

4. Three things are in the Original, whence all things came to be, Sulphur, Mercury, and Salt. In Sulphur is Soul or Spirit and Matter. In Mercury is harshness, Bitterness, Fire and Water, of which our Salt is the Child. From harshness, bitterness and fire in the first Principle, come wo, torment, trembling, and burning; yet from those three, is also generated Water. But in the first Principle God is not called God, but a devouring Fire.

CHAP. II. Of the first and second Principles, what God and the Divine Nature is.

1. The Divine Essence cannot be expressed by the Tongue, the Spiraculum viti, the Spirit of the Enlighten’d Soul speaketh, for every Creature seeth no farther, than to its own Mother, whence it originated. The Soul was breathed out
The Three Principles of the Divine Essence.

1. Out of God's first Principle into the third Principle, (viz.) into the Sydereal and Elementary Birth, it is not therefore marvellous that it should see the whole depth of the Father in the first Principle; for seeing only itself in its rising. The Devils also see and know it, they with all their latter saw nor felt it, but themselves shut themselves up from the second Principle.

2. The Sydereal Spirit which cleaveth the Soul, and the Elementary which ruleth the Fountain of the Blood, see only into that whence themselves are. But the Spirit of the Soul enlightened by the Holy Spirit of God, seeth into the Holy Divine Birth, the Heavenly Essence, the second Principle. This Door can be opened only by Prayer, seeking and knocking.

3. In the Sydereal phur in Sulphur are signified, the four Forms of harshness or affrightment, bitterness or attraction, arguith and fire; but in the Sul of Sulphur, is the Soul or Spirit meant, which when it attaineth the Light, the fifth Form of Love springeth up, the Bridegroom embraceth his sacred Bride.

4. Hence by the Water Spirit in Mercurius ariseth the sixth Form or Sound, so are all in one Heavenly Harmony united in the Divine Nature, yet every Form retains its own Property, so that here consisting a cross Birth, for the fire goeth upward, the Water downward, the Essences of the harshness sideways, as it were East, West, North and South.

CHAP. III. Of the endless and innumerable Productions of the Eternal Nature.

1. Such as by reproach forbid a search what God is, prosecute the Devil's deceit; that it might not be known what the Anger of God is, nor what the Devils, and what properly it is which God Abhors. Ability is in Man to speak what God our Father is, and what the Eternal working.

2. Every of the six Forms generates more; for in every of the Fountain Spirits is but one Centre, and each generates more, as out of one branch issue many sprigs and buds, and out of one root many threads.

3. Out of the harsh Spring proceed five Springs, (viz.) Bitterness, Fire, Love, Sound and Water, and in their Co-operating through Anguish, the Light and Life arise, and the Anguish becomes in the sixfold Form, a great Joy: in a mere pleasing Taste, delighting Sight, reviving Smell, ravishing Sound, the lofted Touch all unutterably Excellent. So as if one were instantly snatcht out of the bitter Pangs of Death and Torments of Hell into the Triumphant Light of Divine Joy.

4. For, the Forms of harshness, bitterness and fire being perfect in Love, become totally Glorious, and a Highest Joy, and yet their various Properties remain, all perfectly irradiated.

CHAP. IV. Of the Eternal Essence generating Infinity of Existencies.

1. The Eternal generating hath neither Beginning, Number, End, Bottom, nor is it Corrupted: The Mind of the Sydereal and Elementary Spirit seeth only a glimpse of it, which Mind is the Chariot of the Soul, without which Mind the Soul were feeble and crude in the first Principle; but if the Soul be regenerated in the Light of God, that Light is its lustre in the second Principle, wherein it liveth Eternally.

2. Man's
The Three Principles of the Divine Essence.

2. Man's Body was made out of the one Element, the Quintessence, whence all the four Elements, Stars and Heaven of the third Principle were created. But the Soul was breathed by the Holy Ghost out of the Father's Light, which Light being the Name of God is the Light of Life, and enkindled out of the four Agonies; therefore is the Soul God's own Sublunary.

3. If the Soul elevate itself back, into the Anguishes of the four Original Parties, it becomes a Devil. But if it elevate itself forward, in the fifth Form of Light, Meekness and meekness of Humility, it is fed by the Word, the Heart of God, and its own spiritual Original becomes Paradisaical, a sweet Fountain of Eternal Songs of Praise. It is an Angel, a Child of God, and hath Ability to speak the indissoluble bond, but not of the infinite generating; for the immeasurable space of the Deity hath neither Beginning nor End.

Of the Sublime Sare of the Holy Trinity.

4. The Father is the Original Essence of all Essences, in whom, if the Son the second Principle were not eternally generated, the Father, according to the first Principle would be a zealous, wrathful, dark Principle; for the Son is as the Light out of the Fire, the Heart, brightness and Love of the Father, who is in his Son merciful, reconciled and well pleased. The Son is another manner of Person than the Father, hath another centre of meer Joy and Love. The Holy Ghost proceedeth from both in the enkindling of the Light, as out of the Water Fountain of Humility, is also a Angelic Spirit making out of the virtue of the Light an infinite number of Centres, of a sweet smell and sweet taste.

The Description of Lucifer, &c. I Abridge not here, having done it more fully in the 13th Chapter of Aurora, page 250.

CHAP. V. Of the third Principle the Creation of the Material World, and farther clearing of the first and second Principles.

1. A Principle is a Birth. Therefore he that is Born of God, may know the third Principle by his own new Birth. The terror of God's Wrath, the horror and anguish of his Estate, in and Darkness was his first Principle. His pure Divine Joy in being born again, is his entering into the new Life or second Principle.

2. In the first Principle is the indissoluble bond, which is a Genitrix in it self immaterial, wherein, by the moving Spirit of God, out of that incomprehensible Matr, the comprehensible visible Water proceeded, in such various manner as the Spirit willed; for out of the fifth Form of it, was enkindled the fiery Heaven and Constellation or Quintessence, where the Light originated, whence the Sun was Born, which opened and enlivened the third Principle of the Material World; as the Heart of God in Paradise doth in that pure immaterial Heaven, opening the Eternal Power and Wisdom of God.

3. The outward third Principle is the Similitude or Representation of the inward Paradisaical World, in which Angels and Man were Created, and should not have known the Original of the four Elements, wherein by the Fall of Lucifer was Evil and Good, but now the Knowledge of it is highly necessary that we may fly from the bestial Man, and learn to know the true Man.
CHAP. VI. Of the Separation in Creating the Third Principle.

By the Separation of the Creatures the Sun, Stars, Elements, yea in our selves and in all things, and their particular Properties, the Eternal Mother is seen.

2. The generated World becomes a Genitrix, not sundered from the Eternal, but by the Sun hath attain'd another Light, and Life, but is not the Eternal Light, Life or Wisdom itself.

3. Out of the Paradisical Heaven, Water, Spirit or Matrix is the Material Heaven created. For, when Lucifer would Domineer, the dark Matrix attracted to as the Earth, Stones, Metals, Salt, &c. proceeded; which shut him up, but the virtue remaining in the Matrix producing Light, made also Gold, Silver, Copper, &c. The Spirit of God without departing from his own Eternal Paradisical Seat, by the Fiat moved on the Material half deadned Water, and created the Heaven, which once separated from the dark Mift whereof was the Earth, the Elements of Air, Fire and Water, though one in another, appeared.

CHAP. VII. Of the Eternal Birth of Heaven, and generating the four Elements, &c.

1. No Spirit nor Man can (of his own Power) possibly see into any other Principle but in which he is, or is regenerated into. Man whose Soul is out of the first Principle his Body outwardly of the Stars and Elements, and inwardly of the one Element (if illustrated by the second Principle) hath great might of Miracles, raising the Dead, &c. such may well see into the three Principles; the Spirit of which it is Born searcheth the deep things of the Deity.

2. Other Men Swim between the Virtue of the Stars and Elements as the Created Heavens do, between the Divine and Hellish Kingdoms, as doth Man also, and to which of them he falls and yields himself, in that is he regenerated.

3. The Light of God is a caufe of all the three Principles. But that, there would be no longing and attraction in the dark Eternity, and the Father is the first desiring and longing after the Son, thence the Eternal Nature is ever longing. So the brightnes of Heart of the Father in the dark Matrix generated the third Principle, for to is God manifest, who else would be Eternally hidden.

4. Therefore, O Noble Man, though thou art slept with Adam out of Paradise into the third Principle yet thy great desire and longing of thy Heart, on the Heart of God, and his Kingdom will be taken by force, seek God in thy Soul, there stands all the three Principles: The Divine Birth it felt, the Pearl, the Paradisical Garden do all stand open in a holy Soul.

5. The true place of God is every where, the Centre of the Earth, he comprehendeth Hell itself. All things are of him and from him. And yet the out or procreated Birth is not from his Essence or Substance, but from the Darknes,
And, 1. The Fountain of the Darkness is the first Principle. 2. The Vertue and Power of the Light is the second Principle. 3. The Out-birth generated out of the Darkness by the power of the Light, is the third Principle. In a similitude.

6. 1. Your Soul-giving Reason representeth God the Father. 2. The Light shining in the Soul, represents the Son. 3. The vertue proceeding from that Light, whereby the whole Body is directed, represents the Holy Ghost.

7. 1. The Darkness in you, which longeth after the Light, is the first Principle.

2. The power of the Light, by which you see in your Mind, without Bodily Eyes, is the second Principle.

3. The vertue proceeding from the Mind, impregnating it self, whence the Material Body growtheth, is the third Principle: Between each of which is an inclosure, knot or stop.

8. God sever’d the Fiery Starry Heaven or Quintessence, from the watery Matrix; e’er there would have been no end of generating of Stones: That done, the watery became clear, and still the fiery longeth after the watery as the Husband of it, and the watery as the Wife is impregnated thereby, by which the Elements and all Minerals, Vegetables, &c. as Children, are proceeded.

9. Every Form in the Matrix hath its visible Creatures, but invisible to us, unless they will manifest themselves; for tho’ the Elements are Members one of the other, and receptacles one of the other, yet each comprehended but it self: Nor do the Spirits of the Air, Water, and Fire comprehend more, than of their own Birth or peculiar World. As the Body seeth not the Syderial and Elementary Spirit, nor that the Soul tho’ one be in another.

CHAP. VIII. Of the Creation, Vegetation and Constellation, and Original Substance of this World.

I Forbear Abridgment of this Chap. contenting my self with research of the Extracts of the 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th Chapters of this Book, and of the 18th and 19th Chapters of Aurora.

CHAP. IX. Of Paradise.

1. A Dam was in the Garden of Eden, and in Paradise, but Eden was not Paradise. The Tree of Good and Evil in Eden, grew as those whereof we eat, which are Evil and good. But Paradise is another Principle. The Spirit of the World cannot, much less can any Creature comprehend it.

2. It consists in exact Perfection, no Evil Creature or Thing can reach it, Angels Knowledge and Tongues are required to express it. None can come therein but by the new Birth, and true resignation. The Holy Ghost hath, and is the Key.

3. Paradise is not corporeal and palpable, but consisteth in the Vertue and Power of God, its corporeity, is like the Angel’s bright and transparent Substances, its Birth immeasurable, immutable, a constant Spring in perfect Love.

4. Fruits grow there in such Figure as here, but not in such property, its Root is the Heavenly Matrix. The Eternal Father is instead of the activity of the Stars. The Light of God instead of the Sun. The Holy Ghost is the Air. No years nor time.
time is there. There is a figur'd substance of all this Worlds Creatures, and the figur'd substance of all words that came from the Divine Root stand there also.

The Holy Gate.

5. Nothing is nearer us than Heaven, Paradise, and Hell: There is a Birth between them, yet both Gates stand in us. The Devil stands in one calling and beckening, and in his hand is Power, Honour and Pleasure, the Root of which is Death and Hell Fire. God calleth in the other Gate, and in his hand are Crosses, Perfections, Poverty, Misery, Ignominy and Sorrow, and the Root of these is Fire also, and in the Fire a Light, and in the Light a Virtue, and in the Virtue Paradise, and in Paradise the Angels, and among the Angels Joy: Take which of the two thou wilt.

6. The third Principle of us belongs not to Paradise, and sees it not, till it rot in the Earth, and rise a new Virtue: But the regenerated Soul sees it, being a Child of Paradise.

7. After the time of this World the Out-birth returns to its Äther, but the Figures of all Creatures remain, as also of all words and works in either Kingdoms, in which they were Iown, and then Angels and Blessed Men will remain in the Birth of the Divine Light, and the Devils and wicked Men in Eternal Darkness, for being Created out of the harsh Matrix out of which the Light of God existed from Eternity, they cannot go back into Transitories. Therefore seek the Pearl of Divine Meekness and Patience, and finding it you will be thoroughly taught, and in it find Paradise and the Kingdom of Heaven.

CHAP. X. Of the Creation of Man, of his Soul, and of Gods Breathing in.

Though I have met with more of this Subject in the 21st Chap. of the Aurora, and in the 5th Chap. of the Book of Election. Also in the 3d, 4th, 5th, to the 8th Chap. of the Book of the Incarnation, and in the 16th Chap. of the Mysterium Magnum, yet taking it all briefly here, do observe and collect as follows.

1. Adam was Created with the Virtue of all the three Principles in him, the Heavenly Centre was fixt, and was to have remained so, and the Earthy not to have been awakened; for though as the similitude of God, he had the dark Fountain or first Principle, and the Out birth, viz. the Properties of all the Creatures in him, yet was he to live and act in neither of those two, but in the second Principle, that of Light and Paradise only: And in that Divine Light, rule over the Stars, Elements, and all Creatures.

2. For Adam's very Body being of that holy Element or Quintessence whence the Stars and Elements originated, besides the Royal Soul he had, he was to have been incorruptible; tho' the Stars and Elements had returned into their Äther.

3. He was without distinct Female, to generate out of his will (without rending or dividing his Body, or Anguish, or Misery) an Angelical Host.

4. His Bones, were Strengths or Powers, none of Guts and Entrails, Teeth or Beffial Members, no dark, opaque Body, nor hardness, no sleep, sickness, or any kind of evil, which arose by the prevalency and inequality of the afterward divided Elements.
The Three Principles of Divine Essence.

5. This God did for Adam, and intended most mercifully towards him, and gave his own Heart to redeem him. He fell not by reason of God's Decree, as the Devil suggested: Nor was the Tree of Good and Evil planted to try him, but the Tree sprang up in the will of Adam and Eve, and standeth yet in us, not in God. Nor cometh the punishment from his Hand, but from spiritus majoris mundi, the Macrocosm the third Principle.

6. To attain this knowledge, see, in the mind of Man lyeth, and thence proceed he Joy and Sorrow, Hope, and Doubting, Love and Hatred, Meekness and Wrath. The Question is, May not the Mind stand in one only Will and Essence?

A. If it did so, then it would have but one quality, an immovable stillness, no will to any thing, a mere nothing, no knowledge, wisdom or joy.

7. Therefore in God (whose image Man is) is an Eternal Mind, which generated the Eternal Will, and the Eternal Will generated the Eternal Heart of God, the Eternal Heart of God generated the Eternal Light, the Eternal Light generated the Eternal Vertue, the Vertue generated the Spirit. And again the Spirit generated the Mind, this is the Eternal, Almighty, Unchangeable God.

8. So in Man, the Mind standeth in Anguish, and the Anguish maketh a longing, and that longing is the Will, the Father's Property. The Will conceiveth the Vertue, and Light, and is the Sons Property. And in the Light, out of the Vertue, proceeds the Spirit, and is the Property of the Holy Ghost, which again generated the Mind and Will, so is made the indissoluble Band.

9. Thus Adam's Mind and longing Will should have abode in the Vertue of the Light, which had illustrated his first Principle, and by his Spirit should have ruled over the third Principle, did by going into the third Principle, and eating thereof, subject himself thereto, and had not his noble Soul hindered, had become a meer Beast.

10. But the Gracious God inspake his Word again into him, and to redeem so fair a Creature, sent his own Heart, that the unchangeable purpose of God might stand, to bring again the same Image in the Resurrection into Paradise, which was at first created in it and for it.

11. But Lucifer generated a fiery Will in the first Principle, who should have generated a Loving, Meek, Angelical Will, and extinguish the Light, which was the end of Nature. No help was for him, for to give him more Divine Light, were but as Water to increace his Fire. And God willeth to have no fiery Spirit in Paradise, his Brimstone Spirit is inkindled, and remaineth unquenchable, desiring to get above the Meekness of the Heart of God, which shuts him up Eternally.

CHAP. XI. Of all Circumstances of the Temptation.

1. When God did set the Fiat in the Will to Create Angels, he separated all the Properties as hard, four, bitter, harsh, fierce, soft, &c. (as we see are in the various properties of the Stars) and created the Princely Throne Angels as so many Fountains. Then in each Fountain came forth a Centre, in many Thouand Thouands, and every Hoft got a Will, such as was the Fountain or Prince whence they proceeded, giving their will to him as the Stars do to the Sun. Tho' all thoroughly irradiated with Divine Splendor, yet had every Hoft some one of the Properties of the first Principle, most Eminent in them.

2. Of the Princes one is fallen and his Hoft; for, standing in the fourth form his Fire Elevated him above the End of Nature.

3. The
3. The First in the Creation separated the Matrix also of the Out birth, created after the other according to the forms of the inward World, and out of the Properties of the first Principle, came Creatures of all sorts good and bad as Lambs, Doves, &c. as also Wolves, Toads; also in the separation of Vegetables are good, and hurtful Plants. And that the evil is also profitable, is seen, for that in every Creature is a poyonous Gall, being the cause of Life.

4. Adam was created of all the three Principles, but in perfect clarity an Image of his Creator, and Eptomy of all Creatures.

5. In the Garden of Eden were all Paradifical Trees, pleasant to look on, and good for Food, wherein tho' they sprung out of the Earth, yet in them, was imprinted the Divine Vertue of the second Principle, and yet were truely in the third Principle. Death fluck only in that Tree of Good and Evil; that, was able to bring Man into another Image.

6. God willed not Adam should eat of it; for he not only barely warned him of the danger, but forbade him with a severe Menace.

7. Nor was he Created with a distinct Female as other Creatures that on his Fall he might the better be helped.

8. Nor wold, he should need any other clothing than Glory, else would have given him a Hide as other Creatures. But as a Heavenly Man he should have eaten Heavenly Fruit. Now follows the Gate of the Temptation.

Adam had all the three Principles or Worlds in him, and in all he looked on without him.

9. The Heart of God would have him to abide in Paradif being his similitude. The Kingdom of Wrath would have this great Lord because he proceeded out of the Eternal Mind of the Darkness that through him might be shew'd great power. The Kingdom of this World would have him be his Houfholder for that he lived in it, and was part of it, saying, Eat and Drink not only Divine Food; thou art not yet a meer Spirit, eat not that which is incomprehensible. Eat my sweet, drink my strong which is comprehensible.

10. Here Adam thought, seeing I am on the Earth, and that it is mine I will use it as I list.

11. Then came the Inhibition, on pain of Death, not to eat the Earthy Food, wherein was mixt the evil, for the Tree was neither better nor worfe than that we have. But God saw his eager imagination to set on the Earthy Fruit, that he could not generate a perfect Paradifical Man, but an Infected one out of himself, that would fall to be corruptible, did let a sleep fall on him.

CHAP. XII. Further of the Circumstances of the Temptation.

1. Moses at the Bush was commanded to pull off his Shoes shewing his Earthy Birth.

God gave the Law at Sinai and establish'd it in clarity, but by Thunders, &c. in the Spirit of the great World (for in God's Heart is only Love and Kindnes) because after the Fall Men lived therein, viz. in the Spirit of the great World.

2. The Law demanding obedience, and the rafte voluptuousnes of Israel were in strife Forty days till they fell to their finful Calf. And Chrifts tryal Forty days, &c. shew the time of Adam's Temptation.

Of Adam's Sleep.

1. Adam's sleep was his being Captivated by the thriving Stars and Elements, whole

* See Chap. 18. of My He- rium Mag- n.
whole wrestling so far overcame him, that his Tincture became ensealed, and he as dead, who should (as we in the Resurrection) have Eternally with open Eyes beheld the Infinite Glories. This God so greatly loathed, that Adam could not long continue in Paradise.

The Highest Gate of the Life of the Tincture.

2. The Tincture is that which separateth the pure from the impure, and graduateth to the highest all sorts of Life in all Creatures: Yet in some strong others weak. Its Birth is from the Virtue of the Deity, and imprints it self in all things, yet so secretly, that none of the ungodly can know it: It is Eternal, but the Spirit given it by the Firr is according to the kind of every Creature. At first it was implanted in Jewels, Gems, Metals.

3. It was generated in the fifth form, that of Love out of the Heart of God, And tho’ its Spirit in the third Principle abide not for ever, yet, for the sake thereof, the very figures of this World shall remain for ever. But in the second Principle, the Tincture standing in the Spirit and Substance in Angels and Men is Eternally fixt.

The Tinctures Essences.

4. It is the flash of Life and Lustre whose Root is Fire causing the faculty of sensing in all Creatures. It Chrystallizeth impure Water, separateth the Light from Darknes, imageth itself in what it hath made pure, making it also sweet, shining like Oyl and Fire. Mixt with the Matrix of VWater by the mixture becomes fixt and thick, and by the Property of the Fire is colour’d Red, and is the Blood in which the Noble Life existeth.

Of the Death and Dying.

5. In so great and hourly danger stands the Noble Life in the Tincture, and hath so many potent Enemies, that either on the Efflux of the Blood the Tincture flyeth away, or on the over-prevalency of any one of the four Elements, or ill Conjunction of the Constellations darting their Poisons the Band of Life breaketh and the flash goeth out in Meeknes.

How the Heavenly Tincture was in Adam before the Fall, and shall be in us after this Life.

6. Adam’s three Principles whereof he was, were three Births, the one not comprehended by the other, viz. The Worm or Brimstone Spirit, generated out of the Eternal Will of the Father. The Virgin or Wisdom of God. And the Spirit of this World. The two latter were given to him, to his right and left.

7. The second was to illustrate the first, in the power whereof he was to rule over the third. It is possible for a Soul, by reaching back into the might of the Fire or first four forms, and becoming salt to the Virgin (the Wisdom of God) to shut the Door of the Virgin, and lose the good of the third Principle; which cannot be obtained again, but by a new Birth wrought by the Holy Ghost. Such a Regeneration restores true Honour and Joy, but without it, at the Death of the Body the Soul remains a Serpent, or Worm that never dies, and the figures only of the other two principles remain, to compleat its horror. Thus he may see what an Angelical Form he hath irrecoverably lost. Thus Adam loft the Virgin by his Luft, and got the Woman in his Luft.

8. By
8. By the above appears what Adam was, viz. having the Tincture of the perfect Male and Female Properties.

9. The Temptation was the Spirit of the World being the third Principle, like a young Man of good Complexion, Virtuous and Beautiful, having forty days and nights sweet Converse and Embraces of a perfectly Fair, curious, Feature'd, modest Virgin of God's Wisdom, in meer Joy, with command that their Will be most steadfast, so as not in the least thought to desire one another, but as chastely as if they were each unspoken or unseen to the other, and so to remain in the Probable forty days and nights.

10. The Spirit which God had breathed into Adam was the chaste Virgin, which Adam's worldly Spirit should have loved with a pure Mind, but he desired her with Terrene Luft, which was his Fall.

11. But by being Born again, of Water (which is in the Centre) and of the Holy Spirit, the Soul is cleansed from impure Affections, and inflamed with Divine and Sacred Love.

CHAP. XIII. Of Creating the Woman.

1. Adam's Tincture being wearied in the strife of the three Principles, his Luft Spirit prevailing, he sunk into sleep, his Heavenly Body became Flesh and Blood, his strength Bones, the Virgin withdrew into her Heavenly Ether, where she waited to see if any will by the new Birth receive her for their Bride.

2. Adam's Angelical Kingdom was gone, he now must generate a worldly Kingdom, by a Female, as other Beasts: Which that God abominated appears by his making Man at first without a Female, and laid all was very good, also that the first Child was a Murtherer, and that God cursed the Earth, &c.

3. But God, that he might help vanquish Adam, of one of his Ribs built a Woman. That is. The First flood in the Centre, and sever'd the Matrix from the Limbus, took part of Adam's Substance, viz. of his Spirit, Flesh and Bones, which then were not to hard till Eve did bite the Apple: So they were two, yet undivided in Nature, and both must generate one Man, which before one should have done.

4. A pleasant Gist. As little as the Spirit of the Soul could be helped except the Virgin by entering into the Abyss of the Spirit of the Soul (which is near the Hell of God's fierce anger) had regenerated by Jesus Christ, so little could the rent in Adam's hollow side (whence the Rib was taken) be made perfect, except the second Adam had suffered the Wound in the same place to pour out his precious Blood, and to repair the first Adam's breach made in the same place.

5. Further of the Woman. Eve was not made of the Rib only, but of all Adam's Essences, yet of no more Members than the Rib, which causteth her feebleness, and is by Gods command in subjection to the Man, and to be friendly to him. Also the Man must help her, and love her as his own Essences. And they being but one Flesh, Bone and Heart, must have only one will: And their Children are neither of the one, nor of the other, but of both: As if only of one, which causteth the fever of command that they honour and be in subjection to Father and Mother on pain of Temporary and Eternal Punishment.

6. The Noble propagation of the Soul. The Tincture is generated from all the three Principles, yet hath neither, for its own, but is a bright Habitation in which the Spirit dwelleth. It reneweth the Spirit that it becomes clear and visible. Its Name is Wonderful, known only to them that have it. It giveth Virtue to, and
and is the Life and Heart of all things. It is the fragrancy of Herbs and Flowers, and causeth them as also Silver and Gold to grow; though of all the Children of Nature it be a Virgin, and generated nothing out of it self. It is the Friend and clay-fellow of God. The way to it is very near. Whosoever findeth it dare not reveal it, nor can he, for no Language can express it, yet it is not God. It may be over powered and used in Metals, if it be pure, it can make pure Gold, of Iron and Copper, and make a little grow to be a great deal. Its way is as subtle as the thoughts of a Man, for thence rule the thoughts.

7. The propagation in the Flesh. So great is the subtlety and might of the Tincture as to penetrate the Marrow in the Bones of another, which Witches know and practise; for their Master Lucifer thought to exalt his false Tincture above Gods.

8. The Male and Female Tinctures, tho' different, yet both long after the Virgin the Tincture of the Male goeth out of the Limbus, that of the Female out of the Matrix. And in the delicate Compositions where the Tincture is most noble and clear, the ardent vigour of each thinketh to find the Virgin in the other, tho' it be in neither. And from the mixed doth groweth the Body, and in the wrestling the Conqueror giveth the marks of distinction.

The Spirit of the great World thinketh it hath the Virgin which it hath not.

9. The sacred Gate of Women. The Seed is sown in the Lust of the Tinctures, and the harth, four Fiat supposing it to be the Virgin, attracteth the Seed to it with great joy, desiring the Limbus of God in Paradise, but the Spirit of the great World imminenteth and filleth the Tincture with the Elements, whence comes a loathing against the fulness; for the Virgin Tincture relisheth not such grossness, but retireth into its Ether. Then the Spirit of the Sun, Stars and Elements doth by the Fiat attract and foster the Child.

Saturn.

Ffemale.

Mars.

In the first Month the hart Fiat in which ruleth the Spirit of the Stars perceiving the Blood of the Mother wherein is the Tincture to be sweeter than its own Essence, it longeth to image it self therein, and Create Adam.

In the second Month the Matter is severed into Members according to the predominance of such Stars as are then most potent.

In the third Month, the joy the Fiat got in the Tincture of the Blood withdrew, and the hart Essences in Terror would fain like a flash depart, but are withheld and made hard making the Skin inclosing the Child, then the Tincture flashes upward, in the Terror taking the power of all the Essences with it, all which the Fiat holdeth fast, thereby Creating the Head, &c. And by the hard Terror is made the Skull, and in the Contest and Terror of the departing Essences, come the various Veins.

11. The shifting in the Matrix is the first dying, by which the Essences do sever from Heaven, that the Virgin cannot be generated, which Adam should have done without Woman, or rending his Body.

12. Further of the Incarnation. The Fiat so holdeth in the Terror, that the filling in of Elements hardeneth to be Bones. So the Elementary Man riseth and the Heavenly fallen. And the Stitches and Aches Women feel come from the Sympathy the Tincture of their Bodies have with the Tincture in the Matrix: In this Anguish a Sting enkindleth a Fire, and in the Fire a Light of Joy which is the beginning of Life.

Sol.

13. In the fourth Month, the Light of Life makes the hardness calm and meek, here gathereth a longing and virtue coming from the Light, and this delight in the Love is the Noble Tincture which is the Child's own. And the Spirit generated out of the Anguish in the flash of the Fire, is the true real Soul.
CHAP. XIV. Of the Birth and Propagation of Man. The very Secret Gate.

1. Man Paradisal Life sprung up in the Holy Ghost in the Divine Light in the place of the four Elements. Whence when he departed into the Principle of the spirit of this World, that withdrew, and this made him like other Beasts, defining only to fill itself and propagate. By that Spirit is he figured in the Mothers Womb, Life, Birth, Nourishment, good or evil success is given; and at last corruption.

2. And were not Man's Essences out of God's Eternity, he, like the Spirit of other Creatures, had gone into its Ether, and in this Life had worn the rough Hide, but he is left with full Power to yield himself to which of the first or second Principle he will. Hence is it that Regeneration is of absolute necessity to the blessed Restoration.

3. Of the strong Gate of the indissoluble Band. The three Essences, viz. Harshnels or Sournels, Biternels and Fire make like the Trinity the indissoluble Band. The first is the First and thing of the second, and both the cause of the third, and from all three in anxiety ariseth the twinkling flash, out of which the Angels are Created, who by their longing after the Heart of God were enlightened by the Divine Wisdom. But Lucifer's Pride cast him back into the anxious Fire without Light.

4. The Gate of the Syderest or Starry Spirits. By the great longing of the darknels after the light was this World Created, which desire must continue, else no good Creature could be.

5. But the Starry Spirit would be King of the Essences of the Soul which ought not to be. It longeth to find the Virgin in Man where once it was, but the Virgin confilling in the virtue of the second Principle is out of reach.

6. Every thing groaneth after the Divine Virtue to be freed from the Vanity of the Devil, which parting should it scale, the World would be a never Hell.

7. But that the Creatures may attain it, they must wait till their dissolution, when in their Figure, and in their Ether, they get a place in Paradise.

8. The more the Spirit of the World wrestleth, and that the Soul (by approaching the Heart of God) refiseth, the more eager still is the Spirit of the World. There the King, the Virtue of the Sun is triumphant, that it submisseth all the Essences of the Stars to their highest Summit. And here the Essences of the Soul can see in the Light of the Virgin its own Original.

9. The depth in the Centre. That Fire we see with our Eyes is not the Element of Fire, but the fiery Wrath, come to be such by the inkindling when the Devils fell out of the one holy Element in which one Element is Meekness and Rest, not Heat and Cold which have a contrary will.

10. Because therefore the fiercenes would rule over meekness, God caused the Sun to come forth, thereby opening four Centres. 1. It made the harshnels thin and pleasant as Water. 2. By the Water the fiercenes in the flesh was extinguished. 3. The Motion and Eternels wereof became Air. 4. And what the four fiercenes had attracted to it was thrust out as the Earth swimmeth in the Water, these seek in anxiety to retreat again into the one Element: which cannot be till the number to the praise of God be full, according to the Eternal Mind.

11. The most previous Gate in the Root of the Lily. The longing (or attracting) willing and desiring are the three beginning and indissoluble Band. Hence ever...
gineth the Eternal Mind, in that the Will goeth out of the attracting Activity into Meekness. Hence also originateth the Eternal Anguish Gods original fierceness. Hence likewise originateth the Eternal mixture where the flash discovereth it self in many thousand thousands. The going forth out of the darkness without intermission opening still a new Centre or Principle in infinitum.

2. The Gate of God the Father. The attracting of the Will impregnateth its self with meekness, being deliver'd from darkness, wherein standeth the pleasant joy, for in the appearing of the sharpness in the darkness, standeth the Omnipotence, and is as when a Man is instantly come out of a scourging Fire to sit in a temperate refreshment, herein is the perfection of the highest Joy and Meekness.

3. The Will of God is, that whatsoever inclineth itself to him, he will create in meekness. To which the Worm in the Spark inclineth whether to the sharp fiercenes in the Fire, or the sharp flash to the Regeneration in the second Principle of meekness, in that it standeth in Eternity.

4. The deep of the darkness and of the Light are alike great, and are both without beginning and end, the firm Bar of a whole Principle is between them. And the will to Love, Resignation, Meekness and sharp Regeneration, is the bound or limit of these two Principles.

5. The Gate of the Son of God. The will from Eternity impregnateth itself, and hath an Eternal Defiring, and bringeth forth Eternally, the Eternal Son and Child of Meekness, Virtue (or Power) expressing and speaking forth the depth of the Deity, and the Eternal Wisdom of God.

6. The Gate of Gods Wonders in the Role of the Lilly. The Holy Trinity, dwelling in itself, generating out of its self, comprehended by nothing, having no place of rest or limit, but is the unsearchable Eternity and Infinity; hath an Eternal Will, going forth of the Mouth and Heart of God by the Holy Ghost. In which going forth, by the sharpness of the Fiat all essences are, and yet this is not God, but a sheer Virgin of the Wisdom of God. This Virgin openeth Gods Wonders in the Eternal Essences. These reveal'd Wonders become a substance. And this substance is the one Element, wherein all essences are. And the fair, sheer Virgin of Gods Wisdom discovereth her self infinitely, without number or end in Powers, Colours and Arts, at which the Deity rejoiceth. And that Joy is call'd Paradise, because of the sharp generating of the infinity of the pleasant Fruit of the Lilly. What it is no Earthy Tongue or Pen is sufficient, all we can say of it is less than Dross to Gold, and our Speech is as a drop, or glimpse, or sparkles.

---

CHAP. XV. Of the Knowledge of the Eternity (in the Corruptibility) of the Essence of all Essences.

1. In the Original Essence of all Essences, we find but one, whence is from Eternity generated the other, both are in Divine Omnipotence, have different Inclinations, mix not, nor can be dissolved.

2. In the Eternal Original is also the Virgin of Wisdom, whose longing after a Similitude Created the Angels, opening a Fountain to every Essence, whence came the Names of Principalities, Thrones, &c. And out of each many thousand thousands.

3. But Lucifer and his Servants like a Tree and its Branches, moved by the stern Matrix, bearing only the guilt of his own Fall, kindled the Element (whence came the four Elements, and out of it came Earth and Stones) and became exalted out of Paradyle.

4. But
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4. But the Virgin rediscovers, in the Out-birth the Similitude, which the Fiat made substantial a meer Quinta Essentia. And God Created the Sun, the Similitude of his own Heart, which put all the Out-birth into Meekness, that all this after diffution might in Paradize be a shadow of his substance, and not only made outward Creation, but also out of the Quinta Essentia figur'd Spirits.

5. And in the room of the fallen Angels, made Man of all the three Principles, but to live in the second, and rule over the other two. to whom the Virgin of Gods Willing Espoused her self, opening in him a Centre to many thousand thousands, in perfect shaft Meekness, without reading his Body, but the Spirit of the great World to overcame Adam, that he became Earthy, the Virgin departed.

6. But still the Virgin calleth, and is ready to return to all that seek her with humble Earnestness. 'Tis a Lie to say one is not elected; the possibility of humble seeking is in every one. Pride enclineth one more strongly than another, but forceth none. There is need of the Treader upon the Serpent in the Womb; because all the three Principles do there imprint themselves.

7. And tho' the Devil dare not Image himself till Mans understanding inclines to evil, yet let none presume on the Devils Impotency; for tho' the Child be in Innocence, the Seed is not, which is of fearful consideration to Parents, especially evil ones.

8. Diligently and deeply to be considered. Pure Love which reacheth Paradize is wholly modest: As in two young people whose Limbus and Matrix have attained the Blossom of the Noble Tincture, how hearty, faithful, pure Love bear they to each other. But after they take each other, the burning Love infecteth, and the Athes of Luif turns them oftentimes to Spiteful Enmity. Whence may be seen, God willed not the Beifial Copulation, but the pure, fiery, Paradical Love.

9. When all the parts of the Child are formed, 'tis still in Beifial an Image, that if it perish before the enkindling of the Light, viz. the Spirit of the Soul, nothing of the Figure appears before God at the Restitution, but its Shape and Shadow.

10. The Life of the Soul standeth in the three Principles. The first discovereth itself in the Fire flath, standing over the Heart in the Gall: The second is generated of the first, and is the pleasant joy. Oh happy they who experience the governing power of it! The third Principle preseth after the Tincture of the Soul, but attaineth only the Light of the Sun and Stars, whose qualifying with the Soul, brings many Diseases into the Essences, as the Plague, &c. and at last Death.

The Extracts of the rest of this Excellent Chapter I forbear, contenting my self with what hath been done in the Aurora, &c. on that subject.

CHAP. XVI. Of the Mind, Understanding, Senses, Thoughts, Threeslip Spirit, Tincture, Inclination of a Child in the Womb, of the Divine, Hellish and Earthy Image, &c.

1. The Mind standeth in three Kingdoms. The first is Eternal, the second is Eternally generated, the third tranitory. If the first generated not the second, it goeth into the Abys: The Gate of the second goeth into Paradize.

2. So can our Mind, being a sparkly breathed in from the Eternal Mind, speculate things remote from the Senses, and penetrate Wood, Stone, Bone and Marrow, without rending the dark Bodies. The third Kingdom, that of the Sun, Stars and Elements, wrestle with the first Kingdom, yield themselves to it as to their Father.

3. The second standeth between these two Regions, from the Rays whereof, spring
spring the Gates of the Senses, filling all with joy. The Tincture whereof, causeth all vegetation. And in Animals, especially in Man, the Blood of the Heart, in which the Soul Swimmeth is incomparably sweet; therefore God forbidde breath Blood; for the Bestial Life ought not to be in Man, lest the Spirit be infected by it.

4. The Constellations make not a Child an Image of God, but at highest a lusty, lively, pleasant Beast. In some the Image of a dangerous evil Beast, in others of a tame, merry Beast, according as the Constellations stood at the Incarnation and Birth of the Child.

5. The first Principle faith, Go forth in stern might. The second in Love and Wisdom. The third in sustaining and adorning the Body, to which the Soul obeys of these three, his Servant he is.

6. If thou desirest the second Birth, know thou art here in Prison, call to him that hath the Key of the Gate of the Deep, and thou wilt break through as the day breaketh, and find the Chast Virgin waiting for thee, who is ever warning thee of evil: Whom if thou follow, despising the good and evil of the World, she will joyfully conduct thy wandering Soul into its true Native Countrey.

CHAP. XVII. Of the Lamentable Fall of Adam and Eve in Paradise.

1. Adam stood forty days before his sleep in an Angelical Image, yet had a Body out of the one Element, out of which one Element issued also the four Elements, and of the quintessence of the four are the Stars, and are as the Husband, and the four Elements the Wife. The Heart of both is the one Element, and of the Essence and Virtue of that one Element is Paradise.

2. Adam had the Eternal Essences of the first Principle behind him. The Divine Light of the second Principle before him, both were as Fire and Light. The outward World of Stars and four Elements under him, and were impotent as to him, his Breath was that of the Holy Ghost Paradisical.

3. As long as he set his Heart on the Heart of God, the other two Kingdoms as to their divided properties were hidden. But in his reflecting on the great hidden Wonders of the great World he lufted, the potency whereof remains in the Lust of a Woman, by which is impressed a mark on the Child in her Womb.

4. His fo Lustring enfeebled him that he flipt and became impotent as to generating Magically with the Chast Virgin of God's Wisdom. Then God built a Woman out of him, whom when he awaked ne took as the Beasts do, he drew Breath of the four Elements, and kindled his Astral Spirit therewith.

5. But the fierceness did not for stick in them tho' the longing did, which Eve (by her little regarding the Commandment) soon shewed. And thus entered Sin, Shame, and the Evil from the divided Properties, from the Elements to which disobedience had subjected them.

6. For the Devil is this Worlds Executioner, the Stars are the Counsel, and God is the King of the Land: Such therefore as depart from God, fall under the Counsel who send them to the Rope, Water, Killing, Stealing, &c. in all which the Devil is very active. And at best the Counsel helps to vain turmoil, discontent and vexation.

The farther Excerts of this profound Chapter is here forborn, being copiously treated in the 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25th Chapter of the Mysterium Magnum.
CHAP. XVIII. Of the Promised Seed, Adam’s Exile, and Gods Curse.

1. When fallen Man stood in great shame and horror, fast bound by the Devil. God the Father appeared to him with his angry Mind of the Abyss into which he was now fallen. And his most Gracious and Merciful Heart oppos’d it self to the Wrath, placing it self highly in the Gate of Man’s Life, re-lightning the Soul, which yet stood trembling to hear Gods Sentence, Because thou hast eaten of the Tree, &c.

2. Thenceforth the Holy Element withdrew, from the Root of the Fruit, and left it to the inkindled fierceness of the four Elements producing Thorns, &c. and the Fruit issuing in the Out-birth, made for the Beasts, became Man’s Food, who was become Earthy, and now God would not cast his Heavenly Food (which belonged to Angels) to the Bestial Man.

3. Now rose the Enmity of the Beasts to Man; he was a Wolf to them, and they as Lions to him.

4. Before the Curse, the same Creatures were very near akin to the one Element with whom Man should have delight, and others (the wild ones) to the four divided Elements.

5. Now also the turmoiling Life of digging, &c. was necessary; for death, frailty, &c. in the four Elements succeeded the continual living Virtue of the Holy Element which was departed.

6. God laid the burden of managing the Creatures on Man, when he was become like them, but had God willed to have Bestial Men he had created them such, and given them no Commandment, as neither have the Beasts any Law.

7. God could well have Created Creatures to have the charge and labour of managing the Beasts, as already there are Creatures in all the four Elements without a Soul, yet somewhat adapted to such a conduct, while Man might in Paradise have retained his Angelical Form.

8. Eve’s Sentence, Thou shalt bear Children in pain, &c. established her perfectly to be a Woman of this World. It should have been without a Woman and impregnation; therefore was the Lord Jesus without the Seed of Man, the Son of the Virgin.

9. Of the Incarnation of Jesus Christ out of the Heart. Word and Promise of God the Father, through the Chast Virgin of Gods Wildom, is proceeded the Treader upon the Serpent, who imaged it felt in Adam’s mind, and Espousing therewith, openeth Heaven for the Soul, giving the Virgin for a Companion to instruct him in the way of God. But because Mans Soul was too hard inkindled from the first Principle, did not so instantly imprint it self therein, but stood opposite to the Hellish Darts; and in the Minds of those Men that yielded to Gods Wildom, did break the Serpents Head.

10. But after long Tryal whether Men could by this way wholly yield themselves to God, there came to be Murtherers, unchast and domineering Spirited Men, and but few clave to God, then came the Deluge.

11. The dread of Gods Judgments not prevailing. God chose the Children of Sem to erect the Office of Preaching, but Mans self-will (ruled by the Stars) prompted their blindness so, that they would secure themselves by a Tower, which God fopt, by making their Language as confused as their Thoughts; That by their scattering, the holy Seed might be preserved, but that not reclaiming them,
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them, God out of the fierceness of the first Principle burnt Solomon and the five Kingdoms, yet Sin sprouted as a Green Branch.

12. Then God promised the chosen Generation to multiply them if they would obey him, and prospered them in a strange Land, to see if they would depend on him, raised them up a Prophet, wrought Wonders, fed them from Heaven, gave them a Law in the Zeal and Fire of the Spirit of the great World into which they were fallen, gave them Circumcision and Sacrifice; for that Man was Earthy, whose Treasons (with a Token of Acceptance) were heard, through the Consummation of the Earnestness of their Sacrifices and Incense, forbade them Meats, especially Swine Flesh; which in the Fire giveth a stink, as also it doth in the Souls first Principle, and fuming darkneth the Gates of the breaking of the Light.

13. But nothing could ransom the Soul, nor attain the Resurrection of the Body, and bring the new Body out of the Holy Element, till regenerated in the Son of the Virgin. Therefore in the 3970. year the Angel Gabriel saluted Mary with that precious Message, to her Astonishment and the Angels Admiration.

4. Think not, that the Word descended from the highest Heaven above the Stars, and became Man. No; but the Word which God spake in Paradise which imaged it self in the Door of the Light of Life, waiting perceptibly in the minds of the holy Men; that same Word is become Man, the same is entred again into the Divine Wisdom. And the same Wisdom of God in the Word of God gave it self into Mary’s Virgin Matrix, uniting it self as an Eternal propriety into the Essences, and into the Tincture of the Element which is pure before God. And it was a going forth with the whole fulness of the Deity, whence also the Holy Ghost goeth forth, making it greater than Adam or ever any Angel was, being the blesting and might of all things in the Father Eternally.

15. Not then, nor ever separate from the Father, every where present, and is become a new Creature in Man, and called God, which new Creature is not generated of the Flesh and Blood of the Virgin, but all the fulness and union of the Holy Trinity, and filleth all the Gates of the Holiness, whose Depth, Number and Name is Infinite.

16. Yet the Corporeity of the Element of this Creature is inferior to the Deity, for the Element is generated out of the Word Eternally. And that the Lord should go into the Servant is against Nature, and the greatest Wonder done from Eternity, and rightly called LOVE.

17. This Divine Creature in the Holy Ghost was in a moment made a perfect self-substituting Creature in the same moment the four Elements, Sun and Stars in the Tincture of the Blood, and with the Blood, and all the Humane Essences of the Virgin. Mary in her Matrix, received the Creature wholly as one, and not two Creatures. The Holy Element was the Limbus or Masculine Seed.

18. Every form hath its own source, yet the Divine hath not so mixed as to be the less, but what it was that it is, and that which it was not, that it is, without fevering from the Divine substance, and the Word abode in the Father, and the Natural Humanity in this World, in the Bosom of the Virgin Mary.

19. Of the three Regions of the Incarnation. First, There is the Word which hath its forming from Eternity in the Father, and in the Incarnation to continued.

20. The second forming is done naturally (when the Virgin said to the Angel, Let it be done to me as thou hast said,) in the inward Element like the first Adam before the Fall, who should have generated such an Angelical Creature, which was done perfectly at once in a moment.

21. The third forming was done also at once out of the pure Element, and this new Creature in perfection of the Element was the Masculine Seed of the Earthy Man, which was conceived in the Earthy Matrix of the Virgin.
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22. But the Word of the Deity so separated them, that the Masculine Limbus of the new Creature was not defiled by the Earthy Matrix of the Virgin.

23. Yet this Angelical Image as to the Limbus of it, came by commixture of the Earthy Essences of the Virgin, which clave to it; to be Flesh and Blood, and at the end of three Months attained his Natural Soul: As all other of Adam's Children, and hath resumed the Princely Throne again, out of which it departed by Sin in Adam.

24. Thus Christ was the Natural Eternal Son of the Father, the Soul in the Word was a Self-substituting Natural Person in the Trinity. Christ (the true breaker) through continued in the second Principle, and the new Body in the third Principle, and at Nine Months was Born of the Virgin. Here the Light phone in the Darkness of the outward Body.

25. Thus came he to, or into his own, and they knew him not, nor received him, but as many as received him, gave he power by him to be begotten to the Kingdom of Heaven; for his is the Kingdom and Glory for ever, Amen.

26. Of the distinction between the Virgin Mary and Jesus Christ. Then God in former times permitted Miracles of seeing the Saints departed; for vindication of them and their Doctrine, of another Life after this, for converting the Heathen: Yet Invocation of them hath no regard in the Nature of the first Principle: Is vain in itself; for they having attained the full rest, load not themselves with the Mileries and Sins of the Living. It is also a disrespect to the Omnicient Mercy of God, which without their Intercession, and without ceasing, with stretched out Arms, inviteth by his Gracious Call, all Men to come to him freely.

27. The Virgin Mary is fabled to be taken up to Heaven Body and Soul, but such take this World to be Heaven, for the Earthy Body belongs to the Earth. She is in Glory in the new Body of the Holy Element, and her Luster is above the clarity of the Heavens, as one of the Princely Angelical Thrones, for out of her Essences, went forth the Body which was the Saviour of all the World, and that attracteth all the Members to it, and who now standeth in the Holy Trinity, and she, as a Virgin of Chastity, is highly blest by her Son Jesus Christ. But Invocation belongs not to her; for the ability to help cometh only out of the Father through the Son.

CHAP. XIX. Of Souls entring to God and to Perdition, and of the Bodies Breaking.

1. The Soul hath the Eternal Essences of the first Principle. Regeneration opens the second Principle; the third Principle is the Region of the Stars and four Elements. When Man's first Principle hath been wholly taken up about the third, viz. This World, and that the Brimstone-Spirit which kindleth the Temper of the Heart is choked, and the four Elements break off from the one Element, then doth the Soul keep the Starry Region, still as its dearst Jewel; in the Power whereof they appear, and think to find rest in lustful things relating to their Wills and worldly Businesses. But when the Stars have compleated their Seculum or Course, and that the Reader upon the Serpent hath not hold of the Soul, by guiding it through the Sufferings, Death and Resurrection of Christ, it remains naked without the third Principle, which it hath left for ever.

2. Of the going forth of the Soul. When the Body breaketh, the right Soul which was breathed into Adam is in its Principle, and is so subtil as cannot be comprehended.
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1. By the earnest Promise (not ofgrasped intime of the Body) it may be comprehended.
2. That by the Regeneration ingraft themselves into the Heart of God, do
3. Themselves breaking of the Body, lay off all that is Earthy, and comprehend the
4. And enter into the Element before God, where they shall nourish waiting without irknesses for the Restoration.
5. But if they have been defiled with gross Sins, and not rightly passed into
6. The true Door of the Entrance into Heaven and Hell. The Soul departed from

CHAP. XX. Of Adam's going out of Paradise, also of the true Christian and Antichristian Church.

1. Adam having a Garment lent him by the great World, is let go out of the
2. Christ took the Book of the first Principle cut of the hand of the Ancient of
3. When Eve bare Cain, she said, I have a Man from the Lord: meaning what the
4. That Cain the First-born should be so wicked and a Murtherer, is, for that

Eve was the Child which Adam should (if he had not been overcome) in great Modefty have generated, but his Matrix being impregnated by the Spirit of the great
great World; therefore first was framed out of it a fleshly Woman, and her first Fruit became Evil, as well as the Limbus of Adam. After Abel’s Death 70 Years passed before Seth.

CHAP. XXI. Of Cain’s Kingdom and Antichristian Church, and of Abel’s Kingdom and true Christian Church.

1. The two Eternal Principles of Fierceness and Meekness, do arise from Eternity to Eternity; for without the fierceness, the Meekness would be a still nothing, without Mobility; and without the Meekness the Fierceness would be a dark gnawing as in Hell. Adam’s first Principle was thoroughly illustrated with the second, and his Body out of the one Element, out of which Element came the four Elements.

2. Adam was drawn of both, and so is Man still, but Man hath the balance of both Scales. The Mind is the Centre of the balance, the Senses or Thoughts are the Weights, which the Mind palleth out of one Scale into the other. The one is the Kingdom of the Fierceness, the other of the Regeneration. Thus hath Man the Kingdom of Heaven, in the Word of the Divine Virtue given into his Power: the Kingdom of Hell (in the Root of it) in a Bridle, and the Kingdom of this World, according to the Humanity from Adam: Consider we well, which we suffer the Mind to be charged with, and over-balance the Elements by, for of that we are the very Image.

3. Man is a Field, the Mind the Sower, the three Kingdoms the Seed. Look, which thou sows, for that thou reapest, and at the twining of the Body that thou art. If thou give thy Field (thy self) up to this World, thou sapest only in two Principles that of this World, and that of the fierce Wrath.

4. But he that is generated out of Darkness into the Light, knoweth both the fierce Eternity and the Out-birth, but cannot Search out the Light; for he is therein environ’d, and therewith ruleth like a Prince in Heaven, over Hell and Earth, and all are profitable to him; for by the first, his high exulting Paradifical Joy springeth up, and in the third are God’s variety of Wonders (as in Gaffes) represented.

5. Thus may be seen, how Cain’s Evil worldly Kingdom, and hypocritical Antichristian Church is founded. Also how Abel’s meek Light, righteous Kingdom, and his regenerated and resigned Spiritual Church is perfected.

The victorious Gate of the poor Soul.

In the three last Pages of this Chapter, is a sweet and consolatory Incitement and Exhortation, that the Soul advance by Perseverance, with disregard of the Old Man, compar’d to a Wild unruly Beast, that it may attain the victorious Garland of Pearl to Crown the New Man with.

CHAP. XXII. Of the new Regeneration in Christ out of the Old Adamical Man.

1. The Scripture saith, Christ was conceived and born without Sin of a pure Virgin. But since Adam’s Fall, no pure Virgin is generated of Man’s Seed; therefore the pure Eternal Virgin of God’s Wisdom, putting herself into Mary, became not thereby Earthy, but Mary by putting on the chaff Virgin, as a pure Gar-
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2. And as Mary bore the Heavenly, in the old Earthy Man (which was her own) yet comprehended not the new: So the Word entered into the Eternal Virgin, in the Heavenly Matrix, in the Body of Mary, and became a Heavenly Man, out of the new regenerated Man in the Soul of Mary, and hath brought the Soul of Mary again into the Holy Father, so that the Souls of Men, were new born again in the Soul of Christ.

3. The Soul of Christ was no strange Soul brought from Heaven, but as all Souls are generated, so was Christ's, though in his Holy Body which was become Mary's own. And Christ with his entrance into Death, sever'd his Holy Man from the fierceness of the Anger, and from the Kingdom of this World.

4. As the pure Element which is truly every where, in which God dwelleth, hath attraction to it this World as a Body, and yet this Out-birth comprehendeth it no more than the Body doth the Soul: So truly hath Christ in the Body of the Virgin Mary, attracted to him our Human Essences, and so is our Brother: which Essences comprehend not his Deity, nor can the new Man comprehend it otherwise, than the Body doth the Soul.

5. In our Human Essences Christ died, and his Deity of his Holy Man in the pure Element bereaved Death of its Power, and opened a Gate for us all, to be separate from the Devil, the World, and the bestial Body of the four Elements, whereof only the Shadow is to remain. Who then, shall not have the Image of our Immanuel, shall have the Image of that which his Heart hath been set upon here.

6. To Demonstrate Highest things by a Similitude;
   (1.) The Almighty Father, is as the Fire of the whole Holy Constellations.
   (2.) The Son, as the Sun, which is the Heart and Joy of the Deep.
   (3.) The Holy Ghost, as the Air.
   (4.) The Virgin of God's Wisdom, as the Spirit of the great World.
   (5.) The Holy Ternary, as the Earth.
   (6.) The Heavenly Aqueater, as the Water, called also the Holy pure Element.

7. In the holy Ternary and pure Element, spring the Paradisical Fruits, and the Virgin of Wisdom is the great Spirit in the whole Heavenly World, and the Holy Element is her Body. But the Deity is incomprehensible, yet as a Soul to a Body in the Holy Ternary. The Virgin of God's Wisdom Christ brought with him, to be a Bride to our Souls, and the Holy Ternary which is his Body, is the Food of our Souls Amen. John 6. 56.

8. Baptism was not instituted in respect of the Earthly Man, which belonged to Earth, nor of the Heavenly Man, which was pure already, but for the poor Souls false; for though we may have a new Body, we cannot have a new Soul, that being out of the Eternity. Therefore as the Holy Ghost overshadowed and impregnated Mary, so the Water out of the Heavenly Matrix coming out of the Holy Ternary in the Baptism over-shadoweth and filleth the Soul, and so reneweth the Earthly Water (of the Out-birth) washing it clean, that it is in resignation a pure Angel, and may eat of the Heavenly Fruit, which is the cause of Baptism. Thenceforth if it incline it self forward into God, this World is only bound or tied to it till it enter into Death.
CHAP. XXIII. Of the Testaments of Christ, Baptism and the Supper.

1. Christ said, he would be with us always, and would give us his Body and Blood for Meat and Drink.

2. The Deity is not divided, and if the Father be every where, so is the Son, his Heart, nor is the Son divided, and a part of the Deity in his Body, and the rest every where. When Christ sat with his Disciples, he gave them his Flesh and Blood, (vit.) His holy Heavenly Body in the second Principle, and his holy Heavenly Blood, in the pure Element, wherein is the holy Tincture and Holy Life.

3. The holy pure Element is every where, and substantial, generated of God, wherein is the Ternarius Sanctus, and that is the heavenly Body of Christ, with our here assumed Soul in it, with the fulness of the Deity therein.

4. Thus the regenerated Soul puteth on the Body of Christ, (vit.) his Eternal Humanity which is out of the holy Element, and which giveth the new Body, Meat and Drink. The Father every where from Eternity to Eternity doth generate the Son, and from both, doth the Holy Ghost everywhere proceed.

5. The inward Element which compriseth his World, became Christ's Eternal Body: the Deity expelled it self in eternity, and after the Heavenly new Humanity, which is an Omnipresent Creature, such as captivated all Devils. Thus all Men who earnestly and steadily draw near to Christ, are in their new Man in Heaven, who acteth their new Humanity, Christ hath taken this Pledge of us, (vit.) our Souls in Mary.

6. Christ began his Baptism by John his forerunner, who was born before Christ, signifying, that Water is the cause and beginning of the Life, and in it, by the Tincture, cometh Sulphur, wherein is vital Motion. And in the Sulphur and Water, the Tincture after causeth Blood.

7. In the same order is the Regeneration, that the Soul be Baptized in the Water of Eternal Life, and then the grain of Mustard-seed of the Pearl be sown, that it become a new Fruit in God.

8. Children ought to be Baptized, or the Covenant is contemned; for though Children know not that which is done to them, yet it is not in our fore-knowledge, but in God's, that the Covenant stands, and if thou, as the tree, be in the Covenant, so may thy Child as the branch; thy Faith is its Faith. Art thou a true Christian? Thy Child, at the kindling of its Life, paffeth into the Covenant, yet omit not to Baptize, for when 'tis born 'tis never'd from the tree, and thou must with thy Faith and Prayer present it.

9. And because the outward Body is in this World, therefore the outward Water is requisite, and with the inward Water of Eternal Life, the Holy Ghost in the Covenant baptizeth the inward Man.

10. Yet if after the Soul depart, the Virgin paffeth into the Centre of the Light of Life, but if it again return is received. And therefore was the other Testament of the Lord's Body and Blood left, in which the outward Man hath the outward Elements of Bread and Wine. The inward new Man feeds on Christ's heavenly Flesh and Blood, and the Soul feeds on the pure Deity.

11. The unworthy Receiver feeds outwardly on the four Elements, and inwardly on the Wrath of God, having departed, as did the fallen Angels out of the Love.

Why Children must be Baptized with the outward and inward Water.
CHAP. XXIV. Of true Repentance.

1. To enter into true Repentance, the Mind with all the Thoughts, Purposes and Reason must be collected wholly into one will, resolution and earnest desire, to forfake all Abominations, and fix the Soul in a steadfast Confidence in God's Mercy.

2. That which terrifieth and with-holdeth arisings from the greatness of Sin, is of Satan, but every (though but the leaf) thought inclining the Will towards God, and that it would fain enter into Repentance, is not from self, but the Love of God draweth, his Spirit inviteth, the noble Virgin calleth.

3. Neglect not to give the Lord a meeting, who will certainly give a hearty welcome. Come, Knock, Pray, he knows the Language of a hearty Sigh. Depart not, press from Sin; so doth the Kingdom of God press into thee, wait from day to day; the greater the earnestness, the greater will be the Jewel.

4. But this Seed is not infantly a Tree. The Devil would root it up, many Storms rush on it, everything in this World is against it, sometimes Sins cover it, Conscience upbraids the Traveller, even God's Children themselves rush on him, he sometimes doth what he reproves in others, even against his own Light, and Purposes.

5. When it is thus, the Tree of Pearl is hidden; for not being sown in the outward Man, which is not worthy of it, but is Satan's Seat, that doth what the Soul oppoath. It is sometimes done by the Spirit of the Stars in Man. So that a Christian is not known to himself, how much less to others, and is often wounded in the stiffe; for the Field in which the new Man grows, is barren, hard, cold, sour and bitter, but the new Man arm'd by the sharp Sword of Christ's Death, is Conqueror, growing as the Herb or Flower out of the Earth, by the pleant Sunshine.

CHAP. XXV. Of the Dying, Death, Resurrection, Ascension of Christ, and his sitting on the right Hand of God his Father. Also our Misery, and the Divine Power of his Love.

1. The outward Man and its Actions, Thoughts, and Intents, are Instruments of the Spirit of the great World, which after Corrupt.

2. None therefore should scorn another, having our several Compositions, Habits and Mutations according to our Constellations and Influences, which are not wholly rooted out till Dissolution: though Regeneration oppose the falshood of the outward corruptible Man.

3. But the outward Man's not doing what it would, is not from its Wisdom, but the Heavens Con-tra-conjunctions.

4. But if it be rain'd from Sin, that is not by the Astral Aspects, but by the Regeneration, whose stiffe cannot yet swallow up the earthy, but the fire is sometimes blown up again.

5. So great is our Misery! Let none be secure; for sometimes the whole Man running to Evil, lofeth the Pearl.

6. The Soul is bound with two Chains, the one is the root of its original Poison and Anger, remediable only by him who is Love itself; the other, that of the
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Pleth and Blood and Region of the Stars; therefore God assumed a Human Soul from ours, and a new heavenly Body like to our glorious Body before the Fall, and not only to cloath the Soul with it, but really Unite it in the Essences, and so became a Creature in all the three Principles. And by separating the third, passed thence by Death as a flower out of the Earth, captivating Death by treading on the Head of it in the new Body.

7. So by kindling the Love in the Soul captivateth the Devil in the Eternal Prifon of Anger, for in the Light is the Holy Trinity, which the Devil neither can nor dare behold, so faith Paul, O Death where is thy Sting? O Hell where is thy Victory?

8. The causes why Christ must not only die, but in so many forms suffer, are as (v. 17.) follow. Man's Fall made all the Essences of the first four Forms predominant; so that had not the Eternal Word given itself into the Centre of the fifth Form, opening another Centre of Love, the Soul in this Body, had been captive in an Eternal Prifon.

9. And when in Jesus Christ the fourth Form came to be broken, all the Forms stirred and environ'd him, and in him, us, with Death, which made the bloody Sweat, and the outward Man cry, Father, if it be possible, let this Cup pass from me.

10. And as Adam by going out of the fifth Form, viqv, the Angelical into the fourth became the scorn of the Devils; so the Pharisees who lived in the Spirit of this World must have their pleasure on Christ, for a terrible Example. That what we fill our Souls with, becomes a substance in the figure, and must come under the Judgment of God.

11. And as Adam would in his Pride be like God and wear this Worlds Crown, Christ must in this World be crown'd with Thorns, as a false King of or in it.

12. And as after Adam's entering into the Spirit of this World, he had a Rib broken from his Side, for a Wife; so did Blood by scourging flow from Christ's Body, and his blessed Side pierced and opened.

13. And as Adam departed out of the Eternal Day into the Eternal Night: so was Christ bound in the dark Night, and carried before the angry Murthlers.

14. And as Adam chang'd his Angelical for this gross Body; so was Christ loaden with the heavy wooden Cross.

15. And asupon Adam's Disobedience the fierce wrathful Essences pierced him; so must Christ be pierced in his Hands & Feet by sharp Nails, fixing him to his Cross.

16. And as when Adam's Soul entred the fourth Form, the Cross-birth was stirred: so hath the Man on his Brain the one half of the Cross, and the Woman the other.

17. And as Adam then hung between the Kingdom of Hell and this World: so did Christ between the two Malefactors, the one whereof was forgiven, entering with Christ into Paradise.

18. The great Secret. The Love of God or the second Principle became Man taking the Human Soul, which was out of the first, (viqv) the Anger, and Body out of the third, (viqv) the Out-birth; so there hung on the Cross all the three Principles then commending his Spirit to his Father he bowed the head and departed.

19. His Father is all the Kingdom, Power and Glory. So the Love is his Heart and Light. His Anger is his strength and darknes, the Father took the Soul into the Trinity, and in the Soul the lost Paradise sprung up.

20. And by the rising of another Sun in Death (viqv) in the Father's Anger, the outward Sun (which was generated out of the pure Element, the Body of Christ,) lost its Light.

21. And at the Holy Lifes going into Death the Rocks rent. And those who had put their trust in the Messiah, as Patriarchs, Prophets, &c. when Christ's Mortal had put on Immortality, got their new Bodies out of Christ's Holy Body and Virtue.
22. Of Christ's Resurrection. There was no need of rolling away the Stone, have to strengthen the weak Faith of his Disciples, for he comprehended all things. He appeared a Creature in our Human Dimensions, yet the Sums of the Deity was in him, and his Body is the whole Princely Throne of the whole Principle, without end or limit. As our inward Body is unlimited in the Resurrection in the Body of Christ, yet visible and palpable in Heavenly Flesh and Blood, and so can in the Heavenly Figure be great or little without hurt or want; there being no need of compressing the Parts of that Body.

26. Vain is the Contention about the Sacrament for Christ's Heavenly Flesh and Blood is really received by the Faithful, and it is as great as Heaven.

27. The Forty days before his Ascension, of the Fridge or Fright, was such a life as Adam should have liv'd, having all the Principles except the four Elementary ones: He should him self without outward Glory, did eat yet all Heavenly and Paradisical in the Mouth, not into the Body, and entered the Doors being shut. So should Adam have liv'd in and above the World, above the Stars and Elements in Meknes and Divine Love, without Death and Frailty.

29. To this flame we make some approaches when in Obedience to Christ's Laws we do Good for Evil, and overcome the World by being Dead to it.

30. Of Christ's Ascension. Christ ascended in sight of many to shew he is our Brother. Will you ask, whither ascended he? Into his Throne, the right Hand of God, (that is) where Love quencheth Anger and generates the Paradise in the whole Father.

But the place of this World, according to the Heavenly Principle, is the Throne and Body of Christ, also all the third Principle is his.

32. And the Devil who dwelth in the place of this World in the first Principle, is our Christ's Captive; for the Father is the band of Eternity, but his Love (in the Body of Christ) holdeth the Anger, together with all Devils Eternal Prisoners: as Darkness stands shut up before the Eternal Day.

---

**CHAP. XXVI. Pentecost. The sending of the Holy Ghost.**

1. On the seventh Day after Moses ascended the Mount, was he call'd, and the Lord spake with him. And Christ when he was ascended into his Throne, was on the ninth day glorify'd, and the Holy Ghost went forth from the Centre of the Trinity, into the whole Holy Element, also opened the Doors of the great Wonders.

2. So that the Apostles spake with the Languages of all Nations, for the Holy Ghost went out of all Essences, and filled the Essences of all Men who had but an earnest desire to it.

3. And the hard palpable Body of Christ was received into the Holy Ternary, only the source of this World was destroy'd in Death. And though he be swallowed up as to our sight and apprehension, yet shall he come again at the last Judgment Day, and manifest himself in that same very Body to good and bad.
CHAP. XXVII. Of the Last Judgment.

1. At the time before the Fire of Nature causeth every thing to dissolve, melt and pass into its Ethereal, cometh the Judge of the Living and Dead, and with him the Angelical World. Then all not comprehended in the Body of Christ shall howl, tremble, yell, roar, blaspheme, gnaw their Tongues, and would hide themselves in Holes and Caves from the Terror of the Lord. They Curse the Heavens, Constellations and Stars that inclined and drew them to Evil, they Curse the Earth that bare them, and buried them not sooner: They Curse their Parents that brought them up, and had not strangled them. They Curse their Priests that flattered and misled them; They Curse their Superiors, whose Cruelty and Evil Example influenced them; They Curse their ungodly Associates that accompanied them. The Tears of those they had oppressed, like fiery Serpents sting them. Their abused Authority, Wealth and Might, stand in the Tincture, in the Substance of Eternity.

2. The Devils also stand trembling, they see how every Fire burneth in its own life, in themselves they feel the Hellish Fire, in the fierce Wrath.

3. The Angelical World in the Light, Lustre and Brightness is as the Sun in Triumphant Hallelujahs.

4. The Angelical Quire of Holy Men, stand there before the Eyes of them that Murther'd, Opprest and Reproach'd them for the Truths sake, whose Guilt like Mountains of Lead, holds them down, and Speechless.

5. And then the King calls and entrones all his Members. And pronounceth that formidable and irrevocable Sentence on the Wicked, that they depart from him, &c.

6. At the Moment of Departing pass away the Heavens, Sun, Moon, Stars, Earth and Elements, and time shall be no more.

7. Nor can the Holy Principle touch the other any more to Eternity; nor conceive a Thought of the other. The Parents of their wicked Offspring, or Children of their wicked Parents or Relations, but Eternal Joy fills, surrounds, and Crowns them.

See more in the Answer of the 30th of the 40 Questions.
AN APPENDIX, OR THE Threefold Life in Man.

I. The Life of the Spirit of this World.
II. Of the Life of the Originality of all Essences.
III. Of the Regeneration and Paradisical Life.

I. By the Ternarius Sanctus in the Aurora: and the three Principles, it is not meant Holy Earth, but the Holy Body out of the Virtue of the Trinity, and properly of the Gate of God the Father, whence all things proceed, as of one only subsistence.

2. For in the Creation proceeds from one only Fountain, good and evil, life and death, joy and sorrow, love and hate appearing in all things, especially in Man.

3. So find we the Threefold Life in Man in the Gate of God the Father. See we also, how joy is turn'd into sorrow, and again joy return'd, and by the prevalence of either a subsistence is made according to which the Mind commanding the Thoughts, and collecting them sets the Hands, Mouth, Feet &c. to obey what the Mind willeth, and though all the forms of Nature are in Man, yet that which is predominant causeth all other to dye as it dead, and become as a nothing.

4. There are (especially) three forms in the Mind, all superior to the outward, for the Mind is anxiously desirous, and can see, feel, smell, taste and hear what the outward Senses know not.

5. And if the Divine form be Paramount it is in God, and the other two are as half dead.

6. But the Mind can raise the Spirit of this World, of Covetousness, Pride, &c. which instantly openeth the first form out of the Eternal Indissoluble Band, in falsehood, envy, malice, &c. To whom therefore you yield your selves Servants, his you are, whether of Sin or Righteousness.

7. This Life is the sowing and growing time, and in the time of this Elementary Life the mind may open, which of the three Principles it will, but at the dissolution of the Body the Mind standeth in one only Principle, having loft the Key of the other two; for when the stalk is cut it is no longer a Plant, but a Fruit, and can stand no longer, nor open no other Principle, but be Eternally in that which he here kindled.

8. But
8. But if God hath regenerated us, to enter through the Death of Christ, into his Life, then hath our Immanuel, who abased himself to enter into our Humanity, exalted us, to enter into the Holy Flesh and Image Adam lost, which is out of the pure Element. And then the Trinity worketh really in us, and we stand in the Life, Body and Property of Christ, and our new Man standeth in that, out of which Heaven and Paradise is generated, and the Earthy Man doth but hang to it.

9. Put on therefore a true earnest purpose, desire and resolution, which is Repentance, and the Regenerator is ready, deep in the Mind in the Light of Life, to help the earnest Wrestler, and so soweth himself, as a Grain of Mustard-seed, or as a Root to a new Creature, and if the Souls earnestness be great, the earnestness in the Regenerator is also great.

10. But this is known by them only, that feel and experiment, how the Regenerator changeth the proud fierceness, into humble Love; for the new Man is not of this World, but hidden in the old.

For the true knowledge of God is in no Man till he be Regenerate.

11. Christ gave not the Flesh and Blood of his Creatures to his Disciples, but the Body of the pure Element (wherein God dwelleth, and is present every where, in all Creatures, but comprized in another Principle) to eat and drink under Earthy Bread and Wine. And as the outward Man is Baptized of the Elementary Water, so is the new Man with the pure Element, which appeareth only in the second Principle.

12. No Reader understandeth this Author rightly, unless he be Born of God, it is not folded up in an Historical Art: But as Earthy Eyes cannot see God, so neither can a Mind not enlightened by Divine Light, reach them; for like must be comprehended by like. And tho' Heavenly Treasure be carried in an Earthy Vessel, yet there must be a Heavenly Receptacle, hid in the Earthy, or the Heavenly cannot be comprehended.

13. Eternal Life is in a Twofold Source. First, That of the Originality, viz.: the fierceness according to which God calls himself a consuming Fire; and this Principle we must have, or else we should not be alive. Yet if we stay in this, without generating the Love and Humility, our abode is in Pride, Covetousness, Envy and Anguish as the Devils.

14. Let us look to it, that seeing the Life in the Originality is both Inimicities against itself, and against the Regeneration, and that the Life in the Love, is Heavenly; therefore we be content to be pierced, wounded, and to bear the Cross in Meekness, and expect, till at the day of Separation, the Field of the first Principle, in which groweth the Heavenly Fruit of the second Principle, shall be taken away, for then shall the Life, springing up through Death, be a Fruit to God in the new Man, and thereunto dedicate our selves, in our Meek, Victorious Saviour.
THE THIRD BOOK OF Jacob Behmen, CALLED THE Threesifold Life in Man.

CHAP. I. Of the Root, Beginning and Forms of Life.

1. Seeing there is in us an incorruptible Life wherein is a Principle capable of the highest good, yet by its Original is also in danger of Eternal Perdition and Misery, and that here we are strangers poising away, how necessary is it to search whence all these originate? And this may be by going up the Stream to the Fountain.

2. The outward Elementary Life is a Living Heat or Active Fire, enlivening the Body and sustained by the Body, the Body by the Food, the Food by the Earth; the Earth by the Water, and the other Elements, the Elements by the Fire of the Constellations, their Fire kindled by the Sun causing a Boiling in all. So should that first outward cause cease the fudge or fettling, and Generation of all, also of Metals, Fruits, &c. would cease as the Food failing the Body, and its Life extinguisheth.

3. Now this perishing Life hungering after a higher Life shews there is such, and that is the Eternal Life of the Soul. As is said in Moses, God breathed into Man the Breath of Life, and Man became a Living Soul. The Soul is also an ever induring Fire, and must have Food, which it poffeth after, from its original, which is the Eternal Band, the Forms of the Eternal Nature, the Property of the Father, but that Band of those Forms is of itself as a dry Bread, whence it is that the Soul would have the Food in its own power, but that also is impossible as for the Eternal Nature to have the Light in its own power, which cannot be; for the Love shining in it (or into it) remaineth Lord therein, because the Eternal Nature doth not comprehend it, but rejoiceth in the Light which is another Principle, which when it is received into the Soul it is a new Birth ingenerated in the Soul, and this is done as truly as the Soul like a Branch is come from the Tree of the immediate Parent.
And because Adam fell into the Astral Kingdom, and our Elementary Body is infected therewith, as sometimes the Body is with the Pestilence, it was out of the power of the Soul to enter into the Divine Principle; therefore of more Infinite Grace did the Love the Son of God take our Humane Soul, and brought it into the holy Life, that we might every one by or for our particular selves press with our Soul in the Life of Christ into the new Regeneration in the Spirit of Christ. No Meritorious Works on the one hand, or lifeless feigned words of believing on the other avail at all, but only a steadfast earnest resolution in the new Created Will, bearing the Cross, killing the old Will, and arising in the Life of Christ bringeth the Glory, Food and Paradise of the Soul; else the Soul remains in the four Anguish or Forms of the Eternal Band for ever, wherein stands the Eternal Wrath and Hell Fire for ever. And thus see we the Original in the first Principle, and the Divine Light making the second Principle; why then should not the Man to whom this Knowledge is graciously given speak of this as his Native Country not as of things afar off, but that wherein he standeth, and himself real is, and not to be learnt of another Man (as is barely an History) unleas himself enter into the new Birth in the Life of Christ, that the Divine Light may shine in him.

5. The Root whence is inkinded the Vital Fire consists of two Forms only, the four which is a strong shuttering up, and the bitter sting is an opener, and these are what the Eternal Will in the desiring attracteth, and is the wills something and darkness. Then the sting of the bitterness would get loose, which the fourness captivateth with strife, tho' like a woe is yet no pain, for they are immaterial forms of Nature in the Eternal Will, and this contrary commixture is as a confusion of Eternal Mobility, and cause of the Multiplicity of Essences, and are efficiently the Eternal Essences and Eternal Band.

6. The vast infinite space desireth narrowness or comprehension wherein to manifest itself; as a Map doth in a few Inches a huge Territory, a short Speech or Scene Abridge a large History, a Minute Model Epitomize the Terrestrial and Celestial Orbs. And as all pouring Figures have shadows as foils to set off the rest, so in the contraction of matter to manifest Infinity must be Darkness, that one contrary may illustrate the other. Nor is the vast infinite space a Creator, but a Genetrix, and the Word in, with, and of the Father, the Generator as the Territory makes not of it self the Map, also the words owe themselves to the speaker or speaking word.

7. Nor is the word departed, nor doth the Son depart from the Father, but is inseparable; as the Light of a Candle ebideth with the Candle, as faith the Son, I am not alone, but the Father is with me; in the Father is a Centre, in the Son is a Centre, two Principles not divisible but inseparable. Thus the second Will opening the Principle of Light is amiable, pure and mild, also Omnipotent to Create all things breaking and shining out of the Eternal Essences, yet not comprehended by them but dwelling in it self.

CHAP. II. Of the Begun Life, the Principles, and Forms, and Fall.

The stirring in every Life whether Sensitive or Vegetative must not be a strange or Heterogene Power, for such would blow it out rather than help it, but it must be the Creatures own Spirit proceeding in the Genetrix to be a Centre and Circle also of Life. None should trust their Souls with the Men whole
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Home is here, for the Soul stands in the Original of the Essence of all Essences in the Centre of the Eternal Band, so in the new Birth may be seen the dark and holy Worlds as that whereof the new Man is Born: Even as the Word in the Father and the Spirit which goeth forth from the power is the life of the Deity. The Eternal Will is the Creator, and the Father is the Being of the Will, and the Essences caused by the Will. There are two Will's causing two Principles in one Being, but the first is not called God but Nature or Essence, the second Will is the beginning and end, making Nature or Essence manifest.

2. The first Will being an Eternal desire to Generate the Word can be called only the desiring in the Will, which with a strong eagerness contracteth narrowness to be the manifest of wideness, which attraction is thicker than the Will, and as its darknes, and in the Egreges of the desiring are the Essences, viz. a sting of sensibility which the desiring cannot endure, therefore rageth so much the more into such Enmity as is betwixt Heat and Cold, and this Impetuosity causeth Mobility, Terror and Anguish, moving upwards where being restrained it flows Circular, whence come Multiplicity, and tho without feeling, being meer Spirit and Forms of Nature, yet so terribly raving that it buildeth and destroyeth as Life and Death, and here is the Sulphur, Mercury and Salt of high-knowing ancient Philosophers.

3. Two Forms, sharp, cold and bitter stinging make the Wheel of the Essences, which two are in terrible Anguish without the other Forms generated out of them; for the sharp fourness is like hard Stones, and the sting of the attracting breaketh them, which is rightly called Phur, which would hold the Will in the Darknes which cannot be captivated being incomprehensible, and is the flash of the sting. And the bitter sting dissipateth the darkness of the Astringency, as the flash ariseth from a stroke on a sharp Flint, the bitter sting extremely sharpeneth it self consuming the darknes; even so the Fathers sharpnes is a consuming Fire, being the liberty which is free from Nature as much as the Mind is above the Sences, and when the fourness hath captivated the liberty, the fourth form is generated, and the crack of the flash is the third Form making the four Anguil or Brimstone Spirit: For if the fournes sharpeneth extremely it is the proper limit of Eternal Death, the Brimstone Spirit is the Soul of the four Forms, having the Fire in it, and would enkindle Nature, and fly above it in a horrible power, as may be considered in the Devils.

4. Sul in Sulphur is the Soul, in an Herb it is the Oyl not originating in the Centre as Phur doth, but is generated after the flash, even as all the four Forms in this third Principle are by the Sons virtue in a great degree moderated and made amiable; in like manner doth the second Principle enlighten the Centre of the four Forms in the Holy Angels, making them lovely and pleasant. Mercury comprizeth all the four Forms, and Sal is the greatest in corporeal things: The four Forms are the cause of all things making the Wheel of the Essences, and every Essence which are themselves innumerable is again a Centre; so that the power of God is unsearchable.

5. The Fall of the Devils was their extinguishing in themselves the Light of the Heart of God, wherefore they are shut up in the anxious four Forms. Man fell from that Light also into that of this World: Who if he enters not again into the Light of God, when this Body breaketh, he is in the first Birth of Life with the Devils; yet both would climb up above Heaven, but cannot feel or see that Principle, like as we Men with our outward Eyes cannot see God who is always present for the Angels who are very often with us, except we put our earnest Will into God, then we see and feel him with the Mind. So also if we go with our Will into wickedness we receive the Hellish Principle, and the Devil takes fast hold
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holde of our Heart: Whereof the Soul is so sensible, that often in desperation they destroy themselves by the Sword, Ropes or Water.

6. Tho' the Hellish Creatures have but four Forms manifest to them, yet can they turn themselves into all Forms as infinitely as Mens thoughts, except the holy Forms. The Fire is their right Life, and the four Artringency of the darknes their right Food.

7. The first Eternal Will is the Father, and Eternally generateth the Word his Son, who is the Heart of the first Will, having in him the vertue and power of the first Will, and a several Centre in it self: The Father expresseth all things by the Son, and whatever is expressed by the Spirit and Power of the Father in the word is in a Spiritual manner, for what is formed out of the Eternal is Spirit and Eternal, as Angels and Souls of Men are. And tho' the four Forms keep their own Centre, yet out of them commeth the Light, and in the Light the Love which shineth in the darknes, but the darknes comprehendeth it not. The Father is in himself the light, clear, bright Eternity, yet without a Name, for if the Eternal Liberty did not generate there would be no Father, but seeing he doth generate the Band of Nature he manifesteth himself therewith with his fiery sharpnes, an angry Zealous or Jealous God and Consuming Fire, out of which proffeth forth the Meekness as a sprout out of Death turning Enmity into Love.

CHAP. III. Is concerning the Sixth and Seventh Forms.

1. The generating of the Love is in the sixth Form, viz. Mercury the found, Tone or Song, as also the five Senses. The Son of God is rightly the Flame of Love who created the Angelical World out of himself, whence goeth out the Virgin of the Eternal Wisdom of God, by which God created this World out of the first Principle, and that which goeth forth with or out of the Love is the Holy Spirit of the Word, this together is the Trinity in Unity. But as in the wrath there is a striving contrary Will here is an Embracing.

2. The Journel retaineth its strength in the sharpnes of Love, but it is very soft, and the sixth Form makes Voices, Tunes and Sounds, so that the Essences hear one another, and in the Assimilation taste one another, in the breaking through of their Power fell one another, in the desirous Love fell one another, and in the Light see one another. The six Forms are the six Seals of God, what in the dark Centre is a poylonous Woe and Anguish, is in this the exalted Joy and Triumph, a satiating of the first Will which is call'd Father; for the Son is the Word, the Brightenes, the Power, the Love, the Life, the Wonder of God, he is the Essence which manifesteth every Essence.

Concerning the seventh Form of the Eternal Nature. The revealed Gate of the Essence of all Essences.

3. The time of this World from the beginning to the end is the seventh Form or Seal of the Eternal Nature, wherein the six Seals disclose themselves. And natural Wisdom instead of finding the Heart of God by humble resignation, hath found the Wonders of this World by Thunders, Voices and Strife; for when after the Apostles times Men left Love and Meekness, and fell to Pompy and Pride, the Golden Candlesticks and seven Stars withdrew and were hid, and all became seven Seals. The glassy Sea is the Angelical World. The Voices of the seven Thunders would be hid proceeding out of the Form Essences did we not put our Imagination into them, and open them in us: So that (only the Lamb excepted) none in Heaven nor Earth were worthy to open the Seals nor lock therethat, we were
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were shut up by them under Death & Darkness, which only the Light in the Heart of God could open; for Man was become an abominable Beast, a Dragon with seven Heads, and ten Horns, and ten Crowns on the ten Horns; this Beast the hypocritical Woman rideth on; is this the Asi Christ humbly rode on?

4. It is hellish Pride and worldly Pomp on which the Woman of seeming Holiness rideth? the pretendeth to the Keys of Heaven, and makes Laws, Decrees and Canons, yet knoweth not the New Birth; He only that is born of God, in his inclin'd heart the Seals are opened. But when, and wheresoever the Lamb openeth the seventh Seal, then and there the Whore, the Beast and Dragon are cast into the Lake of Fire; then doth the good Shepherd lead his Flock into green Pastures; then they that mark, hearken, incline the heart, mind and thoughts, coming humbly with broken hearts, are met and embraced; in them Christ is born; they have him in the Baptist Supper, and hearing of the Divine Word in all places, for the Holy Ghost satisfieth the longing of the contrite spirit.

CHAP. V. Of the Seventh Form of Nature the Corporeity.

1. Corporeity subsisteth in the 7th Form of Nature; and as all the other six Forms are a hunger and longing desire to each other, so are all their desires to the seventh to have a Body or Rest, and the desire of the Essences is to preserve and sustain the Body. The whole Essence of all Essences is a continued hunger of propagating from its fulness; so that when one Form attaineth the other, a third rideth, yet the two former vanish not, but all keep one in the other their own respective Powers, and so of the rest. And tho' the full Eternity is the only true Rest, yet is the seventh Form a substantial Body of Rest whereinto the six diffuse their virtues, and the same seventh Form standeth, and is the comprehenisible Body of Darkness and Light.

2. The sharp Fire in the Liberty holdeth its right, and the anguish whence the Fire ariseth finking as a death, affordeth matter and weight; as in my self I see the Fire the cause of feeling in the dead Corporeity, which else in the anguish finketh into weight, and is burthenfull as a stifling. Now what as Fire ascendeth not, or as weight finketh not in death, doth, as anguish, remain neither uppermost nor lowermost, which as the begun anguish is the Centre of both, and not getting up nor down preserveth side-ways like the lower Branches of a growing Tree.

3. The Deity longed to see the Wonders in the Eternal Nature and Innumerable Essences, yet created all for the Light, not for the Darkness; for the Tincture is awakened in the Centre in the death of the Earth, which is the life of all Gems, Minerals, Vegetatives and Animals: And in the deep the Sun having the Tincture of the Fire, is the Father and Life of all the Stars, who in the beginning proceeded from its Centre, not that they all sprang from them; for as the Sun is the Centre of the uppermost in the Liberty, so is Saturn or the Earth of the lowermost in Death, yet is there no dying, but a transmutation; for neither doth this World die, but the Essences change to be what they were not, and remain as figures for ever to the glory of God's works. And if the gross Visibles were not created to the Darkness, how much less the Spirits which are out of the Eternal Mind, and therefore Eternal, like as our Mind hath diversity of innumerable thoughts, and those thoughts essentially potent when exalted, as in that of a Woman with Child, whose thoughts can magically impress foreign preternatural substances, as well as heterogene incongruous figures on the fruit of her womb.

4. When God willed the First, viz. the creating the Eternal Essences or Powers which
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which flowed into substance (which Eternal Effences before went forth without substance) then time had its beginning. But the Holy Will full proceeded with the Powers into the love and delight in meekness, contrariwise Lucifer's direful Fall was his delight of turning back his will to domineer in the Tincture of the Fire root, his motion to which was the forms of the Genitrix before enkindling of the Light, as four, bitter, dark, tart, flinging, envious; for in the fourth form stands Love and Anger in opposition, being the middle form of the seven, having three drawing one way, and the other three drawing the other. Lucifer therefore was drawn of both, but that the Root forms prevailed was, because he saw the Divine or Second Birth proceed out of the Centre, and himself standing in the Effences of the Nature of Eternity the great Fountain; he therefore despised the Humility whereof Love and Light are the Offspring, and would rule over it, and so was cast out of the uppermost Life into the nethermost Death and Darknes; for he was offended to see the greatest Mysteries to stand in the greatest lowliness.

5. The attaining the Divine Light confilth in a fixt resolution wrought in us of Humility, wherein the Love is generated: But all Laws and Devices to attain it are fabulous; and as the making costly works wherein the Artificer pleafeth only himself with things wholly unprofitable, reaching no higher than imitation of useful things, like as there are many Spirits Aerial, Aquaffirih, Terrestrial and in the Anguish, which are not out of the Eternal Well-spring, but from the beginning Will, generated by the Tincture of Heaven in Nature, which mutable at their time, leaving only their shadow to manifest the wonders of God. And from Eternity there hath been such a Government where the knowledge was only in God, but at the coming out of the Angelical World an Intellect was also in the Creatures.

The Gate into the Holy Trinity.

6. In no Creature in Heaven or this World stand the three Principles open as in Man. The first Principle or Father, tho' he standeth in the Liberty & Eternal Stilnes, is not call'd Father as such, but as he is the deiring. Thus the Mind of a Man being one only Will, is desiring; yet therein out of the Eternal Will are innumerable Wills; the first Will is Matter, and the other are recomprehended, leading to Light and Darknes, to Joy, and Sorrow, Meeknes and Fiercenes; thus it is in the Father's Nature. This twofold deiring in one substance are two Centres, that to Meeknes not severed from the other is the second or Son, and is therefore call'd the Son, because generated out of the Father's Nature call'd the Word, because he is the Glance or Majesty of the Eternal Liberty, call'd a Person, because he is a Self-luflifting Essence, not the Birth of Nature, but the Life and Understanding of Nature, and call'd the Heart of the Father, because he is the Venus and Power of the Centre of Nature, as the Heart is in the Body; and call'd the Light of the Father, because he takes his Luflre out of the Sharpness of the Eternal Nature; and call'd wonderful for by him out of the Father's Effences are all things brought to Light, the Father and Son are as Fire and Light.

7. The Holy Ghost is the third; the Breath or Noise is that which makes the Will manifest, and the Heart also. The Noise is the awakener of Life, framer of the Sences or Realon, and bringer of one Essence into another. Thus the third Person is a Self-luflifting Essence, going in triumph with the Effences the Father and manager of the Sword of Omnipotence, the destroyer of Malice and Evil, the opener of the Genitrix in the Darknes. All which is thus shewed in Man, his Body (tho' it hath the Essences) were senseless without the Spirit. Again, the Spirit is not the Understanding and Light itself; for the Light is the blotton, and originates in the Tincture of the Fire, and the Spirit is the blower up of the Fire.
CHAP. V. Of the Virgin the Wisdom of God, and of the Angelical World, and of the Holy Trinity.

1. **God** is only one everywhere present, the Mind therefore asketh if the Spirit goeth out from God, whether goeth he, seeing he remaineth in the mouth of God as a Spirit in a Body, to which it is answered, he goeth forth revealing God as in the seven Lamps, and opening gradually the seven Seals; but the seven Thunders being in the dark Matrix of Fierceness, he hideth and sealeth, not to be known till they are past, and the whole Mystery of God's Kingdom opened by the seventh Angel. And the Glauy Sea is the Water Spirit whence the Fist made not only the outward Element of Water, but every thing; for in this seventh Form in great Holiness is the Father revealed in this Angelical World.

2. Thus the Father's Will maketh the cause of Nature, which is a Darkness consisting of the four first Forms to become seven, and hence infinitely the seven, being their Body in this Earth; for the Fathers Nature in the Wrath makes this Corporeal, in which the Devil, as Prince in the Wrath, is called Prince of this World. And the same is also in the deep of the Astral Wheel. Just so is it also in the inward Holy World, which is not severed from this, but this severed by a Principle from that; for there is no Angle where the inward World is not.

3. The Angelical World of Love and humble Joy is the Sons, and at the first two Kingdoms sever Love and Wrath; there is made the Cross with the two Centres, as Light hath another Centre than Fire, the not separated, and on this Cross Birth is the Heart or Son of God generated from Eternity in Eternity; at this Cross lie the Holy Children of the Virgin Image, and in the Wisdom of the Serpent are the Children of this World. The Holy Ghost goeth forth from the Father through the Son, as the Air from Fire and Light revealing in the Angelical substantiality; and this is meant by Ternarius Sandoz.

The highly Precious Gate for Man to consider of.

4. The Wisdom of God is an Eternal Virgin of Purity, in whom the Holy Ghost hath discovered the Image of Angels and of Man, also of the third Principle; she is the great secret Mystery, which unapprehended, goeth in the Powers and Anger of the Father, opening the Wonders in the Forms and Seals of Nature. Through her hath the Holy Ghost not only made Corporeal Existences out of both Matrices of the substantiality, but a limit to them where the seven Forms shall go into their Ether; as after the six days Work, or six Creations they enter the seventh, being their Eternal Rest, and the time of the seventh Seal and Trumpet, yet both Mothers shall stand before the Trinity in the Eternal Figure for the glory of God's works of wonder.

5. The this Virgin be incorporeal, yet is the Spirits Corporeity and Visibleness, her heavenly similitude is the Beauty and Lusire of all Fruits, the Virtue of all Jewels and Vegetables; she may be as the Tincture of the Holy Element, wherein the Paradisical growing constitutes, and the seven forms, as the holy delight of the Angels wrestle, being a fulfilling of the will of every Life; she is not circumcised; every Divine Creature, as the Angels and holy Souls of men, hath this Virgin in the Light of their Life; in this we see the Majesty of the Deity. We comprehend not the Trinity, the Spirit of the Soul standing in the Divine Centre, feeth it but imperfectly, for the Soul is but out of one Form of Nature; as there are several lots of Angels, yet can the Soul introduce itself into all forms, the Trinity only is perfect. God is manifest in a creaturely form in Angels, and whole Angelical World,
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World, for they are not out of the Substantiality (which is without understanding) but out of the Centre of the seven Forms of the Eternal Nature, out of each Form a Throne Angel, and out of each Throne his Angel, so was it a whole Dominion fell with Lucifer. And the Dominions among Men (which yet are all but Stewards) originate here, the a sort of proud Clergy would rule over them.

The Definition between the Substantiality and the Element, also between Paradise and Heaven.

6. The Substantiality is in Heaven, the Corporeity of the seven Spirits is called God's Body; also the Body of our Regenerate Soul, it is Christ's Body given us to eat in this Testament, comprehensible to the Spirit of the Soul, tho' not palpable to our outward senses, yet in itself without understanding. And the one Element doth lead the Principle in the Substantiality as a movable Life, it is not the Spirit of God himself, but the Spirit hath this Element as a Body.

7. Heaven is called the Meekness the Water Spirit, and is the outward inclosure or Firmament parting the Principle; and Paradise is the springing up out of the Effences through all Forms, through the one Element, through the Substantiality, and through Heaven; as the flourishing of a rich springing Holy Garden, and therefore was Adam therein (that is) in that Principle, and also in this World.

The Gates of this World [also the Language of Nature.]

8. All our knowledge of God is his own Revelation of himself; for the Spirit of God hath imaged the Wisdom of God in the Wonders of this World so evidently, that in the Wheel of the Stars and Planets, also in our Orb, and every Creature, that they are an apparent similitude and figure of God according to Love or Anger, generating Fire, Air, Water and Earth: That is to say, the extremity, impurity, mortality and gross death of them image the Wrath; and the good property in every of them images Paradise; where the there be but one Element, yet in it are the four hidden, and on their enkindling and severing become active and comprehensible, or palpable to the Creatures, which from Eternity was in God, yet invisible and immaterial.

9. The Language of Nature is treated of from 84th v. to the end of this Chapter, which being also differed in several places of the blessed Author's excellent Writings, it is to be wished were all contracted and paraphrased on in one distinct Treatise; not only to shew us the Monuments of our Ruins by the Fall, but also to stir us up to prefix inward out of the shadow and figure, into the substance, which is the inward Power-Worlds.

---

CHAP. VI. Of the World, and also of Paradise: The two Gates of high Consideration.

1. Man is a Child of Eternity, but this World is an Out-birth from the Eternal Nature as its Root, and an Out-birth is corruptible, its groveth originates in the Anger, and the Stars are out of the Centre of Nature in all seven Forms, and out of each a Centre; so that by the wrestlings so very many have proceeded, which are a certain number, tho' innumerable in our account; and their being to set a number, shews they must be resolved into their Ether; for in every Eternal Centre is a springing up without number, as is found in Man's Spirit and Soul by the Constellations of the Mind thoughts arise without number, and out of one innumerable others, which clearly prove our Eternity.

2. The Birth of the Eternal Nature is Infinite, and perpetually springing up every where in all places; as if we imagine a Circle as little as an Atom, the least of
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quantities and in that Circle is the whole Trinity & whole Birth of the Eternal Nature. So that Eternity is in every place, yet maketh no place; for it is the Out-birth that maketh place. It also maketh Beginning and End, for the Infinite Three is without Beginning and End, yet as before this Beginning there was nothing but God; and that after the End of these things shall be nothing but God, so God is the α and ω, the Beginning and the End.

3. And forasmuch as the Eternity generateth nothing but what is like it, though it fell be unchangeable, therefore as man is, so is Eternity, all the three Principles are in him one in another as one, yet in the Creation are three. From the Eternal Centre is made the Eternal Substantiality as a Body or weakness, being a sinking down, and the Spirit is a springing up, whence comes Motion, Penetration, and Multiplication; and when the Spirit did create the Substantiality into an Image, breathing the Spirit of the Trinity into it the whole Essences, even all Forms of Nature, the Power to Light and Darkness and the whole Eternity, it instantly blossomed and became the Paradise or Angelical World.

4. In the Darkness is the Genitrix, in the Light is the Wisdom, the first imaged by Devils, the other by Angels, as a Similitude of the whole Eternal Being to speak in a creature manner of it. And Lucifer imaging beyond the Meekness of the Trinity, inkindled in himself the Matrix of Fire. And that of Nature becoming Corpuscular, then was the second Form of the Matrix, (viz.) the Meekness of the Substantiality inkindled, whence Water originated, out of which was made an Heaven to captivate the Fire, and of that Fire and Water came the Stars.

5. Then did Man, who was God's Image, form and imagine in himself the awakened Spirit of the Air, four Elements and Constellations: which though it were breathed into him, Man's Divine Spirit should have over-ruled, as the Holy Spirit of God ruleth over all, but they became his Lord, and instantaneously captivated him. Then the Earth, Death, Vanity and the Elementary Life wrought in him. And now if he would enter into God again, he must in himself be new-born in God or lost Eternally; he is now in the midst between Heaven and Hell, to which of these Spirits he yieldeth, this he is, if Man form in his Spirits the fierceness of Pride, and God looketh nothing, for the Image of God in Man withdraweth untoucheth into its Principle, leaving Man to form himself into the Image of the Serpent, and the Spirit forms the Body into its Deformity [or other wise as the Seal the Wax.]

6. The Eternal Nature doth generate itself Eternally, which this World remembereth thus: it is a high round Globe, figuring Eternity and Infinity, wherein by the seven Planets are shewn the seven Spirits of Nature, by the Sun in the midst of the seven, as a Point or Centre in a Cross the Heart of God, by the Luftre God's Majesty, by the Constellations the Effects or Products of the Fountain Spirits, by the Earth the Eternal Death: for as the Earth compared with the vigorous outward upper Dominion is as Death, so the fierce Matrix is as a Death compared to God, yet is not Death, but Eternal Torment.

7. Not that it is with the Heart of God as with the Sun to be only in one circumscriptive place, but as the Centre of a Cross, figuring the Trinity in a Globular Rainbow, wherein the Red signifies the Father's Property in the glance of Fire; Yellow the Son's Luftre and Majesty; Blew the Substantiality; the dusky Brown the Kingdom of Darkness; and on such a Rainbow will Christ fit to Judge; and thus is he undivided everywhere and in that Man who is born of God, is the whole undivided Heart of God, the Son of Man Christ, fitting in the circle of his Life upon the Rainbow at the right Hand of God; for that Man is Christ's Member, his Body, his Brother, his Flesh, his Spirit: Power, Majesty, Heaven, Paradise, Elements, Stars, Earth and all, is that Man who in Christ is above Hell and Devils, though his Earthy Life be under Heaven, Stars, Elements, Hell and Devils.

8. Man's
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8. Man's Creation was the speaking of that into Substance which was in God, in the Virgin of his Wisdom, in Eternity, not Male and Female, which when divided was the Earthly, the other Belial; but the new Birth restores that very Eternal Image the Eternal Virginity: wherein Christ became Man, uniting it to the fallen Man in the Mortal Virginity, for Mary had all the three Principles, being of the Seed of Joachim and Anna. The Soul of Christ was out of Marie's Essences conceived in the Eternal Virgin, which Eternal Virgin came into Substantiality uniting with the Human earthy Essences.

9. The Eternal Virgin gave to Christ's Human Soul the Heavenly Body and Mary the Earthy, the living Word arafted Marie's Essences or Faculties into the Eternal Virginity, and in nine Months there was a compleat Man in Soul. Spirit and Flesh, but the Virgin of Eternity never till then did put on Flesh, except in Adam before the Fall, but now the Word united to the Soul is not, though united, one and the same with the Soul. But the Soul being out of the Centre of Nature, remained in that same Creature, and the Word being out of the Majestly penetrated it; like as a dark black piece of iron is flaming and shining by the Fire penetrating it, but the Iron comprehendeth not, but is comprehended by the Light of the Fire: So the Deity dwelleth in the Soul, yet the Soul remaineth a Soul still, but if the flaming Iron fall into Water, it is again as other Iron again, as it was with Adam.

10. Adam departed and Christ became Man to return us into the Angelical World, wherein Man attaineth the Eternal incomprehensible Flesh of Eternal Substantiality, which is hidden in the old earthly Flesh, as Gold in the stone. This true most precious Stone of Philosophers tinctur'd the old, for this is as a Son, yet a thousand times greater than the Father, this bright Crown of Pearls is most manifest, yet most secret, who so finds it, hath such Joy as no earthly Tongue or Pen can describe.

CHAP. VII. The Hypocritical and real Christian, the Gates of the Firmamental Heaven with Stars, &c. The Threesfold Life of Man, and right noble Spiritual Stone.

1. Man's greatest Concern is to seek that which is lost, not hypocritically without ourselves: for all the hearing of Heaven and the new Birth Preached, Singing, Repetitions, Reading all Books, having the Bible without Book, Talking and Debating the Simple, requiring they be guided by Man's Art and Elegance, and resting there, is a continuing of Men as in a dark Dungeon, and no more than casting a Stone into Water, which is taken out again as hard as before. And Mens deepest Reason, Opinions of the Pope, Luther, Calvin or Schwenkfield, and all Contention, Disputation, and that accounted high University Study, though the Soul fill it self therewith, only leaves the Soul in doubt, on the shaking Foundation of vain flattering Hopes, if still there be an unholy unchang'd Heart.

2. But simply with the Publican. God be merciful unto me a sinner, gather all thy captivating Sins, and in great earnestness knock, seek, consult not thy Earthy Reason, sensual Love, and self Will, and then that Soul entreath into the Temple of Christ; instead of Debating bring earnest Resignation, let thy Contention be such only as was Jacob's Wrestling. God's Invitation and inviolable Promises are the Ground of that Faith which makes Hell tremble, produceth the new Birth, giveth the noble Stone, and then the little grain of Mustard-seed growing in the Storms of Reproach and Temptation, becoming a Tree, attaineth the Angelical Garland
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of Pearl; for then may the Soul say, Though this World hath my outward Body Captive, yet I have the Regenerator in my Soul that will make me free, which is as putting a Stone into Fire, which makes an effectual change on't, though Water do not, as is above mentioned.

3. Saith any one, seeing the Devil is gone into Enmity, Why doth not God annihilase him? A. That which is Eternal breaketh or dissolveth not like that which hath a Beginning but though the Devils were not in the Form of a Spirit from Eternity, yet their Effences were from Eternity, but the putting their Will into the Fierceness of the Centre of Nature captivated them therein, but in their Effences remain as a Looking-glass for Angels and Souls of Men. Say also any, If the World be so dangerous for Man, Why hath God set and continued him in it? A. Should God reduce the third Principle into its Æther before effecting what wonders were foreseen in the Wisdom from Eternity, it cannot be; but also in time must the Forms of Nature be substantial.

4. The Infinite God being Threefold in Perfons, willed to move himself according to the Property and Nature of each Person; as 1. The Father's Property moved to create Angels &c. to bear his image and behold his glorious Power. 2. The Son's Property moved once and never more in Eternity to become Man, by whom the glorious Majesty of the Trinity is shewn unto Angels and Men in an express Character and living Image. 3. The Holy Ghost's Nature will move itself at the Resurrection, at returning this World into its Æther, and will set the Wonders past in time into Eternal Substantiality; He is the Joy and Mover of the Creatures and of Paradise, through whom all shall see the Power and Vertue of every thing.

5. This World with Stars and Elements, shew the Eternal Centre and Being of all Forms, whereon Adam, who was the Image of the Trinity, doated and was captiv'd, as Lucifer was by the fierce Matrix. He was one, not two, the Light Throne in him, and he should have propagated an Angelical Kingdom, was Lord over Fire, Air, Water and Earth, could remove Mountains, no Death was in him, Paradisical Fruit grew for him, he was a Virgin after the Form of Eternal Sophia, he was pure and was to place his Will on himself; for God was in him, and he in God. But seeing two Divine Forms in himself, one Paradisical within himself; the other without him, he thought to Eat of both (vix) the Paradisical and the mixed of Good and Evil, till he sunk into a Sleep which signifieth Death, where the Spirit of this World formed him into such a Man as we now are, and Eve into a Woman, and when they had eaten, the Spirit of this World captivated their Souls, their Effences were Earthy, their Flesh and Blood Bestial, so that they begat Children in two Kingdoms, (vix) of Wrath and Love. The first a Murtherer, the second Holy, for the word of Grace and Covenant had on their Fall set itself in the Light of their Life.

6. This Word was, and for ever is the only noble Spiritual Philosopher's Stone, Christ. This Stone was in all the Holy Men from Adam downward, whereby they both were Good and did Good, but the Men of lower outside Principles or Rationals, have a counterfeit, scholastic, glibbting, pleasant Stone, which they think is right, and they hotly percut the true precious Stone to advance their own, which outside Stone of theirs, is only a Stone of the great Building of this World, for it initiatteth Childhood in wantonness and bravery, requiring Covenanters and crafty Cale to support it: so they set the Paradisical Garland of Blossoming Youth on the Serpents Head, learn to contemn them as simple who have the true Stone, because they live as not of the World, but Childlike, and go through and out of the World weeping, yet bearing precious Seed.

7. From v. 62. to the end, is as it were a recital of (the often treated of) the Eternal Being compared to Fire and Light, as Anger and Love, Strength and Meekness;
ness, the Original Forms and Principle of Light to v. 73. The stars are a Quint-
ecence or fifth Essence distinct from the four Elements, as the Fat in a Creature
causeth the Fountain of Life to burn, they are not only Fire and Water, but have
all the Properties of hard, soft, bitter, sweet, sour, dark and whatever the Earth
hath and every Star a several prevalent Property, according as in the Eternal Centre
of Nature they stood open, when the Eternity mov'd it fell in the Creation.
8. The Air mixeth with all sorts of Forms, therefore is unconstant, sometimes
awakening one Form in the Centre, anon another. The whole Deep is like the Mind
of a Man, which beholds some things curiously, some other fixedly, bringing it to
substance, setting Hands and Feet to work, as the Will hath conceived and framed it;
so this Spirit of the Deep, though without Divine Understanding, formed by
the vigor of the Constellations the Spirit of our Adamical Man, also of all Beasts,
Fowls, Herbs, Plants, Trees, Metals, Precious Stones, Fishes &c. and is the cause
of Wisdom in Arts, Polity Governments among fallen Mankind. And this is called
the third Principle or awakened Life of God, not Eternal, but that in which the
great Wonders are made visible Substances, whose Figures remain as a Picture for
the Glory of God and Joy of the Angels and Men. But their Essences must be re-
duced into the Air as it was before the Creation of the World, yet shall all stand
in the Eternal Nature with its colours and figures, and there will be a spriring,
blossoming and growing, yet without feeling any fire or fierceness, for the Essences
will then be no more a Substance, and therefore it affordeth no fire, but the fire
is an Eternal Darkness and gnawing, call'd the Eternal Death.

CHAP. VIII. How by the outward World is opened the Eternal World.
How a Man may seek and find himself; Whence is his Beginning, and
what his End.

1. As the enlivening Spirit in the deep animates all Creatures as if they were
one Body, each according to their kind, so the Light of Eternity within
this World incomprehensible to this Worlds Spirit, having all the Properties allo-
in it, yet with no such inkindled Essences, is the Life of the blest Inhabitants there-
of. Their Fire though mighty, is yet without Pain or Consumption, burning in
the soft delicate desire of dear Love and highest Joy; this Fire maketh Majesty,
springeth and blossometh for ever in such Earth as is call'd Divine Substantiality or
Holy Ternary, stored with perfect Goodness exempt from all kind of Evil.
2. And as the whole third Principle of Atrial and Elementary Bodies are as one
Body, so the Infinite Holy God, Heaven, Angels, Men, Paradise with all Divine
Things and Properties are but one Body, call'd God, Majesty and Eternity; wherein
the Majesty is the Light, the Holy Ghost, the Air and Spirit. Every Angel and Man
is like the total God, and the Holy Ghost proceeds forth in him also. As in a
flaming piece of Iron; the Iron resembles the Creature, its flame of Light the
Deity, its Heat the Creatures Spirit. the Air proceeding from it the Holy Ghost; but
now we live in Anguish, Cares, Labour, Fear, Trembling, Affliction and cloathed
with fallen Adam's Skin, yet also in the Hope of Israel.
3. And because the Soul stands between two Eternal Principles, and the Body
nearly in the Spirit of this Worlds Earthy Place, caring little for the Soul; therefore
must the Body be kept under, its necessities only not its wanton desires al-
fow'd. The Soul also must watch and pray, not please it self in its own ability,
but ever humble it self to the Divine Will and Mercy. These things are irksome
to the Body and cros to the Self will of the Soul, but the view of Eternity must
away
and Death a sudden Guest. And as the danger, to the power God hath graciously given the Soul, is very great: As it is written to them he gave power (in Christ) to be the Sons or Children of God.

4. Man finds in himself more than is in the Beast; for the Beast hath no higher will than to feed and nourish itself, and multiply according to the property of their Centre, and every Life devours the best that is in its Mother or Centre, which shews what the best of the Centre or Mother (whence they are) is, but Man sees into the property and vanity of every thing here, and therefore, a higher Life above the Elementary Tranitory Food. The Beast hath a Tincture, else the Fire of their Life would devour them, but their Fire and Tincture is but Elementary and Astral, and consequently frail; but Man hath a desire after an Eternal Life, and shews it by his desire to perpetuate his Memory here (by his Offspring or otherwise) if he could. For tho' he enter community with the Beasts in his third Principle, yet he hath a Fire-life out of the Eternity wherein the Forms are in Anguish, and that not being the right Life, hath a Tincture of Divine substantiality of Meekness, which is the Light which quencheth the wrath of his Fire-soul, wherein is the Intellect satiating the Anguish, which tincture Lucifer caused to disappear as a shadow, shutting himself up in Death and Fiercenes.

5. It is said why did God suffer Lucifer to fall? A. He was a Prince and Throne Angel, a Son of the first Creation or Morning and cause of the Out-birth in the third Principle, therefore Christ called him the Prince of this World: He had also a Free-will like us Men, and we often do things contrary to God, as making Forts, Castles and sumptuous Houses for our state. So Lucifer would be as a Creator, which in itself was no more his Fall than Adam's imagining, which caused the Tree of Temptation to grow, which therefore was severely forbidden; yet which of itself was not Adam's Fall; but Lucifer's Fall was when he awakened the Matrix of the Fire over the Meekness of God, that Fire became, and now is his Hell, which God captivated with Heaven or Water, and moved himself to the Creation as the pleasant Sun shuts up the Ardent cold, turning Ice into Water, making Fish, &c. to live and grow. And the cause of the Sea and unfathom'd deeps is that there the Fire was greatly exkindled; as when Sodom, &c. were a Habitation of the Devil, who would have dwelt there in his fiery fierceness, God alway'd his stoutness bringing Water on that place.

6. The Souls dissatisfaction here shews itself in a captivity, for its true Rest and Heaven was shut up in it, having in Adam put its desire into the Principle of this World; great is the perplexity that an Eternal Creature should be Immured and Married to another Principle, have another Mother and Centre, which as soon as it breaks (as dissolve it doth) leaves the Soul in indigence and darknes. This pos'd the understanding, non-plut the wisdom of all Creatures how to help, no Prince or Throne Angel could contrive a Remedy. Then said Jehovah: Christ, Lo I come to do thy Will, O God, and his own Arm wrought Salvation by becoming Man, entering Death with his Humane Soul, break the seven Seals of the Centre of Nature, hung the old Adam as a Curse on the Crois, kindled again the Divine Fire in the Soul, cast away the Earthines, and powerfully through Death introduced Life.

The highly precious Gate.

Thus the Regenerate may see that as Christ did cast away from him by Death, only the Spirit of this World, and raised himself, so shall they in his World and Heart which is everywhere present, and in his Flesh and Blood, not in the corrupt Body, be raised, for the inward Body Adam had in Paradise is only capable of being clothed upon with the Flesh of Christ. In this new Body fixeth the new Regenerate
The Threefold Life of Man.

CHAP. IX. Concerning the Threefold Life. Also the Inclination and whole Government of Man in this Life.

1. Man's whole Race is a strife twixt the Devil and the Soul, and the Spirit of this world and the Soul; for this worlds Spirit hath apprehension ( tho' not Divine ) planted in its Matrix, and this world stood in the Eternal wisdom as an invisible figure before the Creation, and by Creation became a proper Principle, to the end it might bring all its wonders and works into Existence, and appear Eternally in their figure.

2. Man only being capable to exhibit this worlds wonders of Arts, and the Spirit and Life of Metals, precious Stones, Earths, Celestial Influences, &c. therefore hath the Spirit of this world longed to draw Man into it. That precious Stone Philosophers may be found in Metals by him who understandeth this Author, in the Centre of Natures progres to the Cross of the Trinity and Glance of the Majesty, which this worlds Spirit hath a Natural longing to reveal.

3. The first Birth of things are not plesant, as in Trees; but the Fruit is a second Birth, and what is desired by Man, which points us to our Noble Birth and high Delect which was Divine; for when the Kingdom of the Angel did pres into the Fruits the Paradisal Principle did almost wholly withdraw. Yet though Toads, Serpents, poylonous Herbs, bitter Properties, Thistles, &c. originate in the wrathful Matrix, yet as the evil Properties explicate the inward worlds they are as good, and concur to the same end with the best; but the evil and good eaten by Adam being such as we now eat, was his eating of Death, because thereby the Spirit of this world captivated him, as doth both it and the Devils Kingdom rule in Man fall.

Of the great strife about Man.

4. Hell faith my Anger is his Root he is therefore by Nature mine. This world pleads rebellion of Man in its Body, and his Community of Nutrition from it. God faith I have set my Heart upon Man and Regenerated him, he proceeded out of me I have fought and found him again, he is mine to reveal my wonders. Purluant of the three things winneth him, either, 1. His desire of Honour, Glory and Power is the Devils Will. 2. His desire of Riches, Opulence and Fulneseth in which he is a Beast of this World. 3. He, the somewhat vile Sinner (but not the Sinner) greatly forren Hell and the Devil, and was mov'd after Heaven, but the other two draw so violently, that many through desperation engulp themselves into the Abys.

Of the Devil changing himself into an Angel of Light.

5. When the Sinner begins to be sensible of his evil and danger, the Devil willing to win him to go to the Stone Churches, then flatters him that his diligent following makes him godly and devout: Whereof often thoughts are sown in him of Pride, Lust, &c. also of contempt of others, especially if the Preacher be a Reviler.
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Reviler. If the Soul be yet afraid and would repent and pray, the Devil clouds the understanding, introduces doubts, and promiseth amendment to Morrow, he rehearseth words, but prayeth not; for the Soul cannot reach the Centre of Nature where the Fire should be struck, but his words in this Worlds Spirit vanish into Air, or Gods Name is taken in vain.

6. But Prayer is a great (or at least a true) going of the Soul to be spoken to of God, and brought out of the House of Sin into the House of God: Which when the Devil opposeth we are to oppose the more, for we have in Christ far greater power than he. But if the Devil covers the Heart by heaps of Sin we are not to dispute or despair, but to lay them on the Devils Back, and lay up in our Hearts Gods most merciful Calls and earned Will towards us, shown by the Sufferings, Wounds, Death and dear Love and Pity of Christ to Sinners, for there is no other Will in God but to do as the Father to the Prodigal Son, therefore to doubt of Gods gracious Intents is to sin greatly.

The Gates of the deep Ground concerning Man.

7. The knowing what Man is in the variety of form, feature and different driving Will, hath been controvert ed since the beginning, because the Gates thereof were taken with Adams Fall, but the Spirit of the Soul of the Regenerated Man, kneweth himself in all the three Principles to have but one only Rule though in three Principles, the prevalence of either denominates the Man. We are as a Seed sown in a Field by the Luft of Man and Woman, the Mover whereunto is that the Tincture now divided to the Male giving Life and Soul, and the Substantiality now peculiar to the Female giving Spirit and Existence were in Eternity one; wherein this World stood as a Figure, and the Tincture overshadowed by the Wield was received therein as the Body doth the Spirit, yet could not be brought into Substance visible to Angels who are in a Substance unless God had moved the Eternity.

8. In the moving of the Trinity was moved the Centre of Nature, whereby the Tincture became Substantial, and the Substantiality became material, yet not divided, wherein when the Man was awakened forth came all sorts of Beasts, &c. The Tincture took substance, and the Spirit of the substance took on it a Body, the first had the Centre of Life, the other only an impotent Life, which may be demonstrated by a flaming Iron; which emiteth two Spirits, viz. a hot one able to awaken another Fire from its own Centre, and another an airy one, which though it hath all powers of the Fire, yet not the Tincture of the Fire, but only the Spirit of the Fire, a faint Life, for in the Eternity is no Death. Hence is it that Life must proceed only from the Seed of the Male Tincture in the Matrix of the Female.

9. Every Creature Inanimate, Sensitive, &c. is formed according to the Tincture in the Spirit of the Species of them, as may be found by the order of the several days of the Creation; for on the first day God Created the Material Water which hath an impotent Life, and is a Bar to the Devils Anger Fire. And when God laid there be Light, the Light of the Tincture opened it self, which God separated from the darknes, viz. that up the fierce Fire Lucifer kindled, which originates in the darknes, and let the Intelligence burn in the fat of the Water Spirit, as doth the Fire of the Life in a Beast.

10. The Tincture is in the Blood the Life burneth in the Tincture, and God keeps the Centre of the Fire in the darknes, and so every Life is in his own hand, for if he let the Fire into the Tincture the Spirit is in the Hells Fire. The Tincture was divided into a Fire Life and Light Life, the Fire Life was to be a Firmament between the Holy Meeknes the Heart of God and the weak Air, between both which God dwelleth. The Fire Spirit of the Tincture hath Eternity for its Root,
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Root, the Air Spirit hath the awakened substantiality ruling the outward Life of Beasts, Trees, &c. having a weak Tincture.

11. Thus see we Life standeth in Fire and Air, also the Original of Blood, such Creatures that have it are more noble than those that have it not; for such have a false Tincture proceeded from the will of the Devil as is seen in Vipers and other Venemous Reptils, for such loathom ugly Bodies are figur'd in Hell, not from the divided Tincture but from the fierce dark Spiritual substance.

12. When the Water covering the Created Earth was separated, and the Earth dry, the collected Water was call'd * Sea, signifying in the Language of Nature a * Mare. the covering, in reproach to the Devil whole power was drown'd. By the Water above the Firmament separated from that below is meant the Blood wherein is the Tincture of Living Creatures, and that beneath is the Elementary Water, in which two conflux two Kingdoms, 1. The Soul in the Blood in the Tincture, and because the Tincture is from Eternity, therefore must the figures remain in Eternity. And, 2. The Air Spirit in the Water which is corruptible for it had a beginning.

13. After the Earth and Elements were formed, the fiery Tincture was as a shining Light, then God suffered the Centre of Nature to open with its proper will out of the Essences, and the whole Principle became but one Body whereof the Sun was the Heart; and the six other Planets the Spirits at the Centre of the Heart, the other Stars are its Essences; all just as the Deity hath been from Eternity, whence came a true Life, Reason, Senses and Understanding, yet a Beffal one, and Spirit of the Air manifesting God in a figurative form, which this world theweth, if we consider the Centre, and thence go on in the Light of the Majesty to the number three.

The Discourse and Figure of the Planets and Signs from the 63d v. to the end of this Chapter being it self Summary is recommended to be perused entirely as the Author left it.

CHAP. X. Of the Creation of every Being; and how Man may find himself, and all Mysteries to, and only to the ninth Number.

1. To seek the Mysteries of Nature in the Stars and Elements is vain, neither Luna nor Mercury will lead you to Sol; but if you take the Spirit of the Tincture, following of which to Sol some have been laid hold on by the Spirit of the Heavenly Tincture, and been brought into the liberty of the Majesty, where they have known the noble Stone and stood amazed at Mans blindness.

2. The number is but three, fly at the Cross or ten, but nine is only attainable, then take Saturn as a Male and Fire-Tincture, and Luna as the Female and Air Spirit, go thus gradually in the Wheel to Sol, go then on through the Suns Fire, and being through it lay hold by means of the Tincture on the Eternity which is the ninth number, bring that on the Cross which is the tenth, the very end of nature, here handle the Stone, it is Fire-proof, free from the Wrath and Out-birth, its splendor is in the Majesty, its Body out of the Eternal Substantiality.

3. If now the seeker will see the splendor of this world, let him go from the inward into the outward Luna which break into a thousand parts, giving it such proportion of Sol as its hunger desireth, and it is made bright and perfect, but we ought
ought justly to rest satisfied in the tenth number for this world is but, dross and
dung therefore Christ saith, Seek first the Kingdom of God, and all other things shall
be added. All lyeth in the willing, for the will maketh the desire, the outward
will must enter into the inward, and deny it self, as if it were dead to the outward,
because Adam turning his will to the outward, caus'd him to die to the inward, but
if we turn back into the inward, we see God, and the Eternity, and are the Simili-
tude of what God is, and are as we were Created.

4. It is more easy to the inward Man in the Divine Will to see the ground of
the Creation of this world than for the outward to know what the Senses inform.
To create is to comprehend what is first figur'd in the will, as doth a BUILDER frame
in his will a Model of what he is to erect. In the Creation the six Properties stand
in every quadrate of the Circle of Time which divides the Day into Morning, Noon,
Evening and Midnight.

5. On the fifth day the First opened the Matrixes of all Similitudes, and the
Wrath Kingdom pressed hard to be imaged with it, when were produced all Fowls
and Fishes. then also all Fowls of the Fire, Air, Water and Earth went
forth, so that the whole deep even to the Constellations is nothing but a Life and
stirring of Spirits. The Devils place is in the darkest towards the Constellations,
and so poor a Creature is he as not to touch any of the seven Governments.

6. The describing the order of Powers cannot be sufficiently seen by the orderly
Wheel of the Magi, nor can it be written for Reason to penetrate, being more
subtle, going inwards towards the Sun; that is, upwards, downwards and side-
ways towards the meek Substantiality, but the Spirit of the Soul if it look with
its own Eye into the inward, and with the Eye of this world into the outward un-
derstandeth it, and is as Ezekiel's Vision, having Eyes within and without, and
the Spirit goeth right forward wherefoever it goes.

7. Now to shew how far Man may go, and where he must stop, note that the
Fire after the seven Spirits is the eighth and the cause of the seventh. Now the
Life consists not in the Fire, yet the Fire maketh two Tinctures. 1. An inward
after the Eternal Liberty, and still Meekness where springeth the Majesty of the Li-
berty. 2. An outward after the Oyl from the water of Venus, where springeth
the outward Splendor, so the Fire hath the eighth number, and the inward Tincture
hath the ninth number, so far and no farther ought we to go, but stand there be-
fore the Cross of the number three, where Angels and Men are to stand, not re-
aching into the Centre of the Cross to Create as did Lucifer, but cast their Minds down
into the Tincture of Humility back into the ninth number, fearing God, and high-
ly rejoicing before the tenth number with Songs of Hallelujahs to the Holy, Holy,
Holy Lord God of Hosts; in this ninth is the Virgin Tincture of Wisdom, Paradise
and Heavenly Substantiality.

8. For while we keep our will in Humility, tho' we search into the thousandth
number our will is still God's will, but if we leave him, and imagine into the Wonders
we are Captives, for imagination makes Substantiality we must go out of that
again into Humility, Love, Purity, Mercy, etc. or we shall not see God; we must
submissively seek the will of God, and reign our whole self there into, wherein
we can do all, but in our own will and nature we must not; we can do nothing.

CHAP. XI. Of the true Knowledge concerning Man.

1. The Earth is a peculiar Centre, an Out-birth of the Eternal Substantiality,
the Matrix whereof was corrupted by the Fall of Lucifer, whence the upper
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upper Centre the Sun's Heart drew forth from the Properties in the Earth, which
longed after the upper Paradisical Fruit, of which Man only was capable to eat af-ter an Angelical manner, and which Adam stood in the Probs or trial to have
done till he slept, but we see how it went with him, for that we both eat and are
eaten by the Earth.

2. Of that Paradisical Earth wherein was the Heavenly Property was Adam's Bo-
dy made; for he was to be Lord over the Earth, and to open the wonders of the
Earth, therefore God gave him a palpable, yet a paradisical (and not instantly
an Angelical) Body. Man was made an Image of the uncreated Virgin of Gods
Wisdom wherein the Astral and Elementary Powers stood, but neither they nor
the Matrix of the Earth could over-power Man, for he had receiv'd the Eternal
Substantiability.

3. It is said God breathed into his Noftrils the Breath of Life, this was not Air,
nor can it be a thing breathed in from without, for God is the fulnels of all things.
God longed after a visible Similitude of himself, but his longing is only Majest-
y and Liberty, his breathing was from within, for Gods Holy Spirit hath awakened
the Soul out of the Centre of the Fire of the Eternal Nature the fifth form where
the two Kingdoms of Gods Love and Anger do part, and brought it outwards in-
to the Tincture of the outward Spirit, into the Blood of the Heart opening it self
according to the Centre of Nature; and the Spirit of this world which reacheth
into the Sun was breathed into him from without, so became he a Living Soul
ruling over Fire, Air, Water, Earth, and the Sun itself, without Covetousnefs,
Pride, Envy, Anger, Toil, Care and Sicknefs, but was a holy pure Virgin in
meer Joy and Love-fport.

4. The dividing of the Tinctures is shown by dividing the Cross in the Brain-
Pan. God Created Man with the whole Cross, but now its divided half to the
Man, and the other half to the Woman; before Adam's being divided he could
generate out of his will such a Man as himself, having the three Centres in him,
without tearing, as neither was the Centre of the Eternal Nature whence his Soul
proceeded torn, nor the Spirit of this world divided when the Spirit of God
breathed it into him, nor had he Members whereof to be ashamed, his clothing
was the Heavenly Tincture, his Fall was his Luft after the out-principle, and
could not eat of the Word of the Lord.

5. The Male and Female Will to each other existeth out of the two Gover-
ments of one Substance, the Man soweth flesh and Blood, and the Noble Tincture
of the Soul out of the Fire Tincture; the Woman Spirit out of the Tincture of
this World, viz. of Venus giving a soft Spirit, but Man is yielded, fallen home, a
Captive to the Spirit of this world, making an Earthly Elementary Child; So that if
God had not become Man our Bodies had remained Beasts & our Souls Devils,
and we were still Born again in Christ, and by him turned about to see into the tenth
number again. And if this be done, when God awakens the Centre of the Eter-
nal (which is the Souls) Fire, the Holy Ghost shall burn forth from the Tincture
of the Soul, and the Soul be taken into the Majesty of God, and her works with-
out lofs pass through the Fire; but the Soul that turneth into this world when the
Substance hereof palleth into its Ether is without God in the Hellish Fire, waiting
the Oyl of the wise Virgins, for this World neither gives it nor tells it, for it hath
it not.

The great Misery of Mankind Destruction from the Womb.

6. While the Soul is in the Seed it is only a Fire of the Tincture, and a Will of
the Creature, but when it becomes a Living Creature, the Fruit is much as the Tree
is, and if it be forsoaked of the Holy Powers, the Will of the Soul by the Nature of
the Fire formeth the Souls Spirit into the figure of horrible, cruel, crafty, po-
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sonous,
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In the Spirit of the Seed while it is a Sulphur, with Unformed Matter, is the Spirit of this World and the Constellation, so that the outward Life is fallen quite under the Power of the Stars, which strongly inclineth some to various Evils and Tragical Exits, others to inflaring Honour; which is done when a fixed Star having been fortified by the Sun's Vertue, is moved by the Father of Nature, it can then powerfully impress its Imagination into the Seed, conveying such or such a Property into the Creatures Elementarize Life in Men and Beasts.

7. Man thus making himself and Posterity miserable, awakens the Wrath Kingdom in this World, where the Devil is the Great Prince: which awakening bringeth Tempesets, Wars, Pehilence, Fire, Famine, &c. for had not Man opened the Anger, the Devil had remained that up without Power to touch a Fly, or move a Leaf. 'Tis true, that sometimes the Afra Powers make and give for a Tincture this Worlds Spirit, and then by reason that the Spirit of the Soul hath a good Constellation at the time of the Spirits awakening, it gives him a friendly, lovely outside, whereby such a one can give good flattering words from a false heart; for he dwelleth in two Kingdoms, in this World is he a History Hypocrite, and his Soul in the Anger Kingdom with the Devils.

8. But the Grace of God appeared by Christ's becoming Man, to bring our Human Souls out of Death and the Abyss of Anger into the Tenth Number, the Eternal Tincture, to be again the Similitude of God upon the Cross, whence the Soul originated. And then when the Soul is turned into the Will of God in great Humility having Christ's Body, it passeth through Death or from Death to Life in the Death of Christ, through the Anger of God into the Ninth Number before the Holy Trinity, and is imbraced by the Majesty.

The great open Gate of Antichrist.

9. Antichrist in Men professing Christ, is a contrary will to the Divine Will, yet a Counterfeit of it: but as the Soul becomes born of God, more or lefs, in such proportion the renewed Will quits the Principles, and Dictates of corrupt Reason and self Desires cover'd by Hypocrites and by a sincere faithful Love rooted in the Life of Christ, a holy Flame of self evidencing Light ariseth, giving a distinct discovery of Antichrist before which it falls, and by which it is destroy'd, for the going from Antichrist is the going from the Fire into the Light.

The highly Precious Gate, also the Gate of Immanuel.

10. Is it askt, How can Christ's Body be ours? How can we dwell in the Body of Christ? It is Answer'd, As we have Adam's Flesh, Soul and Spirit, which Christ becoming Man hath, yet remaineth God; but receiv'd in the fair Virgin of Widsom the Eternal Flesh, which Adam's was before dividing of the Properties, and the Property of our earthy Flesh, so Christ's Soul is ours and his Body ours, and his Virgin ours, whereby we live in Christ when we give up our selves to him, wherein also he liveth in us, and will at last present us wholly pure with the Heavenly Flesh, Blood, Tincture and Majesty of Christ. Thus also he liveth in us, and we are his Members, Temple and Body.

11. Where one faith, Here is Christ, and another There, it is, because they have lost the Key, for the Body and Blood of Christ is in the Eternity, and not shut up by space or place, but as the Sun shineth from East to West, and whole Light fills the World, how much more doth Christ fill every part of his Incarnation? And when we desire his Flesh and Blood, we receive it, and are feed by it; for as the Father gives Being, and upholds all, so the Son gives Vertue and Light. The Congregation of Christ is in every Nation where Men turn from their Sins to God, be they Greeks, Turks, Asians, Africans, &c. God respects not Persons nor Opinions, but seeketh the Heart; those who call on the only true God in plain Simplicity are
in Christ, but the Tyrannous, Proud, Covetous, Malicious, Blood-thirsty Anti-
christ, with their endless Contentions and Disputations offend the Heathens, whose
Life and Customs are far more Innocent and Pious, and when Antichrist's Lyes
have filled him, broken his Murthering Sword, and laid him in the Pit, then shall
Christ feed his Lambs, and the Turkie of the Fold of the Lambs.

12. The whole World is full of God; the inward holy Life dwelleth in God,
and the inward dark Abyfis standeth in God's Wrath, the strife is, which may Image
us into it self in this outward Life, here God les Light and Darknes before us, and
all the teaching here is to warn of the severe Property of the Fire; for every thing
hath Free will with an Inclination to its Property; therefore we must either em-
brace the true Good, or the certain Evil. Young Children are our School-masters,
with all our Cunning we are but Fools to them, who first play with themselves,
and after one with another, thus the Devil grudg'd us, and made us fall out at our
Play, and so we quarrel till we go to sleep, and then others Act over again the
same quarrels, and all is about a defiled Garment which yet is not ours, while we
should be hearty search for a new fair Garment: when amongst the Roses, Lillies
and Flowers, we hall in our own Country sing the Song, How the Driver (who
did set us at variance) is captivat'd.

CHAP. XII. Of the true Christian Life and Conversation. What
Man is to do, &c.

Considering well the 34 first Verses of this 12th Chapter, it may be compris'd
mostly in these words. He hath shewed thee, O Man, what is good, and what
doeth the Lord thy God require of thee, but to do justly, to love Mercy, and to walk humbly
with thy God?
The Way we must walk through this World into the Kingdom of God.

We must, if we will so walk, crucifie Self, Repent, Convert from Evil, hourly
pales out of Death into Life, we must not take pleasure in our selves, but to hum-
ble our selves before the clear Countenance of the Trinity, (before whom we al-
ways stood) and look on Jesus who always sitteth on the Rainbow in us: I say,
we are to converse without Self-pleasing, that our ways may please God, the
heavenly Hoafs and Man.
The rest of this sweet Chapter is of various and copious Rules and Monitions,
yet so conspicuous, that the perusal is rather to be recommended than the partic-
ulars extracted.

Only this addetheth, That a Self defence against outward Force or War, having
only a desire of Self-defence, is not against God; for he whose House is on Fire
may quench it.

CHAP. XIII. Of Christ's Precious Testaments the Lord's Supper and
Baptism.

When Christ's Apostles and Disciples met together, after fervent Ex-
horation of one another, They took, brake, divided amongst
them, and did eat Bread in commemoration of Christ's giving his Body for us on
the Cross, as himself had commanded. So also took they the Cup in their hand,
faying one to another, Take this Cup and drink the Blood of our Lord which he
shed
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shed on the Cross for Remission of our Sins, to shew forth his Death till he come again to Judgment, and bring us into himself. This was the true great Paschal Lamb instituted by Christ after they had eaten the Passover.

2. He gave them and they did eat and drink his Flesh and Blood, not his earthy and mortal Flesh and Blood to be chewed with their earthly Teeth and swallow'd; for that Body of his was not divided amongst them, but he gave them his immortal Body and Blood, new and unknown to the earthy Man, yet which did hang in, or was united to the outward on the Cross; this holy Body became as a Body to their Souls, making them his Members.

3. As the Eternal Virginity, Substantiality and Wisdom wherein was the promised Word, gave itself into the purified Tincture, became a new Man at the Incarnation in the Virgin Mary; so the new Body of Christ which was cover'd or veiled by the outward Mortal Body, and cannot be comprehended by the Mortal, but is he that cometh down from Heaven, gives itself under Bread and Wine into the Tincture of the Souls of those who go out from themselves into his Will; thus was in Christ two Kingdoms, a Heavenly and an Earthly, the new Man born of God, wherever he is, receiveth this heavenly Flesh and Blood, or holy Humanity, for it is everywhere, and had the predominance in Adam, till he went back into the Luft of the outward earthly Principle, wherein the Devil hath entrance to us poor Captives, so that often the Soul turns its Will to the outward, wherefore God by his Testament reneweth the Soul by this new Body. How careful therefore should the Soul be, that it go not back as did Adam. For the Soul of Man hungereth and thirsteth after this Food, being the word intended, when Christ said Eat, This is my Body, and without this Substance, God is not known; it being the Manifestation of the Deity. Yet doth the outward Humane Nature remain in Heaven palpably and apprehensibly seen by Men in that Form it was in here when upon Earth, and in that Body is seen nothing but the Majesty, Clarity and Brightness which filleth the Angelical World.

4. Now wherever the Majesty is, there is the Substantiality, which is the Body of the Word, yet without Image; for the Creature only is an Image or Formation, like as the Substantial Earth is come, though in the Deep is only Air, Water and Fire; whereas the Sun (though but one) is the cause.

5. We receive not in the Supper another Creature with a new Soul, but we receive in our Soul the Body of Christ which is already the Eternal Creature, whose Flesh and Blood filleth Heaven: and which is such a Body to the Soul, as can at the End of the World go with the Soul through the Fire of the Anger of God without feeling, changing the Fire by the ality of Meekness into a meer Love, desire, a brightness of the Majesty; Thus are we in God the Children of God. Alleluia.

Concerning the Testament of Baptism.

6. A Child hath by the Masculine Seed the Fires Tincture or that of the Soul, and by the Feminine hath the Lights or Waters Tincture, or that of the Spirit, but by Adam's Fall both were corrupted; so that the Fires Tincture or Soul was captivated by God's Eternal Wrath: and the Water or Spirits Tincture was captivated by the Spirit of this great outward World: and both had remained the Devil's Captives, had not the Word of the Lord taken our Soul and Spirit, and been made Flesh. Therefore he instituted Baptism for little Children, being an Office managed by the Holy Ghost, in whose Vertue the Soul's Water is made a Water of Life, for the Water belongs to the Spirits Tincture, and to the Spirit of the Soul receiveth the Vertue wroth by the Holy Ghost's Office, which is the great Mystery. Even as the Vertue convey'd to the hunger of the Soul's Fire, is most immediately from the Vertue in the Flesh and Blood of the Son, the second Person of the Trinity.
Hence hath tiraweth feverally every one a Judge, and the flown out Will hates that whence it sprung, because it hath got a contrary Will, and it self proceeds to its highest number: But seeing it can get no higher, nor attain rest; therefore at that place of inquiry the Prophet is born, who sheweth the cause why the out flown Will, instead of going to the Crown-number, hath awakened the Turba or disturbance which shall have an end by rising of a new Kingdom, whereas the Prophet is the Mouth; which new Kingdom being generated out of the breaking, calleth the Pride, Covetousnes and Envy of the strayed Wills, like evil Twigs to be broken and wither: And whereas they call themselves Children of the good Root, the Prophet tells them they are Murtherous Wolves; and if the Turba be grown up with it, it breaketh the multiplicity.

8. Now when the Father pours Oyl into the Wounds, the Oyl it self becomes Poison, which should have been a Remedy; for the strayed Will hath made an Oyl by his own Wit and Art wherewith it feeds and actuates its earthy sensual desires; so that the true Oyl is death to this Evil Will of the multiplicity, for it calleth it self the Good Tree, so there is no Remedy but it must be its own destroyer, and the apostatized Children are given to the Turba to be devoured one of another. They boast themselves to know much, but do it not, but retaining the History, deny the Power, as their Father the Devil, who knoweth as much as they, doth it not.

9. But the Mother of the Genitrix finding her Children become strange to her, falling into lamentation and anguish, doth conceive and bring forth a young Son: on him she puts a garment of childish simplicity, and he became a Lilly Twig of Purity; he shall break the Turba, and doing the Divine Will, remain in the house for ever: whence the other by following the Devil revolted, feigning to themselves good words, blessing themselves for hearing and seeing what they hear and see, and taking the Covenant of God into the mouth while they hate to be reformed, and dwell in falshood.

CHAP. XIV. Of the Broad and Narrow Ways.

1. The Broad Way leading to the Abyss of Wrath, is what we strongly incline to, being as to the inward or first Principle (the Soul's Original understand of the four Anguishes) in the way of craft, cruelty, pride, revenge, desir of Rule and Pomp. And as to the outward, the way of ease, pleasure, voluptuousness, with a wherewith appetite to get and keep all.

2. Our Temporary Nature is captive to the Beastial Properties, whereof it is severally formed by the Spirit of this World, according as the Wheel of the Outward Nature roll at the instant of the formation: But if Men remain guided only thereby, it giveth the Body to the Earth, and the Soul to Hell. Yet the Broad is the Evil Way, that the Travellers therein may, as with full Sail, traverse the deep by constitution they be adapted to, desire of deep search after knowledge, skilful inspection into secret Mysteries, many practical and speculative Arts and parts of Wisdom.
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Oft just and necessary is it to reprehend practical Impieties, Immoralities and Debauchery, especially among such professing goodnesse; the which
which unchristian Conversation is chargeable on high and low, Priest and People, old and young, who all are yet apt to account this a Golden Time, and bless themselves in it, tho' it is a time of lamentation, being the opening of the last seal, and of pouring out the Vial of God's Wrath, bringing to light the Wonders of Hell, particularly the Pride and Oppression derived from those sent to the University, enflaving the People in their Understandings by Constitutions, Orders, Statutes, &c. and in their Bodies and Estates by wresting from them their wealth, and the fruit of their labours wherewith these pamper themselves, a practice not grounded in Nature, but is hellish, for there one Form vexteth and plagueth another, so that among these the Dog is more happy than the poor of the people.

2. And this hath another consequent Evil, in that it induceth, and in a sort inforceeth the poor to imitate them, and to live by deceit, doing that also winnishly, which the other do in pride and bravery: All which is convinced of great madness, considering the shortness and uncertainty of the present time, the great strict solemn Judgment day, and the Eternity of the Life to come, on the brink whereof we stand, ready to enter unconceivable happiness by the narrow way, or intolerable misery and shame by the broad way. Yet this Chapter concludes that a sincere Christian doth not here wholly know himself, seeing comparatively nothing but his vices, for his Sanctity Christ hideth under his Cross.

CHAP. XVI. Of praying and fasting, what praying is, power, use, benefit and preparation to God's Kingdom is.

THE earnest restless hunger and thirst of Man's Spirit after the meek rest of Divine Love, from the Property of the driver, being so impetuous, that the Morning calleth to the Evening, the Night to the Day, and one Day to another panting, when will the refreshment come? Sheweth whence Man came, and how greatly he is strayed, having no place of rest till he be driven back to his still Eternal Mother (the Eternal Nature) for here the driver taketh him by the very throat; & he lieth as one among the flain in a great Battle, who dares not lift up his head for fear of the cruel overflowing Conquerors, or as one surrounded with malicious Foes, who all strike at him to murther him; or as one fallen into a deep Pit, hoping for help only from above, or as one fallen into a deep Sea swimming, yet seeing no shoo, fighing for help from Heaven.

2. So is it with Man's Soul, for if the Soul searcheth its own flesh, blood, marrow and bones, they are Enemies incomparing and captivating; the Spirit of this World fupprefseth it, and would, like a sea, drown it, by pampering the Biological Life; the Devil, also, as a cruel proud Enemy, draweth it into the fierce anger Abyss, striking at it with hellish anguish and despair.

3. Then, if it will be saved, its Will must depart from the outward, and from its own thoughts and mind into God's mercy: for the Word that made Man's Soul became Man, and his holy Humanity, the flesh of the Eternal Word his food. His blood also the Water of Eternal Life is as a pure new Body, and this Word was a meek, pure, desirous Love, and then the Holy Ghost leads it out of Prison from the Battle of the driver, cooling its flames, and the Soul becomes an humble Child.

4. When the whole man resolves into a Will of leaving every Evil, and seeking God with the whole heart, he is received as Daniel, when he began to let himself to pray, and challenge himself, the command came forth. But the Life is from within, as when Christ rained Largess by a power from within from the Centre...
of the Soul, as so also shall we be raised at last; for the Word with the three
Principles dwells in us. And all Souls are as it were one Soul, being all propagated
of one Soul, therefore will they all hear the Voice of the Human Soul of Christ,
and arise with their Bodies.
5. So when we pray, it is not to a God afar off, for God heareth in the Centre
of the Soul of the repeating sinner, pressing out of the anguish of the first Principle,
and out of the Spirit of this World into the holy second Principle, which is
also in the Soul; for when we pray aright, the Word which became Man, having
the Holy Ghost in it, goeth from the Father, and meeteth the pouring out Soul;
for the Body is not worthy, but the new Body of the flesh of Christ (when the
Soul attains it) is the Temple of the Holy Ghost. Then comes the Soul to God
as the Prodigal Son, with an humble, submissive, obedient Will, from the Swine:
He knocketh at his evil heart, and breaks open the doors, and the Father faith, This
my Son was lost, and is found, was dead, and is alive.
The latter part of this Chapter is not extractcd, being a brief Exposition of the
Lord's Prayer, according to the Language of Nature, which is little known.

CHAP. XVII. Concerning God's Blessing in this World.

1. The Soul finds it self in such an Earthy Garment, causing shame, and is so
choaked by the Devil's smoky Pit, which represents God a cruel severe
Judge, that stands at a catch to damn it, or decreed its eternal perdition before
the present World was; that the Soul must needs be under total despair, or
great doubt (at least) of falling short of the Light of God; for such is the Effect
of shame and guilt. Therefore the Soul by this misunderstanding starts back,
seeking some satisfaction from the Spirit of this World, and support for the outward Life only (or chiefly) to be had by its own dishonest carving and toiling in
his own contrivances and subtle reason; a consequent of the Curie; whence so
many potent delusions spring, for he thus falls home to the Earthy Life for meat,
clothing and habitation.

2. And this is contrary to the Life Man should have led; for as God dwelleth
in the Earth, yet the Earth apprehendeth him not; so Man should with the Soul
have eaten the Divine Word of God's Love, tho' the Body had been of the Matrix
of the Earth, yet not captivated in it, but eating of the Blessing of God. The Body
was taken out of the Centre of the Fire and Waters Temperate, the Soul out of the
second Principle, why then should the Body captivate the Soul?

3. The Outward Life consists in three parts, one in the dominion of the Stars;
another in the one Element divided into four, and the other the dominion of
God. So that the Man who trueltheth in God, and not in his Reason, the Spirit of
God is with him, blessing what he is, hath and doth: For seeing the Soul hath the
Body of God, how can God's Spirit forsake the outward Body, which must open
its Wonders; God wants none; and all are alike profitable to him, the powerful
and the weak; for with the outwardly wise he ruleth, and with the outwardly
simple he tilleth, buildeth, &c. and this World's outward Spirit gives degrees to
men here; so according as the Soul is indued with Divine Power, such are the
degrees in Heaven, yet all in one Love; but God's Children are in this and that
World as good Herbs and sweet Flowers, which yield their several Vertues
in harmony to the Apothecary, and the wicked are as poisonous Weeds,
Thorns and Thistles, who separate themselves and their Offspring into an evil
Self-will and Property.

4. Cove-
4. Covetousness is mad with, driving Man (Devil like) to Torment, others about a handful of Earth or a Stone, of which the World hath enough, and plague himself to get the Good of that he must speedily leave and the great good which will never leave him. This Man still runneth after that Care and Sorrow, which runneth after him, whereas every one, if content hath a light upon himself from the Spirit of this World; and of Care and Sorrow also, as faith the Lord. Sufficient for the day is the Evil thereof. But Man’s mad Will is all to advance Pride; whereas the Kingdom of God is Love and Humility, and if Man suffers not himself to be captivated) Heaven and Earth is his by God’s free Donation for not only Heaven, but the Sun, Stars, Elements, Earth, Sea and all is Man’s by Natural Propriety. To trust therefore in God, is to build sure in Heaven and Earth.

CHAP. XVIII. Of Death and Dying. How Man is when he Dieth, and how it is with him in Death.

1. The Life consisteth in three Parts; 1. The inward which is God’s Eternal hidden Mystery in the Fire, whence Life existeth. 2. The Middle or Eternal Image of God, wherein God feeth himself as a Man doth himself in a Glass. 3. The Spirit of the great World which this Eternal Image got in the Creation as a Glass to see itself in; so the out-principle figures the inward and the inward Image hath to gazed on the outward, as that it hath received the outward, which must break off again, which because it is bound to the Eternal Centre of Nature, therefore is the breaking in Death to very painful.

2. The outward consisteth in the Sun’s Tincture and its Dominion are the Planets and Stars, each of which still drive on to its Limits, and when it comes again to its place where it stood in the Creation, all whereof it was Lord ceaseth, for there it commenceth a new Age, whence many a young Child in the Womb dieth; for its Lord is at its Period. And to hit the Point of our limited End, it is required to know exactly the Number and Period of the Sign which is our Leader.

3. How hardly can the Living Man express how it is with one that is Dead, which himself hath not experienced? A Dead Man’s fence is ceased with extinguishing his Fire, his Elementary Spirit evaporateth, his Blood and Water pass into Water and Earth, also therewith his Effluences, thus his Beginning findeth End. But because the corruptible hath an Eternal Root, therefore the Eternal worketh in the Fragile, and because the outward Imageth the Eternal, it should bring its Wonders and Similitudes into the Eternal, whence it is originated.

4. The Souls Will worketh in the Centre or Eternal Root, the Astral Spirit works in the Body, adhering so to the Soul, that the Soul often lusteth to do what the Scary Spirit doth; and such Souls who get no higher fall into Covetousness, Pride, Envy and Anger, whence if they convert not in the very works, must the Soul Eternally dwell, doing the Devil’s Will, hating God, loving Folly, which was here and is there their only Treasure: but only in the time of the Body, hath the Souls Will-ability to withdraw thence, and turn into the Meekness and the Holy Will, where, with the Water of Eternal Life the Fire is quenched, and the Soul hath Ability through Jesus Christ to draw by a renewed Will out from the Evil Lusts, but those Souls, who at deceasing of the Body, even then enter into the Will of God having little of the Heavenly Substantiality, do lie in rest in great Humility in the Delight of Paradise or the one Element, but not in the Majesty, in hope of farther increase of Heavenly Light at Christ’s great appearing.
5. But the Zealous Souls who here did put on the Body of God, and were Obedient under the Cross in Righteousness and Truth, their Works in their strong Will follow them; so great is their Glory, Power, Might and Majesty, as no Tongue can express, they are God's Children, his Wonder, Power, Strength, Virtue, Love, Praise and Glory, all whatsoever the Will desireth, is there in full Perfection and Eternal Power. God's Kingdom consists in Power to conceive of which must be brought a Heavenly Mind, to such God's Spirit will shew the Heavenly Substance; for it is much easier for the enlightened, to see the Heavenly Substance than the Earthy.

6. The Soul dwelleth not in the outward Spirit, but is thereby hindered from exercise of its Natural Principle which is the Eternal, so is it that Antichrist puts Hymnals in that which comes in at People's Ears in Sermons, which often coming from an Hypocritical Ground, covereth the Soul that it enters not into it self, and bring the outward into Obedience of the inward, by forsaking Sin and Hypocrisy: but rest in a conjectural Knowledge as of Matter without Spirit. 'Tis true, if an Evil Man speaks God's Words, he that is of God hearing, hears God's Word, but the wrathful or otherwise Evil Spirit in Man, is not appeased or amended by its like, for he is not thereby awakened.
Forty Questions
OF THE
SOUL.
Answered by
Jacob Bohmen.

Quest. 1. 

Hence the Soul existed from the Beginning of the World?

Answ. To understand the Substance of all Substances, consider outward Fire, which burneth out of a harsh, astringent Matter. The Fire is a sharp desiring, which in great Anguilh entreath into itself, and graspt in the Liberty, and catcheth it, and to flameth. And though in the Eternal, is no such Fire to be understood as thineth in the outward, yet it is so in the inward in the harsh, desiring. The outward remaineth a Darkness, and within it self, in the Will of the Eternal Liberty it is a Light, shining in the full Eternity. In Fire are ten Forms, Ten Forms of or distinct manner of Differences all generated in the Will, being the Eternal Wills Fire, Propriety, therefore it is Gods, and the Liberty which hath the Will, is God himself.

The first Form of Fire, is the Eternal Liberty which hath the Will, and is in it The Liberty. itself the Will.

The second Form is, That it is defirous. Defire.

The third Form, is a sharp drawing, where originateth the Eternal Enmity, and Attraction.

The fourth Form, is the Flash of Lightning, caused by the Liberty, and is the Flash. cause of the Anguilh Source.

The fifth Form. is the Eternal Nature, in which flameth two Kingdoms, viz. Eternity. One, an Image of God, the pure Virgin Wildom, the cause of the Firmament, Elements and Stars: and the other a Similitude of the severe fierce Wrath, according to which God calleth himself a consuming Fire.

The sixth Form. The two Principles, one whereof, is the cause of the other, Fire and the Fire-life is the cause of the Light-life, and the Light-life the Lord of the Fire-life. one is Life, the other is Food of the Life.

The seventh Form is, one Magic going always out of the other, and is the others Magic. Looking glass. In Fire and Water, Life confitteth. The first cause of Life is Fire. The second is Light. The third is Spirit: Everything consisteth in inward and outward Substance.
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Turba.
The eighth Form is the Turba, which breaketh the comprized Life again, and sheweth such things to the Beginning, as were not from Eternity, but came to be in the comprized time: but the Turba, must be understood in a two-fold Form. A fierce wrathful Fire, in a corruptible Body: the Spirit without a Body, must be filled up in the Eternal Wrath-Fire. But the other is a Light and Love-Fire, and the Spirit which hath a Body, (viz.) An incorruptible Body, hidden Man. and [or first] Adamic Man. Christ's Flesh, remaineth Eternally in God's Body, such a one, is no more in it itself, but hath died to its own Will, and the Love-will satisfied or filleth the Fire of the Original, and then liveth Eternally.

The ninth Form, is the Virgin Tincture, the Love, Meekness, Humility an unsearchable, incorruptible Life, a Fire and yet no Fire, it burneth but consumeth not, it is the Life of Angels and Holy Souls.

Holy Trinity.
The tenth Form, is the entrance into the Holy Trinity, in which Angels and Holy Souls become corporized in the Heavenly Substantiality. Although their Number belongeth to the place between the 5th and 6th Numbers.

To Answer yet further to this first Question. It is said, That though the Child knoweth its Father and Mother well, yet knoweth not the time and place of its Begetting. If we say, Angels and Souls have been from Eternity, the Propagation of Souls, will not admit it.

It is therefore summarily answered, That the Soul originateth out of God from Eternity without Ground or Number, and endureth in its Eternity: but the beginning to the moving of the Creature, which is done in God, should not be mentioned: only the Number Three, hath delighted to have Children like it itself, and out of it self, and so hath revealed itself in Angels and in the Soul of Adam, and raised or transmigrated it self into an Image, as a Tree doth into the Fruit, for that is the right manner of Eternity.

Q. 1. What the Soul is in the Essence, Substance, Nature and Property?

A. 1. Its Essences are out of the Centre of Nature, all the three Principles lie therein, and is as a branch out of the Holy Trinity.
2. Its Substance is out of the heavenly Substantiality.
3. Its Will is free, to sink down and account it self nothing, and sprout only as a branch out of God's Tree: Or otherwise, to climb up in its own Will, into the Fire.
4. Its Nature, is the Centre it self, with the seven Spirits to propagate with.
5. It is a total Substance, out of all Substances, and Similitude of the Trinity, if it be in God: if not, is a Similitude of all Devils. Its Property, was in the first Soul created of both Mothers, on which followed the Command and Trial, it should not have lusted after Evil and Good, but only have eaten Paradisical Fruit, but all Properties lye in it, it may awaken and let in what it will.

Q. 2. How the Soul is Created to the Image of God?

A. The pleasure of the Trinity was to have a total Similitude. That longing awakened the Astringent Flatus. That Desire hath drawn out of All into One, a Similitude of Heaven, this World and the Anger-World. And as there is no Thing higher than the Soul, so nothing can annihilate it, being a Child of the Substance of all Substances.

Q. 4. What the Breathing in of the Soul is, and when it is done?

A. 1.
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A. 1. Every Spirit without a Body, being unknown to itself, desireth one for its Food and Habitation, and the third Principle, being created before the Soul as a Looking glas of the Deity, and generated materially out of the Eternal Wonders, defined a material Similitude on the Soul, and there did the outward Flatt Form an Image, out of the Earth's Matrix, a mixture confinling of Fire and Water.

2. The Flatt of the Heavenly Matrix, which did Create before the Earthy, longed after the Soul, and out of the Centre of the Word, went forth the Flatt of the Word, so was the third Principle created in the second. The Virgin Wifdom, clothed the Souls Spirit, with Divine Flesh; and the Heavenly Tincture, made Heavenly Blood in the Water.

3. Thus the inward Man, stood in Heaven, his glance in the Inward Eye, was Majestly, and understood the Language of God, and the Angels, that That of Nature. And tho' he stood in the outward, also yet knew not the outward by experience.

4. Into this twofold Body Created on the sixth hour of the sixth day, was the Royal Soul breathed in, by the Holy Spirit into the Holy Man like an awakening of the Deity, and the outward Spirit of the Stars and Elements breathed its Life, through the Nostrils into the outward Heart, also the quality of the fierce wrath prefixed in, with the original of the Soul; so that the Soul could not continue to be Gods Image, otherways than in humilile obedience; Else could he not overpower two Principles, the angry and outward, which was generated out of the Anger. And the Temptation was for Forty days, signified by

1. Moses on the Mount Forty days, when Israel stood not, but made a Calf.
2. The Spies Forty days searching the Land.
3. Israel's being Forty years in the Wilderness.
4. Elias Fasting Forty days.
5. Christs being Forty days Tempted in the Wilderness.
6. And being Forty hours in the Grave.
7. Christs being Forty days on Earth before his Ascension.
8. Israel's Forty Journeys in the Wilderness.
9. Goliab's Forty days Challenge.
10. Elias lived Forty years. then took two Evil Wives which grieved Israel and Rebekah all the days of their Lives.

Q. 5. How the Soul is peculiarly form'd and fashioned, or framed?

A. 1. A Twig is like the Tree, a Child like the Mother. The Soul is like a round Globe, the right Arm of the Cross, signifieth the second Principle, the Spirit. The Left Arm signifieth the first Principle, its Original, Right and Power; the upper part signifies its sprouting through Arghith, in the Fire. The lower part, its sinking, the Water the Humility, into Gods Majestly, and be dead to its own will.

2. The Soul in its first Principle hath the form of an Eye, yet twofold, wherein the Cross standeth, unless it let the Devil into the Will, or: Pride and Covetousness; if so, it loatheth the Cross.

3. In the second Principle, it is a Spirit, and a moral entire Image, such a one as the outward Man is.

4. And in the third Principle, it is a Looking glas of the whole world, the Potentiaity of Heaven and Earth, and all Properties of Creatures I see in it.

Q. 6. What the Ability or Potentiality of the Soul is.

A.
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1. The Soul can transform the Body.

2. The second power of the Soul is, that the earnest will, which otherwise is called faith, can put the Spirit into another form. If the Spirit were an Angel, the will can make it a stubborn Devil. Also if it be Devilish it can, by sinking down in Humility under the Cross, call it self again into God's Spirit.

3. The third power of the Soul is, that it hath power to enter into another Mans Marrow and Bones; and, if he be wicked, can introduce the Turba into him, and make him self a Devil.

4. The fourth power of the Soul is, that it hath power (if it be God's Child) to lead Captive the Turba, and pour it out on the House of the ungodly; it can throw down Mountains, break Rocks, as far as the place is capable of the Turba, having made the Anger of others to threaten.

5. The fifth power is, that it can search out all wonders or works in Nature, Arts, Sciences, &c. Moses commanded the Sea, Joshua the Sun. And (if it be in God) it can overpower the Devil: Also can heal the Sick, raise the Dead: But not unless God's Spirit is in it up, having lost the exercise of its power by the Fall, yet the Soul in its original is greatly powerful: But only in that Principle into which it looketh, or in which it standeth is its might.

Q. 7. Whether the Soul be Corporeal or not Corporeal?

A. The Soul is a Fire-Globe, with a Fire-Eye, and a Light-Eye. The Tincture is a Spirit, existing from the Fire and Light: And is its Meekness, out of which cometh Water, which the Fire draweth to it self, to allay its fierce quality; turning that Water (of Life) into Sulphur, according to the seven Spirits of Nature: And that Mystery, changeth it self into red, from the Fire, and into white, from the Tincture, the glance is from both; so that the Life feeth it self, out of which Reason and Thoughts exist. The Blood is the House of the Soul. The Tincture is its Body. The pure Soul is not Corporeal, but that growtheth a Body in the Tincture, not palpable or comprehensible to the outward, but a Power Body, Gods Body, Christ's Heavenly Flesh; which he gives us in his Supper: A Body the Turba cannot touch, unadulterable, comprized in nothing, but in the noble precious Tincture: Which being perished in Adam, therefore God became Man, and brought the Divine Image again into the Souls Tincture, and we must now be Born again in Christ if we will see God.

Q. 8. In what manner the Soul cometh into Man, or into the Body?

A. This Question is understood of propagation; the Creation of the first Soul being shown before. 'Tis answered, That Adam, when fallen, could not generate but in a natural way, excepted, and God took the Rib and half of Adam, and fram'd a Woman; also gave the Woman a Branch, out of Adam's Souls Spirit, that she might not generate Devils. So, the Man hath the Fire Tincture, and the Woman the Soul Tincture; and (seeing it could not be otherwise) they propagate, after the manner of all Beasts, the Man oweth Soul, the Woman Spirit.
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rit. So then, the Soul cometh not into the Body from without, but the three Principles are each its own Work-matter. The one striketh Fire, making the Centre of Nature; the second Tincture and Fire, and the third the great Earthy Woman Spirit. The Elements the third Principle or Earthy Mystery.

Q. 9. In what manner the Soul uniteth itself with the Body?

A. It is above explained, that all the three Principles are one in another. The Soul hath its seat in the Blood of the Heart. The outward Water and Blood naturally captivateth the inward, but not the Light of the Majesty, nor Lights Tincture: Save only by the imagination; therefore, often is a Child, more blest than one that is old: Though many are not Born Holy, yea though from good Seed, because often some potent wrathful Constellation, intinuateth it self: But God knoweth who are his.

Q. 10. Whether the Soul be ex traduce by production, or every time new breathed in by God.

It is propagated, as a sprout cometh of a Grain set, with this difference, that the three Principles, wrestle which may have it, which often introduceth a wonderful Turba while it is yea a Seed. And where the Parents are both captivated by the Devil, it is rare, that of a black Raven should come a white one: But the Child can (if it convert) enter into the Word of the Lord; for God casteth away no Soul. But O Parents, procure good Souls for your Children. For, where the Parents have Christ's Flesh in their Souls, of the good Tree cometh good Fruit: But the Turba can, by their acting according to selfish Reason, get entrance into such Children also.

Q. 11. How, and in what place the Souls seat in Man is?

A. It dwelleth in the three Principles, but the Heart is its original, it is the inward Fire in the inward Blood, and in the Tincture is the Spirit, which like a Ward Fire in Brimstone light, moveth on the concavity of the Heart, and distributeth itself in to every Member, and carrieth its deminution into the Head. And if the Soul sink Blood of the itself down into God, the outward must suffer itself to be subdued. The outward Death reacheth not the Soul; one Principle it seizeth on, but not on the substance of that neither, no Fire or Sword can touch or kill the Soul; but the Tincture, Imagination that is its Poison, thence it proceeded, therein it ever dwelleth.

Q. 12. How the Souls Enlightening is?

A. The Soul hath two Eyes, with the right it looketh forward, into the Eternal Liberty, into God's Light: With the other, backward, into the defiring, into the Looking-glass, and (if not restrained) imagineth, into the glance of the Looking-glass, into Pride, Covetouness, and Self. This Eye, must by the right Eye, be drawn backwards, let the left Eye draw Wonders to it, but not Matter: Let it By dying to seek Earthy Food, but not go into it. For from this, the right Eye, must ever Matter and in this Lifetime, account it self, and be really dead; and then the Soul layeth self, and by hold on liberty, and becometh enlightened. The noble Image, which is in order laying hold on and purer than anything, standeth in Heavenly Flesh and Blood, in the Fire of the liberty of the Majesty, and in the Heart of that Image, fitteth the Holy Spirit, who teacheth, that my self am Gods Servant, my Children, my Estate, my Work are all comes only his, tended.
his, and when he calleth me into my Native Country, may give my labour to whom he will, this is a converting with God in Love and Humility, a going out from self into the Majesty, Power and Clarity, a giving up of darkness, a receiving of Eternal Light and Triumph.

Q. 13. How the Souls feeding on the Word of God is?

A. The Soul hath a Mouth, as well as the Body, and growtheth by eating: It is not only God's Similitude, but Child, and when it entereth into the Majestick Light, it continually longeth, panteth and draweth into its desire, the Virtue and Power of God, which is his Body, Christ's Heavenly Flesh, the Bread of God, _John 6. 27_. Christ's Testaments are nothing else, we eat not Spirit without Body; for the Soul is Spirit before hand, it would have Body. And this inward substance (consisting in its own Principle in Power) is Magical, not as a thought, but Essential and Substantial.

Q. 14. Whether such new Soul be without Sin?

A. 1. So great was Adam's heavy Fall, as let in the Spirit of this World, the _Turba_, and a monstrous Image, making the Soul a vehement hunger: That had not the word (instinctly) set it self in the middle, Man had remained Eternally broken off from God, and if the Soul do not convert its right Eye into the word again, and so acquire a new Body, Born of God, its precious Image must remain hidden and lost: However, it is half Earthy, having the *Turba* in it. How then can a clean Soul be generated? It cannot.

2. It is sinful in the Mothers Womb; thence came Circumcision. Yet if the Child die in the Mothers Womb, if the Parents be virtuous and in God, it is Baptized with the Father and Mothers Spirit, the Holy Spirit dwelling in them. But the Child of wicked Parents, dying in the Womb, falleth home to the _Turba_, remaining as a Brimstone Flame, or _Ignis Fatua_, in the Mystery, between Heaven and Hell, till the Judgment of God, gather in its Harvest, and give every thing its own repository; but in Eternity it reacheth not to God.

3. Babel saith, Jews, Turks, &c. not having Baptism are rejected of God. But blessedness lyeth not in the outward word only, but in the Power and Virtue. They may vehemently press into Gods Love, by their Teaching, Life and Death; for God and Christ are every where.

Q. 15. How Sin cometh into the Soul, seeing it is God's Work and Creature?

A. Sin maketh not it self, but the will maketh it, and because Children (even of good Parents) come not pure and clean; as the Soul is drawn of the Word of the Lord, so is it (mightily) of the _Turba_, especially in Youth, when the Earthy Tree, flicketh full of green, sprouting, driving Effences and Poison. That which standeth in equal Ballance, by putting more weight into one end, sinketh down, be it to good or evil.

Q. 16. How the Soul, both in the Adamical, as also in the new or regenerate Body, is held in such union together.

A. 1. There is no full Union between the inward and outward, for the _Turba_ is in the very Seeds, which the Spirit doth subdue the deads of the Body, Yet the _Turba_ so causeth it to imagine that the sincere Soul is alhamed and offended
ded at it, and groaneth to have it banished; for the outward devoureth the inward, if the inward continue not in fire.

2. Yet the three Principles are one in another. The Soul is the Jewel, the Spirit is the finder of the Jewel, the Earthy Spirit is the seeker, the Earthy Body is the Mystery; so three seekers belong to the Soul.

3. We undervalue not the outward Life, it shews Gods Wonders, but let Men go with the inward into the outward; for the outward be a Beast, yet the Wonders, which have discovered themselves in a comprehensible substance, belong with their figures, not their substance, to the inward.

4. The inward understanding Spirit is Lord of the outward: But if it let the outward be Lord, that Man is a Beast, and if it let the fire-spirit, viz. the Turb, be Lord, that Man is a Devil: But the outward Life is Water to that Fire, else how would many a Man become a Devil, if the outward Life did not hinder it, as is to be seen in the Gall, which is a Fire Poylon, but mixed with Water it always the fierce Pomp of the Fire, from going aloft above the Meekness of God as Lucifer did.

Q. 17. Whence, and wherefore is there a contrariety, of the Flesh and Spirit?

A. Water is a death to Fire, but the contrariety is not totally such in Man, because the Light ever causeth the Fire; but rather such as between God and Hell, for the Anger Fire sharpeneth the Divine hiddenness of Gods Eternal Majesty, for it generateth the high Light in the free Liberty, and thus the other, or second World, cometh to be, out of the first. The Soul is the Centre of Nature: The Spirit is the precious Image, thou not severed, as Fire and Light are not severed, the Fire is fierce, yet the cause of the Meek Light, and in the Light is the Life.

The contrariety is, that the inward Spirit hath Gods Body, out of the meek and outward substantiality, the outward Spirit hath the great Wonders, which ly in the Arcward would, sum of the Souls flemness; therefore the Love-Spirit hindereth, that the fierce wrath destroyeth not the Soul by inflaming it. The contrariety is, that the inward Spirit would be Lord, and subdue; and the outward would be Lord, laying it hath the Mystery, of which it hath but a Looking glais.

Seek not the Mystery in the outward Spirit; for there is but a Glimpse: but go into the Cross, and from the Cross, back into the fourth Form, there is Sun and Moon one in another: Bring it into Anguish into Death. Drive on that Mephit Body so far till it be again, what it was before the Centre in the will, and then it is Magical, and hungry after Nature, it is a seeking in the Eternal seeking, and would have a Body, therefore give him for a Body, Sol, viz. the Soul, and then it will for Body make it a Body, according to the Soul, for the will sprouteth in Paradise, with very fair Heavenly Fruit, without ipot or multh.

The inward Spirit would have God; the outward would have Bread, which is also good in its place. But beware thou let not the outward Spirit be Lord.

Q. 18. How the Soul departs from the Body in the death of a Man?

A. There is need of the Eyes of all the three Principles, to take Death Captive, to see this sharp question. The beginning, which is Magical, having found the limit, causeth away the seeking, the Looking glass, the Earthy Life: And let the Body depart, with the complaints for thee who was done to the Soul, but the Turb or Fire life, the Matter or Earthy Life cealeth. The Soul dwelleth in the will which hath a glance or lustre burning in it, and the Fire becometh impotent.
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Thus, Sicknels unto Death is, that the Turba hath kindled it self, and destroyeth the introduced Medium. The Life's Fire being withdrawn, the Body goeth into its Aether: when, if the Soul's Fire hath not in its Spirit, God's Body, (viz) nothing of the Power of Humility, to sink down in it self through Death, into Life, it is a dark Fire, in great horror in the first four Forms of Nature. The stern Astringency, Bitterneph, Anguish and Fire without flaming. The Covetous one hath Prof, the Envious one Bitterneph, the false Deceitful one Anguish, the Wrathful one, Fire. Hence consider the last Judgment, to be such, as at which the Devils do tremble.

Q. 19. How the Soul is Mortal, or who it is Immortal?

A. The Soul is from the Eternal and continueth Eternally, it came out of God's Mouth, and at Death, goeth into God's Mouth again. But the wicked Soul, hath loft its Image, yet Immortal: for the Eternal Nature dieth not, alfo if the Anger Fire should die, God's Majefty would extinguish, which can never be. The wicked Soul, hath introduced a Substance into the Will, thence comes wo, it is a Dying, yet only a Will of Dying: an Anguish, ever thinking, if I had not done this or that, I might have attained God's Salvation, which Evil things done, make Eternal Delfair. No Soul Dieth, be it in God, or in Hell: but its Substance or Doings stand Eternally, to the Glory of God's Wonders.

Q. 20. How the Soul comes, or returns to God again?

A. Anfwer'd in the foregoing Answer.

Q. 21. Whither the Soul goeth when it Departeth, &c. be it saved or not saved?

A. 1. It goeth not out at the Mouth, for it came not in at the Mouth, but the Turba having broken the Earthy Life, goes as a Conqueror unapprehended by Wood or Stone through the Anger of God and Death and then is in God's Body, in Chrifs Flefh and Blood, feeth God's Majefty and the Angels face to face in the unsearchable World without end or limit, 'tis swift as a Thought, is magical, its words and deeds done here are its Houfe.

2. The Heavenly Body of the Soul is from the pure Element (out of which the four are come) that gives Flefh the Tincture, blood. Its external Subfubtance is Paradise, where spring all bright heavenly Fruits which the Soul may eat, they are as pure as a Thought, yet Subftantial with colours, Power and palpable to be handled by the Soul, Juicy, full of the Water of Life.

3. Only thofe who are gone out of their own Will into God's in this Life, have Chrifs Flefh on them, but moft go fo out as by Faith hang by a thread: and are in the dull rest, waiting for the laft Judgment Day funk down in Humility through Death, yet a Cliff or Gulph is betwixt them, and the Holy Souls in Chrifs Flefh and Blood, but are in the fame Principle, yet under the Altar.

4. The wicked are in the innermoft, which is also the outermoft: Darknes, and can appear again in the Flary Spirit, seeking rest: make terrors in Houses till that be confumed, and then their Power lyeth in Darknes, waiting the laft Judgment: when the Holy fhall be feen by the Wicked.

5. If any conceit a place where they fit one among the other that is quite contrary
trary to the Magia, every one is where it will be, and where ever it is, it is in God or in Darkness, but this Deep is our Aether and Kingdom.

6. A Soul may, if it desire it, go into the upper Angelical World, where God’s Angels will lovingly entertain it, and they have pure Works with them, they also delight to be with us.

Q. 22. What every Soul departed doth, whether it rejoiceth or no, till the Day of the last Judgment?

A. 1. They all abound with great inward Joy, and wait to put on their bright, fair, holy new Body out of the old: their Joy and Hope is different, as Labourers Expectations are: who at the end of the Week, receive every one, according to their degrees of Labour and Diligence.

2. Those who have put on Christ’s Body here are as one, who having overcome his Enemies in a Fight, represents the Victory before his King, who receives him with great Joy and Honour.

3. The Expectation of the wicked Soul is, as an imprison’d Malefactor, still listening when any thing flirs, and the Executioner comes; all their passed wickednesses stand before them, in such different Aggravations as they had here.

Q. 23. Whether the wicked Souls, without difference in so long a time before the Day of Judgment, find any Mitigation or Ease?

A. 1. The Souls of the wicked have no Mitigation: their greatest Mitigation, is the climbing up of their Minds, to do still the wickednesses they did here, and the terror of the last Judgment, continually seizeth on them.

2. In this Life, the Soul is in the Angle of the Ballance: and may go into Love or Anger, but, when the Ballance breaketh, it is past recovery; for who can break Eternity?

3. But here, God’s Spirit in his Prophets teacheth the Cross, and the Devil teacheth Pleasures, take which you will, and be taken in it Eternally: the Cross leadeth to Love, and Pleasure to the Anger Kingdom.

Q. 24. Whether mens Wishes profit them any thing, or sensibly come where they are, or no?

A. 1. The Prayers of the Righteous pierce into Heaven, not into Hell; out of Hell is no recalling Prayer, for such returns to you again, and continueth in its own Principle.

2. But where such leave much falsehood behind them, for which torment is wished them, that cometh where they are. But let all beware they low not into Hell; that they reap it not.

3. Some Souls, hang as by a thread, twixt Faith and Doubting, where Fire and Light part, whose weak Faith is detained by their Turba; so some a tedious time yet the Anger cannot devour their little Faith; but they sink down at last, through Anguish, into the meek Kingdom.

4. To such, may come a total, hearty, zealous Prayer, of a faithful Brother; for, the Prayer of such, can open the Gates of the Deep, a whole Principle; and take hold of that, which is capable of it. For the weak Soul, layeth hold on its loving Brother’s Divine earnest Will and Might: and sinketh down out of Anguish through Death, and attains God’s Kingdom: But cannot help it to Glorification; for that shines out of the Souls own Substance.

A zealous Prayer of a faithful Brother may help the weak faith of one hanging between Faith and Doubting.

5. The
Forty Questions of the Soul Answered.

Q. 25. What the Hand of God and Bofom of Abraham are?

A. It is the All-Substantial, or All-Being, every-where-presence, of God, in the Messiah Christ, (viz.) in its own Principle, as is sufficiently explained before.

Q. 26. Whether the Souls of the Deceased take Care about Men, their Children, Friends and Goods, and know, see, like or dislike their Purposes and Undertakings.

A. There are three distinct sorts of Souls, or in three several Conditions,

1. Such as have not yet attained Heaven: but have Humane Matters on them, searching the caule of their detention, and many of them appear in Human Form, in the Starry Spirit take care about Wills &c. Sometimes their earthly Business sticks to them. They have care of their Children and Friends: but when the Starry-spirit is consumed, they have no more feeling Knowledge, only see it in the Magia; for in care is the Turba, which they are sunk through. But a living Man, hath Power to reach into Heaven: as King Saul did to Samuel.

2. Such as are sunk down farther, but are yet in one place of the Principle, with the other, those meddle with no Business wherein the Turba sticketh: but rejoice, when living devout Souls send their Works to them, and are so friendly as to appear to Men magically in their sleep, instruct them in good, and often reveal Arts, which lie deep in the Abyss of the Soul. For now the Soul is free, and in the Arcanum of God: Even so do the Damned Souls, magically reach the wicked great Maller-Pieces of Evil and Mischief: This the Devil doth by Human Souls; himself being too rough, and terrifying the Magia.

3. Such, as are in Abraham's Bofom, in Christ's heavenly Substantiality, those none can stir, unless they will themselves: nor do they, but to serve God's Honour, nor Pray for us, our Blessnedness lyeth in our entering into God, who will receive a converting Sinner; they rejoice that God's Kingdom is coming into us. But Wonders have been wrought by the Livings Faiths, laying hold of the Deceased Saints Faith.

Q. 27. Whether the Souls in Death know or understand this or that Art or Business in which they were Skilled when they were in the Body?

A. They know the deepest founded Arts but awaken them not, because they are in the Turba. But the highly enlighten'd Souls have Skill in heavenly Matters, and all that lyeth in the Mystery, especially those who have been conversant in the Mystery here, and every one in those hath most delighted here, but all in an humble Paradishal simple Children life.

Q. 28. Whether they have any more Skill or Knowledge of Divine, Angelical and Earthy things, and also of Devillish things: and can have more certain Experience of them than they had in the Body.

A. Of Divine and Angelical Skill, they have much more; but it is various; for the Souls (without a Body) are under God's Altar, till the last Judgment Day, and flourish no Wonders. But the highly enlightened Souls, that have God's Body, have overflowing Skill. Yet take no care about devilish things; it belongs to the Angels, to strive with the Devil, and defend Men.

Q. 29.
Q. 29. What the Souls Rest, Awakening and Clarification are?
A. This is sufficiently Explained before.

Q. 30. What the difference, of the Living, and Dead, resurrection of the Flesh, and of the Soul, is?
A. God shall move all the three Principles, Fire, Light and Looking-places. The Judge Christ, shall sit upon the Omnipotence of Eternity, and the Spirit of God will then go forth in two Principles, in the Anger, viz. in the Fire, as the severe Wrath of the Fire-life, and in the Light of the Love, as a flame of the Divine Majesty: and in the Spirit of this World, as a Wonder of Life, then will the Dead, and those who shall be then alive be called: and those who have the Noble Image will shew it, and those who have lost it, will shew the Deistical Image, they have got.

The Earth must deliver up the Phur, or Body. The Water, the Effences: The Air all the Words it hath received into it, or served to make. See the last Chapter of the three Principles.

Q. 31. What manner of New Glorified Bodies the Souls will have?
This is sufficiently declared before. They will have fair bright Works of Faith: as every one, is indwelled with the Power of Love and Purity, but very different; for the Works of many, will (almost all) remain in the Fire, and themselves hardly escape; for that as one Star excelleth another, so they: and every one, will receive God's Luftre, as his virtue or power is capable of the Light; for after this Life there will be no bettering, but every one remains, as he entered in.

Q. 32. What other Form, State and Condition, Joy and Glory, will there be, to Souls, in that other Life?
A. 1. Paradice was in us, but Adam's lufting after the outward Spirit, drew Paradice from him and us into it, and left the Substanct, whereof this Worlds Fruits, Colours, &c. Eating, is a dead, dark shadow: but our restitution thereinto, will be Eternal Joy, in the spring of all Flowers, Trees, Herbs, Fruits, &c. which shall be Angelical as our Heavenly Bodies: no need of Teeth and Entails, we eat in the Mouth, all is Power and Vertue.

2. The Kingdom consisteth not in Eating and Drinking; but there are Divine Praises, Songs of Praise, as Children, in a Ring on a Mount.

3. We shall all know each other, by our new Names, which in the Language of Knowledge of Nature is understood: but the Tabernacle being left in the Fire; none is concerned for his Relations, as Parents, Children, Friends, who are in Hell.

4. We are all there but one Sex, the first Image, Heavenly Virgins, full of Modesty and Purity. And shall there speak the great Mysteries of the Divine Magia, and the Song in Reproach and Scorn of the Driver, Rev. 15. 3.

Q. 33. What kind of Matter our Bodies shall have in the other Life?
A. 1. Christ's faith, None goeth to Heaven, but the Son of Man which is in Heaven, The heavenly John 3. 13. He spake not only of his Deity, but the Son of Man, the Word that became Flesh: in which Flesh and Blood, we must live Eternally, if we will be in God. Adam had the Virgin of God's Wisdom, but when he fell, was divided and the
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the Woman framed, and he had the bestial deformity, whereof we are ashamed.

2. But Christ is become Man, in that Virgin Image of God's Wisdom is become Flesh, in the Water of Eternal Life, which Virgin and Water, when Adam fell, withdrew, and flood in its own Principle. Christ became Man, in a pure Vessel, (i.e.) in the first Image, for the sake of the Soul he assumed from Mary, and the outward Man hung to him. And when we are new born, we put on Christ, and are new born out of Christ's Flesh and Blood.

3. The converting Sinner, becomes God's Child in Christ, and in that very Body (consisting of heavenly Flesh and Blood, which yet is real, substantial and visible, to be felt and handled by our heavenly Hands) shall we have Heaven. Thus, shall we have Christ's and God's Body which filleth Heaven; for our substantiality is out of the Eternal, and must Eternally be in the same, and not in gross bestial Flesh.

Q. 34. What is the lamentable horrible miserable Estate of the Damned?

A. This is sufficiently answered above. God's Anger is their Habitation, their Blasphemy and Abominations are their boast, their whole Life is one continual fear, horror, anguish, despair, and a gnawing Worm. Fruits grow to them out of their Principle outwardly fair, but within is fierce wrath: all their cursed Practices on Earth follow them thither, and that would they do there.

Q. 35. What the Enochian Life is: and how long it lasteth?

What and where Enoch is.

A. The Father of Enoch is Jared, significant in the Language of Nature. Enoch begat Methuselah, who attained the greatest Age. After which, Enoch was taken up, with both Bodies: The outward was swallowed up, and is in the Mystery, and the inward is a heavenly Mystery; so he liveth in two Mysteries in Paradise, but hath still the Turba in the Mystery, and in the heavenly Mystery hath God's Body. Paradise is still upon Earth, at hard, not vanquished, but as it were swallowed up by the Curle, yet lyeth as a Mystery uncorrupted.

Enoch is not gone out of this World, he is God's Preacher, and after the Turba hath overcome the World he must be silent, till the six Seals and Angels of the Turba have poured out their Vials: then cometh Enoch again, and reproveth the World, after which the World becometh fat and their Turba also, Methuselah dieth, and the Deluge of Fire (by Elias) cometh. O ye Elect, desire not to live after Enoch's taking up, while he Preacheth is the Golden Time.

Q. 36. What the Soul of the Messiah or Christ is?

The restoration of the heavenly Virgin Image.

A. 1. Christ's Soul is Human, conceived in Mary, in a twofold Virgin. The outward Mortal Life in Mary, was no pure Virgin; no Daughter of Eve is so, nor was Eve, more than half a Virgin, Adam was the other half; for Adam's Fall divided the Tinctures, which were one total entire Virgin before, in pure Love and Chastity: both Tinctures (of Fire and Light) being in a mixture, with Power to generate a Spirit out of the Fires Tincture, but the Earthly life captivating him, he imagined into Eve. Where was then his Modesty? His Imagination became bestial. Of great love to the lost Image, and that it might become One again, did the Word, which spake forth the Soul at first, become incarnate.

2. So, to the Soul of Mary, the Heavenly Virgin of God's Wisdom is put on: but in the Soul's Principle, not in the Earthly Flesh. And in that very Virgin, hath the word, assumed the Seed of the Woman, the Soul's Seed, as also the first Images Seed,
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Seed, which had from the Fire, broken off which he made again, one whole, entire Image: by remixing the Water of Eternal Life, with the Soul's Spirit's Water; for the Word took hold of the Soul's Tincture and the Holy Spirit, of the Spirit's Tincture, and both became one Soul.

Yet did the Creature remain distinct from God's Spirit, but God's Spirit cohabited therein. And out of God's Tincture and Water, and Mary's Tincture and Water, came one Flesh and Blood. Thus was he Mary's true Natural Son, with Soul and Body, and also God's true Son by Eternal Generation standing in the Majesty of the Sacred Trinity, and in the Body of Mary, equally, alike, at Once.

Q. 37. What the Spirit of Christ is, which was Obedient, and which he commended into his Father's Hands?

A. 1. This is that great Jewel, that Pearl, Math. 13.46. The Philosopher's Stone and shining Sun, not to noble. The Heavenly and Earthy Mystery is in it: Nothing in this World is like it, but the mean Simplicity, which standeth still and awakened not the Turbo; in such a Spirit is this Jewel hid, as the Gold in the Stone.

2. The Soul is the Original of Life, as a Fire of God, which should be turned into God's Eternal Will: in the Magickleaking of which Will, the Soul is originated, and wherein lieth the Deity, with all the three Principles.

3. And out of the Soul's Fire, the Light is generated; by blowing it self up, by which it is its own Life, and in the Lights Meekness is the Noble Tincture; with two Forms, one red, of the Fire; the other thin, of the Water, which generate the Life. And in the Exit, or going forth of that Power and Virtue which is free from the Fire, is the Light of Life, or true Spirit, wherein, is the Virgin the Image of God. In this Spirit, ly the Thoughts and Understanding, and it casteth away its own Soul's Fire, Pomp and Wit, it attains God's Image, God's Body. For it is so subtle, that it Unites itself with God, for it can and may enter into God. And, because this Spirit, originateth out of the Fire-life, and the Fire-life in the Abyss, standeth in the quality of the Anger of God; therefore, Christ commended not this his Spirit, into the fiery Life, but, into his Father's hands, (viz.) into his Love-desire, wherewith he reacheth after our Spirits, when we enter into God.

4. Thus is chewed, what Christ's Spirit is, and what our Spirit is (viz.) not the Soul it self, but its Life's Spirit. In the Trinity, the Son hath the Spirit proceeding out of his Heart and Mouth, the Heart is the flame of Love, which meeketh the Father's Anger: so is it in Man, and no other, wise, in one Syllable.

Q. 38. What are to be done at the End of the World?

A. Future things, are to be answered, only in a Magical manner, or by way of Similitude; because the future Wonders, are all seen in the Tabl. And concerning this Question, there is enough spoken in the Answers of the former Questions.

Q. 39. What and where Paradise is, with its Inhabitants?

A. It is explained in the Enochian Life, that Paradise is not altered; only withdrawn from our Source or quality: if our Eyes were opened, we should see it. Nay, God is with us, only we have lost the Quality and Fruit of Paradise, as the Devil hath lost God. For Adam would eat of the Earthy Fruit, whereby he got an Earthy Life, and secluded himself the Garden, where heavenly Fruit groweth.
Q. 40. Whether Paradise is alterable, and what shall be afterwards?

A. 1. As little as God is alterable, so little is Paradise. When the outward Dominion shall pass away, then shall, in the place of this World, be pure Paradise: an Earth of heavenly substantality. No Night, Heat, Frost, Old-Age, Sickness, Fear. Sorrow, Death nor Superior but Christ, in one Communion with the Angels; then will the Tabernacle of God be with Men.

2. This Earth, will be a Christalline Sea, where God’s Lustre will be the Light. It will be a Holy Priestly Life, all speaking of God’s Wisdom, and Infinite Wonders: all Fruits will grow to us, according to our wish: it will be a Life of meer Love and Delight; for to this end, hath God manifested himself, in the created Images of Angels and Men, that he might rejoice himself, in his Life’s Essences, Eternally. Hallelujah.

This was the Author’s Fourth Book, Written Anno 1610.
THE FIFTH BOOK
Of the AUTHOR

Jacob Behmen

Consisting of Three PARTS, Viz.
First, The Incarnation, or becoming Man of Jesus Christ.
The second Part is, Of Christ's Suffering, Dying, Death and Resurrection.
The third Part is, Of the Tree of Christian Faith.

1. To the right knowing Christ's Incarnation, the knowledge how Adam was, and whereof made, much importeth.
2. Adam, was made out of all the three Principles. God the Father's Property, compared to Fire. The Son's Property, compared to Light. The Spirit's Property, to the Wind or Air, the out-birth proceeding from both. God, according to the first Principle, is not called God, but a consuming Fire.
3. The Father is the Eternal Will, the Son the Eternal Meekness and the Impregnator, the Spirit the Eternal Life.
4. The Trinity, Created the one holy Element called Centre of Nature, Divine Substantiality, the Substantiality of the Light, Paradise, the Mother of a giving Power, Meekness and Sublimity to all Forms.
5. Out of this one holy Element, were made Angels and Men. Only Man was made, not only of the one holy Element, but as to the out-birth of the four Elements altogether; over which he was to rule both Stars, Elements and Creatures, by his Power given him out of that one holy Element.
6. Adam's Body was Paradisical, Holy, and of Power to penetrate Stone or Earth, Immortal, yet real Flesh and Blood, but Holy and Heavenly: He was both a Male and Female Virgin, and was to propagate Magically (for both the Tinctures were in him) and to eat only Paradisical Food, which needed neither Guts nor Bethal Draught, &c.
7. But Adam did not continue to; for the four Elements gaining Power over the one holy potent Element, by which they were to have been governed; he slept; so Rule overpowering the one, the Tinctures were divided.

The Trinity made the one Holy Element; Out of it Angels.
It's not only out of it but out of the four Elements Male and Female Tinctures were in Adam.
The four over which he was...
for he was not able to continue in the state wherein he was created; so, God divided the Tinctures, and form'd of the Feminine a Woman, giving her the half Cross in the head, and to them the Members of distinction and propagation, yet still in Paradise.

8. And Eve being tempted by the Serpent (tho' the Law of God was explained to her by her Husband) fell, and drew him also.

9. But God had incorporated the Virgin of Wisdom in them, which (viz.) the Eternal Virginity in the Covenant of Promise, hath lain shut up in the Virgin Mary, and in all Adam's Children, in every Man's Light of Life; wanting only this, that the Soul's Spirit give it self up thereinto, and in that Soul-Spirit, God becometh generated again.

---

**CHAP. VIII.**

*Ver. 37.*

For, Christ is not become Man in the Virgin Mary only, so that the Divine Substantiality did fit bolted up therein; no, the Divine Substantiality in the Water of Eternal Life, entred into, and became flesh and blood. It made Heavenly Tincture, and Divine Magia.

2. So that we may say, when with our imagination we enter into God, that we enter into God's flesh and blood; for the Word became Man, and God is the Word.

3. This takes not away the Creature of Christ: We liken the Creature of Christ, which is indeed a Body, to the Sun, which enlighteneth the whole Deep; one Power and Lustre receiveth the other. The Deep with its Lustre is hidden, but yet hath the power of the Sun in it.

4. So Christ's Substantiality filleth Heaven and Paradise, and swalloweth up the Earthliness also, where it is received and obeyed.

5. Thus Christ brought back what Adam lost, and much more; for the Word is every where become Man.

See the Extracts of the latter part of the 8th Chapter of the Three Principles.

---

**The 2d Part being of Christ's Suffering, Dying, Death and Resurrection.**

**CHAP. I.**

Q. Is it said, Was it not sufficient that God became Man, why must he also die?

I. Could God no other way save Man? What pleasure takes he in Death and Dying? If God had by his Sons Death paid a Ransom for us, why must we also die?

---

**CHAP. V.** *Ver. 54. to the end.*

*Ans. 1.* MAN had lost the Divine Substantiality and Angelical Property, and imagined into the Out-birth, (viz.) into the Earthy part, was departed from the Divine Light into the Light of this World, and captivated in the fierce Wrath of God, which the Devil had kindled, (viz.) the four first Forms, according to which God calleth himself a consuming fire.

2. The
The Incarnation of Jesus Christ:

2. The corrupted Ouer evil soul had put a Body on him, which it destroyed and swallowed up again, into Eternal fire.

3. But being the Soul was breathed into Man out of the Holy Spirit of God, out of the Eternal, and so is an Angel.

4. Therefore hath the power of the Holy Light World, the Heart of God, resumed the same, entering into the Human Essence, which lay in the Anguish Chamber, surrounded with Death, and took to himself a Soul out of our Essence, and our Mortal Life, and introduced the Soul through Death, through the earnest severe Fire of God the Father, into the holy, meek, Light-World; and so destroyed Death by bringing in Divine Substantiality into the fierce Wrath of the Father, the Centre of the Anguish-Chamber, the Fire World in the Soul. Christ being the right Centre of the Holy Trinity, is, with the out-gone Holy Spirit, the flaming Majesty the Light-World.

5. And whatsoever will possess the Light-World, and be an Angel, must enter in through the same path; bear old Adams Cross; go forth through the harsh, astringent, fierce and malignant, corrupted, Adamical Man, and slay him, and be born anew out of the Anxious Wheel.

6. But seeing we were not able to do this, Christ gave himself into the Centre of the fierce Wrath in the Soul; brake and extinguished it with his Love. So that now, when we go out of our selves, to the death of sin, we come into the death of Christ, the path he had prepared for us, and leads to his Resurrection, whereby we ascend into his Arms, the unshut Light-World, which is also Abraham's bofom, the Paradise wherein we were created, our true, dear, native Country.

7. It confinseth not in this, that we think it enough to portray and represent what Christ hath done and suffered for us, and tell of a Faith in that, but that we daily and hourly fight and slay the Evil Adam; as to his will and doings with resigned and resolved earneftness, and then we enter into Christ's Death, in our living Bodies, & put on his Life in us, & become impregnated with the Kingdom of Heaven: Get on us Christ's Thorny Crown, and still be accounted one that is not worthy to live on the Earth; through all which we must faithfully proceed on, knowing we must either be Angels or Devils.

8. In this Death, nothing dieth to or in us, but only the Earthy Evil dead Adam, whose will and life we have here continually destroyed. This Enemy departeth from us, into the Essential Fire; into the four Elements, and into the Mystery; and must at the end be tried through the Fire of God, and then our Bodies and Works, must be given us again, through that Fire, whatever the Earthy Mystery had swallowed up. But not such an Evil one, for the Fire of God devoureth the Evil, but such a one as we here in anxiety have sought, a Divine Spiritual Sub stance like the Wonders and Wisdom of God.

9. Hypocritical Reason faith, Christ hath done all for us, we cannot. It is right, Christ hath done what we cannot do; he hath broken Death, and restored a new Life, and is in Heaven. But 'tis not knowing, but doing; the Devils know, but what availleth that we know if we remain without, and enter not into Christ in the way and passage he hath made for us, doing good for evil in truth and simplicity?

CHAP. VII. Ver. 75.

1. It is not enough to cry, Lord, give me a strong Faith in the Merits of thy Son, he hath satisfied for my sins: But I must enter into Christ's suffering and dying
dying, and be born a second time out of his Death, become a Member in and
with him: Constantly crucifie the old Adam: Always hang on Christ's Cross:
Become an obedient Child. Thou plainly walk this way, yet I have to evil a
ghost in me, that I still work too much evil, must therefore continually strive and
fight, till I vanquish.
2. Christ indeed hath in and for us broken Death, and made way, but what doth
that comfort me, unless I enter in that very way and path as a Pilgrim or Stran-
ger here?

CHAP. IX.

Christ's Sufferings, &c. 1. Men content them to participate of in the Lord's
Supper, v. 29. But his Divine Flesh and Blood is that, which the wicked
cannot participate of, (that is) Sacramentally.
2. They receive the four Elements in the Anger of God, because they discern
not the Lord's Body, which is everywhere present in Heaven and Earth, and is
defiled upon the Heavenly Soul, not as a sign, as others dream, not Spirit with-
out Substance, but the Substance of the Spirit, Christ's Flesh, which filleth the
Light-World, which the Word that became Man brought with it into the Virgin
Mary, and there became opened in its Flesh and Blood the assumed Human Ef-
fence.
3. Yet was it at that very time, while Christ lay in the Virgins Womb, in Hea-
von, in the one Element in all places. It came not into Mary from many miles
off, but the Centre which Adam in God's Anger had shut up in death, the Word
of the Deity did unlock and bring in the Divine Substantiability, not entering in,
but unshutting, ingenerating, and in this World exgenerating, God and Man, one
person heavenly Substantiability and Virginity, one only Man in Heaven and in
this World.
See the latter part of the 18th Chapter of the three Principles.

The third part being of the Tree of Christian Faith.

CHAP. I.

What Faith is? 1. It is not our forcing the mind to belief of Articles which
are the work of our Reason.
2. But true Faith is one Spirit with God, working in and with God, is the
might of God, dwells in the liberty in God's Will, inclined to his Love and Mercy,
is free from the fierce Wrath and Torment in Nature, is not comprehended; sub-
fifteenth in Eternity as a nothing, and yet is all.
3. But if it becometh apprehended, then it is entered into Reason, as into a Pris-
on, where it works wonders in the Fire of Nature; but in the Liberty, the
wonders of God, and so is the Companions of the Play-fellow of Sophia, the Wil-
dom of God.
The Incarnation of Jesus Christ.

CHAP. II.

WHY Faith and Doubting dwell together? 1. Tho’ Faith is God’s Image, (viz.) the defiring, seeing and mind, an Eternal Figure; yet in the time of the Body, it may change it self into the Anguish Fountain.

2. For Faith in its original is only a Will, which Will is a Seed, and that Seed must the Soul (being a Fire-Spirit) low, into the Liberty of God and to will a Tree grow, on which the Soul feedeth, to allay and rooteth its Fire, and becometh powerful, and giveth still its virtue to the Root of this Tree, which groweth in the Spirit of God, even into the wonders of the Majesty of God, and springeth in the Paradise of God.

3. There is a continual vehement strife in Man, while he is in the Tabernacle of this Earthy Life, unless he so earnestly sink down in himself, that he introduce the Lifes fire into the Liberty of God, and then is dead as to reason, and liveth to God ; which is an highly precious Life, and rarely found; for it is like the first Image that God created. The mortal only hangeth to it, but this right Life is in another Principle and World [and is the first, right, Paradisical Human Life.]

4. That Earthy Human Life into which Adam fell, originated in the Mother’s Womb, moving chiefly in Fire, Air, Water and Earth, or Flesh tintur’d, inform’d and made rational, by the constellations to pleasure or displeasure, being no more but a Bestial life, reason looketh no higher.

5. Yet Man’s great panting after a higher and Eternal Life, is a Magick seeking, a Mystery implanted at his Creation; it lieth in Reason, but Reason, nor the Spirit of this World comprehended it not. It is a secret Spring opening in another Principle, hidden in the Anguish, held captive by the Spirit of this World, which the outward Lifes Reason hath might to suppress; so that it is stifled, cometh not to the light, generated not, abideth hidden; and when the Body breaketh, the Will hath not wherewith to open the Mystery, which Mystery is God’s Kingdom, but the Fire or Souls Spirit abideth in Eternal Darkness.

6. The Mystery being God’s Kingdom, giveth a longing desire, finding hidden in the Soul, incomprehensible to Nature, and hath its Root in the Souls Fire. This Will is no parting or renting from the Soul, but becometh one Spirit with God, and is the Soul’s Garment, and the Soul, in that Will and Spirit is become environ’d and hidden in God, tho’ it dwelleth in the Body.

7. This is the right earnest Faith, a Child of God, and dwelleth in another World. It is not an Historical Will, Reason knoweth, there is in it self a desire after God, and yet holdeth that very desire captive, from entering into the Life of God, in the lufts of the flesh in the Sidereal Mystic, saying, To morrow thou shalt go forth to God, introducing Self-ability of finding, and is surrounded with Opinion and Conjecture, keeping from the Liberty of God.

8. But the Will, that sinketh it self out from Reason into Obedience and Love to God, is an obedient humble Child and accepted; for it is pure, and God’s similitude. And seeing God is free in himself, from the Evil, so must the Will, and then, tho’ God be no acceptor of persons (nor will let in into himself) yet he will accept the humble, free, obedient Will; for whatsoever cometh to him into his Liberty he will not cast off.

CHAP.
CHAP. III. Whence comes Good and Evil, Joy and Sorrow, Love and Anger, Life and Death?

1. Tho' from the Eternal Substance all proceedeth Good and Evil &c., yet we cannot say, that Evil and Death come from God; in God is no Evil nor Death, nor in Eternity doth any Evil go into him. The Eternity manifesteth it self by similitudes.

2. In the Eternal Nature is the Magia of Life; where one Form desireth and awakeneth the other, whence the Essences of multiplicity exist, and out of which, the wonders [the Created Beings] are generated, and out of the same Fire of Nature the fierce Wrath proceedeth.

3. In God's Will is a desiring, which causeth the Magia, out of which existeth the multiplicity; yet the multiplicity it self is not God's willing, which is free from all subsistence; but in the desiring or longing of the Will, Nature generateth it self, with all Forms, (viz.) out of the Eternal Magia.

4. What Spirit soever, imagineth, with the Will into Nature, is the Child of Nature, and one Life with Nature; but, whosoever goeth forth, from the Realion of Nature, with its will and longing, into the Free Will of God, and therein saileth, is one Spirit in and with God, and is God's Child, and the Nature Spirit is God's wonder [or Creature.]

CHAP. IV. How to attain the Liberty of God. How God's Image is destroyed. The State of the Wicked after the dying of the Body.

1. Where our will and heart is, there is also our Treasure. Is our will in God's Will? then have we the great Mystery, out of which this World as a similitude is generated, and have both the eternal and corruptible; yea, we bring the wonders of our corruptible works, into the eternal.

2. But if we turn our desiring from the Eternal, into the Earthy Mystery, our will is captivated, and hangeth only to the Looking-glass, and attaineth not the Liberty of God.

3. And when the Body dieth, the Soul retaineth the Image of those things in its Will-Spirit, wherewith it is become infected, be it Pride, Covetousness, Malice, or any other abominations; for the wicked Will having captivated and destroyed the Noble Image, and lost the Liberty, is the Root of its own Image, and draweth the Mystery to itself. Where, on the other part, the right Will is regenerated in Christ, and entrieth into the Liberty; for in the VVill, through Faith, we attain the Noble Virgin Image that Adam loth.

CHAP. V. Why the Wicked convert not. What the most smarting thing in Conversion is, &c.

1. The wicked multitude, have the Noble Jewel hidden in them in the Divine Principle, and can, very well, go forth with their VVill-Spirit into the VVill of God; but, the self-honouring life-pleasing them so well, that they obstinately
obstinately let the fierce wrath hold them. God's Spirit defirith the Soul, setting its Magis towards it, the Soul needs only to open the Door and it goes voluntarily in.

2. But the most smarting bitter thing in Conversion is, to break the Will-Spirit from the Earthy Substance, and its Treasure [the beloved Lusts and Self] and from falfhood; by sincere, earnest turning about of the Will into Gods Love, which is the Divine Mystery, that Gods Spirit may blow up the Divine Sparkle. And this must be, or he is but a Bestial Man, a Jugler, and near to the Devil. And after this time, there is no remedy more; for the Souls Fire is naked, and cannot be quenched with Gods Meekness, but a Gulph or Principle is between them.

3. Man is the Image of God, and so flanted in a threefold Life, the first is the Soul's Life, existing chiefly in seven Forms according to the Spirit of Nature. The second is, in the Image generated out of the Eternal Nature, out of the Souls Fire, flanding in the Light: The meek, pure, amiable Spirit. The first the Fire, is the cause of the second the Light. Thus are two Worlds, one in another, one not comprehending the other: But at Death, divides into two Principles of Anger and Love.

4. As we in Adam went out of the Meek Spirit into the outward Life of fierce-ness, God became Man, to lead us through the Anguish Fire, through Death, into the Light and Love-life.

5. The Prince Christ breaking the Bar or Fort of Death, and so destroy'd the Devil's Kingdom; for the Light of God, and the Water of Meekness, is his Death.

6. The third Life is the outward Created Life, from the Sun, Stars and Elements. Man should have used the outward, as a Looking-glass to the Eternal, and Gods Honour: But he did put his Will-Spirit into the outward Principle, by wicked Lust lingering after the Earthy Life, and so went out of Paradise, which sprouted through Death into the second Principle, and went into Death, and destroy'd his Noble Image. This we Inherit from Adam; but from the second Adam, the Regeneration, by which we must enter (through his Incarnation) with him into Death and through Death, [or Annihilation] sprout into the Paradisical World, into the Eternal Substantially of the Liberty of God.

CHAP. VI. What Lust can do. How we are fallen in Adam and helped again in Christ; and yet that it is not ease to be a Right Christian.

1. Destruction came, and still cometh out of Lust. The outward Spirit of Man, which is a similitude of the inward, by Lusting after it, infected the inward; which (not feeling present death) gave room to the outward, who then became Host of the House and in the fair Image disappeared, for it fell among Adam's Soul Murthers, the fiern Spirits of the Lives original (of which Cain was afraid) then came the good Samaritan, Christ, who became Man.

2. As Adam's Soul had opened the Fires Effences and let in the Earthy; so Gods Heart, opened the Lights Efences, and compassed the Soul with Heavenly Flesh; Christ opening wherewith, when the Soul became impregnated, it went with its will into the Lights of Paradise Life. Hence came Christs Temptation, to try whether he could eat of fences fed and the Word of the Lord, and would enter through Death into Gods Life, which clothed the was fulfilled on the Cross, where Christs Soul went through the Fire of the fierce soul wrath, very Flesh.
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wrath, through the stern source, through Death, and sprouted forth again into the Holy Paradise. We must die unto our Earthy willing, and continually become Regenerated into the new World.

3. The right will must courageously Fight against the corrupt will, sinking down from Earthy Reason into Christ's Death; so that it will hazard the Earthy Life upon it: And he that thus sinketh down, passeth through God's fierce wrath, through all the holding Cords of the Devil, into the Paradise of God, into the Life of Christ. And the more the noble Pearl Tree is sought, the more strongly it groweth, and suffereth it self not to be suppressed, tho' it cost the outward Life, which must but hang to us as it did to Christ.

CHAP. VII. To what end this World was Created?

1. THE two Eternal Mysteries. Mans strife about the Image. And where the Tree of Faith beareth Fruit.

2. The inward World desires a Similitude of itself, which the Angelical World (standing only in the light) could not be: This therefore, standing in a twofold Genitrix of Love and Anger, and Man being in a threefold Life from the Fire, Light and Out-Birth clearly representer: who was Created, to manifest the same Mystery, and bring the Wonders into Forms according to the Eternal Mystery.

3. The Noble Image [the true Paradisical Man] is strove for: 1. By the stern Fire-life. 2. By the Divine Life. 3. By the outward Life, and thus being drawn off three: There is great need of Fighting, Hope, Faith, Humble Prayer and Patience that the Tree may grow, which the outward Man nor Reason knoweth nor, but is very well known to the Noble Image. The Cross, Scorn, Tribulation and Persecution attend him every hour; for he is unknown to his Brethren, all suppose his own Folly plagueth him; but great will his Harvest be.

CHAP. VIII. In what manner God forgiveth Sins; and how Man becometh a Child of God?

1. MAN is not to bring his Conscience into the History, and hope for pardon in the manner of an Earthy Judicatory, and yet remain wicked: He must be a Son, it is else, as if a Servant should comfort himself, that his Lord would give him his Estate; not considering he is not his Son: Where is whatever is Born of God in Christ, is a partaker of Christ's sufferings. Dying and Resurrection; for a continual Battel must be, till the Reason and Will of the corrupt Flesh be subdued.

2. And if the Earthy Reason be strong, it greteth often sadly, and there is required, not only strict Sobriety, but Watching, Fasting and Prayer to tame it: that God's Spirit may find place to gather some fair little Branches out of the Tree of Faith, which under the Cross, Anguish and Tribulation, may bear Fruit with Patience.

These three Parts or Books were the Authors fifth Book.
CHAP. I. Of the first sprout of Life out of the first Principle, whereby we may distinguish the Divine Being from Nature.

TEXT. 1. The first or Abysal Will without and beyond Nature, is like an Eye or Looking-glass; yet retains Nature.
2. This Will is the cause of the Desiring. The Desiring is the cause of the Effences. The Effences are the cause of every Life; for Life lyeth in them, as a hidden Fire which burneth not.
3. In the Will all the Forms of Nature from Eternity (tho’ but as a nothing in respect of Nature) yet are truely, and entally or really, but not essentially in the Will.
4. The Eternal Will which comprizeth the Eye, wherein standeth the Seeing or Wisdom, is the Father.
5. The Eternal Wisdom comprizing a Centre out of the Abyss, is the Form, Heart and Son.
6. The entering Eternally into itself to the Centre, is the Spirit; for it is the finder, and then goeth forth, manifesting the Wisdom of the Father and Son.

TEXT. 1. Thus the Abysal being of the Trinity generateth to itself a Centre of Rest, viz. the Eternal Word or Heart, wherein is understood a threefold Spirit, where the one is ever the cause of the other, and is not measurable, fathomable, divisible nor circumscriptive, dwelling in it self as a substance, equally, alike, and at once, filling all things, but hidden to the things, not dwelling in the things; for it self hath a substance in it self, after the manner of Eternity.
2. The first Eternal Principle is Magical, and like a hidden Fire, is Eternally known in its Colours, in the figure, in the Wisdom of God, as in a Looking-glass: The opening of which Mystery, openeth the three Principles according to the Trinity.
3. The Magical Centre of the first Principle is Fire, which (as also the second) is as a Spirit, without palpable substance; therefore the longing is to generate the third, where the Spirit of the Principles might manifest it self by Similitude. In this desiring; Powers, Colours and Virtues come to be.
4. And for as much as every desiring is attractive, The first Principle impregnate it self with Nature, and the second with Light. And this meek Fire of the Majesty of the second being set opposite to the Fire of the first quenching its wrath, puts it into an Essential Substance thereby, and the first giveth the second power, strength and might being together an Eternal Band; that without the one the other could not be.

5. What
5. *What the first Principle is wholly and alone in itself.* The first Will willeth to be free from the darknes, and by desiring cannot attain it; for the desiring is a stern attraction. So that out of the thin rare liberty where nothing is, a darknes comes. And the greater the desiring, the greater will be the attraction: The drawing giveth flux, and the attracted giveth hardnes, from the desiring comes the feeling, thence also comes the third form, viz. the Anguish, which is as it were the Centre where Life and Will originate.

6. Hence it is the Will would flee, but is withheld by the hardnes, so that it becomes whirling as a Wheel, and the greater the Anguish the greater the whirling, and the greater the bitter sting of the Essences and Multiplicity. But in the whirling the Essences become a mixed will, where ly innumerable multiplicity of Existencies or Beings, justly called the Eternal Mind.

7. The first will which is called Father, and is in itself the Liberty, defineth Nature, and Nature groaneth after the liberty from the Anguish. The conception of which in the Imagination, causeth a shriek of joy, and when it attaineth the liberty the shriek becomes a clash in the meeknes, breaking the sting of Death, and passeth into the Kingdom of Joy, and so into the Love, for the meeknes draweth the Joy into it, and that is the Water of Eternal Life.

8. And when the Fire drinketh the Water of Eternal Life, it giveth forth the Light of the Majesty, where dwell the Father and the Son. And the Holy Spirit is the Life of it, opening the meek substantiality, viz. Colours, Wonders and Vertues: That is called the Divine Wisdom, the House of the Holy Trinity, and in its Colours and Vertues, the Spirit hath all the Angelical Quires.

9. The second substance of the shriek is an Inimititious Quality, exciting a panting to be loosed from the quality of Anguish. Whence in the Father’s Will ariseth piety, compassion and mercifulness.

10. Hence also cometh the Gall into Creatures, which tho’ it be a Poison, is the caule of Life, viz. of Mobility, for Death is the Root of Life, as may be seen in Christ’s Death, and also in our own.

\[ \begin{align*}
& \text{The Souls Fire uniteth with the Eternal Nature.} \\
& \text{The right Souls Spirit is one Spirit with God.} \\
& \text{The Images Corporeity is of the Substance wherein the Faithful shall live Eternally.}
\end{align*} \]

**CHAP. II. What the Principle is, or what they all three are. Further of the First Point.**

1. When Life findeth itself where none is, that is a Principle. Fire is a Property, so is Light; for tho’ it be caused by the Fire, it is not the Fires Property, and the wrathful Anguish is the cause of both.

2. But the Will to the Anguish, called Father, a Man cannot search out. We only fathom how the Anguish gains the highest Perfection in the Holy Trinity, and manifesteth it self in the three Principles. What Essence is, and how it originateth; because thence spring the Senses and Thoughts, and the Wonder of all Beings.

3. The third Principle of the Stars and Elements, manifesteth the other two. And that which in moving attained the fierce wrath, became the Globe of the Earth. Thence is it, that out of it, while the Centre of Nature is in it, and it freed from Death, the pure Child of the Eternal Substance may be extracted, as in Gold. Tho’ by defect of attaining the Eternal Fire, Life is not brought out of Death, save only in Man, and what is beyond Man belongs to God, and we wait the Renovation in the end of time.
The Great Six Points.

4. of the Substance and Property of the three Principles. The first Principle standing in the Fire of the Will: The second in the Will to the Light, the one giving its desire into the other, yet are not mixt, each retaineth its Property, yet dwelleth in the other. The third hath the Properties of both, yet is neither. It is an awakener, manifer and similitude of the Eternal, yet is not the Eternal, but is become a substance in the Eternal desire.

5. The Creation was an awakening of the Power and Form which was in the Eternal Will, and because it was in the beginning comprised in the Eternal, therefore must the substance in this World, together with the figure go into the Eternal.

6. But whatsoever became comprised in the desire out of the beginning recedes into its Ether, becoming what it was when it was no substance. So this World's substance being a coagulated Vapour, returns into the Magia or Mystery whereof it served a while to be a maniester.

7. For nothing attains the liberty of Eternity, that subsisteth not in the Will-fire of the Eternal, in which the Light can bring its lucire and dwell, and that it be as subtle as the Lights substantiality.

8. Man's Soul may (if it will) become generated out of the fierce wrath into Renovation by forsaking the Earth, renew what he hath generated out of the Eternal, which eternally remains in the quality of Torment. For whatever is not like to the Love fire, Light and Water, cannot subsist in the liberty, but remains in an opposite Will, in the dark Torment it awakened in itself.

9. The right Man out of the new Birth, is three Worlds, the Eternal Light World shineth through all whatsoever is thin, rare or transparent, and thereby capable of it, which can no more be hinder'd than the Sun can be, that it should not shine.

10. The Properties of the first Principle sprout, making Sulphur, Mercurius and Sal.

11. The second Principle sprouteth in itself, making Love a Friendly, Vertuous, Pious, Humble, Patient Will to floop and bear with evil in others, ever hidden to the old Man, lashing it forward as a lazy Ass, denies him the worldly Jollity it lusted after, and makes him a Servant, it withstandeth the evil Influences of the Stars, and the fierce Devil and Malicious Men so far as they are holy and capable of it, which their possitling the second Principle enables them to be.

12. The third Principle hath its sprouting, but it is in Warring, the cold against the heat, and every thing against its contrary. The cold gives substance, the heat Spirit, the Light Meekness. And then the Fire consumes all both Evil and Good.

13. Seeing therefore Man hath the two inward Principles in strife, let him beware, which he makes Lord, for that will be his Lord Eternally, when Death hath broken the Ballance.

CHAP. III. The Second Point.

1. IN the Light World which is Gods Kingdom is rightly known no more but one Principle, into which the four Properties give up their Will, being changed into a desire of Love in Meekness. That which in the Light World is well done, triumphing joy and Pleasant Songs, is in the dark a stingg Enmity, Horror and Treathing.

2. Therefore, is the anxious evil the Light worlds Original, and all is Gods, but the Light only call'd Gods Kingdom, the other his fierce Wrath, which Kingdom
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1. That which melodiously ringeth in the Light, rumbleth and thumpeth in the dark. The cause of the ringing in Metals is that in the moving of the Aud spiritual God in the Creation, the Metalline Tincture became shut up in the archives.

2. In the dark World are many sorts of Spirits or Hellish Worms, according to their Conjunctions and Properties, without understanding or woe; for it is their Life as in this are unreasonable and hurtful Beasts, Toads, Serpents, &c. for all Properties would be Creaturely.

3. The Principles are not at strife but in a constant league. But Death and Anguish is the cause of Fire, and Fire is the cause of all Life. To the Abyss it gives sting and fierceness; else there would be no Nobility. To the Light-world Essence, else there would be no production but an Eternal Arcanum. To this World it gives Essence and springing, so is it the cause of all things.

4. The Anguish of the dark World caus'd by fire panteth after the liberty, and the liberty longeth after manifestation, thus is the Harmony between the Principles; but in the Essences is strife, else all things would be nothing.

5. God Created Creatures in each Principle, therein should they continue, but when they introduce into themselves another, that makes the Enmity; as did the Devil introduce Pride and the fierce Wrath of the first Principle. And Man into this World, where he hath necessity and strive to make him go out again, which if he with Divine Might doth at any time, the Spirit of this World, will drive on the Children of this World to hate, plague and kill them, wherefore the Devil helpeth to drive them from among his slaves.

6. Man therefore is highly concerned to know, that being in this World as a Prisoner, he should not enter into the Earthy Malady, but constantly go hence into the Light World: But if he pres't not there unto with earnestness, he (like an Ape) only imitates or plays Jugling Tricks, for which the Devil derides him, for thereby he gives his Body to this World and his Soul to the dark Abyss.

7. Thus is seen, that the Creatures of each Principle desire not those of the other, nor can they see each other, there being a Gulph between them.

CHA P. IV. Of the Original of Contrariety in the springing of Life.

The Third Point.

1. Here is one only will there is no strife, but where many are is contrariety, unless one rule over the rest, there then doth multiplicity harmonize, for the harsh Anguish and bitter Properties are at Civil Hoftility, and Fire is the Incendiary setting them all into great Anguish. Exalperating the respective Enmities, till Light be produced and crowned King: There it ruleth lovingly and rewards them with Meekness, which appealeth and well-pleareth them all.

Thus is multiplicity reduced to an united will called the mind; which by Imagination can create evil and good.

2. The Mind inkindling it self, inkindeth the whole Body and Spirit, be it in Wrath or Love. As is the Matter, such is the Flame, be it Brimstone or sweet Oyl, and such is the favour.

3. In the Souls Fire stand the Light of Life, and in the Light of Life the Noble Image. When therefore the Souls Fire in the fierce quality introduceth Earthy Matter into it, the Noble Image withdraws: The consequence of our hard and heavy Fall, bringing on us to great danger and misery. 4. There-
4. Therefore hath Christ taught us Patience, Meekness and Love, for we are captives in God's fierce Wrath between Anger and Love, so that if the Will-Spirit before the dissolution of the Body hath attained God's Love as a spark, somewhat may be done, but not without such murmurs to break the dark fierce Centre, and this World's Voluptuonshefs, not by wrong to excite Rage in thy Brother, for that hindereth the Kingdom of God; but thy meek self denial will further it, that by beholding that Spirit in thee, thy Brother may be convinced and judge himself, seeing thy valuing more God's Love than temporal goods; knowing thy self to be only a stranger. But if the Evil-doer will not convert, his Evil in the Anger of God gnaweth him, to cause him to return: If yet he hardeneth himself in wickedness, he becomes a total Evil Tree, devouring his own abominations, growing for his dark God Lucifer.

The above is the Contents of the latter part of the fourth Point, but the first part of the fourth Point contains, viz.

CHAP. V. How the Holy Tree of Eternal Life sprouteth through All the three Principles, yet not comprehended.

1. THE Divine Power and Light dwelleth in it self, every where in Nature, yet not touched by any thing that is not of its Property, not comprehended; but as the Sun shineth in all the Elements, yet not laid hold on by any, and what the Sun doth in the third Principle, the Light of God doth in the Forms of the Eternal Nature, thereon the Schism and Enmity of them: that Light shineth through the Darknes, but not comprehended by it.

2. The three Principles comprehend not one the other, unless the Will by falling into Death give up its Effences into the Light.

3. The Devil is the poorest of Creatures. The Sun is not profitable to him; he cannot for a leaf nor pile of Gras, unless the anger be in it; his Will neither goeth, nor can go into the Lights Property. He goeth not readily, but hateth every thing that sprouteth in, and uniteth with the Sun's Power.

CHAP. VI. The outward manifestation of the inward three Worlds. How God is in all things. How all the World might be a meer Sun. What Man is. And wherein God beholders himself. Further of the 4th. Point.

1. THE Earthy Tincture hath no communion with the Heavenly, though the outward proceedeth out of the inward, and yet the Tincture of the precious Metals hath communion with the Heavenly.

2. The Dark World hath the first Centre, the Light the second; whence behold our danger; for if we cast our selves into the Earth, seeking, that captivats us, the Dark Abyss is our Lord, and the Sun our Temporal God.
3. The three Worlds are not fever'd, for the Eternal Abyssal substance, may not fever it self. The outward is the place which comprehends not the inward, but is comprehended by it, what the inward giveth forth out of it self; that it also possesseth, and consequently not into a place, but was the before-hand.

4. Thus God dwelleth in all things, but no more comprehended than the face is by the Looking-glass, or the Sun by the Water, tho' the outward hungereth after the inward, and can receive the inward into it, but the inward cannot receive the outward; for it dwelleth not in the outward, but in it self; nor is the inward remote from the outward, as the Sun from the Water, but as the Water hath the Suns Property in it, elle could not catch the Sun's light. And this World would all become Sun, if God would kindle and manifest it, for every thing animate and inanimate, and all the four Elements receive the Sun's glance.

5. If Man, who is all the three Worlds' banded in them in equal harmony, without introducing the one World into the other, saving that he by the Light-World rule the Dark and Outward Worlds, then is he God's similitude, and the Outward World must catch the Light, as the Water doth the Sun's glance. But if the Water be mixt with Earth, it receives not the Sun's Light: No more can the Human Spirit the Light of God, unless it remain pure. And then that Man's Life is such a Looking-glass, as wherein God beholds and finds himself, as also in the Angels, and Beauties of Heaven: for in the Dark World is no Looking-glass capable of the Light. But if the Water be mixt with Earth, it must sink down from the Earth's dark fierceness, wherein it was captive, before it be capable of facing the Light.

6. So what Man imagineth after, it receiveth, if he hath filled himself with the Earthy hunger, he must be new-born; that he may with Christ break the Earthy Darkness, and with Authority introduce the clear, pure Looking-glass of the Deity.

---

CHAP. VII. How a Life passeth out of Joy into Misery.

The fifth Point.

1. Life is like a terrible flash, but when it receiveth the Light, it passeth into meekness and joy; but because it sprung from its Mother the Dark World, it hath power either to retire thither, or proceed forward by the Fires Anguish, to kindle the Light. Its perdition is therefore evident, it inclineth to the multiplicity to be its own Lord, but yieldeth not to the Liberty beyond Nature, for if it did, then would the Liberty kindle the Love-fire, and become a light, (viz.) a clear Looking-glass of God's Majesty. In that manner as the second Principle hath kindled it self from Eternity; for entering into the Liberty, it arrives at that which was before Nature, and was the cause of Nature.

2. The Soul hath three Eyes or Looking-glasses in the time of this World, and feeth with that only to which it turneth it self, tho' by right of Nature it hath but one, viz. the fourth Form of the Dark VWorld, (viz.) Fire, and into which it goeth with its will, of that it receiveth its spiritual substance.

3. And if it go into the Dark World, or Outward World, the Light World is hidden and as dead, as Fire is in Wood. Here should Man prove himself, what World is Lord in him. If wrath, envy, deceit, pride, avarice, bestial unchastity, and be his desire, he may make, Register, accounts and inventory to that, certainly he is not a Man, but a Dog, Goat, Beaf, Serpent or Toad. And when the four Elements forsake him, his Soul's Image is form'd by the Hellish Fiat, into that Property of theirs that most strongly drew his delight.
4. Yet he that hourly striveth against the Evil Properties, and though he be damped by the Evil, his constant desire to repentance, sheweth God's fire glimmereth in him; and when the outward Body with its damp breaketh, and can no more hinder the glimmering week, then the Divine Fire kindleth, and figureth him after the Image of the strongest Property he here introduced into his desire. But if he continue not his serious desire, he may desperately perish.

5. But he whose desire is so potent that he can subdue his Evil Nature, and pass into humble Patience, commend the glimmering of the World, do good for evil, and can yield himself and all his to do and suffer misery for God's sake. In that Man the Divine Power floweth up, the Noble Image dwelleth, and Jesus is born.

6. The Devil knoweth him not, only is enraged and irritateth incarnate Devils, and Men Beasts to plague him. This Man is the surest, never dieteth, but the outward Kingdom that was a hinderance to him falleth from him; and as he called what God is, and bare the heavenly substance here, so now much more, and is eternally perfected.

CHAP. VIII. Further of the 5th Point. The True Human Essence or Substance is not Earthy, nor out of the Dark World, but out of the Substance of God.

1. The right substantial Man is of the Light World; there is a Gush of Death twixt that and the Dark World, and Outward World, yet is it shut up in the Outward World. Christ is come to save what is lost, and will suffer it self to be helped, unless it be a totally Devilish fruit of evil Parents. But while there is any small Tinder of Divine stirring, the Child is capable by Baptism, to have the Light glimmering in that part given Adam out of the Angelical World, not that Earthy part he introduced, and so far as the Divine Power stirreth, is the Child baptized after life in the womb, by the Holy Ghost.

2. Obf. What can the Child do to it, that the Parents are wicked? Jesu. The Evil Man is shut up in Body and Soul, why not in the Seed? Must God turn the feed of Thistles into Wheat, and throw Pearls to Swine? The Sun maketh not defireth any Weed, but giveth to all Vegetables Life, but the Soil produceth the Evil. Many times the wicked Parents cause Curles to stick to their wicked Conforts, and should not their wills be done to them?

3. And being both wicked, what can an Evil Beast beget but an Evil Beast, baptized in God's fierce Wrath? So also it receiveth the Lord's Supper without distinguishing the Lord's Body, and put it and its own will, into the Earthy, as a common thing, pre-empting offering it up to God, it brings fruit to perdition.

4. For the Spirit of every Life appropriates its like to it self; for one Property receiveth not another; what the Soul willeth, the thing receive willeth the same, for it is all Magus. So the Devil was an Angel, but when he willed Evil, his Heavenly substance became poison. Yet is it not the Devils will that we perish, but his Angers will and our will.

CHAP. IX. Of the Life of Darkness; wherein the Devils dwell; of what kind it is. The Sixth Point.

1. The Life of Darkness is a fierce, sullen, inimitious, stingy Essence; having many Forms, each would murder the other. Nothing can cease the contrariety; for the opposing it is as the blowing up of fire, only God's Light
Light can make it soft, meek, sweet and joyful: But that cannot be, for it is an Eternal Terror to the Darkness. And if the Kingdom of Darkness should be enkindled with the Light, the Light would have no Root, no Fire, no Omnipotency; thus all must serve to God's Glory.

2. The Life of the Darkness is a failed poison Life, like an Eternal dying Property. It is also manifest that every Life exists in poison, which poison the Light both withstandeth, and causeth that the poison faileth not.

8. The Dark Life is especially in seven Properties, with the Principle of the Centre of Nature. The Light Life is also in seven Properties of the right of Nature: So that what is in the one giveth sadness, that in the other giveth joy.

4. What the malicious, arrogant and wicked men do in this World, that the Devils do in the Dark Worlds Property. And what the poisonous Evil Creatures do in this World, that do the other Creatures (who also have Spiritual Bodies) in the Dark World. The whole Dark Worlds Dominion is principally in the first four Forms of Nature, and from the fierce contrary Qualities are the Eternal Wonders manifested and brought to substance; which substance parted into three Fountains not rent one from the other, but giving each to the other, as Fire, Light and Matter burneth.

2. In Man is the substance of all substances, carrying the Properties of Heaven and Hell in him; which, so ever he awakeneth, is that which we call the Soul capable. Nor is it necessary to search farther.

3. But Man having brake himself off from the first Image and Order, must learn how to be regenerated, by introducing the Meekness and Light to rule over his false and fierce Property, and then the Law that pursu'd him ceaseth, because the Law of Love and Meekness sets him free.

4. Whatever departeth from its first will, is pursu'd by the Law to restrain its wandering; but whenever it is return'd to its right State, and first Image and Order, or by Death of the Outward Body is totally confirm'd in the erroneous will, the Law and Strife ceaseth.

CHAP. X. Further of the sixth Point. Of the four Elements of the Devil.

The four Elements of the Devil are, Pride, Covetousness, Envy, Anger.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>God's four Elements are,</th>
<th>The Outward Worlds four Elements are,</th>
<th>The Devils four Elements are,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Humility,</td>
<td>Air,</td>
<td>Pride,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meekness,</td>
<td>Earth,</td>
<td>Covetousness,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patience,</td>
<td>Water,</td>
<td>Envy,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love.</td>
<td>Fire,</td>
<td>Anger.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The discourse of the four Elements of the Dark World being both very plain, and the Subject of several of this Author's other Writings. The Extracts of it as forborne.
A Brief Exposition of the Small Six Points.

The first Point. Of the Blood and Water of the Soul.

1. The Soul is a Magick Fire, its Form is generated in the Light, and though it self be no Substance, yet it hath a Substance and Preservation which is its Flesh, Blood and Water; for the Tincture of Fire and Light in the Water makes Blood, which is the Life of the Wildem, having in it all the Forms of Nature, and all colours, being another or second Magick Fire.

2. According to the Light it is Divine Virtue, and according to the Fire it is a sharpnel of Transmutation, and driveth up every thing to its highest pitch or degree.

3. The Flesh and Blood of the Soul is the Divine Substantiality consisting in the highest Mystery, and at the Death of the outward Body it reneth to the same: and the outward Mystery goeth home to the inward. And because each Magick fire hath its Clarity or Darkness, therefore a final Day of Separation is appointed.

The second Point. Of Election and Reprobation.

1. God alone is all, whose Infinite Abyssal Substance parteth into three Distinctions (one in the other, yet the one is not the other) (v.i.) The Fire world, Dark-world and Light-world. From the Desire comes the Centre of Nature, and from that Centre, the first three Forms who have no pain in them, but the Fire causeth Pain.

2. In the Fire is the Life, tending to Light and Darkness: which of them the Desire filleth it self with, in that it burneth, be it Heaven or Hell. If it give it self to self Property, it burneth in the Fire of dark Anguish, but if to the Universal Will in Resignation, it's Fire burneth in the Light, driving up no Substance, but is in the Liberty of God.

3. God's Predestination is not in the first Essence, that is only a Mystery. But Predestination passeth upon the introduced Substance be it the Wrath or Love; for the Life is regenerated into one of them. And in which of them the Will kindleth it self, on that passeth the Election or Reprobation. Hence is it that God causeth us to be Taught, so doth the Devil; each of them willeth that Man's will should converge and kindle it self in his Fire. [See the Book of Predestination.]

The third Point. What Sin is, and how it is Sin.

1. Two contrary Wills are an Enmity. God is purely One without Source, and though every Source be in him, yet not manifested; for the Good he subjecteth the Evil, that it may be only a caule or Root of Light and Life.

2. The Good or Light is as a Nothing, into which when a Something entrench there must be a Spring to preserve that Something. The Something is dark, and the Qualities are manifold. And Covetousness filleth the one, wherein God dwelleth with multiplicity.

3. Though an unfathomable dwelleth not in a fathomable, yet God dwelleth in the highest or precious Life of Man, therefore must the Will of Life tend
The Small Six Points.

and subject itself to the One, in, before and above every Creature; for it is pregnant with that it sufficeth after, and no Fire-source sufficeth in the free Fire, or Fue of the Liberty: therefore can none Unite to God, till they are emptied of their own Will; till then God and Man are at Ennity. Peace flows the immutable Law, That Man depart from Self, or be separated from the One.


4. Thus Sin is manifest, to be a Will departing from God, by awakening of and burning in the Root of Self-love, maketh it fall a sole Lord, a contrary opposite Will. So Christ faith, He that gathereth not with me, scattereth.

5. This estranged Heterogeneous Will must be slain, and the Multiplicity corrupt with the Body: and the departure of the Will, again from Self, to the One the God, is the Regeneration, for the Will of the Soul is Fire, having been captivated in the Earthy Nature, hath wrestled and got into the One, whence it sprang originally, finding it true that Man's Will is nothing, God's Will is all things, whereinto when Man goes, all things are also its own.

The fourth Point. How Christ will deliver us the Kingdom to his Father.

1. In the Creation, the Father moved himself with the Dark and Fire-world, also in the Light or Heart wherein God became Man, and the Love of the Light, whereas the Father did rule in the Son, and the Love overcame the Father's angry Property. Then did the Son rule in such a slave to God.

2. But in the End, the Holy Ghost moveth himself in both the Fathers and Sons Properties, and driveth on Eternally the Rule in both Properties, and proceeding from the Father and Son, is the alone Revealer of the Wonders. Thus is the Eternal Rule deliver'd up to the Father, who is All, which Rule he driveth on by the Spirit.

The fifth Point. What the Magia and Magick Ground is.

What it is not.

1. The Magia is not the Majesty, but the Desire in the Majesty. Not the Divine Power, but the Desire of the Power: Not the Omnipotence, but the Desirous in or into the Might. It is not a Fire, but the potency to the burning Fire.

What it is.

2. It hath the First in it, and is the greatest Substance in the Deity; drawing Abyss into Abyss. It is such a Will as driveth it self forth through the Desire into Substance. It self is a Spirit and Substance is its Body. It is the Mystery of the Trinity. The Mother to Nature, and the Understanding is the Mother proceeding forth out of Nature. The Understanding leadeth it (which is its Mother) into its own True-fire. It self is without Understanding, yet it is the Comprehension of all things.

What it doth.

3. What the Will modelled, the Magic makes to be Substance, serving those that love God with Divine Substance, making Divine Fielth. By the Magic are all things wrought in their various Properties, Good and Evil, serving God's Children to bring them to God's Kingdom, and Negromancers to the Devil's Kingdom. It is from Eternity and its Profundity is inexpresse. It is the School-Mistres of Philosophy, the Book of all Learning, from the Flawman to the most Sublime. It is the best Theology. To reproach it, is to reproach God. It is the Acting and Performance in the Will-Spirit.

The sixth Point. Of the Mystery, What it is?

1. The Mystery is the Imaging Power remaining in the Desire of the Magick Will, as it becomes in the Fielth by the Magic illuminated.

The first Mystery.

2. The great Mystery is the hiddenness of the Deity, the Substance of all Substances:
A Brief Summary of the Earthy and Heavenly Mysteries.

The Abyss is an Eternal Nothing, but a feeling: Which feeling is nearly 1. Text. a Will, and a giving of Somewhat, and that Somewhat, is the Eternal Magia.

1. The Will or feeling in the Abyss, is a Spirit like a Thought, and being gone 2. Text. out, findeth its Mother the Feeling. So the Feeling is a Magia, and the Will a Magus.

2. The Feeling is Inoperative, but the Will a Life without Original. So may be considered Nature and the Spirit of Nature, to have been from Eternity.

Thus the Will ruleth the Feeling, for the Feeling hath a moving, desiring Life 3. Text. without Understanding, and the Will doth therewith what it will; therefore we apprehend the Eternal Will-Spirit to be God, and the Eternal Feeling to be Nature, the Eternal Will-Spirit is the knowing of the Abyss, and the life of the Feeling, an Eternal knowing of the willing.

1. The Will is no Substance but Lord in it, which Substance defineth Substance. The desiring is a strong Magical attracting of Substance, and an Eternal proceeding Life.

2. And because this Magical Impregnation hath no Substance, it self is a Voice or Word in the Original of the Spirit, in which Word is a Will, and the Life of the Original going into Nature, opening the unintelligible Life of the Magia, which is the Mystery of Substance, the Abyssal Wonder, where Infinity of Lives are generated.

3. Of this the Threefold Spirit is Matter, of whom the Word is the Heart. And the Spirit of the Word in the first Will (vix.) God, openeth the Eternal Life (vix.) Nature.

4. In the knowing of the Spirit Life, the Divine Substance or Heart of God is generated from Eternity to Eternity.

Thus apprehend we both, what God and Nature are, and both, in an Abyssal Endurance from Eternity in Eternity.

1. The two Eternal Substances are not separated, but the Spirit life in itself is 5. Text. turned inward, and the Nature-life turn'd forward, like a Globe the Nature-life worketh to the Fire, the Spirit life to the Light and Glory.

2. In the one the continually fierce Spirit, in the other the generating of Water; their connaturals, gives a light, blue, or azure, or like a Chrysolite or Ruby and Chrysolite, &c.

3. Thus
A Brief Summary of the Earthly and Heavenly Mysteries.

3. Thus we may see that the Will can create a Source, out of the Magick Substance or great Mystery, especially in the Fires Property, which before the awakening lay hidden, as did the Devils; for in the Eternal Nature lyeth the Turba, though unawakeable, whilst the Creatures in the fierceness do it.

4. Also we see when the Eternal Nature awakened itself with the creating, the Wrath also awakened, in some Creatures more evidently, as in poisonous Herbs, evil Trees and venomous Creatures; as Toads, Serpents &c., which the Eternal Nature loatheth, and would to forlack, spewing it out, that the Malignity may stand in its own anguish Mystery.

5. Text.

1. The desire every Will hath of Purity without Turba from without (though it hath the Turba in it self) is the cause of loathing, and that the stronger ruleth and oppresseth the weaker till it become Monarchy, which Nature must acknowledge to be in its Essence. Yet was not commanded in the Beginning by the Highest Good.

2. And whereas the seeking in the beginning, was by one parting itself into many: So the Multiplicity seeketh the one again, and findeth it when a Lord shall be generated governing the whole World through many Offices which shall be in the hour of the Worlds Creation, the sixt day in the Afternoon, when the purity shall drive out the Turba for a time, till the beginning pass into the end, and then is the Mystery shew’d in various Figures.

6. Text.

1. Seeing from the Eternal Nature all evil and good have proceeded; by that it appears the one Property hath lufted and magically produced the other; for Gods Spirit hath not predestinated the evil

2. And in the four Colours lye the great secretes. viz: Blue, Red, Green and Yellow; the White is Gods Colour, which only suffifteth in the fire. The Black is only a Vail.

3. So in Languages, are first that of Nature, then Hebrew, Greek, Latine, and the fifth the Spirit of God, the Opener of all Alphabets. But the multiplicity of Speeches or Languages sprout and grow all against or contrary to the Tree.

7. Text.

1. From what hath been written resulteth the Original of two Religions, out of which Babel and Antichrist are generated. In Heathens Jesus and Christians. The Heathen going forward out of themselves and their own seeking, into the Magia of Multiplicity, for outward Rule and Kingdoms, tho’ Gods free will rebuke them, the Magus of the Multiplicity not comprehending the will of the Unity, is an Idol, and a Malignant Devourer; for the will hath its Treasure in the Multiplicity, because by Lucifers Apostasie the Magia of Nature is eager after falshood.

2. Hence spring Covetousness and Wars. But those that went away from the seeking of Perdition, into the Light of Nature, tho’ they knew not God, yet liv’d in purity; the Spirit of the Liberty led those Children of the Free-will into the Mystery, as may be seen by the Wildom left behind them.

3. Thus also the Jews and Christians, whose wills were pyty’d by their Covetous Magia, whilst their Hands only are about the works of Gods Law, do Crown the Whore, Generate Antichrist, and Build Babel.

8. Text.

1. As there are two Magia’s, that of the Unity, and that of the Multiplicity: So there are two Magi in Man, viz. The Spirit of God, and that of Reason, into which the Devil infinuates.

2. Hereby may Man most clearly try himself to which of these is his longing.
Of the Divine Vision or Contemplation.

But Man, being Magical, hath might, by sincere earnestness to subdue his Starry Spirit, by a temperate, sober and quiet Life, with continual giving up to the will of God, and going out of the Influxes to evil Lusts and Passions, which is effected not without great Toil, fiery Tryals, continual Sacrifice of the Fleshly Will, and working in the Will of God. To which the Lord help us.

Of the Divine Vision or Contemplation.

CHAP. I. Reason, Because it feeth not God with the outward Eyes, and observeth the Good and Vertuous, go often afflicted to the Grave, faith there is no God.

Answer. Reason is a Natural Life, and hath a Natural Will, yet proceedeth out of the Supernatural.

1. It willeth evil, and judgeth itself for it, fearing a Judgment which it feeth not, this is the reproof of the unclean and unapprehended God.

2. When it suffereth wrong, it hopeth for Rest in that which Created it.

3. Thus God reproving the evil in the Conscience, draweth the Sufferer by suffering to hate itself, and the Natural Will, and return, that it may attain the Supernatural Life, out of which it is gone forth.

Argument 2. Seeing God is the beginning of all things why is opposition permitted, and not the Good only to be in all?

Answer. Contrariety manifest contraries; for were a thing only one, without separableness, it would have no Motion, Knowledge or Skill; for one only thing hath nothing in it to make more than one only thing perceptible.

2. And had not God, who is one only subsistence and Will, brought himself forth out of the Eternal Wisdom in the Temperature into Divisibility, and that the same Life flooded in strife, how would his hidden Will be revealed to himself?

3. The strife is in the departed several wills, going into infinite variety, from one only Hurry or Root. The Mind, as a Tree or Fountain, is not broken, but entire; but the Exit of the Thoughts or Senses is it only that divides into evil or good, as Twigs or drops.

Argument 3. What good ariseth from this, that with the good there must be an evil?

Answer. The evil opposite will, causeth the good to press again after its Original.

1. God, so far as he is called God, can Will nothing but himself, and what he willeth floweth out from him, as his Copy or Counterpartature, which is divided and compressed into subsistence.

2. So also if Man's Mind did not flow forth, it would have no Senses nor Thoughts, nor know itself, nor ought else.

3. Now if in the Centres of the Thoughts, representing the Mind, there were only one will, and no will contrary, how would the Wonders of the Divine.
Divine Wisdom be figur'd; for the Mind is an Image of the Divine Revelation.

4. From the strife of Contraries exist Substances; thence also the will is caused to sink down from tormenting Anguish into the Eternal Rest, its Original, whence Faith and Hope. That Nature being voluntarily over-laden, may be freed from Vanity into a clear Chrysaline Nature; and then it will appear that Nature was subjected, because the Eternal Power might introduce it self into Forms and Perception by Separation.

5. Wisdom must be manifest through Folly, and Eternal Stability be known in Mortality; for the Mortal is only a Play, Scene or Object of the right Life, and the wise breaketh the folly, dying to it, and giveth its will to God, tho' it be not delivered till it come to the Grave, nor is the Mortal Body of the wise to be regarded, for he that Buildeth on the Flesh shall of the Flesh Inherit Perdition.

CHAP. II. Argument I. Seeing the Mind and Senses, or Thoughts is a beginning Natural Life subject to Corruption, how may the Super-sensual Divine Life be in this Life?

Answer, Tho' Mans Life is a Form of the Divine Will, and its Imaged Word, yet by the Devil and Temporal Nature it is soyled in its Earthy Image: Now in three Principles. The first according to its true Original in the Exit of Divine Knowledge, which in the beginning was a Temperature or sensible working of the Divine Power, a Paradise. But the fierce wrath of the Devil drove it into Dismalitude and Inequality, wherein the Multiplicity strove against the Unity. When this was done the Wisdom of God, viz. his Substantial Will or second Principle disappear'd.

1. The Eternal Abyssal Will of the Life or cause of the Motion of the holy substance had perverted it self to Earthiness, Gods Kingdom became (as to it) extinguished, and the third Principle (viz. that of the Constellations and four Elements) took place, making the Thoughts and Senses Earthy, and the Body Gross and Ethereal, and the Life to seek rest in Mortality, and to be its own God; who by this domineering became foolish. And when this fragil Kingdom breaketh (as a Vapour) the Life continueth as a Contrariety, and becometh an unquenchable painful Fire in the dark Property.

2. But the great Love of God, instantly after the Apostacy, came, and still continueth to help, breathing it self again into the disappear'd Divine Property, and into all the three Properties of the Human, even to the Thoughts and Senses, breaking the will of self and of the Devil, and hath brought the holy Life through Death and the Devil a reproach, and showing how the Eternal one can rule mightily over the Multiplicity, and give an open Grace Gate for us poor Men to enter the Life of Christ.

3. We are therefore to come with our captivated will out of the Prison of Earth Rom.7,12,18 and Self, and solely sink down into this Incorporated Grace, which pressed from one, viz. the first Man upon all, and with the resign'd will sink down into the Hypothesis, Superficial, Unsearchable Eternal one, into the ground out of which Life first sprung, and then it reacheth the Temperature and true Rest.

Argument. How can a Man do that, (viz. that last above written) being the Scripture faith, The first Man is made to a Natural Life to rule the Creatures, therefore must the Life go into the Earthy Properties.

Answer
Answer 1. The Humane Life is set in a reflex Image of the Divine Will, in and with which God willeth, and the Ear thy Creatures are set in a representation of the Humane.

2. And though Mans Life was set in Nature, yet it was in the Temperature. Without Christ we can do nothing, but if Man link into the Incorporated Grace of God, and in Divine Hope rest from self-will, and work, and resign its will to work only what God speaketh, it is beyond Nature: And the Abys God himself speaketh through him, and manifesteth himself in and with him, thus new-born in Christ, who now ruleth over the outward Reason Life.

3. Till this be done Man is no Child of Heaven, but his will an Apostate just as the Devil and his Body an evil Beast, and gathereth not with Gods Incorporated Grace, but scattereth.

4. As an Herb without Sap is burnt by the Sun, while the Herb that hath Sap is warm’d. So if Mans Essence hath not Enr from Gods Love and Meekness, it impresteth it self into a fierce, wrathful, fiery Sharpness, and the Mind is totally rough, covetous, envious and stinging.

5. Yet if the fiery Life eat of the Divine Love, it is no more receiveth as the Fires Property is, but giving and working good in all, as the Property of the Light, for having eaten of the Bread which cometh down from Heaven, it is quickened by it.

The Sun in a hard Stone (where the Water is coagulated) cannot work, as in Metals, Herbs and Trees, because his Light and Vertue penetrateth not, lo is it in this.

CHAP. III. How Nature representeth and maketh visible the Divine Eternal and Abyssal Knowledge.

1. The Word is the Efflux of the Divine Will and Knowledge; as the Thoughts and Senfe are of the Mind, yet the Mind remaineth totally but one. So the Word was, is and ever will be the Eternal Beginning, floweth out, and revelation of the Eternal one.

2. And the Wisdom is the Eternal out-flown Beginning, and cause of all Powers, Colours, Vertues and Properties.

3. Their Powers are again an Efflux into the various Self properties, whence come the Multiplicity of Wills, thence the Creaturely Life of the Eternal springeth, viz. Angels and Souls.

4. Not that Nature and Creature is here, but the Spirit of God sporteth himself in forming Similitudes of the Powers of the Wisdom; as doth the Mind with reflex Images, which are the Thoughts; and every Property hath its own Separator, as hath the Eternal Unity; whereby the Efflux of the Unity becomes perceptible in Infinite Multiplicity.

5. For the Efflux sharpeneth it self superlatively by the Magnetick longing of the receiving Powers; in the fiery kind wherein the Eternal One becomes Majestick and Light. And the inkindling through Fire makes it a Kingdom of Joy. The visible World with its Hofs, is the out-flown word of Fire, Light and Darkness separated by the Officer of Nature, who hath imprinted each Body according to its own Property.
Of the Divine Vision or Contemplation.
Of the Twofold Life in the Representation of the Divine Will.

1. The Eternal is the sensible Life in the Eternal Fire and Light, a spark of the
out-flown or out-breathed will of God, bound to will nothing but the out-breathed
will of God, a Separator and Instrument of God's Omnipotent Glory, where-
with he will rule all things, having therefore given it Divine Understanding.
2. The Temporal and Mortal Existence, is the Efflux of the Separator of all
Powers call'd the Soul of the World, making the visible Creatures such a Simili-
tude, as wherein the Spiritual World of Fire, Light and Darkness beholdeth it
self; hidden in and working through the Elementary World. But the Visible
possession not the Invisible so as to be chang'd thereinto, but is only an Instru-
ment whereby the Inward Powers Image themselves, as in Herbs, Trees, Me-
tals, &c.

Of the Threefold Spirit in the Growing Powers.

1. The outward Spirit is the gross Brimstone, Salt and Mercury, which
coagulating itself in the four Elements, and by drawing the Spiritual Separator to
it, the Signature is instantly perform'd.
2. The second Spirit or Quintessence hath a Centre of its own, viz. a Root of
the four Elements, being the Meek Joy of the painful Brimstone and Salt Spirit,
nourished from within of the Light of Nature, and from without of the subtle
Power of the Spirit of the World, which fifth Essence, is the right cause of all
Vegetation, and such a Joy of Nature as the Sun to the Elements.
3. The third's the Tincture, of which see Chap. 12. of the three Principles.
The Tincture is that wherein all Powers lie in equality, a Spiritual Fire and
Light in one substance, a Paradise, the Mansions of Divine Power, and of the E-
ternal Soul, known to the Creature only in the Regeneration, and to no ungodly
one, for such drive on a fallible will.
4. It is not Elementary, but issueth through the gross Elementary Spirit, even
into Taste and Smell. But the Elements are a cause of the motion of the Tincture;
the sharpest of the Smell is Elementary, but the virtue in the Smell is the Tinc-
ture which in Medicines Cureth; for it imprinteth itself in such Balmam.
5. As the voice to the Fig-tree, Be thou withered, did not that Miracle, but the
Power whence the voice proceeded. As neither is the Confession of a thing Faith,
but that Intellectual Power is Faith out of which the Confession proceedeth
wherewith God's Spirit Co-worketh.
6. Thus all whatsoever, whether evil or good, represent in their several Prop-
erties the hidden Spirit of the Separator of all things, and the Elementary is the
Efflux of the Tincture, and Spiritual World, for the visible, moveable, material
World is the substance of the invisible, immovable, spiritual World.
7. So the dregs of the Efflux out of the darkens is become sharp, stern and
gross, and hath coagulated itself into Matter, even unto the droisty Earth. So
out of the Light cometh the Noble Tincture of Love, Mildness, Softness, Sweet-
ess. Yet in hard Bodies as of precious Stones, Metals, Trees, &c. is a high
Tincture, as we see the greatest sweetness in Marrow.
8. God, distinct from his moving manifestation, is the greatest meekness, but
in his motion is called a God in Trinity, for here the Divine will make it self
an Object, viz. the Wisdom through which the Original of all things descend-
ed.
9. Now all things in the World that are soft, meek, rare or transparent, as
Air and Water is without pain, and according to the unity of Eternity.
10. And
Of the Divine Vision or Contemplation.


11. Thus the Tincture hideth itself in the hardnes, but In transparency is alike equal to all things; as in Water and Air. But the dry Water is the pearly Matter, where centred the subtle potent Unity.

12. Therefore seek not the grand Secret in soft, without the fiery Kind. For as Rare and Transparent is next the Unity, so the fiery Hardnes is a dry Unity and Temperament, and the noblest Concret of divine powerful Manifestation, because where the Will is rent, relis no great Might; for there the Tincture is volatile, whereby a Cure is attempted by the Salt or Soul only, without the Spirit, which unites not the Life's Enmity, but kindles its Contrariety.

But unite the Properties in the Love, to have ye the Pearl of the whole World.

CHAP. IV. Of the Will of God flowing OUT, and in the perceptibility IN again into the ONE.

John 1. 11, &c. He came into [or unto] his own, &c. In which words lyeth the Divine Manifestation, viz. the hidden Power or Speaking Word of the Unity, out-floven into his own the Creatively Word, or averted Will of Flesh and Blood; which Self-power received not the Efflux of Divine Grace, but would be its own Self-lord, for it cannot inherit the Filiation.

But that Will which turneth itself about and coigenerateth with the Unity, hath Power to become the Child of God. For it is like or equal to all things which God willeth and worketh.

Hujus Argumenti hic scriptae Hus Autor & Nil amplius

Y y 2 A Brief
A Brief Explanation of the Knowledge of God, and of all things, also of the true and false Light.

1. The hidden God out-breathing his distinguishable Power, made his speaking Word substantial, by creating the Body, Soul and Spirit of Man, who is an Abstract of all the three Principles, and an Image of the speaking and spoken Word.

2. Whereo great knowledge of all things is in Him, as to know the composition and dissolution of Nature; for every Creature can see into its Mother, those of the Elements into the out spoken Word.

3. So Man, after the manner as the out-breathing of the Eternal Will introduces itself into the manifold Properties of Love and Anger, Good and Evil, and can frame itself into the multiplicity of Properties, those into the desire, and that into substance, forming its Self will out of the great Mystery.

4. So, if in this out-speaking there were no Divine Free Will, the speaking would be under compulsion, void of longing delight, and be finite and incoherent, which is not. But a breathing of the Abyss and Eternal Stines, distributing itself into Powers, and in them a several Self-will existeth, whence originated Nature, and the creaturely Life, with their various centers, impressions, magnetick desires, perception and bodies, according to the manner of the third Principle of Divine manifestation, producing bodies evil and good, manifold Earths, Salts, Stones, Minerals, in which the three Principles are mixt, where every Centre breatheth it self, yet all originate out of the Eternal One.

5. The first Centre is the out-breathing of the Abyss, God bringing himself into Trinity.

The second Centre is called the Wisdom of God, through which the Eternal Word breatheth itself into Infinity of multiplicity, and that into longing delight, the delight into desire, the desire into Nature and Strife, and Strife into Fire. And through the dying of the Self-hood through Fire into the Light, the which Light is a second Principle, and true great Mystery. And the Fire is the first, (v.i.q.) the Eternal Nature.

6. The first giveth Soul; the second Spirit, and this Lights Power through the Fire is the Mother of the Eternal Spirits, Angels and Souls of Men. Also the hidden Spiritual Angelical Power-world, the Mother of the outward World.

The third Centre is the Verbum fiat, the natural Word of God, the separator and maker of all Creatures in the inward and outward World. The same Speaker hath out of the Fire, the Light and the Darkness, made it self material, moving and perceptible, out of which existed the third Principle, the Visible World, the life and substance whereof is come out of the Eternal Nature the Fire, and out of the great Mystery the Light, also out of the Darkness, which is the separation of Fire and Light, Love and Eternity, Good and Evil, Joy and Pain.

7. There are two sorts of Fire and two sorts of Light, (v.i.q.) according to the dark impression a cold Fire, and a false Light, originating in the stern sight and imagination, defiring a Self-will dominion.

The second Fire, is a hot Fire and true Light, originating in the Eternal One, in the substance of Divine Geniture, and that Light thineeth in the Darkness, and illustrateth it; standing in a perceptible Life. The Life of Man is in it, and he is the Light of the World.

8. Therefore
8. Therefore should Man lift up the Eyes of his understanding, wherein God's Light desireth to shine into him, and not be like a Beast which hath a temporary Light in a finite Separator, in which Man's palpable Body is.

9. For his Spiritual Body is the true substantial word of Divine Property, in which God speaketh and imageth himself; into which, if Man giveth not up his own will, he is more hurtful to himself than the rude Earth, which yieldeth to be made what its Separator will.

10. But from the Devil False Will, a false Light hath raised a false Separator, in which the Stars and Elements have dominion.

11. In this Man finding no quietness, seeks his first Native Countrey; for the true Man finds himself oppressed with a monstrous Separator environed with Enemies, as a Rose in a bush of Thorns.

12. Yet all his seeking brings not any true Life, unless Grace become awakened, to do which Man must sink down into a willing of nothing but Grace, that it may overcome and mortifie him as the Sun doth the night.

13. In that true Light the Man may see himself, and the separation of everything and work magically and divinely, if he see the breathing, in its inward ground, according to the manner of speaking, how out of one all proceed, and one Centre out of another.

14. Reafor lighted at this Sun, is the true house of Knowledge, else but a Constellation of the Visible World; all other seeking out of the resignation to the Divine Love, Grace and Will, is a Shadow; for it cannot know how God hath through his Word made himself perceptible, findable, creatural and formal.

15. He is the Bottom and Bottomless, and to the Creature in its ability as a nothing, yet through all Nature and Creature is the somewhat wherewith he makes himself visible both according to Time and Eternity.

All things, even the four Elements, exist from the Divine Imagination.
CHAP. I. Of the Signature, what it is, and that it lies exactly in the Mind of Man.

1. Every thing spoken or taught of God without knowledge of the Signature is dumb; for it is not sufficient to my understanding that I hear and read what another teacheth and writeth of God, unless his Similitude and Signature by entering into mine own, imprinteth it really and fundamentally, for so only hath he the Hammer that strikes my Bell.

2. Hence we know, all Human Properties have one only Root; for one like tone catcheth and moveth another, either in good or evil, and doth assimilate into one Form, one Will, one Spirit and Understanding.

3. The Signature is no Spirit, but the receptacle: As a prepared Lute is dumb till toucht by the Spirit of the Will, and what strings he toucheth found according to their property.

4. The Signature lies so well compos'd in Man, that he wants only the true Spirit of the high might of Eternity to strike his Instrument, if that be quickened in Man, and doth or the Mind, so speaketh the Mouth.

5. Man hath the Forms of the three Worlds in him, being the compleat Image of God, and there are three Masters contest for his Form in his Incarnation, but the predominant only tunes his Instrument, and the other two lie hid; and as soon as he is born, his innate genuine Form appears by his words and conversation: And so great is the difference in the procreation, that one Brother or Sister doth not as the other.

6. Yet one Fiat doth not alwaies keep the dominion; for sometimes an Evil Man, is by a contra tune, (viz.) the meek, loving Spirit of a Good Man, moved to cease his in quity and repent, his hidden Lute or Form being played upon. Contrariwise, in a Good man is stirr'd up the Form of Anger by the Wrath-Spirit of a wicked man: So is the will broken by the coming of a stronger will: As the bitter four quality of the fruit, is by the potent influence of the Sun made pleasant. And as a good Herb receiving a contra Essence from a bad Soil, cannot sufficiently shew its real genuine vertue; but if replanted into a good Soil, its vertue and smell is recovered. Thus a wild Beast, being over-aw'd and tam'd, hath another property, unless its innate Form be stirr'd up. Also we see the inward gives external Character of Good or Evil in Man, Beasts and Vegetables. The Form and Sound in Animals, the smell and taste in Herbs and Flowers, &c. shewing, to what it is good and profitable.

7. And because by the desire found and voice all Creatures shew the inward Spirit, Man may know both them, himself, and the Essence of all Essences; wherein lieth the greatest understanding. The Signature is the Language of Nature; for every thing sheweth its Mother giving will to the Form.

CHAP.
CHAP. II. Of the Combat in all Beings. Of Antipathy and Sympathy. And of the Corruption and Cure of each thing.

1. The opposition of one Being to another causeth pains and sickness, yet if this were not, Nature would not be revealed, but be an Eternal Stilness; for the contra Will makes the motion and seeking. The Cure is, when the Will findeth its assimilate, and therein its satisfaction and highest joy and rest. As every pallated desireth to taste its like.


3. The satisfaction of the Will is the Liberty, which if it seek outwards, it attracteth Darkness, but if it enter inwards, the Lustré of the Liberty shineth, and satieth the Anguish, extinguishing the Wrath.

4. No joy can arise from the still nothing; for we see that from the poisonable Gall ariseth joy and sorrow, because therein is the twofold Will, one to the Fire, the original of Nature, the other to the Light, which is the Cure and Liberty of the Will, and if obtained, maketh triumphant joy.

5. The Properties lie in the Essence, as a well tuned Instrument with many strings, which stand still, and the Spirit, (vix.) the Egress is the real life; he may play as he pleaseth to Evil or Good, to Love or Anger. The Properties are one in another as one, but sever themselves being different; and when they enter one the other, comes Enmity and a flagrant. As when the Sun harrieth up the Fires Form in the Saltnire, that Ethereal blaze penetrateth the cold Salt Spirit, and di-mayeth it; whose infant flight causeth the Thunder claps, by opening the astringent Chamber, whence follows a cool Wind with Hail and Rain.

CHAP. III. Of the Grand Mystery of all Beings.

1. Without Nature God is a Mystery, an Abyssal Eye of Eternity, and the same Eye is a Will to manifestation. (1.) To Nature. (2.) To Virtue, Power, and Joy.

2. The desire is egreßive, and the Egress is the Spirit of the Will, a moving forming the infiniteness of the Mystery, and this Signature or Form is the Eternal Wisdom of the Deity.

3. Here is understood the Trinity, but how the Will ariseth in the Abyss, which is called Father, we must not know, but distinguish the Deity from Nature, namely, how the Deity manifesteth itself with the Eternal Generation.

4. God is a pure Spirit, and the Eternal Nature is his Corporeal Essence. The external Birth is a similitude of the dark Fire and light World, and each Property has its Mother. The Soul feeth the inward Eternal Nature: The Spirit of the Soul feeth the Angelical and Light World: The Sidereal Spirit feeth the Birth and Property of the Stars and Elements.

5. The Essence of this World consists of Sulphur, Mercury, and Salt. Sul is the free Lube of the Eternal Abyss, in the Internal Sul is God, and Phur is Nature, (vix.) the Eternal Nature, a hard attraction the cause of Fire, and Sul the cause of the Lustré in the Fire, but the Light rieth not in the Sulphur alone: but in Mercury is the dividing made, and its true realbody is Salt.

6. The
6. The Astringency makes gross Stones, &c. Mercury and the Lubet Metals. And of the freeing from the wrath by the light and meekness comes the precious Stones, Gold, &c. for all things consist in these three Forms, Sulphur, Mercury and Salt, as well the inward heavenly Quirets, as the very Plants and Stones, all stand according to its first fude, boiling or vegetation.

CHAP. IV. The Birth of the Stars, &c.

1. There are seven Forms in Nature, which yet principally consist in three; viz. Astringency, Compunction and Anguish; according to which there are seven Planets, and no more, and seven Metals fixt. The Temporal Spirits hunger gaineth a Temporal Body; and the Eternal Spirits hunger an Eternal Body; both in each other, but distinct, as Time and Eternity.

2. In Saturns Property the Lubet makes Lead, and according to the Water, Salt; according to Saturns mortal Property, Earth, Stones, &c. according to the Liberty in Saturn, Gold, which he keeps shut up. See verse the 27th to the 34th.

3. There is in Man, (1.) The Divine Golden Man. (2.) The inward holy Body from Fire and Light, like pure Silver, if not corrupted. (3.) The Elemental Man like Jupiter. (4.) The Mercurial growing Paradisical Man. (5) The Martial Soul-like Man. (6.) The Venerine, according to the outward desire. (7.) The Solar, a fear of the Wonders of God.

4. Mercury in the internal was as the Word by which God created.

5. Mars, his impression is Anguish, causing the Love-will to separate from him, which is called God, but the Anguish is God's Anger or Wrath of the Eternal Nature.

6. Venus Metal is Copper, receiving its toughness from Saturn, its redness from Mars, tho' Mars his Metal be Iron. But Sol may tincture Mars and Venus into Gold; for Venus longeth after Sol her Mother, her Joy; whence she hath a peculiar smiling twinkling Aspect.

7. The Sun is a figure in the outward World of the heart of God, each thing longeth after the Sun in Sulphur, being the universal Tincture; and what the first desire with Saturns impression makes evil, the Sun restores to be good; causing a pleasant temperature blooming and growing in all Creatures.

CHAP. V. Of the Sulphurian Death, and how the Body is revived, &c.

1. Man was created good according to, and out of the three Worlds. But the inward Lubet generated in the Centre, (viz.) the fire (wherein stands the Life) by Luft enkindled the Divine Meekness, wherein Joy consisteth, turning from Eternal Liberty to Time, from the one pure Element into the four Elements.

2. Then did the Precious Gold of Heavenly Corporality, which tinctur'd the outward Body, disappear, then also the dominion of Time destroyed its own contrived Spirit, and so the Body paffed away and died.

3. The only Remedy is, that Gods Love, Desire, Essentiaity and Divine Water, enter again into, and quench the Souls Wrath-Fire. For Mans Salvation consisteth in his full unfeigned desire after God, to rileth the Meekness, and Love tinctureth Death and Darkness in the four Elements, and fever from the New Man, who and the Heavenly Body remaineth only in itself. So is it done in the transmutation
CHAP. VI. Of the generating Difference and Vegetation caus’d by Water and Oyl.

1. All life and growth consist in the Lubet and the Desire. The Lubet is out of the Liberty, so God hath the free Lubet, needeth nothing: Himself (as far as he is called God) is all. But the Desire is a hunger stirring up the Lubet to manifestation; so the Lubet is the hunger Food and Essence.

2. The free Lubet or Essence giveth an Oyl, and the Desire giveth a life to the Oyl; the Oyl is a Light, the Desire giveth the Fires Property, so that it shineth. In the Desire ariseth the Natural Spirit, in the Lubet the Supernatural, which yet is belonging to Nature: not spontaneously, but from its meek resignation to the Desire’s Property.

3. But a twofold Property ariseth out of one Spirit, thus, a fiery, according to the Property of the Desire, and a joyful lucid according to the Liberty.

4. The fiery giveth in its water Essence, a sharpness or saltness, and from the fiery its anguilla, Brimstone; whence are Stones, Earth and Metals.

5. The Oleous Property gives Meekness (viz.) Vegetation, what the raging Mercury spoils, the Lubet of the Love-Oyl heals; thus Good and Evil are in each Life; the Evil comes when the Hunger Spirit too much impresseth its own Form, so that it cannot receive the free Lubet to appeale its Hunger. Whereas Nature’s Property should be sincerely inclined to God’s Love Ens, that it become not a dark raging poisonful Hunger, but a Love-CFire, which is called God’s Nature; for the hungry fiery desire is God’s Anger, in the outward his Fire, but in the inward where it doth energize in the free Lubet, it is the Divine Desire, whence joyfulnes proceeds.

6. All sharpnesses of taste is Salt, all smell proceeds of Sulphur: and Mercury dignifieth all Motion in taste, smell and power.

7. In the strongest poisonful Mercury lyeth the highest Tincture, but not in its own Property, but in an Oyl from the Light, which is its Food. If this be sever’d from him, it is a mighty potent inkindler, a lifter up of all sick, fainting, weak, obturated lives; for in this Oyl is the joyful Life, a hunger after Life. So in a Toad, Viper, Adder, &c. lyeth the highest Tincture, if the oily Substance be reduced from the wrath of Mercury.

CHAP. VII. How Adam and Lucifer were Corrupted through Imagination, &c.

1. WHEN Adam was Created, the Light of his Life shone in the pure Oyl of Divine Essentality: but, by his Fall, Mortal Water penetrated, so that his Mercury became a cold Poison, which was before, an Exaltation to joyfulnes. So came darkenes into his Oyl, and he died to the Divine Light, drawn thereto by the Property of the Serpent; for, in the Serpent the wrath Kingdom and outward also, was manifest, whole subtlety Eve desired.

2. For as much as the Serpent is not out of the Eternal Ground (as Angels and
the Souls of Men) but out of the Beginning where Fire and Light fever, Eve should not have gone with her desire out of Eternity into time, and be a Selfish, but with a desire resign'd to God, to the quiet, still, meek Liberty; for each Hunger maketh it self an Essence, according to the Property of the Hunger.

3. The Devil went with his desire into himself, into the Property of the Centre, for look the Eternal Lubet of Love, and became a Poisonful Mercury, or as an anxious Fire as Wood burnt to a Coal, a dark glowing without Oyl or Water in it, whence springeth a stinging Envy in his Lives Forms, where one Form hates the other in his aspiring Pride. Out of the free of which Properties, when God said, Let all sorts of Beasts come forth, each according to his Kind or Property, then came out of the divided Evil Properties, Vipers, Serpents, Toads, &c. Not that the Devil made them, but that there, where God and the World fever, the inward Wrath (according to which God is called a Consuming Fire) manifested it self in External figures of the inward wrath Kingdom.

4. And because Adam died to God, and lived to Death, it was necessary God should regenerate him, from the Essence of time, the Mortal Oyl; which God had Cursed (vix.) withdrawn from, to the Essence of Eternity, the Living Oyl which God's Love desire penetrateth. So doth the Womans Seed break the Serpent's Head, deprive the Wrath of its might, put it into Divine Joyfulness, the dead Soul ariseth: the Anger was Master, but in the Light is become a Servant.

From the 24th Verse exclusive to the End of the Chapter is de Lapide Philosophorum.

CHAP. VIII. Of the Seething and Growth in the Earth, and the Separation of the several Kinds of Creatures.

1. All things consist of a sulphurous Property. The visible as the likeness of the Eternal proceed in Generation according to the right of Eternity in the Limit of Measure, Weight and space of Time which is as a dead Instrument of Eternity. Now for accomplishing all, God hath substituted the Soul of the great World his Officer, and over him the understanding, wherewith he ruleth the Officer, shewing him the Severation, Degrees and Process; for Sulphur contains all, Mercury enliveth, and Salt impreffeth, and fixeth, that it fall not to Ashes.

Mercury by boiling in Sulphur, produceth two Forms, viz. One Oleous, from the Liberty of the Divine Power, the other Mortal from the dissolution of the Sal-nitral flagratt. Mercury is the Officers Faber, which in the Oily Property doth pullicate, willing always to fly from the Anguith as his Death: not to be captivated thereby, from which strife proceedeth Growth; in the Mortal Property it is the Life of Death, Hell and the Anger of God, but in the oleous good Property is a Heavenly Light.

3. And because the Essence of Eternity is hid in the anxious Mercury; these and the other Writings of this Author teach, how to bring the desire out of the poisonful Mercury into the inclod Essence of Eternity, and reaffume that for a Body, and thereby Tincture the Essence of time, and reunite the inward and outward World to have only one Will, viz. A Love Hunger; so that no Will to Evil can arise any more. And may be attained, like as we fee Eternity Travelling through time with longing to be free from Vanity, which when the Hunger of Mercury obtains, becomes joyful as pregnant, making the free Lubet Corporeal in him; whence come good Herbs, Metals, Silver, Gold, Pearls, &c. all according to the prevalency of one of the seven Forms of Nature, and the Boiling or Sude in each place.
CHAP. IX. Of the Signature, Shewing how the Internal doth sign the External.

1. THE Kingdom of God consists in Power and the outward visible World is a Figure or Signature of the Spiritual and Eternal Powers, both the inward and outward are especially in seven Properties or Forms, each the cause of the other, none is first or last of them.

2. That of the seven which is Superior in any Creature or thing chiefly signeth that Body and the other Forms adhere to it.

But the Artist with the true Mercury by subjecting the Superior and exalting an Inferior Property, may cause the Spirit to obtain another Will, giving other taste, odour, colour, found and shape than before; viz. Life and Good, or Death and Evil prevailing.

4. The Properties are Labourers in the Heavenly, Earthy and dark impression also. So the inward Mercury is the Eternal speaking Word both in the Holy Light World in the outward, and in the opposite perverse World.

5. That where Saturn is most potent is of colour greyish, black or grey, or whitish, Buds in Vegetables of touch hard, of taste sharp or salt, the Eye of a dark blew, a lean, long Body or Stalk. If it (as usually it doth) awaken Mars it-curbs the heighth, and is crooked, knotty bushy as in Oak shrubs.

6. Where Venus is next Saturn not hindered by Mars, the Sude in that Saturnin P. 35. Sulphur makes a tall great Man, Beast, Tree or Herb.

7. If Jupiter be stronger in Saturn than Venus, and both than Mars, it makes an 36. excellent fair, vertuous, potent Body of good taste, its Eyes whitish blue.

8. But if Mercury be betwixt Venus and Jupiter, and Mars weakeft, then is this Property in Saturn graduated in the highest Power and Vertue in word and work. If it be in Vegetables they are long, of middle-sized stalk, of curious form, fair, white or blue Blossoms, which if the Sun influenceth to yellow; and if Mars hinder not, be it in Man or other Creature, is Soveraign Universal Vertue, exempted from falle Influenches, but is rarely found, being near to Paradise.

9. But if Mars be next Saturn superior to Venus and Jupiter, and Mercury cast 37. an opposite Aspect, all is poyson'd, and the Creature prone to evil, which if the Moon also influenceth, Witchcraft is manifest.

10. If a Blossom be reddish shreakd with white, Venus is there; but if only reddish with dark streaks, a rough Skin on the stalk or Leaf, a leathrom taste, it obscureth Life; for there lodgeth the Basilisk. It is Pestifential, but if the Artist extracteth the Mercurial Poylon, and feedeth Mars with Jupiter and Venus, it becomes a Love-fire in Sol and an Antidote.

11. This Property makes the Voice or Sound gross, dull, yet inclining to be shrill by reason of Mars, saile and flattering, the Village hath red Pimpls or Streams in blinking, ruling or unsteady Eyes.

12. But if Mars be next Saturn, and Jupiter under it, Mercury weak, Venus opposite, it produceth good hot Herbs; for hot Difeases, rough and prickly, yet the stalk is fine and thin, the Flower brownish.

13. Saturn alone, hurteth in Mars-like Diseases; for it awakeneth Mercury in the cold Property.

14. Nor may the undigested hot Mars be used in which Mercury is inflamed, but both be first sublimed into Joy.

15. An Herb in the aforesaid Property grows not high, is rough in such degree as
as Mars hath strength in it, and to be used only externally, but the fine subtle part is expulsive, and near to Mans Life, being then most potent.

16. But if Mercury be next Saturn, and next him the Moon, and Venus and Jupiter beneath and weak, then all is Earthy at best, let M. be where he will; but if Mars be too near, is also poynous, unless Venus opposeth; by whose Power it hath a greenish Colour.

17. If Venus be next Saturn, and the Moon not oppos'd by Mars, and Jupiter be powerful, then in that Constellation all is pleasant, the Herb slender,ingle and soft, the Blossoms white, unless Mercury by Sol and Mars intermix yellow and red.

18. There are three Salts in Vegetables chiefly Medicineable which the Spirit of the Sun makes operative.

1. Salt of Jupiter of pleasant Smell and Taste inwardly from the liberty of the Divine Essence, and Externally of the Sun and Venus.

2. Salt of Mars is fiery, bitter and auffere.

3. Salt of Mercury is anxious and raging, inclined to heat and cold assimilating it self to each Property, where it is in Jupiter’s Salt, it causeth potent Joy.

19. In Mars's Salt it makes Pangs and Stitches and Woe. In Saturn’s Salt, Swellings, Anguish and Death, if not oppos’d by Jupiter and Venus, for they two oppose and temper Mars and Mercury, yet by Mars and Mercury is the Life in Jupiter, Venus and Sol, where-why should it be a fitness, thus is the worst as profitable as the best.

20. And when the Physician hath reconciled Mars and Mercury with Venus and Jupiter, that they all obtain one will, the Sun of Life will revive and correct the nauseat of the Disease into a pleasant Jupiter: This is only applicable to the Vegetative or Sensitive Soul of the Elementary Body.

21. The rational Soul hath its Distresses, springing from care and distress till it lead to heavines and Death, cured by removing the causes of that care. &c.

22. So Sin hath spoile the Mental Soul by Inflaming his Eternal Mercury, which with the surge of his Mars, burns in the horrible Impression of his Saturn; his Venus is imprisoned, his Intellectual Jupiter Infrusted, his Sun quenched, his Moon dark.

23. To Cure this he must with Venus the Love of God, and Jupiter the Divine Understanding, quench and appease the flaming Mercury, and raise Mars: So is the Soul Tinctured with Love, his Sun then increaseth and Jupiter rejoiceth; for Divine Love begateth a Divine Will so Tinctured as able to die to self-will, which Death doth again the nothing wherein is no Turbo to touch or hurt the Soul, who now both remember, know nor live, but according to the resignation.

24. Here doth Christ break the Serpent’s Head: and God becomes all in all.

25. It is possible to live without flesh, but very difficult to bring the inward into the outward as the Sun illustrated Water, because the oppositive which hath introduced wrath in the outward Body, it must die and outlive, and enter again into the nothing, into the beginning of the Creation out of which it departed with Adam.

CHAP. X. Of the Inward and Outward Cure of Man.

1. To Cure Man God brought not a strange thing into him, nor did cast away the Humanity, but with the like of that which was corrupted introduced a Dir-
infpoken; which was the Soul with the Properties of all the three Worlds; Fire, Light and Love.

2. Adam should have put his desire into the humble, meek, light and love, but he made himself the hunger after evil and good, and so could not Tincture his Fire-world and outward World with Love.

3. To restore Mans right Image God introduced the holy Mercury in the fiery Love-flame, with such a desire of Divine Essentiality as makes Divine Corporality; which rekindled the Light of the Eternal Sun in the Humane Property, so that the Humane Jupiter of Divine Understanding might again appear.

4. So is the outward Cure done, Mans Mercury was inkindled, a Mercury must Cure it, but that must first itself be inkindled in Venus and Jupiter, which also gives it the Sun's Property. Not with dark cold Saturn, unless first sweetly appears with Venus and Jupiter, so will the Sun shine in Saturn, and Death be chang'd into Life.

5. The knowledge how God restores the Universal, is learnt by study of the process of Christ from his first Incarnation to his Ascension. The essence of Venus shut up in Death, must be Baptized in the Water of the Eternal Essence: By which the Imprison'd Incentive (as Fire falling into Tinder) glowed. Then must the outward Food be withdrawn, and the hungry Desire be tempted, whether it will go into God, and be fed with Manna, (let the essence of time by resignation be subject to that of Eternity, and so posses the Elected Throne when Lucifer fell) or desire the Earthly Kingdom of Good and Evil, for outward Dominion: If its will remain in Gods Love-fire, the Water is turn'd to Wine, so is the outward Cure also done.

6. But before the Universal Restoration be manifest, all the seven Properties must be Crystallized, each Form by a peculiar process for taking their will in the wrath, and come into the Loves Property wherein is no Turba, all which Christ did in the Humanity before the Body was glorified.

7. When therefore the Frozen Mouth in Saturn of all the Properties is opened, and that Food given to their hunger wherein is no Turba, the flagrant of Joy in Love, diluets the wrath (and is as a Transmutation, but not first) the Angelical Properties appear in view.

8. In Christ's Temptation the speaking Mercury in the Light was given to the expressed Memory of the Fire Property; because Adam's Fire Property had quenched the Lights Property. Christ was tempted to depart out of the Resignation into a desire of selfish Property of worldly Avarice and Dominion, to the Knowledge and Kingdom of Good and Evil, where pain and wrath is manifest, but in the Resignation is fancied Love, and no Breach of Anger; as in the Light of the fire is no pain of Fire manifest.

9. The Mother and Womb of all Beings is Sulphur: Mercury is her Life, Mars her Son, Venus her Love, Jupiter her Understanding, Luna her Corporal Essence, Saturn her Husband.

10. In the Philosophick Work the Artificer raiseth in the first Kingdom the dead Apostate Child shut up in Saturn, opening by degrees Paradise again by God's permission.

In the second Kingdom Luna Corporally feeds; where the outward Memory hath not laboured: So Christ fed the 500.

11. In the third Kingdom Jupiter, Christ made Beast's wife; so the Artificer feeder the new Life up, the four Elements appear with all colours.

12. In the fourth Kingdom of the Mercurial Ore, Christ re-form'd the Dead, Dumb and Lepers; so the Artificer sees how Heaven covers it self from the Earth, and
and again sinks into it, Coloureth and Purifieth the Matter, appearing in Antimony.

14. In the fifth Kingdom Christ ejected the Devils; so the Artift will see how "Jupiter in Mercury," drives up a black twinkling fiery Vapour out of the Matter sticking like Soot, a hunger of the Poison in Mercury, the Devils Property.

15. In the sixth Kingdom Christ in Venus loved his, and humbly washed his Disciples Feet, gave himself up to be mock'd, beaten and crucified; so the Artift will see (as soon as the material Devil, the dark fiery Steam is gone) the Virgin very Glorious, which the Artift will be apt to think is the Philofophick Child, but in the Tryal finds it to be a Woman, not the Virgin with the Tincture of Fire and Light; for now Saturn, Mars and Mercury opposed, but Jupiter and Luna hold with Venus, but when the Power of wrath cometh, Luna changeth her will, viz. Colour, and cryeth with the common people (signified by her) Crucifie.

CHAP. XI. The Proces of Chrift's Suffering, Death and Resurreftion Symbolized in the Philofophick Work.

This whole Chapter consisting of eighty verses, being a profound purfuit, especially of the sixth Kingdom, and the Effence and alteration in the Symbolical Philofophick proccs to the Suffering, &c. of Christ, even from the almoft Triumphant Glory of the Philofophick Virgins Child, to his feeming Non-existence, and again a measure of restoration to Royalty, is not thought fit to be Abridged, but its entire Contenxture left to farther Contemplation ; to which the Reader is referred.

CHAP. XII. How the Seventh Kingdom, viz. the Sun is reviv'd.

1. When Christ died the Natural Death, it was for that Adam had brought his Humane and Sensitive Life, the out-spoken Word, into another Form and Sound than the speaking Word or Flat had spoken it, viz into a Self-th will, by which death of Christ, the true Humane Life fell again into the place whence Adam brought it, where Gods Ruling Spirit was the alone Life of it in all the three Principles, not to be longer to the Affrum of the four Elements, but in the pure Divine Element.

2. Christ was the Death of Death, bringing Life thence into Eternal Liberty. And whatsoever Jesus hath done through Christ, in his and my Humanity, he yet now to day doth in me.

3. The Proces is the Curfe, being descended into the seven Forms, of which the Life confiffeth; therefore as Christ was a Death to the Human Self-hood, yet the Humanity was not destroyed. So the seven must in the Philofophick Work be by Death brought to one Will and Desire in the Eternal Sol, from Strife to Love, yet remain in seven, as heated Iron, though shining as Light, is yet Iron.

4. Let the Artift consider how he may give Death to Death with the pure Life, and how to awaken the disappear'd captivated Life which is Heavenly; so that it may again receive the Fire-soul, and it worketh of it self.

5. And seeing it is not poiffible to bring the Earth to Heaven, the Heaven must be brought into the Earth, (viz.) The Soul must be overcome, and eat of Heaven will the nil he, till she endureth with her Desire into the Heaven; Essence; for the dear Love life dismayeth the Murtherer, and shineth in the Love-fire. So the seven
seventh Forms become unanimous, proceeding to the Universal, the Fundamental Knowledge whereof is apprehended only by such as enter into the Resignation of Christ, and to such, the way is Facile and Childlike.

CHAP. XIII. Of the Enmity of the Spirit and of the Body, and of their Cure.

1. THERE is a Vegetative Life consisting in the four Elements, a sensitive in the seven Forms of Nature, a rational in the Constellations, but the understanding proceeds from God arising out of the Eternal Nature, from the Oyl of the one Element, the free Lubet in the breaking Mercury.

2. The Enmity originates in the Mercuval Life, which consists in Sulphur hungering after Matter: which suffere hunger impresseth to Coldness or a cold Fire; (viz.) hardness, density and darkness, wherein it strives for Life; and in that Life is the heat inkindled devouring the cold of its Substance, generating Light, when all the Fire-Spirit dyeth; for the Life of the one is the Death of the other. So the cold fire continually without intermission by dying, becomes Life to the hot fire, and the hot fire by its strong hunger draweth, devoureth and lyeth by its Mother the cold, out of the impression whereof it had its Ens, which it letteth free into the Lubet of the Nothing: Thus the Fire is in the Light of the Lubet a Joy, and in the Darkness an aking Wo, yet without the one, the other could not be, as is demonstrated.


4. The only Cure must be a full and free resigning the Self-will into the first will, by dying to the eering will, and thereby become that to which God at first created him. Then will the pure Body of the Element (in which the Love-life of God's Spirit inkindleth in the Soul the resign'd will) make the disappear'd Body spring from the same pure Element, become the Mansion of the Soul, in a Paradisical budding or blooming Renovation.

5. The most high gave every Property at first a fixt Perfection, but the Curse brought the Turba. And now seeing God hath given us Power to become his Children, and rule over the World: Why not then over the Curse in the Earth, so as to open and let free the captivated Paradisical Powers.

CHAP. XIV. How the three Principles interchange generating Good and Evil, yet all remain as at first to manifest the Glory of God.

1. THE first Eternal Creatures Angels and Man, and unfixt Products of Time Vegetables and Animals are all one thing, differing according as the Properties impressed on them.

2. The Impressions is call'd Nature, and is the Mother and Manifestation of the Mystery; what hath been in the Eternal Will in both Centres according to Fire and Light, also according to Darkness and Ebbance in the Motion of the desire to a manifest Mystery out of Eternity into a time, which consisted in Sulphur, Mercury and Salt.

3. These
3. These Powers introduce themselves into Evil and Good by the seven especial Properties, when they are not in due Weight and Measure, but by the prevalency of one, the rest are captivated.

4. Whateuer exceeds or departs from the first order to which its Mother brought it forth, cannot go back and re enter with its depravity into the first Root and good State unless it die; So, and so only can stand again there, whence first it proceeded before it became Corporeal.

5. The lower Hemisphere is the first Principle, * Kingdom of Darkness. The upper part the Salniter. The Cross above the Circle the Kingdom of Glory. The Form of Separation between the Living and Dead Essentiality is the fifth Form, the Love-defire, or Love flame.

6. Sulphur is the Mother of the Creatures, arising out of the Darkness, Fire and Light; on the dark part it is Astringent, Bitter, Anxious; but on the part resembling the Deity, 'tis Fire, Light and Water. The Fire divides itself into Death, (vix-) Water, and into Life (vix-) Oil, wherein the true life of all Creatures in the external World consists.

7. Mercury is the Wheel of Motion in the Sulphur, on the dark part is a sting, and levers in the Fire in its Mother Sulphur into a twofold Water; in the Death of Fire, into a Living-light Water producing Silver in Brimstone in the seventh Property of Nature; but in the Fire its Water is quick silver, and in the dark Anguish 'tis rue and smock in it, it is also Poison.

8. Salniter is the Compriser of all Properties, Mother of all Salts in the Creatures, in those which grow in the Love-defire, 'tis potent and pleasant, in the Evil it's Eternal horror; ever aspiring above the Humility of Love. Whence is the Will of Pride, and of all Devils. It giveth weight, in Austereness, Earth, Sand and Stones, in the Water in Sulphur and Mercury, Flesh, in the Oleous and Love Property, a sweet Spiritual Essence, pleasant smell in the Fire and Light, the one Element, in the luftre, it gives the precious Tincture, in the Salnital flagrat is the fluid of growth and pullulation, it also holds Sulphur and Mercury from severing from each other, yet in the Salnital flagrat they pass into the four Elements.

9. The Properties are as so many hungry Desires, eating of their several likenesses: the hunger of Time eateth of Time, and that of Eternity, of Eternity: but Man's Original, being from two Principles may by dying to the dark Self-hood bring his hunger into God's Kingdom, and feast with the five Divine Sentences on the Divine Mercury. Yet so great was our Fall, that the outward Man apprehends this only by Imagination, though the inward Man penetrateth it, as the Sun doth Water, which yet remaineth Water.

CHAP. XV. How in the Will of the great Mystery a Good and Evil Will ariseth, and the one introduceth itself into the other.

1. The great Mystery was from Eternity, whence the one Element which also was from Eternity proceeded, in the Motion whereof, the free Lubet of Eternity proceeded, as a Spirit, which Spirit is God.

2. And in or from the desire to Nature the Properties proceeded, having their Root in the great Mystery, as Air out of Fire uncontrollably and incorruptibly.

3. In the desire of Essence in the one Element arose the four Elements with manifold Wills, whence variety and contrariety came, as Heat and Cold, Fire and Water,
ter, &c. each a Death to the other, all things under that Dominion are in a continual strife, dying and Emnity, no other way to be remedied but by the Death of the Multiplicity of Wills, and Resignation of all Self Wills and Lust to the one Will (viz.) the one Element, the right of Eternity, a dying to Self-fulness and Lust, which like a disobedient Child striveth against its Mother, and is its own Enemy and Deestroyer unless Mortified in the Death of the Lord Jesus.

4. The resign'd Will is not at all careful, save only to bring its desire into its Eternal Mother, and united with her, be it a Nothing, this the Self-will calls foolishness but the resign'd Will doth (as a potent Champion) continually bruise the Serpents head.

5. The Elemental and Sydereal Man is only the Instrument wherewith Man's Soul laboureth in the resign'd Will; for thereto it was Created, but the Soul in Adam makes it Lord and Master.

6. The resigned Will hath no rest in this Cottage, but is still in Combat, and the good Angels defend him from Satan's fiery Darts. (v.25.) The Doctrines of Christ's Satisfaction, which teach not also the Death to Self in Man, and resigning of the Will i.e. Obedience as a new-born Child, are flattery and words from without, not in the Speaking Voice of God, Christ's Dove which teacheth the bearing Fruit in Patience, budding forth always as a fair Flower out of the Earth.

7. The knowing Doctor and Disputant attaineth not as such, what the humble Herdsman by dying to his fallie Will doth; for a Christian is the most simple and plain Man upon Earth, having nothing of his own to lose, all being given up already, nor any thing to seek for himself, but for the Lord; being dead to himself, what he possesseth as an ownhood, is only as a Steward, Servant or Distributer.

8. But all arrogated Authority which is introduced to self-hood and extraduced it fell quite from God, is Sacriligious. The self-will generates it a Form according to the prevalency impressing most vigorously in the enmity of his innate depraved Nature, both inward and outward. But the resigned Will is formed by the Model of Eternity as an Instrument of Musick into the Love-harmony, where is no Turba, but the end of Nature, Rest; whence first it sprung a meer ravishing delight of all the Senses, where God is all in all.

---

CHAP. XVI. Of the Eternal Signature and Heavenly Joy, and why were produced Good and Evil.

1. W HAT God is in his Eternal unnoisatvie Generation, that is also the Creation, not in Omnipotence, but, like an Apple (which is not the Tree) to manifest the Glory which was in the Eternal Mystery. As one only Air melodieeth variously in several Pipes and Organs, sounding also in each Note, in some pleasant, in other harsh: Thus in Eternity is one only Spirit the Manifestor of all the Works of God.

2. The seven Superior Stars, and all the lesser, as so many Kingdoms, figure the Angelical Principalities, and most Inferior Existences as one Clockwork.

3. Let none therefore blame the Creator, as if he made it Evil; for the Creatures departure from the equal accord, makes that Evil which was very Good, as did Lucifer, who leaving the Harmony, brought him to the cold dark Fire, out of which is the hot Fires Generation. In the Holy he is Holy, to Angels and Men praise him in the might of Love, and Devils praise him in the might of Wrath; God's Wrath is his Joy, not as if he lived in impotency, but in Fiery Might, as a *The Devil. Potent
Potent King in the dark Principle in trembling Anguish. So in the Divine Angelical Creatures is a trembling Joyful:is, in the Holy Light and Fire of Love.

4. Thus is all a Fire in their fevered Properties, the one the Poison and Death to the other; yet if there were no Wrath, there would be no Love: as no Fire, no Light.

5. God, is himself all, but called God only according to the Light of Love, but in the Darkness a consuming Fire.

6. The Creature when departed out of the first Harmony, becomes an Enemy to the Being of all Beings. Even Hell and Nature in the Wrath Property is the Devil's Enemy; for that he would be Lord in that wherein he was not created.

7. Every Spirit of Angels and Man was created out of the two Eternal Principles, of Love and Anger, Light and Darkness in equal weight, and may take to itself a Lubet either of Good or Evil, and what Property the Will-spirit of the Creature awakeneth, by that it is ruled; for dying to the one, it liveth to the other.

8. He is elected that dyeth to Sin in Christ's Death, and by Divine earnest Desire breaking the Sinful Will, doth persevereth as by the new birth to rise in Christ's Resurrection. Christ calleth to gather, as the Hen her Chickens, but they would not, 'tis not said, they could not. He that blameth God, despiseth his Mercy introduced by him into the Humanity, and bringeth Judgment on his own Soul and Body.
Gods Election of Grace

Called

Predestination.

CHAP. I. What the Only God is, or the Sole Will what it is?

1. T H E A b y s s a l W i l l i s t h e F a t h e r . T h e c o n c e i v ' d i n n a t e W i l l o f t h e A b y s s the Son.

2. T h e E x i t o f t h e A b y s s t h r o u g h t h e c o n c e i v e d E n s, t h e H o l y S p i r i t.

3. T h e L o r d o u r G o d i s O n e o n l y G o d , t h a t n e i t h e r w i l l e t h n o r c a n w i l l E v i l , f o r i f h e d i d , t h e r e w e r e a R e n t i n h i m , a n d s o m e c a u s e of C o n t r a r i e t y , a s f a r a s h e i s c a l l e d G o d : * b u t h a t h ( a s t h e S u n ) o n e o n l y W i l l , t o g i v e o u t h i m f e l f i n L i f e and P o w e r t o a l l t h i n g s , a n d i s w i t h o u t g r o u n d , p l a c e o r t i m e ; t a k e a w a y N a t u r e a n d C r e a t u r e , a n d a l l i s G o d : f o r g o t h e o u t - s p o k e n W o r d , a n d y o u f i n d t h e s p e a k i n g W o r d .

4. T h e n e a r e s t w a y t o f i n d G o d , i s f o r M a n ( w h o i s h i s I m a g e ) t o s i n k d o w n f r o m a l l i m p r i n t e d I m a g e s , D i s p u t e s a n d S t r i f e , d e p a r t f r o m S e l f - w i l l , a n d D e s i r e : 

5. L e t M a n g o f o r t h f r o m a l l I m a g e s , w h e n h e w i l l u n d e r s t a n d t h e E t e r n a l s p e a k i n g W o r d ; b u t w h e n h e w o u l d k n o w w h e n c e E v i l a n d G o o d p r o c e e d e d , a n d G o d ' s c a l l i n g h i m f e l f a n a n g r y J e a l o u s G o d , l e t h i m l o o k t o w a r d s t h e E t e r n a l N a t u r e t o t h e o u t - s p o k e n W o r d , a n d t h e n t o N a t u r e , t h e B e g i n n i n g T e m p o r a l N a t u r e , w h e r e i n l y e t h t h e C r e a t i o n o f t h i s W o r l d .

CHAP. II. Of the Original of Gods speaking Word, &c.

1. C r e a t u r e l y R e a s o n t h i n k e s , G o d f r o m E t e r n i t y b y P r e d e f t i n a t e p u r p o s e r e s o l v e d h i s W r a t h o n s o m e s h o u l d r e v e a l h i s M a j e s t y : a n d o n o t h e r s h i s L o v e a n d M e r c y , a s F i r e d o t h l i g h t . I f s o , t h e n t h e r e m u s t h a v e b e e n T h o u g h t s , C o n s u l t a t i o n a n d C a u s e o f i t . B u t h e i s o n l y o n e , n o r c a n o n l y o n e t h i n g b e a t f r i s e i n i t s e l f , w h e n c e C o n s u l t a t i o n s h o u l d a r i s e t o d e c i d e i t .

2. E v e r y t h i n g s p r i n g i n g f r o m a B e g i n n i n g l e s s G r o u n d , h a s t h i n g b e f o r e i t can d e s t r o y i t , u n l e s s i t b r i n g i t i t s e l f i n t o a H e t e r o g e n e W i l l , i n c o n g r u o u s t o t h a t w h e n c e i t s p r o n , a n d s o s e p a r a t e i t s e l f f r o m t h e t o t a l i n t e r n e l s ( a s d i d t h e D e v i l s a n d S o u l o f M a n ) b r e a k i t s e l f i n t o a p e c u l i a r , o f f f r o m t h e i n t e r n e l W i l l , a n d D i v i n e U n i g e n i t u r e .

A a a 2 3. * T h e
God's Election of Grace call'd Predestination.

3. * The Powers to the Production of the Word are God, and the Magnetical Attraction, Science or Root, in the beginning of Nature. That attraction of the Desire reveals God's Majesty in the Power to Joy and Glory, which is the Root of Darkness coming to the kindling of the Fire, according to which God calleth himself an angry God, and consuming Fire. Wherein are the Divinity, Death and Dying, and gross creaturely life exileth.

* 37. God never willed nor can will Evil.

4. * Men that lay God willeth Evil, do account him a Devil; for the willing Evil is a Devil: they should distinguish God from Nature.

5. In Nature, as Metals, &c. having in them Evil and Good, one thing is set against another, not to be at Enmity, but that the Myste-rium Magnum should enter into distinction, and be at an exulting Joy in the Eternal one.


7. * God is called God only according to the Light, in the Love-fire and Temperature: not in the Divisibility.

CHAP. III. Of the Seven Forms and Creation.

1. The First Form of the Beginning to Nature, is Astringency, Father of Salt. The second Form, is perceptibility, the Word, &c. Father of the Mercural Life.

The third Form, is Anguish, Father of Sulphur, rising from the fire of the other two.

The first ariseth from the Fathers, The second from the Sons, The third from the Spirits Property. The first, the Ground of Strength and Might; The second, of Distinction, Speech and the five Senses; The third of every Life of Light, Love-fire, and consuming fire, of Joy and Sorrow.

The fourth Form, is the kindling of the Fire, where Light and Darkness severs, here is the Shrieks, Terror, Poison Life, Torment, Hell resulting from the first Three: The Trembling is at the great Meekness, as when you pour water into the fire, here rileth the flame, at this parting rileth the Light out of the Temperature.

The Tincture goeth hence, the Power of Fire and Light, Virgin Sophia. From v. 41 to 66, i.e. high Mysteries.

The fifth Form, is the true Love-fire which severs it self from the painful Fire into the Light, having all the Properties of the three first in joyfulnes, drawing into it, the Tincture of Fire and Light, Virgin Sophia. This is the power of the Speaking Word, the Water-Spirit which flows into a Fountain of Eternal Life, John 4. 14. Spiritual Blood, Divine Substantiacy, Heavenly Corporeity, of which Christ faith, he came from Heaven, and at the lame instant was in Heaven, John 3. 3. The Food of the fiery Soul, Angels, &c.

The sixth Form the Sound, Spiritual Senses all in the Temperature in which Adam was, but Luft would take the multiplicity of Properties and leave the Temperature, and so the Properties departed each from other, as heat, cold, dry, moist, hard, soft, harsh astringent, sweet, bitter and four, which God did forbid; thence followed celestial Desires, heat, cold, bitter, thinking rushed in; thence were brought in Poison, Turba magna, and Chamber of Death.

The seventh Form, is where the Sound makes it self audible, for the fifth Form is wholly Spiritual. Luna and Saturn the beginning and end. Thus the seven Spiritual Properties and Powers bring themselves into creaturely formation, by the fire of the seven outward Properties, for in the Temperature no Creature can be
be generated, for it is the only One God, but in the Exit the Wonders and Creatures Images may spring forth and exist.

CHAP. IV. Of the Original of the Creation.

1. All Eternal Creatures have their Root in the Speaking Word. The Temporary have theirs from the unspoke Word.

2. The first Principle in the fiery Root (which is the Centre of Nature) ariseth not in the Trinity, but where the Power of Distinction puts itself into Nature, to perceive and move: which first Principle in the Darkness, is a cold taking fire, according to which God calls himself an angry jealous (or zealous) God.

3. The second Principle is, where the Divine Root in the Fire parteth itself into the Light, and introduceth it itself into Nature to Manifestation of Divine Creatures, according to which God calls himself a loving Merciful God, that which nor can will Evil.

4. The third Principle is in the seven Days Work, in which the seven Properties of Nature brought themselves into Substance, which Substance is Holy, Pure, Good. The one Element called the Eternal Heaven, City of God, Paradise.

5. The Being of all Beings, the Holy Spiritual World is the Expressing Word of God, which bringeth itself into Substance in Love and Anger, so that in the Impression of Darkness is understood Evil, and yet in God is not Evil, but in the Creatures Soul, and yet there also is Good, as far as the Creature standeth in the Temperature.

6. The Angels were made in the seven Properties, which drew themselves into three Hierarchies, according to the three first Properties or Principles.

7. The first Hierarchy standeth in the Father’s Property, in the fire of Strength: the Tincture of the Substance of Nature.

8. The second, consisteth in the Light-fires Tincture, the Son’s Property in the Eternal Nature, and is the Holiest.

9. The third, in the Soul of Nature playeth in the Properties, as the four Lucifer gets Elements do in the fiery Powers, into this, Lucifer hath given up himself, with himself into his Root into Lust of Phantastie: and hath left the Temperature, introducing false evil Magick.

10. Their Will is meer Pride, also Covetousness, from the Astringency and multitude of Properties, a flinging Envy, from the Fire, a deeming from the Anguish.

11. The Angels were created, before the time of the third Principle. The Devil lifting up himself was in the Power of the first Principle, to come his mighty Kingdom of Phantastie; which causeth the Mother of Nature, the Wrath of God, in which Comprehension came Earth and Stones, so that the Devil caused that, but caused the cause of that, in the lump whereof they would do juggling feats, but that is also withdrawn; so that he is the poorest of Creatures.

Obj. Though the Angels fell, God might have re-infused his Love into them.

12. Answ. The Devils whilst Angels (Eternal Creatures) stood in their free will, in the Temperature, to what they would incline themselves, that they would be, and so establish and confirm themselves. If he had after late in the Holy Power of Light, he would attract only the lource of Torment and Poison: as if a Toad were put on a heap of Sages.

13. But as the Sunier Days and Months shies on, warms and pierceth a Thistle, which yet the more strongly grows to be fuch; so the Devil would be and no otherwise, but is in God as Night is in the Day, shut up in the Centre of Nature not manifested.
CHAP. V. Of the Original of Man.

The Original of every Creature may be found by their Being and Food; for every one represents its Root, and will feed of its Mother, there being in the express word,

1. The Property of the dark wrathful Nature, whence came venemous evil Beasts and Worms, which would dwell in dark holes from the Sun.

2. There are some from the Kingdom of Phantastie, the Spiritus Mundi, as Apes, &c., that play tricks, and hunt, vex, and worry others.

3. There are quiet, good, friendly, tame Creatures, the Model of the Angelical World, yet evil Properties mix among the same.

The Creatures of time are of the four Elements; but the Body of Man is out of the Temperature, whence came the four Elements, Earth, Stone, &c., out of the quintessence, wherein Heat, Cold, &c., stood in equal balance and weight. So that being deeper (that is, greater) than the Creatures, was to rule in and over them: Not that Man’s Bestial Properties, were then creaturely or manifest, but the Ens of all Beings lay in the Human Ens.

Adam did eat Paradisical Fruit in the Temperature, not to be swallowed down into a Carkafs for the Worms; but the Centres of distinction and separation were in the mouth. He was naked, yet clothed with glorious Paradisical, and was totally a Christalline Image, a Malecunie Virgin, yet with both Tinctures in the Temperature; had he stood, Man’s propagation had been Magical. As the Sun penetrates Glafs or Christall, without breaking it. But God well seeing Man would not stand, ordained him a Saviour and Regenerator before the foundation of the World.

CHAP. VI. Of Man’s Fall, and of his Wife.

1. God (having made Man) faith, Gen. 1. 31. All was very good, and yet Gen. 2. 18. faith, It is not good for Man to be alone; and therefore made the Woman out of him.

Q. Why was not the Woman made at first, as the Female was of all other Creatures?

A. 2. Because perfect Love is not in one only Tincture; Man could not stand eternally but in two; and those the Fathers and Sons Properties; he had both, and so was the Image of the one only God (undivided) Fire and Light.

3. But when the Lights and Waters Tincture, his Paradisical Rose Garden, wherein he loved himself, was severed from him into a Wife, he could not in the Image he afterwards came to be, stand eternally.

Q. 4. Why did God divide him into two Images? he foresaw what would be before the Creation; and therefore it must be his predestinate purpose that he should be, what he came to be by his Fall.

A. God’s fore-knowledge, and his fore-ordination are not the same thing. God created no Devil; had it been Divine predestinate purpose that such should be, he had been created so.

The only Will of God gave it self into an Angelical figure, but the fiery Science or Root, according to the Property of the Dark World, pressed forth, and begot it self into a predestinate purpose.
Election called Predestination.

So when the Light became creaturely, the dark, cold, painful Fire pressed the Image of Phantasia into the Will; which Will did generate contrary to the temperature, and so was thrust out from God.

No one should dare to say, a Will is given it ab extra; but the Will to Evil and Illustr. 5. Good existeth within the Creature.

God generateth (as far as he is called God) nothing evil and opposite to himself. Illustr. 6. but heat and cold come from one Root; the Enmity rifeth in the place of distinction.

The Science of the Soul which could frame it self to evil, could also frame it Illustr. 7. self to good; for God is no way the cause of Man's Fall, or of the Devils, but the division or variety, of the manifested Word being drawn into Properties, and the influence of the Dark World drew Man from the temperature.

Now this Divisibility of the manifested Word of God, is not called God; but Illustr. 8. God (as far as he is called God) willeth only good, yet may be said to will evil and good; in the good Angels he willeth good, and in the evil Angels he willeth evil; and whatsoever hath separated it self to evil, willeth evil. Vide from v. 70. to the end of the 6th Chapter.

The fiery Science of Eve's Soul imagined into the crafty subtility of the Serpent, Illustr. 9, and defired to know evil and good, which it first gazed on, and then admired, then tried, did eat, and finding the fell not presently down dead, gave to Adam, who had plunged himself in it when he stood in the Image of God, but yet had not eaten it into the body till that very time.

CHAP. VII.

1. v. 118. Q. All are dead in Adam, therefore some are predestinated to Life, others reprobated, and how can the Child help it if God will not have it?

v. 132. Q. What can the Child help it, that it becomes a Thistle Child?

v. 133. Q. And are not men at coming into the World excluded by Reprobation?

A. 2. That evil Parents introduce pride, fallhood, malice, covetousness, cruel Illustr. 10. cursings, laid on them (by cause given) and so the Ens of a Serpent, Dog, Wolf, Goat, Swine, Food, Fox, Lion, or other Beast, is formed in the Child, that is its Reprobation.

And how can the Love of God help it, that Adam left the Temperature, and Illustr. 11. turned his Free Will into the Tree of Evil and Good?

And now from the Fountain of the Actual Sins of the Parents and Ancestors Illustr. 12. come Thistle Children, and there lieth the hardening.

CHAP. VIII.

v. 115. Every Child is generated out of the Properties of the Seed of the Parents, and like them, tho' often the Constellations alter in the Configuration, with Authority and Power. It is objected, How can the Child help it? It is answered:

The Child and the Parents are one Tree. When did the Sun alter a branch Illustr. 13. on a four Crab-tree, so that it became sweet? and should God go quite contrary to
Election called Predestination.

to the predestinate purpose of his out-spoken or expressed word for a Thistle fake? v. 177.

The Will to partition existeth in the Ens to the Creature, and the Will to the Holy Life existeth out of God in Christ. See chap. 10. v. 110, 129, to 135, 145, 151, 153. also chap. 11, 130. to the end. And chap. 13. or tot. especially the 15th v. to the 40th. After all which followeth an excellent Appendix of Repentance. And lastly the Clavis.

See more concerning Free Will, &c. in the Mysterium Magnum, Chap. 26.

This being the Author's 16th Book, was written Anno 1623.

BAPTISM
BAPTISM
AND THE
Lord's Supper.

The first Part being of Baptism.

CHAP. I. *First Book of Baptism.*

1. THAT Christ's communication of himself to the Soul by his Testaments, is not in an Image-like way, as the reason of one part of men judgeth, nor are the Testaments only Signs and Symbols to keep what he hath done for us in lively remembrance, as others dispute.

2. But the Inward World being Paradise, (whence sprung the Outward World) Christ filleth, and ruleth visibly, and the Outward invisibly, and penetrateth the faithful Soul, as Fire doth Iron, or the Sun doth the Plant, which it nouriseth and matureth till it becomes wholly solar, and the Fruit ripe and tender; yet is not the Sun rent, or any part broken off, but the power of the Sun dwelleth in the Plant.

CHAP. II.

1. MAN's Fall was the breaking its desire from the Love and Meekness of God, into its own, which became a wrathful fiery Soul, whence the Eternal Darkness exiled; so that it wanted for remedy the Spiritual Oyl and Water, wherein Divine Love and Meekness might flow into it again, and make all a Love flame.

2. To this flowing in again, there must be a Medium, Subject or Antitype, whereby the Human Faith might receive Divine Vertue, and kindle the Light; which Medium was the Circumcision and Sacrifices, Baptism and the Supper; for God did set in the Human Heavenly Being, perish'd in Adam, his new Grace Covenant.

3. So that the holy Sacrificers before the Flood, did see the Soul sacrificed in the Fire of God's Wrath, and through that in spoken Covenant changed into a Love-fire, the false will being burnt and dying, and a new-born Child of Meekness in the Light, was apparent, as Light severeth from Smoke, and how the Soul, through Christ's death, would give up itself, and be changed into an Angel. But this was not common Fire.

4. But when Mens vanity prevailed with the Souls false Fire, over the holy Fire,
the flood, (the type of baptism and God's meekness) overthrew them; to shew what the holy water of eternal life would do. and then was renewed the covenant with abraham and isaac, by circumcision on that same member, to shew the unclean beastial birth should be cut off from the virginity adam had, and should have stood in.

chap. iii

1. all the three worlds properties (or three principles in man) needed baptism; viz. the first, which is the eternal nature, whence sprung the true eternal soul. secondly, the heavenly ens, which was vanished in adam, that holy lights power, the true eternal spirit. thirdly, the outward worlds substance, the astral soul with its body out of the limbus of the earth, standing in the four elements; and therefore the great holy fire of love manifested in the humanity of christ, must baptize this our threefold humanity, that each principle might be baptized with its like; viz.

2. the fathers holy fire. the sons holy light. the holy spirits life.

3. the first is the found to continual repentance, a concussion and trembling with fire, wherein is seen the bitterness of sin and sufferings, and death of jesus christ. and when the self-will is shaken through repentance, then the holy oil of love penetrateth, and by the anointing of love healeth those wounds.

4. and the holy ghost mangeth the office, baptizing with a new life.

5. but man's third principle, the right adamical man out of the four elements, is baptized with the outward worlds substance, the water.

6. by the aforesaid adamical man, is meant the spiritus mundi, viz. the right astral soul, which at the last day shall come again and be tried.

7. note; man hath an immortal soul and a mortal soul. (viz.) the astral, but it was christ's heavenly blood that fell with the other, which made the earth tremble.

8. he that is himself baptized with the holy anointing, hath faith, which may enable him to baptize; else he effecteth nothing. but is as the font rone; but to the believing parents child, the work is not wholly powered, for the sake of the unworthy hand; for if parents have put on the anointing, why not their children whom they generate out of the property of their seed?

chap. ii. the lord's supper. part ii.

1. the soul is the fathers fire. the holy love fire of the divine ens, heavenly flesh and power in the light, being christ's substance, tinctureth the soul with the tincture of supernatural glance and life.

2. as sweet oil put into common dark fire ariseth into a light; so is christ received by the mouth of faith, become the light of the world by kindling again the vanished heavenly ens of adam, and being in the unlocked paradisaical ground, which is the city of god, where the holy ghost dwelleth in man, of which christ's faith, xvi. 6, 56. he that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood, continueth in me, and i in him, which is a real and substantial eating and drinking christ's heavenly flesh and blood.

the soul's mouth eateth and drinketh christ's flesh and blood as truly as the plant the sun's virtue, or the heated iron the fire.

3. the
The Lords Supper.

3. The Holy Flesh and Blood is taken into the Soul, which cometh freely as the Sun doth into Water which retaineth its heat and light; or as Fire penetrateth Iron, and gives it heat and light.

4. Also this is the whole Christ, as they did eat the whole Paschal Lamb.

5. The Bread and Wine is the Medium in which the Heavenly Humanity of Christ meets the unlocked awakened Word of Promise and Grace Covenant, which is hid in Man.

6. By the Bread and Wine said here to be the Medium, is not meant the gross Elements of Bread and Wine, but the Tincture [or Quintessence] whence cometh or groweth Bread and Wine. Chap. 3. ver. 24.

CHAP. III. How the Disciples of Christ did Eat and Drink Christ: Flesh and Blood?

1. NOT the palpable Fleshly Humanity but the Spiritual Humanity the Virtue and Power of his Body and Blood, his own Mummy in which was the Divine and Humane Substance which is a true Humane Substance of Flesh and Blood, a Spiritual Flesh out of which the visible Image groweth, not only by Faith in remembrance of his Sufferings, Death, &c. as is ignorantly said, but really, Christ's Paradisical Humanity prefigheth to their Souls, as a Sparkle of Fire fell into Tinder, and turneth the whole Tinder into Fire and Light.

2. The Divine Flesh and Blood of Christ, cannot be receiv'd but by a Mouth fit to receive it.

3. The Mortal Flesh comprehended it, no more, than the gross Stone doth the Tincture of fine Gold that is in it.

4. A Man cannot say I am Christ, because Christ dwelleth and worketh in me; no more than the Herb can say, I am the Sun, because the Sun worketh in it.

CHAP. IV. What the Wicked partake of, and how a Man should prepare, that he may be Worthy?

1. He that receives this without Repentance (that is,) turning from Sin receiveth, as Judas, his own Judgment and Condemnation; for his wicked Will defirèth not to die in Christ's Death, but only to arise and live with his Sins in Christ's Resurrection, yet in the Spirit of Lucifer he treadeth on the Death of Christ, and partaketh indeed on Christ's Anguish, Death, and going into Hell, but in the Spirit of the Devil, without rising to newness of Life: Better it were he did not touch or meddle with it.

2. They talk of Absolution and Pardon of Sin, but leave it not, and so Satan, as he did to Judas after the Supper, entreath. These Crucifie Christ.

3. But they that rightly prepare, die to Sin, reign themselves to God, have the Spirit of Christ erecting his Kingly Office and Palace in their Hearts, a living Conqueror over Death and Hell, there rightly receive Christ's Flesh and Blood.
CHAP. V. Of the Disputes, &c. about Christ's Testaments.

1. O N E Party say, the Bread and Wine is substantially changed into Christ's Flesh and Blood, and so will receive Christ into the Beffial and Mortal Man.

2. Another Party say, it is only a Sign that the Body of Christ was broken and died for us, and deny the substantial participation.

3. The third Party say Christ is participated with and under the Bread and Wine: that is, Christ's Flesh and Blood, is eaten and drunk with and under the Bread and Wine: but yet know nothing of the right Adamical Humanity, and deny the substantial Inhabiting of Christ.

4. For they will not know how the participation is wrought, but rely barely on the dead Letter; hence come such Contentions that are really Spiritual Murder, and in the end come to outward Murder: Every one for the Idol of his own Opinion, but the Kingdom of God is inwardly within thee, the outward imputed Grace, without the Innate Filial Grace, is false.

5. Let the Sufferings and Death of Christ be fulfilled in us, and we shall be the Children of Christ, and not the Children of Images.

This was the Authors 2:nd Book.
Mysterium Magnum.

PART I.

The First Part contains the nine first Chapters of Genesis, and thirty fourth Chapter of the Book, whence these Extracts are; called the Great Mystery. Exposition of Genesis.

CHAP. I. What God manifested is, and of the Trinity.

1. GOD is the One, the Will of the Abyss, the Will of the Wisdom. The Wisdom is his Delight and Manifestation, he begetteth himself, from Eternity to Eternity, in which Eternal Generation are, 1. The Will. 2. The Mind of the Will. 3. The Egress from the Will and Mind.

2. The Will is the Father, the Mind is the Will's Heart and Seat, the Egress is the Spirit and Power of the Will and Mind: The Lubet, Motion, Life and Eye of the Deity: A Speaking Word.

3. God is nowhere, far from, or near unto any thing, Infinitely more deep than any thought can reach, comprehended only by himself.

CHAP. II. Of the Word or Heart of God.

1. THE Word is in the Will a nothing, but with the Conception in the Lubet of the Will, is an Eternal Generation. This Eternal Speaking Word, maketh a Mystery called the Centre of the Eternal Nature, out of the Powers, Colours and Virtue whereof, as out of a great Eternal Mystery, was formed by Coagulation, the Spiritual World: Which two, are as Soul and Body.

2. And tho' the Speaking Word rule through, and over all, yet cannot be comprehended, by either; but in the inward World conceiveth itself, into a Spiritual Essence, as one only Element, wherein the four lyce hidden, but when the Word moved the one Element, the hidden Properties did manifest themselves, as there are four Elements.
CHAP. III. How out of the Eternal Good, an Evil is come to be; the Original of the Dark World.

VVe cannot say that Eternal Light or Eternal Darkness is Created; for they are not comprehended in time, but Concomitant in their Generation: But not in the Word of the Deity, but Originate in the desire of the speaking Word. For the free Lubet, wherein is the Wildom, could not have sensible perceivance, of its own Vertue, Smell, Taste and Colours, if it brought not itself, into a desire like a hunger, and so bring it self, from Abyfs into Byls, by over-shadowing Attraction: And remains a Property, viz. a darkness. For where a Property is, there is a something, yielding obscurity: Unless something else, viz. a Luftre, fill it, and then 'tis Light, yet remaineth a Darkness in the Property. And this is the Eternal Original of the Darkness: So that we are to understand,

1. The free Lubet, the wisdom, which is no Property, but is one with God.
2. The desire of the free Lubet, which in the hunger or coagulation comprehends the free Lubet, and maketh it self out of the free Lubet.

For the desire is the Fathers Property. And the free Lubet, the wisdom, is the Sons Property: That God, here, until the Manifestation through the Fire in the Light, is not called Father or Son, but set down thus, to shew to what Person in the Deity, Nature, and to what the Power in Nature, is to be ascribed. The desire proceeding from the will of the Abyss, is the first form, and it is the Fiat. The free Lubet is God who governeth the Fiat, the Centre of Nature: And both together, are the Eternal Word, and in the desire are the seven Properties of Nature.

The profound distinct Discourse of them, taketh up the remainder of this Chapter, and the fourth, fifth and sixth CHAPTERS.

CHAP. VII. Of the Holy Trinity and Divine Essence.

The Eternal and Temporal Nature, especially consists in the dark world, in the four first Forms; Astringent, Bitter, Anguish and Fire: But the Powers in all are understood in the Light, or Love-desire, or Love-fire.

1. For the first ground is the one.
2. The free Lubet, viz. the Wildom.
3. The Love desire, wherein the free Lubet exacuaceth it self, through Nature into a Kingdom of Joy.
4. The Oly Spirit, wherein the Lubet amasseth it self in the Meekness and co-amasseth the Luftre, the Power whereof is the true holy Tincture.
5. The watry Spirit, begotten by the devotion of the Fire, viz. its death: Which also it must have again for its Life; else neither Fire nor Light could subsist, so there is an Eternal giving and receiving.

(a) cb. 4, 5. The (a) 8th Chapter of the Creation and Dominion of Angels; and the (b) cb. 13, &c. 9th Chapter of the Fall of Lucifer; and the (c) 10th of the Creation of Heaven (d) cb. 18, 19. and the outward World; and the (d) 11th of the Mystery of the Creation. Are (a) cb. 19, 20. all clearly, deeply and largely treated of in the Aurora, viz. Aurora.

CHAP.
CHAP. XII. Of the Six Days Work.

1. Though there is no Night in the Deep above the Moon, yet in the length of six Days and Nights was all Created, which hath this subte acute meaning, *viz.* six of the Properties of Nature only, belong to the active Dominion, to good and evil: The seventh is the Essence, House, Body or Rest, wherein all the other work.

2. The Planetick Orb (which is the Figure of the six Properties of the Spiritual World) belongeth to the *punishment* of *Sol.* But *Saturn* doth not proceed from the Sun.

3. The First Day. With the Word when God said let there be Light, the holy Power which was amaked in the wrath, *viz.* the confusion caused by *Lucifer,* moved it self and became Light, by which the Devils strength wholly withdrew, and the Light, *viz.* that of Nature was wholly useless to him, and the Darknes being fevered remained in the wrath Property both in the Earth and the whole Deep.

4. Of the Second Day. As the Moon ruleth the first Hour, so is this the most External or Inferious Heaven next the Earth, and the Laboratory of the other six Properties. See more of the Second Day in the 20th Chapter of the *Aurora,* p. 154.

5. Of the Third Day of the Creation. *Mars* rules the first Hour on *Tuesday,* on this third Day, God moved the third Property of Nature, *viz.* the Sulphurous, in which the Saltish and Mercurial were also mutually unfolded and leverized; by the Salmiater flagrat, from the poiyonful *Mars*; for they felt the Light, and became hungry till they were coagulated.


CHAP. XIII. Of the Creation of the Fourth Day.

1. *Mercurius* hath the first Hour, giving a sensiffive feeling Life. In the third is only an insensitive Life, but now in the Fire is a pantal, and in the *Oleous* a meek joyful Life.

2. This Light of Nature hath a Fiery, Airy, Oily, and Watry Property, yet no Intelliffive Life, but only Properties to Life.

3. The Intellectual Life, is the spirated word from the free *Iuber,* whence comes a Sulphur Salmiater, that is, a Magical Afiurum, in manner of Mars Mind; which hath thence its real Original.

4. The whole Afiurum, is a breathed Voice or Tone of the Powers: An Echo out of Gods Love and Anger, the Dark and Light World: Out of this have the four Elements their Original, and they speak forth a Corporeal Essence and the Stars breathe a Spiritual, both which rule in the visible World, as soul and Body.

5. And from the four Afiurums is procreated the Soul of the outward World, as an enduring great Mind or Mystery.

6. And
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6. And in this Office hath God raised up a King, or as a God of Nature the Sun; with the other six Planets, his Counsellors or Assistants. First the Nature-God, the Sun, received its Lucre from the Tincture of the inward Fire and Light-world. Next Venus giveth Body to all the seven Metals.

CHAP. XIV. Of the Creation of the Fifth Day.

Jupiter rules the first Hour of that day. The superior Astrum actuated the four Astrums in the four Elements (all from the motion of the holy Eternal Speaking Word) into Forms, according to the Properties of the Astrum in the Spiritual Body: And thence were Creatures in the Astrum of every of the four Elements produced; Birds, in the Astrum of the Air, Fishes, in that of the Water, Beasts, in that of the Earth, and Spirits, in the Astrum of the Fire.

2. The two Sexes the Male and its Female are one from the Tincture of the Fire, the other of the Water, as of Fire and Light.

CHAP. XV. Of the Sixth Days Work of the Creation.

Vide Chapter 21. of the Aurora, p. 254.

CHAP. XVI. Of the difference of the Heavenly and Earthy Man.

1. The Image of God Created unto Eternal Life in Paradise, cannot be the gross Property of Earthy Beffial Flesh; for the Properties of the inward holy Body and outward, were in Adam composed in equal Harmony, and gave up their desires to the Soul in which the Divine Light shone as in the holy Heaven; The Properties were all Tinctured with the sweet Love delight. For the inward holy Man, of the pure Element, penetrated and swallowed up the outward, as Light doth Darknesse, which when extinguished the darkness is manifested.

2. But the Earthy Beffial and Corruptible Body, made so by the Luft of Adam, is not the Man; for what the Soul is in the Spirit, the same is the true Human Body in the Essence: As the Souls Mansion, and as Iron is made Lustrous when through heated in the Fire. Neither Heat, Cold, Sicknes, &c. could annoy him, his Body was as Gold that endureth the Fire, or as a Tincture penetrating all things, and gives way to nothing: So, neither was Man subject to any thing but his God alone who dwelt in him.

3. Nor are here two but one only Man, in the Likeness of God. See more of this in the 21. Chap. of the Aurora, in the 10th Chap. of the Three Principles, and that of the Incarnation, and that of Predestination, Chap. 5.

4. Of the Creation of the seventh Day. God Created all things in six Days out of the seven Properties, and brought them all into the seventh as into one Body, which is a Mystery of all the other, whence they came, and in which they work as a Spirit in a Body. The seventh Property standeth still, as a sensibles Life; but the seventh and the first Properties mutually belong to one another as one Property.
CHAP. XVII. Of Paradise.

1. The Garden of Eden was a place on Earth where Man was tempted; but Paradise was the Seventh Days Property, the Essentality of the second Principle, which penetrated the four Elements, as Eternity doth Time, as the Sun the Fruit: as the Day swalloweth up the Night, or as the Fire illustrateth the heated Iron. Yet was no more apprehended by the outward Elements (though then in their best Purity) than the Terrestrial doth the Celestial. The Internal was to rule over the External; the Heaven, was the Husband to the Earth, before the Curse.

2. And whereas Moses distinguisheth the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, from the Tree of Life.

3. By the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, is understood,
   (1.) The Holy Power of God in the Tree: which was the Middlemost Kingdom.
   (2.) Paradise, the Outermost, through which the Middlemost penetrated, and
      manifested itself: This was the Knowledge of the Good, which Adam should as little have known (in its Original) as the Evil; for he should have kept a Childlike Mind resign'd to God.

   (3.) The Dark World, which also was manifest in the Vanity, as now the Earthly Essence of the outward Worlds Fruit.

4. Because Adam should have eaten with the inward Heavenly Mouth, not with the outward Earthly Desire, he had such Fruit growing for him, which the inward Mouth could enjoy. The outward Mouth did also eat it, but not into the Worms Carcasses.

5. The Celestial swallowed up the Terrestrial; and changed it again into that, whence it proceeded; for now was Adam in God's Power Kingdom, with both Tinctures before his Eve: and the Divine World was Predominant, so that the three Principles stood in equal Harmony and Will with pleasing Taste, ravishing Melody, sweetest Odoours, smiling, meek, friendly Aspect, of highest Love-desire.

6. But, as Lucifer elevated himself, into the first Principle, totally extinguishing the Light; so Adam, lists into the outward or Vanity hanging to the third Principle: But left his Light, should be totally extinct also, and drawn into the first Principle, and become a Devil, God well knowing the Devil would tempt him.

7. The High and Holy Name Jesus, with deepest Love interpofed, and gave himself to regenerate this Hierarchy, and Purge it, through the Fire, with highest Love, to overcome the Wrath, and change it again into Divine Joy; the Holy Heaven. And this is what St. Paul faith, Man was Elect in Christ Jesus, before the Foundation of the World.

8. Is it asked, Why did God suffer this Plant to grow? It is answered, Adam's earnest Desire became a Hunger, and caus'd that the Fiat drew out such a Plant. For Adam was then a potent Spark of God's Might and Omnipotence. For now, that he hath broke himself off from the Universal Being, and become subject to Vanity, if Faith as a Grain of Mustard-feed can remove Mountains, what could he not then do, who was subject to nothing but God?

9. And the Tree of Good and Evil being thus distinguished, the Tree of Life is also manifest, to be one Tree with the other, but only in the Holy Divine Principle: vtrq. In the second, in due Temperature with the first and third.
CHAP. XVIII. Of the Paradisical Life, State or Dominion, how it should have been if Adam had not fallen, &c.

1. Had God created Adam, to the earthy, corruptible, naked, sick, toilfulm Life, he had not brought him into Paradise.

2. If God had willed him the bestial Copulation, he would first have created both Sexes, as he did other earthy Creatures.

3. But every Creature brings its Clothing from its Dam, Man only cometh in deepest Poverty, the most forlorn and flittles, with the Worms Carcases, and bestial Members for Propagation; whereof the poor Soul is always ashamed.

4. But Adam was a Man and Woman, yet neither, distinct; but a Virgin full of Mode, Chastity and Purity. Such was he before his Eve, as shall arise and Eternally poss is Paradise, a Virgin, and as the Angels.

5. Two fixed and fixedly fixed Creatures were in Adam; A Spiritual Body from the inward Heaven, which was God's Temple: and the outward Heaven, a Limus extracted out of the good part of the Earth, which was the Mansion of the inward, and at the Last Judgment shall be sever'd from the Curse and Corruption. These two were dipouled into one, wherein was the most Holy Tincture of Fire and Light; and had ardent Love to each other; the inward loved the outward, as its Manifestation and Sentation: and the outward loved the inward, as its sweet Spoule and Joy.

6. And the Magical Power of Impregnation, flood in the fiery Love-Desire. No Winter, Sleep, Sicknes, nor need of the Sun had he, before his Eve: only he flood in the Temptation, Forty days in Paradise, where had he been fixed, God had confirmed him to Eternity. He was drawn of all the three Principles, and though they did Equiperate, and were of equal Measure, yet the Devil was very busy in the first Principle, which Adam desired not to prove, as Lucifer had done.

7. But his Lust was to taste Evil and Good, then came the severe Command, Thou shalt not Eat, &c. which tho' he did not with his Mouth, yet his desire to it made his Heavenly Tincture to disappear, and his fair Image fell into a swound, and his clear, pure, fiery Eyes and Sight were darkned, by the imprels of the Vanity: So that now, he could not Magically propagate himself; then God said, It is not good that he should be alone, I will make a help meet for him.

The following Instances are as many Figures to point at the time Adam stood in the Probation.

Elia lived Forty years, then took two Evil Wives.

Israel Forty years in the Wilderness.

Forty days searching the Land of Canaan:

Moses Forty days on the Mount.

Goliath's Forty days Challenging the Host of Israel.

Elias Fasted Forty days.

Christ Forty days Tempted.

And Forty hours in the Grave.

And Forty days after his Resurrection.

CHAP. XIX. Of the Building of the Woman, and how Man was Ordained to the outward Natural Life.

1. The Woman was taken out of Adam's Essence, in Body and Soul: The Rib betokeneth Man's dissoluction; in the place of it, entered Logius's Spear, when Christ was Crucified, to Tincture and Heal the breach with Heavenly.
CHAP. XX. Of the Lamentable and Miserable Fall and Corruption of Man.

1. WHEN Adam saw Eve, the fiery Tincture of his Soul, impressed his desire into her Tincture of Light, and tho' they were both yet in the Garden of Eden and in Paradise, Adam's desire had imprinted it self, into the Magical Image, as a Mother doth on a Child in her Womb; therefore the Woman had Earthly Luft, so soon: As to this day, most of that ex, coming to any years, selfish Will or Luft is predominant, appearing inglittering Pride, contrary to Virgin Modesty, Chastity and Humility.

2. The Devil then in the Serpent, laid himself on the Tree of Temptation; for the Serpent was more subtle than all the Beasts of the Field, because Lucifer, falling from his Divine Hierarchy, and infecting the Essence of the expreffed word in the Fiat, according to the dark Worlds Property, his desire drew the thorny subtility out of the Centre of Nature, which as to one part was the Serpents Ens.

3. The also in the Serpent, is found. (by the wife) excellent Art and Virtue; for the Devils Poylon being taken out, there is Divine Power, in a fiery hunger in him: As is also in the Earth, where may be found the Arcanum of the World.

4. The Devil by the Serpent infulted to Eve, as if God had witheld some great thing from them, and that if the would eat, she should as God, know good and evil, which was true: For the Effences of that Tree were Discordant, but said not, that Heat and Cold, Sicknefs and Death would force into her. But that by the Serpens eating thereof, he had attained so great prudence.

5. Eve liked well to be a Goddes, and so fell from the Divine Harmony, from the renunciation in God, and united with the Devils Defire.

6. Then the Holy Spirit departed, and the Heavenly Limus in the Flesh disappeared or died: As the ex inguithing a Candle which enlightened a dark Room.

7. While Man ftood resigned in God, all the Properties were in Harmony, e-
qual weight and measure, as time is in Eternity, or in God. But when Man's own will began effectually to work, the whole Magical Aśtrum wrought also, contrary and contrary in the outward Aśtrum, and four Elements.

8. The Properties of all good and evil Beasts, did awake and become domineering in him; yea, of a Fox, Bear, Wolf, Lion, Dog, Bull, Cock, Cat, Horie, Toad and Serpent. Also, that Aśtrum which is most predominant at the time of Conception, hath its desire in the Seed; and also Figures the outward Person, and the poor Soul becomes Married to such a Beast, unless a Man be Born anew, for-fake this Beastful Property, and come as a Child into the Kingdom of God pointed at by Circumcision and Baptism.

9. How great was that Horror and Anguish now in Man? When in Aftonishment they crept behind the Trees in the Garden from the dread of Gods awakened Anger, making their Love fire tremble; on Knowledge of their new-gotten Beastful Properties: Even so did the Limus of the Earth, whence Adam's outward Essence was extracted, tremble and shake when the Lord Jesus on the Cross, with his great Love, in his Heavenly Blood, did overcome God's Anger; which was effectually working in it.

CHAP. XXI. Of the Impression, and Original of the Beastful Man, and beginning of Sickness and Mortality.

1. That only which stands in the Temperature, hath no Destroyer, but sub-
sisteth Eternally; for opposite Essences, weaken and destroy each other. Yet, if the captive Essence of the Heavenly Property, may be redeemed from the curse and wrath of Nature, it comes into the Temperature, and awakens the Heavenly Worlds Essence, in a living Body (if such there be in that Body) and expelleth evil.

2. So great a way, the outward Beastly Man hath over the hidden, inward, heavenly Man, that it holds it, as Gold that up in the grove Oar, unable to shew itself, but lies as dead; it must therefore be Born anew, and fed with the second Principle, or remain ever incapable, of the Kingdom of God. It must re-obtain Divine Essence, and die to the Beast; and Regeneration to its first Estate is brought to pass in Christ.

3. The Scope of this Author is,

(1.) To search out the Image of God.
1. How it was Created.
3. How it shall be restored.

(2.) What is the New-birth out of Christ.
1. What is the Inward and Immortal Man.
2. What the Outward and Mortal. That, being known how it was corrupted, it may come again into its first Estate.

CHAP. XXII. Of the Original of Actual Sin, &c.

1. Every word of Man proceeds from an Eternal Ens, either of Love or Anger. A word conceived becometh substance when it is founded, and then must have a place of Rest, either in its like in another, or it will return to its Mother; the Fountain or Mind whence it is.
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2. Doth a wicked Man Curfe? Ecco a word of Love against him; let not his Curfe enter, infect and take Root, but will return and heap Coals of Fire on the Reviler; for the enkindled Spirit layeth hold of the Inverters very outward Body.

3. Sin, at first, and ever since, is Born of a strange Ens; when the will, leaving the pure simplicity in which it was Created, entrenches into the Serpents Craft and Ponson. But tho' the will to good, may have evil adhere to it, yet, if it hath not consented to the evil, but rejects it, the sinful desire cannot come into Essence, that good will hath no hereby wrought evil, but the holy Word judgeth the fail.

4. The Serpents Ens, was a Virgin of Heavenly Beauty, but Lucifer introduced thereinto the dark Worlds Property; yet hath the Serpent (according to the right of Eternity) both Tinctures. The Pearl is int. but honest; because of the Worlds falfe Magick, that the holy Virgin Ens might not be introduced into an ungody Serpentine one. It were good the Artist knew this.

5. The Children of God are the Temple of the Holy Ghost who dwelleth in them; without this, there is no true knowing or will, but filleth by the Craft of the Serpent about confused verbal wranglings, as did the Jews carry Mojes words in their Mouths, but mixed them with the crafty Serpents Ens, and so it must be still, that the word in Gods Children may be stirrd and whetted, and the Truth struggle to the Light. Therefore must the Body die, it cannot Inherit the Kingdom.

See more of the Original of Sin in this Book of Extracts of Aurora, and in the sixth Chapter of the Book of Predestination. And mentioned also in the 15th of the Forty Questions.

CHAP. XXIII. How God recalled Adam and his Eve, and ordained the Saviour?

1. After Adam and Eve had eaten of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, seeing their grofs beastial flesh, hard bones, and deformed Worms carkials, showed it self in their tender delicate body, their shame drove them behind the Trees; for God's rebuke awaked in them, as it had done in Lucifer; and they, as revolted Rebels, were in great shame, before God, and all the holy Angels; and scornd by the Devils. Into this shame and scorn did Christ enter, which caus'd the bloody sweat, his being constrained, crowned with Thorns, his mutt draught of Gall and Vinegar; this made the Earth tremble.

2. They dreaded now the Lord's voice, for the Tuba of the Dark World, awakened its sad knell. In the cool of the day, that is, when Adam's Eternal day, in the Temperature, was awakened into cold and heat.

3. But in the Lord's voice, was the holy Light world, Christ the second Principle who in deepest Love espoused it self again, to the disappeared heavenly Eve. And the holy Word, re-entering into the vital Light, did reincorporate itself in the Woman's self, which in time did move its self in Mary's self, quickening the Supposed heavenly Virginity, by introducing the holy Living Eve.

4. This ingrafted Word, was implicten into Ever Matrix, as a limit of a certain Covenant, which was all along propagated in Ever's seed, from Man to Man, in the heavenly part, as a glimmering incentive of the Divine holy Lights Eve, until the awakening of it in Mary, where the Covenant was fulfilled, by the most holy name Jesus, signified by the holy Fire, in the Jewish Sacrifices, kept from prophanefstrange Fire.

2. This
5. This bruised or brake the Serpents head; that is, did infuse, inspire, recal, inbeck the right Virgin Purity with the precious holy name Jesus, who introduced the living heavenly Ens into the disappareied captiv'd Ens, and mortified the Serpents defire in flesh and blood.

6. For the Child of the Man and Woman is a Bastard, nor shall inherit; but the chaff Virgins Child, born out of the death of the brutal and bestial Man and Woman, with both Tinctures of peculiar Love: He is the Heir who dieth not, and at the Resurrection, shall take on it the pure Limus of the Earth, viz. the third Principle as a Garment.

CHAP. XXIV. The Cause of the Curse, and of the Body of Sickness.

1. The Curse was, that the holy Element, Tincture or Ens, which had budded and bare fruit through the Earth, holding captive the Property of the four Elements, hid withdrew, kept it self secret, and became a mystery to Man in his awakened vanity; who remained, with a half Serpentine desire of Earthy hunger; half dead, between Time and Eternity chain'd till he should return to Earth where he was (as to one part) extracted; and be sown into the Earth; but, as a fixed Metal is not destroyed, but the Artist brings thence excellent Gold; so the fixed part of the Human Body, waits only for the Divine Artist to raise it; which because it must be tryed by Fire, such as the Ens is, such shall be the enkindled Fire.

2. All wicked Serpentine works, shall, as Quick silver, evaporate. But if Man's Human Soul, hath impressed into the mortal part of the Limus of the Earth, by Divine Defire and Fait, a Divine Ens; it lieth, as precious Gold shut up in Lead or Dross, as a glimmering Incentive, waiting till the great Artist relieve it, to burn and shine.

3. Our gracious God, not only gave his holy living Word for cure of all, whose minds (casting away abominations) immerse themselves thereinto; but knowing Man would not stand, caus'd all Medicinal Herbs, for hunger and health, to grow for him. Thus Man hath his Cure, the Devil hath not.

4. God created Man naked; whatever is in the World is his, but it is common; but the hunger for Propriety, Power and Domination is of the Serpent.

5. Therefore must we become as little Children, and so rule over the bestial Man: So great is the Emnity God hath put between the two Seeds in Man, who now is according to the outward Man, a Beast, & according to the inward, an Angel or Devil.

CHAP. XXV. How God drove Adam out of Paradise, and laid the Cherub before the Garden.

v. 18. 1. Lucifer's Fall, tainted the Limus of the Earth, before it was brought into compasion. Adam's outward Body was taken out of the Limus of the Earth: Him God set to be Judge, by his Word; having the Judicial Sword, against the Devil's enkindled wickednels, (v. 17.)

2. Also, God seeing Adam's first Body should fall to ruine, brought him and Eve into Paradise, that afterward they and their Children, might, by Regeneration re-enter thither, in the Spirit of Christ, through the Fire-Sword.

3. When Man dieth, if the Soul be captivated in God's Anger, and be not a Virgin Child, it cannot pass the Sword, v. 1.

4. This
4. This Sword is also in Man; the Virgin-bud forceth through in the anxiety of true Repentance: Then riseth the Morning Star, in the occlude or shut up Gate of the true Womans seed.  v. 13.

5. Yet at death, if the Soul hath taken in much of the Serpents craft or luft, it stands under God's Anger, till the Consumption of the introduced vanity, which to many, is Purgatory enough.

6. For, the Fire-Soul must be as pure, as the clear refined Gold, to be the Husband of the Noble Virgin Sophia, the Lights Tincture; to speak which needs an Angels Tongue.

7. Before the Foundation of the World, God chose this Limus, out of which he would make Man in Christ Jesus. For, the Ens thereof, had somewhat of false luft, by reason of the Devils introduced desire; therefore a time of the Judgment of Severation, was then founded, and a new Limus out of the tainted one.

---

CHAP. XXVI. Of the Propagation of Man in this World, and of Cain the Murtherer of his Brother.

This Chapter treating copiously of Free Will and Predestination, the Extract of it is forborn, and it's refer'd to the Extracts of the Book of Election.

---

CHAP. XXVII. Of Abel's and Cain's Sacrifices.

1. The Souls Free will (originating from the Abyfs) is thin or subtile, and must amass or conceive it fell into something, wherein to work. As Gods Free-will, conceived or amassed it self with the inward Spiritual World, and works through it and that Worlds Free-will, amassed the outward World, and works through it.

2. And because that which the Soul had amassed, was distempered with Sin, sacrificing came. In the inkindling whereof, by Magical and Love-fire, not ordinary Fire, the Free-will of the Soul, and of the Heavenly part of the Body, did immas into a substance: As a Figure of the New-birth in Christ, and by consuming the Beastial Man, did preis in before the Holiness of God. For here the Lubar of God did meet the Inspired Free-will of the Heavenly Humanity. Here is the sinful Man confumed by Gods Anger-fire, and cut off by the flaming Fire-Sword of the Cherub, and the Serpents Head bruised.

3. The Souls Free-will which was Inspired wholly pure into Man, is in the Covenant in Jesus attoned, and again Tinctured by Gods Love-fire; as Bra's or Iron is tinged and changed to Gold. For the Earthy part, wherein lay the Curle, being consumed, the Essence became Spiritual: Even so, the Soul by Sorrow and Repentance introduceth it self into a Divine desire, which is called Faith.

4. All the words of the Prayer of Abel and Israel became amassed into an Incorruptible Essence. And this desire of Faith or Essence, in the Spirit of Christ, in all Gods Children, is that, whereby they bring to nought the works of the Devil.

5. But Cain's Offering is the Type of Verbal, Titular Christendom: Who relye only on the Offering; and teach, that Christs Testaments absolve from Sin, tho' themselves remain Impenent, Domineering Murtherers.
CHAP. XXVIII. Of Cain's Murthering his Brother Abel.

1. THE cause of that was (as still it is) a strife, about Religion. The Devil envied Man, who was to succeed in the Throne, whence he was become Absolute. But the Death of Abel's outward Body, is a Figure, that the Bestial Man must be devour'd, that out of Death may spring forth Eternal Life, till then, must be maintain'd a resolute Conflict. And Abel as to the Heavenly part is a Figure of Christ.

2. And Cain in the Wrath, is a Figure of the Enmity and Darkness in the Eternal Nature, but outwardly a Figure of the Pharisees, who Crucified the Lord: And of all Persecutors to the end of the World.

CHAP. XXIX. How the Adumical Tree hath put forth itself into Branches and Pullulation.

1. THE seventeen first verses is a profound Tract, how from Adam, &c. sprung evil and good, ver. 18. Cain in the Language of Nature signifieth a Source out of the Centre of the fiery D. fire and Self-will, out of the fiery might of the Soul, viz. out of the first Principle.

2. Abel in the Language of Nature signifieth an out-breathed Angel, viz. from the second Principle, and as a Type of Christ went out Childless, for Christ was to generate a new Humane Tree.

3. Therefore was it, that Adam generated Seth, which in the Language of Nature, signifying a forth-running or leap, where the Love-will riseth out of the Fire-will. From him went the Line of the Covenant.

4. Cain begat Haron, and Built a City which he called also Hanoock, signifying an outward selfish Dominion. Hanoock begat Irad, signifying a Potentate or Tyrant. Irad begat Methuael, signifying an alluming of the outward and inward Centre of Nature, an Earthy God, that would poiffes Riches and Domination; out of this Name came Babel. Methuael begat Mebyjael, signifying that mine is the Divine Might. I am the Ordnance of God, which indeed was true, but only according to the first Principle. Mebyjael begat Lamech, signifying the sending of the Angel over the fleshly Life.

5. Lamech took two Wives, viz. a Twofold Essence and Will. Ada signifying that Cain would be honest, and Zilla signifying fleshly Joy and Pleasure. Ada bare Jabal a plain Man, of him were such as kept Cattle; but the other was Tubal signifying Temporal Joy, viz. the Harp and Organ. Zilla bare Tubal Cain, it hath an excellent understanding; the wing how the Sulphurous Mercurial Wheel, opens it self in the Generation of Metals; and his Sisters Name was Naema; here lyeth the precious Pearl, a Heavenly Property, a Virgin of Purity; by the dying of the outward Man, Naema becomes manifest. And Lamech said, I have slain a Man to my Wound, and a young Man to my Hurt. The Man was Abel, the young Man was Christ.

6. Cain was to be Avenged sevenfold, if any of the evil Spirits should kill him, vengeance should be on such Spirit, by all the seven Properties of the dark World; and the mark God set on him, was the mark of the Covenant. But Lamech was the seventh from Adam, and spake Prophetically, of what should befal his Posterity.
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CHAP. XXX. Of the Line of the Covenant.

1. THE Covenant, was to the Line of Seth as to the outward, that they should be Preachers of it: But it was as well to the Line of Cain in the Spirit; even as Sin passed on the Line of Seth as on others: for the Covenant was made to Adam, and to the Virgin Image thereby to be restored.

2. The evil Beast of the God's Form, God Predestinated to Condemnation, but the Covenant is in the Life, whose Free will forever reigneth to it, in every such Christ, if it be. And the strange Beast dieth.

3. Seth signifies in the Language of Nature a forth-breathing Spring out of the Life through the first Centre of the Soul. Seth begat Enos, which signifies a Divine Life. The fifth was Kenan signifying a forth going re-conceived Life or desire of Divine Contemplation. The sixth was Mahalaleel signifying an Angelical Form of an Angelical Kingdom.

4. The seventh was Jared signifying a Priest or Prince of the Spiritual Kingdom, as Ithad was of the worldly Dominion. The Office of Jared is Twofold, outwardly 'tis Moses, and inwardly Christ, as Lamech had two Wives. And Jared begat Enoch signifying the out breathed Breath of the Divine Good Pleasure. The seven Generations have these Figures.

5. (1.) Adam's purity before the Fall, and Abel to whom the Fall hung, and his being murdered point out Christ, who should bring us through Death into the pure Life.

   (2.) Seth's time continued to the Deluge.

   (3.) Enos time goes under Seth's and till Abraham.

   (4.) Canaan's time goes under Seth and Enos, and until Christ in the Flesh.

   (5.) Mahalaleel goes during Christ in the Flesh, and the time of the Apostles of Christ.

   (6.) Jared began after the death of the Apostles, and ruled inwardly in Christs Children, and outwardly the Cherub with the Sword bare rule. This sixth time is known as yet unhidden and passed under Antichrist as in a Mystery.

6. True Christs wage no War; for they having broken the Sword of the Cherub are dead, and reign with Christ, and live not to External Might, his Kingdom not being of the World. This sixth time continues till Translated Enoch appears in Spirit, and Elias Sword comes, then falls the outward Jared Babel.

7. And God will restore the Spirits of the Letters.

---

CHAP. XXXI. Of Enoch's Wonderful Line.

1. Enoch begat Methuselah, the father of the highest Age signifying a forth proceeding Voice. Methuselah begat Lamech as the Lamech in Cain's Line he had two Wives of Wives, to this begat Noah signifying the end and the beginning.

2. Noah had three Branches. Shem signifying an out-breathing Divine Life, Ham signifying a strong-breathing out of the Centre of Nature, Japheth signifying the...

3. The Sons of God looked on the Daughters of Men, *&c.* *vix.* those in whom God's Spirit manifestly it left looked according to the Lusts of the Flesh. And Giants, *vix.* Tyrants were Born, *vix.* Men whose Pride would receive no rebuke. Therefore came the Deluge, and after the three Families were fever'd. *It repent- ed God that he had made Man, and grieved him, *&c.* *vix.* according to the Creation of the formed Word, not the Eternal Speaking Word.

---

**CHAP. XXXII. Of the Covenant of God with Noah.**

1. That *Ham* was admitted, sheweth an open Gate to all Men; and that the Election palleth, when the Souls Free-will goeth out of good into evil.

(1.) The Mystery of the three Sons of Noah;

(2.) The three Stories of the Ark;

(3.) The three Men that appeared to Abraham;

(4.) Especially Christ, Moses and Elias at the Transfiguration, denote the Trinity and three Principles. The seven pair of clean Beasts, shew the seven Properties of the Natural Life; of the unclean, but one pair, represents only, the Property of the Dark World.

2. The Rainy Court Forty days, points at Adam's time of Probation, in which he introduced the Turba.

3. Gods Promising respite 120 years, and bringing the Deluge in 100, points out, that God will shorten time, in the Conclusion of all Beings. The Ark being refled, at the end of forty days, Noah sends out a Raven, signifying the Earthy Man, which flew to and fro, but return'd not to the Ark.

4. After seven days, he sent forth a Dove signifying the Children of God, who finding no rest in this World, return to the Ark. After seven days more, he sent forth a second Dove, who return'd in the Evening with an Olive Leaf, the Uncorruption. After other seven days, he let fly the third Dove, which denotes Antichrist, flying out of the Ark, but will no more forfake the World, to return to the Ark.

---

**CHAP. XXXIII. Of the beginning of the second Monarchy; and of the Covenant of God with Noah, &c.**

1. Have set my Bow in the Clouds, &c. The Rainbow, is a Token of God's Covenant, a representation to Man of all the three Principles, out of which he was Created, *vix.* the red and dark brown, betoken the first Principle, *vix.* the dark, Fire-world, the kingdom of God's Anger. The white and yellow shew the second Principle, the play-back Colour, the holy World, God's Love. The green and blue, is the third Principles Colour, the blue from the Chaos, the green from the Salt peter, where in the flagras, the Sulphur and Mercury do fever, and produce various Colours, which betoken the inward Worlds hidden in the four Elements.

2. The Rainbow also, betoken Christ the Judge, who shall then appear in all the three Principles, *vix.* in the first or Fire, into which the Turba in all Beings shall be swallowed up. In the second, or that of the Light to defend all his in Love and Meekness, from the Flames of Fire. In the third or Kingdom of Nature,
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CHAP. XXXIV. How Noah Cursed Ham, and the Mysteries concerning the three Sons, &c.

1. Noah's Drunkennes, the weth, how Adam by Lufling after this World's Property, was overcome therewith; and introduced the Beftial Lufts; standing in nakedness and shame, then did the Monster of tale Lufts (whereof Ham was the Figure) mock the precious Image, by introducing the shame.

2. Sem did Typhife the fair Image of God in the Light, the Sons Property, who flood in the Covenant. Japhet, did Typhise the Soul, the Fathers Property.

3. The Garment to cover the shame, is the new Heaven, Virgin Humanity, in the Covenant, the precious Sophia, which should open it (el) out of the Angelical World. This Garment, Sem alone did not lay over the flame; but Japhet, the poor Soul, muft help, by resignaition.

4. They went backward, by Repentance; for if Christ muft lay the Garment to cover us the Soul muft not dispute, but resign its will and go back.

5. Ham muft be a Servant of Servants; the mocking Spirit muft never rule, but always be kept under. Of Ham came the Beafly Sodomites, and Brutish Canaanites, whom Joshua deftroy'd.

6. Japhet, were the Gentiles, who walked according to the Light of Nature which is Tenant to the Light of Grace, for so they lived in Sem's Tents.

7. Thus was the Tree of the second Monarchy, in the fame three Properties as the first was.

The Second Part.

CHAP. XXXV. How the Humane Tree by the Children of Noah hath spread it self, &c.

1. The long Lives before the Flood were because the Divine Powers of the formed Word were then undivided: But when the Language of Nature was
was divided at Babel, the stem of Nature was faint and enfeebled. Seventy seven is the whole number of the Divine Manifestation, seventy two are Babel, the five are holy.  

2. The Sons of Japhet are recorded to be seven. Japhet noteth the first Principle, out of which rieth Nature, viz. The first seven Properties of Nature, and the seven free Arts.  

3. After which, from two of Japhets Sons are named seven to spring; whose Names signifie the Kingdom of Humane Rule. In the fourteenth are the Prophetical and Apocalytical Number, and in them ye couched the Angelical wills; for in the wise Heathen the inward holy Kingdom beheld it self, they saw by the Light of Nature the restitution of all things, and they shall when the covering is taken off dwell in the Tents of Sem.  

4. Ham had Cuth, and of him came Nimrod the Hunter. Man was fallen under the wrath in Nature, and the wild Nature, must be awed by a more mighty Hunter than it self, and be caught, torn and destroyed: But his lamentable, that tame Beasts which are none of his Game, should be devoured: But they also are outwardly but Beasts before God, and have the Hunters hide on them. Ham's Children and Grand Children are numbered twenty nine, himself makes thirty, for Ham fold the Righteous One for thirty pieces. And in the thirtieth year Christ separated himself to his Office.  

5. Sem is said to be the Father of all the Children of Eber; which Eber, was the third degree after Sem, but the mark of the Covenant was that chiefly intended. Eber had two Sons Peleg and Jochtan, in these two were the Seed of Adam and Christ divided, as after in Isaac and Ishmael, Jacob and Esau. Jochtan had fourteen Names, hinting the Humane Kingdom.  

6. Peleg had but one, which he begat at thirty years of Ages. The one pointing at Christ the only Son; the thirty at the number of thirty years, at which Age Christ manifested himself in his Office. And the Spirit names five that came out of Sem's Loins, and faith he begat more, but nameth them not, pointing at the five head Speeches, from the high Name of God. The Spirits of the Letters, in the Alphabet are from the one Spirit, in the Language of Nature. The Vowels, the holy Name J E O V A into which the Ancient Wise men, skilful in this Tongue, put in (H) which was done with great understanding; for by that the Divine Laver doth breathe forth itself. All five fold themselves up into three, A, O, V; Father, Son, Holy Ghost. The Triangle signifieth the three Properties; the V the Spirit, in the H. The other Letters in the Alphabet without the Vowels, come of the word * Tetragrammaton, or of four Letters. The twenty four Letters by the Builders of Babel were taken several after all the three Principles to make up the seventy two Languages.

---

CHAP. XXXVI. Of Babel, and the Mystery of the Speeches sprung thence, and the Recovery therefrom.

1. Moses faith, Nimrod (Grandson of Ham) began his kingdom at Babel, not that Ham's Children only did so; but Sem's and Japhets, joyed as one People, to build a Tower, to get up to God by, and made them a great Name.  

2. This Tower, is the Type of the fallen selfish Man, having lost the right understanding of God, elevated its own fancy. And now the Spirit of the mental Tongue of the five Vowels, the Language of Nature (by which Adam gave Names, being
being departed: they conceived the seminal divided, confused Tongues, whereof, as also, of the dark World, this Tower was a figure; where is understood the Beast, the AnimaL Ham-like Man; and the Whore, the Self-will revolted from God, by which the poor Captive Soul is bound under Vanity, till the corner fone (the Rock of Offence) divideth the divided seminal Tongues.

3. All Rabbies of all Nations, who run, devised of God's Seed are Builders here, and though they all destroy each other, yet are of one spirit, and* worship Magoim, * Dan. 11. the God of Forces.

4. Now, to become once again, must the division be kill'd; by giving up the Will into the one JEHOVAH or JESUS, and know only what God will be known in us. The Spirit of the living Vowels, and the one is us* the Letter kith, the Spirit given life. Like as the Divine Sun worketh in and through us as is pleasant him, so must we divide our Virtue and Will, with all Simplicity and Purity. * For, the living Word is therefore become Man, that the literal Image might die, and the first Man be regenerated in Christ's Seed, who, once Born, then the Image-Teachers rather hinder, than help; by letting up their imagination into the Temple of Christ.

5. But that must fall not be pleased and part; for, if the Whore is only trimmed, not made a Virgin, for he is judged, the Zed of the Lord doth it.

6. The Spirit of the Lord forms into the Word of the Mouth Truth, Faith, Love, Patience, &c. of the serpent, come lies. Envy, Pride, Covetousness, &c. by which every Man prove himself: for speech and understanding come not from the Stars and Elements, for then other Creatures could also speak, but from the formed Word of God, it is the Name of God, which Man must not abuse, on pain of Eternal Punishments.

7. This incorporated Word, Man hath, out of all the three Principles, with Power, to form a Substance, out of which principle he will, and therefore must follow at last, a reaping in of every thing, into its own receptacle.

CHAP. XXXVII. Of the Line of Abraham, and of the He-thenish Gods.

1. FROM Noah (exclusive) to Abram (inclusive) are Ten Names, in the Line of the Covenant; viz. Sam, Ishmael, Japheth, Edom, Eber, Elish, Rechab, Shem, Terah, Abram. In whom is understood, the ten Forms of Fire: the seven first of which are formed in the seven Forms of Nature. The 8th is the Fire of the Eternal Nature, which at the end shall purge the Floor: the Ninth is the heavenly Orifice of Fire and Light, and the Tenth is the Love of Fire, viz. The Holy Trinity in the Majesty.

2. Out of the ten Properties of the Names in the Line of the Covenant the Oracle, the Divine Voice was manifested in Abraham, and therefore he must go from his own Kindred, he should not see God in his own Country (vix) not in the Earthly Man. He should have a great Name (vix) in the Nation of Christ; for Abram had no Dominion here, but was a Stranger: and Christ teach his Kingdom is not of this World.

3. And whereas God bid Abram, first Eastward, West, North and South, and all that Land should be his, and his Seed for ever; this fall to, Abraham, and his Seed have it, in the Eternal, not in the External Kingdom, in the Holy Paradisal Principle (though the Turk hath it in the four Elements) in the Holy Spiritual part shall Eternally hold it, when the Earth shall be crystallized like a glassy Sea.

4. The
4. The three Sons of Terah, were Nahor, Haran and Abraham, a Type of the three Principles, to be opened in the Holy flaming Line of the covenant.

5. The Oracles of the Heathen gods, originate from the inward dark Fire-World, and the outward Astral and Elemental World. They knew the Stars and Elements rul’d the outward Life; whence they said the Soul of the World like a Horologe, did shew the rising up and dissolving of Nations, Kingdoms and Men.

6. From this Soul the Horologe of Nature, through the fence of the Astrum, which their Faith (that they powerfully brought thereinto) did move and stir up, had they Answers from their Images and Idols: and not wholly by the Devil, as Men ignorantly say, who themselves worship the Image God Magistim and Melchisedek.

CHAP. XXXVIII. Of the Beginning of the Heathenish War, of Abraham’s rescuing Lot, and of Melchisedek.

1. THE Gentiles and Children of Ham at Sodom, when the Powers of the formed Word, the Properties of Nature, did divide themselves into Enmity and Selfishness, the Centre of the Nature of the Dark World domineered in Man, fallen from the Kingdom of God’s Love and Humility, unto the outward Stars and Elements, and became half Devil and half Beast, would be great, destroy by War and posses, though they had the whole Earth before them. But Pride, Covetousness, Envy and Anger are the Roots of War in which the Devil and all wicked Creatures live.

2. But God, as far as he is called God, viz. according to the second Principle, defireth nothing Destructive: but according to the first, is a Zealous God, a consuming Fire; so that when Nations kindle that wrath, God did bid Israel imitate them; else the Fire of his Anger would have kindled it self in them, and made them as at Sodom.

3. God’s Anger was set on Fire in Adam, and passed on all Men, and the great bestial Property, the Serpents Enm and enkinded Anger, was in Abraham and his Children own Property, as in the Children of Ham, except the Line of Christ, which was in God’s Power, and Flooded in them, as Heaven doth in this World, also in Hell, or as the Day doth in the Night, yet not confounded. So in the anges Property, Abraham and his Family imitate the Heathen, and rescued Lot, to also have the Children of the Saints waged War.

4. But such who would be call’d Christians, do wage War not as Christians, but as Heathens; for the Christians is dead with Christ, to Wrath and the four Elements, and new born in Christ’s Spirit of Love and Patience, he is not of this World, liveth not to himself, but to God, his Conversation is in Heaven. Nor did Abraham desire ought he took, the Goods heretofore to the King of Sodom.

5. Melchisedek the Royal Priest, was the real figure of Christ, who blessed Abraham left the Turba, after his fighting, shoul’d return on him. To him, Abraham gave Tithes, (viz.) the 10th Property of the Human fiery Tongue of the Soul. And the Priest gave his Bread and Wine, and Blessing thereunto, (viz.) Love-Fire, Tincture of the Light, Heavenly Substantiality, that the Soul’s fiery Tincture, might again become a compleat Image of God, with Male and Female Property, Heavenly Corporeity, by the King of Salem. viz. of Salvation.
CHAP. XXXIX. God’s Covenant with Abraham, his Faith, and Sacrifice.

1. Abraham’s Faith, was his receiving the Speaking Word of God, (viz.) in the Gene. i. 2. Abraham’s Faith, was his receiving the Speaking Word of God, (viz.) in the Gene. i. 24. from Abraham’s Faith, was his receiving the Speaking Word of God, (viz.) in the Gene. i. 2. 4. from Promise into his Human Em. His Desire. (viz.) the aim of the Covenant \( v. 1. \) to \( v. 17. \) or formed Word, and both these were formed into one Power, and real Spiritual Substance. For Faith is the taking hold of God’s Will, and Uniting it to ours.

2. The Offerings were of three sorts of Beasts: a Heifer, a She-Cow, and a Ram, each three years old, betokens the whole outward threefold Man, of Salt, Mercury and Sulphur. The dividing them, the twofold Limus of the Earth, (viz.) The god’s Property out of the Dark World; the other, the Limus out of the Heavenly Worlds Property, which lies in one Compaction in the Earth, whence Man was created. The Turtle Dove, the poor Soul, captivated in the belial Property. The young Pigeon, the inward disappeared Humanity. Their not being divided shews, nothing shall be taken from the Soul, nor from the inward Man of the Heavenly Limus. The Fowls which Abraham drove away, the Essence of the wrathful Property of God’s Anger in Man, which hanger after the Humanity and would devour the same Abraham’s deep Sleep, the Death of Christ. The horror the Wrath of God. The darkens, the dark World, into which the Word should enter and resign its Will. The enkindled Fire railing between the pieces, the Holy Love-fire, tincturing all into a pure God. The Suffering in Egypt, that Christ in his Members should be only a Pilgrim, and that we are here in the Kingdom of the Heathen, where God’s Children must be embroiled in Servitude with them: to which the Potent do compel the Poor, whereas he must be subject, else he refuseth the Kingdom of Nature (viz.) the formed Word. But if the Worldly Rulers, rule only according to their Will and Lusts, they will find, that God will Judge them.

CHAP. XL. Of Hagar and Ismael.

1. The Scope of this, toucheth that of Predestination. For as much as Ismael and Ema are erroneously taken, to be of Eternal reprobation: we are to know, that Ismael representeth the Father’s Property, and kingdom of Nature in Adam: Ema, the Sons Property, and kingdom of Grace in the second Adam.

2. Ema (indeed blindly) teacheth, that God hath ordained a certain Edam or Empire to Damnation, and the rest to Salvation: but if so, Nature must needs be limited, confined and determin’d, when to bring forth a Child of God, or of Christ, and nothing would be in the Human Property free: yea, God himself, must concur, and shut up his unchangeable, one Infinite Will into a Beginning and Limit, which opens a Gate to horrid Prophaneness; makes void God’s Holy Laws and Rules; renders needles the offers of Grace, and bars up the Door of Repentance.

3. Yet the Holy Name of God (thus taken in Vain) is from Eternity free and offers itself to all poor Sinners. Thus the Angel met Hagar, and blessed Ismael then in her Womb, who figur’d the Runagate Adamic left Will; for God inwardly calls all wicked Men, not only in the Womb, but all the time of their lives, as the Sun shines all the Day.
4. So God calls the Turks and Heathens, figur'd by Cain, Ham, Ismael and Esau, who are in the Kingdom of Nature, as Ismael in Hebraic Womb: they went not to Ismael but to Abraham, nor thee to Christ's election, but to God, and he heareth them in Christ. They, and painted Christendom, are as the two Sons: one promised but did it not, the other land he would not, but went and did it; so may they attain the Adoration, though the latter Christians grumble at the returning Prodigal, who is nevertheless embraced by the Father.

CHAP. XLI. Of the Seal of the Covenant of Circumcision, and of Baptism.

1. God ratified his Covenant with Abraham by the Seal Circumcision; shewing, what Ens was Blesst; a fo what must, and what (in Man) must not, inherent (vix-) not the gross Earthy Man, conceived in the beftial Luft of Man and Woman.

2. That Copulation, is only born with, by Divine Patience and Permission; Man having left the Magical Birth of Paradise, and therefore, was every Male circumcised on that Moniferous Member. The beftial Seed of Man and Woman, being the Seed of their own Will, had not put on the Covenant and Blessing, but he, who is not Born of the Will of Man, nor of the Flesh, but of God.

3. The Earthly Members, die in the Spiritual Birth, through Christ's Death. Externally we cut off, in the Temporal Death; and 'tis Bürnt in the Eternal Death, in the Nothing, and a new Angelical Form shall arise.

4. The Males were only Circumcised, for Adam had both the Tinctures, and was a Masculine Virgin. It was to be on the eighth Day, because six Days are the Man in Nature, the eventh is the Day of Rest, which he brought into disquietness by reason that the seventh Property, the Heavenly Nature died in him, therefore God gave him of Grace another Day (vix-) the Eighth, which is Christ. Ismael was the first Man (though a Mocking) thus taken into Covenant; for Christ came, for Ismael's sake also, though the Doctrine of some dam Children from the Womb.

5. Baptism is for both Sexes, on all Days; shewing the Seed all have, and Christ's Universal offer of God's Mercy: also pointing out Christ's Humanity, who was both Circumcised and Baptized, and the First born from the Dead. But the Ens of Faith, by the Spirit was the Fire-baptism, for both Jews and Christians.

CHAP. XLII. Of the three Men who appeared to Abraham in the Plain of Mamre, &c.

1. The three Men, signified the Trinity, in highest Humility. In the heat of the Day, when the Humanity was enflamed, with highest Rage, under God's Indignation. Appeared to Abraham (vix-) to Adam's Children in the Sons Tent. Abraham bowed himself (vix-) in his Father's Ent. The three Measures of Meal, the three Principles or three Worlds in Man: and kneaded, the Heavenly Humanity must be mixed with ours. The tender Calf, the Limus of the Earth, which is as a Beast before God.

2. The Lord asked for Sarah, he said, she is in the Tent (vix-) covered with earthly fluff; that is, lees not who is with me. Sarah laughed, and tearing lyed, the Figure of Eve.
CHAP. XLIII. Of the Ruin of Sodom and Gomorrah, how foretold to Abraham.

1. **God** faith, I am come down, to see if the Sin of Sodom be so great, as the cry of Gen. 18. it, which is come up, viz. God, according to the Property of the Anger, feeth in the Devils and faile Souls; but his Love-eye, feeth not into the Apo- phate Souls.

2. Reafon knows not what God is, nor where he dwells. God is every Effence, and dwelleth through every Effence, but possifeth no Locality, nor doth need space for Habitation.

3. But as far as he is called God, is no Effence, but through all things, and giveth himself in an Energetical way, but worketh not from without into it, but from within out of it, to his Manifeftation.

4. The cry going up, and God's coming down, is thus;

5. Inward, is above: outward, is below; the Angelical World, is said to be above, and the formed outward, below; as when a Fire is kindled, the light is above, the substance [or matter] below.

6. For the being within, without the substance, is the being above.

7. *Abraham's* Praying for Sodom, shews Abraham to be a figure of Chrift, with- holding the fervre Righteoufliefs from falling on Man; but there were only three capable of Mercy.

8. And whereas there *went* but two Angels towards Sodom (viz.) not the Per- son of Chrift, but God's Truth and Righteoufliefs. The Truth brought out Lot, and the Righteoufliefs remained in Sodom.

9. Lot knew them, and bowed, humilityng himself before the Lord, but they at first denied to go in with him; because his Wife (by whom the earthy Matrix is signified) could not go through the Judgment.

10. The Men bid Lot call all his together, but his Sons that were to Marry his Daughters would not; for the wrath in them was fo strong, as to withhold though the Truth drew them, as it did also Lot's Wife, by which she was tranfmitted, as a terrible Example, till the last Judgment.

CHAP. XLIV. Of Lot's Departure out of Sodom, and the terrible overthrow of that whole Region.

1. The Angels took Lot, his Wife and Daughters by the Hand; they were inwardly taken by the hand of Faith in the Covenant. So were the Men of Sodom, taken by the hand of their Effence, and brought into Judgment and Execution.

2. The Sun was Externally rifen, fo was Internally the Sun of God's Truth, the Sun of the Covenant, on Lot: and the scorching Sun of God's Anger, on Sodom. This figure concerns Babel.

3. Lot obtained the saving of Zaan (and himself in it) as oftentimes God's Chil- dren do with-hold great Plagues from falling on People. The Angel faith, I can do nothing till thou come thicker. God's Anger becomes impotent as it were, where the Sons of Love are present. It rained Brimflone and Fire from the Lord, q.e.

4. It was not the Hellifh Fire, which at the End shall purge the Floor; if so, the


**CHAP. XLVI. How God defended Abraham and Sarah.**

1. Abraham's continual Travels, figureth Christianity; which goeth from place to place, as a Stranger, without any continuing abode.
2. His being still protected, sheweth the particular care of God, still, as then, over every one of his Children.
3. His being faint and timorous, when he came to Pharaoh and Abimelech, sheweth we are not to go in our Strength; Abraham's Will of self, looking only on itself, was dismay'd; yet in him was the great Might over all Powers: but it belonged not to the Human Ownhood, neither doth Christ in his Children belong to the Human Ownhood, but to the humble resign'd Will.
4. So in Abraham and in all Christians, are a twofold Will, one of this World, always standing in fear, the other according to the Second Principle, the Kingdom of Heaven; the poor captive Soul's Will, which immergeth its self into God's Mercy in Hope.

**CHAP. XLVII. Of Isaac's Birth, and casting out Ishmael and Hagar, and what it means.**

1. Lot being out, and Sodom destroyed, Abraham removed, shewing, that where Christ's Kingdom is corrupt, he will depart.
2. He lived under King Abimelech, (viz. the Man of ingenious reason. At Gen. v. i. the austere Life of Nature.
3. In this removal, Abraham followed his reason: Reason-light is the winnowing-cress of God's Children; this brought his Fear, also his Reproof, from Abimelech, whom he should have Taught.
4. God's Children are in themselves weak, as all others, yet not to be rejected; for the Cross is always stands by them; as Abimelech by Abraham, Ishmael by Isaac, Hagar by Sarah.
5. Sarah jeals her, and the wanders in the Wilderness, of brokenness of Heart; then gave her Self and Son to die; but the Angel comforts her. That is, in the Figure.
6. When Christ is Born in the Convert, the new-born Will rejecteth its own evil Nature, the Mother; then doth the poor forsaken Nature, wander and give up it till to Death, till the Angel comes and comforts it, that is, some faithful upright Man,
Mysterium Magnum. Part II.

Man, or some beam of Light from Christ in the Heart, to give Living Water; for of this Child must come a Nation, Christ must be Born, as a fair blossom out of the wild Earth.

7. These precious Figures have remained speechless to the World; because of Man's Vanity, but now the Mystery of the Kingdom of God shall be finished, and the Child of Perdition be revealed. Man's unworthines sauseth Truth to be hidden, wherefore it was Christ preach'd in Parables.

8. Also we must know, whoever will understand the Old Testament, must set before him the two Types; externally, Adam the earthly Man: and internally, Christ: and change both these into one, and so he may apprehend Moses and the Prophets.

CHAP. XLVII. Of the Covenant of Abimelech and Abraham, and what it points at.

1. Berochebah, a bruising to Death, is the same Fountain which the Angel shewed Hagar; which Abraham (vix.) Christ digged, and there afterwards preached the Eternal God. The Covenant between Abimelech and Abraham is the Covenant of Christ, with the Humanity, where he swore, not to destroy the Humanity, as he said, he was not come to condemn the World. Abimelech (vix.) the Soul, out of the Father's Property: Picketh the outward Nature, the third Principle, Field-Captain or Officer of the Soul. Abraham is Christ, in the Humanity. Now Abimelech's restoring Abraham's Wife, saying he knew not, &c. signifies, That the Soul of Adam knew not Christ, in the Tincture of Heavenly Venus; therefore went into Self-life; but when God shewed it to the Soul, the Soul said, I knew not that God's Wife the Holy Tincture, the Heavenly Matrix, was in me.

2. But now, I restore whatever I have taken of the Divine Worlds Property, it is thy Wife; then all the Women of Abimelech and his Servants, Eues Daughters, were healed.

3. Christ here sweareth, not to shew any unkindness to the Human Property, nor to the Children, nor to the Grandchildren or Nephews (vix.) those springing out of the wild Property, where often a wicked Husband or Wife are joined to a godly one, and so those Children spring from the wild Property. 'Tis said, Thou shalt do according to the kindness that I have done unto thee (vix.) in restoring thy Wife thy Image shalt thou do to me, and to the Land (vix.) the outward Man, wherein thou (vix.) Christ, sojournest, art a Stranger. Which Christ Sweareth, * As I live, saith, &c. Then Abraham, Christ, reproved Abimelech, the Soul, that the Soul's Servants, the Essences of Nature had taken away the Well, the Esseence from the Heavenly Corporality (vix.) Christ's Body, in Adam; for Christ's Holy Fountain sprung up in the fiery Essence of the Soul, which being taken to Self-Power, the Heavenly Image disappeared. And abimelech, the Soul, answered, I knew not till this Day (vix.) that the Devil had deceived me.

4. Then Abraham (vix.) Christ, took Sheep, his Children the Jews, and Oxen the Gentiles, and gave them to the Father (of whose Property the Soul is) by an everlasting Covenant. And let seven Eues lambs apart (vix.) the seven Properties of the Natural Humanity of Christ, manifested in us. A part vix. a distinct Person.

5. We poor Jews and Gentiles may not say we are Christ, but his Houle: he is a part with the Divine Properties. But in right resignation when Man's Will is Dead to Self, Christ only liveth in it; such Eternally witnesses, that Christ digged the Well. At Bethel, the place of Common, Christ planted Trees, Hea-
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See *Rev. 10.27.* *2 Thess. 3.*
venly Branches. Preached, &c. and remained there a long time (viz.) all the
time of the Natural Life.

CHAP. XLVIII. Of Abraham's Offering up Isaac.

1. Abraham is represented in Adam's Head: Isaac in Christ's Humanity: The
   Voice is God the Fathers; so is Christ Offered by Adam's Children the
   Jews, to the Fathers Fire. Thy Son whom thou lovest, viz. thy will brought in-
   to Self-love, in the decoration of which in Gods Wrath-fire, the true Man Created
   in Adam, must be form'd and preferv'd as Gold or Silver in the Crucible,
   where Copper and all Impurities evaporate. On Mount Moriah, which God, not
   we, chufeth.

   1 Cor. 5. 15. Christ wholly resigns up our Humane Will of Self to his Father, in his Death
   for all, and in all Men: As when the stock of a Tree dyeth, the Branches die also,
   and as the Tree reneweth its Youth (as the Rod of Aaron did) it introduceth new
   Life into its Branches. Abraham role early, teaching immediate obedience.

   *Gen. 22. 3.* And girt his Afs, the Beftial Man, with power. Took with him two young
   Men; one the Soul from the first Principle, the other the Spirit of the outward
   Life. Clave the Wood; as Adam clave Gods Love and Anger. *On the third
day; pointing at Adam's Sleep to the Angelical World, and the time of Chrift's Re-
   surrection. Far off; the Final Offering of Chrift, above two Thouand years.
The two young Men to carry with the Afs, till Chrift is Offered and come again.

   * ( v. 4.) Abraham took the *Knife, and Fire, Gods Anger and Death. *Iaacc said, Here
   is the Wood, the Sins of all Men; and the Fire, Gods Wrath; but where is the
   Lamb? Abraham's Ens of Faith saw the Lamb. Abraham bound Isaac, fo was
   Chrift, and fo must our Self-wills be bound, and resign'd to God in entire earn-
   netnels. The Angel calleth hurt not Nature, as he had done to Hagar at Beer-
   sheba. He saw a Ram hung, viz. the Shew's death kills not the true Man, but the putting
   Beall, hung in the Devils Thickets of Thorny Cares and Vanity. Next follows the
   Blessing, increase and prevalency. And Abraham returned with his Son and
   two young Men to Beersheba, into the toil and labour of this World; fo God ex-
   erceth his people not always in operation of the Spiritual Figures, but in weak-
   nesses and infirmities, in the Kingdom of Nature: And sometines again under the
   Crofs, and fo they grow as in a Field, sometimes Storms, sometimes Sun-
   shine.

   3. Nahor Abraham's Br other, had eight Sons by Milcah of whom came great
   Nations. the Arifians, who tho' they sprung not from the Ens of Faith in the Line
   of Chrift, the Blessing of Abraham passed on them.

CHAP. XLIX. Of Sarah's Death, and Abraham's Hereditary
   Sepulchre.

1. While Abraham lived he was a Stranger, no continuing abode had he; but
   when his Sarah died he would have a certain Possession of a peculiar and
   Hereditary Sepulchre, for his Wife, himself and Children; which he would not
   have to be given him, but bought it of the Sons of Heth and Ephron, for four hun-
   dred Shekles of Silver, viz. the Care of Machpelah. The inward Figure of which
   was Jeth.
2. When Iaac, viz. Christ, is come, the twofold Body returns back to its original Mother, the Eternal and Temporal Nature. When the Saints die to feel the outward Life: The resigned Life will no longer stand in a strange Serpentine one, it cannot of due right take the first true Field, but it must be purchased. Thus Abraham in the Figure of Christ, doth, of the Sons of Heath, who stand in the Fathers Figure. And that Christ's Ransom is signified by four hundred Sheckles, hath this meaning. The first is the true Magical Fire, the second is the Light, the third the holy sound of the Mental Tongue, the fourth the conceived Ens of the other Properties, forming the holy Life: This is the pure Silver.

3. And whereas the Children of Heath would freely have given it, yet at last took Money for it: So hath God the Father freely given the Kingdome of Grace to Christ in our Humanity, but Christ would have it for a Natural Right.

4. By Canaan, understand the holy Chrysalline World or Earth, which shall be manifest.

5. By the twofold Cave or Pit of Muchness is signified, Man hath a twofold Humanity; one out of the Divine Ens and Heavenly Eulence, the other out of time this Worlds Substance, both which should be put into an Eternal Sepulchre, and lie in its original Mother, leaving the one will in Death; so that God might alone live, rule and will in the Soul, and Mans Life be only his Instrument. For the Soul hath turned itself aside from the only Eternal Word, into self-hood. This Distemper and likeness, must be buried and put again into a twofold Cave, and thence come into the Temperature, the Eulence whence the Body and Soul did arise.

---

CHAP. L. Of Abraham's sending his Servant for a Wife for Isaac.

1. Abraham, is herein the Figure of God the Father, Iaac, in that of Christ, Abraham's Servant, in that of Nature. The Canaanites, in that of the introduced Serpents Ens, the Beithal Man, which shall not Inherit. Here God makes his Servant, Nature, by whom he governeth. Essentially bind it left, that it will not introduce the Serpents Ens, the dark Worlds Beithal Canaanitish Property for Gods Childrens Yoke-fellow, but Nature must take Substance out of Abraham's true Humane Eulence, in pure Love of the Heavenly Matrix, that so the New Birth might be holy in its Virginity as to the inward Man.

2. * Nature saith, How if, &c. viz. the right Humane Ens will not follow * Gen. 24. u. v. me? * And God said, Beware, &c. viz go not according to thy Reason; but an Angel shall go before thee, viz. the Divine Will; for self-will and reason must not Lord it, but Nature must be a Servant; do as it is commanded, and commit it to God to bring on the Eternal Marriage. But if the Humane Will will not follow, the Messenger hath discharged his Office: The Rain ascends not up again without Fruit, Nature must declare that God hath given Christ all his Goods; and now delireth Man to be his Wife. * And the Servant saith, &c. * v. 9. viz. When God put his Holy Word with the formed Wisdom into the Natural Ens of Mery, then the Humane Nature Iware Obedience.

3. And the Servant took ten Camels, (and went to the City of Nabor in Mesopotamia) viz. the ten Forms of the three Principles, to the Natural and Supernatural Life, viz. seven Forms of the Centre of Nature, and three Forms of the three.
three definitions of the Principles; which are they whereby God causeth all things; and the Goods of the Lord are the formed Wisdom of the great Wonders and Powers.

4. And the Servant caused the Camels to kneel by the Well near the City, at Evening. At, or in the last time or days of the World. The will of the Fathers Nature, the Mystery of the Nature of the three Principles, the Carriers of the formed Word, hath laid it self down by the Well-spring of God, the Divine Fountain.

5. The Silver and Golden Jewels, Bracelets and Ear-rings given to Rebekah, signify the Heavenly Humanity of Jesus Christ, which is not given wholly into the power of the Fire-iou in this Life; but it become haughty as Lucifer and Adam, but Virgin Sophia meant by Rebekah, remaineth with her Bridegroom Christ, in the second Principle.

6. The spices signify the Holy Spirit. * Then they late down to eat, viz. the Marriage Feast, the Joy whereof none but the Children of Christ know. * And when Rebekah saw Isaac, &c. When the disappeared Humanity discover Christ in it self, it falleth into deepest Humility, and is ashamed, valing its Face before Gods Holiness and Clarity, that it hath lain so long Captive in the Bestial Man, but Christ taketh it into his Arms and leadeth it into his Mothers Tent, into the Heavenly Worlds Efence. And then was Isaac comforted for his Mother, for the disappeared Matrix, which was lost in Adam, now re-obtain'd in Virgin-like Chastity for his Spoule.

CHAP. LI. Of Abraham's taking Keturah to Wife, and of his Six Sons and Death.

1. Abram was old when he had Isaac, to shew Christ was to be in the old Age of the World, and Sarah was old, that so the Divine Ens might have the preeminence over the Humane, and the must have but one, for so is Christ, and all are Branches in the one Tree, viz. Christ in all.

2. But Abraham by Ketura had six Sons signifying the six Properties of the formed Nature, the operation of the six days: Isaac, viz. Christ is the seventh, the Sabbath. Of those six sprang six Nations, to them he gave gifts of his Goods, tho' not the Inheritance, yet had the free Gift of Grace. So every Man hath Christ as the free Gift of Grace in him, none predestinated to destruction, for by those six are signified all Adam's Children.

3. In the right Adamical Man, out of which the Earth had its Original is the Covenant of the Free gift, but the own-self made-groes-earthly Adam, who by Lust made himself a Beast is not capable of the Gift in the Covenant, but the right Man (as a Tincture in groes Lead mortifieth the Saturnine will, and changeth it into Gold) swalloweth up the groles Man, viz. the dark Worlds Property.

4. The Jews, Christians and Heathens have all this Gift, and Christ is the only available obedience; all Men therefore who give up themselves in obedience to God are received in Christs obedience, for Names are not accepted.

5. My believing that Christ was Born, Died and Rose for me makes me not a Christian, but I must put on Christ, enter into his Obedience and Sacrifice, abide in him and Live in him.

6. When Abraham had brought his Lives Forms into right order he resigned up himself into Mortification, tired with the Life of self, relieved in God.
CHAP. LII. The History of Isaac, Birth of Esau and Jacob.

1. After Abraham's Death, God blessed Isaac, and he lived by the Well Labai- 

re, viz. the Well of Living, and seeing his Soul dwelt by the Fountain 

of Divine Love. The desire of the Soul, is the Fiats, which takes the holy Love 

Tincture into its self, and makes it Essential; as the Metaline Ens gives its desire 

into the Sun Tincture; that out of them both the fair and precious Gold is 

generated. So doth the Deity inhabit in the Soul, and co-worketh, but is not comprehended.

2. The Souls Magical Fire, by the Divine Love desire is kindled into a flaming 

Luftre, so doth the Souls Magical Fire become the Bridegroom to the precious 

Sophia but the Mortal Soul; from the Stars or four Elements attains it not in the 

Life, but that Soul that cometh from the Centre of the Eternal Nature, out of 

the Divine Lucret through the Word, whereby the Divine longings formeth the 

Wisdom into Substant. This Soul is that which is betrothed to Sophia.

3. Ishmael had twelve Sons, six of the Inward, and six of the Outward Nature 

of the Humane Property. They were afterward Potent, Renowned Nations. 

Whereas Isaac and his Children were as Pilgrims; shewing, Christ's Dominion is 

not of this World; and yet the Kingdoms of this World shall fall before Him.

4. Esau and Jacob's strife in the Womb, shews, that when Christ first manifesteth himself in the AdamicNature, the Strife of the two Kingdoms begins. The Serpent slungeth the New Birth (Christ) on the Heel, (a woful Distress) but Christ affaults the Head: And the Esau be First-born, Jacob cometh soon after and deprives him, and makes Esau (the Kingdom of Nature) his Servant. *And, *Gen. 25.24; in that Esau came forth First, and was Red, and all over Rough: The Red betokeneth the Fathers Nature in the Fire, (the Rough the Earthly Belial Nature.)

CHAP. LIII. How Esau contemned his Birthright, and sold it for a 

Mess of Pottage.

1. There is in this a Twofold Figure: for Outwardly, it is the Figure of the 

Earthly Man, who carelessly and profanely giveth away the Heavenly Sub-

stance, to satiate its Lustful Will, and fills its Carnal Body: But Inwardly, Esau 
had the Souls Centre, viz. Adam's Nature for a natural due Right which was 

Faint, and wearied by the Driver: This would Jacob, (who betokened the 

Power of the other Adam (Christ) have him [This Day] viz. from That day 
forward, wholly to give up and Reign. And would give him the Divine Ens. 
And in this Inward Understanding, Abraham was the Field, Ishmael the Root, 

and Isaac the Fruit: Alto now, Isaac the Field, Esau the Root, and Jacob the 

Fruit. And we see the Blossom and Fruit hath far a more Sublime, pure Property 
than the Stalk and Root (by influence of the Solar Ray.)

2. The meaning of this Figure is, that the evil Adamical Man's Will, must be 

resigned up. It is Rejected, and availed not in the Kingdom of God.

Not that the Person of Esau was intended (as Babel ignorantly teacheth) to 

be by Gods Sovereignty Reprobated and Hated.
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CHAP. LIV. How Isaac, by reason of the Famine, went down to Abimelech at Gerar, &c.

1. Here is shewed the Kingdom of Grace and Nature. The Famine, shews Adam's Temptation, wherein he should have fed on the Word of God, and not gone into the strange Kingdom of the Stars and Elements, where he Deied his wife, vix. the Heavenly Genitures in him, and brought his Lust into the Beastial Property.

2. And that Isaac grew so Great there, that Abimelech was afraid of him, shews Gods Blessing on the Kingdom of Christ.

3. The Servants of King Abimelech's digging the Wells, digged by the Servants of Isaac, sheweth, that Abraham and Isaac having digged in the Ends of their Faith, the Knowledge of the Messiah, the same is obscured and stopped up by the Earthy Reason. And then they digged and said, we have found Water; and Isaac called it Sheba, (hinting at Saba, the Saboth, ( Christ) called also Beer sheba, vix. the Contraction or Breaking; where the Saboth through Death, brings forth the Fountain of Life.

5. That Esau lived Forty years, and then took two Evil Women to Wife; points at Adam's Forty days in the Proba; and then took two Evil Wives, vix. one of the Beastial Property of the four Elements; the other the Arafal, which were a vexation and grief of Heart to Isaac and Rebekah all their Life. Thus as the whole Old Testament, is a Figure of the New, so is the New of the Future Eternal World.

CHAP. LV. Of Isaac's Blessing Jacob unknowingly when he was Old, and ready to Die.

The Gates of the Great Mystery of the whole Bible.

1. Reason from this Figure conjectureth,
   (1.) That Rebekah lov'd Jacob more than Esau.
   (2.) That it was from God's Predestinate Purpose; because Esau was not worthy of it.

2. But rightly to interpret it: The Patriarch Isaac is the Figure of God the Father; Esau, of the depraved Humane Nature; Jacob, of the New Birth in the Humanity of Christ; Rebekah of the Virgin Mary.

3. The Fathers Blessing would bring it self into Adam, but his Heavenly Ens was extinct; and the Kingdom of Nature in Poyson'd, that it must be Difolv'd; for Adam's Fiery Tincture (by being awakened in the wrath) became an Earthy Image; and mortified the Heavenly; so that the Kingdom of Nature was (in its own power) uncapable of the Fathers Blessing; and could not be remedied only by a Blessing; the Blessing must become a Substance; the Fathers Blessing turned it self on the Adamical Female Lights Tincture; and from the power Thereof, did assume the Souls Nature; and then bruide the fiery Serpents Head, and transmute the Souls fiery Will into a Love-fire or Meekness, vix. the power of the Light.

4. Esau was Hairy or Rugged; signifying the gross Beastial Property; and Christ did
did put on our Hairy Beast-like Skin, to make us capable of the Blessing, and destroy our Death of the Beast. Property. Even as Jacob could not get the Blessing without having the hairy Garment.

5. That the feeling Eliau's hairy Garment on Jacob, signified the Fathers reaching into the Essence of Christ, whether it were the first Image Created in Adam; whence was Christ's Agony and Bloody Sweat.

6. And as the found outwardly Eliau's Skin, but inwardly heard Jacob's Voice, yet Blest him instead of Eliau: So had Christ our Rugged, Humane Property, ye. God lad, This is my Beloved Son, &c. and Blest our Humanity.

7. The Blessing given Jacob denotes, that the New Man in Christ should take away the Scepter and Might from the Devil, and Man of Sin, and be Lord over his Brothers (the Adamic Nature) in Flesh and Blood.

8. The Corn and Wine, and Dew of Heaven shew God blest our Humanity in Christ, with the Earth and Resurrection.

9. Eliau's bringing his Venison, and Eliau's Forbearance, shew, that God holy People would have the Will of their Reason be done. Their Misery is, that Reason enterth into its Dominion, which knoweth not the ways of God.

10. Eliau was Blest also with the Dew of Heaven and Fathers of the Earth; should live by his Sword; and when he should have the Dominion should break the Yoke.

11. But if not may, Live thou by thy Sword; but Thou wilt Live so, &c. wherein he Prophefeth that the corrupt Nature would be a Tyrant and Murderer; and doth not justify the use of outward Weapons and Violence, but that he (through his Anger) should leave the Anger of God; and stop his hate in Jacob noteth what the Great Ones of the World should do, for the Devil rageth, that the Kingdom of Christ should take away his Throne.

CHAP. LVI. Of Jacob's Leaving his Parents for fear of Eliau, and of his Vision of the Ladder.

1. Jacob having the Blessing and Unction, soon departed from his Fathers House and left all to Eliau; so did Christ (of whom this is a Figure) after he had anointed our Humanity, fled with it out of our Adamic House, to the first Paradifical House. So must the Christian fly the Depraved Natures, begin the Pilgrimage, leave the Temporal Honour and Goods to Eliau.

When Jacob had left the Riches of the World, he saw the Ladder (which was Christ), leading to the Eternal Kingdom; and by it, the angelical World descendeth, uniting Heaven to the World in Man, while the World Hates, Reproaches and Persecuteth them: An Example of which Mocking, are Eliau's two Ilmachi-thi Wives.

2. God said, In thy Seed shall all Nations be blessed; * shewing that Christ hath Gen. 28. 14. truly taken on him our Humanity, (the Adamic Soul) in which the Divine * See the Ex-

3. Eliau's Fear when he awaked, Typified Christ's Agony in the Garden.
CHAP. LVII. How Jacob kept Laban's Sheep Fourteen Years for his Two Daughters, &c.

1. Achel is here the Figure of the Noble Sophia, (the Bride of Christ) whom the Soul having once seen with great Joy, earnestly defireth and serveth (as Jacob seven years) willingly for: But at the Wedding the other Sister Leah, signifying the Cross of Christ is laid by him, that the Soul may not sport it self in the Garden of Roses, but be in Trouble; Tried and Humbled: Her tender Eyes signifie tenderness of Heart.

2. And then the Virgin Sophia is given to it, but what That Joy is, They only know, who have been Guests to this Wedding; which Joy afterwards passeth away, and the Noble Sophia is as it were Barren. Mean while Leah under the Cross of Christ, beareth Fruit with Patience and Labour.

3. And as Rachel said, Give me Children, or else I die, so faith Sophia. Work (in my Love desire) Divine Fruit, else I will depart; which the Soul (in its own power) cannot; but doth Therefore Pray earnestly; Then is Joseph the Prince of Egypt, viz. the House of Flesh and Blood, where dwells the Heathenish Pharaoh (the Beastial Spirit) but over It (and Reaton also) is the humble, chaste, modest Joseph, made Ruler.

4. But the Children of Leah, Reuben, &c. bare the Figure of Lust, Glory, &c. The rest of this Chap. is referr'd to 77. of the Myst. Mag. and Gen. 49.

---

CHAP. LVIII. Of Jacob's serving Laban, and of his Wives, and Children, and Wages.

1. Jacob was in a servile condition twenty years, till he had begat the Twelve Stocks of the Twelve Tribes. So is a Christian Born under the servile Yoke of the commonserving self Adamical will; And their being Begotten in Servitude, shews Gods Children are but Strange Guests here, but shall go out with great Riches. Leahs being defiled for her bare Ears, shews the same.

2. The inward Figure is, Adam went out of Paradise and serv'd the Kingdom of this World; yet as he was going out, God shewed him the entrance in again, viz. by the Womans Seed, (as is signified by Jacob's Ladder) mean time the Kingdom of the Sires, viz. vested Adam, with heat, cold, sicknels and misery. Jacob's getting great Riches by peeling Rods, &c. shews how Adam's Children should by subtle working in Nature acquire to themselves for a Propriety the Wonders in Nature which they shall carry away as an Eternal Propriety, so did the Destroyer of the Serpent with Divine subtily put on Humanity, and took away the outward Kingdom's Power.

3. The ring streaked, speckled and grizled denotes the half Earthy, and again the new born chiefly Nature.

4. The Kingdom of Nature lay in Adam in the Temperature; all the Proprieties were of equal weight, but when the will of the Soul were into the separation it was thereby expir'd till the Divine subtily draws the Kingdom of Nature to it self, and res-entrcith with the Wonders in its new Man again into Paradise.

5. But Jacob's peeling the Rods justifieth not subtily of decoy, but only is a Figure representing the Spiritual subtily.

6. And
6. And as Laban disappointed Jacob by changing his Wages ten times, so goes it with the Child of God here, whose expectation of God's Blessing is often frustrate, but yet his Faiths desire draweth to him Christ the Eternal Wages, and in him the out-spoken Word the Kingdom of Nature, wherein lye the Wonders and Being of Man which is kept to the great separation, when every one shall reap what he hath here sown.

7. Jacob had Dinah by Leah, who was the Figure of Eve, who fell by her Curiosity.

8. When Rachel had Born Joseph, whose great chastity and fear of God shews God's Blessing had shirred up the Tinctures of the Kingdom of Nature, then doth Jacob call for and receive his Wages, for Joseph (that is) Christ, was Born, who should feed him, and give the Eternal Succur, by bringing his Father and Brethren into his Lords Country.

CHAP. LIX. Of Jacob's departure from Laban, &c.

1. Laban's Children said Jacob hath gotten all our Fathers Goods, and Laban's Countenance was changed; pointing us, that when Christ's Spirit in Man hath won the rule of the Human Nature, then the Serpent in the wrath of Nature enviously opposeth the poor Soul, pestling for worldly Honour and Pleasure. But then God faith to the Soul, as here to Jacob, Return into thy Fathers Country, viz. into the Eternal Word out of which it proceeded, which it doth and flyeth, as did Jacob.

2. And as Laban, so do the wicked World pursue, but God aweth them. Thus also is Christ Figured, who put himself in Mans servile Yoke, took Adam's Daughter, viz. the Humane Nature in Flesh and Blood, and in the end came to his Fathers Country his acquired Goods, which Laban nor his Company, viz. the Devil nor his, could not rob him of.

3. Laban's Gods stolen by Rachel, might well be the Images or Statues of those of his Ancestors deceased, his Love of whom made them patterns for his Instruction.

4. Rachel's healing them, hath an inward and an outward Figure. First Christ took the Rachel our Humane Nature, which had taken to it self the Idol wills, and broke those Idols. Outwardly, it points that as Jacob left Laban, so did Israel Egypt, but brought their fleshly Idol desires with them, which in time swerv'd them from the true God.

5. But Laban's pursuing, noteth those of Natures Kingdom persecuting them that leave Babel's Worship and Pageantry, retuming to be conducted on their way by the Worlds Mirth, Tabrets and Solemnity; for Christ being Born in them, their Mind leaveth Adam's servile House of Images, and Gods Hoist of Angels are appointed his Guardians.

CHAP. LX. Of Esau's going to meet Jacob with Four Hundred Men. Jacob's Present and Wrestling, &c.

1. Esau's coming with four hundred Men signifieth the Kingdom of Nature in the Anger of God, which was the first born, and in the four Elements, at which Jacob was astonished, so was Christ at Mount Olivet.
2. Jacob's dividing the Herds into two companies points at Christ's twofold Humanity, viz. the Heavenly and Earthy, that when these Warriors should storm the Earthy, the other which came down from Heaven should escape.

3. Jacob's Presents are Christ's Prayers.

4. His humbling himself, saying, I came over with my Staff only, but am now two Bands; fo did Christ in the Garden; whose two Bands were the Heavenly Humanity perish'd in Adam, and that of the Limbus of the Earth; with both which Jacob, viz. Christ was to return to his first Paradisical Country and Angelical Kindred.

5. Sent five hundred and eighty Cattel, viz. Christ sent our Lusts to the Anger of God.

6. Jacob also sent his two Wives, viz. Christ sent the twofold Spirit of Man, viz. the Soul and the Spiritus Mundi, viz. the inward Eternal Soul, and the outward Soul.

7. Two Handmaids, viz. the twofold Humanity of the Body.

8. The Eleven Children, viz. the Eleven Apostles.

9. And passed over the Brook Japhob, viz. Kidren.

10. Jacob's Twelfth Son lay yet unborn, so now was Christ's Twelfth Apostle not chosen in the room of Judas.

11. Jacob spake alone, and there wrestled a Man with him, viz. the great love of God in the Name Jesus, did wrestle with God's Righteousness and Truth which was on Mount Sinai.

12. All Night of the darkness of God's Anger.

13. The Ham of his Thigh was displaced, viz. the Adamical Humanity was displaced, but not broken to die Eternally. He halted, viz. being Lame to the Pride, Vanity, Malice, Lasciviousness &c. of this World.

14. The Man said, Let me go, for the day, viz. the Eternal day dawnteth: But Jacob, viz. Christ said, I will not let thee go until thou believest me, viz. the Humanity.

15. And the Man said, What is thy Name? He said, Jacob. Then the Man said, Thou shalt no more have a Self name, but Israel, viz. a Prince of Life, or Christian, viz. a Prince on the Vine Christ.

16. And Jacob asked what is thy Name? But Christ said, why askest thou, (that is) I am no stranger, the Name and Name shall be one. But God without Nature and Creature is the Eternal one and Eternal good, the Abyss and Profundity, no place is found for him, so Creature can Name him; for all Names stand in the formed Word; But God is the Beginning's Root of all Power, the Vegetables know not how the Sun blesseth them.

17. Man hath lamentably left the five Vowels, the Holy Ghosts Language, for the whole New Testament is couched up in the Old.

18. When God blessed Jacob, he called the place Penuell (that is) where God is manifest in the Soul.

19. And when he was departed thence, the Sun, viz. of Righteousness arose in him, and he halting his left-Hand was lame in its ability.

20. And the Children of Israel eat not of that Sinew to this day; for they understood that Manna, and Instructs this Memorial, viz. the displacing of their Natural Will; which if the present Jews and Christians well understood they would not hurt after Sovereigns and Wills, yet under Christ's Purple Mantle.

CHAP.


CHAP. LXI. Of Jacob and Esau meeting all Heart-burning turned to Joy, &c.

1. Blind Reason should learn the meaning of God's Decree, Rom. 9. 13, and Mat. 1. 2, 3. for, here was Esau the Type of the corrupted Adam, and Jacob of Christ, who came to help Adam, and were of one Seed, to show Christ must become Flesh. And Jacob appeased Esau by his Humanity, as did Christ by his great Love in our Humanity in our Anger-Trouble, appease the Anger of God, when he gave up his Heavenly Blood, with the Tincture of Love into the Anger of God; for then was the Anger in the dark World turned into a Love-fire.

2. Jacob seeing Esau coming with four hundred Men, divided his Children to Leah, and to Rachel, and to both the Handmaids, and passed before them, and bowed seven times, &c.

3. When Christ in our Humanity entered his Sufferings, God's Anger in the four Elements met him. Then Christ divided the Heavenly World's substance which he brought from God, signified by Rachel from the Natural Humanity, from Adam (or Spiritus Mundi) Ty'd by heavier and Leah, wherein yet the destroyer of the Serpent was born, as Judith of Leah where Rachel was barren, till Christ's Spirit made her fruitful.

4. And as Jacob set the Handmaids foremost, so did Christ first cause the Earthy to pass through the sharps of Death, next Leah the Body out of the Limbus of the Earth followed.

5. And after her, Rachel, the Heavenly Limbus, with the Prince Joseph the Divine World's Substance.

6. Jacob bowed seven times in this Humanity, appeasing Esau, so did Jesus through all the seven forms of Natures Life.

7. As Jacob yielded up his Riches and Life to Esau, to do what he would with him, so did Christ to God's Anger.

8. Esau ran to meet him, fell on his Neck, wept and kissed him, so when the Essence of God's Anger in Man, ta'led the sweet Love in the Name and Blood of Jesus, it was translated into Compassion.

9. And Esau beheld the Women and Children, and said, whose are these? &c. Gen. 33. 5, 6, Man, which had in the Anger and Darkness, was not known to the holy Image, but Love made him known.

10. Their order of coming to Esau, is how poor Eve's Children were brought through Christ's Sufferings and Death, into the Countenance of God, and the Body of Sin through Death, then the Body out of the Limbus of the Earth, which in the Redemption is esteemed strange, therefore Typed by a Handmaid. And lastly, the fair Image Created in Adam.

11. Jacob's Presents signify the Children purchased by Christ, and given to the Father, to shall Christ deliver up the Kingdom to the Father.

12. Ye is Esau's Compassion, and weeping on Jacob the Type of repeating Sinners Lovers.

13. Esau said, Let us go together; Jacob hath the Children are tender, &c. I will follow softly, &c. When Christ in his Sufferings had appeased his Father's Anger in the Kingdom of Nature, the appeased Anger would instantly take the

Note The Blessed Author taking occasion at Moses' Fall from God's 13, 14. saving, Esau have I hated, &c. to conclude, God's predestination of Man to Damnation, doth fundamentally declare that great Mystery from the 2d to the 6th verse of the Chapter.
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Chapter, so convincingly, and yet as plainly as so profound a subject will admit. But because it is treated of in a select volume, called Predestination beginning * p. 369.

1. Esau would have left some of his Men with Jacob, but Jacob said, what needeth it? vix. God the Father said, Let me leave some Laws of my severe Righ-
teousness, but Christ faith, Let me with my redeemed Children only find Grace in thy sight; for they cannot fulfill thy Laws.

CHAP. LXII. Of Dinah Deceived, all the Males of Sichem slain by Simeon and Levi.

1. Jacob had Twelve Sons, six of them were of Leah, and Judah (of whom came the Humanity of Christ) was one of the six.

2. Then bare Leah Dinah, which Daughter of Flethly Love went after the Daughters of the Land a gadding, lively prefiguring Christendom who instead of continuing in the humble simplicity of Jacob's Tents at Succoth, and remaining a Stranger to the Customs and Behaviour of the proud wanton Daughters of the Land, mixeth with the Heathenish Wilemen in Flethly Lust, and bringeth forth a Bastrod, half Chris-
fian, and half Heathen, composit of the Profession of Christ, and the Heathen-
ish Notions, vix. Philosophy, Schools, Colleges, Heathenish Festivals, &c.

3. And as Simeon and Levi, after the Men of Shechem had Circumcised themselves, yet Murthered not only guilty Hemor, but all the Males, tho' Innocent, so hath Christendom dealt by many Nations, who having conformed to some of their Opinions, yet are causally kill'd by the Antitype of Simeon and Levi. Therefore are the Potent Countries of the East departed from these Murthrous Pretenders to Religion, to the Doctrine of Reason.

CHAP. LXIII. How Jacob leaves Sichem. Rachel bare Benjamin, Isaac died.

1. After Simeon and Levi had Murthered the Males of Sichem, Jacob by com-
mand of God removed to Bethel, after he had first taken away from his people their Idols and Ear rings, and buried them under an Oak. And at Sichem built an Altar. Which hath this Figure, That when the Spiritual Whoredom of the Jews and Christians had drawn on them Wars and Murceries, God commanded his people to withdraw and erect an Altar of Humility and Fear in their Hearts.

2. Then are their Idolatries, Wars and Pride buried in Gods Anger, in his hun-
gry wrath, vix. under an Oak which hath a Magnetick, Tenacious, Attractive Property, making a hardnes and blackness, there will their Sins and Blasphemies lye buried, till the Earth can no longer cover them. But the fear of the Lord will fall on the pursuers of those that so depart, and Build Gods Altar in them.

3. God appeared to Jacob in Bethel, which Bethel signifies a condescension of the Deity in the Humanity.

4. And they went from Bethel, and it was a Field breadth from Ephrath where Rachel brought forth Benjamin, but in hard labour, lo as she died.
3. Adam was gone a Field breadth from God's Altar, viz. out of the Spirituall World into the Earthy, where with the Death of the old Man the new must be Born.

6. So also, when Christ had consummated his Passion, and Judas had perished, Matthias was chosen an Apostle.

7. After this, Reuben defiled Bilhab Rachel's Maid, his Father's Concubine. This Concubine representeth the Stone Churches in which God generateth his Children, but the Adamical Man playeth the Hypocrite in them: for none that is dead can awaken another that is dead, nor can one that is Blind shew the way to another that is Blind, but both will fall into the Pit, their Ministers having loft the true Divine Power. Reuben was given to fleshly Lust and Self-love, and in that regard rejected of God.

8. Yet those places, though no more holy than other places hurt no Man, being at first well intended, yet their Ministers who Officium for Honour and Profit without the Divine Unction are Adulterers, and as profitable to the Church as a fifth Wheel to a Wagon.

9. Jacob's returning to his Father, and Isaac's Death at Hebron, where he was a Stranger, shews God's Children to be all Strangers here, and must all go to their Fathers Countrey, vix. the Angelical World.

CHAP. LXIV. Esau's Genealogy, his own Name and Posterity; and of Joseph.

1. Esau's Children and Childrens Children being set down with so great observation, is not without its Figure. We must know we may not condemn him to Hell, but that he and his Posterity bare the Image of the Earthy Glory, Might and Power.

2. From his own Name Esau, the sau being cut off, vix. the Swinish Bestial Property, there remains the E the Angelical Property.

3. And the Spirit calls him Elom, which doth in the * High Tongue signifies * Hebrew Red, as Tinctured by the Blood of Jesus. But of his Children more is said in another place, vix. of this Author's Writings.

The remainder of Chap. 64. follows, beginning the Third Part.
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The Third Part.

CHAP. LXIV. Of Joseph Jacob's Son.

1. Jacob had cast his Natural Love on Rachel (being Fair) but she was unfruitful till their Age had wither'd fleshly Love. A Child they desired, prayed for
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for and obtained, which represented the pure and right Adamical Humanity in its Primitive Calmness and fear of God; as the first Adam in Innocency.

2. For in {Leah, viz.} in the simplicity and lowliness above the Line of Christ. A Christian should stand at once in Christ’s image, and in Adam’s; such was Joseph, therefore Jacob most lov’d him, sprung from his chief Love to Rachel, where-in Christ had imprinted and revealed himself, in this copious Figure of Regeneration.

3. Thence was it Joseph discover’d all fallhood of his Brethren to his Father, as did Christ prove the World for sin.

4. Joseph’s Natural Brethren, in the Type of Christendom became his Enemies.

5. His Vision, that he should be a Prince over his Father and Brethren, points at the new Man, undergirding all hatred. Reproach and Persecution.

6. Sometimes God raise up some honestious Ruler, like Reuben (the eldest Brother) to restrain their Cruelties; yet not so wholly to oppose, but divert them, that he may deliver; willing them to throw him into a Pit.

7. Joseph was lod’d for twenty pieces of Silver, and Christ for thirty, to shew the Humanity of Christ is higher and more perfect than the Humanity of others; For he was not from the Seed of Man, but sprung from the natural Property of the Lights Scripture, which assumed the Hires Property, viz. the Adamical Soul.

8. A Christian is sold into the hands of Men to suffer; but Christ not only suffered in the hands of Men, but gave himself up also to the wrath of God, thence came the Sweating Blood.

9. The whole acts of Joseph paint out how Adam’s Children come to be Christians, by being put (by the process of Christ) into the Figure, and be made an Image of Christ.

10. Also how God in the process of Christ, sets Christ at the Right Hand of God: As Joseph, after he had been brought through the process of Christ, was set at the Right Hand of Pharaoh.

CHAP. LXV. Of Judah and Thamar, and how they Figure Christ and Adam.

1. THE Figure of Judah and Thamar interrupts the History of Joseph, for his represents the demeanour of the true Christian. Theirs a Christian growth out of Adam’s Image.

* Gen. 38. 3 to 10.

2. * Judah Figur’d here the old and new Adam, Thamar the Earthy, and also the new Eve.

3. Judah went away from his Brethren; and saw a Canaanitish Woman, &c. so did Adam go in his Lust, from his Father’s House into the four Elements.

4. Judah begot three Sons, the first he called Er, viz. self will, signifying the first World before the Deluge. The second the Mother call’d Onan; the World next after the Flood Onan, O no, my Lord draw me no more. The third she call’d Shelah, a recomprehension, viz. the time of the Law of Nature offering righteousness to Man, and laying open of Sin which reach’d till Christ.

5. Judah gave this first Son a Wife call’d Thamar, the Incorporated Covenant in the Seed of the Woman, but they look’d only on the outward Eve, and committed Whoredom with her, but the inward Eve was fruitful. Therefore God slew Er the old World, and bid the new Marry Thamar, and raise up Seed to his Brother, viz. in the Covenant; but the second Son brought this Seed into Vanitory as did Nima
6. But the Woman was not given to the Law, but Judah Gods Word and Power must rule up this Woman Seed which was fulfilled in Mary.

7. * The Hedges given were the Ring, Breast, and Staff. The Ring is the Soul, * v. 18, 19, the Bracelet the outward Spirit, or Spiritus Mundi, the Staff the Body. Then she put on again her Widow's Apparel, to 10 Gods Children after Christ is conceived in great Joy in them, that the noble Seed is not known, they do after this Union enter again into the State of Mournings as of a forsaken Widow.

8. And as Judah committed and intended Whoredom, so did the Jewish Priests in their outward Sacrifices which God bore with, but mixed himself only with the Faith in the Body, Soul and Spirit of an.

9. Tho' the precious Line of the Covenant pressed in Perez through Judah's Whoredom, 'yet it shews Man's Misery that even the Children of God in their corrupt Nature in their Wedlock, have nothing that and pure in the sight of God, but is Beastly and a Whoredom.

10. How then should we pray that Christ would enter with his Heavenly Virgin Seed, and change it into the Paradical Image again?

11. Such a Figure we see aloud in David with Bathsheba, under whose Mortner and Adultery God set the Line of the Covenant in the middle. And after again in Solomon who had so many Wives and Concubines, and joined himself to Idolatrous Women: To shew Christ should set himself in the midst amongst the Heathen, and tear away their Idolatry, and convert their Hearts to himself.

12. * Of the Twins, the first put forth his Hand and the Midwife tied a red Thread on it, but he pulled back his Hand, and the other came out first. First the Humane Nature according to Adam's right and soul will put forth, about this Humanity of Christ, the red Thread, with shedding of Blood is bound, then must it return again into the Word, then cometh the inward new Man first. Thus is modelized Christ's breach through Hell, Death and Wrath of the first Principle.

CHAP. LXVI. How Joseph was sold to Potiphar. And of his Chastity and Fear of God.

1. Potiphar having bought Joseph, set him over his whole House; so must the Christian let the Government be Christ's, then shall his twenty pieces of Silver become thirty pieces, viz. the Adamical Humanity be exalted.

2. The Wife of Joseph's Master cast her Eyes on Joseph, viz. The Whorish Eye (the Beastial Lust in the Prison of Flesh and Blood, wherein is the Serpent's Sting) affaulteth the new regenerate Child, who must converse in this World with such impure Lusts; for which cause the Body must die and rot, and this Beastial Spirit be destroyed; for in it the Devil draweth the Noble Virgin Child, the chaff Joseph; who faith, I will not lye with thee, nor near thee, thou art the Wife of the Spirit of this World.

3. Joseph was alone, and she caught him, and he fled and left his Garment, etc. Gen. 39, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. The Soul is alone, the Spirit of God not stirring in it, and then doth the Devil (by the Whorish Woman) form the Soul in the Lites of Sense to defile the precious Virgin Child, for the Serpent would copulate with the soul, but the chaff Divine Child flies, viz. Hides itself in its own Principle, that it comes not near this Whore in Flesh and Blood, thus strongly the Divine Purity shields it self.

4. Gods
4. Gods Children have no danger greater than worldly Exaltation, for that is the Throne of Pride, Luft, Cruelty, Wrath, and of the Prince of this World, which is not refisted but by giving up self, as did Joseph and Daniel.

3. Then his Master put him in Prison, &c. This figureth the final Tryal of the Child of God, who is resigned wholly to God, and dead to himself, and his own will. (As a Prisoner condemn’d expecting Death, knoweth not how to get comfort from any Creature.) But liveth in the unsearchable will, standing again in the first Image is a Finitude and Spark of the One and the All.

6. It is better not to know than to will according to self, for the will of that which knoweth not, paffeth away with the creaturely Life, but the will to self rendeth it self off from the entire will into reflefs iniquitude; which is the Source and Torment of all the Damned, the strife of the will bringing Enmity.

7. But God is the will of the entirely resigned Man, in him Sin ceaseth, and tho’ Gods will of Arger fit in him to bring down Fire as Elias, yet all is right; for God doth it by him as an Instrument. Night is turn’d into day, the Curle and Malice of the World into Paradise, as did Joseph’s Prison, and Daniel’s Den lift them up.

CHAP. LXVII. Of Joseph’s Expounding the Dreams of Pharaoh’s Butler and Baker.

1. The Art of Astronomy according to Astrology may Interpret. But Joseph got by resignation into the total; and in it the Divine Eye which sees the ground of all.

2. Every Man hath the Image of his Constellation in himself, and when time comes for kindling the Magick Image to work, the Astral Spirit seeth what Figure it fell hath in the Elements: But the Elements affording only a Beastial Figure, the Astral Spirit hath only a Beastial appearance. So a Beast dreameth according to Fancy, as doth a Beastial Animal Man. But there is great difference betwixt the false wicked Soul, which daily willeth and figureth Beastial things, and the pious Divine Soul wherein Gods Spirit is manifest.

3. But the right Visions are, when Mans will refleth in God; then it seeth with Gods Eyes, for then the Astral Spirit cannot model it self into the fancy.

CHAP. LXVIII. Pharaoh Dreaming saw seven Fat Kine, &c.

These Dreams were shown Pharaoh out of the Centre of Nature, therefore the Natural Magicians who saw only into the working of Nature in the Constellation understood them not; but Joseph being a Divine Magus understood them.

2. The Egyptian Art Magick was common, but being abus’d to Witchcraft, was suppress’d by the Divine Magia in the Kingdom of Christ. And it was well, that thereby the Heathens Faith in their Idols, which tho’ they had their ground in Nature, were above their Sphere, worship’d for Gods, Might be rooted out of Mens Hearts.

3. But Titular Chrif tendom is surcharged with such Magi as have only an empty babling of supernatural Magick without natural understanding of God or Nature, but make Images of Faith and Opinions about Religion, being really dumb Idols.

4. Therefore
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4. Therefore as it was necessary that the Natural Magick should be discontinued where the Faith of Christ was manifect; so is it now more necessary that the Natural Magick were again reftored, that Titular Chrifteends Idols might through the formed Word in Nature, also by new Rcgeneration: be suppressed; not to take up Heathen Idols again, but to shew by the formed Word in Love and Anger with its re expression, the Effege of all Effences.

5. The feven Fat Kine and good Ears of Corn denote the feven Properties of the Eternal Nature in the good and holy Ground, the Lean Kine and Blafed Ears the feven Properties in the Wrath.

The feven fat and Well-favoured Kine and full Ears, Figure what God made * Gen.41.14, Man at firft; and the feven Lean and Blafed, shew what Man made himself 15, 16.

And Joseph Figureth Mans Restoration by his Deliverance and Advancement.

CHAP. LXIX. How the Famine driveth Joseph's Brethren to him, and how he shew'd himself to them.

1. THE 42 of G. n. Figureth excellently the real Christian, who by Perfeefion Gen.42:
is in Chrifls proces: And how he nor only forgiveth, but is graciously bountiful to his Perfeefors. Alfo how Sin brings Anxiety on them. And Gods severity against Sin, that the Sinne may dream it, and leave it.

2. By Benjamin the youngest Brother, is signified the Adamicall Humanity, viz. that Image of the Heavenly Worlds Subftance which faded in Adam.

3. The particular parts of this 42 Chap are fo manifefl, that the enlightened Soul, tho' it runs may read its Tendency, Figure or Language.

CHAP. LXX. Jacob's Sons went into Egypt the second time, and did eat at Joseph's Table, yet knew him not.

1. THIS 43. Chap. sheweth how the outward Nature bringeth all its Lifes Gen.43:

Effences, very timorouslly, into Chrifls Death, yet in the end is made willing to enter into the dying of self: As Jacob having loft Joseph and Simeon, is content to give up Benjamin alfo; and this Death it willingly tals on Divine confidence that it bringeth the will of God with it.

2. This Chapter shews how the Forms of Life, by reafon of an evil Conscience tremble before God, as Jacob's Sons before Joseph.

3. It shews how God entertains the Soul by feeding him at his Table tho' in a strange Form, then lets him go Peace ye afterwards cometh with a terrible Trial; as Joseph did them, with his Cup in Benjamin's Sack, which Cup signifieth the Lords Testament.

I re train my Extracts to this brevity; because the total of the Excellent Discourfe on this Chapter is fo evident an Exposition, as if written by the Sun Beams.
Of Joseph's Cup being put into Benjamin's Sack.

1. Joseph's Brethren stand here in the Figure of the truly converted Christian. Joseph of the Wrath of God in Nature. The Cup in that of Christ's Sufferings. Thus, Joseph's Brethren, viq. The Christian is by the Wrath of God in the fleshly Evil Nature, the Evil World and the Devil accused: have stolen the Silver Cup of Christ's Sufferings, who though Innocent, do give themselves up to suffer Bonds, Servitude, Shame and Death. Christ faith, He came not to send Peace on Earth, but Strife, &c.

2. Those of our own Family in Flesh and Blood, must be Enemies, as a Tree growth in heat, and Cold, and Storms, so in Strife growtheth the Tree of Pearl.

3. The Cup's being uppermost in the Sack, denotes Gods Peoples Sufferings to be uppermost (viq.) on all (viq.) continually.

From the 17th Verfe to the 37th, is a most profound convincing Discourse of the use of Strife.

4. Joseph's Brethren answered the Steward, him with whom the Cup is found let him be put to Death, and we will be my Lords Servants. Shewing, 1. How ready the Man who received some Grace is to justifie himself. They would not be thought Thieves, though they had stolen even Joseph himself. 2. How confident they are in their justification, He that did it should die, and they all would be his Servants.

5. The Christian presently thinks he should be exempt from Sufferings, and all wrong him. But his guilt standeth open before God's Righteousness, who requireth Man to be in the imitation and process of Christ in his Sufferings and Death; Therefore hath the Christian no Excuse when God caueth him to be laid hold on in Anger by his Steward the Children of this World as a Thief, Novellist, Enthusiast Heretic which though imputed to them wrongfully from the World, yet is he guilty of all Adamical Sins, and suffereth in Christ's Process justly, what Christ suffered innocently.

6. And they hafted and searched every Mans Sack, beginning at the Eldest, and the Cup was found in Benjamin's Sack, and they rent their Cloaths and returned. When Adam sinned, the Law fetched him back into the City, viq. The Earth out of which the Body proceeded, there did Righteousness search all the Natural Properties, beginning at the first Form of Nature, but the Cup of Joseph, viq. of Christ, was found only in Benjamin's (viq.) in the Youngest Brother's Sack (viq.) the Youngest, the Word of the inpsoken or inspired Grace.

7. And Judah went with his Brethren, and they fell down before Joseph, &c. The Law having brought Man back, cannot answer, but yields. But God would not have future Israel to be his Servant, the first Forms, viq. in outward Worship only, but Benjamin the inward heavenly Worlds Substance.

8. Judah who was Surety for Benjamin, his Pleading so hard that he durst not go home without him, lest he bring his Fathers grey hairs, &c. Shews, That if the Adamical Man should go into Paradise without Christ's Life and Substance, the Life's Nature would not be manifest, viq. would not live in the Kingdom of Heaven.
CHAP. LXXII. How Joseph manifested himself before his Brethren.

Because the Law could not bring Man back into Paradise, the great Joseph (of Gen. 45. 1, 2) could no longer withhold, but when every one go forth (vix.) When Jesus would manifest his highest Mercy, the Law, Ceremonies and Man's Ability, and will must depart.

2. Then Joseph wept aloud, so that the Egyptians (Pharaoh's People) heard him, (vix.) the Weeping and Compassion of Jesus founded to the Heathen and Nations, and he said, I am Joseph your Brother; Doth my Father yet live? (vix.) I am Jesus in thee: is the Father's Nature (vix. a Breath of the Divine Life) yet in the Soul? And they could not answer him; nor can the Soul, for the Soul's own will is terrified to Death, there is a gnawing guilt making him Dumb.

3. Then faith Joseph, Come near, be not careful, nor think that I am angry that you fold me; for God sent me to preserve you alive (vix.) I am no more angry that I have been fold into thy Death; for it was, that I might nourish thee.

4. There will yet be five years of Famine (vix.) the Divine hunger will yet remain in thy five Senes.

5. Make haste, let my Father and all his Children and Cattle come to me, (vix.) thy Nature, thy whole Life, Conversations, all thy Thoughts, thy Temporal Estate.

6. Your Eyes, as also the Eyes of my Brother Benjamin see that it is I, that speak to you (vix.) your inward Eyes, and the Eyes of the new Man; for they see through the outward Senes as the Sun pierceth through Glass, and yet it remaineth Glass still.

7. And Joseph fell about Benjamin's Neck, and wept, and kissed them all (vix.) when Christ in the inward heavenly Substance which faded in Adam is manifested: Jesus, with his weeping love (God's great sweetness) kiseth the creaturely Souls' Essences: whereby it recovereth its life, and speaketh with God in Christ Jesus.

8. And when the report came to Pharaoh it pleased him well. And he commanded Chariots should be sent to fetch Jacob, and all his into Egypt (vix.) when Christ's Voice foundeth in the Soul, the report thereof prevaileth into the Fathers Property of Fire, which is therewith pleased, and Chariots are sent (vix.) the Spirit in the Word, which bring it to Paradise.

9. And he sent a present for his Father, (vix.) his Flesh and Blood, wherewith the Soul feasteth.

10. The five suits to Benjamin, the five Wounds.

11. The thirty Pieces of Silver given him, the Gifts of Christ, wherewith the Christian must Trade.

12. The ten Asses loaden with the choice things of Egypt, the ten Commandments in the Law of Nature.

13. The ten Asses loaden with Corn; the ten Forms of the soulful and natural Fire Life.

14. The Food to spend on the Way the Word of God, which the poor old Adam must eat, that he may live.

15. He commands they fall not out by the Way, but walk in love and peace to Paradise.

16. And they came to their Father, and told him of the great Glory of Joseph, his Prefect and his Words; but Jacob believed them not, but when he saw the Chariots, his Spirit revived, (vix.) when Christ's Apostles were loaden with his Presents,
CHAP. LXXIII. How Jacob, and his Children, and all his, &c. went into Egypt.

Jacob is the Figure of the new Man, having received the Present, (i.e.) the earnest of Christ's love and the Chariots of Joseph are the Holy Ghost; goeth to Egypt (i.e.) into Repentance with all his Children (i.e.) his Powers, and coming to Betsheba, the sounding Voice of his heart, sacrificeth (viz.) his Soul.

2. The Powers proceeding out of his own Body are 66, the mystical number of the Beasts, and himself Joseph and Joseph's two Sons make 70 the Number of Babylon.

3. This going forth, is an Image of the last Exit, or true Christians departure out of Babylon, in the end of the Reign of the Beast and Whore. The Signall Star with the Chariot of Joseph are already appeared.

4. Israel sends Joseph before him to Joseph (viz.) the incorporated Covenant of God in Man to Joseph and Israel, the rest in Christ.

5. And when the heavenly Joseph meareth Jacob, the old Adamical Man, he falleth about his Neck, viz. his desire and longing, and filleth it with Tears, shed in his Sufferings leading to Victory and Eternal Joy. Then saith the Natural Man, now would I willingly die (viz.) give up all my right and willing of Vanity now, that the new Man in Christ is manifest in me.

6. Joseph's faith, I will go up and tell Pharaoh, &c. Christ (viz.) The word of Love and Grace, which is come from the Father into our Humanity, speaketh the word of the Natural Human Life, into the Eternal Word of the Father; which is here called telling the King. That is reconcileth the Rent made, by the natural speaking of Self and Vanity in the Human Word of the Father's Anger, with and again unto his Love and Kingdom of Joy.

7. They were Herdsmen, and such were an Abomination to Pharaoh and the Egyptians. (viz.) to God's Majesty and Holy Power. The Animal Soul in the Spirit of this World, hath awaked many hundred Beasts (viz.) Lusts, which it must be conversant with and rule.

8. They were placed apart in Goshen (viz.) in the outward Nature, yet in the Blessing, and should dwell near God, but a Principle is the Distinction, as time and Eternity.

9. And Joseph willed them to say to Pharaoh, Thy Servants are Herdsmen; so must all acquaint Peggers, Priests, &c. We cannot stand and subsist before thee. O Holy God; we are but Herdsmen, even from our Youth (viz.) from Adam till now we keep and manage our Sence and Property. Let thy Servants find Grace in thy sight to dwell before thee in this Goshen.

CHAP. LXXIV. Jacob and five of Joseph's Brethren set before Pharaoh. Egypt Sold for Corn.

Gen. 47, 1,2. 1. Pharaoh standeth here in the Figure of the Eternal Father, Jacob of old Adam, Joseph's five youngest Brethren of the five Senses in the Properties of Life.
So should we humble our selves before God, thy Servants are but Herdsmen, &c. Then faith the Eternal Father to Christ, If this thy Father Adam? are these thy Brethren according to the Humanity? The Kingdom of Heaven and of Nature standeth open: If any of them be Expert, let them over my Cattle, viz. into the Apostolick Office, to feed my Flock.

2. Jacob blefseth (vix. thanketh) Pharaoh, and acknowledgeth his own Evil and anxiety in the cares and disquietness of this Life.

3. The Famine in Egypt and Canaan, figureth the poor fallen Man in Body and Soul, wither'd by God's Anger: Joseph's Corn, the Divine Word of Grace: The Money, the creaturely word of the Human Life: The Beasts given when the Money was spent, the Image-like Property in Man's Life. Thus the fallen Man bringeth the heavenly Joseph his imaginary, fictitious, formal and customary Prayers, meant by the Money. But when anguish of Conscience withereth up the Hope drawn from such cold Prayer, the Famine prevaileth, and forceth to bring the Beasts and Cattle, viz. earthly Desires, Self-wit and Subtlety.

4. They gave themselves and their Land to Pharaoh, &c. This figureth the real, earnest resignation, of Body, Soul, and whole Interest to God, to receive Food from Christ.

5. So whole Egypt became Pharaoh's, but the Land of the Priests he bought not, &c.

6. In Adam all Men became untrustly, but Christ hath bought the whole Nature, and given us to God again, but the Priests Fields were left to them for a Possession (vix.) the incorporated Word of Grace, the Temple of Christ, the City of God, which no Man can Sell, Pawn or Engage by Oaths, for it belongeth to the Eternal one; this inward Man, God willeth Man should keep.

7. Four parts shall be yours, but the fifth shall be Pharaoh's. (vix.) This Seed shall cherish the four Elements of the Body, and four Properties of the Souls Fire-life, but the fifth. (vix.) The Love fire in the Light, is the Lords, herein is the Soul an Angel, and God's Kingdom of Divine Joy is in us.

8. The Priests Field, the heavenly Worlds Sub stance, Christ buyeth not with his Blood as the avowed Soul was bought; for that never received the Turba in it; but in the Fall disappeared, and the Soul was blind concerning it; into this was the Word inpoken again in Paradise, and is filled with Christs Flesh and Blood. It is in the Soul, through the Soul and of the Soul, but hath another Principle, as Light hath than Fire, from which Fire and Light proceeds Air, and a dewy Water which again nouriseth the Fire.

9. The History of the Five Books of Moses is this, in the Figure. The Exit out of Canaan, and return into Canaan, shews, how Man went out of Paradise to be a Bondslave of Gods Anger, and there be afflicted, persectued and tormented: and how the right Adamical Man should, with great Holts and Armies and much purchased Goods (got in the Divine Operation) enter again into the Promised Land.

CHAP. LXXV. How Jacob blefseth the two Sons of Joseph, and preferreth the Youngeth, &c.

1. Joseph brought Manasseh in his left Hand towards Jacob's right Hand and Ephraim (his youngest) in his right Hand towards Jacob's left Hand. These two signify the inward Man: the Eldiet, the fiery Soul: the Youngest, the Spirit of the Soul, the Power of the Light, the second Principle, That with its Love it might be
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set before God's left Hand (viz.) his Anger, and break the Serpents Head. The Soul he leteth before his Right Hand, to receive the Blessing, but that could not be. 

1. Set forth the right hand and put upon Ephraim's Head God would not give the Government to the first Birth (viz.) to the fiery Soul seeming it had turned away, to wit from God; but laid his Hand of Omnipotency on the Image of the Light, it was the second Birth uppermost in the Dominions.

2. For beg Joseph (above his Brethren) a piece of Ground which he got from the Antonites by his Sword, and by his Bow, which signified, Christendom got by the Sword of the Spirit of Christ.

CHAP. LXXVI.

THIS Chapter (though excellent) is with part of the 77th refer'd to the Abridgment the Author himself makes of all the Twelve in the close of the 77th Chapter.

CHAP. LXXVII.

1. Raph beareth the Image or Figure of the first World, who was fickle though in the greatest Dominions.

2. Simeon beginneth with Noah, and hath Levi, viz. Sem with him: but Simeon was the Sword of Ham and Japheth.

3. Levi beginneth with Moses, whose Sword cuts very sharply.

4. Judah beginneth under the Prophets, and is manifest in the Incarnation of Christ.

5. Zebulon cohabiteth (in and) with the Kingdom of Christ, representing Christendom, who fits pleasantly, for he is a new Love.

6. Issachar was the time of Christendoms being settled in Rest and Dominions, yet must bear the Cross of Christ, and was about 300 years after Christ.

7. Dan began the Poverty of Christendom, when they set up Kings Emperors, Popes and Pompous consecrated Places. The Adder and Serpent late in Judgment, cloaked under Christ's Name. Then faith the Spirit of Christ, I wait for thy Salvation, O Lord; now is Truth born in the Heels.

8. Gad beginneth the time of Universities and Schools, when with might of Arms, Men set up Antichrist in Christ's Chair by babbling Disputes; so bring in Tradition and Canons, making the Tail to be the Head. 800 years since.

9. Asher began the time of flattering Antichrist for fat Bread, about 600 years ago and nearer.

10. Naphtali beginneth the searching deep Disputes about God's Council and Predestination, that Men might cover themselves with a Mantle of plausible Maxims, acute Logick, this hath continued to this time.

11. Joseph beginneth Christ's redominant, he Ejecteth the Adder, and Joseph's Brethren must now be ashamed of their Unfaithfulness, and Selling him, for now their subtility, craft, &c. an Babylon is fallen, and become the Habitation of Abominable Beasts; but Joseph flourisheth.

12. Benjamin beginneth with Joseph's Evening to divide the Spoil of the first Christendom, he is the first and last time, he began to devour Antichrist as a Wolf; yet is but a Wolf.
So Jacob, having finished all these Sayings, drew up his Feet on the Bed and departed. Shewing, that when God will recall the unfolded Nature in the strife of time into himself, strife shall cease, and be drawn into the Temperature.

CHAP. LXXVIII. Jacob's Burial in Canaan accompanied with all the Children of Israel, and many of the Egyptians.

1. SHEWS Christ's powerful Exit hence to Paradise: and that when Christ will bring home his Bride, he will have many of the Heathen with him also. Gen. 50. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21.


3. Joseph's Brethrens fear, and falling down before him, and Joseph's weeping and gracious Answer, not only of Pardon, but to provide for them and theirs: is a mighty comfort to Joseph's Brethren (viz.) to the Repenting Sinner, under Anguish, for his first committed Sins: who faith, they shall not only be Pardoned, but turned into the best.

4. Joseph's Define of an Oath, to carry his Bones out of Egypt to his Fathers, signifies God's Oath in Paradise, that Christ would come again to his Brethren, and stay forever with them. Amen.

This was the Author's Eighteenth Book.

FINIS.
Some Brief Remarks concerning the Life and Conversation of the Blessed Jacob Behmen, Collected out of the Relations published concerning him.

Jacob Behmen was Born in the year 1575, at a Town in the upper Lusatia named Old Seidenburg distant from Gorlitz about a Mile and a half; his Parents were of the poorer sort, yet of sober and honest Demeanour. His Education and Breeding was suitable to their Wealth; his first Imployment being the care of the common Cattel amongst the rest of the Youths of the Town: But when grown Elder, he was placed at School, where he learned to read and write; and was from thence put an Apprentice to a Shoemaker in Gorlitz, with whom having served his Time in the year 1594, he Married one Katherine the Daughter of John Hunshman a Citizen of Gorlitz; by her he had four Sons, living in the state of Matrimony thirty years; His Sons he did in his Life time place to several honest Trades. He fell sick in Silcia of a hot Burning Ague, but was at his desire brought to Gorlitz, and there died the 18th of November, 1624, being in the 50th year of his Age, and was Buried in the Church-yard. A Hieroglyphical Monument was Erected over his Grave by a Friend, which had remained but a while, but was razed and embezzled by the rude Hands of the Envious: As to his Profanage, I may truly say it was not such as was Amiable among the Children of Men, yet so hath God in his Providence frequently disposed his Gifts, and made Stewards thereof, such as in Mans Eye could not by the Symmetry of Face, and composure of Behaviour, take upon trust the meanest Office.

He was Lean, and of small Stature; he had a low Forehead, his Temples prominent, somewhat Hawk-nosed, his Eyes Grey and very Azure, his Beard thin and short, his Voice low, a pleasing Speech, Modest in his Behaviour, and Humble in his Conversation. Concerning his Second Birth, and what was in order thereto remarkable, we find many things therein observablc and strange, which may peradventure bring some dislafl to Persons not versed in the General Providence of God, who believe that he hath confined his Mercy and Bounty to their Ministrations, and like willful Children, are peevish if their Father use Indulgence to any but themselves or out of his usual order.

Whilst he was a Herd Boy, in the heat of mid-day retiring from his Play fellows to a little Pony Crag, hard by, called the Lands Crown, where the natural Situation of the Rock had made a seeming Incloure of some part of the Mountain, finding an entrance into't, he went in, and saw there a great wooden Vessel full of Money, at which sight, being in a sudden Astonishment, he did in haste retire, not moving his Hand therewith, and came and related his Fortune to the rest of the Boys, who coming up along with him, sought often, and with much diligence an entrance, but never found any; tho' some years after, a Foreign Artist, as Jacob himself related, skill'd in the finding out such Magick Treasures, took away the same, and thereby much inrich himself; yet perished by an Infamous Death, that Treasure being Lodged there, and it seems laid covered with a Curse to the Finder and Taker away.

Our Saviour had tended him the World and the Glory thereof, which was a fair
fair offer, had the condition been any thing tolerable, tho' I assuredly believe few obtain it at less rate.

When he had been an Apprentice some short time, his Master and Mistress being abroad, there came a Stranger to the Shop, of a reverent and grave Countenance, yet in mean Apparel, and taking up a pair of Shoes, desired to buy the same; the Boy being scarce got higher than the Sweeping of the Shop, would not presume to set a Rate for the same, but told him his Master and Mistress were not within, and himself durst not Advantur the Sale of any thing without their order.

But the Stranger being very importunate, he offered them at a price, which if he got, he was certain would save himself harmless in the parting from them; supposing also thereby to be rid of the importunate Chapman, but the old Man paid down the Money, took the Shoes, and departed from the Shop a little way, where standing still, with a loud and an earnest voice, he called, Jacob, Jacob, come forth: The Boy within hearing the Voice, came forth in much affliction, at first amazed at the Strangers familiar compellation of him by his Christian Name, but recollecting himself he went to him; the Man with a severe but friendly Countenance fixing his Eyes upon him (which were bright and sparkling) took him by his Right Hand, and said to him, Jacob thou art little, but shalt be great, and become another Man, such a one as at whom the World shall wonder. Therefore be Pious, fear God, and reverence his Word; read diligently the Holy Scriptures, wherein you have Comfort and Instruction; for thou must endure much Misery, and Poverty, and suffer Persecution, but be courageous and persevering, for God loves, and is gracious unto thee; and therewithal pressing his Hand, he lookt with a bright sparkling Eye fixed in his Face, and departed.

This Prediction took deep impression in Jacob's Mind, made him behink himself and grow serious in his Actions, keep his Thoughts moving in consideration of the caution he had received from that Man of such uncouth demeanour, so that from thence forward, he did much more frequent the publick hearing of the Word, and profited well therein, in the outward Reformation of his Life, and seriously considering with himself that Speech of our Saviour, Luke 11. 13. My Father which is in Heaven will give the Spirit to him that asketh him. He was thereby thoroughly awakened in himself, and put forward to desire that promised Comforter, and continuing in that earnestness, he was at last, as is his own Expression, environ'd with a Divine Light for seven days together, and stood in the highest Contemplation and Kingdom of Joys; and this happened to him while he was with his Master in the Country about the Affairs of his Vocation.

When the Vision and Revelation was past by him, he grew more and more accurately attentive to his Duty to God and his Neighbour, frequented the Church carefully, read the Scriptures, and lived in all Obedience to outward Ministra-

tions, Scurrilous and Blasphemous words he would rebuke, even in his own Master, who was somewhat Intemperate of his Tongue, and from day to day continuing upon his Watch, he endeavoured after the Christian Growth, becoming by his contrariety of Manners, a Scorn and Derision to the World; and at the last his own Master being not able to bear a Reprover so near Home in that Relation, set him at Liberty, with free permission to seek his Livelihood as he best liked.

After this about the year 1600. in the Twenty fifth year of his Age, he was a second time surrounded by the Divine Light, and replenished with the Heavenly Knowledge; info much as going abroad into the Fields, to a Green before New's Gate, at Gorlitts, he there sat down, and viewing the Herbs and Grains of the Field, in his Inward Light he saw into their Essences, Life and Properties, which was discovered to him by their Lineaments, Figures, and Signatures.
In like manner did he behold the whole Creation, and from that Fountain of Revelation wrote his Book De Signatura Rerum.

In the unfolding these Mysteries, before his Understanding he had an over-measure of Joy, yet returned home and took care of his Family, and lived in great peace and silence, scarce intimating to any these wonderful things that had befaln him, till in the year 1610. being a third time taken into this Light, left the Mysteries reveal'd unto him should pass through him as a stream: he took Pen and Ink in hand, and rather for a Memorial, than intending any Publication, he wrote the first Book of his call'd Aurora, or the Morning Redness.

The Book being found about him by a Man of great Quality with whom he conversed, was received with that desire that he immediately do j oy ned it, and caused it to be copied out in a few hours. Thus, contrary to the Authors Intention, it became publick, and after a while, fell into the hands of one Gregory Richter, the Superintendant of Gorlitz, who making use (as is usual) of his Pulpit, and the Liberty granted him of speaking without a Gainlayer, to revile what and whom he pleased, he endeavoured to stir up the Magistracy to exercise their Jurisdiction in rooting out this supposed Church Weed.

And this he did with so much vehemency and pretence of Godly Zeal, that the Senate took some notice of it, and convened Jacob Behmen before them, seizing his Book, and admonishing him to employ his Mind in the Affairs of his Trade, and for the future leave off the writing any more Books, wherein he law was so much offence.

This occasion brought this Man first into publick notice, for, at the hearing of the Business, such was the Unchristian Heat and Dis temper of the Mind, and so much the meekness of Jacob Behmen, that it gave great advantage to his repute, and credit to that inward School, from whence he came out so well taught.

For afterwards this very Book which the Senate had seized on, was by themselves presented to the Electoral Court Marshal at Dresden, when he came to Gorlitz, and was afterward by him sent to Amsterdam, from whence I believe the first Impression, came forth.

Upon the command of the Senate, he abstained from writing seven years, at the end of which a new Motion from on high seizing upon him, and taking captive these rational Humane Prohibitions that held him bound, he again writes; out of what Principle, and how moved, his own words can best express.

Art (as he) hath not written here, neither was there any time to consider how to set it punctually down, according to the right understanding of the Letters, but all was ordered according to the direction of the Spirit, which often went in haste; so that in many words Letters may be wanting, and in some places a Capital Letter for a word; so that the Penmans Hand, by reason he was not accustomed to it, did often shake; and tho’ I could have written in a more accurate, fair, and plain manner, yet the reason was this, that the burning Fire did often force forward with speed, and the Hand and Pen must hasten directly after it, for it cometh and goeth as a sudden Shower: And further he faith, I can write nothing of myself, but as a Child which neither knoweth nor understandeth any thing, which neither hath ever been Learnt, but only that which the Lord vouchsa feth to know in me according to the measure as himself manifests in me.

For I never desired to know any thing of the Divine Mystery, much less understood I the way to seek and find it; I knew nothing of it, as it is the condition of poor Laymen in their Simplicity.

I sought only after the Heart of Jesus Christ, that I might hide myself therein from the wrathful Anger of God, and the violent assaults of the Devil; and I sought
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fought the Lord earnestly for his Holy Spirit and his Grace, that he would please to Bless and Guide me in him, and take that away from me which did turn me from him; and I resign'd my self wholly to him, that I might not live to my own will, but his; and that he only might lead and direct me, to the end I might be his Child in his Son Jesus.

In this my earnest and christian seeking and desire (and wherein I suffered many a shrewd repulse, but at last resolved rather to put my self in hazard than give over and leave off:) The Gate was open'd to me, that in one quarter of an Hour I saw and knew more than if I had been many years together at an Univerity, at which I did exceedingly admire, and thereupon turn'd my praise to God for it.

For I saw and knew the Being of all Beings, the Byss and the Abyss, and the Eternal Generation of the Holy Trinity, the Delicate and Original of the World, and of all Creatures through the Divine Wisdom; I knew and saw in my self all the three Worlds. namely, 1. The Divine Angelical Paradisical; 2. And the Dark World the Original of the Nature to the Fire; 3. And thirdly, The External and Visible World, being of a Procreation or External Birth, from both the Internal and Spiritual Worlds; and I saw and knew the whole-working Efficiency, The Depths of the Evil and in the Good, and the Mutual Original, and Existence of each of God them; and likewise how the fruitful Bearing Womb of Eternity brought forth.

So that I did not only greatly wonder at it, but did also exceedingly rejoice, and presently it came powerfully into my Mind, to let the same down in Writing, for a Memorial for my self, (albeit) I could very hardly apprehend the fame, in my External Man, and express it with the Pen. Yet however I must begin to labour in these great Mysteries, as a Child that goes to School; I saw it as in a great deep in the Internal.

For I had a through view of the Universe, as in a Chaos, wherein all things are couched, and wrapt up, but it was impossible for me to explicate the same.

Yet it open'd itself in me, from time to time, as in a young Plant; albeit the same was with me, for the space of Twelve years, and it was as it were breeding, and I found a powerful inclination within me, before I could bring it forth into External form of Writing; and whatever I could apprehend with the External Principle of my Mind, the same I wrote down.

But however afterward the Sun did shine on me a good while, but not constantly, for the Sun did hide it self, and then I knew not, nor well understood my own labour. So that Man must acknowledge that his Knowledge is not his own, but from God, who manifests the Ideas of Wisdom, to the Soul of Man in what measure he pleaseth.

In the Guidance of this Light, and from this Principle, he wrote these following Works.

1. He wrote the first Book called Au- 6. Of the Six Points Great and Small.
rora. 1612. 7. Of the Heavenly and Earthly Mystery.
2. Of the Three Principles. 1619. 8. Of the last times to P. K.
4. Answers to the Forty Questions of the 10 A Consolatory Book of the four Complexions.
Soul.
5. Of the Incarnation of Jesus Christ. 11. An Apology to Barthes Tilken, in two parts.
6. Of the Suffering, Death and Resur-
rection of Christ.
11. Considerations upon Haines Stefel's Book.
5. Of the Tree of Faith.
13. Of
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13. Of true Repentance. 1622.
14. Of true Resignation.
15. A Book of Regeneration.
17. A Compendium of Repentance.
18. Mysterium Magnum, or an Exposition upon Genesis.
19. A Table of the Principles, or a Key of his Writings. 1624.
20. Of the Super-lusful Life.
22. Of the Two Testaments of Christ, Baptism and the Supper.
23. A Dialogue between the Enlightened and Unenlightened Soul.
25. A Book of 177 Theosophick Questions. ( )
27. The Holy Weeks, or the Prayer-Book ( ).
28. A Table of the Divine Manifestation, or an Exposition of the Threefold World.
29. Of the Errors of the Sects of Ezekiel and Jesuits, or an Apology to Esaias Steffel.
31. Certain Letters to divers Persons, at divers times, with certain Keys for some hidden words.

The Books which the Author finished not are marked with this sign ( ).

The publication of his first Book called Aurora, or the Morning Redness, brought from all parts great resort to him of Learned Men, and such as were experienced in the knowledge of Nature with whom much conversing he got the use of those Greek and Latine words that are frequent in his Works, himself often complaining of the Barrenness of his Mother Tongue to bring forth into significant Expression that Notion that lay clear and orderly in his Mind, and frequently wished that he had in his Youth made himself master of some other Language from whence he might perhaps have commanded a Word or Phrase of great use, and conveniency, to the unfolding what he had to propose.

Of those Learned Men that conversed with him in greatest familiarity, was one Eleazer Walter, this Gentleman was a Silesian by Birth, by Profession a Physician, and had in the search of the Ancient Magick Learning, Travell'd through Egypt, Syria, and the Arabys, and there found such small remainders of it, that he returned empty and untaught into his own Country, where hearing of this Man, he repaired to him, and having obtained Acquaintance with him rejoiced, that at last he had found at home in a poor Cottage that for which he had Travelled so far, and midst of satisfaction; then he went to the several Universities in Germany, and did there collect such questions concerning the Soul as were thought and accounted impossible to be resolved fundamentally and convincingly, of which he made a Catalogue, being in number forty, and sent them to him, from whom he received Answers to his satisfaction, (which Answers are publick in many Languages ) from whence, and from frequent Discourses with him, he was so satisfied that he laid there three Months, and professed that he had received more solid Answers to his curious Scruples, than he had found amongst the best Wits of those more promising Climates, and for the future desisted from following Rivulets, since God had opened a Fountain at his own Door.

The Translator of the said Answers into English gives us the following Relation, That when that Book was first printed he endeavoured by a Friend to present one of them to His Majesty King Charles that then was, who vouchsafed the perusal of it: About a Month after was desired to say what he thought of the Book, who answered that the publisher in English seemed to say of the Author, that he was no

King Charles
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no Scholar, and if he were not, he did believe that the Holy Ghost was now in
Men; but if he were a Scholar, it was one of the best Inventions that ever he
read. I need not add the Censure of any other Person.
It is a strange thing to see, how Nature, Reason and Humane Wit have busied
themselves to understand and comprehend this Divine Wisdom, how many have
been distracted in the search of it, and forced back in their bold attempts, into
follyish Inventions, Madmen and stupid Brutes.
Others through Ignorance or Malice, or both, have mistaken the true Sons of
Wildom, traducing them as being agitated by a power Diabolical, Wicked and
Defeatable, or else as Impostors and Deceivers of the worst sort. Thus the Pha-
rilizes concerning our Saviour, Say we not well thou art a Samaritan and hast a
Devil? So loth is Humane Reason to submit to, or conceive a possibility of that
perfect Wildom and Power, that is brought forth through Self-denial and Death,
to the Glory of him that is the Father of it.
Such like measure received Jacob Behmen in his day, for the appearing of that
unusual Knowledge, and deep Revelation of Mysteries, in a Vessel so contemptible
to the Magnificent Mind of Man, brought hard Censure upon him, from the Stu-
pid World; which appeared one time most especially; the manner thus.
Sitting by himself in his House, one knock'd at his Door, to which he repairing,
when he had opened it, a Person of a mean Stature, of a sharp and stern look, fa-
luted him courteously, congratulating to him that great and wonderful Knowl-
dedge he had received, and humbly made known to him, that he heard that he was
Blest with a singular Spirit, the like whereof had not lately appeared among the
Children of Men; that it was a Humane and Friendly Duty, lying upon every
Man, to impart the good things vouchsafed him, to his needy Neighbour, and
himself was now a needy Petitioner, that he would yield some of that Spirit to
him; in which request if he pleased to gratifie him, he would in such things
wherein he abounded, give a fitting recompence, making a Covert tender of
some Moneys, to satisfie his Necessities, to whom Jacob Behmen replyed with
thanks, That he did count himself unworthy of the esteem of having these greater
Gifts, and Arts, as was by him imagined. and found only in himself, an intire
Love to his Neighbour, and simple perseverance in the upright Belief, and Faith
in God, and for any other Indoments beyond these, he neither had them, nor
esteemed them; much less (as his words seemed to intimate) enjoyed the Society
of any Familiar Spirit.
But (faith he) if there be in you that desire of obtaining the Spirit of God,
you must as I have done, do earnest Repentance, and pray the Father from
whom all good Gifts do come, and he will give it, and it will lead you into all
Truth.
This foolish Man contemning this plain Instruction, became somewhat uncivil-
vily importunate, and began with words of Magick Conjunction, to force the
supposed Familiar Spirit from Jacob Behmen, at which his Boldness and Folly,
Jacob Behmen being not a little moved in Spirit, took him by the right Hand,
and look'd him sternly in the Face, intending an Imprecation; at which this Exor-
cist trembling, and amazed, asked forgiveness, whereupon Jacob Behmen remitted
his Zeal, dehorting him earnestly from that Simony and Diabolical practice,
permitting him. in hopes of future amendment, to depart in peace.
Doctor C. Wulff in a Letter to his Friend gives the following Account of
his Acquaintance with Jacob Behmen, and of the Troubles that befel him at
Gorlitz.

To answer your friendly Request, in attesting what I know for Truth concern-
ing the Blessed Man Jacob Behmen, I am no less willing, than in the Duty of a Christian obliged.

My Acquaintance with him began about 1618, at Lauben, by means of two common Friends to us both, the one a Tradesman by Name Liberius Scholler, the other was one Solomon Schroer, a young Minister, his Wives Brother, both Students of his Writings, and such as had by real Experiment found the Truth of what he affirms about those extraordinary Illuminations God usually imparts to Souls that in a way of Humility and Obedience do with Ardent and unwearied Prayers desire his Spirit.

The occasion of our first converse came from a prejudicate Mind I had against him, being Tutor to the Sons of Mr. Balbafar Tilsen then his Enemy, whence expressing in too harsh Language, (which God forgive me) my dislike of the Man and his Teeth; these Friends upon his coming to Lauben, desired my Company with him to an amicable Conference about my Discontents, wherein his solid Answers and Methods in bearing with that disputing, cavilling forwardness the Schools had infected me with, struck so deep into my Conscience, as I could not longer resist the Spirit and Power of Christ in his Discourses, but yielded up my self Truth's Prisoner; for which I ever Praise God.

But as for what I called twice him and his Antagonist Gregory Richter, Minister of Gorlin, and Superintendent of that Country, as'twas first related to me by a Friend, and after confirmed by Divers Persons of Credit, I shall now give you a Relation.

This Minister had lent a young Baker a Doller to buy a little Meal, to make Cakes against the Holy-days, out of which he brought him a pretty big one for a Thank offering, and having within a Fortnight fold of his Batch, restores him presently his Money with Thanks, not imagining an expectation of any further Interest for so small a Loan; but this it seems satisfied not, the Minister in high Rage pronounced against him God's Anger and terrible Curse, which so terrified the young Baker, that he fell into deep perplexity and despair of his Salvation, in that he had enraged the Minister, and had such a Curse or Anathema from him, so that for several days he went up and down Sighing in great Perplexity, nor would say what hurt him: till at last upon the Desire of his Wife, her Uncle Jacob Behmen comforted him so Friendly, that he confessed what it was that lay so heavy upon him, who, understanding the Cause of his Displeasure, spoke comfortably to him, and repaid to the enraged Preacher, and offered him with all Submission, that if the Young Man through Ignorance had in any thing offended him, he should have the utmost Satisfaction he desired, and upon these terms intreats his favour to the perplexed Soul.

But the Minister turning his Choler upon the Intercessor, demands angrily, What he had to do to trouble him? bids him get him gone about his own Business, or else he would send him away with a Vengeance. So seeing no hopes to appease him, he bid God keep his Worship, and departed; but ere he was got out of the Door, the Preacher was yet more enraged at his mild Salute, throws his Slipper at him, calling him Wicked Rascal, and disdainful a Good Night from his Mouth; the Humble Man nothing moved, takes up his Slipper and lays it again at his Feet, intreats him not to be Angry, that he knew not in what he had wronged him, Prays God to have him in his Keeping. and so parts.

The Superintendent's Choler ceased not boiling: but the next Sunday he rails bitterly in the Pulpit against Jacob Behmen even by Name, thundering against the Senate for tolerating such a pernicious Heretick and sworn Enemy of the Ministerial Function, who not content to write Blasphemous Books, and pervert Souls, durst...
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durst presume to come and disturb him in his own House, that if they longer suffered, and did not expel him their Territories, they would move God in his Wrath, to sink their City, as he did those withftanders of Moses and Aaron, the rebellious Corah, Dathan and Abiram with their Complices.

The innocent Man was present, and with much Patience heard himself most bitterly railed at and reviled, and afterward stayed in the Church till the People were departed, and as the Superintendant was going forth, he followed him, and expressed his Grief to hear himself so publicly, and as he thought caulelessly defamed, and requested that rather than in that way of publique reproach, he would, before his Chaplain that then was with him, let him know his Offence, and it should be amended. The Minister would at first give no Answer to his Sute, at length upon much importunity, turning to him with a stern Vilage, cries, Get thee behind me : Satban, Avast thou turbulent, unquiet Spirit to thy Abyss of Hell; Doest thou still persist without all respect to my Function to Molest and Disgrace me? to which furly repulsed, the true Spiritied Christian gave this Modest Reply.

Tea, Reverend Sir, I know well, and much honour your Function, I desire not to lay any Apology upon you, only entreat you (for your own and your Functions honour, which enganges you not to trample upon a Submissive Offender, much less innocent) to tell me candidly where my Fault lies: And further, turning to the Chaplain, said, Courteous Sir, I pray be pleased to intercede for me with our Minister, that he would, lying aside this violent Passion, tell me Ingeniously wherein I have offended him, that I may, by the best Satisfaction I can, appease his Wrath; that he may cease incensing the Magistrates against me: But no Submissition would allay his Rage, but in heat he lends his Servant for the Town Sergeant to lay hold of him, and carry him away to Prison; but his Chaplain modestly excusing the poor Man, dissuaded him from it, and bid him go home to his House.

The next Morning the Magistrates meeting in the Council-House, cite Jacob Behmen to appear before them, they Examined him as to his Life and Conversation, in which they could not find anything blameable; They asked him what Injury he had offered the Minister, that made him with such vehemency to exclaim against him, but he constantly affirmed that he was utterly ignorant of any Just cause of Offence he had given him, and humbly prayed the Complainant might be sent for to declare the Grounds of his Accusation; they esteeming this a Just Motion, sent two Men of Quality of the Town to him, to desire him either to come and personally make known his Grievances to the Court, or at least inform them of the Matter by those they had sent to him for that purpose; But he again falling into Passion at this Demand, said, he had nothing to do with the Council-House, what he had to say, he would speak from the Pulpit, and what he did there dictate, they must obey without Contradiction; and without more ado dитель, this wicked Heretic from further opposing the Ministerial Function, by Banishing him their City, elle the Curte of Corah, Dathan and Abiram, would light upon them all.

With this the poor Senate, a little terrified, fearing the Preacher’s Anger, and his Power in the Duke of Saxony’s Court, fall to fresh Consultations, and concluded to Banish their innocent Fellow-Citizen out of the City, but several of the Council would not content thereto, but rode and went their way: The Sentence of Banishment was to be executed presently, and the City Officers ordered to perform it.

It being so ordered, he humbly craved he might go home to his House and settle his small Affairs there, and take his Family with him, or at least take leave of them, but it could not be admitted, he must according to the Sentence immediately depart; To which he answered, that seeing it would be no better, he with all willing Submissiion obeyed their Decree, and forthwith departed the Town.
But the Council meeting again the next Morning, and reconciling their Difference, repeal'd their Sentence, and send to seek out their innocent Exile, and at length found him, and brought him back with Honour into the City; yet still stir'd with the Preachers incessant Clamours, they at length fend for him again, and intreat him, that in love to the Cities quiet, he would seek himself a Habitation elsewhere; which if he would please to do, they should hold themselves oblig'd to him for it, as an acceptable Service. In compliance with this Friendly Request of theirs, he removed to Dresden.

I have observed, that if any Member of the Church, should have a Doctrine, or Exhortation, made known to him, or have his Mind furnished with other Notions than what he learned from his Pastor, it is Felony in Divinity, and if they cannot find an old Heretick in their black Calendar, that will challenge the Opinions, an Indictment that they are Ignorant dam, will by them be esteemed good in Law, whereon to bring him to Trial and Judgment.

What a Preliminary is it, to believe that the Wisdom and fulness of God can ever be pent up in a Synodical Canon? How over-weening are we to limit the successive Manifestations, to a present Rule, and Light, percuting all that comes not forth in its length and breadth?

It would be exceeding unnatural, for a Parent to desire the perpetual Infancy of his Child. And yet how frequent is it, that if any get the Start of their Brethren in growing up towards the nature of a Perfect Man in Christ, they become the Objects of Hatred, Calumny and Persecution.

Concerning the Proceedings at Dresden, we have the Relation thereof from Persons worthy of belief, and without exception. Jacob Behmen was cited to appear before his Highness the Prince Elector of Saxony, where were Assembled Six Doctors of Divinity (besides Mathematicians) as Dr. Hoben, Dr. Meyer, Dr. Ballwin, Dr. Gerhard, Dr. Leyser, and these (in the presence of his Highness the Prince Elector) examined him concerning his Writings, and the high Mysteries therein, as also of many profound Queries in Divinity, Philosophy, and the Mathematicks, they propounded unto him; to all which he answered and replied, with such meekness of Spirit, such depth of Knowledge, and fulness of Matter, that none of these Doctors and Professors returned one word of dislike or contradiction.

The Prince his Highness much admired him, and required to know the result of their Judgments, in what they had heard, but the Doctors desired to be excused, and intreated his Highness that he would have Patience, till the Spirit of the Man should be more plainly cleared to them; for in many particulars they did not understand him; nevertheless they hoped that hereafter he would make it more clear unto them, and then they would tender their Judgments, but as yet they could not.

Then Jacob Behmen propounded some Questions to them, to which they returned Answers with much Modesty; and as it were amazed that they should (so much beyond their Expectation) hear from a Man of that mean Quality and Education such Mysteries, Depths as were beyond the Fathom of their Comprehension.

Then he conferred with them touching most of the Errors of those times; pointing as it were with the Finger, at the Originals of them severally, declaring unto them the naked Truth, and the great difference between it, and some erroneous Suppositions.
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To the Astrologers also, (for there were two present) having discours'd something of their Science, he said, \textit{Thus far is the knowledge of your Art right and good, grounded in the Mystery of Nature, but what is over and above (insisting in several particulars) are Heathenish Additions, through their Ignorance and Blindness, which we ought not to follow or imitate.}

Then his Highness the Prince Elector, being very much satisfied in his Answers, took him apart from the Company, and discours'd with him a good while concerning several Points of Difficulty, wherein being well satisfied, he admitted him into his favour, and courteously dismissed him his Attendance at that time.

After this, Dr. Meijer and Dr. Gerhard meeting at Wittenberg, began to discourse of Jacob Behmen, expressing how greatly they admired at the continued Harmony of Scriptures produced by him at his Examination, and that they would not for all the World have serv'd his Enemies Malign in confounding him; for says Dr. Meijer, Who knows but God may have designed him for some extraordinary Work, and how can we with Justice pass Judgment against that we understand not, for surely he seems to be a Man of wonderful high Gifts of the Spirit, though we cannot at present from any certain Ground, approve or disapprove many things he holds forth?

After this, it pleas'd God the Hearts of many Learned Men and Preachers were turned to a Studying, themselves, and teaching of others their Doctrines of the Regeneration, and the means of attaining it, they had formerly in a blind Zeal exclaimed against as Heretical, whereupon they ceased from Preaching up Disputes and Controversies in Religion, many of those being no ways determinable, but by a beam of Divine Light arising out of the Principle of the New Birth, which though it clears up that Man's Judgment that is possisfled with it, yet can it not always make its way to the dispelling those Clouds of Ignorance that remain upon the Souls of others, whence they judged all Contests about those Difficulties (being most pregnant Mothers of Pride, and Contention) as baneful to Divine Charity, and the Common Peace of Mankind.

But for resolution of all Doubts, refer'd Men to an earnest Endeavour after the recovery of the Life of Christ, the only Fountain of all true Light, and right Understanding in Divine things.

Thus was that excellent Light, shining in this heavenly Man's Soul by the Cross Delign of an Adversary, lifted up into its Candlestick, and brought upon a Publick Stage to give Light to Many; for by these Questionings the Man's worth came to be taken notice of, and his Writings sought after, and studied not only by mean People, but many Great and Worthy Men, and some who in their Hearts were Infidels to all Religion, in catching only at the Bait of his mysterios Philosophy, were drawn into the true Faith of God, and Universal Charity.

His Superinscription, and Motto in most of his Epistles, were these Ten words; \textit{Our Salvation in the Life of Jesus Christ in us.}

In his Seal, he had Engraven a Hand out-stretch'd from Heaven, with a Twig of Three blown Lillies.

It is a Custom in Germany, and I have seen some Germans (whom the War had compell'd for Relief to come into England) to carry a little Paper Book in their Pockets, into which their Friends do write some remarkable Sentence and Subscribe their Names, and this Book is called \textit{Album Amicorum}; into such as these our Author wrote these following Verses:

\textbf{I i i 2 Text.}
Text.  

Wenn' Zeit ist wie Ewigkeit,
Und Ewigkeit wie die Zeit,
Der ist befrept vom allem Streit.

Englised,

Into that Man whose time and ever
Is all the fame and all together:
His Battle's done, his Strife is ended,
His Soul is safe, his Life's amended.

Or,

To him who wisely doth not sever
This fleeting Time and State for ever.
And to this Maxim frames his Life,
Is freed from anxious Care and Strife.

On Sunday, November 18, 1624, early in the Morning he called his Son, and asked him, If he heard the Excellent Musick? he replied, No: Open, faith he, the Door, that it may be the better heard; afterward he asked, What the Clock had struck; and was told, it had struck two; He said, It is not yet my time, three Hours hence is my time; In the mean while he spake these words.

O thou strong God of Hosts, deliver me according to thy Will. O thou Crucified Lord Jesus, Have mercy upon me, and receive me into thy Kingdom.

When it was near about Six, he took leave of his Wife and Son, Blessed them, and said, Now I go hence into Paradise; and bidding his Son turn him, he fetch'd a deep Sigh and Departed.

Thus have you had a short Account of the Journey of this Blessed Man on Earth, with his last Farewel. And it is well worthy of Remark, that although he was indued with such rare and singular Gifts, he sought not to make himself the Head of some Church, and separate a People into some peculiarity of outward Form, and Discipline: But sought earnestly, to promote in himself and others that Universal Love, Uprightness and Serviceableness we owe to the whole Creation.
The Seven Spirits of God, or Powers, or Forms, in Nature.

1. Binding, Attraction, Anguish, Fire, Light,
2. Sound, Body, are the Seven Spirits Might.

Off the Ten Forms of Fire know the Skill,
1. He Liberty both hath and is the Will.
2. Next, Strong Diss. Third's, Sharp Drawing Might
3. Makes an Opposing Will. Fourth, Flare of Light
4. Brings Anguish. And in the Fifth Form doth Lyre
5. Eternal Nature or Great Mystery.
7. The Seventh Magia with Reflective Sight.
8. The Eighth, the Turbs Ends the outward Life.
10. The Tenth, makes holy Flesh and holy Earth,
    Of Angels, and Blest Souls, the holy Birth.

Figur'd by Sem, Arphaxad, Selah, and
1. Eber, Peleg, Reu, next whom do stand
2. Serug, Nahor, with Terah, and the Blest
3. Abram, whose Seed Sanctifies all the Rest.

Three, and but three Principles Comprehend,
1. Eternal Things, and those that have an End.
2. The First such Darkness as Death Light Deface,
Which till it Gains is a fierce Anguish Fire.
3. The Second, A Meek, Yielding, Loving Light;
   Majestic, Potent, Sacred, Sweet, and Bright.
4. The Third, Resulting as from Fire and Light,
Brings Good from Evil. Day from Fitchy Night;
Imregnates fully with Redundant Bliss.
Each Great, or Little thing that Blessed is:
Did in Six Days the whole Creation Hatch,
Still Swaddles, Feeds and over it doth Watch.

Errata.
Page 30. Line 47. wants a Comma at Creature, p. 77. 1. 4. place the Parenthesis at Bodies, p. 79. Penult. for each read each, p. 102. 1. 2. for It is r. Is it, p. 181. 1. 38. for Root, Root, p. 277. 1. 10. place the Parenthesis at through, p. 322. 1. 19. for who r. bow, p. 396. for Enkindled r. Enkindled.
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